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A MESSAGE FROMTHE
IFT BOARD PRESIDENT

Welcome to ITC 2016.  The International Foundation for
Telemetering (IFT) is pleased to sponsor this unique event,
now in its 52nd year.  The theme this year is New Horizons
in Telemetry.
Pride in our tradition means we expect ITC 2016 will be
even better.  General Chair Michael Rice and Technical
Program Chair Erik Perrins have a program of outstanding
papers and hardware and software exhibits.  Our exception-
al volunteer staff and the organizations supporting them 
really are the core of ITC.  Their hard work literally makes
the ITC possible.
Education remains one of our primary goals — short 
courses, technical papers, exhibits, and interaction with the

real experts.  You really cannot beat that combination.  ITC supports specific
telemetry education for six Universities — New Mexico State University,
University of Arizona, Brigham Young University, Missouri University of Science &
Technology,  University of California at Santa Barbara, and the University of Kansas.
Our Short Courses are the best source for Continuing Education anywhere in
telemetry.  We also sponsor the Telemetry Standards Coordinating Council and
international efforts to acquire, preserve and defend telemetry spectrum.  The IFT
is the only national organization exclusively for telemetry education and advance-
ment of telemetry.  Participation directly benefits not only your current work but
prepares for the future through education.
I am always excited by the experience of the leading companies exhibiting the 
latest in technology and “talking details.”  Historically, most new telemetry 
products were announced at ITC.  Nowhere do the needs and solutions of
telemetry business meet in one place like they do at ITC.
While the latest equipment is shown, the ideas you will see implemented years
from now are found in ITC Technical Papers.  The largest single compendium of
new papers in telemetry anywhere in the world appears every year in our
Proceedings.  Nearly every important tool in the telemetry business was once an
ITC Technical Paper and then exhibited as real equipment or software at ITC.
That profound transition requires live interaction between academia, manufactur-
ers, government, test ranges and standards organizations.  That, after all, is ITC.
This is your conference.  Be thoroughly involved and enjoy it!
We are always seeking ways to improve ITC and service to the telemetry 
industry.  Please contact me or any member of the Staff with ideas, critiques or
suggestions.  We are at www .telemetry.org.

~ Les Bordelon,
President, IFT

Les Bordelon
Board President 

International Foundation 
for Telemetering
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WELCOME

COME JOIN US AT ITC 2016 

Diamond Platinum Gold

CALCULEX Quasonix Spectracom

ITC continues to be run by an all-volunteer
organizing committee without whom the
conference would never come to pass. The
Board of the International Foundation for
Telemetering wishes to thank all ITC
volunteers, and the companies who sponsor
them, for their generous contributions to
making this forum the premier event it has
been for the past 52 years.

Welcome to ITC 2016. We invite you to join us in sunny Glendale, Arizona, USA where ITC will be held for the 
first time as we explore the “New Horizons” in telemetry.

The second decade of the 21st Century may be characterized by the changing landscape in all areas of 
telemetry.  In aeronautical telemetry, the increasing sophistication of the systems we test increases the volume 
and importance of telemetry data.  Spectral reallocations present new challenges and new opportunities.  
The rise of the Internet of Things (IoT) is introducing telemetry to devices and networks at an increasing rate, 
and the relationship between aeronautical telemetry, automated metering, and the Internet of Things remains 
unclear.

ITC 2016 addresses these issues (and more) in a comprehensive program featuring keynote speakers, 
short courses, a technical program, and an impressive exhibits program.  The opening Keynote 
speaker, Mr. Maarten Versteeg from SwRI, will speak on the New Horizons interplanetary space probe, 
whose mission is to perform a flyby of the Pluto system and other Kuiper belt objects, part of NASA’s 
New Frontiers program.  ITC will once again have outstanding technical sessions to choose from.  Each session 
features presentations of papers submitted and reviewed by technical experts from the telemetering arena.  
This year we will have a special session organized by Derrick Hinton, Principal Deputy, Test Resource 
Management Center.  The session will discuss the Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry (AMT)’s response to the 
AWS-3 Auction and will be held at an exclusive time on the opening day of the conference.

Our traditional icebreaker social event will be held Monday evening as well as afternoon receptions in the 
exhibit halls.  Awards for best paper, conference paper and student papers will be presented at Wednesday’s 
Awards Luncheon. 

I take this opportunity to thank the all-volunteer organizing committee for their significant efforts to make this 
conference a success.  On their behalf, I welcome you to ITC 2016, and look forward to seeing you there.

~ Michael Rice

ITC/USA 2016 CONFERENCE
SPONSORS

THANK YOU TO OUR 
ITC VOLUNTEERS !

Michael Rice
2016 General Chairman

Brigham Young University
Provo, UT

Erik Perrins
2016 Technical Chairman

University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS

Lena Moran
2015 Conference Coordinator

TRAX International
Moreno Valley, CA
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9:00 AM
to 

10:00 AM

Opening Ceremony & Keynote Speaker  >Location:  Solana A–D

New Horizons Mission to Pluto
Keynote Speaker: Maarten H.J.B. Versteeg – Staff Engineer, Southwest Research Institute (SwRI)

CLOSED

10:00 AM Exhibits Are Open from 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM

OPEN
10:00
AM
to

6:00 
PM

1:00 PM
to 

2:20 PM
Technical Sessions:

1.
Spectrum Access

2.
Signal Processing I

3.
Sensors &

Data Acquisition

4.
Special Dedicated Session*

2:30 PM
to 

4:30 PM

Special Dedicated Session* >Location:  Solana A–D

The AWS-3 Auction and The Spectrum Reallocation Fund:
Now What Do We Do?

Speaker: G. Derrick Hinton – Principal Deputy Director, Test Resource Management Center (TRMC), Office of the 
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology and Logistics [USD(AT&L)]

4:30 PM Exhibit Hall Reception  >Location:  Exhibit Halls  (4:30 PM – 6:00 PM)

CONFERENCE
AT A GLANCE

Special sessions consist of late-breaking technical presentations and will not have material in the Proceedings.
Times and locations subject to change.  Consult on-site program for latest information.
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CONFERENCE AT A GLANCE
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Short Courses Halls

TIME

9:00 AM
to

5:00 PM

Advanced
Modulation &
Demodulation
Techniques

Basic
Signals &
Modulation

iNET
Telemetric
Networks

IRIG 106-15 Chapter
7 Packet Telemetry
Downlink Basis &
Implementation
Fundamentals

Principles &
Implementation of
the IRIG 106-15
Chapter 10 Digital
Recording Standard

Fundament-
als of

Microwaves
& RF

Spectrum
& 

Signal
Analysis

Basic
Systems
Engineer-

ing

Telemetry
for High-
Latency,

Error-Prone
Networks

Telemetry
Over IP

Basics of
Aircraft

Instrumen-
tation

Intro to Analyzing
Ethernet Data

SETUP

6:30 PM
to

8:30 PM

ITC/USA 2016 Welcome Reception:  
>Location:  Solana A–D

CLOSED

W
ED
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SD

AY
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8:00 AM Exhibits Are Open from 8:00 AM to 11:45 AM OPEN
8:00
AM
to

11:45 
AM

9:00 AM
to

11:00
AM

Technical Sessions:

5.
Special Session: 

ICTS

6.
Hardware

7.
Range Systems 

8.
Modulation &

Coding I

12:00
PM to

2:00 PM
Awards Luncheon  >Location:  Solana A–D CLOSED

2:00 PM Exhibits Are Open from 2:00 to 6:00 PM / Exhibitor Feedback Meeting 4:00 PM to 4:30 PM >Cira Ballroom A OPEN
2:00 
PM
to

6:00 
PM

2:00 PM
to 

4:00 PM
Technical Sessions:

9.
Special Session:

Range Commanders Council

10.
Signal Processing II

11.
Telemetering Applications

12.
Demonstration Systems

TH
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AY

, N
OV

 1
0 8:00 AM Exhibits Are Open from 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM

OPEN
8:00 
AM
to

12:00
PM

9:00 AM 
to 

11:00
AM

Technical Sessions:

13.
iNET Special Session:

DoD and Commercial Use

14.
Software Tools

15.
Networks 

16.
Modulation &
Coding II

Exhibits Are Open Until 12:00 PM

Special

Session
Special

Session

Free!
All Welcome!

Free!
All Welcome!

Fun!
Food!

Entertainment!

Special

Session
Special

Session

Special

Session
Special

Session
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SHORT COURSES

Short Course Description Instructor

Advanced Modulation
& Demodulation

Techniques For Telemetry

Explores modulation techniques currently employed or proposed for telemetry.  Material covers the legacy PCM/FM wave-
form, SOQPSK, and Multi-h CPM.  Demodulation techniques for these waveforms are also addressed with particular
emphasis on synchronization techniques and performance. 

Terry Hill, 
Quasonix, LLC

Basic Signals
& Modulation

This course is directed towards beginning technical personnel or telemetry personnel with limited experience in 
communications and modulation systems.  The course will cover basic concepts necessary to understanding the data com-
munications process within the telemetry system.  This will include signal descriptions, the Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)
process, concepts of analog and digital modulation and demodulation, and signal bandwidth representations.  Emphasis will
be on graphical representations with minimal mathematical requirements.

Dr. Stephen
Horan, 

NASA Langley
Research Center

iNET Telemetric
Networks 

This course introduces participants to telemetric networks as applicable to the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry
(iNET) project.  Participants will gain an understanding of telemetric networking principles, applicable networking 
technologies, trade-offs in applying networks to telemetry, and end-to-end telemetric applications.  Specifically, the iNET
Telemetry Network System (TmNS) demonstration system will be presented illustrating the test article network, radio
access network, range operations network, mission control network, system management operations, and telemetric 
applications.  The presentation will include current performance and capabilities of developmentally flight tested 
capabilities.  This course is intended for anyone who needs an introduction to iNET technologies and system capabilities.
It will be useful for participants to have a basic knowledge of networking concepts.  This short course is particularly 
beneficial for persons responsible for or involved in flight test instrumentation and telemetry systems.

Thomas Grace,
NAVAIR

Patuxent River
& Ben Abbott,

SwRI

IRIG 106-15 Chapter 7
Packet Telemetry

Downlink Basis and
Implementation
Fundamentals

This course will focus on presenting information to establish a basic understanding of the 2015 release of the IRIG 106,
Chapter 7, Packet Telemetry Downlink Standard.  It will also focus on the implementation of airborne and ground system
hardware and methods to handle IRIG 106, Chapter 7, Packet Telemetry data.  The presentation will address the 
implementation of special features necessary to support legacy RF Transmission, data recording, RF Receiving, Ground
Reproduction, and Chapter 10 data processing methods. 

Johnny Pappas,
Zodiac Data
Systems, Inc.

Principles &
Implementation of 
the IRIG 106-15

Chapter 10 Digital
Recording Standard

This course will present an in-depth look at the IRIG 106 Chapter 10 Digital Recording Standard.  Each section within the
standard will be covered along with implementation, compliancy, interoperability, data processing and validation methods.
Lessons learned and insight into development and applications of Chapter 10 recorders, test equipment and software
throughout the test and operational communities will also be presented.  A review of emerging implementations and the
next release of the standard will also be conducted.

Al Berard,
Air Force Test

Center, Eglin AFB
& Mark Buckley,

Telspan Data

Spectrum and 
Signal Analysis

This course explores the range of measurements that can be made with a vector spectrum analyzer, from swept
measurements of the RF spectrum through spur searches and pulsed signal measurements and on to more advanced
measurements like phase noise, noise figure and demodulation of communications signals.  The material presented is
suitable for beginners, but can also serve as a useful survey for more experienced users.

Mike Flaherty,
Keysight

Technologies

Basic Systems 
Engineering

This course studies end-to-end telemetry systems with their signal and noise characteristics.  It concentrates on analysis
of data streams for efficient transfers over the communication link. Sampling, filtering, commutation, and RF link 
characteristics are studied. Line Coding (NRZ-L, BIΦ-L, etc.) with their spectral (Fourier) characteristics, bandwidth and
filtering requirements are analyzed.  Benefits of using Forward Error Correction (FEC) for data transmission is explained
(Block, Convolutional, and Turbo Coding concepts are discussed).  Modulation techniques such as AM, PCM/FM, BPSK and
QPSK are analyzed; their Eb/N0 and BER performance characteristics are compared.  Learn dB/dBm concepts better.
Course relies on the basic mathematical principals of the communication systems.

Halil Altan, 
Altan Tech
Consulting

Fundamentals
of Microwaves

and RF

The course begins with an overview of electromagnetic theory and the many common uses of RF-microwaves today.
Concepts such as the frequency spectrum, basic physics of electro-magnetic wave reflection and propagation, standing
waves, power density, phase and polarity are discussed.  The second section discusses RF-microwave components 
typically found in telemetry systems, touching on design and applications.  Consideration of antennas, transmissions lines,
couplers/splitters/combiners, hybrids, RF amplifiers, VCOs, isolators, attenuators, modulators, etc. is given.  Concepts such
as “intermodulation”, “dynamic range” and, “linearity” are introduced.  The final section of the course addresses the 
application of an end-to-end digital telemetry transceiving system.  A typical airborne to ground station radio link is 
presented with emphasis placed on “RF-centric issues” impacting radio link performance.

Mark
McWhorter,
Lumistar, Inc.

SHORT COURSES
>MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2016 | 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM

* Short courses continued on page 8

New!



SHORT COURSES, continued

SHORT COURSES &
TECH SESSIONS

*Short course certificates provided upon request.

>MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2016 | 9:00AM–5:00PM
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Short Course Description Instructor

Basics of Aircraft
Instrumentation

This course will describe the data acquisition system design criteria used to meet the customer’s data requirements.  An
example accelerometer measurement is used to illustrate the design process from the sensor to the engineering unit
display.  The presentation will cover pre sample filtering, sampling, digital encoding, and the trade-offs to consider when
designing an airborne data acquisition system.  Recording of data sources and RF telemetry are presented along with
measurement uncertainty.  Standards and best practices are highlighted throughout.

Ken Miller,
NAVAIR

Introduction to
Analyzing 

Ethernet Data

With the proliferation of Ethernet as a data transport on multiple commercial and military aircraft and weapon systems it
is becoming even more important to get a basic understanding of how to analyze Ethernet data.  This course will start with
an introduction to the OSI model and lay out the basics that make up Ethernet traffic.  Then we'll look at the open source
Wireshark program and go through a crash course in using it to examine different types of Ethernet traffic.  Finally we'll
look at using the Python programming language along with several libraries to actually analyze and decode data embedded
in Ethernet traffic.

Paul Ferrill, 
Avionics Test 
and Analysis
Corporation

Telemetry for
High-Latency,
Error-Prone
Networks

Global telemetry networks present many challenges with high-latency and error-prone transport conditions.  This tutorial will
present detailed information on packet-based telemetry standards that are designed to operate reliably in such conditions,
with emphasis on RF systems, Forward Error Correction, delivery assurance, efficient packet structures in asymmetric links,
Internet Protocol considerations, security, interoperability and more.  With practical applications for ground, sea, air and space
telemetry systems, much of the emphasis will be on Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) standards,
and how those standards (and select elements) can be considered for more broad telemetry applications.  This course 
provides a protocol stack depiction of these concepts with reference to the common OSI stack.  Students should have a 
general technical competency and understanding of communications theory, protocols and systems.

Robert Ritter, 
IMI/RT Logic

Telemetry 
over IP

This course begins by introducing the capability of transporting PCM telemetry over an IP network (TMoIP), including discus-
sion of the benefits and limitations of this technology.  Essential network topics are covered including the OSI network model
and associated TMoIP network protocols.  The two key RCC IRIG standards for TMoIP are described: IRIG 218 and IRIG 106
Chapter 10 over UDP.  Interactive and scripted setup, configuration, status, and diagnostics approaches are presented.
Advanced topics include minimizing latency, handling poor-quality WAN networks, inter-vendor interoperability, one-to-many
and mesh networks, configurable quality-of-service, time/data correlation, future-proofing, and security.

Preston Hauck,
NetAcquire
Corporation

ITC/USA 2016 TECHNICAL SESSIONS

>Tuesday, November 8
Session 1. Spectrum Access

Session 2. Signal Processing I

Session 3. Sensors & Data
Acquisition

Session 4. Special Dedicated Session:
The AWS-3 Auction and The
Spectrum Reallocation Fund: Now
What Do We Do? * 
Derrick Hinton, Test Resource Management
Center

>Thursday, November 10
Session 13. iNET Special
Session: Dod and Commercial
Use* 

Session 14. Software Tools

Session 15. Networks 

Session 16. Modulation &
Coding II

Session 5. ICTS * 

Session 6. Antennas &
Hardware

Session 7. Range Systems 

Session 8. Modulation &
Coding I

Session 9 Range Commanders
Council * 

Session 10. Signal Processing II

Session 11. Telemetering
Applications

Session 12. Demonstration
Systems

* Special Session

>Wednesday, November 9

New!

New!
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GUEST SPEAKER

OPENING CEREMONY & KEYNOTE SPEAKER
>Tuesday, November 8, 2016  9:00 AM – 10:00 AM | Solana A–D

NEW HORIZONS MISSION TO PLUTO

Maarten H.J.B. Versteeg of Southwest Research Institue (SwRI) will describe the
challenges of developing flight instruments capable of operating in the harsh
interplanetary space environment as well as the challenges of receiving data
from a space probe at the edge of the solar system. 

Mr. Versteeg has extensive systems
development experience, including
definition, design, development, and
integration. His work has emphasized
real-time programming and hardware
interfacing for various data acquisi-
tion and control systems mostly
related to instruments for deep space
missions. Over the past several years,
Mr. Versteeg has contributed to a

variety of projects and studies at the technical and project manage-
ment levels. Most recently, his experience has been focused on the
development and operations of ultraviolet (UV) instruments on
various space missions. The support covers the complete develop-
ment trajectory, from proposal through development into instru-
ment operations. Each of these instruments is controlled by small
microcontrollers that control and monitor the instrument opera-
tions and generate both science and engineering telemetry.

In May 1999, Mr. Versteeg joined Southwest Research Institute
(SwRI). He worked on the design and development of the Ground
Support Equipment (GSE) for the Alice Ultraviolet Spectrometer
(UVS) instrument and also completed the Rosetta-Alice flight soft-
ware. This instrument was launched in early 2004 on the ten-year
European Space Agency (ESA) Rosetta mission. Currently, Mr.
Versteeg is providing mission support.

Mr. Versteeg designed and developed the flight instrument and
ground support software for a similar instrument as part of the
New Horizons mission to Pluto, called PERSI-Alice. The instrument
is similar to Rosetta-Alice, but the spacecraft and mission require-
ments are different. The software was redeveloped as the instru-
ment interfaces, hardware, and commanding structure had
changed. Mr. Versteeg supported the integration and test activities
of the instrument at spacecraft level at John Hopkins University

Applied Physics Laboratory. New Horizons launched in January
2006. Mr. Versteeg continues supporting instrument mission oper-
ations and prepared for the July 2015 Pluto flyby. This consisted of
the definition of command loads for the 2015 Pluto flyby science
operations based on the science plans, verification of these com-
mand loads, verification of flat-sat test telemetry and engineering
verification of the telemetry received from the spacecraft.

In 2005, Mr. Versteeg began the design and development for the
flight and ground software for a third UVS instrument, Lyman-
Alpha Mapping Project (LAMP), which was delivered to Goddard
Space Flight Center in February 2008. The instrument launched on
the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter in 2009 and is currently in a
four-year extended mission, and support work continues.

In 2006, Mr. Versteeg started work on the software for a fourth
incarnation of a UVS, which was launched in August 2011 on the
Juno spacecraft. Currently, he is supporting instrument operations
and planning for cruise and Jupiter orbit operations within the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory-Lockheed Martin system. The spacecraft
performed an Earth flyby in the fall of 2013 and is planned to arrive
at Jupiter in 2016 for a one-year observation mission. Mr. Versteeg
supports the definition, generation and verification of command
loads for the UVS instrument and performs the engineering verifi-
cation of the received telemetry, in support of the current cruise
activities as well as the planning and development of operations
plans for the upcoming one-and-a-half years of orbit operations.

In 2013, Mr. Versteeg started work on the requirements for a fifth
UVS accepted for flight on the ESA Juice mission to the Jupiter sys-
tem. This project is currently in the instrument definition phase,
which is focused on requirements specification. In addition, Mr.
Versteeg supports the general instrument design and operational
concepts based on his extensive experience in the development
and operations of the currently flying four UV instruments.

ITC/USA’16 KEYNOTE SPEAKER

THE AWS-3 AUCTION ANDTHE SPECTRUM REALLOCATION FUND:
NOW WHAT DO WE DO?
This Special Session is being moderated by Derrick Hinton, Principal Deputy, Test Resource Management
Center.  The session will be held at an exclusive time on the opening day of the conference:  Tuesday,
November 8, 2:30–4:30 pm.

Maarten H.J.B. Versteeg
Staff Engineer, Southwest Research Institute (SwRI)

S P E C I A L  D E D I C AT E D  S E S S I O N
>Tuesday, November 8, 2016  2:30 PM – 4:30 PM | Solana A–D
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AWARDS LUNCHEON |VOTING REMINDER

AWARDS LUNCHEON
>Wednesday, November 9, 2016 12:00pm – 2:00pm | Solana A–D

Please join your fellow telemetry enthusiasts for the awards luncheon.  It will
be a buffet spread, during which the following awards will be presented:

• Best Conference Paper

• Lawrence Rauch Award for Standards

• Myron Nichols Award for Telemetry Spectrum

• Undergraduate and Graduate Student Paper Awards

• Pioneer Award

Cost per ticket is $25.

Voting day for the 2016
United States Presidential
Election is November 08,
2016, so be sure to register
for an Absentee Ballot. 

Ballots must be postmarked
by November 8.



International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT) 

The International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT) is a nonprofit organization dedicated 
to serving the professional and technical interests of the "Telemetering Community." The 
IFT was confirmed as a nonprofit corporation in accordance with the applicable laws of 
the State of California on May 11, 1964. Our "Articles of Incorporation" are on file with 
the State of California. 
The basic purpose of the IFT is the promotion and stimulation of technical growth in 
telemetering and its allied arts and sciences. This is accomplished through sponsorship 
of technical forums, educational activities, and technical publications. The Foundation 
endeavors to promote unity in the "Telemetering Community" it serves, as well as ethical 
conduct and more effective effort among practicing professionals in the field. 
All activities of the IFT are governed by a Board of Directors selected from industry, 
science, and government. Board members are elected on the basis of their interest and 
recognition in the technical or management aspects of the use or supply of telemetering 
equipment and services. All are volunteers who serve with the support of their parent 
companies or agencies and receive no financial reward of any nature from the IFT. 
The IFT Board meets twice annually--once in conjunction with the annual ITC and, 
again, approximately six months from the ITC. The Board functions as a senior 
executive body that hears committee and special assignment reports and reviews, 
adjusts, and derives new policy as conditions dictate. A major Board function is that of 
fiscal management, including the allocation of funds within the scope of the Foundation's 
legal purposes. 
Participation in the IFT and the ITC does not require membership in the traditional 
sense; dues or membership fees are not required. 
The IFT sponsors the annual International Telemetering Conference (ITC). Each annual 
ITC is initially provided working funds by the IFT. The ITC management, however, plans 
and budgets to make each annual conference a self-sustaining financial success. This 
includes returning the initial IFT subsidy as well as modest earnings, the source of funds 
for IFT activities such as its education support program. The IFT also sponsors the 
Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee and the International Consortium for 
Telemetry Spectrum. 
In addition, a notable educational support program is carried out by the IFT. The IFT has 
sponsored numerous scholarships and fellowships in telemetry-related subjects at a 
number of colleges and universities since 1971. Student participation in the ITC is 
promoted by the solicitation of technical papers from students with a monetary award 
given for best paper at each conference. The IFT has established and continues to 
support programs at New Mexico State University, Brigham Young University, University 
of Arizona, University of Missouri – Rolla, and University of California Santa Barbara. 
The Foundation maintains master mail and email lists of personnel active in the field of 
telemetry for its own purposes. These lists include personnel from throughout the United 
States as well as from many other countries since international participation in IFT 
activities is invited and encouraged. New names and addresses or corrections can be 
added to these lists by visiting the IFT/ITC web site, www.telemetry.org. The web site 
also provides information about the ITC and other telemetry and IFT related activities. 



International Telemetering Conference (ITC) 

The International Telemetering Conference (ITC) is the primary forum through which the 
purposes of the International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT) are accomplished. It is 
the only nationwide annual conference dedicated to the subject of telemetry. The 
conference generally follows an established format which includes presentation of 
tutorial courses and technical papers, and exhibition of equipment, techniques, services 
and advanced concepts provided, for the most part, by the manufacturer or the 
supplying company. To complete a user-supplier relationship, each ITC often includes 
displays from major test and training ranges and other government and industrial 
elements whose mission needs serve to guide manufacturers to tomorrow's products. 

Each ITC is normally two and one half days in duration preceded by a day of tutorials 
and standards meetings. A Keynote Technical Session, to which all conferees are 
invited, is generally the initial event. A Moderator and Panel Members prominent in their 
respective fields form the Keynote Technical Session which addresses a particular 
theme and is also available for questions from the audience. The purpose of this event 
is to highlight and further communicate future concepts and equipment needs to system 
developers and suppliers. From that point, papers are presented in four half-day periods 
of concurrent Technical Sessions that are organized to allow the attendee to choose the 
topic of primary interest. The Technical Sessions are conducted by voluntary Technical 
Session Chairmen and include a wide variety of papers both domestic and international. 
Additionally, the program offers a Keynote Luncheon featuring a distinguished speaker 
who will discuss a topic of direct interest to the telemetry community. 

Each annual ITC is organized and conducted by a General Chair and a Technical 
Program Chair selected and appointed by the IFT Board of Directors. Both chairmen are 
prominent in the organizations they represent (government, industry, or academia) and 
are generally well-known and command technical and managerial respect. Both have 
most likely served the previous year's conference as Vice Chairs. In this way, continuity 
between conferences is achieved and the responsible individuals can proceed with 
increased confidence. The chairs are supported by a standing Conference Committee of 
over twenty volunteers who are essential to the conference organizational effort. Both 
chairs and all who serve in the organization and management of each annual ITC do so 
without any form of salary or financial reward. The organizational affiliate of each 
individual who serves not only agrees to the commitment of their time to the ITC but also 
assumes the obligation of that individual's ITC-related travel expenses. This, of course, 
is in recognition of the technical service rendered by the conferences.  

Those companies and agencies that exhibit at the ITC pay a floor space rental fee which 
provides the major financial support for each conference. Although the annual chairs 
and the standing committee are credited for successful ITCs, the exhibitors also deserve 
high praise for their faithful and generous support. 

A major feature of each annual ITC is the proceedings in DVD-ROM format. The DVD 
contains proceedings and technical papers from multiple prior conferences as well as 
the current conference and is included with a paid regular conference registration. The 
DVD is also is available for purchase after the conference through the IFT/ITC web site, 
www.telemetry.org. 
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Goals 

• Introduce telemetry and system level design 

problems early, throughout program of study 

• Provide off-campus education and educational 

resources 

• Support a variety of projects which use telemetry 

systems, especially ones in non-traditional (non-

aerospace) areas 

• Support Promising Students 
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ITC 2015 

• Eric Walter, Nicholas Glover Jesse Cureton and K. Kosbar, Telemetry System 

Architecture for a Solar Car (Solar Car Project) 

 

• Andrew Pletta, Adam Timmons, Thomas Abbeg, Thomas McBeth and K. 

Kosbar, Wireless Body Area Network for Monitoring Human Kinetics 

 

• Joshua Reed, Tyler Morrow and K. Kosbar, An Object-Oriented Interface to 

Monitor Telemetry from and Control of a Mars Rover (Mars Rover Project) 

 

• Frank Marshall, Katelyn Brinker, Owen Chiaventone, Michael Pride, Zachary 

Walker, Michelle Rojo, Kurt Kosbar, Garry Grubbs II, Melanie Mormile and 

Michael Storrie-Lombardi, A Simple and Cost Effective Raman-Fluorescence 

Spectrometer (Mars Rover Project) 

 

• Sushruth Sastry and K. Kosbar, A Modular Scheme to Detect and Combat 

Sinusoidal Variation in Fading Channels.  2nd place, graduate student paper 

competition 
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ITC 2016 
• Katelyn Brinker, Rebecca Marcolina, M. Mormile and K. Kosbar, 

Integrating Agile Software Development with Traditional Design 

Cycles 

 

• Brandon Becker, Charles Bennett, Jacqueline Pyles, Deron Johnson 

and Kurt K. Kosbar, Software Defined Radio MIMO Telemetry 

Transmitter 

 

• Joshua Jetter, Michael Miles and K. Kosbar, Design and Evaluation of 

a LIDAR-Based Wearable Navigation system for the Visually Impaired 

 

• John Maruska, Judah Schad and K. Kosbar, Mars Colinization Sensor 

System for Soil Analysis 

 

• Krystal Peterson, Samuel Richter, Adam Schafer and K. Kosbar, 

Distributed Computing Processor for Signal Processing Applications 
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ITC 2015 – Body Area Network 

• Andy Pletta 

• Adam Timmons 

• Tom Abbeg 

• Thomas McBeth 
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ITC 2015 – Body Area Network 
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ITC 2015 – Body Area Network 
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ITC 2015 – Body Area Network 
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ITC 2015 – Body Area Network 
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ITC 2015 – Solar Car Telemetry 

• Eric Walter 

• Nick Glover 

• Jesse Cureton 
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2015 American Solar Challenge 

Formula Sun Grand Prix 

Circuit of the Americas 

Grand Prix Track 

Austin, TX 
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ITC 2015 – Solar Car Telemetry 

Vehicle Electrical System 
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ITC 2015 – Solar Car Telemetry 

• Three subsystems: 

– Vehicle layer – CAN Bus, TCP/IP 

– Physical layer – TCP/IP, WiFi mesh 

networking 

– Software layer – TCP/IP, Java 
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ITC 2015 – Solar Car Telemetry 

Power Source 

• Powered by 20kg Lithium Polymer pack  

– Panasonic NCR-18650B cells, 3.35aH 

– 26 series packs of 16 parallel cells 

– 93.6V nominal - 53.6aH – 5kWh 

• Battery Management System 

– Distributed measurement 

– Passive cell balancing 

– Voltage, temperature at each cell 

– Pack current 

– Relay isolation of pack 
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ITC 2015 – Solar Car Telemetry 

Power Source 

• Monocrystalline silicon-

dioxide solar cells 

– 6m2 array size by 

regulations 

– Power output of 1200W 

– Split into five sub-arrays 

– Each sub-array is 

maximum power point 

tracked 
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ITC 2015 – Solar Car Telemetry 

Drive Motor 

• Permanent magnet 

synchronous motor 

– Peak power output of 

7.5kW 

– Variable air gap for 

torque adjustment 

• Driven by a three phase 

power inverter 

– Off the shelf 

– > 99.2% cruise efficiency 
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ITC 2015 – Solar Car Telemetry 

Vehicle Layer 
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ITC 2015 – Solar Car Telemetry 

Network Layer 
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ITC 2015 – Solar Car Telemetry 

Telemetry Display 
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ITC 2015 – Solar Car Telemetry 
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ITC 2015 – Solar Car Telemetry 
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ITC 2015 – Solar Car Telemetry 

St. Louis Science Center 

Test Track – Rolla National Airport 
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ITC 2015 – Solar Car Telemetry 
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Solar Car Telemetry 
Precision Engineering 
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ITC 2015 – Solar Car Telemetry 

Distracted Driving? 
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ITC 2015 – Solar Car Telemetry 

Going Green 
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Software-Defined Mesh Telemetry Network for Remotely 

Controlled and Monitored Industrial Applications 

• Nathan Price 

• Vivek Thotla 

• Maciej Zawodnick 
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ITC 2015 – Mars Rover Telemetry 

• Josh Reed 
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Road Trip to Mars 
University Rover Challenge 
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Bleak Mars 
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Bleak Mars Utah 
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#ROVESOHARD 
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Off to Work 
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Off to Work 
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Control Center 
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Telemetry Display 
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Telemetry Display 
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ITC 2015 – Mars Rover Sensors 

• Frank Marshall 

• Katie Brinker 

• Owen Chiaventone 

• Mike Pride 

• Zach Walker 

• Michelle Rojo 
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ITC 2015 – Mars Rover Sensors 

I’ll let you guess what score the science package earned 

…out of a possible 100 
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Looking for Life in Utah 
COST EFFECTIVE RAMAN-FLUORESCENCE SPECTROMETER 
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Looking for Life in Utah 
COST EFFECTIVE RAMAN-FLUORESCENCE SPECTROMETER 
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Looking for Life in Utah 
COST EFFECTIVE RAMAN-FLUORESCENCE SPECTROMETER 
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Looking for Life in Utah 
COST EFFECTIVE RAMAN-FLUORESCENCE SPECTROMETER 
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Looking for Life in Utah 
COST EFFECTIVE RAMAN-FLUORESCENCE SPECTROMETER 
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Looking for Life in Utah 
COST EFFECTIVE RAMAN-FLUORESCENCE SPECTROMETER 
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Looking for Life on Mars 
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Next Road Trip to Mars 
European Rover Challenge 

Podzamcze Chęcińskie 

Poland 
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Next Road Trip to Mars 
European Rover Challenge 
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Rain is Good Luck 
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Or not… 
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Showing the Colors 
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ITC 2015 – Fading Channels 

• Sushruth Sastry 
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ITC 2015 – Fading Channels 
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ITC 2015 – Fading Channels 

𝛿 
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ITC 2015 – Fading Channels 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

Santa Barbara 

 



Imaging Systems Laboratory  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
University of California, Santa Barbara 

May 2016 



Imaging Systems Laboratory 

Faculty Advisors 

 

1. Hua Lee 

2. Steve Long  

3. S. Hwang 

4. Bernie Tittmann 

 

Students 

 

1. Vince Radzicki 

2. Isabella Gonzalez  

3. Alice M. Callaghan 

4. Matt Thornton 

5. Blake Heffner 

 

 



Recent activities 

 2016 IFT installment received 

 ECE 148 Lab projects 

 Book #8: Acoustical Sensing and Imaging (CRC Press) 

 Joint UCSB - Akela Microwave field experiments 

 Industrial collaborative summer program:   

                       (a) DoE Special Technology Lab 

                       (b) Akela 

                       (c) Arthrex 

                       (d) FLIR 

 2016 ITC participation 

 



Imaging Systems Laboratory 

 US DoE (STL):                    $ 1M 

 D’Errico gift funds:              $ 1M 

 GPRadar imaging 

 Microwave heartbeat detection 

 Sonar imaging and recognition 

 

 



Research Projects 

 

 Passive and active bearing-angle estimation 

 Motion estimation and tracking 

 Passive acoustic diagnostics 

 Haze removal for medical endoscopy 

 TTW heartbeat detection 

 FMCW MIMO microwave imaging 

 Impedance measurement of biological tissues and 

specimens 

 

 



Industrial Partners 

 DoE Special Technology Laboratory (STL)    

                  (Sensor networks) 

 Akela     (Radar imaging) 

 Arthrex  (Medical endoscopic imaging) 

 FLIR      (Infrared imaging) 

 



6th book: Springer 2011                        7th book: Wiley 2012 



8th book: CRC Press, 2016 



Haze-removal tests 



TTW heartbeat detection 

 
Data-acquisition system 



Laboratory experiments 





STFT spectrum 





 

ECE 148 (signal processing applications) 
Enrollment history 

 

 2011: 15 

 2012: 15 

 2013: 16 

 2014: 13 

 2015: 27  

 2016: 28 



 

Senior honor projects 

  

 ECE 196 (undergraduate research) 

 ECE 188 (capstone projects) 

 GPA requirement (PGA > 3.0) 

 Small pool (EE: 12-21) 

 

 

 



UCSB team (ITC 2015 Las Vegas) 



ITC Participation 

    2015 

 5 papers 

 3 faculty members 

 2 graduate students 

 2 undergraduate  

 

 2016  

 3 - 4 papers 

 2 faculty members 

 2 graduate students 

 2 undergraduates 

 



ITC 2016 presentations  

 MIMO FMCW Radar Imaging 

 Dehaze-Defog Techniques 

 Microwave and Acoustic Detection and Target Tracking 

 

 

 



IFT Endowment 

 2016 installment received :    $  50K 

 Total installment received:    $ 450K 

 Account balance:            $549,791.66 

 

 



Thank you 

Imaging Systems Laboratory 

UC Santa Barbara 



Michael W. Marcellin 
Regents’ Professor 

International Foundation for Telemetering Professor 
 

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
The University of Arizona 

Tucson, AZ 85721 
 

marcellin@ece.arizona.edu 
www.ece.arizona.edu/~mwm 

+1-520-621-6190 

UofA IFT Report – Spring 2016 
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2015-16 Activities 

 2015 ITC General Chair  

 Papers (3 undergrad, 1 graduate) 

 ITC 2015 UofA Attendees 

 20 Undergraduate Students  

 2 Graduate Students  

 1 Faculty Member 

 7 Papers submitted to ITC 2016 

 Member 
 Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee 

 Coding and data compression subcommittee 

 ITC Proceedings Online 

 Advisor Autonomous Vehicle Club 

 Advisor Electronics Team Mini-Baja Club 
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ITC 2015 Graduate Student Papers 

 3D Printable Multilayer RF Integrated System 

 Student: Xiaoju Yu 

 Advisor: Hao Xin 

 



4 

ITC 2015 Undergrad Student Papers 

 Autonomous Mapping Using Unmanned Aerial Systems 
 Students: Jeremy Hibbs, Travis Kibler, Jesse Odle, Rachel Powers, Thomas 

Schucker and Alex Warren 

 Faculty Advisor: Michael Marcellin 

 3D Printed Antennas for Wireless Communication 
 Students: Brent Johnson, Colin Madrid, Kevin Yiin, Hanwen Wang, Chengxi Li and 

Xizhi Tan 

 Faculty Advisors: Michael Marcellin and Hao Xin 

 A Low Cost Open-Air Tracking System Based on an Empirical Path-

Loss Model 
 Students: Kayla Niu, Asif Shahidullah, Andrea Vilarasau, James Ringle, Michaelina 

Sorrell and Luke Zurmehly 

 Faculty Advisors: Michael Marcellin and Kathleen Melde  
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ITC 2015 Attendees 
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ITC 2016 Submitted Undergraduate 
Papers 

 Low Cost Unmanned Aircraft System for Autonomous Flight and 

Computer Vision Tasks 
 Students:  David Hung 

 Faculty Advisor: Michael Marcellin 

 Autonomous Mapping 
 Students: Christopher Meyer, Cody Mitts, Xander Deputy, Kevin Fox and Jiaxiang 

Wang 

 Faculty Advisor: Michael Marcellin 

 Telemetry System for Real-Time Monitoring of an Offroad Racecar 
 Kyle Boyer, Laura Brubaker, Kyle Everly and Mark Sackett 

 Faculty Advisor: Michael Marcellin 

 Inkjet Printed Antennas 
 Students: Alisa Zukova 

 Faculty Advisors: Michael Marcellin and Hao Xin 

 Wearable Heart Rate and Fall Detection Notification System 

 Students: Kevin Garrick, Xavi Giroud, Nico Fajardo, Andrew Maggio, Cecilia Read, 

and Brian Kehn 

 Faculty Advisors: Kathleen Melde and Michael Marcellin 
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ITC 2016 Submitted Graduate Papers 

 Antenna Radiation Pattern Control based on 3D Printed Design 
 Students: Junqiang Wu, Ahmed H Abdelrahman, Xiaoju Yu, and Min Liang 

 Faculty Advisor: Hao Xin 

 Noise Predictive Information Rate Estimation for TDMR Channels 
 Student: Mohsen Bahrami 

 Faculty Advisor: Bane Vasic 
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Thanks! 

 Thanks for your generous support 

 The IFT is key to the success of our program! 



NMSU Report to the IFT Board of 
Directors – April 2016 
Dr. Charles D. Creusere, Frank Carden Chair in 
Telemetering & Telecommunications 
Klipsch School of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering 
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Topics 

•  Topics 
–  ITC 2015 Summary 
– NMSU Update 
– Educational Programs 
– Research Programs 
–  IFT Scholarship Winners 
– Carden Chair 

 



ITC 2015 

•  Chuck Creusere served as Technical Chair 
for ITC 2015 

•  NMSU Delegation: 
•  8 Students 
•  3 faculty 
•  3 papers (2 Grad, 1 UG) 



NMSU Update 

•  Klipsch School Faculty: 
•  Drs. Phillip Deleon, Deva Borah, Laura Boucheron, Charles Creusere 

continue on the faculty in the Signals and Systems area 
•  Dr. David Mitchell joined the faculty in August 2015 

•  Specializes in Information Theory & Communications 
•  College of Engineering 

•  Riccardo Jacquez stepped down as Dean June 2015 
•  Steve Stochaj was selected as Interim Dean 
•  A search for a new Dean is ongoing: last of 3 candidates interviewed 

yesterday 



NMSU Update 
•  We have recently filled a position in computer 

engineering 
•  Dr. Hameed Badawy will start in Fall 2016 

•  NMSU is undergoing a serious budget crisis 
•  The College of Engineering cuts to this year’s 

budget could be as high as ~$900K 
•  Unpaid furloughs are being considered as a last 

resort 



Educational Programs 
 
•  ECE undergraduate curriculum: 

•  In expectation that the university will force us to 
reduce the number of credit hours required to get 
an ECE degree from 132 to 120, we have 
undertaken an extensive review of our program 

•  A plan has been finalized and was approved by 
the ECE faculty in October 2015 

•  A copy of the revised curriculum can be provided 
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Educational Programs 
•  This year’s student capstone projects: 

•  NIRO - Near infrared imagery from a quadcopter will be used to monitor 
crop health 

•  Sniffer - Autonomous robot for monitoring chemical hazards at NASA/
WSTF 

•  Wireless Workout - Lidar attached to barbell used to monitor workouts 

•  Antenna Mapping - Planning tool for telemetry setup at WSMR 

•  Speaker Bus : Multiplexing audio to speakers on power line 
•  Make it Autonomous - Striping Robot for parking lots 

•  INCA - FPGA based Waveform processing for neutron detection 
•  Cameras on Cows : Imaging what cows eat 



Educational Programs 
 
•  Carden Chair Initiative: 

•  The upgrade of our DE classroom to improve class quality 
and increase usability for faculty is complete 

•  I have provided chair funding (~$10.5K) to purchase an 84” 
touchscreen smartboard for our DE classroom 

•  ICT covered installation & integration costs 
•  ECE department upgraded the projector to HD for a better in-

class experience 

 



Educational Programs 
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Research Programs: Creusere 
–  2 current externally-funded research projects (NSF, 

NGA) 
–  1 PhD student defends May 2016 
–  3 on-going PhD students 
–  Advising the “Speaker Bus” capstone which is being 

supporting using Carden Chair funds 
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Research Programs: Borah 



Visible Light Communication (VLC)  

Offers secured link, saves RF bandwidths, and co-exists with 
efficient lighting technology. 

Two types of systems based on receiver technology:         1) 
Photodiode-based and 2) Digital camera-based 

 Model development 
 VLC symbol design 
Multiuser communications 
Compressive acquisition 
         (Funded by NSF) 

12 



Secured Communication 

Digital modulations are generally direction 
independent. 

For secured communication designs, need to make it 
hard for adversaries to detect the data – physical 
layer security.  

Use multiple antennas to design transmission schemes 
that distort transmissions in undesired directions. 

Performance analysis through computer simulations 
and hardware testbed. 
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D. Mitchell – Efficient communication using sparse codes on graphs

About Me

B.Sc. Mathematics, Univ. of Edinburgh, UK

Ph.D. Electrical Engineering, Univ. of Edinburgh

5 years at the Wireless Institute,
University of Notre Dame

David G. M. Mitchell

Digital Communications

Error Control Coding and Information Theory

Research Interests

Network Coding

Source Compression

1



D. Mitchell – Efficient communication using sparse codes on graphs

Data Deluge

Global per capita information usage will grow from 15.5GB in 2014 to
37GB in 2017

[Cisco Systems Inc., “The Zettabyte era: trends 
and analysis”, white paper, May 2015]

Mobile traffic will increase by factor 10

It is anticipated that the information amount consumed by
wireless and mobile devices will exceed that of wired
devices in 2016

These numbers do not even
include machine-to-machine
(M2M) communication

2



D. Mitchell – Efficient communication using sparse codes on graphs

Nested network codes

Rather than use codes optimized for point-to-point communication, we
want to construct new nested coding schemes tailored to the network  

source destination

relay

Maximize information flow in 
a network by cooperating 
(combining packets rather 
than simply relaying)

Combine this with
channel coding: nest 
one code inside 
another

We also consider multi-terminal source compression to reduce
network traffic

[1] D. Mitchell et al., “Spatially Coupled LDPC Codes Constructed from Protographs,” IEEE Trans. Inf. Theory, 61:9, Sept. 2015.  
[2] A. Golmohammadi et al., “Windowed Encoding of Spatially Coupled LDGM Codes for Lossy Source Compression,” IEEE
     Int. Symp. Inf. Theory, Barcelona, Spain, July 2016.

3



D. Mitchell – Efficient communication using sparse codes on graphs

Cooperative Unmanned Systems

Joint project with MAE (Co-PIs: Gross, Ma, Sun)

Nodes can cooperate to

achieve diversity

Forward error correc#ng

codes for physical layer

security 

Reliability and

throughput increase

Signi)cant power

savings (>20%)

Rate-compa#ble coding

schemes for variable channel

condi#ons

[3] D. Mitchell et al., “Randomly Punctured LDPC Codes,” IEEE Journ. Selected Areas in Communications, 34:2, Feb. 2016.  

4



2015 IFT Scholarship Winners 

•  Not Selected yet 
•  Deadline for application was April 30, 2016 

14 



Carden Chair Review 

•  My position as the Carden Chair is up for review 
this year. 

•  The IFT should have been asked to provide a 
representative to the review committee at some 
point, 



IFT Report 
May 2016 

Michael Rice 
Brigham Young University 



BYU Program Overview 

• ITC Participation 

• Graduate and Undergraduate Projects 

– S&T/T&E funding, IFT funding 

• RCC-TG 

– MDR an associate member (RF subcommittee) 

– IRIG-106 Appendix R: Space-Time Coding for 
Aeronautical Telemetry 



BYU Students at ITC 2015 



BYU Papers at ITC 2015 

1. M. Rice, “Optimum Best Source Selection for Aeronautical 
Telemetry.” (Session 23) 

2. E. Gagakuma and M. Rice, “On the Performance of 
Equalizers in an Aeronautical Telemetry Environment.” 
(Session 23) 

3. E. Gagakuma (student paper), “Statistical Characterization 
of Multipath Propagation at Edwards AFB” (Session 12) 

4. C. Hogstrom, C. Nash, K. Thompson (student paper), 
“Software-Defined Radio for SOQPSK” (Session 18) 

5. M. Rice, Md. A. Shah, M. Saquib, “Performance Limits on 
Joint Estimation of Frequency Offset, Channel, and Noise 
Vairaicne in Aeronautical Telemetry.” (Session 19) 

6. Md. S. Afran, (student paper) “Frequency Domain 
Equalizer for Aeronaautical Telemetry.” (Session 23). 



BYU Papers at ITC 2016 

1. J. Ravert and M. Rice, “On Frequency Offset 
Compensation for Equalized SOQPSK.” 

2. E. Gagakuma and M. Rice, “On the Performance of 
MLSE Equalizers for SOQPSK-TG.” 

3. C. Hogstrom and M. Rice, “Sparse Channel Estimation 
for Aeronautical Telemetry.” 

4. C. Nash and M. Rice, “Automatic Modulation 
Recognition for CPM.” 

5. Md. S. Afran, M. Saquib, M. Rice, “Sparse FIR 
Equalizer for Aeronautical Telemetry Channels.” 

6. C. Hogstrom, C. Nash, and M. Rice, “Locating and 
Removing Preamble Sequence in Aeronautical 
Telemetry.” 



Projects 

Colt is working on GNU Radio for SOQPSK-TG.  



Projects 

Edem is working on Maximum Likelihood 
Equalizers for SOQPSK-TG.  



Projects: Preamble-Assisted Equalization 

Transmit antenna 

Receiver/demodulator 

Transmitter 

Jeff 



Projects: Preamble-Assisted Equalization 

Receiver 

I/Q samples from receiver transferred 
to GPUs in this computer. 

8-channel BERT 

Spectrum analyzer 

Chris 



Projects: Preamble-Assisted Equalization 

The Chrises in their natural habitat. 



Projects: Preamble-Assisted Equalization 



Projects: Preamble-Assisted Equalization 
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IRIG 106 Appendix R 



CLAN: Cloud RAN based Indoor 
Localization in Any Network 

Dola Saha 

Adjunct Assistant Professor  
Department of Electrical Engineering & Computer Science, University of Kansas 



What is Indoor Localization? 

2 

Ø  GPS does not work indoors. 
Ø  Where am I? 



Why do we need it? 

3 

Ø  Indoor Navigation 
§  Reach places 
§  Evacuation 
§  Emergency Response (911) - FCC 

Ø  People and property tracking 
§  Visitors, patients, kids 
§  Items in warehouses, books in library 

Ø  User applications 
§  Social applications: people near you 
§  Shopping assistance, parking assistance 

Ø  Advertising (Retail) 
§  Targeted advertising, retail analytics 

Ø  Augmented Reality 
§  Overlay information over physical space 



Indoor Navigation 

4 

Ø  Reach places 
Ø  Evacuation 
Ø  Emergency Response (911) - FCC 



People and property tracking 

5 

Ø  Visitors, patients, kids 
Ø  Items in warehouses 
Ø  Books in library 



User Applications 

6 

Ø  Social applications: people near you 
Ø  Shopping assistance, parking assistance 



Advertising 

7 

Ø  Targeted Advertising, Proximity Marketing 
Ø  Retail Analytics (rearranging aisle) 



Augmented Reality 

8 



What matters? 

9 

Ø  Range  
§  100m, 10m? 

Ø  Precision 
§  Meters, Decimeter, Centimeter? 

Ø  Infrastructure 
§  Special installation of devices 

Ø  Privacy 
§  Are you following me?  



Indoor Signals 

10 

Ø  Wi-Fi 
Ø  Bluetooth 
Ø  RFID 
Ø  Light 
Ø  Image 
Ø  Sound 
Ø  Geo-Magnetism 
Ø  FM Signal 
Ø  AM Signal 
Ø  Accelerometer / Gyroscope 
Ø  Compass 



Technology 

11 

Ø  Active 
§  Where am I? 

Ø  Passive 
§  Analyze signals transmitted by me (my phone or other sensors) to know 

my location 

Ø  State of the art 
§  No localization algorithm in Cloud RAN 



Cloud RAN Architecture 
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Processor Pool 
for Digital Signal 

Processing in 
Software 

Data Generated for 20MHz bandwidth per antenna: 
40MSamples/sec (Nyquist Rate) 
40x16Mbps (each sample = 16bits) 
640Mbps 

•  Extend coverage 
•  Improve signal quality 
•  Can process any waveform 
•  Multiple parallel processing 

Remote Radio 
Head (RRH) 

Cloud 

Complex Digital Signal 



Localization of a signal / device 
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Processor Pool 
for Digital Signal 

Processing in 
Software 

Remote Radio 
Head (RRH) 

Cloud 

Complex Digital Signal 

•  Angle of Arrival (AoA) 
•  Time of Arrival (ToA) 
•  Signal Strength 



Antenna Geometry 
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How we can improve? 
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Ø  Aggregate bandwidth 
Ø  Oversampling at receiver 
Ø  Mitigate NLOS 

Add Phase 
Shift in 

Sampling 
Clock

Aggregate 
Bandwidth

Sanitize 
Signal 

Strength

Mitigate 
NLOS

Location of 
target user 

(x,y,z)

TOA

RSS

Improved 
TOA

Complex 
Samples



Aggregate Bandwidth 
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1700MHz500MHz 2.4GHz 5GHz3.5GHz
TV 

Whitespace LTE Wi-Fi Opportunistic
Broadband Wi-Fi



Oversampling 
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Ø  Sdn, 
 Multipath detected 



Timing Diagram for shifting clock at receiver 
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Current Implementation 

Fixed locations (~400 nodes) 
USRP – Universal Software Radio Peripherals 
Does not capture variations in NLOS 
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ORBIT USRP x310 



Goal 

New Signal Processing Algorithms: 
 
Smart Building – in presence of walls 
Stadium / Auditorium – variation in azimuth 
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Clock
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Ethernet
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USRP
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USRP

USRP

USRP
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Host

RF

RF

RF

RF

Testbed Setup (4 nodes) 
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Budget 
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2016-17 2017-18 Total 

Equipment 6K 6K 12K 

Conference Travel 3K 3K 6K 

Graduate Student 
Funding 

35K 35K 70K 

Summer Funding for PI 10K 10K 20K 

Total Requested 54K 54K 108K 

2016-17 2017-18 Total 

Equipment (from EECS 
Department) 

3K 3K 6K 

Total Funding 57K 57K 114K 

If the project gets funded, Department of Electrical Engineering & Computer Science will 
provide additional funding for this project. 



Thank You! 

Questions? 
dola@ku.edu 
 



Student Collaborators 
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Jeanette Rusli Mohammad Fathan 

Parishad Karimi Siddarth Mathur 

Mohanad Al-Ibadi 

Tejashri Kuber 



 
Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC) 

The Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC) is chartered to serve as a 
focal point within the telemetering community for the review of standards documents 
affecting telemetry proposed for adoption by any of the various standards bodies 
throughout the world. It is chartered to receive, coordinate, and disseminate information 
and to review and coordinate standards, methods, and procedures to users, 
manufacturers, and supporting agencies. 
The tasks of the TSCC include the determination of which standards are in existence 
and published, the review of the technical adequacy of planned and existing standards, 
the consideration of the need for new standards and revisions, and the coordination of 
the derivation of new standards. In all of these tasks, the TSCC's role is to assist the 
agencies whose function it is to create, issue, and maintain the standards, and to assure 
that a representative viewpoint of the telemetering community is involved in the 
standards process. 
The membership of the TSCC is limited to 16 full members, each of which has an 
alternate. Membership of technical subcommittees of the TSCC is open to any person in 
the industry who is knowledgeable and willing to contribute to the committee's work. The 
16 full members are drawn from government activities, user organizations, and 
equipment vendors in approximately equal numbers. To further ensure a representative 
viewpoint, all official recommendations of the TSCC must be approved by 10 of the 16 
members. 
Since its beginning, a prime activity of the TSCC has been the review of standards 
promulgated by the DoD Range Commanders' Council (RCC)--formerly those of the 
Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) and later, those of the Telemetry Group (TG). 
These standards, used within the Department of Defense, have been the major forces 
influencing the development of telemetry hardware and technology during the past 30 
years. In this association, the TSCC has made a significant contribution to RCC 
documents in the fields of Radio Frequency (RF) telemetry, Time Division (TD) 
telemetry, Frequency Modulation (FM) telemetry, tape recording and standard test 
procedures. 
As the use of telemetering has become more widespread, the TSCC has assisted 
international standards organizations, predominately the Consultative Committee for 
Space Data Systems (CCSDS). In this relationship, the TSCC has reviewed standards 
for telemetry channel coding, packet telemetry, and telecommand. 
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To:  Directors of the International Foundation for Telemetering 
Date: Sept 1 2016 
Subject: 2015-2016 Annual report 
 
The Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC) is chartered to serve as 
a focal point within the telemetering community for the review of standards documents 
affecting telemetry proposed for adoption by any of the various standards bodies 
throughout the world.  With a diverse membership, representing government, aerospace 
industry, academia and manufacturers, the TSCC offers a forum for discussion of issues 
for the telemetry community. 
 
The TSCC held two general meetings during this reporting period. The first was held 
in October 2015 in conjunction with the 2015 International Telemetering Conference 
(ITC) in Las Vegas, Nevada. The second meeting was held in Huntsville, Alabama in 
conjunction with the RCC meeting at Redstone Arsenal in March 2016. The next TSCC 
meeting will be at the 2016 ITC Show in Arizona followed by a spring meeting in 2017. 
The time and location of this Spring meeting is yet to be determined, but it is likely to 
again be colocated with the Spring RCC meeting.    
 
We currently have a total of 15 full members out of a chartered target of 16 members. 
Two new members, Mr. Albert Gabaldon and Mr. Tab Wilcox, were voted onto the 
committee at the 2016 Spring meeting.  We have 8 members from 
industry/manufacturers, 5 members from government agencies, and 2 from the 
academic organizations.  We are actively looking to fill the remaining vacancy with 
someone with either a government or academic background, and have several 
candidates under consideration.  The position of vice-chair was filled at the Spring 
meeting, with Mr. Steve Nicolo being voted into that position. All sub-committee chair 
positions are now filled. As per the bylaws, Mr. Diarmuid Corry will resign as chair on 
December 31st 2016, and the role of chair will be taken by Mr. Steve Nicolo.  
 
The TSCC remains very grateful to the ITC for continuing to fund our efforts. We are 
happy to report that expenditures have been tightly controlled with the result that a 
small surplus has built up in our accounts over the previous few years. Consequently, 
we did not ask the ITC for funding in 2016, although we expect that we will be seeking 
funding in 2017 as in past years.  
 
Much of the focus of the Spring meeting was on how the TSCC could become more 
effective and efficient in how it does business. In particular we looked at the model 
provided by the Recorders and Reproducers sub-committee which works very closely 
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with the corresponding RCC committee and provides a useful forum for collating 
industry feedback on pink sheet standards. It was determined that the other committees 
should emulate this role, especially the RF sub-committee and the Networks sub-
committee.  
 
The website (at www.tscc.org) is being maintained, and we plan to add functionality to 
support the work of the sub-committees and to make the sharing of information more 
streamlined. The favored path is to use a tool called Confluence by Atlassian. If a 
decision is made to use this tool, there will be a small associated cost of approximately 
$120/year.  
 
The TSCC presented the ninth annual “Best Paper for Telemetry Standards” award at 
ITC 2015.   The winning paper was: “One Approach for Transitioning the Inet 
Standards into the IRIG106 Telemetry Standards” by Carl Reinwald: CSC. 
Regretfully, there will be no award at ITC 2016 as no submitted papers met the 
criteria.  
 
The TSCC had been asked to consider facilitiating the hosting and support of a 
Chapter 10 Validator tool. While the TSCC website can host such a tool, the 
committee has neither the resources or expertise to maintain or update it. This 
proposal is rejected for now.   
 
The TSCC members & committees reviewed (and commented where necessary) on 
the following standards/Pink Sheets:  

• Draft document review of IRIG 106-17 Chapters 6/9/10 change requests in-
work. 

• IRIG106-17 Ch10 Change requests in work including creation of new Ch 11 
(formerly Ch10.6) 

• IRIG106-17 Chapter 7 updates 
• Pink sheet review of IRIG-106 Part 2 Chapters 21-18 (iNET standards) 
• We continue our close relationship with the European Telemetry Standards 

Committee (ETSC)  
 
We greatly appreciate the support of the IFT for our efforts and I would be happy to 
answer any questions you may have.  

Respectfully submitted, 
Diarmuid Corry 
Chairman, TSCC 
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INTERNATIONAL CONSORTIUM FOR TELEMETRY SPECTRUM 

 
The frequency spectrum allocated for telemetry purposes is increasingly at risk of 
reallocation to other purposes. For the aeronautical and astronautical 
communities, the main present threats are from the mobile satellite services 
(MSS), the personal communication services (PCS) and the digital audio 
broadcast satellite services (DBS). Other safety critical telemetry applications, 
such as missile termination, launch vehicle command/destruct, bio-medical and 
industry use are also under threat from terrestrial broadcasting applications. 
 
For the users, the application of radio telemetry is safety-critical or mission critical 
to the development and sustainment of the economic and security imperatives of 
many nations. But the importance of telemetry is little known or understood 
outside the user, engineering and test community. Strong political backing is not 
existent and a cohesive advocate group at regional and world radio-
communications conferences is lacking. 
 
Currently, the impacts of potential spectrum losses to the telemetering 
community are not adequately considered, consolidated or represented. This 
needs to change. Therefore an international group has been established to help 
consolidate impact statements and to advocate the protection of spectrum that is 
critical to continuing telemetry application. 
 
The initial steps taken to establish the International Consortium on Telemetry 
Spectrum (ICTS) were presented at a special workshop of the European Test 
and Telemetry Conference (ETTC) in Paris on 10 June 1999 and this was 
followed by a special workshop of the European Telemetry Conference held 30th 
May 2000 at Garmisch- Partenkirchen in Germany. The Charter and Bylaws 
were formally accepted and approved by the International Foundation for 
Telemetering Oct 25, 2001. The IFT at that time became the ICTS sponsoring 
organization. 
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Mr. Mikel R. Ryan (USA), Chairman  

Mr. Darrell Ernst (USA), Vice-Chairman 

Mr. Tim Chalfant (USA), (Acting) Secretary 
 

Regional Coordinators: 
 

Dr. Gerhard Mayer (Germany), Region I Coordinator 

Mr. Mikel R. Ryan (USA), Region II Coordinator 

Mr. Darrell Ernst (USA), (Acting) Region III Coordinator 
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ICTS Meetings & Sessions 
 

The ICTS held Business Meetings and General Sessions in October 2015 (Las Vegas, USA) 

and in May 2016 (Nürnberg, Germany).  In Las Vegas, as part of the 2015 International 

Telemetering Conference (ITC 2015), ICTS Vice-Chairman Mr. Mikel Ryan (due to lack of 

travel funds ICTS Chairman Mr. Ghnassia could not attend) prepared and conducted the ICTS 

General Session (29 participants). After his welcome and introduction the “Regional Reports 

of International Telecommunication Union (ITU)-Region 1-Europe/Africa (Mr. G. Mayer of 

Germany), ITU-Region 2/The Americas (Mr. M. Ryan and Mr. S. Penna) and ITU-Region 3-

Asia/Pacific  (Mr. D. Ernst)” were presented, followed by briefings on “The U.S. Flight Test 

Perspective on the 2015 World Radiocommunication Conference”(Mr. K. Keane of the 

USA), “How Brazil’s ANATEL is Dealing With New Potential Threats to Telemetry 

Spectrum” (Mr. L.F. de Souza of Brazil, “Encroachment Threats to Aeronautical Telemetry 

in the USA: Update #11” (prepared by Mr. S. Hoschar, presented by Mr. M. Ryan, both of the 

USA), “The Potential for Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry in the Ku-, K- & Ka-Bands” (Mr. 

G. Mayer of Germany, and “C-Band Status and Future Wireless Needs at Airbus" (Mr. G. 

Freaud of France). 
 

Due to continuing USA Government budget cuts only one of the USA’s ICTS Members (see 

ICTS Membership List below) were able to participate on-site at the May 2016 Nürnberg 

Sessions.  Still, the session was a success, with a distinguished list series of presentations 

(some prepared by USA ICTS Members) and an involved audience (20 participants). ICTS 

Vice-Chairman Mr. Mikel Ryan prepared and conducted the ICTS General Session as part of 

the European Telemetry & Test Conference (ETTC 2016). After his welcome and 

introduction the ITU Regional Reports of “ITU Region 2-Europe/Africa” (Dr. G. Mayer) and 

“ITU Region 2-The Americas” (Mr. M. Ryan) were delivered, followed by briefings on 

“Encroachment Threats to Aeronautical Telemetry in the USA: Update #12” (prepared by Mr. 

S. Hoschar, presented by Mr. M. Ryan, both of the USA), “Coded Orthogonal Frequency 

Division Multiplexing (COFDM) Standardization” (Mr. S. Penna of Brazil), and “Resolutions 

of the World Radiocommunication Conference 2015” (by Mr. K. Keane of the USA). 
 
Note that at the ITC 2015 in Las Vegas ICTS Officer elections were conducted during the 

Business Meeting, results below. 

 

ICTS Membership 
 

• Chairman/Region 2 Coordinator – Mr. Mikel Ryan (USA/Patuxent River MD) of 

Pacific Architects and Engineers Incorporated until his retirement in June 2017. 

• Vice Chairman – Mr. Darrell Ernst (USA/Leesburg VA) of ErnsTek acting until his 

retirement in September 2016. 

• Secretary (Acting) – As Mr. Holtmeyer retired in September 2014. Mr. Tim Chalfant  

has volunteered to shoulder this responsibility. 

• Region 1 Coordinator – Dr. Gerhard Mayer (Germany) of the University of Salzburg.   

• Region 3 Coordinator – Position Vacant, Mr. Darrell Ernst (USA/Leesburg VA) 

acting until his retirement in September 2016. 

• Mr. Jean Claude Ghnassia (France) Head of Instrumentation for Airbus (retired). 

• Mr. Steve Lyons (United Kingdom), QinetiQ Group. 

• Mr. Luiz Fernando de Souza (Brazil) of Embraer Sociedade Anônima. 

• Mr. Sergio Penna (Brazil) of Embraer Sociedade Anônima. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S.A._(corporation)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S.A._(corporation)
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• Mr. Ken Keane (USA/Washington DC) of Duane-Morris LLP. 

• Mr. Eric Prescott, Engineering Manager for Flight Test Instrumentation at BAE 

Systems Inc. (retired), currently a Telemetry Consultant for Nprime. 

• Mr. Ray Faulstich (USA/Patuxent River MD) of Pacific Architects and Engineers 

Incorporated. 

• Mr. Scott Hoschar (USA/Patuxent River MD) of the Naval Air Warfare Center 

Aircraft Division NAS Patuxent River.   

• Mr. Tim Chalfant (USA/Lancaster CA) of the Air Force Test Center Edwards Air 

Force Base. Retirement eligible in June 2017.   
 

We have currently good but declining membership numbers from ITU Regions 1 and 2. ICTS 

Members are getting the message out to the international community through the IFT, the 

International Test and Evaluation Association, and the Society of Flight Test Engineers.  

Besides the before-mentioned biannual Sessions, ICTS Members regularly offer papers at 

related Working Groups, technical conferences, trade journals and newsletters that bring the 

ICTS and its mission forward. 

 

Results of the 2015 World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC-15) 

Agenda Items (AI) Impacting Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry (AMT): The 

USA Perspective 
 

The 2015 World Radiocommunication Conference took place in Geneva Switzerland from 2-

27 November. (Mr. K. Keane, who furnished this summary, represented the DoD’s Test 

Resource Management Center [TRMC] in Geneva). The TRMC’s principal objective for the 

Conference, protection of the USA’s use of the L-Band for AMT as against identification for 

IMT by other administrations was secured. In particular, the objective was to protect RR 

5.343, the AMT priority footnote for ITU Region 2.    

 

While the Russian Delegation was successful in blocking our proposal for No Change 

(“NOC”) to RR 5.343 from being elevated to one of the higher groups for inclusion in the 

Final Acts, our NOC proposal served its purpose: To cement the compromise worked out with 

other Inter-American Telecommunication Commission (Comisión Interamericana de 

Telecomunicaciones [CITEL]) delegations. (CITEL is an entity of the Organization of 

American States. Its job is to coordinate telecommunications-related positions of the OAS 

Member States. We agreed to identification of the band 1427-1518 MHz for IMT in ITU 

Region 2 while CITEL agreed to the NOC on RR 5.343. In addition, the USA insisted on 

language for the CITEL position as follows: “In the United States, the 1 435-1 525 MHz band 

is used extensively for Aeronautical Telemetry (AMT); consequently, the United States has no 

intention of implementing IMT in the 1 427-1 518 MHz band” (Addendum 3 to WRC 

Document 7(Add.1)-E, at page 2). No changes to RR 5.343 were made during the 

Conference.  

 

With the footnote remaining intact, we will be in a good position going into the bi-lateral 

negotiations regarding protection of U.S. AMT operations concerning IMT use with Canada 

and Mexico (possibly Cuba too) that will follow in due course. This would be similar to other 

bi-lateral negotiations which have protected U.S. AMT, like the 1998 agreement which 

protected 1452-1492 MHz AMT and Canadian terrestrial broadcasting in the same band. 
 

The other objective was protection of Recommendation ITU-R M. 1459 against proposals to 

adopt a pfd level for Broadcast Satellite Systems (BSS) in the 1452-1492 MHz AMT band. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organization_of_American_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organization_of_American_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OAS_General_Assembly
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OAS_General_Assembly
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While the intent of such proposals was to protect IMT against BSS, any such pfd would be 

reflected in Table 21-4 of the ITU Radio Regulations, a Table which is applicable to all 

“Terrestrial Services,” including AMT.  Moreover, the pfd value initially suggested was 

significantly outside the pfd limit specified by the Recommendation for BSS protection of 

AMT. We were successful in getting CITEL support for a proposal limiting any studies for a 

BSS pfd to ITU Regions 2 and 3 only, and this proposal was adopted. Hence, the outcome of 

any such studies will be limited to those Regions. The vast majority of U.S. ranges are of 

course in ITU Region 2.   
 
 

WRC-19 Threats to AMT and Proposed Response: The USA Perspective 
 

For WRC-19, several potential ‘AMT impact’ topics are being proposed. Issues being 

monitored include a proposal for a new Recommendation/Report dealing with IMT emissions 

in the 2170-2200 MHz band, implications for DISH agreement (out-of-band-omissions 

concerns with proximity to the 2200-2290 MHz AMT band), additional allocations for Radio 

Local Area Networks in 5 GHz (Interference with 5091-5150 MHz), and Non-Geostationary 

Satellite Orbit operations in 4/6 GHz (priority item), and BSS service in the 1452-1492 MHz 

band for ITU Regions 1 and 3. 

  

The ICTS needs to maintain good communication in the international telemetering 

communities to protect IFT members who rely on these bands. The USA, Australia, New 

Zealand, Canada and the United Kingdom are attempting to establish a Flight Test Working 

Group (FTWG) and a Spectrum Working group under the MTEP/5i structure. Mr. Chalfant is 

advising the Air Force Test Center's representative to the FTWG to cue up AMT Spectrum 

Encroachment. Mr. Chalfant prepared  a briefing deck (with Mr. Keane's help) for a FTWG 

organizing meeting in September 2016  highlighting the ICTS, the WRC process and threats 

to AMT. At this time we have no further information on the SWG. The TRMC is the POC for 

Multinational Test and Evaluation Program (MTEP) involvement from the Ranges.  5i 

preparation will be critical to protect telemetering at the working group meeting in 

preparation for WRC-19. The ICTS needs to seek similar forums that include the other 

international telemetering organizations and corporations.  

 

 

Results of the 2015 WRC-15 AIs Impacting AMT: The European 

Perspective 

 

Four WRC-15 Resolutions (Res) impacting Europe’s AMT electromagnetic spectrum and the 

final outcome are enclosed: 

 

1. Res. 223 (Rev.WRC-15) “Additional spectrum to the Mobile Service (MS) on a 

primary basis for International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT)”; (AI 1.1): 

 

 L-Band:  1427 – 1452 MHz and 1492 – 1518 MHz have been identified for 

IMT worldwide; 1452 – 1492 MHz identified for International 

Telecommunications Union (ITU) Regions 2 (the Americas) and 3 

(Asia/Pacific). In ITU Region 1 (Europe/Africa) some African and Middle-

East Countries agreed, but there was no support by the European Conference 

of Postal and Telecommunications (CEPT). 
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 S- and C-Bands: No change for the 2200 – 2290 MHz and 4500 – 4950 MHz 

bands. 
 

2. Res. 418 (Rev. WRC-15) “Use of the band 5091 – 5250 MHz by the Aeronautical 

Mobile Service (AMS) for telemetry applications” allows now a global allocation 

inclusive the 5150 – 5250 MHz sub-band. Up to now that was only allocable in 

Region 1- countries and Brazil in Region 2. Annex 1 of the resolution defines the 

utilization criteria for AMT. Conditions of operations with respect to other band 

incumbents are defined by the modified footnotes No. 5.444B and 5.446C of Article 5 

(frequency allocations). 

 

3. Res. 114 (Rev.WRC-15) “Review the use of band 5091 – 5150 MHz by the Fixed 

Satellite Service (FSS) ”;  ( AI 1.7). WRC-15 agreed to maintain the FSS allocations 

for the Mobile Satellite Service (MSS) Feeder links (earth to space. That was in line 

with the European Common Proposals (ECP) of the CEPT. 
  
4. Res. COM 6/16 (WRC-15) “Agenda Items for the WRC-19” 

 

 1.13 “to consider identification of frequency bands for future development of 

IMT, inclusive additional allocations to the Mobile Service (MS) on a primary 

basis, in accordance with COM 6/20 (WRC-15)”. 

 1.16 “to consider issues related to the Wireless Access Systems/Radio Local 

Area Networks (WAS/RLAN) in the frequency band 5150 – 5250 MHz  

5150 – 5250 MHz…in accordance with COM 6 / 22(WRC-15)”. 

 9.1.8 “Narrowband- and Broadband Machine Type Communication 

Infrastructures”, in accordance with COM 6 / 1 (WRC-15). 
 

 

European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations 

(CEPT) Activities after the WRC-15 
 

(CEPT is 48 European counties cooperating to regulate posts, radio spectrum and 

communications networks.) During its 41st Plenary Meeting (Ghent, 1-4 March 2016), 

CEPT’s European Communications Committee (ECC, which considers and develops policy 

on electronic communications activities in European context, taking account of European and 

international legislations and regulations) made a number of decisions on spectrum use and 

developed responses to mandates from the European Commission in relation to various 

sectors: wireless broadband communications, wireless mobile communications on board 

vessels (MCV), Machine-to-Machine communications (M2M), Short Range Devices (SRD), 

Public Protection and Disaster Relief communications (PPDR), Program Making and Special 

Events applications (PMSE) and satellite communications. 

 

As a follow up to the decision taken at WRC-15 where the frequency bands 1427-1452 and 

1492-1518 MHz were identified for IMT, the ECC agreed to initiate studies for the 

introduction of mobile/fixed communication networks (MFCN) in these frequency bands and 

for assessing how to maintain flexibility. The objective is to develop relevant ECC 

harmonization measures in due time. The residual AMT L-Band operations in Europe detailed 

below remain in existence, protected by the RR Article 5 Footnotes: 
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 Russian Federation and allied countries    1429 – 1535 MHz 

 Switzerland         1435 – 1445 MHz 

 United Kingdom       1427 – 1452 MHz 

 

In the meantime, all other European countries have completely changed their AMT operations 

to the S- and C-Bands. 
  

The ECC Project Team 1 (ECC PT1) responsible for implementing the “Wireless Access 

Policy for Electronic Communication Services” (WAPECS) concept (the new European 

flexible approach based on technology and service neutral regulation) for the MFCN, was 

tasked to initiate also studies for the introduction of MFCN in the L-Bands to investigate the 

suitability of the current ECC framework for future usage of LTE-based M2M 

communication. 
 

The ECC, hosted by the Federal Network Agency, held a CEPT Workshop on Machine-To-

Machine Communications (M2M) from 21-22 March 2016 in Mainz, Germany. 134 

participants from national regulatory authorities, industry representatives, experts and 

professionals attended the workshop to discuss electromagnetic spectrum as well as 

numbering and addressing harmonization needs of existing and future M2M applications. 

 

The aim of the workshop was to understand better the spectrum as well as numbering and 

addressing harmonization needs of existing and future M2M applications, since related 

initiatives are present in various fora within the ECC. It is intended to enable a general 

consultation and an exchange of views with the industry. This aim was fulfilled and the 

workshop identified a number of spectrum issues, and numbered and addressed issues for the 

ECC and its working groups to consider the need to work further on them and to revise their 

work programs as appropriate for on-going work items as well as new ones. We forecast 

M2M wireless traffic to quadruple within the 2015 to 2022 time frame. That will cause 

pressure for the commercial industry to more acquire additional unlicensed and individually 

licensed spectrum. 

 

Future wireless applications as part of the ‘Industry 4.0/Smart Manufacturing’ and the 

‘Internet of Things (IoT)’ lobbies would need at least additional 80 MHz of spectrum in the 1 

– 6 GHz range. IMT 5
th

 Generation Wireless (5G) spectrum as considered under AI Item 1.13 

(WRC-19) with band options over 24 GHz may not be suitable for most applications. The 

requested band(s) will be specific for industrial applications and be globally available. That 

issue is strongly supported by the powerful and effective ‘One M2M Partnership Project’ 

lobby with more than 200 members worldwide. 
 
 

Threats to AMT (European View) 
 

1. S-Band 2300 – 2400 MHz: 

 

This band was already allocated for IMT in some European countries on a non-interference 

basis with the primary services (MS/AMT, PMSE etc.) on the basis of Resolution 223 (Rev. 

WRC-12). The Licensed Shared Access (LSA) initiative carried out by the ECC Project 

Team’s FM-53 (regulatory conditions for LSA) and FM-52 (implementation of LSA for the 

shared use of the band 2.3–2.4 GHz on a secondary basis) was concluding its activity (CEPT 

Report #56 on “technological and regulatory options for sharing between WBB and the 

relevant incumbent services/applications in the 2,3 GHz band” of 6 March 2015). With the 

http://www.cept.org/ecc/groups/ecc/closed-groups/fm-53
http://www.cept.org/ecc/groups/ecc/closed-groups/fm-52
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completion of these activities WG FM decided to create a new work item on the exchange of 

information on LSA implementation. The objective is to share experience on LSA 

implementation and testing (e.g., measurement results) between the national spectrum 

regulating agencies. 

  

Information on national studies and tests are available from Finland, France, Italy and Spain.  

A pilot “5G Mobile Network Demonstration” supported by Italy, Finland, France (and their 

industrial partners), further by the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission started 

in January 2016 running over a six month period. 
   

 

2. C-Band 5150 – 5250 MHz 

 

WRC-15 Action Item 1.16 ”to consider issues related to the WAS/RLAN in the frequency 

band 5150 – 5250 MHz … in accordance with COM 6/22(WRC-15)” does address studies in 

the frequency band 5150 – 5925 MHz related to Wireless Access Systems (WAS) inclusive 

Radio Local Area Networks (RLAN) applications with multimedia capability. This band was 

already allocated for that purpose but for indoor operations only. Now the above resolution 

invites commercial users “to perform sharing and compatibility studies between WAS/RLAN 

applications and incumbent services in the frequency band 5 150-5 350 MHz et.al. with the 

possibility of enabling outdoor WAS/RLAN operations including possible associated 

conditions.” 
 

 

3. C-Band 5150 – 5250 MHz Continued   

 

The European broadband lobby (independent from AI 1.16 of the WRC-19) has firm plans to 

introduce Licensed Assisted Access (LAA)/Long Term Evolution (LTE) Advanced test 

operations from 2017 onward by applying their “Standard Advanced-Pro,” that is, primary 

LTE cells operating in other bands will synchronize LTE secondary cells that operate in the 

bands 5150 – 5350 and 5470 – 5725 MHz. 

 

Within our AMT band 5150 – 5250 MHz (now globally allocable since the WRC-15) five 

LTE channels with a bandwidth of 20 MHz each could operate on a power level of +36dBm 

and a power flux density of 17 dBm/MHz, respectively. They believe, that interference to the 

incumbent services (e.g. AMT) can be avoided by their proposed mode of operation “listen 

before talking” (!!!!). 

 

4. Industry 4.0, Smart Manufacturing  

 

Global Wireless Industrial Applications (WIA) in the process industries are still at the 

beginning of their growing phase (ref. CEPT M2M Workshop, March 2016): 

 

WIA connected devices in year   2005  2012  2018 (predicted) 

in millions 0,2  12  200 

 

Existing wireless base technologies are not specifically designed for these industries. 

Distances up to 5 kilometers have to be covered in a high-quality service level: the presently 

used unlicensed bands at 2.4 & 5.8 GHz are insufficient, and European productivity is 

suffering from the constraints. The requested band(s) in the range 1 – 6 GHz shall be specific 
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for industrial applications with a bandwidth of (minimum) 80 MHz (or 2x40 MHz) and be 

globally available. 
  

Candidate for studies are also the 2340 – 2400 & 5150 – 5250 MHz bands. The lobby of the 

“One M2M Partnership Project” attempted to by-pass the regular preparation process for the 

WRC-19 and succeeded. Their spectrum demand is now covered by AI 9.1.8: “Narrowband- 

and Broadband Machine Type Communication Infrastructures” in the ITU(R) “list of urgent 

requirements in preparation of the WRC-19, Resolution 958 [Com 6/1] (WRC-15). With 

studies by Working Party 5D they hope to bring their issue to a decision level at the WRC-19.   

 

The global telemetry community is concerned about this rapidly-developing issue. Beside 

tracking and (if needed) trying to influence the preparation process for the WRC-19 a clear 

strategy to determine what conditions of coexistence with those intruding services could be 

tolerable is urgently required. Even with plausible mitigation techniques we have to evaluate 

how it could work in practice. Interference and noise levels in band, out-of-band emissions 

and spurious domains that are generated by the signals of those WIA services have to be 

recorded and analysed. 

 
 

AMT Activities in the United Kingdom (UK) 
 

The UK has ATM Allocations in the L-, S- & C-Bands, although L & S are both threatened: 

 

1. L-Band: 1435–1452 MHz  
 

It's unlikely that any new AMT spectrum allocations in L-Band will be granted but existing 

users, for now at least, continue to operate in the band. The band has been identified by the 

UK as a candidate for band sharing, and as the national commercial communications industry 

paying for its use would bring in much desired revenue it is likely that continued AMT usage 

of L-Band will at best be discouraged. 

 

For some years Qualcomm has held the electromagnetic spectrum immediately above 1452 

MHz for use with Mobile Phone Supplementary Data Link (SDL) services. That the Block 

Edge Model allows Out of Band Emissions below 1449 MHz of -20dB, SDL services haven't 

been a problem to AMT, largely because Qualcomm never made much use of this band. 

However, the Qualcomm spectrum allocation has recently been transferred to Vodafone 

(1452-1472 MHz) & Hutchinson (1472-1492 MHz), and as they reportedly paid over 

$300,000,000 it can be expected that they will soon start to use it with potential detrimental 

impact to L-Band AMT. 

 

2. S-Band: 2310–2350 & 2350–2390 MHz 

 

Due to commercial issues within the telecoms industry the long expected auction of the 2350–

2400 MHz part of the 2310–2390 MHz band to 4G telecoms under UK Government’s Public 

Sector Spectrum Release (PSSR) program has not yet taken place. Despite that, this part of S-

band is generally no longer available for AMT with former users being moved elsewhere. The 

medium term expectation is that the remaining part of the band (2310-2350 MHz) will also 

eventually be lost for AMT, but meantime adopting ways to minimize the amount of 

bandwidth required whilst maintaining performance is being encouraged. 
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Missile Telemetry has traditionally used S-Band and the anticipated ongoing loss of the band 

indicates that Missile manufacturers may need to be considering alternative bands, especially 

the C-Band, since new missile lead-time is lengthy. 

 

3. C-Band: 5091–5150 & 5150–5250 MHz   

 

C-Band has significant bandwidth plus authority to transmit in the band is anticipated to be 

readily available. However, to date cost, performance issues (e.g. tracking & range) and long 

lead-times have resulted in minimal C-Band AMT usage in the UK, although that is 

anticipated to change as new programs require spectrum that is no longer available in the L- 

& S-Bands. 

 

One worrisome trend in the UK is the ongoing pressure by the commercial sector for AMT to 

vacate S-Band. A potential consequence that would be of which is that a next generation 

missile may appear equipped with only S-Band AMT with the result that it either can't be 

tested in the UK or would require a costly/lengthy modification program. Alerting missile 

manufacturers now could address the problem before it becomes a reality. Whilst this is the 

state of the UK today this issue could visit other countries soon. And if the ICTS doesn’t raise 

awareness, protect and advocate for international AMT users, who will? 

 

Threats to AMT from WRC-15 Agenda Items: The Brazilian Perspective 

 
L-Band: 

At WRC-15 the band 1427–1518 MHz is identified  for IMT, but  in Brazil has been 

operating AMT in the 1452–1472 MHz L-Band since 2005. However, Anatel will  

identify a 20 MHz-wide Brazilian AMT band that shall remain inside the 1435–1525 

MHz range. Still, chances are this AMT band it will be eventually shifted from 1452–

1472 MHz in order to accommodate the supplementary downlink of the IMT. 

 

S-Band: 

Until 2017 AMT is temporarily allocated in the 2230–2260 and 2330–2360 S-Bands.  

These are now the most heavily-used AMT bands in Brazil. 

 

C-Band: 

 At the most recent International Civil Aviation Organization Frequency Spectrum 

Management Panel (ICAO FSMP) Meeting (February 2016) the draft version of the 

AeroMACS was presented. The text extract below shows the chapter: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FREQUENCY ALLOCATION AND CHANNELIZATION 
 
   AeroMACS operates in frequency bands allocated – either on a national or international basis – to the 
aeronautical mobile (route) service (AM(R)S).  As a result, AeroMACS is restricted to supporting 
communications related to safety and regularity of flight.   In addition, in accordance with International 
Telecommunications Union (ITU) Radio Regulations, AeroMACS is limited to supporting surface applications at 
airports. 
 
   By definition communications in the AM(R)S are limited to being between aircraft and ground stations, or 
between aircraft.  In ITU however the precedent exists that local area networks (like AeroMACS) operating in 
frequency bands allocated to a mobile service (like AM(R)S) can support both mobile and fixed/nomadic (i.e., 
low mobility) applications.  As a result, some States plan to utilize AeroMACS also for airport surface 
communications between ground stations.  Finally, some States allow limited use of AM(R)S frequency bands 
(and by extension AeroMACS) by non-aircraft vehicles; in particular vehicles such as snow plows which may 
mix with aircraft on the airport movement area.   

http://www.icao.int/safety/FSMP/Pages/Meetings.aspx
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   AeroMACS equipment can tune across the band 5000 MHz to 5150MHz, in 250 kHz steps with reference 
channel of 5145 MHz.  That reference channel is used to identify a channel whose center frequency is included in 
the list of center frequencies that are to be tuned by AeroMACS, and it is a reference point for the identification of 
all other center frequencies that may be tuned by AeroMACS using the channel step size. 
 
    The core AeroMACS band is 5091-5150 MHz, however channels can also be assigned in the sub-bands 5000-
5030 MHz based on national regulations, and 5030-5091 MHz depending on frequency planning defined at ICAO 
level considering other Aeronautical applications.  The 250 kHz step size will allow AeroMACS to gracefully move 
away from any interference source such as microwave landing systems (MLS), Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry 
(AMT), or Military users operating in the 5000-5150 MHz band. 
 
    Due to its limitation to surface  transmissions, it is expected that in most cases all AeroMACS channels will be 
available at all airports (i.e., airport-to-airport coordination is not expected to be necessary).  It is also expected 
however that not all airports will have sufficient communications requirements to necessitate use of all the 
AeroMACS channels. 
 
    One constraint on AeroMACS that was considered during the development of the AeroMACS standards is 
ensuring compatibility with satellites that share the operating frequency band.  While those standards were 
developed using worst-case assumptions, compatibility with the satellites can be enhanced by, for airports which 
do not require use of all the channels, distributing actually-assigned channels across the band.  In order to ensure 
uniformity in that distribution, it is expected that a central authority in each State will control AeroMACS 
assignments. 
 
     Further detail on AeroMACS channel assignment criteria and constraints are under development by ICAO.  
When completed they will be included in Annex 10 Volume V. 
 
    AeroMACS is for communication on the airport surface only.  Although aircraft on the approach and departure 
phase of the flight may receive AeroMACS signals while on flight as shown by the glide slopes in Figure 1, 
aircraft is not permitted to transmit one AeroMACS bands while in flight.  Airport systems should be designed to 
reduce sky-ward emissions through appropriate placement and orientation of the AeroMACS antennas. 
 

 
 
   AeroMACS radio communication entities use 3 types of bands which are limited to use with surface 
communications at airports. 
 

 Primary band : 5091 – 5150 MHz (International table of frequency allocations) 

 Secondary band : 5000 – 5030 MHz (National allocations) 

 Tertiary band : 5030 – 5091 MHz (Depending on frequency planning defined at ICAO) 
 
   All AeroMACS Channels have 5 MHz bandwidth, and each bandwidth can be allocated to start in a unit of 250 
kHz. Frequency planning is required to insure that the 5 MHz channels do not overlap. 
The Primary band can use a maximum of 11 channels at a location. The primary channel center frequencies are 
allocated at 5095, 5100, 5105, ..., 5145. 
 
   The Secondary band can use a maximum of 5 channels at a location. Center frequencies of the secondary 
channel are allocated at 5005, 5010, 5015, …, 5025. 
 
  Tertiary band also is determined the center frequencies at the same policies of the above bands. 
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For the ICTS, it is most important to know whether there is already an arrangement in 

progress between a regional telecommunication agency and an AMT user (Airbus, Dassault, 

Eurocopter, Boeing) for coexistence of AeroMACS and AMT in C-Band. 

 

For Embraer, there is a potential threat if the experimental operation of AeroMACS at the 

Viracopos International Airport (near Campinas City some 150km northwest from São José 

dos Campos) becomes a reality.  

 

 

The Potential for AMT in the Ku-, K- & Ka-Bands 
 

A possible tasking for the ICTS involves investigating the feasibility of augmenting our 

current international AMT bands. We have no current spectrum allocations for AMT in the 

Ku-,K-and Ka-Band range (20–36 GHz), but we should actively, expeditiously determine 

whether we may need frequency spectrum in that range in the future, year 2020 and beyond. 

 

Dr. Michael Rice's (USA, Brigham Young University) notable “Aeronautical Telemetry 

Above 15 GHz: A Feasibility Study” of December 2014 demonstrates that the market-

available components and systems for the Ku-, K- and Ka-Bands are capable of 

accommodating some of our AMT needs. The biggest challenge to our community is the 

propagation issue, but methods to compensate for any loss of the link margin were identified 

in Dr. Rice’s study. Also, the considerable regulatory challenge in securing an allocation in 

these bands is addressed by Dr. Rice: “All of spectrum in these bands has been assigned by 

the USA’s Federal Communication Commission (FCC) and the National Telecommunications 

and Information Administration (NTIA), and the incumbents would try to enthusiastically 

protect their assignments.” 

 

In case of a need for additional AMT bands (to augment the currently allocated L-, S- and C-

Band portions), the K- and Ka-Bands were already identified as promising candidates in 

2008. A pilot project to demonstrate the capabilities of Ka-Band telemetry transmission was 

proposed in Europe and is under further study. The Test Range in Manching Germany is a 

candidate for the first flight tests. 

 

The International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT) 5th generation mobile/wireless 

networks (5G) lobby intends to study their possible use of bands in the range 6-100 GHz, with 

related AIs proposed for the WRC-19. In particular, the METIS 2020 Research Project is 

being partially funded by the European Commission with an eye toward enabling its vision of 

the 5G future. Nearly one year after its November 2012 creation, METIS has laid out wireless 

scenarios that it hopes to address and specified the capabilities it expects of 5G networks. 

Note that portions of K-and Ka-Band are conspicuously targeted so the Telemetry 

Community needs to quickly decide if this is an applicable, profitable assignment for the 

ICTS. If so, we need to first decide: 

 

-Is there a need for additional spectrum for AMT, time horizon 2020 and beyond, or 

not? 

-If so, what kind of test missions needing point-to-point or networked telemetry, could 

live with the physical limits of the K- and Ka-Bands? 
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If the answers are satisfactory we should seek possible parts of those bands where a co-

primary base allocation for AMT is possible, preferably in all three ITU Regions. A cursory 

examination of the ITU Radio Regulations (Edition 2012, Article 5) reveals that bands from 

25-29.5 GHz and 31-31.3 GHz are listed for allocation to the Mobile Service (MS), on a non-

interference base to other incumbent services. 
 

Adding urgency to this issue is WRC-19 Action Item 1.13 “..to consider identification of 

frequency bands for future development  of IMT… invites to conduct sharing and 

compatibility studies for the band 24,25 -27,5 GHz, 31,5 – 33,4 GHz et. al.” The Ka-Band is a 

favourite candidate for future AMT extension requirements within the time horizon 2020 to 

2025, a demand was already predicted by the “15G-Study Group” charted by the USA’s 

Department of Defense’s Test Resource Management Center (DOD/TRMC). Studies to 

investigate future AMT spectrum demand are under regional work now. The intentions of the 

IMT world to acquire additional spectrum in the K-and Ka band range should alert the 

telemetering community to quickly ponder about the requirements for additional spectrum, 

within a time horizon 2020 and beyond. At a later time point it will be much more difficult (or 

worst case with almost no chance) to initiate that process. 
 

Given the time constraints in terms of developing proposals for agenda items for WRC-19, 

and the fact that the USA itself has not yet implemented all of the AMT spectrum allocated at 

WRC-07, among other factors, any proposal for additional AMT spectrum would be subject 

to close scrutiny by U.S. spectrum regulators and, unless advocated by other administrations, 

is not likely to be on the agenda for WRC-19. 

 

An Uncertain Future for the ICTS 
 

As detailed in previous Annual ICTS Reports, the lack of financial support and erosion of the 

ICTS membership via retirement (see the ICTS Membership Listing in page 2) is crippling 

the ICTS. Although incessant international threats to our current AMT bands abound and 

WRC-19 coming up, due to a continuing prohibition on “unnecessary” international travel 

even national travel, our diminishing ranks cannot attend the national WRC preparation 

meetings, and we are losing the personal contacts and the ability to advise the national WRC 

representatives. (A commendable exception is TRMC funding for Mr. Keane’s and Dr. Dan 

Jablonski’s WRC-involved activities.) AMT spectrum is continually threatened with band 

reallocation and reductions in bandwidth, and we believe the mandate to defend our current 

electromagnetic assets and seek new AMT frequency bands means that there is as much a 

need for an organization with the objectives of the ICTS as there has ever been. 
 

 

But how do we recover, presuming recovery is possible? Recent, candid suggestions by the 

ICTS membership include: 

 

1. Perhaps convert the ICTS to a standing IFT committee like the Telemetering 

Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC), with no real outreach efforts. The 

meetings would occur in a similar manner.   

2. Perhaps eliminate the ICTS’s Regional Coordinators, assuming there is a need or 

better way to collect information from around the globe. 

3. Perhaps change the ICTS to a collection of National "CTSs" and work domestic 

issues with the active members. However, we don't believe the ITU threats to 
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AMT are over . . . until they find a way to create more spectrum below 3G, AMT 

will be at risk globally.  

 

At the upcoming 2016 International Telemetering Conference the ICTS membership will 

meet, as feasible, to take stock of our dilemma. 
  

 

Conclusions 
 

The main objective of the ICTS is to provide a forum for information exchange on telemetry 

spectrum issues. In addition this forum will be used to share information on the use and 

research and development of new technologies for improving spectral efficiency. 

 

Ideally, the ICTS would continue to be the “eyes and ears” for the IFT/AMT community 

with regards to international spectrum threats and issues. The significant impact and success 

of our past work should be evident from this and past ICTS Annual Reports and the ICTS 

general sessions of the ETTC and ITC. However, our work is handicapped by a lack of travel 

funding and the loss of experienced, dedicated, articulate, internationally recognized and 

respected spokesmen. The “I” in ICTS, IFT & ITU stands for “International” so the 

Conferences, the negotiations, and the voting that will decide the fate of our AMT bands are 

conducted in necessarily widespread locales. 

 

The importance of having on-call, immediately accessible AMT experts to amplify and clarify 

complex telemetry spectrum issues for delegates has been confirmed numerous times. It 

would be advantageous to the AMT Community to attend the relevant Study Group ITU 

Working Parties (WP) 4 & 5 for the preparation of the WRC-19. meetings where the critical 

agenda points with potential to threaten AMT spectrum are under discussion. After all, WRC-

07, WRC-12 and WRC-15 conclusively demonstrated that voting delegates to ITU Study 

Groups can be made sensitive to our encroachment concerns by ICTS Members. 
 
 
 
  
 
 



 

Lawrence Rauch Award for Best Telemetry Standards Paper 

 

2006 Michael T. Lockard and James A. Garling, EMC Corporation, Solutions Engineering 

Group, Irvine, CA, “Chapter 10 Recording Standard Update” 

 

2007 Brian Eslinger and Bob Kovach, TYBRIN Corporation, “Range Commander’s Council 

(RCC) Telecommunications and Timing Group (TTG) Update on TM over IP Standard 

Development” 

 

2008 Todd Newton, Evan Grim, and Myron Moodie,  Southwest Research Institute 

Automation and Data Systems Division, San Antonio, TX USA, “Considerations for 

Deploying IEEE 1588 V2 in Network-Centric Data Acquisition and Telemetry Systems” 

 

2009 Thomas B. Grace, Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) Patuxent River, Maryland; 

Joshua D. Kenney, Myron L. Moodie, and Ben A. Abbott, Southwest Research Institute, 

San Antonio, Texas, “Key Components of the INET Test Article Standard” 

 

2010 John Hamilton, Timothy Darr, and Ronald Fernandes,  Knowledge Based Systems, Inc.; 

Joe Sulewski, L3 Communications - Telemetry East; and Charles Jones, Edwards AFB, 

“IHAL and Web Service Interfaces to Vendor Configuration Engines” 

 

2011 Tim Darr, John Hamilton, and Ronald Fernandes, Knowledge Based Systems, Inc., 

College Station, TX; and Charles Jones, Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, CA, 

“Design Considerations for XML-Based T&E Standards” 

 

2012 Charles H. Jones, Edwards Air Force Base,  

“IRIG 106 Chapter Versus INET Packetization: Data Storage and Retrieval” 

 

2013 Johnny Pappas, Zodiac Data Systems; Balázs Bagó, Zodiac Data Systems GmbH;  

Nikki Cranley and Gabriel Poisson, Zodiac Data Systems SAS,  

“PCM Telemetry Downlink for IRIG 106 Chapter 10 Data” 

 

2014 Mr. Alan Cooke, Curtiss-Wright, Dublin, Ireland,  

“History and Evolution of Metadata Standards for the FTI Community” 

 

2015  Mr. Carl Reinwald, CSC, Santa Maria, CA 

“One Approach For Transitioning The Inet Standards Into The IRIG 106 Telemetry 

Standards” 

 

2016 No Award winner 

 

 

 
 



ITC Student Paper Awards 
 
 
1989 Leonard T. Lee, Cornell University, Liverpool, New York, “Jitter Sampling of Deterministic Signals and 

Noise” 
 
 Daniel A. Durbin, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, CA, “IBM PC Voice Mail 

Cards” 
 
 Troy Gammill, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico, “Apache Telemetry Antenna 

Analysis” 
 
 
1990 No known awardee 
 
 
1991 Julliette Lyn Moser, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico, “Subcarrier Placement in  

PCM-FM-FM/FM Modulation Scheme” 
 
 
1992 First Place – Stanley Hirsch, University of Texas at El Paso, “A Biotelemetry Unit for Monitoring 

Nocturnal Bruxism” 
 
 Second Place – Anna Marie May, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico, “TDRSS 

Availability from the Lunar Surface” 
 
 Third Place – Henry D. Jacobsen, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, “Some Measured 

Performance Bounds and Implementation Considerations for the Lempel Ziv Welch Data Compaction 
Algorithm” 

 
 
1993 First Place Graduate Student – Christopher E. Loebner, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New 

Mexico, “Bit Error Problems with DES” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Michael W. Josie, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah,  “An 

Alternative Soft-Decision Decoder” 
 
 
1994 First Place Graduate Student – Timothy O. Minnix, New Mexico State University, “CCSDS Data Link 

Service Allocation for MIL_STD_1553B Bus Architecture on Small Payloads” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – N. Thomas Nelson, Brigham Young University, “Probability of Bit 

Error on a Standard IRIG Telemetry Channel Using the Aeronautical Fading Channel Model” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Dawnielle C. Baca, New Mexico State University, “Data 

Acquisition, Analysis, and Simulation System (DAAS)” 
 
 
1995 First Place Undergraduate Student – Brian J. Mott and Kevin D. Wise, Brigham Young University,  
 “An ACTS Mobile Receiver Simulation” 
 



 
1996  First Place Graduate Student – Ruben Caballero, New Mexico State University, “8PSK Signaling Over 

Non-Linear Satellite Channels” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Monica Sanchez, New Mexico State University, “Doppler Extraction 

for a Demand Assignment Multiple Access Service for NASA’s Space Network” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Navid Sabbaghi, University of California, Berkeley, “Overcoming 

the Constraints on Modeling Telemetry in VR Systems” 
 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Christopher S. Gardner, New Mexico State University, “ACTS 

Propagation Experiment and Solar/Lunar Intrusions” 
 
 

1997 First Place Graduate Student – Eric S. Otto, New Mexico State University, “Digital CPFSK Transmitter 
and Non-Coherent Receiver/Demodulator Implementation” 

 
  Second Place Graduate Student – Ali Ghrayeb, New Mexico State University, “On Symbol Timing 

Recovery in All-Digital Receivers” 
 
 Honorable Mention Graduate Student – Michael A. Swartwout and Christopher A. Kitts, Stanford 

University, “Automated Health Operations for the Sapphire Spacecraft” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Kenneth Welling, Brigham Young University, “Analysis of JDAM 

Tests at China Lake” 
 
 
1998  First Place Graduate Student – Paul C. Haddock, Advisor: Stephen Horan, New Mexico State University, 

“Telemetry Data Collection from Oscar Satellites” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Kenneth Welling, Advisor: Michael Rice, Brigham Young 

University, “A Narrowband Model for Aeronautical Telemetry Channels” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Brent L. Bachim, Advisor: Stephen Weis, Texas Christian 

University, “Design and Testing of a Single Optical Fiber Telemetry Link for Use in Rugged 
Environments” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Donald E. Crockett and David V. Arnold, Advisors: 

Michael A. Jensen and Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, “The Design and 
Construction of a C-Band Rail–SAR and an S-Band Doppler Radar” 

 
 
1999 First Place Graduate Student – Kenneth Welling, Brigham Young University, “Coded Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Multiplexing for the Multipath Fading Channel” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Atle Borsholm, New Mexico State University, “Modeling of the 

Surface Attenuation Effects of Rain on Composite Antenna Structures at Ka-Band” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – David Landon, Brigham Young University, “Doppler Bandwidth 

Characterization of ARTM Channel Sounding Data” 
 



 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Jed Kelsey, Brigham Young University, “Autonomous Soccer-
Playing Robots” 

 
 
2000 First Place Graduate Student – Adam T. Davis, Brigham Young University, “Dynamic Behavior of 

Multipath Interfernce in ARTM Channel Sounding Data” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – David Landon, Brigham Young University, “Parametric Estimation of 

the Scattering Function for ARTM Channel Sounding Data” 
 
 
2001 First Place Graduate Student – Michael Grubinger and Felix Strohmeier, University of Salzburg, Austria,  
 “Autonomous Acquisition of Environmental Data in a Global Network Environment” 
  
 Second Place Graduate Student – Vilas Uchil, University of Missouri – Rolla, “Feasibility of a Bluetooth 

Based Structural Health Monitoring Telemetry System” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Kyle Hittle and Joel Coleman, University of Arizona, “A Small 

Satellite for Measuring Atmospheric Water Content; Part II, Crosslink and Data Collection” 
  
 
2002 First Place Graduate Student – Srivatrsan Kandadai, New Mexico State University, “Object Detction and 

Localization in the Wavelet Domain” 
  
 Second Place Graduate Student – Anirban Chadraborti, New Mexico State University, “Using MDP for 

Telemetry Data Transfers” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Rob Franklin and Walter Johnson, Brigham Young University, 

“Effective Ball Handling and Control in Robot Soccer” 
 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Steven Olson, Chad Dawson, and Jared Jacobson, Brigham 

Young University, “Design and Development of an Autonomous Soccer-Playing Robot” 
 
 
2003 First Place Graduate Student – Erik Perrins, Brigham Young University, “Multi-Symbol Noncoherent 

Detection of Multi-H CPM” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Joseph Dagher, University of Arizona, “Compression for Storage and 

Transmission of Laser Radar Measurements” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Kendall Mauldin, New Mexico State University, “Satellite Ground 

Station Security Using SSH Tunneling” 
 

2004 First Place Graduate Student – Erik Perrins, Advisor: Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, “An 
Alternate Proposal for ARTM CPM” 

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Clayton W. Commander, Advisors: Panos Pardalos and Carlos 

Oliveira, Texas A&M University and University of Florida, “Reactive Grasp with Path Relinking for 
Broadcast Scheduling” 

 



 First Place Undergraduate Student – Chad DeConink, Sarah DeConink, James Dean, and Brad Martin, 
Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, Univerfsity of Missouri – Rolla, “EMI and Software Improvements to the Solar 
Miner IV Telemetry Processor” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Daniel Doonan, Mei-Su Wu, and Michael Lee, Advisors: Hua 

Lee and Leroy Laverman, University of California, Santa Barbara, “Design and Development of Wireless 
Flourometry Networks” 

 
 
2005 First Place Graduate Student – Christopher Potter, Adam Panagos, and William Weeks, Advisor: Kurt 

Kosbar, University of Missouri – Rolla, “Optimal Training Parameters for Continuously Varying MIMO 
Channels” 

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Mason Wardle, Advisor: Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, 

“EFTS Receiver with Improved Performance” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Martin Hinterseer and Christoph Wegscheider, Advisor: Gerhard 

Mayer, University of Salzburg, “Acquisition and Transmission of Seismic Data over Packet Radio” 
 
 
2006 First Place Graduate Student – Adam Panagos, Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, University of Missouri – Rolla, 

“Analytic Solutions for Optimal Training on Fading Channels” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Tom Nelson, Advisor: Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, 

“Reduced Complexity Trellis Detection of SOQPSK-TG” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Nicholas Clark and Fiona Dunne, Advisors: Hua Lee and Maurice 

Chin, University of California, Santa Barbara, “Integrated Cameras as a Replacement for Vehicular 
Mirrors” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Brian Kirkpatrick, Chris Prounh, Clarence Rowland, Raymond 

Ryckman, and Elizabeth Winton, Advisor: Erik Spjut, Harvey Mudd College, “Design and Construction 
of an Optical Telemetry System” 

 
 
2007 First Place Graduate Student – Xiaoyu Dang, Advisor: Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, “An 

Optimum Detector for Space-Time Trellis Coded Differential MSK” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Prashanth Chandran, Advisor: Erik Perrins, University of Kansas, 

“Symbol Timing Recovery for SOQPSK” 
 
 Honorable Mention Graduate Student – Olusola Babalola, Advisor: Richard Dean, Morgan State 

University, “Optimal Configuration for Nodes in Mixed Cellular and Mobile Ad Hoc Network for INET” 
 
 
2008 First Place Graduate Student – Yacob Astatke, Advisor: Richard Dean, Morgan State University, 

“Distance Measures for QOS Performance Management in Mixed Networks” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Ricardo Luna, Hrishikesh Tapse, Advisor: Deva Borah, New Mexico 

State University, “An Analysis on the Coverage Distance of LDPC-Coded Free-Space Optical Links” 
 



 First Place Undergraduate Student – Kristin Jagiello, Mahmut Zafer Aydin, and Wei-Ren Ng, Advisors: 
William Ryan, Michael Marcellin, and Ali Bilgin, University of Arizona, “Joint JPEG2000/LDPC Code 
System Design for Image Telemetry” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Andrea Chaves, Bruno Mayoral, Hyun-Jin Park, Mark Tsang, and 

Sean Tunell, Advisors: Michael Marcellin and Hao Xin, University of Arizona, “Wireless Sensor 
Networks: A Grocery Store Application” 

 
 
2009 First Place Graduate Student – Gino Rea, Advisor: Erik Perrins, University of Kansas, “A System-Level 

Description of a SOQPSK-TG Demodulator for FEC Applications” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Abhishek Gupte, Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, Missouri University of Science 

and Technology, “A Method for Tracking the Accuracy of Channel Estimates in MIMO Receivers” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Wade  Lichtsinn, Evan McKelvy, Adam Myrick, Dominic Quihuis, 

and Jamie Williamson, Advisors: Elmer Grubbs and Michael Marcellin, University of Arizona, “Remote 
Imaging System Acquisition (RISA)” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – John Seaber, Jacob Barkley, Tony Ngo, and Adam Poettgen, 

Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, Missouri University of Science and Technology, “A Programmable Dual 
Modulator Testbed for MIMO Applications” 

 
 
2010 First Place Graduate Student – Han Oh, Advisors: Michael Marcellin and Ali Bilgin, University of 

Arizona, “Visually Lossless Compression Based on JPEG2000 for Efficient Transmission of High 
Resolution Color Aerial Images”  
 

 Second Place Graduate Student – Yacob Astatke, Advisor: Richard Dean, Morgan State University, “QoS 
Performance Management in Mixed Wireless Networks”  

 
First Place Undergraduate Student – Adrian Lizarraga, Britanny Lynn, and Jeremiah Lange, Advisors: 
Elmer Grubbs and Michael Marcellin, University of Arizona, “Remote Imaging System Acquisition 
(RISA) Space Environment Multispectral Imager”   

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Clinton Guenther, Robert Mertens, and Adam Lewis, Advisor:  

Kurt Kosbar, Missouri University of Science and Technology, “Telemetry System for the Solar Miner 
VII” 

 
 
2011 First Place Graduate Student – Kamakshi Sirisha Pathapati, Truc Anh N. Nguyen, and Justin P. Rohrer, 

Advisor: P.G. Sterbenz, University of Kansas, “Performance Analysis of the AEROTP Transport 
Protocol for Highly-Dynamic Airborne Telemetry Networks”  

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Michael Lee, Advisors: Michael Liebling, Hua Lee, and Warren 

Grundfest, University of California, Santa Barbara, “Image Reconstruction and Resolution Enhancement 
Algorithm for FMCW Medical Ultrasound Imaging Systems”  

 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Alex Cook and Gregory Kissinger, Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, Missouri 

University of Science and Technology, “Using COTS Graphics Processing Units in Signal Analysis 
Workstation” 



 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – James Dianics, Malcolm Gibson, Hans Hony, Jun Li, Elliott 

Liggett, Michael Palmer, Christopher Poole, James Powell, Joshua Tolliver, and Dimitri Ververelli, 
Advisor: Hermann Fasel, University of Arizona, “Machine Vision and Autonomous Integration for an 
Unmanned Aircraft System”  

 
 
2012 First Place Graduate Student – Javier Perez-Ramirez, Advisor: Deva K. Borah, Klipsch School of 

Electrical and Computer Engineering, New Mexico State University, “An Opportunistic Relaying 
Scheme for Optimal Communication and Source Location”  

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Nadim Maharjan and Paria Moazzemi, Advisors: Richard Dean, 

Farzard Moazzami and Yacob Astatke, Morgan State University, “Telemetry Network Intrusion 
Detection System”  

 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Mark Hickle, Alexander Wilson, Joshue Kientzy, and Matthew 

Myers, Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, Missouri University of Science and Technology, “Design of a Semi-
Autonomous Quadrotor Aircraft” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Jared R. Fowler, Jon M. Austin, Kathy T. Estrada, Martin 

Velazquez, Robyn Mohr, and Ruben Sanchez, Advisors: Kathleen Melde and Michael Marcellin, 
University of Arizona, “Small Wearable Antenna for Animal Tracking”  

 
 
2013 First Place Graduate Student – Ehsan Hosseini, University of Kansas, Department of Electrical  

Engineering and Computer Science, Faculty Advisor: Erik Perrins,“ Synchronization of SOQPSK-TG  
in Burst-Mode Transmissions” 

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Xiaoju Yu, University of Arizona, Department of Electrical 

Engineering and Computer Science,  Faculty Advisor: Hao Xin,  
“Direction of Arrival Estimation Improvement for Closely Spaced Electrically Small Antenna Array” 

 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Chris Van Horne, University of Arizona, Department of Computer 

Science, Faculty Advisors:  Hermann Fasel and Michael Marcellin;  Graduate Advisor: James Dianics,  
“Machine Vision and Autonomous Integration Into an Unmanned Aircraft System” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Rudy Chavez, Frank Faela, Adrian Ontiverus, Mathew Smith and 

Mathew Wallace, New Mexico State University, Klipsch School of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering,  Faculty Advisor: Deva R. Borah,“Design and Development of a Digital Signal Processing 
System that Responds Automatically to an Audio Trigger Event” 

 
 
2014 First Place Graduate Student – Yafei Sun, Klipsch School of Electrical & Computer Engineering, New 

Mexico State University, Faculty Advisor: David K. Borah, “Generalized Spatial Modulation with 
Correlated Antennas in Rayleigh Fading Channels” 

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Xiaoju Yu, University of Arizona, Department of Electrical 

Engineering and Computer Science, University of Arizona, Faculty Advisor: Hao Xin,  
“Direction of Arrival Estimation of Broadband Signal Using Single Antenna” 

 



 First Place Undergraduate Student – Tyler Morrow, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 
Missouri University of Science and Technology, Faculty Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, 
 “A Modular and Extensible User Interface For the Telemetry and Control of a Remotely Operated 
Vehicle” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Auni Kundu, Brianne Noriega, Connor O’Brien, Corey Speros 

and Dawei Ju, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, The University of Arizona, Faculty 
Advisors: Michael W. Marcellin and Kathleen Melde, 
“Time Difference of Arrival for Small Mammal Tracking” 

 
 
2015 First Place Graduate Student – Vincent R. Radzicki; Advisor:  Hua Lee, Department of Electrical and 

Computer Engineering, University of California, Santa Barbara,  
“Detection and Imaging of Micro-Periodic Motion with FMCW Sensing System” 

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Author: Sushruth Sastry; Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, Department of 

Electrical Engineering, Missouri University of Science and Technology,  
“A Modular Scheme to Detect and Combat Sinusoidal Variation in Fading Channels” 

 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Christopher Nash and Christopher Hogstrom; Advisor: Dr. Michael 

Rice, Brigham Young University, 
“SOQPSK Software Defined Radio” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Felix Shonubi, Ciara Lynton, Joshua Odumosu, and Daryl Moten; 

Advisors: Dr. Richard Dean, Dr. Farzad Moazzami, and Dr. Yacob Astake, Morgan State University, 
“Exploring Vulnerabilities in Networked Telemetry” 

 



Annual Best Paper Award 
 

 

1994 Eugene Law, “Binary PCM/FM Tradeoffs between Spectral Occupancy and Bit 

Error Probability” 

 

 

1995 Eugene Law, “Performance of PCM/FM during Frequency Selective Fading” 

 

 

1997 Eugene Law and Kamilo Feher, “FQPSK versus PCM/FM for Aeronautical 

Telemetry Applications; Spectral Occupancy and Bit Error Probability 

Comparisons" 

 

 

2002 Mark Geoghegan, “Bandwidth and Power Efficiency Trade-offs of SOQPSK” 

 

 

2003 G. R. Barrett, R. J. Bamberger, W. P. D’Amico, and M. H. Lauss, “Analytical 

Model for Handoff of Fast Moving Nodes in High-Performance Wireless LANs 

for Data Telemetry” 

 

 

2004 Michael A. Jensen, Michael D. Rice, Thomas Nelson, and Adam L. Anderson, 

“Orthogonal Dual-Antenna Transmit Diversity for SOQPSK in Aeronautical 

Telemetry Channels” 

 

 

2005 Chang won Jung, Ming-jer Lee, Sunan Liu, G. P. Li, and Franco De Fiaviis, 

“Reconfigurable Patch Antenna for Frequency Diversity with High Frequency 

Ratio” 

 

 

2006 Evan T. Grim, “Achieving High-Accuracy Time Distribution in Network-Centric 

Data Acquisition and Telemetry Systems with IEEE 1588” 

 

 

2007  Adam Panagos and Kurt Kosbar, “The Sum-Rate Capacity of a Cognitive Access 

Sensor Network” 

 

 

2008 Justin P. Rohrer, “End-to-End Disruption-Tolerant Transport Protocol Issues and 

Design for Airborne Telemetry Networks” 

   

 



2009 Kip Temple, Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, “Adjacent Channel 

Interference Criteria for Aeronautical Telemetry Operations with the Tactical 

Targeting Network Technology System” 

 

 

2010 Michael Rice and Oluwasegun Tinubi, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, 

“The Range Area Network: A New Approach for Aeronautical Telemetry” 

 

 

2011 Arnaud Gueguen and David Auvray, Zodiac Data Systems SAS, Bretteville 

l’Orgueilleuse, France, “Multipath Mitigation on an Operational Telemetry Link”  

 

 

2012 Satya Prakash Ponnaluri and Babak Azimi-Sadjadi, Intelligent Automation, Inc, 

“Quasi-Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple-Access for Serial Streaming 

Telemetry” 

 

2013 Darren Kartchner and Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, “Does a 

Spinning Missile Cause Tracking Error at C-Band?” 

 

 

2014 Mr. Aditya Kulkarni, Missouri University of Science & Technology, Faculty 

Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, “Performance Analysis of Zero Forcing and Minimum 

Mean Square Error Equalizers on Multiple Input Multiple Output System On A 

Spinning Vehicle” 

 

 

2015 Dr. Michael Rice, Brigham Young University & Erik Perrins,  

University of Kansas 

“Maximum Likelihood Detection from Multiple Bit Sources” 

 

2016 

 

 

 

 

  



IFT Pioneer Award Winners 

 

 
1984  Dr. William Pickering (1st Award Recipient)  

 

1985  Dr. Larry Rauch  

 

1986  Dr. Myron Nichols  

 

1987  Dr. Eberhardt Rechtin  

 

1988  No Award  

 

1989  Dr. James Fletcher  

 

1990  Dr. Bernard Oliver, Dr. John R. Pierce, Dr. Claude Shannon  

 

1991  No Award  

 

1992  Mr. Hugh Pruss  

 

1993  Mr. Eugene Law  

 

1994  No Award  

 

1995  Mr. Stan Reynolds  

 

1996  Mr. Harold Jeske  

 

1997  Mr. Bill Rymer  

 

1998  Mr. Benson Weinberg  

 

1999  Mr. Walter Lipe  

 

2000  Mr. Norman Lantz  

 

2001  No Award  

 

2002  Mr. Jud Strock  

 

2003  Mr. Melvin Levine  

 

2004  No Award  

 

2005  Mr. Arthur Sullivan  

 



2006  Dr. Jim Means  

 

2007  No Award  

 

2008  No Award  

 

2009  Dr. Gerhard Mayer  

 

2010  Mr. Chuck Buchheit 

 

2011  Mr. Lee Eccles 

 

2012  No Award 

 

2013  No Award 

 

2014     Mr. Vic Hammond 

 

2015  Mr. Bob Jefferis 

 

2016  No Award 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Myron Hiram Nichols Award for Best Paper on Telemetry Spectrum 

 
  

2010 Michael K. Painter, Ronald Fernandes, Jason Gohlke, Satheesh Ramachandran, and Ajay 

Verma, Knowledge Based Systems, Inc., College Station, TX; and Charles H. Jones, Air 

Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, CA, “Dynamic Frequency Assignment and 

Management Technologies for Future Test and Evaluation Operations”  

 

 

2011 Grant Gerstner and Hans Lillevold, Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division, Patuxent 

River, MD, “Spectrum Stewardship Through Best Source Selection”  

 

 

 2012 Maria S. Araujo and Ben A. Abbott, Southwest Research Institute, “PCM vs. Networking 

Spectral/Efficiency Wars – A Pragmatic View”  

 

 

2013 Scott Kujiraoka and Russell Fielder, NAVAIR (Pt. Mugu and China Lake), “C-Band 

Missile Telemetry Test Project" 

 

 

2014 Mr. Steven A. Musteric & Mr. Nathan King, 96th Range Support Squadron Eglin AFG, 

FL, “Tri-Service C-Band Roadmap Study (TSCRS) Findings and Way Ahead” 

 

 

2015 Mr. Jesus Nevarez (WSMR Range Operations Telemetry) and Mr. Joshua Dannhaus  

(WSMR Systems Engineering Directorate) 
"C-Band Transmitter Experimental (CTrEX) Test at White Sands Missile Range 

(WSMR)" 

 

2016 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 



ITC 2016 Technical Program 

 
 

Tuesday, November 8th, 1:00–2:20 p.m.                                                       Aurora A 

 

Session 1 Spectrum Access 

Chair Russell Fielder, NAVAIR 

  

  

1:00 p.m.  

16-01-01 
“Spectrum Access R&D (SARD) Program: Conformal C-Band/Multi-band Antenna 

Project” 

Scott Kujiraoka, Russell Fielder, and Maxim Apalboym, NAWCWD 

  

 The Conformal C-Band/Multiband Antenna project will support the AWS-3 auction by 

providing the technology to integrate C-band or multi-band telemetry(TM) antennas on 

test articles such as missiles, weapons, or aircraft. These test articles would then 

provide C-band or multi-band TM data to ground station receivers that are relocated 

to the C-band frequency range through the AWS-3 Spectrum Relocation Fund 

program. This project would advance the technology of antennas in the C-band region 

for test article TM integration.  Successful use of C-Band and Multi-Band antennas for 

aeronautical mobile telemetry (AMT) on test and training ranges is dependent on the 

advancement of key technologies.  This paper will detail the technology areas being 

matured by this project as well as the capabilities to be demonstrated.  Author names: 

Scott Kujiraoka, Russ Fielder, and Max Apalboym Org. Name:  NAVAIR (Pt. Mugu 

and China Lake)    

  

  

1:20 p.m.  

16-01-02 
“Frequency Partition Techniques of FMCW Radar Imaging Systems for MIMO 

Multi-Static Array Modality” 

Matt Thornton,  University of California, Santa Barbara; Hua Lee, University of California, 

Santa Barbara; Vincent Radzicki, University of California, Santa Barbara 

  

 The modalities of many imaging applications have been advancing toward the MIMO 

format for improved efficiency. This paper presents an approach to the implementation 

of the MIMO operating modality for FMCW radar imaging systems with multi-element 

data-acquisition arrays. The unique characteristics of the software-defined step-

frequency FMCW imaging systems enable the simple and precise orthogonalization 

procedure through direct spectral partitioning. This paper includes the description of 

the data-acquisition hardware of an eight-transceiver radar imaging system, imaging 

formation algorithms, MIMO implementation, and results of laboratory experiments. 

  

  

1:40 p.m.  

16-01-03 
“An Initial Look at Adjacent Band Interference Between Aeronautical Mobile 

Telemetry and Long-Term Evolution Wireless Service” 

Kip Temple, Edwards AFB 

  

 With National Telecommunications & Information Administration (NTIA) Advanced 

Wireless Services (AWS-3) auction of frequencies in the 1695-1710 MHz, 1755-

1780MHz, and 2155-2180MHz bands, users of the Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry 

(AMT) band from 1755-1850MHz, known as Upper L-Band, could be greatly affected. 

This paper takes an initial look at how the 1755-1780MHz band will be used by the 

cellular carriers and presents some preliminary testing results of adjacent channel 

(band) interference that could be experienced by AMT users. This paper should be 

considered as the stepping off point for future interference discussions, required 

analysis, and further testing.    
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2:00 p.m.  

16-01-04 
“Minimum Euclidean Distance Algorithm for Indoor WiFi Received Signal Strength 

(RSS) Fingerprinting” 

Wondimu K. Zegeye, Seifemichael B. Amsalu, Farzad Moazzami, Richard A. Dean, 

and Yacob Astatke, Morgan State University 

  

 While WiFi-based indoor localization is attractive, the need for a significant degree of 

pre-deployment effort is a key challenge. In this paper, indoor localization with no pre-

deployment effort in an indoor space, such as an office building corridor, with WiFi 

coverage but no apriori knowledge of the placement of the access points(APs) is 

implemented for mobile devices. WiFi Received Signal Strength(RSS) in the considered 

environment is used to build radio maps using WiFi fingerprinting approach. Two 

architec- tures are developed based on this localization algorithm. The first one 

involves a client-server approach where the localization algorithm runs on the server 

whereas the second one is a standalone architecture and the algorithm runs on the SD 

card of the mobile device.    

  

  

  

  

  



ITC 2016 Technical Program 

 
  

Tuesday, November 8th, 1:00–2:20 p.m.                                                            Aurora B 

 

Session 2 Signal Processing I 

Chair Bruce Johnson, NAVAIR 

  

  

1:00 p.m.  

16-02-01 
“Distributed Computing Processor for Signal Processing Applications” 

Krystal Peterson, Samuel Richter, Adam Schafer, Steve Grant and Kurt Kosbar, 

Missouri S&T 

  

 Many signal processing, data analysis and graphical user interface algorithms are 

computationally intensive.  This paper investigates a method of off-loading some of the 

calculations to remotely located processors.  Inexpensive, commercial off the shelf 

processors are used to perform operations such as fast Fourier transforms and other 

numerically intensive algorithms.  The data is passed to the processors, and results 

collected, using conventional network interfaces such as TCP/IP.  This allows the 

processors to be located at any location, and also allows potentially large caches of 

processors to be shared between multiple applications. 

  

  

1:20 p.m.  

16-02-02 
“Parameter Estimation in an LED-Camera Visible Light Communication System” 

Elam Curry, New Mexico State University; Deva Borah, NMSU 

  

 Visible light communication (VLC) is emerging as a complementary technology to 

radio frequency communication. Some of the benefits of VLC include reusable 

bandwidth, security and high potential data rates. VLC can also be used in user 

positioning. For both communication and positioning systems, knowledge of the VLC 

channel parameters is usually needed. This paper investigates the estimation of the 

light-emitting diode (LED) parameters and user positions. The performance of the 

proposed estimation technique is numerically studied. Cramer Rao lower bound 

(CRLB) results are derived and compared with the results obtained from the proposed 

maximum likelihood estimator. The effect of channel estimation on overall 

communication performance in terms of symbol error rate (SER) is also studied. The 

SER results using the estimated channel closely match with known channel results. 

  

  

1:40 p.m.  

16-02-03 
“An Improved Method for Synchronizing Multiple Telemetry Files” 

Ron Terrien, Raytheon; William Endress, Raytheon 

  

 In a previous paper “Merging Multiple Telemetry Files From Widely Separated 

Sources For Improved Data Integrity” presented at the 2012 ITC\USA conference, a 

method for synchronizing TM files at the minor frame level was presented.  This paper 

expands on that work by describing a method for synchronizing the files at the minor 

frame level faster and at the earliest frame possible using an internal counter.  This 

method is also useful if the minor frames fall out of sync due to large dropouts. 
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2:00 p.m.  

16-02-04 
“A Computation Efficient Technique for Adaptive Fusion-Based Defogging” 

Jing-Ming Guo, National Taiwan University of Science and Technology; Jin-Yu Syue,  

National Taiwan University of Science and Technology; Hua Lee, University of 

California, Santa Barbara; Vincent Radzicki, University of California, Santa Barbara 

  

 Degradation in visibility is often introduced to images captured in poor weather 

conditions, such as fog or haze. In this paper, a fusion-based transmission estimation 

method is introduced to adaptively combine two different transmission models. 

Specifically, the new fusion weighting scheme and the atmospheric light computed 

from the Gaussian-based dark channel method improves the estimation of the locations 

of the light sources. To reduce the flickering effect introduced during the process of 

frame-based dehazing, a flicker-free module is formulated to alleviate the impacts. The 

system assessments show this approach is capable of superior defogging and dehazing 

performance, compared to the state-of-the-art methods, both quantitatively and 

qualitatively. 
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Tuesday, November 8th, 1:00–2:20 p.m.                                                      Aurora C 

 

Session 3 Sensors and Data Acquisition 

Chair Mark Smedley, NAVAIR 

  

  

1:00 p.m.  

16-03-01 
“Unsupervised Segmentation and Labeling for Smartphone Acquired Gait Data” 

Matthew Martinez, Sandia National Laboratories; Phillip  De Leon , New Mexico State 

University 

  

 As the population ages, prediction of falls risk is becoming an increasingly important 

research area. Due to built-in inertial sensors and ubiquity, smartphones provide an 

attractive data collection and computing platform for falls risk prediction and 

continuous gait monitoring. One challenge in continuous gait monitoring is that 

significant signal variability exists between individuals with a high falls risk and those 

with low-risk. This variability increases the difficultly in building a universal system 

which segments and labels changes in signal state. This paper presents a method which 

segments a gait signal by computing the dissimilarity between two consecutive windows 

of data, applying an adaptive threshold algorithm to detect changes in signal state, and 

using a rule-based gait recognition algorithm to label the data. Using inertial data,the 

segmentation algorithm is compared against manually segmented data and is capable of 

achieving recognition rates greater than 71.8% 

  

  

1:20 p.m.  

16-03-02 
“Multi-Sensor Health Platform with Cloud  Analysis” 

Purna Doddapaneni, University of Kansas; Quincy Wofford, EECS: University of 

Kansas; Dola Saha, EECS: University of Kansas; Nicole Maneth, EECS: University of 

Kansas 

  

 What could we learn from monitoring our body processes with various portable sensors 

and an unconstrained analysis platform? Physiological processes in the human body 

produce observable biosignals. These signals contain a wealth of information about the 

condition of the body, and its reaction to environmental factors. Our study harnesses 9 

unique sensors, integrated by the eHealthSensor platform for Raspberry Pi2, to transmit 

data to an Android device. The Android device contains a local PostgreSQL database, 

which synchronizes with the cloud. Computationally intensive tasks are then performed 

in the cloud and the results communicated back to the Android device. Using this 

platform, researchers can monitor a subject’s biosignals as they ride a roller coaster or 

participate in exercise activities. Nurses can monitor the vitals of multiple patients 

remotely. Analytic, cloud based services, managed by healthcare providers, could 

ultimately enable automated diagnosis of medical conditions. 
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1:40 p.m.  

16-03-03 
“Wearable Wireless Body Area Network” 

Xaviere Giroud, The University of Arizona; Nicolas Fajardo, The University of 

Arizona; Kevin Garrick, The University of Arizona; Brian Kehn, The University of 

Arizona; Andrew Maggio, The University of Arizona; Cecilia Read, The University of 

Arizona 

  

 Millions of older adults experience falls that can affect quality of life and cause costly 

injuries. Our project addresses the need for a comfortable, wearable fall monitoring 

system to decrease response time following a fall. The device will detect falls using an 

accelerometer and gyroscope and track heart rate through electrode and optical 

sensing. The device incorporates several integrated circuits and passive components, a 

student-designed PCB, and a student-designed molded-plastic casing. Worn around the 

chest, the device will transmit data through Bluetooth Low energy to the user’s iPhone 

on novel iOS application. In addition to heart rate display, the iPhone application is 

capable of sending an emergency message to a designated third party following the 

user’s unresponsiveness after a fall. Some technical challenges faced through this 

project include soldering fine-pitch surface-mount components, as well as generating 

and transmitting reliable data from a small package format. 

  

  

2:00 p.m.  

16-03-04 
“Mars-Colonization Sensor System for Soil Analysis” 

John Maruska, Judah Schad, and Kurt Kosbar, Missouri S&T 

  

 Every year the MS&T Mars Rover Design Team creates a colonization-effort Mars 

rover which includes an electrical system for scientific analysis. This system consists of 

a temperature sensor, a soil moisture sensor, and a CCD linear image sensor for use 

with a spectrometer, as well as computer systems to interface with these devices. Each 

sensor is electrically read and controlled through a commercial embedded system, and 

sends each value through a network using 802.11 IP standard bridged over long-range 

radio-frequency link to the client. This client is a Linux-based system utilizing a Python 

script which makes use of the GNU Numpy, SciPy, and Matplotlib libraries to graph the 

data-sets in real-time and save the data as CSV files. This data is post-processed, 

statistical analysis is attained, and new graphs are generated using this same script 

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

  



ITC 2016 Technical Program 

 
Tuesday, November 8th, 2:30–4:30 p.m.                                                                Solana A–D 

 

Session 4 Special Dedicated Session: The AWS-3 Auction and The Spectrum Reallocation 

Fund: Now What Do We Do? 

Chair Derrick Hinton, Test Resource Management Center (TRMC) 

 

   
  

 
 

 

Introduction; TRMC involvement in spectrum policy; Service Transition Plans; 

Short Spectrum Access R&D overview from a test perspective 

Mr. Derrick Hinton, SES, Principal Deputy, TRMC 

  

  

  

 
Air Force Transition Plan Overview 

Ms. Bobbie Wheaton, SRF Transition Manager, AFTC Edwards AFB 

  

  

  

 
Navy Transition Plan Overview 

Mr. Mikel Ryan, Contractor Support, Mid-Atlantic Area Frequency Coordination 

Office, NAS Patuxent Rver 

  

  

  

 
Army Transition Plan Overview 

Mr. Paul Mann, SES, WSMR Technical Director, US Army 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

  



ITC 2016 Technical Program 

 
Wednesday, November 9

th
, 9:00–11:00 a.m.                                                                 Aurora A 

Session 5 Special Session: International Consortium for Telemetry Spectrum (ICTS) 

Chair Mikel Ryan 

 

 The ICTS, founded in 1999, is a non-profit organization sponsored by the International 

Foundation for Telemetering. The ICTS was formed to facilitate international 

information exchange between telemetry practitioners and promote the benefits and 

enhancement of the electromagnetic spectrum for telemetering applications, especially 

Aeronautical Mobile Telemetering (AMT). The ICTS has enjoyed notable success in 

both augmenting telemetry spectrum plus raising the awareness of, and resistance to, 

spectrum encroachment problems directly affecting the telemetry user community. 

  

  

9:00 a.m.  

 
Welcome and Introduction, M. Ryan 

  

9:00 a.m.  

 
Regional Report: R–I (Europe/Africa), G. Mayer 

  

9:15 a.m.  

 
Regional Report: R–II (The Americas), M. Ryan 

  

9:25 a.m.  

 
Regional Report: R–III (Asia/Pacific), S. Hoschar 

  

9:30 a.m.  

 
“A Concise History of the ICTS,” M. Ryan 

  

10:00 a.m.  

 
“Encroachment Threats to Aeronautical Telemetry in the USA: Update #13,” S. 

Hoschar 

  

10:30 a.m.  

 
“Resolutions of the World Radiocommunication Conference 2015,” K. Keane 

  

11:00 a.m.  

 
Conclusion and Closure, M. Ryan 

  



ITC 2016 Technical Program 

 
Wednesday, November 9

th
, 9:00–11:00 a.m.                                                                      Aurora B 
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Chair Mike Van Meter, NAVAIR 

  

  

9:00 a.m.  

16-06-01 
“Real time C Band Link Budget Model Calculation” 

Pedro Rubio, Airbus Defence & Space; Francisco Fernandez, Airbus Defence & Space; 

Francisco Jimenez, Airbus Defence & Space 

  

 The purpose of this paper is to show the integration of the transmission gain values of a 

telemetry transmission antenna according to its relative position and integrate them in 

the C band link budget, in order to obtain an accuracy vision of the link. Once our C 

band link budget was fully performed to model our link and ready to work in real time 

with several received values (GPS position, roll, pitch and yaw) from the aircraft and 

other  values from the Ground System (azimuth and elevation of the reception telemetry 

antenna), it was necessary to avoid a constant value of the transmitter antenna and 

estimate its values with better accuracy depending of the relative beam angles between 

the transmitter antenna and receiver antenna. Keeping in mind an aircraft is not a static 

telecommunication system it was necessary to have a real time value of the transmission 

gain. In this paper, we will show how to perform a real time link budget (C band).  

  

  

9:20 a.m.  

16-06-02 
“How to make a ruggedized SSD” 

Chris Budd, SMART High Reliability Solutions 

  

 SSDs are now commonplace in all types of computing from consumer laptops to 

enterprise storage systems.  However, most of those SSD would not survive in 

environments with extreme temperatures or high shock and vibration such as found in 

embedded and military systems.  The problems in this space are more than just 

mechanical; they involve all aspects of the design including electrical and even firmware.  

A combination of all three engineering disciplines is needed to provide a robust 

ruggedized SSD product. 

  

  

9:40 a.m.  

16-06-03 
“Antenna Radiation Pattern Control Based on 3D Printed Design” 

Junqiang Wu, University of Arizona; Ahmed H. Abdelrahman,  University of Arizona; 

Xiaoju Yu, University of Arizona; Min Liang, University of Arizona; Hao Xin, 

University of Arizona 

  

 Dielectric materials have been applied in modifying the antenna radiation pattern, but it 

is usually limited to single-beam applications. The goal of this paper is to present a novel 

methodology to control the antenna radiation pattern based on 3D printing technology. 

3D printing enables arbitrary dielectric distribution at different locations. As a result, 

different radiation patterns can be realized by loading an optimized dielectric material 

with varied permittivity. In this work, we propose a design of a quarter-wavelength 

monopole antenna surrounded by a low-profile 3D-printed polymer structure with an 

optimized dielectric distribution. Unlike the conventional omnidirectional pattern of the 

monopole antenna, single-beam and multiple-beam patterns are achieved using genetic 

algorithm optimization.  
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10:00 a.m.  

 
10 minute break 

  

10:10 a.m.  

16-06-04 
“Towards a new tracking system architecture” 

Jean-Guy Pierozak,   Zodiac Data Systems (Zodiac Aerospace); Gerard Kipfer, Zodiac 

Data Systems; Hugues Richard, Zodiac Data Systems; Francois Busson, Zodiac Data 

Systems 

  

 A telemetry facility may connect numerous telemetry receivers to a single tracking 

antenna depending on the number of TM channels involved in the test and on the 

required redundancy. The tracking data, i.e. AM normalized analog signals extracted by 

the receivers from the TM signal and the AGC analog signals, are sent to the Antenna 

Control Unit (ACU) for tracking error calculation. The number of cables between 

receivers and ACU becomes important in some telemetry facilities and the tracking 

signals being analog, the distance must be limited. This paper proposes a new tracking 

architecture that moves from analog to digital links between receivers and ACU with the 

following main benefits: keeping the capability to acquire tracking data (AM&AGC) 

from several telemetry receivers, having more flexibility for integration, improving 

interoperability, p 

roviding availability of simultaneous tracking errors for enhanced tracking algorithms, 

for C-band tracking improvement for example. 

  

  

10:30 a.m.  

16-06-05 
“C-Band Transmitter RF Output Filter Development” 

Dan DePardo, University of Kansas 

  

 Telemetry frequency spectrum reductions and reallocations have prompted DoD test 

ranges to adapt to operation in less desirable frequency ranges, such as C-Band, posing 

significant challenges to operational capabilities that are vital to mission success. The 

design and development of new high performance components and systems is essential to 

the successful migration to C-Band spectrum allocations.  This paper will detail the 

simulation and prototype test results of an RF output filter tailored for an advanced C-

Band telemetry transmitter design. 
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9:00 a.m.  

16-07-01 
“Low Cost Unmanned Aircraft System for Autonomous Flight and Computer Vision 

Tasks” 

David Hung, University of Arizona 

  

 The Arizona Autonomous Vehicles Club is participating in the 2016 AUVSI Student 

Unmanned Aerial Systems Competition which offers various challenges to be completed 

by a fully autonomous aerial vehicle. To complete various mission objectives, a low 

cost, rotary-wing platform was developed and deployed. The vehicle was assembled and 

upgraded for autonomous capability using commercially available components and 

open sourced software. 

  

  

9:20 a.m.  

16-07-02 
“New Approaches to the Implementation of Embedded Telemetry Processing Systems” 

Bill Eckman, Ingenicomm, Inc.; Dana Irvin, Ingenicomm, Inc.; Kirill Lokshin, Ingenicomm, 

Inc.; Amit Puri, Ingenicomm, Inc. 

  

 The conventional architecture of modern telemetry and signal processing systems 

typically relies on some combination of specialized hardware and firmware components 

integrated with commercial computer platforms running off-the-shelf operating systems.  

The evolution of the modern system-on-a-chip (SoC) architecture, which tightly couples 

traditional field-programmable gate array (FPGA) elements with high-performance 

embedded microprocessor cores, offers an alternative to this conventional approach.  

When effectively utilized, the SoC approach can provide several advantages, including 

reduced system size and power, increased system security, and lower lifetime operating 

costs.  This paper discusses the trade-offs involved in using embedded SoC architectures 

for the implementation of satellite telemetry processing systems, and presents several 

case studies that exemplify trade-offs in function and performance, design and 

implementation complexity, and ease of integration and use. 

  

  

9:40 a.m.  

16-07-03 
“TENA - Alleviating Manpower and Operational Costs within the Telemetry 

Community” 

Juana Secondine, TENA / JMETC; Gene Hudgins, TENA / JMETC; Keith Poch, TENA / 

JMETC 

  

 Telemetry support requires operators to be on location with the TM receive system or at 

a remote console (with a remote antenna control unit).  This often results in TDY for 

operators and potentially an insufficient number of operators to support all scheduled 

operations.  A remote control capability could eliminate the existing requirement for 

personnel at both the local TM system antenna site as well as the TM control facility, 

alleviating previous manpower issues and greatly reducing operational costs.  TENA, 

which is government owned and free for anyone to use, allows for the most efficient use 

of current and future range resources via range resource integration.  This integration 

fosters interoperability and reuse within the test and training communities, critical to 

validate system performance in a highly cost-effective manner.   
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10:00 a.m.  

 
10 minute break 

  

10:10 a.m.  

16-07-04 
“The Killer App – Combining Embedded Processors, FPGAs and Smart Software” 

Ashley Campbell, Curtiss-Wright; Alan Cooke, Curtiss-Wright 

  

 In this paper, the benefits and advantages of combining advanced embedded processing 

capabilities with an FPGA based approach within a Data Acquisition Unit (DAU) are 

discussed.  The paper begins with a discussion of some of the services and functionality 

that such a system enables.  Basic features such as system discovery, verification, 

configuration and upgrade are discussed in addition to other value added services such 

as continuous built in test (CBIT) and embedded real-time parameter quick-look.  

Finally, the paper discusses some advanced services that could be deployed to these 

systems such as emerging communication protocols, multimedia connectivity and 

discovery, and advanced Machine Learning  based systems diagnostics. 

  

  

10:30 a.m.  

16-07-05 
“Simplifying Flight Test Configuration with Constraints” 

Todd Newton, Southwest Research Institute; Patrick Noonan, Southwest Research 

Institute; Hakima Ibaroudene, Southwest Research Institute; Austin Whittington, 

Southwest Research Institute; Myron Moodie, Southwest Research Institute 

  

 Configuring flight test systems can be a complex process due to the large number of 

choices that must be made.  Making these choices requires system knowledge to build a 

working configuration in an efficient and timely manner.  Historically, flight test 

systems have embedded this system knowledge in code.  The limitation with these 

approaches is that any change or addition to the system knowledge is costly due to the 

significant work required to update and maintain the software.  We see the philosophy 

of constraints as a promising path toward addressing these issues.  In the context of 

flight test configuration, a set of constraints defines the limits of how a system may be 

configured to perform specific tasks.  This paper describes an approach for simplifying 

configuration by moving the system knowledge out of hardcoded business rules and into 

a flexible architecture that leverages constraints for validation of system configurations.    
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9:00 a.m.  

16-08-01 
“OFDM and SOQPSK Transceiver Hardware Implementation with Preliminary 

Results” 

Enkuang Wang, Georgia Tech Research Institute; Timothy Brothers, Georgia Tech 

Research Institute 

  

 This paper presents a hardware implementation of a transceiver capable of both OFDM 

and SOQPSK transmissions using a dataflow programming language. Based on the 

physical layer iNET standard, we introduce a transceiver implementation that utilizes 

OFDM and SOQPSK-TG waveforms with LDPC forward error correction (FEC) codes. 

This product is intended to test and enable an adaptive algorithm that uses both 

waveforms as its modulation schemes. As such, it has the ability to dynamically select 

various modulation parameters and coding rates. The FPGA implementations are 

described and performance utilizations are presented.   The Public Release Number for 

this abstract is 412 TW-PA-16116. 

  

  

9:20 a.m.  

16-08-02 
“On Frequency Offset Compensation for Equalized SOQPSK” 

Jeffrey Ravert, BYU; Michael Rice, BYU 

  

 This paper describes the use of a phase lock loop (PLL) to compensate for and remove a 

residual frequency offset when using data-aided estimators to equalize SOQPSK-TG. 

The problems of multipath and residual frequency offset will be shown my example. An 

equalizer followed by a PLL will be shown to be a viable option to mitigate multipath 

and residual frequency offset by example. 

  

  

9:40 a.m.  

16-08-03 
“Noise Predictive Information Rate Estimation for TDMR Channels” 

Mohsen Bahrami, University of Arizona; Bane Vasic, University of Arizona 

  

 We use the BCJR algorithm to estimate the symmetric information rate for Two 

Dimensional Magnetic Recording (TDMR) channels. In particular, we consider a 

TDMR read/write channel whose all components, including recording medium, write 

and read-back processes are realistically modeled in software. In TDMR system, the 

primary source of noise comes from the irregular boundaries of grains and the lack of 

knowledge of these boundaries during the read-back process. Moreover, such noise is 

correlated and data dependent. The pattern dependent noise predictive (PDNP) 

algorithm is implemented to improve the performance. We embedded the PDNP 

algorithm in the forward-recursion BCJR to compute more accurate approximation of 

the SIR for TDMR systems. The PDNP-based SIR estimator uses different noise 

prediction filters for different input patterns in the trellis of the BCJR algorithm in order 

to take advantage of the data dependency of the media noise.  

  

  

10:00 a.m.  

 
10 minute break 
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10:10 a.m.  

16-08-04 
“Automatic Modulation Recognition for CPM” 

Christopher Nash, Brigham Young Univeristy; Michael Rice, Brigham Young 

University 

  

 This paper uses detection and estimation theory techniques for automatic modulation 

recognition of CPM signals. The CPM signals of interest are PCM/FM, SOQPSK-TG, 

and ARTM/CPM. The modulation recognition problem is formulated as a hypothesis 

test with the test statistic computed using samples of the observed signal. Using such 

techniques, simulation results show that correct modulation can be achieved error free 

at a carrier-to-noise ratio of 19 dB for PCM/FM, 50 dB for SOQPSK-TG, and 25 dB for 

ARTM CPM. 

  

  

10:30 a.m.  

16-08-05 
“Locating and Removing Preamble Sequence in Aeronautical Telemetry” 

Christopher Hogstrom, Brigham Young University; Christopher Nash, Brigham Young 

Univeristy; Michael Rice, Brigham Young Univeristy 

  

 This paper describes how to locate and remove periodically inserted preamble and ASM 

bit fields in the presence of the phase ambiguity caused by decision-directed PLLs used 

in most telemetry demodulators. The phase ambiguity is resolved by correlating rotated 

or delayed versions of the data with a stored template of the preamble and ASM bits. A 

finite state machine in conjunction with a FIFO is used to remove the preamble and 

ASM bits from the output bit stream. 
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Opening Remarks 

Brian Keating 

  

  

 
IRIG 106 Update: Restructuring the Entire Document 

Brian Keating 

 The 2017 release of the IRIG 106 Telemetry Standards document will have a new look.  

In addition to augmentation and updates to the technical content, the entire document 

will be reformatted.  A mapping from the 2015 version to the 2017 version will be 

presented, highlighting both the reformatting as well as areas within the document that 

will have changes.  The more significant changes will be discussed in more detail in the 

following presentations. 

  

  

  

 
IRIG 106 Update: Interference Protection Criteria Standards 

Robert Selbrede 

 Telemetry operations continue to be threatened by new sources of RF interference from 

services sharing the telemetry bands or operating in adjacent bands.  IRIG 106 does not 

contain any guidance for determining appropriate levels of protection to ensure 

telemetry systems will not be impacted by these sources of interference.  The process 

and criteria to be used for evaluating potential interference to Range telemetry 

receiving systems will be described. 

  

  

  

 
IRIG 106 Update: Data Quality Metric/Data Quality Encapsulation Standards 

Robert Selbrede 

 Define a Data Quality Metric (DQM) that correlates well with telemetry link Bit Error 

Probability (BEP) and also define a Data Quality Encapsulation (DQE) methodology 

that defines how to transport the DQM with the received telemetry data.  Having a 

standard method for determining data quality (DQM) coupled with a standard method 

for transporting DQM with the received data (DQE) will facilitate interoperability 

among manufactures of telemetry receivers and manufacturers of Best Source Selectors 

and other devices that would use DQM to select optimum data sources for processing. 

   
 

 
  

 
RCC 218 Update 

Albert Gabaldon 

 Proposed changes to RCC-218; Telemetry Transmission over Internet Protocol 

(TMoIP) Standard will be discussed. The proposed changed would be an update to the 

standard last released in 2010.  TMoIP is becoming more and more the method of 

choice for transporting PCM data from the receiver to the data processing system. The 

changes proposed are backwards-compatible with the 218-10 standard and address 

issues with time stamping. 
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2:00 p.m.  

16-10-01 
“Sparse Channel Estimation for Aeronautical Telemetry” 

Christopher Hogstrom, Brigham Young University; Michael Rice, Brigham Young 

University 

  

 This paper applies a compressed sensing (CS) algorithm to SOQPSK-TG waveform 

samples to reconstruct a sparse channel. The mean squared error (MSE) is computed 

between the estimated channel and the true channel. The estimated channel is then used 

in an equalized system and a bit error rate (BER) curve is calculated. The results are 

then compared to a Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator. The CS estimate does not 

produce significant gains but it doesn't break anything either. 

  

  

2:20 p.m.  

16-10-02 
“Blind equalization with LDPC code : to quasi-error free transmissions in 

telemetry” 

Grégory Blanc, Zodiac Data Systems (Zodiac Aerospace); Jean-Guy Pierozak,   Zodiac 

Data Systems (Zodiac Aerospace); Alexandre Skrzypczak, Zodiac Data Systems 

(Zodiac Aerospace) 

  

 The performance of telemetry systems may be limited by multipath effects in a near field 

transmission context. Indeed, in such a case, the emitted signal may suffer from different 

reflections (floor, buildings …) or diffusions. It is also well known that the quality of the 

signal transmissions may be disrupted by the thermal noise. Consequently, the 

combination of both effects may lead to bad system performance in terms of 

synchronization and bit error rate.  This is the reason why we also developed a blind 

EQZ for SOQPSK. We also took advantage of the introduction of an LDPC code in the 

latest release of IRIG 106 to drive a new experimentation consisting in combining both 

features (EQZ and LDPC) in a telemetry receiver.  We finally show that in a large 

majority of cases, blind equalizer combined with LDPC lead to quasi-error free 

transmissions with an SOQPSK modulation while it could remain errors by using an 

EQZ alone and while a LDPC used alone is totally inefficient.   
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2:40 p.m.  

16-10-03 
“Towards Real-Time CMA Equalization by using FFT for Signal Blocks 

transmitted over an Aeronautical channel ” 

Peter Taiwo, Morgan State University; Itie Serge Dossongui, Morgan State University; 

Arlene Cole-Rhodes, Morgan State University 

  

 We consider the problem of equalizing data blocks of signals, which have been 

transmitted over an aeronautical channel using two different modulation schemes. The 

equalization is performed using block-processing constant modulus algorithm (CMA), 

and in order to achieve real-time processing a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to 

compute the gradient of this cost function. For the first experiment, we equalize a set of 

measured data, which was modulated with SOQPSK and transmitted using the iNET 

packet structure, and show that we achieve a 10^(-4) BER. In this case, the CMA 

equalizer is MMSE initialized and then the equalizer coefficients are updated once, 

using each entire block (iNET packet). In the second experiment, we apply the FFT-

based block processing equalizer to received data blocks of 16-QAM signals. A 

modified CMA equalizer is used to recover these data blocks, and the equalizer 

performance is evaluated over 800 Monte Carlo runs, using the average symbol error 

rate (SER). 

  

  

3:00 p.m.  

 
10 minute break 

  

3:10 p.m.  

16-10-04 
“Wavefield-Based Motion Estimation for Radar and Sonar Array Systems” 

Vincent Radzicki, University of California, Santa Barbara; Hua Lee, University of 

California, Santa Barbara 

  

 This paper introduces a generalized and computationally efficient approach for the 

estimation of target motion parameters from received wavefield data collected from 

coherent sensing systems such as radar and sonar measurement arrays. The 

mathematical content of the algorithm is described, along with the general processing 

procedure to perform on recorded data. The algorithm presents a solution to the joint 

estimation of translational motion and periodic motion of targets, which has many 

practical applications for sensing and detection tasks. Experimental and simulation 

results are included supporting the effectiveness of the method. 

  

  

3:30 p.m.  

16-10-05 
“CMA Blind Equalizer for Aeronautical Telemetry” 

Xingwen Ding, Beijing Research Institute of Telemetry; Wantao Zhai, Beijing Research 

Institute of Telemetry; Hongyu Chang, Beijing Research Institute of Telemetry; Ming 

Chen, Beijing Research Institute of Telemetry 

  

 In aeronautical telemetry, the multipath interference usually causes significant 

performance degradation. As the bit rate of telemetry systems increases, the 

impairments of multipath interference are more serious. The constant modulus 

algorithm (CMA) blind equalizer is effective to mitigate the impairments of multipath 

interference. The CMA adapts the equalizer coefficients to minimize the deviation of the 

signal envelope from a constant level. This paper presents the performances of the CMA 

blind equalizer applied for PCM-FM, BPSK, SOQPSK-TG and ARTM CPM in 

aeronautical telemetry. 
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2:00 p.m.  

16-11-01 
“Telemetry System for Real-Time Monitoring of an Offroad Racecar” 

Kyle Boyer, University of Arizona Baja Racing Team; Laura Brubaker, University of 

Arizona Baja Racing Team; Kyle Everly, University of Arizona Baja Racing Team; 

Mark Sackett, University of Arizona Baja Racing Team 

  

 The University of Arizona Baja racing team competes annually in a grueling four-hour 

off-road endurance race which subjects vehicles to an array of obstacles such as jumps, 

boulders, and mud bogs. This paper examines the telemetering system created by the 

UA Baja team to monitor a range of critical aspects of the car with the goal of detecting 

and identifying possible mechanical failures and areas with potential for improvement. 

Running on an Arduino Mega, the system stores all gathered data to an SD card and 

transmits it back to the pit wirelessly for real-time analysis.  

  

  

2:20 p.m.  

16-11-02 
“A Lesson in Conflict Mitigation: Integrating Divergent Design Philosophies” 

Rebecca  Marcolina, Missouri University of Science and Technology - Mars Rover 

Design Team ; Katelyn Brinker, Missouri University of Science and Technology - Mars 

Rover Design Team; Kurt Kosbar, Missouri University of Science and Technology; 

Melanie Mormile, Missouri University of Science and Technology 

  

 The Mars Rover Design Team is dedicated to building a next generation rover that will 

one day assist astronauts in the field. The complexity of such a project increases when 

the two conflicting design philosophies of agile software development and traditional 

waterfall development must work in tandem in order to design and construct a rover 

within a year. Agile software development promotes the flexible, test-driven production 

of coinciding design aspects, while the waterfall design philosophy relies on thorough 

planning and rigid, sequential design schedules. The project managers of the team work 

to balance these opposing philosophies by fostering individual interests, allowing team 

members to select their own focus areas within a wide variety of mission critical tasks. 

This practice accelerates the design and construction of the rover and in turn creates 

the momentum needed to achieve a common goal while consolidating both agile 

software and traditional waterfall development. 
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2:40 p.m.  

16-11-03 
“Autonomous Mapping” 

Christopher Meyer, University of Arizona; Cody Mitts, University of Arizona; Xander 

Deputy, University of Arizona; Kevin Fox, University of Arizona; Jiaxiang Wang, 

University of Arizona 

  

 The objective of the project presented was to develop an autonomous platform that 

would map an indoor single-floor environment in two dimensions. The design uses the 

Simultaneous, Localization, and Mapping (SLAM) algorithm that is accomplished with 

the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), Micro-Controller Unit (MCU), and a 360-degree 

laser scanner to autonomously maneuver and generate a building floor plan accessible 

by the user. In addition, the platform carries a camera to capture images or video for 

virtual reality interfacing. The images captured are stored by the platform and provided 

to the user after mapping is complete. The design has potential to allow the user to 

remotely experience a simulation of the indoor environment via a virtual reality 

headset. A possible application includes realtors creating virtual reality experiences for 

customers.  

  

  

3:00 p.m.  

 
10 minute break 

  

3:10 p.m.  

16-11-04 
“Design and Evaluation of a LIDAR-Based Wearable Navigation System for the 

Blind” 

Michael Miles, Joshua Jetter, and Kurt Kosbar, Missouri S&T 

  

 People who are blind traditionally have relied on primitive or expensive systems for 

autonomous navigation such as canes and guide dogs. High technology solutions have 

seen limited adoption due to poor usability, high cost, environmental infrastructure 

requirements, or poor performance. A LIDAR-based navigation system is proposed, 

developed, and assessed as an improvement over previous technology solutions. The 

system utilizes LIDAR for obstacle recognition and utilizes a Head Related Transfer 

Function (HRTF) to produce three-dimensional binaural audio feedback with sound 

point sources corresponding to the locations of detected obstacles. The environmental 

effectiveness and usability of this solution is evaluated and directions for further 

development are proposed. 
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3:30 p.m.  

16-11-05 
“Fiber Bragg Grating Sensing System for Monitoring Composite Aerospace 

Structures” 

Shengnan Geng, Beijing Institute of Astronautical Systems Engineering; Xinglai Wang, 

Beijing Institute of Astronautical Systems Engineering; Hui Feng, Beijing Institute of 

Astronautical Systems Engineering 

  

 To investigate strain-sensitive characteristics of fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors, a 

minimal sensing system consisting of multiplex FBG sensors and signal demodulating 

and processing instruments was constructed. FBG sensors were designed with different 

package structures for respectively sensing strain or temperature parameters, and they 

returned measurand-dependent wavelengths back to the interrogation system for 

measurement with high resolution. In this paper, tests were performed on structure 

samples with step-wise increase of deformations. Both FBG sensing system and strain 

gages were tested and compared. Experimental work proved that the FBG sensing 

system had a good level of accuracy in measuring the static response of the tested 

composite structure. Moreover the additional advantages such as damp proofing, high 

sampling rates and real-time inspection make the novel system especially appropriate 

for load monitoring and damage detection of aerospace structures. 

  

3:50 p.m.  

16-11-06 
“Inkjet Printed Antennas” 

Charles Hoskins, Alisa Zukova, Joel Turnblade, Yiming (Frank) Shi, and Santiago 

Burrola, University of Arizona   

 

 The objective of this design project is to use inkjet printers with conductive ink to print 

functional antennas. The project is sponsored by the University of Arizona Electrical 

and Computer Engineering department. The project was completed with a Design of 

Experiments to determine the best method for printing a working antenna with different 

printers, inks, substrates, and printing methods. Conductive ink was used with standard 

inkjet printers to create a twodimensional antenna print, and the final results describe 

the best method for doing so. This technology is particularly useful because printed 

antennas may be produced quickly and inexpensively. Some potential applications 

include creating RFID tags, radio technology, mobile phones, and sensors for aircrafts. 

The printed antennas are particularly useful for some of these applications due to the 

size and flexibility of the printer 

 

. 
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2:00 p.m.  

16-12-01 
“The Performance Test of an Initial iNET-Like RF Network Using a Helicopter” 

Sei Ito, Kawasaki Heavy Industries. ltd.; Takeshi Honda, Kawasaki Heavy Industries. 

ltd.; Toshihisa Tanaka, Kawasaki  Heavy Industries. ltd.; Daiki Aoyama, Kawasaki 

Heavy Industries. ltd. 

  

 Through the use of early iNET-prototype IP Transceiver technology, Kawasaki Heavy 

Industries, Ltd. (KHI) has been able to communicate with flight test vehicles during a 

recent research program. This technology provides a two-way high-capacity 

communication that has not been achieved with conventional telemetry. KHI has been 

authorized to use S-band IP Transceivers since 2014 in Japan. Then various 

communication tests have been performed. Last year the performance test of initial 

iNET-like RF network using a tethered aerostat was presented at the conference. As the 

next phase, KHI has the plan of iNET-like RF network flight testing using a helicopter. 

The flight test results will be presented at the conference. 

  

  

2:20 p.m.  

16-12-02 
“A Case Study of High-Volume Automated Testing Within the NASA Space 

Network” 

Dana Irvin, Ingenicomm, Inc.; Kirill Lokshin, Ingenicomm, Inc.; Amit Puri, 

Ingenicomm, Inc. 

  

 The NASA Space Network (SN), which consists of the geosynchronous Tracking and 

Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) constellation and its associated ground elements, is a 

critical national space asset that provides near-continuous, high-bandwidth telemetry, 

command, and communications services for numerous spacecraft and launch vehicles.  

SN sustainment activities frequently involve testing of the numerous interfaces within 

the SN ground segment.  To reduce the cost and complexity of such testing, NASA 

commissioned the development of the External Bearer Interface Test Set (XBIT), which 

enables ground interface verification using a high-volume test automation framework.  

This paper considers the use of the XBIT as a case study of automated ground segment 

verification and validation.  The paper discusses the trade-offs between automated, 

semi-automated, and interactive ground interface testing and presents comparative test 

execution metrics to quantify the relative efficiency of these approaches. 
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2:40 p.m.  

16-12-03 
“Selectable Telemetry Module for Interior Ballistic Characterization” 

Rich Granitzki, US Army Picatinny Arsenal; Patrick Sweeney, US Army Picatinny 

Arsenal; Daniel Hoch, US Army Picatinny Arsenal; Jin Choi, US Army Picatinny 

Arsenal; Gilmer Vega, US Army Picatinny Arsenal 

  

 The Telemetry Branch within the US Army’s Armament Research, Development and 

Engineering Center (ARDEC) has developed a miniature telemetry device that supports: 

live data, on-board recording (OBR), and delay repeat OBR telemetry functions in 

order to capture valuable interior ballistics sensor measurements of developmental 

munitions and weapons systems.  This paper discusses the measurement capability of 

the STEEL (Selectable Telemetry Enhanced ELectronics) architecture and its typical 

integrated characteristics.  The STEEL architecture has been demonstrated to reliably 

perform during live fire 155mm artillery and 120mm mortar testing environments.  

Results will be presented highlighting the electronics’ performance during these 

extreme environmental conditions. 

  

3:00 p.m.  

 
10 minute break 

3:10 p.m.  

16-12-04 
“Rotary-wing flight tests to determine the benefits of frequency and spatial 

diversity at the Yuma Proving Ground” 

Michael Diehl, Yuma Proving Ground; Jason Swain, TRAX International; Tab Wilcox, 

TRAX International 

  

 Yuma Proving Ground (YPG) conducted a series of rotary-wing flight tests for the sole 

purpose of checking out Telemetry data link instrumentation. Four flights were 

conducted at YPG in February 2016 that built upon an earlier test flight conducted in 

June 2015.  Most recent iteration of testing looked at benefits of frequency diversity on 

aircraft and spatial diversity of receiving sites using existing hardware at YPG. 

Quantitative analysis from those flight results will be presented and include discussion 

on how results will affect future mission operations at YPG. 

  

3:30 p.m.  

16-12-05 
“Some Initial Results for Data-Aided Equalizer Experiments at Edwards AFB” 

Michael Rice, Brigham Young University; Christopher Hogstrom, Brigham Young 

University; Christopher Nash, Brigham Young Univeristy; Jeffrey Ravert, BYU; Arlene 

Cole-Rhodes, Morgan State University; Farzad Moazzami, Morgan State University; 

Mohammad Saquib, UT Dallas; Md Shah Afran, UT Dallas; Erik Perrins, University of 

Kansas; Kip Temple, Edwards AFB 

  

 This paper describes the results of flight tests designed to compare data-aided 

equalization to blind, adaptive equalization using SOQPSK-TG in aeronautical 

telemetry. The flight tests were con- ducted on 3 June 2016 at the Air Force Flight Test 

Center, Edwards AFB, at upper L band (1801.5 MHz) and at C band (4711.5 MHz). 

Five data-aided equalizers were implemented and compared to a commercially 

available blind equalizer. In addition, all equalized bit streams were compared to an 

unequalized reference. The results show that the blind equalizer tends to be either really 

good or really bad. In contrast, the data-aided equalizers tend to exhibit more graceful 

degrada- tion. Which equalization method is “best” is not clear as of this writing. The 

answer depends on a number factors that will become clear as more data from the 

experiments is analyzed. 
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th
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Session 13 iNET Special Session: DoD and Commercial Use 

Co-Chairs Lee Eccles, Boeing, and Thomas Grace, NAVAIR 

 

  

 The Telemetry Network Standard (TmNS) (IRIG 106 Chapters 21-28) is in the process 

of being released in IRIG 106-17 by the Range Command Council (RCC) Telemetry 

Group. Commercial adoption of Chapter 23’s Metadata Description Language by the 

Boeing company will be presented along with recent DoD flight test results of a TmNS.  

The session co-chairs will give presentations and lead the discussions. Ample time will 

be allocated for community questions and answers. 
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th
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Session 14 Software Tools 

Chair Mike Marcellin, University of Arizona 

  

  

9:00 a.m.  

16-14-01 
“Focused Automated Discovery of Telemetry Device Constraints” 

Todd Newton, Southwest Research Institute; Austin Whittington, Southwest Research 

Institute; Alexander Youngs, Southwest Research Institute; John Harwell, Southwest 

Research Institute; Myron Moodie, Southwest Research Institute 

  

 Configuring typical devices in the telemetry community requires the creation of 

complex, device-specific configuration files.  While the grammar of the configuration 

files is vendor neutral, the device specific details are vendor specific.  Thus, a naïve 

approach to building these files is to construct a file, test it against a device, and then 

iterate.  The specification sheets (and other documents) for the device can serve as a 

guide, but the details of flight test configuration possibilities are immense and, in this 

community, typically not fully documented.  This paper describes a process of creating 

a set of general rules describing characteristics of a configuration file, and using those 

rules to discover the configuration constraints of telemetry devices automatically.  The 

discovered constraints posed by a particular vendor’s device can then be quickly 

formed into a correct-by-construction constraint-based grammar for use in other 

systems.    

  

  

9:20 a.m.  

16-14-02 
“Telemetry Reconstruction and Analysis Using Virtual Reality” 

Katherine Verges, NSWC Corona; Richard Graham, NSWC Corona 

  

 In its current state, telemetry analysis is disconnected from the system being analyzed. 

As the digital age continues to evolve and grow, two new technologies are emerging in 

the world of entertainment: Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR). VR uses 

a headset to create a completely manufactured environment while AR overlays 

computer generated images and programs on the user’s physical environment. These 

technologies can potentially be harnessed and applied in order to display raw 

telemetry data in an interactive 3-D format. It would allow an analyst to fully visualize 

results and better understand what is occurring. It could also remove some of the 

subjectivity that comes with analyzing functions in order to help scientists and 

engineers to improve their products more efficiently. VR and AR could help streamline 

the test and evaluation process and lead us to bigger and better things. A more 

effective testing phase allows for more progress and in turn, opens up the future. 
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9:40 a.m.  

16-14-03 
“The Application of Machine Learning Techniques in Flight Test Applications” 

Ashley Campbell, Curtiss-Wright; Alan Cooke, Curtiss-Wright 

  

 This paper discusses the use of advanced machine learning diagnostics within a Flight 

Test context.  The paper begins by discussing some of the problems associated with 

instrumenting a test aircraft and how they could be ameliorated using a Machine 

Learning (ML) based diagnostics.  The paper describes some of the basic types of 

Machine Learning algorithms.  The essential elements of creating a Machine Learning 

algorithm such as Feature Selection and the various types of training data are then 

outlined.  The paper then describes a real-world application developed by Curtiss-

Wright called Machine Learning for Advanced System Diagnostics (MLASD).  This 

description includes the problems encountered during the development and how the 

best input features were identified.   Real world results are also outlined.  Finally, the 

paper suggests some further applications of ML techniques in addition to describing 

other areas of development. 

  

  

10:00 a.m.  

 
10 minute break 

  

10:10 a.m.  

16-14-04 
“Lightweight Real-time Display Tool - Using Open Source” 

Paul Ferrill, ATAC; Micah Ferrill, ATAC 

  

 This paper will present our work developing a lightweight real time display tool using 

open source technologies. Specifically, the effort involves receiving data broadcast 

over UDP from an IRIG 106 Chapter 10 compliant recorder and then selecting specific 

data elements for display within a web browser. A small processing engine written in 

Python runs both the data collection and processing code plus a small web server to 

provide data values for display. The web browser portion utilizes an open source 

Javascript plotting library to display values in real time. 

  

10:30 a.m.  

16-14-05 
“Protecting Telemetry Data from Compromise: Learning from the Mistakes of the 

Breached!” 

Jeff Kalibjian, Hewlett Packard Enterprise 

  

 Information has value and as such any network based computer (whether that network 

touches the Internet or not) has the potential to be hacked.  Telemetry data is not 

immune to the threat.  While there are a myriad of security sensor and analytics tools 

available for entities to deploy in order to protect their IT networks and assets on those 

networks, sometimes overlooked is also the wealth of research data available regarding 

the etiology of breaches that reveal fascinating, sometimes counterintuitive insights in 

the best ways to configure and integrate security applications to protect the 

organization.  After reviewing the latest research data regarding computer and IT 

network compromise, new security strategies implied in the research data appropriate 

to the security challenges encountered in the telemetry post processing environment will 

be thoroughly examined providing tangible methodologies that may be employed to 

protect organization telemetry post processing infrastructures.   
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10:50 a.m.  

16-14-06 
“A Program to Display Big Data” 

Elmer Grubbs, Northern Arizona University 

  

 This paper describes a new way to look at telemetry data. We examine a way to use 

virtual reality and a head mounted display to evaluate and view data from a large 

collection of stored signals. Each individual signal will have limits associated with it 

that allow us to determine whether any part of the signal exceeds those limits and if so 

what part(s) of the waveform contain these abnormalities. A basic program to illustrate 

the technique has been written and will be demonstrated as part of the presentation. 

The user starts out in a room with a desk. By choosing one of the objects (i.e. plane. 

etc.) on the desk, the user is presented with a series of lists that allow him/her to 

choose a specific test to look at. The set of test results is presented as a bookcase, 

where each book represents a particular signal which has been recorded. By grasping 

a book, the user is able to view a graph of the signal. The color of the book indicates 

whether the signal has errors (red) or not (green). 
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Session 15 Networks 

Chair Kurt Kosbar, Missouri S&T 

  

  

9:00 a.m.  

16-15-01 
“Capacity Allocation for Telemetry Links with Variable Transmission Rates” 

Mariusz Fecko, Vencore Labs; Kirk Chang, Vencore Labs; Heechang Kim, Vencore 

Labs; Andrzej Cichocki, Vencore Labs; Larry Wong, Vencore Labs; Ray O’Connell, 

RoboComAI; Mark Radke, Tybrin Corp.; Tom Young, USAF AFMC; Thomas Grace, 

NAVAIR 

  

 Current IP-based telemetry systems such as iNET perform capacity allocation among 

multiple radios under the assumption of uniform link rates. This assumption breaks 

down when adaptive modulation is deployed to vary link rates in response to channel 

degradation. We designed and implemented several capacity allocation algorithms that 

consider variable link rates during slot assignment: (1) baseline W – priority-weighted 

allocation proportional to the product link weight x queue weight, (2) R – allocation 

proportional to link rate only, (3) WR – allocation proportional to the product link 

weight x queue weight x link rate, and (4) greedy R – allocation greedy based on strict 

preference for high-rate links. Our experiments in the Link Manager testbed showed 

that when the total capacity available for telemetry drops and the system becomes 

overloaded, the WR algorithm outperforms all the remaining ones by striking the best 

balance between total throughput and high priority throughput. 

  

  

9:20 a.m.  

16-15-02 
“Software Defined Radio MIMO Telemetry Transmitter” 

Brandon Becker, Charles Bennett, and Kurt Kosbar, Missouri S&T 

  

 This paper describes the development of a small, low-cost, and flexible telemetry 

transmitter that can be used for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication 

systems.  In the intended application, the transmitter will collect data from sensors on 

small quad copters or drones, regarding the vehicle’s attitude, location, movement, 

and other flight data.  This will be combined into a single data stream, and base-band 

modulation applied by a field programmable gate array (FPGA).  The FPGA output 

will control a separate RF modulation board, which will generate a pair of RF signals 

suitable for use in a 2x2 MIMO system.  The original application uses the 902-928 

MHz ISM band.  The modulation format can be altered by changing the software for 

the FPGA.  
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9:40 a.m.  

16-15-03 
“An Open, Scalable Approach to Efficient Data Processing” 

Todd Newton, Southwest Research Institute; Stephen Kilpatrick, Southwest Research 

Institute; Philip Westhart, Southwest Research Institute; Ben Abbott, Southwest 

Research Institute 

  

 The growth of network-based systems in flight test has presented performance problems 

within the community.  Legacy instrumentation systems are not capable of meeting the 

high-bandwidth, low latency data processing requirements of these next generation data 

acquisition systems.  Ongoing research at Southwest Research Institute is exploring the 

use of a variety of commodity components, such as GPUs and multicore CPUs, in ways 

that can be applied to both the small embedded components as well as the larger 

ground systems.  This paper will explore an open, scalable COTS approach to bridge 

the gap and minimize changes to the legacy systems.  Current results from this 

approach will be presented at the conference. 

  

  

10:00 a.m.  

 
10 minute break 

10:10 a.m.  

16-15-04 
“Exploring Mesh Networks With iNET Radios” 

Todd Newton, Southwest Research Institute; Wayne Timme, Southwest Research 

Institute; Ben Abbott, Southwest Research Institute 

  

 The iNET radios provide a two-way telemetry link that interconnects the airborne 

instrumentation system with ground-based systems.  This capability brings the flight test 

telemetry domain into the realm of the more classic mesh networks in a mobile ad-hoc 

environment.    The underlying RF communication protocols defined in the iNET 

standards support a variety of classic networking protocols and shapes.  The scheduling 

algorithms between Link Managers and radios provide the capability for a collision-

arbitrated network, like classic Ethernet.  This paper describes the communication 

protocols and scheduling algorithms of the iNET radios, and it provides results of their 

use in a self-scheduling, deterministic algorithm such as a classical token ring network 

as an example of the variety of network shapes and approaches possible with the iNET 

radios.  

  

10:30 a.m.  

16-15-05 
“Use of HD GIGE Vision Ethernet Cameras for Flight Test Applications Without 

Data Loss” 

Markus Schmitz, Ontime Networks LLC; Oeyvind Holmeide, OnTime Networks AS 

  

 As Ethernet based networks have become the dominant choice for Flight Test 

Instrumentation (FTI) network applications, it is also clear that Ethernet based camera 

integration and applications have yet to become more wide spread for system level 

design and integration. A significant customer base still utilizes either dedicated video 

systems or for example unsynchronized gopro cameras for recording purposes. The use 

of uncompressed high definition (HD) video from GigE Vision Ethernet cameras for 

flight test applications is a significant issue in managing the large volumes of data 

produced by the cameras and forwarding them to any 1000BASE-T(x) switch port 

without packet loss and significant delays.... see attachment 

. 
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10:50 a.m.  

16-15-06 
“A Replacement of Ethernet Switch for a Networked Telemetry System” 

Jian Song, Beijing Zoweetech Ltd.; Ximing Zhu, Zhongyuan Research Institute of 

Electronics Technology 

  

 Ethernet is commonly used to reconstruct a networked telemetry system. However, the 

Ethernet switch cannot perfectly meet the requirements of data transportation in a 

telemetry system because of its asynchronous mode and the uncertainty of latency time. 

In addition, the temporal order of the telemetry data will be disrupted when using an 

Ethernet switch. A device similar to Ethernet switch is presented in this paper. Based on 

direct Ethernet connection and time division multiplexing, it can transport data 

synchronously without losing the original temporal order of telemetry data. Meantime, 

a special strategy is also introduced so that the timing signal could be transmit from the 

device to the receiver in a determined delayed time, so a timing mechanism derived 

from IEEE 1588 PTP protocol could be adopted for high accuracy of timing and 

synchronous sampling control. 
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Chair Chuck Creusere, New Mexico State University 

  

9:00 a.m.  

16-16-01 
“Finite Blocklength Symmetric Information Rate of SOQPSK” 

Cenk Sahin, University of Kansas; Erik Perrins, University of Kansas 

  

 In this paper we compute a lower bound, namely the dependence testing (DT) bound, 

on the maximum achievable rates (expressed in bits/channel use) with military 

standard shaped-offset quadrature phase shift-keying (SOQPSK-MIL) and 

aeronautical telemetry SOQPSK (SOQPSK-TG) schemes over additive white Gaussian 

noise (AWGN) channels under finite code blocklength, probability block error and 

equiprobable input constraints. The DT bound results for SOQPSK-MIL and SOQPSK-

TG are used to lower bound their respective spectral efficiencies (expressed in 

bits/s/Hz). We simulate a serially concatenated convolutional code (SCCC) using 

SOQPSK-MIL as the inner code, and show that it performs within 1.1 dB of the 

SOQPSK-MIL DT bound for various coding rates. The numerical results also 

demonstrate the performance loss compared to the channel capacity due to the finite 

blocklength constraint. 

  

9:20 a.m.  

16-16-02 
“Study of Second-Order Memory Based LT Encoders” 

Luyao Shang and Erik Perrins, University of Kansas 

  

 LT encoder design has always been a basic and crucial topic ever since the 

development of fountain codes. The memory based LT encoders (MBLTEs) aim at 

further improving the code performance by managing the input symbols' degree 

distribution after an output symbols' degree distribution is determined. Previous work 

has shown that the MBLTE has a faster decoder convergence and a lower bit error 

rate (BER) than the regular LT encoder with the belief propagation (BP) decoder over 

binary erasure channels (BECs). However, the study of MBLTEs is limited to first-

order MBLTEs, higher-order MBLTEs have not been investigated yet. Therefore, in 

this paper we study the second-order MBLTE, and propose an algorithm for its 

realization. Simulation results show that our encoder outperforms the first-order 

MBLTE in terms of the BER. Our proposed second-order MBLTE performs better 

either with a short code or with a high erasure probability.  

  

9:40 a.m.  

16-16-03 
“Optimization of Symbol Distance Metrics in Directional Modulation Systems” 

Ryan Christopher, New Mexico State University; Deva Borah, NMSU 

  

 Directional Modulation (DM) is an emerging technology for secure communications at 

the physical level. Unlike traditional modulations, DM implements modulations at the 

antenna elements through variations in the phase and amplitude of the array weights. 

By modulating at the antenna elements, DM systems produce the desired modulation 

symbols along the secure communication direction and skewed symbols in other 

directions.  In this work, we formulate constellation symbol distance metrics for the 

assessment of DM systems. The proposed method distorts the received constellation 

symbols in a set of directions, while maintaining a valid receive constellation in the 

direction of intended communications. We formulate these metrics analytically and 

optimize the weights to provide secure communication benefits along more directions 

than can be achieved through traditional null steering methods. Simulation results are 

presented for BER and symbol distance performance of the optimized solutions.  
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10:00 a.m.  

 
10 minute break 

10:10 a.m.  

16-16-04 
“Symbol Set Selection in GSSK MIMO Systems with Correlated Antennas ” 

Mandip Shrestha, New Mexico State University; Deva Borah, NMSU 

  

 Generalized space shift keying (GSSK) is a transmission scheme where only antenna 

indices are used to send information from the transmitter to a receiver. This paper 

investigates the best symbol set selection problem in GSSK multiple-input-multiple-

output (MIMO) systems when the transmit antennas are correlated. Although multiple 

antennas can increase data rate and signal quality without increasing the bandwidth, 

spatial correlations among the antennas highly affect the performance of the system. 

The idea here is to maximize the inter-symbol Euclidean distance to obtain the best 

symbol set. Recently such an algorithm has been proposed for the visible light 

communication (VLC) systems. This paper adopts this VLC algorithm for radio 

frequency (RF)  communication systems. The results show that the proposed symbol set 

design can provide several dBs of gain in the symbol error rate (SER) performance 

over randomly selected symbol sets in GSSK systems. 

  

10:30 a.m.  

16-16-05 
“Evaluation of Spectral vs. Energy Efficiency Tradeoff Considering Transmission 

Reliability in Cellular Networks” 

Hailu Belay Kassa, Tewelgn Kebede Engda, Estifanos Yohannes Menta, Yacob 

Astatke, Farzad Moazzami, and Dereje H. Woldegebreal, Morgan State University, 

Hawassa University, and Addis Ababa University 

  

 Spectral efficiency (SE), energy efficiency (EE), and transmission reliability are basic 

parameters to measure the performance of a cellular network. In this paper, spectral 

efficiency and energy efficiency tradeoff is considered keeping in mind the transmission 

reliability, where all the three are function of signal to noise ratio (SNR). SNR, in turn 

is a function of constellation size (or the number of bits per symbol) and data rate. 

Then, we propose a new power model which is as function of this SNR. Based on the 

power model, SE-EE trade-off function is evaluated taking transmission reliability in to 

consideration. Results confirmed that increasing constellation size results an increase 

in SNR and leads to a significant increase in energy efficiency without changing the 

transmit power. To demonstrate the validity of our analysis, channel gain and 

constellation size are varied keeping transmit power constant. The results also indicate 

that securing transmission reliability, the EE-SE trade-off is optimized by increasing 

the constellation size.  

. 
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10:50 a.m.  

16-16-06 
“Energy Efficient Adaptive Sector-Based User Clustering Algorithm for Cellular 

Network” 

Hailu Belay Kassa, Shenko Chura Aredo, Estifanos Yohannes Menta, Yacob Astatke, 

Farzad Moazzami, and Dereje H. Woldegebreal, Morgan State University, Hawassa 

University, and Addis Ababa University 

  

 In this paper, we propose an adaptive and multi-sector-based user clustering algorithm 

which increases energy efficiency in a cellular network. Adaptive sectoring with 

dynamically changing sector angles is illustrated with a number of randomly 

distributed mobile stations. Transmitted power is equally shared by sectors before 

adaptive user clustering. The sector angles vary from 30 to 360 degrees by merging 

neighboring sectors and a sector is switched off till the user density exceeds a 

threshold (Td). The Td value is computed from the total number of users that the cell 

can accommodate over the area of the cell. The sectors with less than Td density 

exhibits transmit power which approaches to zero or sleeping state and so that the 

cumulative power is saved. Simulation results show that an average of 45% to 50% 

energy can be saved in 10 iterations. 
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Spectrum Access R&D (SARD) Program: 
Conformal C-Band/Multi-band Antenna Project 

 
 

Scott Kujiraoka, Russell Fielder, and Maxim Apalboym 
NAVAIR-Point Mugu and China Lake, California 

 
 

ABSTRACT 

 

The Conformal C-Band/Multi-band Antenna project will support the AWS-3 auction by 
providing the technology to integrate C-Band or multi-band telemetry(TM) antennas on 
test articles such as missiles, weapons, or aircraft. These test articles would then 
provide C-Band or multi-band TM data to ground station receivers that are relocated to 
the C-Band frequency range through the AWS-3 Spectrum Relocation Fund program. 
This project would advance the technology of antennas in the C-Band region for test 
article TM integration.  Successful use of C-Band and Multi-Band antennas for 
aeronautical mobile telemetry (AMT) on test and training ranges is dependent on the 
advancement of key technologies.  This paper will detail the technology areas being 
matured by this project as well as the capabilities to be demonstrated. 
 

 

KEY WORDS 
 

C-Band Telemetry, Conformal Wraparound Antennas, Spectrum Access, Spectrum 
Selloff. 
 
 

BACKGROUND 
 

The Spectrum Access Research and Development (SARD) Program is a $500 million 

Program created out of the spectrum selloff to commercial wireless companies.  It was 

created to support the transition of Government Test Ranges to operate in the C-Band 

frequency range.  The Conformal C-Band/Multi-band Antenna Project will be one of the 

many projects funded by the SARD Program.  This project is separated into five 

subprojects to be detailed in the following paragraphs. 

 

 

BROADBAND CONFORMAL C-BAND MISSLIE WRAPAROUND ANTENNAS 
  

Background: This project would advance the technology of conformal antennas in the 
C-Band region for test article TM integration. The C-Band/Multi-Band Antenna project 
would lead to commercial-off-the-shelf antennas that could be acquired by Government 
or weapon manufactures who are developing test article TM kits for integrated 
applications.  Prevalent use of C-Band and multi-band antennas that can meet 
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performance requirements will reduce the demand on L-Band TM/Video and contribute 
to the availability of spectrum in other bands.   

 
Scope:  Based on lessons learned from a recent T&E/S&T SET project entitled “C-Band 
for AIM9 Telemetry”, the following issues require further development/investigation: 1) 
Efficient operation over the entire lower and mid C-Band frequency range (4400-5150 
MHz).  2) Stabilization of the variability in the omni-directional antenna radiation patterns 
over this frequency range (preferably less than 5-8 dBi).  Initially this effort will address 
small diameter missiles and then will progress to investigating larger diameter missiles.  
3).  Execute additional captive carry test flights using the test missile developed under 
this previous C-Band S&T effort over the water to further characterize the effects of 
multipath on C-Band TM reception.  4).  Using data retrieved from these test flights 
flying close to the surface of the water, conduct multipath mitigation studies and develop 
algorithms to mitigate the effects of multipath on telemetry reception.  5). Investigate the 
impact of different antenna feed technologies (E-scan vs conical scan) as well as active 
beam-forming antenna technology in the mitigation of multipath effects in C-Band. 

 
 

BEAM SWITCHING ARRAY ANTENNAS 
 

Background:   With narrower wavelengths associated with the C-Band frequencies, 
more variation in the gain pattern is expected (i.e., more ‘peaks’ and ‘nulls’). As the 
aspect angle of the missile relative to the tracking antenna changes, these variations in 
gain will result in variations in received signal power. Depending on the type of feed 
being employed and the time constant of the Automatic Gain Control (AGC) circuitry 
within the tracking receiver, this variation in signal strength could be interpreted as 
antenna pointing error, thus resulting in an instability in tracking or loss of acquisition 
altogether. This issue is compounded for rolling airframes whose roll rate is close to the 
nutation rate of tracking antennas employing conical scan feeds. Any variation in roll-
pattern gain will result in amplitude modulation of the tracking signal, the frequency of 
which will be the missile roll rate. This will be interpreted as pointing error where the 
control loop will try to null-out this amplitude modulation, forcing the antenna pedestal to 
modulate from boresight. One could argue this issue could also exist for signals 
operating in both L and S-Bands, but this issue is expected to be much more prominent 
when operating in C-Band. As such, additional engineering is required to phase the 
radiating elements of the transmit antenna in such a manner as to greatly reduce this 
variation to make the pattern much more uniform. This variation can be mitigated over a 
relatively narrow band, but becomes much more of a challenge for broadband 
conformal antennas.   
 
Scope:  In a rolling missile, it is desirable to be able to steer the telemetry beam.  This 
would allow for the maximizing of the antenna gain and directivity.  As a result this 
would provide for the following benefits.  One benefit would be the use of lower 
transmitter power and therefore help with the issue of transmitter heat dissipation.  
Another benefit would be the increased capability of receiving the TM signal at a great 
distance.  The design approach would be to take the inertial measurement (IMU) data 
from on-board rate sensors and accelerometers to determine the attitude of the missile 
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at all times.  Using this information, turn on and off the power to the various antenna 
elements so as to steer the TM signal.  Next, develop a prototype system to achieve TM 
beam steering with the following variable design parameters:  Missile Roll Rate and 
Missile Diameter.   

 

 

MULTI-BAND CONFORMAL ANTENNAS FOR AIRCRAFT APPLICATIONS 
 

Background:   Due to a diminishing and increasingly crowded RF spectrum, airborne 
telemetry antennas that are capable of delivering comparable performance across the 
L, S & C-Bands are needed to allow Department of Defense (DoD) instrumentation 
groups to support flight test programs that may need to efficiently switch telemetry 
bands between missions. These assets can reduce test costs by eliminating the need to 
install multiple telemetry antennas and will reduce the complexity of flight clearances.  

Multi-band telemetry antennas are currently available for L, S & C-Bands. 
However, the observed performance has been inadequate in comparison to dedicated, 
single-band antennas. While vendor-supplied antenna specifications indicate 
performance comparable to existing single-band antennas, actual in-flight testing of 
multi-band antennas has shown degraded performance in the lower L-Band.  Further 
investigation is needed, including in-flight aircraft testing, to evaluate multi-band 
antenna performance.   
 
Scope:  The simultaneous operation of GPS and Telemetry (TM) on airborne platforms 
has caused much interference in the past.  Due to size constraints, a multi-band 
conformal TM antenna system needs to be developed for use in DoD aircraft.  Due to its 
size, a wraparound antenna will not be feasible.  Methods such as Space Time Coding 
will need to be explored due to the close proximity of the antennas.  A system approach 
will be implemented to address the filtering of signals to prevent unwanted coupling of 
the signals.  The following will be investigated:  Re-design the existing antenna panels 
on the top and bottom of the aircraft and replace them with a tri-band (L, S and C) TM 
antenna.  They should be designed to meet the existing specifications of the current 
antennas.  Also the redesign the RF system from the transmitters to the antenna panel 
(transmitters, RF cables, other required microwave components).  Space Time Coding 
(as defined in IRIG-106-15) will be used to address the issues of antenna nulling 
caused by the close proximity of the two panels. 

 
 

HIGH ALTITUDE ANTENNA PERFORMANCE UNCERTAINTY 

 
Background:  This need pertains to the requirement to investigate the coronal effects 
due to C-Band antenna systems for high altitude vehicles (rockets, and other target 
vehicles) capable of ionosphere and exo-ionospheric flight (50 to 400 miles) above the 
surface of the earth. The need centers on the effective design of these RF and antenna 
systems required to avoid corona discharge effects observed previously in L and S-
Band designs. 
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Scope:   The inability to quantify the effects of the coronal ionization discharges due to 
the use of C-Band, and lack of demonstrated mitigation techniques causes a significant 
technology gap and risk to using C-Band in place of L or S-Bands for tests where 
coronal effects have been noted in the past.  
     Existing capabilities at L and S-Band depend on careful design of RF systems by 
personnel who have developed working techniques for the varying situations (both 
atmospheric and exo-atmospheric) encountered in numerous different flight regimes. It 
is anticipated that similar but more intense efforts will be required for suppression of 
these possibly exacerbated problems at C-Band.   
     The phenomenon in question here does not have a ready off the shelf solution. It is a 
problem that will require some research into the behavior of C-Band frequencies at 
higher power levels than those currently utilized with L and S-Band transmitters coupled 
to RF transmission components in the presence of low density gases injected into a 
vacuum. Varying amounts of atmospheric gases can be expected to be encountered 
within the ionosphere. The internal design of RF routing and coupling systems to 
achieve needed return loss for effective delivery of power to the antenna, and the 
antenna ability to absorb energy and transmit it outside the vehicle rather than reflecting 
or releasing into the transmitter containment cavity will require investigation.  The 
following tasks will be accomplished:  1). Perform study and investigation into historical 
coronal effects encountered at L and S-Bands during testing; documenting findings 
including root causes.  2). Perform analysis of potential coronal effects as a result of C-
Band operations to quantify potential effects. 3). If necessary, perform investigations 
into coronal effects at L and S-Band along with proposed C-Band frequencies using 
high altitude chamber testing.  4). Develop design methods and approaches which 
could be implemented in new telemetry system designs to minimize coronal effects due 
to use of C-Band. 5). Conduct flight testing to validate newly developed methods of 
reducing C-Band coronal effects. 

 
 

SMALL, MEDIUM-GAIN MULTI-BAND ANTENNAS 

 
Background:  Having telemetry antennas that are capable of delivering comparable 
performance across the L, S & C-Bands will enable DoD Range Ground Stations to 
support multiple test programs without having to maintain multiple single-band antenna 
systems or having to swap antenna feeds between tests.   

Relatively large (6’ diameter and up) multi-band ground station telemetry 
antennas are currently available for L, S & C-Bands. However, for many surface vehicle 
weapons systems tests, ground station antennas in the 2’ to 3’ diameter range are more 
suitable.  A gain range of approximately 15 to 25 dBi is required across the bands.  
While vendor-supplied antenna design specifications for 2’ and 3’ dishes indicate 
performance fairly comparable to existing single-band antennas, actual testing of multi-
band antennas in the past has generally shown degraded performance in the lower L-
Band.  
 

Scope:  There is currently a lack of commercially available small, medium-gain multi-
band antennas.  Market research has indicated that at least some antenna 
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manufacturers have designs for 2’ to 4’ multi-band dishes with the major components in 
hand, but to date, have not actually built any.   

Testing of several different single-band (L, S & C) antennas was conducted at 
Aberdeen Test Center during 2012/13.  These tests were conducted while operating an 
instrumented ground vehicle on a test range with L, S, and C-Band single-band 
antennas installed and a corresponding small, medium-gain single-band ground station 
antenna. The evaluation of the data quality was based on observing differences in 
processed data using a variety of different antenna combinations.  This view provided a 
system-level look at the impact of using different antenna types. 

The results showed in general, the telemetry needs for the majority of the ground 
vehicle surface weapons systems tests could be met by using any one of the single-
band antenna configurations.  For reasons stated previously, the desire then would be 
to have similar results for the corresponding multi-band antenna configuration. 

The work being accomplished will be:  1). Develop a functional small, medium-
gain multi-band ground station prototype antenna.  2). Conduct further investigations, 
including lab characterization and field testing to evaluate performance and determine 
the viability of use. 

 

 

SUMMARY  
 
The Conformal C-Band /Multipath Antenna Project is a five year effort funded by the 
Spectrum Access Research and Development (SARD) Program.  Its mission is to 
investigate and develop C-Band TM antennas for airborne and ground based 
applications.  The goal is to have the antennas developed under this project be 
eventually integrated and used at the various government test ranges. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The modalities of many imaging applications have been advancing toward the MIMO format for 

improved efficiency. This paper presents an approach to the implementation of the MIMO 

operating modality for FMCW radar imaging systems with multi-element data-acquisition 

arrays. The unique characteristics of the software-defined step-frequency FMCW imaging 

systems enable the simple and precise orthogonalization procedure through direct spectral 

partitioning. This paper includes the description of the data-acquisition hardware of an eight-

transceiver radar imaging system, imaging formation algorithms, MIMO implementation, and 

results of laboratory experiments. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Because of the recent advancement in hardware and software capacity, MIMO technology has 

been applied to sensors and sensing. One of the important applications is the MIMO imaging 

systems. In the meantime, radar technology has been advancing toward the multi-static modality 

with multi-element transceiver arrays for high-performance imaging. One crucial component of 

this operating modality is the organization and configuration of the data-acquisition process, 

fully maintaining the transmitter-receiver correspondences. As the imaging systems operate in 

the MIMO mode, the transmitter-receiver correspondences need to be retained through the use of 

orthogonal probing waveforms such that orthogonal decomposition can be applied to the 

effective partitioning and reconfiguration of the detected wavefield samples. 

 

FMCW imaging radar systems are uniquely suitable to the MIMO operating mode. Because the 

waveform data from the FMCW systems are characterized as frequency-domain samples, the 

orthogonal decomposition can be achieved by directly partitioning the operating frequency band. 

For a system with N transceiver antenna elements, one version is to partition the frequency band 

into N consecutive sub-bands. The second version is to partition the band into N consecutive 

sub-bands in the interlacing manner. This technique produces N sub-images and both methods 

converge to the identical final image. 

 



This paper presents the data acquisition and image formation process of a multi-element FMCW 

MIMO radar system. It also illustrates the characteristics of the sub-band partition techniques 

and the convergence of the image reconstruction procedure. 

 

MIMO RADAR UNIT 

 

This MIMO radar unit is a low-cost, light-weight, low-power, portable ultra-wideband system. 

The total weight of the radar unit is 156 g with DC input and operating power level of 6 Watts. 

The RF transmit power is 50 mW. The MIMO radar is a fully-programmable software-defined 

microwave system that can be controlled by a user through any standard PC over Ethernet. It 

operates in the step-frequency FMCW format, with the operating frequency range from 1.0 GHz 

to 4.0 GHz. With the full 3.0 GHz bandwidth, the range resolution of this radar system is 5 cm in 

air.  

 

The frequency hopping rate is a variable, to be selected by the user, with the maximum 

frequency-hopping rate of 90,000 hops per second. The frequency hopping format is also 

reconfigurable. For typical imaging applications, the system steps through an elected frequency 

band with a designated frequency increment. Yet, for communication or secured imaging 

operations, random or multi-band frequency hopping formats can be exercised. The dynamic 

range of the radar unit at the highest hop-rate is 45 dB. However, for imaging applications, the 

system usually functions below its full range as clutter and other unwanted echoes limit the 

overall performance.  

 

The AKELA 2-Port radar unit performs all waveform generation and measurement during 

operation. This system is designed to function with multiple transceiver antennas by arranging 

multiple AKELA 2-port radars in a master-slave configuration and integrating an antenna 

interface port-switching system. The present model of this MIMO radar system can support up to 

16 antenna elements. The user defined frequency parameters are communicated to the AKELA 

radar through a 100 Base-T Network interface and interpreted by a Field Programmable Gate 

Array (FPGA). The FPGA in the master unit instructs the radar circuitry to generate the specific 

FMCW waveform from a digitally controlled transmit local oscillator (LO), then transmit the 

signal at its transmit (TX) port, and coherently receive at its receive (RX) port. The received 

signal is filtered and demodulated before being sampled by an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter 

synchronized with the transmit and receive LOs. The master unit distributes its transmit and 

receive reference signals to the slave units to preserve coherency and informs them to repeat the 

same transmit-receive operation. During transmission, the antenna interface switches one TX 

Port and one RX port to any two antenna elements, which then act as a transmitter-receiver pair. 

A block diagram of the hardware architecture is given in Figure (1). 

 

From the perspective of signal and system analysis, each antenna element can function as a 

transmitter as well as a receiver. For an N antenna setup, (N-1) bi-static stepped-frequency 

sequences can be collected corresponding to each transmitting antenna. Thus, in total, N
2
-N 

sequences can be detected for one full bi-static data-acquisition format, available for image 

reconstruction. As an antenna conducts the transmission-illumination signaling, it transmits a full 

sequence of coherent waveforms according to a selected step-frequency FMCW hopping format, 

and all antenna elements function as receivers. Therefore, when the system functions in the full 



mono-static and bi-static mode, the operation is at the level of a multi-static MIMO step-

frequency FMCW imaging system. 

 

 
 

Figure (1): MIMO system hardware architecture 

 

 

DATA-ACQUISITION AND IMAGE FORMATION 

 

During a signaling cycle, the transmitter sends out a complete sequence of N coherent signals, 

stepping through a defined frequency band B with frequency increment Δf 

 

f = f0 + k Δf                   where k = 0, 1, 2, … N-1 

 

and B = N Δf. 

 

During a sweep period, the step-frequency FMCW modality can be regarded as an organized 

sequence of CW operations. For simplicity, the transmitted signal can be written in the phasor 

form of,  

 

E(t) = E exp(j2πft) 

 

For the propagation distance r, the time delay is 

 

τ = r/v 

where v is the propagation speed. Then, responding to this target, the detected signal g(t) at the 

receiver is in the form of a weighted and delayed version of the transmitted waveform, 



 

g(t) = p E exp(j2πf (t - τ)) = p E exp(j2π f (t – r/v)) 

 

where the scalar p denotes the reflectivity of the target and the delay τ is due to the travel time. 

At each frequency step, after demodulation, the received signal becomes, 

 

g(t) E*(t) =  p |E|
2
 exp(-j2πfr/v) 

 

 

If we generalize the range profile to the form of p(r), the received signal g(t) becomes 

 

g(t) =   p(r) E(t- r/v) dr 

 

As a result, the demodulated waveform is  

 

g(t) E*(t) =  |E|
2   p(r) exp(-j2πf r/v) dr 

 

Through the N frequency steps, a complete illumination cycle produces an N-point sequence 

{P(k)} from the demodulated received waveforms.  

 

g(t) E*(t) = P(k) = |E|
2
      

   p(n)
  
exp(-j2πf (n Δr/v)) 

 

       = |E|
2
      

   p(n)
  
exp(-j2π(f0 + k Δf )(n Δr/v)) 

 

Rearranging the equation, the sequence {P(k)} can be written as 

 

P(k) = |E|
2     

    [p(n)
  
exp(-j2π f0(n Δr/v)]  exp(-j2πnk Δf Δr/v) 

 

If we select 

Δf Δr/v = 
 

 
 

 

{P(k)} can be described as  

 

P(k) = FFT {[ p(n)
  
|E|

2
 exp(-j2π f0(n Δr/v) } 

 

 

Thus the range profile can be computed by using an N-point IFFT. 

 

p(n) = N |E|
-2

 exp(j2π f0(n Δr/v)  IFFT {P(k)} 

 

 

The range resolution Δr is governed by the bandwidth B and propagation speed v, 

 

Δr = 
 

 
 



The functionality and mathematical formulation of the step-frequency FMCW data-acquisition 

format indicates that time-delay profiles are the inverse Fourier transform of the acquired 

spectral data sequences. Since a spectral data sequence is collected corresponding to a pair of 

transceiver elements, there is a unique time-delay profile associated with each transceiver pair. 

Subsequently, the time-delay profiles are scaled by the propagation speed for the conversion to 

range profiles for the space-time image reconstruction.  

 

Given the coordinates of the transducer elements, space-time image reconstruction is achieved 

by mapping multi-static range profiles onto a discrete 2D matrix of range bins. From the 

perspective of a particular element pair, each bin is characterized by a total range distance, rtotal = 

r1+r2. If a point target were to exist at that bin location, rtotal denotes the range traveled from the 

transmitter, to the target, and then to the receiver. The range profile for that element pair is 

referenced, and the complex magnitude located at the index rtotal is added to the bin location of 

the image matrix. This procedure repeats and information provided by each element pair is 

superimposed onto the image matrix.  

 

MIMO OPERATING MODALITY 

 

In imaging system optimization, the multi-static modality is the most effective data-acquisition 

configuration in many practical imaging applications. This modality produces the maximum 

spatial-frequency spectral coverage, which translates into high image quality and resolution. For 

a data-acquisition system with N transceiver antennas, the multi-static modality obtains N
 
mono-

static and N(N-1) bi-static data tracks. Range estimation methods are applied to the N
2
 data tracks 

for the range profiles. And then the N
2
 range profiles are converted into the form of N

2
 sub-

images subsequently. The final image is the superposition of all N
2
 sub-images. 

 

The multi-static modality is also the most important imaging configuration for system 

performance evaluation. It enables the analysis of the performance of mono-static and bi-static 

data tracks separately, in the form of resolving capability in range and cross-range direction. It 

can be seen that the N
2
 Transceiver tracks and the associated sub-images are corresponding to the 

N
2
 elements in an NxN matrix. The N mono-static tracks are corresponding to the N diagonal 

elements of the matrix, and the N(N-1) bi-static data tracks are corresponding to the elements of 

the upper and lower triangle portions of the matrix. It should also be pointed out that the bi-static 

data tracks have redundancy of a factor of two for the symmetry of the matrix. This also suggests 

that the transmitter-receiver correspondences are critical to the formation of sub-images. Thus, 

the retention of the transmitter-receiver correspondences is of great importance in the MIMO 

data-acquisition process. 

 

For an imaging system with N transceivers, the typical MIMO imaging configuration transmits 

the probing waveforms from the N antennas and receives N tracks of microwave reflection from 

the same N antennas. Comparing to the original multi-static configuration, each of the N tracks 

of received data sequences in the MIMO modality is the superposition of N tracks of the multi-

static data sets. This means the N
2
 multi-static data tracks are combined into N received data 

sequences of the MIMO data-acquisition operation. The superposition introduces undesired 

ambiguity, which translates into artifacts and image degradation. Therefore, the most critical task 



for both data acquisition and signal processing for high-performance imaging systems is the 

precise implementation of the MIMO imaging configuration. 

 

The fundamental concept for achieving multi-static imaging modality using MIMO data-

acquisition systems is to utilize N orthogonal probing waveforms for the N transmitters. These N 

orthogonal waveforms are to operate in the same frequency band and have the same signal 

energy, such that these N orthogonal components can be separated from each of the data tracks 

through matched filtering. Accurate and effective orthogonal decomposition enables us to 

partition and convert the N received MIMO data sequences back to the N
2
 multi-static data 

tracks, retaining the N
2
 transmitter-receiver correspondences. 

 

The implementation of the orthogonalization procedure is a unique and important feature of the 

FMCW MIMO radar imaging systems. This is because the FMCW system is a software-defined 

data-acquisition device that the transmission of the FMCW frequency steps can be reconfigured 

in an effective manner. Therefore, the formulation of a complete set of orthogonal waveforms 

has been an area of great interest and importance for the software-defined FMCW imaging 

systems. 

 

One direct approach is to modify the phase terms of the FMCW frequency components to 

generate N orthogonal probing waveforms for the N transmitters. This approach allows the N 

FMCW probing signals to have exactly the same energy level and spectral coverage so that each 

range profile provides the same range resolution. An alternative and simple approach is to 

partition the M FMCW frequency components into N subsets such that each probing waveform 

utilizes M/N frequency steps. The partition can be implemented in the format of N sequential 

bands, or more effectively in the interlaced manner. This approach maintains the important 

properties of orthogonality, identical energy level, and same spectral bandwidth among the 

probing waveforms. In addition, the matched filtering procedure is not required for this 

technique, and hardware modification is not necessary either. And because of the discrete nature 

of the step-frequency FMCW spectrum, the spectral partitioning is clearly defined without 

leakage effects during the orthogonal decomposition process. As a tradeoff, it requires N 

repeated sweeps to produce the same spectral content as the multi-static modality for the final 

image. The data-acquisition time for the N repeated sweeps is compensated by the simplification 

of the matched filtering procedure. Each of the N-track data set from an MIMO sweep can 

produce one sub-image independently. And the final image is the superposition of the N sub-

images. Due to the rapid switching capability of the data-acquisition hardware, procedure for the 

N repeated sweeps is more computationally effective than the matched filtering process, which is 

required in the traditional MIMO configurations, especially when the number of transceiver 

elements is not large. 

 

IMPLEMENTATION OF MIMO DATA ACQUISITION AND IMAGE FORMATION 

 

Conceptually, a multi-element array imaging system transmits N orthogonal waveforms from N 

transceivers. Step-frequency FMCW systems function with discrete FMCW spectra at constant 

frequency increment Δf. This unique feature enables the orthogonalization procedure precisely 

without leakage. 

 



Suppose the imaging system is operating with M frequency components. The N transceivers 

transmit all M frequency components collectively, with M/N frequencies each. Each of the 

receivers detects wavefield data for all M frequencies. The subsequent procedure partitions the M 

wavefield data sequence into N sub-components, corresponding to the N transmitter-receiver 

correspondences. Each sweep produces one sub-image, combining the range profiles from N
2
 

range profiles. The superposition of the N sub-images gives the final image. Thus, as it can be 

seen, it requires N sweeps to produce the overall final image. One of the important features is 

that each sub-image contains the full spectral span from N range profiles collectively. 

 

There are many different approaches to designing orthogonal waveforms for MIMO imaging 

with multi-element transceiver arrays. In this paper, two partition schemes are employed for the 

experiments. One is to partition to the M FMCW frequency components into N consecutive sub-

bands. The bandwidth of each sub-band is B/N. The second approach is to group the M frequency 

components into N sub-groups in the interlaced manner. The bandwidth of each sub-group 

remains to be B, with the frequency spacing increased to NΔf. 

 

Different spectral partition schemes produce sub-images with different characteristics. For 

continuous sub-band partition, the range profiles show wider peaks and smoother variations. The 

interlace version yields sub-images with sharper profiles and artifacts of repetitions.  

 

Results from laboratory experiments are utilized to illustrate the characteristics of the 

convergence of image formation process. The system employed for this experiment is an 8-

antenna unit. The first group of images shows the sequential superposition of sub-images 

associated with interlaced sub-bands, as shown in Figure (2-a). The second group, shown as 

Figure (2-b), is the image sequence of the sub-images with continuous sub-bands. During the 

convergence process, each sub-image is formed from multiple tracks of range profiles 

corresponding to different transmitter-receiver correspondences. And, collectively, each sub-

image contains the full operating bandwidth. And, both sequences converge to the identical final 

image. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

As the imaging systems migrate toward the MIMO data-acquisition modality for high efficiency, 

retention of the transmitter-receiver correspondences is of critical importance. The retention of 

the correspondences relies mainly on the precise partition of the wavefield data, which is 

governed by the orthogonality of the waveforms. 

 

The step-frequency software-defined FMCW data-acquisition systems are uniquely 

advantageous and suitable to MIMO implementation. In the paper, two effective partition 

schemes were introduced for the implementation of the MIMO modality onto the FMCW radar 

imaging systems. The partition schemes were developed based on the simple concept of 

orthogonality in the frequency domain, because the waveform data from the step-frequency 

FMCW systems are spectral samples. Both partition methods produce sub-images with full 

spectral coverage collectively from all the range profiles to minimize the level of artifacts. 

Results from laboratory experiments were fully documented to illustrate the effectiveness and 

convergence of the image formation processes 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure (2-a) Convergence of the image formation process (interlaced spectra) 



 

 

 
Figure (2-b) Convergence of the image formation process (continuous spectral bands) 
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ABSTRACT 
 
With National Telecommunications & Information Administration (NTIA) Advanced Wireless 
Services (AWS-3) auction of frequencies in the 1695-1710 MHz, 1755-1780MHz, and 2155-
2180MHz bands, users of the Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry (AMT) band from 1755-
1850MHz, known as Upper L-Band, could be greatly affected. This paper takes an initial look at 
how the 1755-1780MHz band will be used by the cellular carriers and presents some preliminary 
testing results of adjacent channel (band) interference that could be experienced by AMT users. 
This paper should be considered as the stepping off point for future interference discussions, 
required analysis, and further testing.    
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INTRODUCTION 
 
“On January 29, 2015, the Federal Communications Commission completed an auction of 
Advanced Wireless Service licenses in the 1695-1710 MHz, 1755-1780 MHz, and 2155-2180 
MHz bands (collectively, the “AWS-3” bands). This auction, designated as Auction 97, raised in 
net bids a total of $41,329,673,325, with 31 bidders winning a total of 1,611 licenses. With the 
reallocation of the 1695-1710 MHz and 1755-1780 MHz bands, most of the federal systems will 
relocate out of the bands.” [1] 
 
Times are changing for users of AMT spectrum as new neighbors will be showing up in the form 
of cellular carriers. Typically AMT users are only worried about in-band interferers, addressed 
within IRIG-106 [2] as recommendations for channel spacing of AMT waveforms. 
Characterizing adjacent band interferers typically has not been done due to various reasons 
(geographical separation, pointing azimuths for receive antennas, frequency scheduling, etc.). 
With the proliferation of cellular services coupled with public demand for the service and the 
AWS-3 auction, AMT ranges will be presented with a new challenge. Figure 1 graphically shows 
two potential interference scenarios for AMT test ranges given an implementation of a cellular 
service in the AWS-3 band. The first is the “near-far” scenario, the second is ground station 
antenna side lobe interference. Will the new commercial neighbors affect AMT operations? If so, 
what conditions should be avoided? Are there mitigation techniques, such as receive antenna 
feed filtering, that may mitigate the interference? This work will attempt to provide the basis to 
start these conversations and hopefully provide the reader with more information on what to look 
for at ground stations once AWS-3 enable handsets are fielded by the carriers. 

               
Figure 1 – The Interference Scenarios 

 
AWS-3 CELLULAR SERVICE 

 
In order to characterize any adjacent channel (adjacent band) interference from a neighboring 
cellular service, an understanding of how the spectrum is allocated and a basic understanding of 
how the service works is required. Per the guidelines in the AWS-3 auction, portions of the 
bands were paired with differing bandwidths. Of concern to AMT users, the upper portion of the 
AWS-3 band is partitioned into a 10MHz channel making this channel (1770-1780MHz) directly 
adjacent to the lower part of the AMT band Upper L-Band [2]. The AWS-3/AMT boundary is at 
1780MHz. Figure 2 shows the channel pairings and the bandwidths in the AWS-3 spectrum. 
Note that the 10MHz channel at the AMT band edge allocates 1770-1780MHz to what is 
commonly called the uplink, or the user equipment (UE) to base station (Evolved Node B or 
eNodeB) link. Conversely, the paired downlink (eNodeB to UE) operates between 2170-
2180MHz. AWS-3 spectrum will only be used for 3GPP 4G applications or what typically is 
referred to as LTE or LTE-A by the general public [3].  

 



 
Figure 2 - AWS-3 Band Plan 

 
Understanding how an entire LTE cellular system works is far beyond the scope of this paper. 
What is of concern is the portion of the LTE system that could potentially interfere with an AMT 
receive station, the physical layer. The uplink utilizes single carrier-frequency division multiple 
access SC-FDMA which is a unique OFDM-like multi-carrier scheme that reduces peak-to-
average power ratio (PAPR) in the signal. Minimizing PAPR is very important for the UE 
handset, less PAPR means more battery life [5]. The amount of capacity a user is allocated is 
typically determined by demand on the channel (total capacity), user demand (current need), and 
channel condition. The LTE uplink uses a multiple access scheme where each UE uses a pre-
allocated set of resource blocks (RB). A resource block is a time-frequency block and is the basis 
for resource allocation for both the uplink and downlink.  
 
Since SC-FDMA is a multi-carrier scheme, the carriers are modulated with one of three different 
modulation schemes, the selection being dependent upon a combination of channel condition and 
user demand. The three schemes are QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM.  
 

ADJACENT CHANNEL (BAND) INTERFERENCE RATIONALE 
 
For typical “in-band” ACI testing based upon IRIG-106 recommendations, the interfering signal 
is 20dB above the victim signal.  An acceptable degradation level in the victim is assessed in 
terms of energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratio (Eb/No). A difference of 1dB of 
required Eb/No to achieve an error rate of 1x10-5 as the victim is moved closer to the interferer 
is the threshold interference criteria. For in-band testing, the interferer can be moved as close as 
required to attain the 1dB of degradation. For adjacent band testing, this is not the case as there is 
a fixed boundary between the AMT signal and the interferer.   
 
This testing was to determine if interference could be expected from an adjacent band interferer 
rather than an adjacent in-band interferer as is the norm in AMT operations. The difference is 
that in this case there is a fixed frequency boundary at 1780MHz which means the interferer, 
LTE in a 10MHz bandwidth configured any number of ways, is fixed. The AMT signal is also 
fixed as band-edge back-off has a fixed center frequency based upon data rate and modulation 
mode and calculated per recommendations in IRIG-106. So, both victim and interferer are fixed 
in frequency, the only way to introduce interference into the victim AMT signal is to vary the 
Carrier to Interference ratio (C/I). This is exactly what was done for this testing.  
 
For the AMT victim signal, all three IRIG-106 modulation schemes (PCMFM/SOQPSK-
TG/ARTM CPM) were used at various data rates (1/5/10/15Mbps). The pairing of modulation 



mode and data rates is shown in Table 1. For the LTE interfering signal, the generation matrix is 
considerably more complicated. Controllable parameters are the number of user (UE) handsets 
(1, 2, 3, 4), the resource block allocation for each UE (50 total RBs for a 10MHz channel), 
addition of control channels, and the modulation scheme for each UE.   
 

Victim (AMT) 

Bit Rate, Modulation Mode 
1/5Mbps (PCM/FM) 
1/5/10Mbps (SOQPSK) 
5/10/15Mbps (ARTM CPM) 

Telemetry Receiver 8 IF SAW filters, selected per data rate and 
modulation mode 

Interferer (LTE) 
Number of User Equipment (UE) 1, 2 
Resource Blocks 50 Total, Random Allocation 
Control Channels 2 or 4 
Modulation QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM 

Table 1 – ACI Test Parameters 
 
In order to achieve a realizable test matrix for the LTE signal, several assumptions were made: 

• Only QPSK and 16-QAM were the chosen modulations for the LTE signal. The 
reasoning is that for AMT interference the UE’s will be near AMT ground stations. AMT 
ground stations are typically geographically remote which translates to long link 
distances from UEs to eNodeBs. Given this longer link distance, the assumption was 
made that the transmission channel would not support 64-QAM modulation.  

• No more than two UE’s would be in close proximity to the AMT ground station. 
• Control channels were assumed to be at edges of the spectrum, i.e. RB 1/2 and RB 49/50, 

so these were not allocated during the testing.  
 

# of UEs RBs RB/UE Modulation OBW (MHz) 
1 46 46 QPSK 9 
1 46 46 16-QAM 9 
1 23 23 QPSK 4.5 
1 23 23 16-QAM 4.5 
1 10 10 QPSK 1.8 
2 46 23 QPSK (both) 9 
2 46 23 16-QAM (both) 9 
2 20 10 16-QAM (both) 9 

Table 2 – LTE Parameters 
 
AMT Band Edge Back-Off 
 
When scheduling center frequencies near the band edge of AMT bands, IRIG-106 (Chapter 2, 
Section 2.4.7) [4] provides the frequency manager a recommendation. Once the modulation 
mode and data rate is known, the calculation can be made. Table 3 shows the modulation mode, 
data rate, amount of back off required, and resulting center frequency. For an example, band-
edge is known to be located at 1780MHz, for SOQPSKTG at 10Mbps the center frequency 



would be tuned to 1780MHz + 9MHz = 1789MHz. Also included is the bandwidth of the IF 
filter chosen by the telemetry receiver given the modulation mode and data rate. This filter plays 
a key role in the amount of interference encountered by the received signal.  
 

Modulation Data Rate Back-Off (MHz) Center Frequency Receiver IFBW 
PCM/FM 1Mbps 2.5MHz 1782.5MHz 2MHz 
PCM/FM 5Mbps 10MHz 1790MHz 10MHz 

SOQPSK-TG 1Mbps 1.5MHz 1781.5MHz 1MHz 
SOQPSK-TG 5Mbps 5MHz 1785MHz 10MHz 
SOQPSK-TG 10Mbps 9MHz 1789MHz 20MHz 
ARTM CPM 5Mbps 4MHz 1784MHz 10MHz 
ARTM CPM 10Mbps 7MHz 1787MHz 20MHz 
ARTM CPM 15Mbps 10MHz 1790MHz 20MHz 

Table 3 – Band Edge Back-Off for AMT Waveforms 
 
Resource Blocks 
 
A resource block is the smallest unit of resource that can be allocated to a user and is the 
fundamental scheduling unit in an LTE system. The total number of resource blocks available in 
a 10MHz LTE channel is 50. These 50 blocks are allocated to the UE(s) to support the uplink 
data requirements of each user in the system. The location of the allocated RBs have a direct 
relationship to where the UE will transmit within the 10MHz of spectrum. RB 1 is located at the 
bottom of the 10MHz, RB 50 is located at the top of the 10MHz. In order to keep the test matrix 
relatively simple with an attempt toward a real-world allocation, only a couple of RB/UE 
allocations where used. Figure 3 illustrates the UE to RB relationships that were tested. 
 

 
Figure 3 – Resolution Block per User Equipment Allocations 

  



LAB TEST CONFIGURATION 
 
The lab test configuration consisted of the generation of the LTE and AMT signals, isolating and 
combining them, and then splitting the combined signal for observation, measurement, detection, 
and finally interference analysis. For signal generation, a Rohde & Schwarz SMW200A Vector 
Signal Generator (VSG) was used. This specific VSG was optioned with the Beyond 3G 
Standards option for EUTRA/LTE A configuration and signal generation. Reference AMT 
waveforms (PCM/FM, SOQPSK-TG, ARTM CPM) were loaded into VSG and selected via the 
Arbitrary Waveform Generator. This VSG has two individual RF modulators allowing one box 
to generate both test signals. For this testing, RF path 1 (I/Q modulator #1) was dedicated to 
generating the LTE signal, RF path 2 (I/Q modulator #2) was dedicated to generating the AMT 
signal. Both signals where then isolated with 20dB of reverse isolation to insure no 
intermodulation products were created that could bias the testing results. After isolation the 
signals were combined then split again. One path went to the AMT reference receiver, in this 
case a Quasonix RDMS, the other path went to the Rohde & Schwarz FSW Spectrum and Signal 
Analyzer with the Multi-Standard Radio Analysis (LTE) package. (Note: Though not used in this 
testing, this analysis package will be useful for any future AMT to LTE interference testing).The 
reference receiver was configured for the AMT waveform under test and connected to a bit error 
rate tester (HP3784A). Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the lab test configuration. 
 
Care had to be taken setting the levels of the LTE and AMT waveforms. At higher amplitude 
levels of the LTE signal, out of band distortion was present. This distortion fell into the AMT 
band and initially biased the test results. To mitigate this effect, the amplitude of the LTE signal 
was then adjusted based upon the required C/I referenced to the level of the AMT waveform. 
Since a reduced amplitude in the LTE waveform reduced the distortion, the level of the AMT 
signal was minimized. The AMT waveform level was set approximately 20dB above where 
additive system noise was causing a bit error rate of 1e-5. This was done for each AMT 
waveform. C/I was precisely set by removing the modulation, verifying the ratio on the spectrum 
analyzer, then double checking that ratio by verifying the amplitude of each signal path in the 
VSG.  

 

 
Figure 4 – Lab Test Block Diagram 



RESULTS 
 
Adjacent band testing revealed some interesting results. Generally speaking, the configuration of 
the interfering LTE signal in terms of the number of users, resolution blocks, and modulation 
mode really didn’t make much of a difference as long as there were resolution blocks allocated at 
the upper part of the bandwidth adjacent to 1780MHz. Slightly greater degradation was observed 
when the modulation was 16-QAM, possibly due to the greater amplitude variation of the signal. 
But for the most part, if the spectrum next to 1780MHz was illuminated the interference test 
results were very consistent.   
 
In all, 45 test scenarios using a combination of the parameters in Tables 1 and 2 were tested. 
Figures 5 through 7 show spectra of some of the test cases for each AMT waveform.   

 

       
Figure 5 – PCMFM vs. LTE 

 

     
 

 
Figure 6 – SOQPSK-TG vs. LTE 

 



     
 

 
Figure 7 – ARTM CPM vs. LTE 

 
The results of the 45 test scenarios are summarized in Table 4. For PCMFM at 5Mbps, the 
calculated band-edge back-off of 10MHz from 1780MHz was enough separation where no 
interference was encountered with a C/I up to -50dB (the interferer being 50dB higher than the 
victim). For 1Mbps, no interference was observed up to C/I=-35dB. Because the levels were so 
low to mitigate out of band distortion from the LTE signal generation (mentioned above), higher 
C/I values in this case were not possible, lowering the victim level brought the amplitude to a 
point where additive system noise was affecting the results.    
 
There were varied results for SOQPSK-TG based upon bit rate. For 5Mbps the calculated back 
off of 5MHz was enough for C/I=-30dB to attain an error rate of 1e-5. The calculated back-off 
for 1Mbps and 10Mbps resulted in C/I values of -20dB and -24dB respectively. It is curious that 
a C/I difference of 10dB between 1Mbps and 5Mbps was observed.    
 
The band-edge back-off calculation of 7MHz for ARTM CPM at 10Mbps does not meet the 
initial IRIG-106 ACI criteria of -20dB. Again, a C/I difference of 10dB was observed between 
data rates of 10Mbps and 15Mbps.  
 
The wide range in C/I values is curious. Two potential mechanisms may be in play here. The 
first is band-edge back-off. The band-edge back-off numbers in Table 3 are rounded to the 
nearest 500kHz but not channelized on 500kHz steps as is normal Range practice. Increasing (or 
decreasing) spacing another 500kHz may have brought the C/I results closer together. The 
second mechanism is the IF filter. Only 8 SAW filters are available in the telemetry receiver and 
selecting which one is a compromised between ACI and BER performance. It is possible, based 
upon data rate, that one filter was more selective resulting in a greater (more negative value) C/I.   
  



Modulation/Data Rate C/I (dB) BER 
PCMFM/1Mbps -35 0 
PCMFM/5Mbps -50 0 
SOQPSK/1Mbps -20 1e-5 
SOQPSK/5Mbps -30 1e-5 
SOQPSK/10Mbps -24 1e-5 

ARTM CPM/5Mbps -22 1e-5 
ARTM CPM/10Mbps -18 1e-5 
ARTM CPM/15Mbps -28 1e-5 

Table 4 – Summary of Test Results 
 

What do the C/I values in Table 4 mean in the real-world? Referring back to the first interference 
scenario in Figure 1, the near-far interference scenario, we can make some assumptions about 
both the AMT and LTE links and calculate the distance required from UE to AMT receive 
antenna for that C/I. For the AMT link, assume an EIRP of 5W (+37dBm) and a link range of 
80NM (~150km). For the LTE link, assume the UE requires a worst case EIRP of 25dBm in 
order to close the UE to eNobeB link and that the UE is within the main beam of the AMT 
receive antenna. With these assumptions, the distance the UE is from the AMT receive station 
given a C/I value can be calculated.  
 

C/I UE to AMT Receive Antenna 
-50dB 120m 390ft 
-25dB 2.1km 1.1NM 
-20dB 3.8km 2.0NM 

Table 5 – Sample Interference Calculation 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper has identified a question that needs to get answered by the Telemetry Group standards 
committees and the telemetry community in general: “Is a C/I value of -20dB a realistic 
interference value for adjacent band interference knowing that the adjacent band occupant is 
LTE”. Many interference scenarios will have to be considered in order to determine an 
applicable interference ratio. Once a value is agreed upon, with additional testing the required 
band-edge back-off at the boundary of 1780MHz can be determined.   
 
What You Should Get Out Of This Paper 
 
• If IRIG-106 is used to schedule AMT operations near the 1780MHz band-edge and the 

cellular carriers illuminate the upper part of the AWS-3 spectrum by allocating resource 
blocks in the 40-50 range, there are scenarios where interference to AMT ground stations 
could exist  
 

• The parameters of the LTE signal did not have a lot of effect on AMT interference, the 
important part was that resolution blocks near the 1780MHz boundary were allocated  

 



• A very important analysis that was NOT done in this paper was UE aggregation. Multiple 
UEs in/around an AMT receive station will only magnify the interference potential 

 
• One sample calculation was made showing what could be termed “UE Keep Out Zone” 

around an AMT receive station for several C/I values 
 

• More analysis and interference scenarios need to be investigated 
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Abstract

While WiFi-based indoor localization is attractive, the need for a significant degree of pre-deployment
effort is a key challenge. In this paper, indoor localization with no pre-deployment effort in an indoor
space, such as an office building corridor, with WiFi coverage but no apriori knowledge of the placement
of the access points(APs) is implemented for mobile devices. WiFi Received Signal Strength(RSS) in the
considered environment is used to build radio maps using WiFi fingerprinting approach. Two architec-
tures are developed based on this localization algorithm. The first one involves a client-server approach
where the localization algorithm runs on the server whereas the second one is a standalone architecture
and the algorithm runs on the SD card of the mobile device.

Keywords: RSS;Android;WiFi Fingerprinting;Indoor Localization;

1 Introduction

Location-based services (LBS) require on-the-fly localization of the user to provide their services and
related information. Indoor localization applications, such as indoor navigation, require precise user lo-
cation. Since positioning services such as GPS remain inefficient for indoor use, other sensor techniques
should be considered [1]. The advancement in WiFi technologies and the increasing capability of mobile
devices, locating a user in an indoor environment became a good starting point for providing indoor LBS.

There are mainly two categories of localization/positioning systems using the WiFi signal strength. The
first one involves map of labeled data gathered offline prior to the system operation. This mainly involves
building radio map of the environment based on WiFi RSS fingerprinting. The second one relies on
mathematical modeling methods to determine the device’s location. As in the case of [2] [3], trilateration
is used to determine the location of a user by measuring its distance from multiple reference points such
as Access Points (APs) positions.

Localization techniques based on mapping methods [4][5] instead exploit received signal strength to in-
fer position by reverse functions based on fingerprinting and/or radio maps; they provide coarse results.
Mapping methods introduce a calibration step, where labeled data is gathered prior to the system opera-
tion.



2 Background

Mathematical modeling methods determine a device’s location by measuring distance or angle informa-
tion between nodes such as APs and the mobile device in the localization process. These methods are
based on range location (Range-based). The information of range or angle between APs and the mobile
device is obtained. Range is the premise of location; precise range is the assurance of accurate loca-
tion. Only a certain number of reference APs are combined with effective localization algorithm if they
ensured feasible location task, lots of equipment is included and arranged in the process. At the same
time, in the case of the receiving mobile device, information of signal strength and angle between APs is
needed to measure and convert it into distance information. With the help of geometric or mathematical
relationships, it is possible to carry out the location task after achieving information of distance or orien-
tation between APs. Typical indoor localization algorithms, the methods based on Range, mainly include
trilateration or triangulation and maximum likelihood techniques [6]. The common ranging methods are
as follows: Time of Arrival (TOA), Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA), Angle of Arrival (AOA) and
RSSI ranging method.

While WiFi-based indoor positioning is attractive, the need for a significant effort in pre-deployment
of an infrastructure is a key challenge. A 2014 Microsoft Indoor Localization Competition explores
and compares a diverse set of technical approaches to indoor Localization [7]. The approaches pre-
sented by the competitors are mainly categorized into two: Infrastructure-free and Infrastructure-based.
Infrastructure-free approaches have focused on leveraging already existing WiFi, FM, TV, GSM, geo-
magnetic and sound signals to enable indoor localization through detailed fingerprinting. Infrastructure-
based approaches rely on the deployment of customized RF-beacons such as RFID, infrared, ultrasound,
Bluetooth, Short-range FM transmitters, lights, and magnetic signal modulators to enable accurate posi-
tion estimation.

In this paper, an indoor localization system which makes use of an already deployed infrastructure in the
considered environment, such as an office building corridor, with WiFi coverage but no a priori knowl-
edge of the placement of the Access Points (APs) is implemented for Android OS based mobile devices.
Any user carrying WiFi-enabled Android OS based devices such as Smart phones traverses this environ-
ment in normal course. Radio map of the Received Signal Strength (RSS) is sampled in the considered
environment: then the estimated position of the user is computed by a reverse function as an optimization
problem. The approach proposed in this paper depends on a grid-based representation of the considered
environment.

This paper implements two different WiFi based architectures to locate a person in an indoor space. First
architecture is a client-server whereas the second one is a standalone architecture.

3 WiFi RSS Fingerprinting Indoor Localization Algorithm

The basic idea behind the localization algorithm in this paper is to build a radio map of the Received
Signal Strength (RSS) in the considered indoor environment and setting the problem of localization as an
optimization problem: given RSS value measurements on-the-fly of an unknown location, the function is



reversed to calculate the estimated position.

This approach does not rely on specific features or beacons but adopts a grid-based [8] representation
of the indoor environment. In the offline phase, a radio map of the Received Signal Strength (RSS) is
sampled in the considered environment. Then, the estimated position of the device is computed by a
reverse function as an optimization problem which is the online phase (estimation phase).

A large number of the localization techniques based on WiFi [5] [9] use a Neural Network in order to
estimate position using RSS information. The NN creates an approximation of the radio environment
and behaves like a black-box, thus it is difficult to understand and find a mechanism of improving its
performance.

Alternatively, RSS sampling can be used as an input for a mathematical modeling of the RF fields and
starting from this approximation, a function that estimates a device’s position can be formulated based on
such models. This approach provides a foundation for strong improvements and extensions which are not
easily allowed by an NN (e.g. algorithms using different weight for different APs, non-linear weighting
based on the RSS, mutual positioning of users, etc.).

The first step (offline) of the algorithm involves spatial sampling of RSS in the area of interest by using the
WiFi fingerprinting Android application developed. The application scans and collects the information
including the RSS value associated with the reachable APs at each sampling location. The set of APs is
defined as:

A = {Ak} k = 1, ..., |A| (1)

where |A| is the cardinality of the set of APs. Radio maps showing the distribution of the RSS are then
built for each AP. The choice of APs used for positioning is based on the signal coverage and the value
of ∆ = RSSmax −RSSmin. The higher the value of ∆, the better the discrimination.

The set of radio maps built for each of the APs are obtained by interpolating the data coming from the
sampling procedure (offline phase).

A visual inspection of the radio map lets us infer where a particular AP is placed and “how” the sampled
RSS values vary in the area of interest. The interpolation is performed using fitting surfaces computed
with a triangle based interpolation; the surfaces are indicated by

R = {Rk} k = 1, ..., |R| (2)

with the constraint that |R| = |A|.

Obviously the interpolation makes sense only if the spatial sampling interval is small enough: roughly
a Nyquist criterium should be fulfilled. Meaningful RSS variations do not take place at distances lower
than 1m: at such distances the RSS variations are even comparable to signal fluctuations, so they repre-
sent a proper sampling space.



Each Rk is represented as a grid map indexed by i and j respectively for rows and columns, where i =
1, ..., I and j = 1, ..., J .

Moving from the fingerprinting (offline) phase to the localization algorithm, rssk is the RSS measured
from the kth AP in the unknown location. In order to simplify the notation and computation, the following
matrix is defined:

R̂k = [r̂i,j] (3)

where

r̂i,j = rssk ∀i, j (4)

For each (i, j)-th point of the map, the Euclidean distance among the values in the |R| radio maps and
the corresponding measured values R̂k is defined as:

Di,j =

√√√√√ |A|∑
k=1

(Rk − R̂k)2 (5)

Where R̂k, k = 1, ..., |R| are the grid maps.

From the resulting matrix Di,j , the minimum value represents the approximated user location estimate:

[x̂, ŷ] = argi,j minDi,j (6)

4 Experimental Setup

The experiments were performed in an indoor environment, which is some portion of the test building
ground floor corridor.

Figure 1 shows the layout of the ground floor corridor where the experiments were performed. For
the particular experiment, neither additional APs were deployed nor existing APs were moved. Thus,
the experiments were performed using the already existing WiFi infrastructure of the building. The
measurements were performed during working hours with people walking around and the WiFi network
being used.

Figure 1: Layout of the testing corridor



4.1 Localization Architectures

Two architectures are developed based on for this localization algorithm. The first one involves a client-
server approach as shown in Fig. 2 where the localization algorithm runs on the server whereas the
second one is a standalone architecture and the algorithm runs on the SD card of the mobile device.

Figure 2: Client-Server Architecture

4.2 Data Collection (WiFi RSS Fingerprinting)

A corridor of dimension 72x2.4m as shown in Figure 1 is used as a testing area. It is divided into 3x31
grid points. Using the WiFi Fingerprinting Android application developed, the WiFi RSS values are col-
lected at each of the grid points. This training data is stored in XML format shown in Listing 1 which
consists the very important parameters for localization such as the pixel values of the collection points
(grids labeled with IDs from 0 to 92) which corresponds to the relative physical locations and the RSS
values corresponding to each of the reachable APs (Table 1) at collection points. Radio maps are gener-
ated as shown in Figure 3. The Fingerprint parsing utility (MATLAB code) in Figure 3, parses the raw
XML in Listing 1 and associates MAC of an AP and its RSS value for the 93 grid points. This process is
repeated for all of the 10 reachable APs in Table 1.

Listing 1: Fingerprinting Raw XML Scan
<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’UTF-8’ standalone=’yes’ ?>
<data><grid id="0"><X>364.0</X><Y>95.0</Y><Z>0.0</Z>
<wifi>



<rssi mac_ap="00:13:46:1d:5b:a0" ssid="AP_SSID" channel="6"
encryption="on">-45</rssi>

.....
</wifi>
</grid>
<grid id="1"><X>1271</X><Y>540</Y><Z>0.0</Z>
<wifi>

<rssi mac_ap="00:13:46:1d:5b:a0" ssid="AP2_SSID" channel="6"
encryption="on">-46</rssi>

....
</wifi>

</grid>
.......................
</data>

Figure 3: WiFi Fingerprint Flowchart



4.3 System Requirements

The initial system is aimed toward Android users due to its open source system development and large
user base. Both smart-phones and tablets with an Android OS can install the application that allows
scanning of WiFi RSS data on the fly for user’s location computation based on the radio maps which are
already saved on the SD card.

During the development of this work, we used several devices such as the remote laptop computer (
Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 CPU M370 @2.40GHz, RAM 4.0 GB, Speed 1066.0 MHz ) which is used as a
server for the client-server architecture. The server is accessible remotely via a TCP socket once the
client (the tablet computer) is connected to one of the APs. And our Android-based mobile device is a
Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1 which is not only used as a client for the client-server architecture but also
for the standalone architecture. The WiFi fingerprinting application developed for data set (training data)
collection also runs on the tablet.

5 Results and Discussion

The parsed fingerprinting data provides a coarse RSS measurement for all of the reachable APs. This
original measurement has 3x31 grid points representing 93 Cartesian coordinate points of our jpg file of
the layout of the corridor. Using a triangle-based interpolation, this coarse measurement is interpolated
over the rest of the Cartesian points of the jpg file which do not correspond to any measurement points.
This interpolation generates radio maps as CSV file of 7x138 RSS values as shown in Figure 4 which is
some portion of AP4’s interpolated RSS values.

Figure 4: AP4 interpolated RSS CSV file (radio map) corresponding to Right side section of the corridor

It is important to note that the interpolation is based only on the measured points and that it is completely
unaware of the radio propagation behavior of an indoor environment. This leads to a more flexible
approach, in fact it can be used in any environment, especially in indoor ones where the radio propagation
models are not suitable mainly due to signal reflections. After interpolation, the heat maps generated for
each of the reachable APs were visually inspected and 5 APs which provide a better cumulative coverage
of the testing area are selected. Figure 5 shows the interpolated radio map corresponding to the 5 APs
selected for location estimation during testing. These selected APs together with their ∆ values are
summarized in Table 2.



MAC AP Delta(dBm) RSS Min(dBm) RSS Max(dBm)
00:1a:30:b8:01:80 18 -85 -67
00:13:46:1d:5b:a0 30 -83 -53
00:14:7c:ae:79:62 26 -83 -57
00:14:7c:b9:75:6a 21 -81 -56
00:1a:30:b8:01:80 23 -93 -70
00:11:20:06:a0:e0 36 -78 -42
00:11:20:68:b1:b0 31 -71 -40
00:11:20:68:b2:50 41 -81 -40
00:14:7c:af:52:72 40 -91 -51
00:22:3f:19:20:0c 37 -88 -51

Table 1: Reachable APs

(a) AP1 (b) AP2 (c) AP3

(d) AP4 (e) AP5

Figure 5: Radio Map of 5 APs used for Localization

MAC AP Delta(dBm) RSS Min(dBm) RSS Max(dBm)
00:11:20:06:a0:e0 36 -78 -42
00:11:20:68:b1:b0 31 -71 -40
00:11:20:68:b2:50 41 -81 -40
00:14:7c:af:52:72 40 -91 -51
00:22:3f:19:20:0c 37 -88 -51

Table 2: 5 APs selected for Localization



The selected reachable APs are used for localization since they are the ones where the radio maps are
built upon.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, RSS fingerprint based WiFi localization which uses an existing infrastructure of an indoor
environment is examined. The localization technique involves building radio maps as a mathematical
approximation of the environment under test and afterwards solving the problem of localization as an
optimization problem. The implementations and experiments presented in this paper helps provide a
foundation for the integration of other navigation techniques such as outdoor positioning and Inertial
Navigation Systems (INS). Combination of indoor positioning techniques with existing outdoor posi-
tioning tools allows a full indoor/outdoor spatial coverage which can greatly enhance a user’s experience.
The future work will investigate the testing phase and accuracy calculation for both standalone and Client-
Server architectures.
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ABSTRACT 
 
Many signal processing, data analysis and graphical user interface algorithms are computationally 
intensive.  This paper investigates a method of off-loading some of the calculations to remotely located 
processors.  Inexpensive, commercial off the shelf processors are used to perform operations such as fast 
Fourier transforms and other numerically intensive algorithms.  The data is passed to the processors, and 
results collected, using conventional network interfaces such as TCP/IP.  This allows the processors to be 
located at any location, and also allows potentially large caches of processors to be shared between multiple 
applications. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Advances in digital technology means that computing power is sometimes not an issue for signal 
processing, data analysis and graphical user interface operations.  This is particularly true for 
desktop and server applications, or where size and power constraints are not severe.  Desktop and 
server technology provide orders of magnitude more processing power than what was available 
even a few years ago. 
 
However, there are applications where processing power is still an issue.  For example, some 
complex signal processing algorithms that were not attempted in the past, are now being requested.  
As handheld devices become more prevalent, there is a desire to use them as the user interface.  
Even when these devices have the ability to perform advanced calculations, the limitation on 
battery life, and the need to quickly update displays, may cause them to be unable to process the 
data in a timely manner.  Yet another application is with big data, where a tremendous amount of 
data must be sorted, searched, or otherwise manipulated to extract the information the user 
requires. 
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The data processing for these numerically intensive applications can be off-loaded to some sort of 
server, or cluster of computers.  There are ample software and hardware tools available to 
accommodate this.  But in some applications, one may need just a little more processing power, 
and a conventional server, or laptop system, may not be necessary.  There are also situations where 
the processing power needs to be scalable with the algorithm complexity or data set size. It would 
be helpful if one could conveniently double or triple the computing power without having to 
reconfigure the system.  It would also be convenient if the communication between the user 
interface and computing engines were over a commercial off the shelf network, such as TCP/IP 
over wired or wireless ethernet. 
 
This paper describes a project that is intended to address many of these issues.  We investigated 
methods of executing a common numerically intensive algorithm, the fast Fourier transform (FFT), 
on a remote processor.  While the approach can be used for many different types of processors, we 
focused on a Zynq-7000 series programmable system-on-chip based device.  This type of device 
can be run independently of a host computer. Data can be transferred in, and results returned, over 
a conventional ethernet bus, making the solution scalable. 
 
The device runs a Linux operating system in an ARM processor to provide control and other 
interface functions, while providing a programmable logic array to speed numerically intensive 
calculations.  In our application the processor will read data from the ethernet port, and store it in 
local memory, as illustrated in figure 1.  The programmable logic will read the data from memory, 
perform the FFT operation, and store the results back to memory.  When the processor becomes 
aware the FFT has completed, it will transmit it back to the user interface via ethernet.  We chose 
to implement the processor code in embedded C [1], while the FFT system was implemented in 
VHDL [2, 3]. 
 

SYSTEM ON CHIP 
 
Each node of the distributed signal processor will be based on a system on chip (SoC) device.  
There are many such devices which are commercially available.  The high level block diagram of 
the SoC we require for this project is shown in figure 2. 
 
The minimum input/output function would be to communicate with a gigabit ethernet connection.  
However, for programming and debugging purposes, it would be helpful to have at least one 
universal serial bus (USB) and a flash memory card interface such as a SD card interface.  Many 
SoC devices have a wide range of input/output ports, so we did not anticipate this modest 
requirement would be a significant design constraint. 
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We found SoC that support additional I/O such as video interfaces, user interfaces, and a variety 
of bus structures.  It was tempting to select one of these, as programming and debugging could be 
easier if one was able to have a conventional personal-computer style interface with the SoC.  
Unfortunately, the cost of these SoC were substantially higher than ones that had more limited 
interfaces.  Since we would like the system to be easily scalable, it was decided to limit cost by 
using a SoC with more modest interface options. 
 

 
Figure 1. High Level Structure 

 
Data will be moved onto, and off of, the SoC using transmission control protocol/internet protocol, 
TCP/IP over a 100 Mbyte or 1 GByte eithernet connection.  These are best effort delivery 
protocols, with no specification on latency.  This brings up the problem of buffering both input 
and output data.  To use the SoC efficiently, when the PC is able to establish a connection to the 
SoC, it may be necessary to transfer a substantial amount of data, to provide the SoC with enough 
of a computing challenge that it has something to work on when the TCP/IP connection is handling 
traffic from other users.  When the SoC is done with its processing, it may be necessary to buffer 
the outputs in local memory, while waiting for bandwidth on the TCP/IP link.  Because of these 
requirements, it was decided that external memory may be necessary for the SoC, in addition to 
memory required for booting the SoC system.  As we did not want to limit ourselves to one specific 
memory format, we looked for SoC that allowed multiple formats. 
 
The core of the SoC consists of a processor, and programmable logic array.  The processor block 
may consist of either a single processor, or perhaps two or more cores [4].  We anticipate the 
processing load will be reasonably light, as it involves primarily moving data to/from memory and 
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to/from the PC, along with some status and handshaking data which will be transferred between 
the processor and PC.  Since these processing tasks are rather modest, a single core processor is 
anticipated to be sufficient. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Minimum SoC Architecture 
 

The programmable logic array (PLA) will be responsible for performing the discrete Fourier 
transform (DFT) / fast Fourier transform (FFT) operations [3], and little else.  Programmable 
arrays that are easily configured for FFT operations were sought.  The size of the PLA was not a 
large concern during the conceptual design stage.  A larger PLA may be necessary when larger 
FFT operations need to be performed.  The FFT algorithm is very scalable, and the code used to 
configure the PLA can be easily modified to accommodate larger FFT operations.  For that reason, 
during the conceptual design stage we focused on SoC with modest sized PLA. 
 
There are numerous SoC devices available that satisfy the basic constrains outlined above.  It is 
not the intention of this work to document all the options currently available.  This would be a 
rather futile task anyways, as the field is rapidly evolving.  The particular solution we choose was 
a Zynq-7000 series SoC from Xilinx.  An approximate block diagram for this series SoC is shown 
in figure 3.  The number of interfaces is well beyond what this application requires, as is the dual 
core ARM processor.  The cost was in the range we were looking for, and the support software 
available for developing the system was attractive. 
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SYSTEM ON MODULE 
 
Our initial intention was to design a printed circuit board around the SoC selected above.  While 
this still might be an option for large scale systems, for development purposes we opted for a 
system on module (SoM) solution.  The module, or development board, contained some supporting 
interfaces and hardware that the SoC required.  A block diagram of the SoM used for this project 
is shown in figure 4. 
 
The USB interface was helpful for programming and debugging the SoM, along with other 
interface busses available on the board.  The RJ45 / 10-100-1G Ethernet port will be the way data 
is transferred to and from the device during operation.  The Micro SD card socket was not 
absolutely necessary, but does provide another programming and debugging option which we 
found helpful.  A photograph of the board is in figure 5, where the RJ45 jack can be used to get a 
sense of scale. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. SoC Architecture 
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OPERATING SYSTEMS 
 
Prior to the start of coding, we needed to select an operating system for the application processing 
unit for the SoC [5, 6].  There are a number of choices for this. 
 
NO OPERATING SYSTEM 
 
This is sometimes referred to as a bare metal system [7].  The processor code is all written by the 
end user, and does not use any libraries, scheduling, or other software typically available on 
machines that are running an operating system.  This is an attractive approach in so much as it can 
make most efficient use of the hardware.  Since we did not anticipate implementing advanced or 
complex programs on the board, we initially decided to go with a bare metal system. 
 

 
Figure 4. SoM Architecture 

 
The bare metal approach was useful for much of our code, but we ran into a significant issue when 
it came to the Ethernet TCP/IP connections.  For ease of use, we wanted to be able to communicate 
with the device from any other TCP/IP equipped machine, such as a typical personal computer.  
This required that we implement at least part, if not all, of the TCP/IP stack protocol.  This protocol 
is well documented, but involved many more details that we had time to implement.  Based on this 
constraint, we elected to forgo the no operating system approach. 
 
UNIX / LINUX OPERATING SYSTEM 
 
There are a variety of Unix / Linux operating systems that will run on the processors on the SoC 
[5].  Since we were sure all of these would implement TCP/IP protocols, it solved the problem of 
having to code the communications protocol stack from scratch.  However, like all operating 
systems, there was a substantial amount of code we had to load onto the device.  In addition, these 
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operating systems tend to slow the execution of the signal processing operations.  The more 
advanced scheduling and file structure systems were not needed for our design, and appeared to 
significantly impact the speed of operation.   
 

 
Figure 5. SoM Board 

 
We also had some concerns about the efficiency of interfacing Linux to the programmable logic 
portion of the board.  To make most efficient use of the programmable logic, we need some 
predictable latency, and timing, in our code.  Operating systems such as Linux appear to use best 
effort scheduling, so it is at best difficult to determine how long a series of commands will take to 
execute, or exactly which order commands will execute. 
 
Linux has built in support for multiple processors, which would allow us to use both of the 
processing units available on the SoC, without having to put much effort into thinking about how 
to do this.  It is unclear if this is a big advantage for our application, as we expect the programmable 
logic array to do the majority of the numerically intensive calculations. 
 
REAL TIME OPERATING SYSTEM 
 
The next solution we investigated was some of the real time operating systems (RTOS) available 
[5].  These appeared better suited to interface to the programmable logic array, necessary to 
implement the FFT operations.  Some also allowed TCP/IP interfaces, although we struggled to 
get these to execute in as seamless a manner as the Linux based solutions.  The RTOS also made 
it more difficult to make efficient use of the multiple processors available in the application 
processing unit. 
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HYBRID APPROACH 
 
We ultimately decided to use a hybrid approach, using both a Linux based system and a RTOS.  
The dual processor architecture is set up so it is possible to use different operating systems with 
the two different processors.  We use one of the processors to implement a Linux kernel, primarily 
to handle communication with TCP/IP devices for control, to collect data, and to deliver the final 
results.   
 
The Linux processor stores the data we need to process in RAM, and reads out the results from the 
same memory.  The RTOS then tracks the operations of the RAM and programmable logic array.  
The RTOS programs senses when the Linux system has provided new data to be transformed in 
RAM and schedules a time to conduct the operation in the programmable logic.  The RTOS 
provides that programmable logic with the data on where to locate the information in RAM, and 
when to start the necessary transforms.  When the programmable logic has completed the 
transforms, it notifies the RTOS, which tells the Linux processor it can transfer the data to the 
outside world. 
 
We had some concerns, and ran into some problems, with getting the RTOS and Linux processors 
to properly share memory resources.  Linux is built to recognize and use memory management 
units (MMU), to help keep the various programs from interfering with each other.  The RTOS that 
we tried did not work as well with the MMU, causing collisions and other problems with memory 
access, which we were still working to resolve. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
It appears to be feasible to implement numerically intensive computing tasks, such as FFT 
operations, on the programmable logic portion of a SoC device.  To allow for easy transfer of data 
from other devices over a commercial protocol such as TCP/IP over ethernet, it is helpful to use 
one of the SoC processors to run a version of an open source operating system such as Linux.  As 
the SoC frequently come with multiple processor cores, the second core can be used either as a 
bare-metal device with no operating system, or one can use a real time operating system to 
optimize the transfer of data from the local memory to and from the programmable logic array. 
 
A full custom printed circuit board could be the most economical way to implement these 
processors when a large number of them are required, or if there are special design constraints that 
justify the non-recurring costs associated with such a project.  But for limited runs and prototype 
systems, commercially available Systems-on-Module solutions are current available that appear to 
provide sufficient memory and interface resources to allow one to quickly implement these 
algorithms. 
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ABSTRACT

Visible light communication (VLC) is emerging as a complementary technology to radio frequency
communication. Some of the benefits of VLC include reusable bandwidth, security and high poten-
tial data rates. VLC can also be used in user positioning. For both communication and positioning
systems, knowledge of the VLC channel parameters is usually needed. This paper investigates the
estimation of the light-emitting diode (LED) parameters and user positions. The performance of the
proposed estimation technique is numerically studied. Cramér Rao lower bound (CRLB) results are
derived and compared with the results obtained from the proposed maximum likelihood estimator.
The effect of channel estimation on overall communication performance in terms of symbol error
rate (SER) is also studied. The SER results using the estimated channel closely match with known
channel results.

INTRODUCTION

Visible light communication (VLC) using light-emitting diode (LED) arrays has received signifi-
cant interest among the research community due to its ability to provide high secured data rate and
to help with indoor positioning and navigation [1]-[3]. Such systems typically use an array of pho-
todiodes or an imaging sensor, typically a digital camera, as a receiver. The use of a digital camera
as a receiver has been studied in [4]-[7]. Most of these systems require an accurate knowledge of
the VLC channel for implementing the communication and positioning algorithms. While there is
some study on channel estimation and positioning techniques for optical systems [8]-[10], there is
no work available on joint channel estimation and positioning in LED-camera VLC systems.
In [5]-[7], a Gaussian model is adopted for the signal received at the digital camera from an LED.
The model relies on knowledge of the LED-camera distance and the magnitude and variance of the
received Gaussian signal. For a communication system that is expected to provide low bit error
rate (BER) performance or for a positioning system that can provide highly accurate localization,
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it is imperative that the model is equipped with accurate knowledge of these parameters. While the
majority of the parameters in the model used in [5]-[7] are known in practical implementations, the
LED-camera distance changes with user position, and the magnitude and variance of the received
Gaussian signal must typically be manually measured for each type of LED.
In this paper, we propose to estimate the LED-camera distance and the magnitude and variance of
the received Gaussian signal from a set of training images. We formulate the estimation problem as
a maximum likelihood (ML) estimator, and solve for the ML estimate using the Newton-Raphson
method. The Cramér Rao lower bound (CRLB) is obtained for the estimator. Additionally, we
compare the effect of channel estimation on the symbol error rate (SER) performance of generalized
spatial modulation (GSM) in LED-camera VLC systems.
Notations: We use bold lower case letters for column vectors, and bold upper case letters for matri-
ces. For a set of vectors, b(i) denotes the i-th vector, and b(i)m is the m-th element of vector b(i). For
a matrix A, Am,n denotes the (m,n)-th element. The notation E[·] denotes expectation, [·]T denotes
transpose, b·c is the floor function, d·e is the ceiling function, || · ||l is the l-norm, and N (m,σ2)
denotes the Gaussian distribution with mean m and variance σ2.

SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an array of L LEDs arranged in the form of a square of size
√
L×
√
L. An LED present

in the lx-th row and ly-th column is also referred to as the l-th LED, where l = lx +
√
L(ly − 1),

1 ≤ l ≤ L. Consider the l-th LED with its image center positioned at (xl, yl). The received signal,
sl(x, y;xl, yl), at point (x, y) in the camera pixel plane due to the l-th LED is given by [6]

(
µ

µ0

)2
Ac1
2πσ2

1

exp

(
− (x− xl)2 + (y − yl)2

2σ2
1

)
(1)

where σ2
1 = (µ/µ0)

2σ′21 + σ2
b , σ′21 is an LED fitting parameter, σ2

b is a blur constant, µ = f0/d is
the magnification, f0 is the camera focal length, d is the LED-camera distance, µ0 = f0/d0 is the
magnification at a reference distance d0, and A and c1 are scaling constants. For simplicity, we
keep the transmit array and the camera sensor planes parallel.

Figure 1: An example VLC system with a 4× 4 LED array.

In our model, the point (x1, y1) is shifted to (ξx, ξy), −p/2 ≤ ξx, ξy ≤ p/2, relative to the
center of a pixel as shown in Fig. 1, where p is the pixel length. Let the 2-D image sample
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matrix produced by the l-th LED be S′, which is of size N ′x × N ′y. The (i, j)-th element of S′

is s′l(i, j;xl, yl) = sl(iδs, jδs;xl, yl), where δs is the spatial sampling interval along the x- or y-
direction. Columns of S′ are stacked to form the 1-D vector, sl, of length N ′ = N ′xN

′
y. We define a

new matrix S whose l-th column is sl, 1 ≤ l ≤ L. Thus, the l-th column of S represents the signal
signature due to the l-th LED. Using S, the GSM signal on the receiver plane can be described as
Su, where u = [u1, u2, . . . , uL]T , ui = 0 for an inactive LED, ui ∈ B for an active LED, and B is
the set of all pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) levels. The m-th PAM intensity level is calculated
as bm = (2mP̄ )/(Mp + 1), 1 ≤ m ≤Mp, where P̄ is the mean optical power [11].
The sampled matrix, S, is not directly available at the camera output. Instead, the camera sensor
provides output samples in the form of pixel values. This can be represented by pre-multiplying the
matrix S by a pixelization or spatial integration matrix A of size N × N ′, where N is the number
of pixels. Examples of A matrix are given in [7]. Therefore, the overall channel matrix is H = AS,
and the received pixel vector, r, after background subtraction is

r = Hu + w (2)

where w is a noise vector. In high background illumination, the noise variance for each pixel is
nearly constant such that wi ∼ N (0, σ2

w).
Correct knowledge of the parameters c1 and σ1 is necessary in order for (1) to accurately represent
the received LED image. The LED-camera distance, d, also affects (1) as a change in d moves the
centers of the LEDs and changes the size of LED images. For large values of d, σ1 is typically dom-
inated by σb, such that σ1 ≈ σb. In our estimation approach, we make the following assumptions:
1) the center of the first LED, i.e., (x1, y1), is known and 2) d is large enough so that σ1 ≈ σb. Thus,
we propose to estimate the parameter vector θ = [d, c1, σb]

T for the LED-camera VLC system.

PARAMETER ESTIMATION

We use K training frames. In each frame, only one LED is kept on. To keep our notation simple,
we assume that the l-th LED is active in the l-th frame. However, this can be easily generalized
to arbitrary LED selection for the l-th frame. Let u(l) denote the transmitted symbol when the l-th
LED is turned on. For parameter estimation, we also keep Mp = 1 so that ui ∈ {0, 1}. Thus, u(l) is
a unit vector of length L whose l-th element is 1. The corresponding received pixel vector is

r(l) = Hu(l) + w = h(l) + w (3)

where h(l) is the l-th column of H. At the receiver, the received pixel vectors are stacked to form
r = [(r(1))T , (r(2))T , . . . , (r(K))T ]T of length KN . The log-likelihood function of r is given as

ln p(r|θ) =
∑
l∈L

ln p(r(l)|θ) = −NK
2

ln(2πσ2
w)− 1

2σ2
w

∑
l∈L

||r(l) − h(l)||22 (4)

where p(r(l)|θ) is the conditional probability density function (PDF) of the l-th received pixel vector
and L is the set of LED indices used in training. The receiver employs the ML estimator

θ̂ = argmaxθ ln p(r|θ) = argminθ J(θ) (5)
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where J(θ) =
∑

l∈L ||r(l) − h(l)||22, since the terms (NK/2) ln(2πσ2
w) and 1/2σ2

w in (4) are inde-
pendent of θ. We propose to solve (5) via the Newton-Raphson method. The Newton-Raphson
solution is given for the k-th iteration as

θk+1 = θk − I(θ)−1
d

dθ
J(θ)

∣∣∣∣
θ=θk

(6)

where I(θ) is defined as

I(θ) =


∂
∂d2
J(θ) ∂

∂d∂c1
J(θ) ∂

∂d∂σb
J(θ)

∂
∂d∂c1

J(θ) ∂
∂c21
J(θ) ∂

∂c1∂σb
J(θ)

∂
∂d∂σb

J(θ) ∂
∂c1∂σb

J(θ) ∂
∂σ2

b
J(θ)

 (7)

Note that I(θ) is symmetric. We can express J(θ) as

J(θ) =
∑
l∈L

(
||r(l)||22 + ||h(l)||22 − 2(r(l))Th(l)

)
(8)

The m-th element of dJ(θ)/dθ is
∂

∂θm
J(θ) =

∂

∂θm

∑
l∈L

(
||r(l)||22 + ||h(l)||22 − 2(r(l))Th(l)

)

=
∑
l∈L

( N∑
k=1

∂

∂θm
(h

(l)
k )2 − 2

N∑
k=1

r
(l)
k

∂

∂θm
h
(l)
k

)
= 2

∑
l∈L

N∑
k=1

(
h
(l)
k

∂

∂θm
h
(l)
k − r

(l)
k

∂

∂θm
h
(l)
k

)
(9)

Recall that H = AS, where A is N ×N ′ and S is N ′×L. Let a(k) denote the k-th row of A and s(l)
be the l-th column of S. Then, h(l)k = a(k)s(l). Because a(k) is independent of θ, (9) becomes

∂

∂θm
J(θ) = 2

∑
l∈L

N∑
k=1

(
a(k)s(l) · a(k) ∂

∂θm
s(l) − r(l)k a(k) ∂

∂θm
s(l)
)

(10)

Differentiating (10) with respect to θn, we get

∂2

∂θn∂θm
J(θ) = 2

∑
l∈L

N∑
k=1

(
a(k)∂s(l)

∂θn
· a(k)∂s(l)

∂θm
+ a(k)s(l) · a(k) ∂2s(l)

∂θn∂θm
− r(l)k a(k) ∂2s(l)

∂θn∂θm

)
(11)

It can be seen from (10) and (11) that (6) requires ∂s(l)/∂θm and ∂2s(l)/∂θn∂θm for 1 ≤ m,n ≤ 3.
In order to find the above derivatives, an expression for the t-th element of s(l) is necessary. Recall
that the l-th column of S is a rasterized version of the 2-D image, S′, which is obtained when only
the l-th LED is active. We denote (tx, ty) as the 2-D indices of a sample in S′, calculated for a
given 1-D sample index t in S as tx = t −

√
N ′b(t − 1)/

√
N ′c and ty = dt/

√
N ′e. Similarly,

(lx, ly) is the 2-D index of the LEDs in the transmitting array, calculated for a given 1-D index l as
lx = l −

√
Lb(l − 1)/

√
Lc and ly = dl/

√
Le. Using these notations, the center of the l-th LED has

the co-ordinates xl = x1 + µ(lx − 1)4− ξx and yl = y1 + µ(ly − 1)4− ξy. Further, the sample
location co-ordinates are given as x = txδs and y = tyδs. From (1) with the assumption σ1 ≈ σb,
we can express the t-th sample of the l-th column of the matrix S, s(l)t , as

s
(l)
t =

Ac1d20
2πσ2

bd
2

exp

(
−
a2x(t, l) + a2y(t, l)

2σ2
b

)
(12)
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where ax(t, l) = txδs−xl and ay(t, l) = tyδs−yl. We next calculate the derivative ∂s(l)/∂θ1, whose
t-th element is given by

∂

∂θ1
s
(l)
t =

∂

∂d
s
(l)
t =

Ac1d20
2πσ2

b

∂

∂d

(
1

d2
exp

(
−
a2x(t, l) + a2y(t, l)

2σ2
b

))
(13)

We then use

∂

∂d

(
a2x(t, l) + a2y(t, l)

)
=

2f0g(t, l)4
d2

(14)

where g(t, l) = ax(t, l)(lx − 1) + ay(t, l)(ly − 1). Using (14), we obtain (13) as

∂s
(l)
t

∂θ1
=−Ac1d

2
0

2πσ2
b

(
2

d3
+
f0g(t, l)4
σ2
bd

4

)
exp

(
−
a2x(t, l) + a2y(t, l)

2σ2
b

)
= −

(
2

d
+
f0g(t, l)4
σ2
bd

2

)
s
(l)
t (15)

Next, we obtain ∂s(l)t /∂θ2 as

∂

∂θ2
s
(l)
t =

∂

∂c1
s
(l)
t =

Ad20
2πσ2

bd
2

exp

(
−
a2x(t, l) + a2y(t, l)

2σ2
b

)
∂

∂c1
c1 =

1

c1
s
(l)
t (16)

Finally, ∂s(l)t /∂θ3 is obtained as

∂

∂θ3
s
(l)
t =

∂

∂σb
s
(l)
t =

(
− 2

σb
+
a2x(t, l) + a2y(t, l)

σ3
b

)
s
(l)
t (17)

We next calculate the second derivative ∂2s(l)t /∂θ21 as

∂2

∂θ21
s
(l)
t =

∂2

∂d2
s
(l)
t = − ∂

∂d

((
2

d
+
f0g(t, l)4
σ2
bd

2

)
s
(l)
t

)
(18)

By evaluating the derivative of each term, (18) becomes

∂2s
(l)
t

∂θ21
=

((
6

d2
+

2f0g(t, l)4
σ2
bd

3

)
+

(
f04((txδs−x1+ξx)(lx−1)+(tyδs−y1+ξy)(ly−1))

σ2
b

)(
4

d3
+
f0g(t, l)4
σ2
bd

4

)
−
(
f 2
042((lx − 1)2 + (ly − 1)2)

σ2
b

)(
5

d4
+
f0g(t, l)4
σ2
bd

5

))
s
(l)
t (19)

The second derivative ∂2s(l)t /∂θ1∂θ2 can be obtained as

∂2

∂θ1∂θ2
s
(l)
t =

∂2

∂d∂c1
s
(l)
t = − ∂

∂c1

((
2

d
+
f0g(t, l)4
σ2
bd

2

)
s
(l)
t

)
= −

(
2

c1d
+
f0g(t, l)4
c1σ2

bd
2

)
s
(l)
t (20)

Next, we determine ∂2s(l)t /∂θ1∂θ3 as

∂2

∂θ1∂θ3
s
(l)
t =

∂2

∂d∂σb
s
(l)
t = − ∂

∂σb

((
2

d
+
f0g(t, l)4
σ2
bd

2

)
s
(l)
t

)
=

(
4

σbd
−

2(a2x(t, l) + a2y(t, l))

σ3
bd

+
f0g(t, l)4

d2

(
4

σ3
b

−
a2x(t, l) + a2y(t, l)

σ5
b

))
s
(l)
t (21)
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Also, observe that ∂2s(l)t /∂θ22 = ∂2s
(l)
t /∂c

2
1 = 0. We next obtain ∂2s(l)t /∂θ2∂θ3 as

∂2s
(l)
t

∂θ2∂θ3
=
∂2s

(l)
t

∂c1∂σb
=

∂

∂c1

((
−2

σb
+
a2x(t, l) + a2y(t, l)

σ3
b

)
s
(l)
t

)
=

(
−2

c1σb
+
a2x(t, l) + a2y(t, l)

c1σ3
b

)
s
(l)
t (22)

The final second derivative, ∂2s(l)t /∂θ23, is calculated as

∂2

∂θ23
s
(l)
t =

∂2

∂σ2
b

s
(l)
t =

∂

∂σb

((
− 2

σb
+

(a2x(t, l) + a2y(t, l))

σ3
b

)
s
(l)
t

)
=

(
6

σ2
b

−
7(a2x(t, l) + a2y(t, l))

σ4
b

+
(a2x(t, l) + a2y(t, l))

2

σ6
b

)
s
(l)
t (23)

Thus, (10), (11), (15)-(17), and (19)-(23) give all the terms for I(θ) and dJ(θ)/dθ required in (6).

CRAMER-RAO LOWER BOUND (CRLB)

The CRLB for the m-th element of θ is given as

Var(θm) ≥ [F−1(θ)]m,m (24)

where F(θ) is a 3× 3 Fisher information matrix (FIM). The (m,n)-th element of F(θ) is given as

[F(θ)]m,n = −E
[

∂2

∂θm∂θn
ln p(r|θ)

]
(25)

where E[·] denotes expectation. Using (4), we can write (25) as

[F(θ)]m,n =
1

2σ2
w

E

[
∂2

∂θm∂θn

∑
l∈L

||r(l) − h(l)||22
]

=
1

2σ2
w

E

[
∂2

∂θm∂θn
J(θ)

]
(26)

Using (11) and E[r
(l)
k ] = h

(l)
k = a(k)s(l), we can write

E

[
∂2

∂θm∂θn
J(θ)

]
= 2

∑
l∈L

N∑
k=1

a(k) ∂

∂θm
s(l) · a(k) ∂

∂θn
s(l) (27)

Thus, (26) becomes

[F(θ)]m,n =
1

σ2
w

∑
l∈L

N∑
k=1

a(k) ∂

∂θm
s(l) · a(k) ∂

∂θn
s(l) =

1

σ2
w

∑
l∈L

(
∂

∂θm
h(l)

)T
· ∂

∂θn
h(l) (28)

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our simulation results use p = 5.5µm, and f0 = 4.9 mm. The LED array uses ∆ = 0.01 m,
c1 = 1.1261 × 10−6, σ1 = 3.3333 × 10−5 m, σb = 2.5 × 10−6, and d0 = 0.1 m. We define
the normalized root mean squared error (NRMSE) as NRMSE = (1/d)(ν−1

∑ν
i=1(d − d̂i)

2)1/2,
where ν is the number of times the experiment is repeated and d̂i is the estimate on the i-th trial.
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Figure 2: NRMSE at a distance d = 10 m.

The signal-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as (1/σ2
w)((LaP̄ /L)

∑
i,j Hi,j)

2, where Hi,j is the (i, j)-th
element of H and La is the number of active LEDs in a GSM symbol. For parameter estimation,
we use La = 1 and P̄ = 1.
Since the Newton-Raphson method is not guaranteed to converge, we iterate (6) with a large number
of initializations. We consider a 3-D cube, Θ, of the parameters d, c1, and σb such that d(l) ≤ d ≤
d(u), c(l)1 ≤ c1 ≤ c

(u)
1 , and σ(l)

b ≤ σb ≤ σ
(u)
b . We use multiple initializations θ0 ∈ Θ. If during the

Newton-Raphson iterations, the solution θk /∈ Θ for any k, we abandon further iteration and begin
again with another initial guess. This procedure is repeated until θk ≈ θk+1.
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Figure 3: NRMSE with SNR = 60 dB.
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Figure 4: Convergence of the parameter d for d = 10 m, SNR = 60 dB, and L = K = 4.

In Figure 2, the NRMSE of the proposed estimator is plotted versus SNR for various numbers of
training frames used, K. For K = 1, 2, 4, we use LEDs {9}, {8, 9}, and {6, 7, 8, 9} respectively
for estimation. We use L = 9 and d = 10 m. The simulation results are obtained using ν = 200
estimates at each SNR. The results show that the proposed ML estimator achieves the CRLB for
high SNR. Increasing K provides a small gain in terms of NRMSE. For low SNR, the NRMSE
of the proposed estimator becomes slightly worse than the CRLB. Higher values of K enable the
CRLB to be achieved even at low SNRs.
Figure 3 demonstrates the NRMSE results over a range of LED-camera distances, d. The same
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Figure 5: Convergence of the parameters c1 and σb for d = 10 m, SNR = 60 dB, and L = K = 4.
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Figure 6: SER performance of GSM for a known channel versus an estimated channel with L = 4, K = 2,
La = 2, M = 8, Mp = 4, and P̄ = 1.

values are selected for L and ν as in Figure 2, and the SNR is fixed at 60 dB. The NRMSE increases
with increasing d. The slight decrease in NRMSE at d = 17 m is the result of pixelization effects.
In Figures 4 and 5, we show the convergence of d, c1, and σb with the Newton-Raphson iterations.
We use L = K = 4, d = 10 m, and a fixed SNR of 60 dB. For the initial guess of θ0 = [d = 9, c1 =
1.5 × 10−6, σb = 1.8 × 10−6], convergence is achieved in 7 iterations. Most near-solution initial
guesses are found to converge to the ML estimate in about the same number of iterations.
Finally, Fig. 6 demonstrates the impact of our channel estimation algorithm on the communication
performance. The SER performance of GSM is compared for a known channel versus an estimated
channel. In GSM, a set of M symbols are selected, where each symbol contains La active LEDs.
Each active LED transmits a PAM level. We use L = 4, K = 2, La = 2, M = 8, Mp = 4, P̄ = 1,
and LEDs {3, 4} are used for parameter estimation. A random symbol set is selected and we use
the SER approximation P (e) ≈

∑nmax

n=0 N̄nQ(Dn/2σw) to analytically determine the SER of the
selected symbol set [7], where N̄n is the average number of neighbors at Euclidean distance (ED)
Dn andQ(x) = 1/

√
2π
∫∞
x

exp(−t2/2)dt. The EDsD0, D1, . . . , Dnmax are in the increasing order,
where nmax is the index of the maximumDn. The simulation results are obtained by averaging over
50 estimated channels for each SNR. The SER performance of GSM using the estimated channel
remains close to known channel results.

CONCLUSION

An ML estimation approach for parameter estimation in an LED-camera system is presented. The
CRLB is calculated and compared with simulation results. The proposed iterative estimator con-
verges in less than ten iterations and achieves the CRLB for higher SNRs. The performance of the
estimator is demonstrated for a range of distances. An increase in the number of training frames
provides a small gain in terms of NRMSE. The SER performance of GSM using the estimated
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channel is close to known channel results.
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ABSTRACT 

In a previous paper “Merging Multiple Telemetry Files From Widely Separated Sources For 
Improved Data Integrity” presented at the 2012 ITC\USA conference, a method for synchronizing 
TM files at the minor frame level was presented.  This paper expands on that work by describing 
a method for synchronizing the files at the minor frame level faster and at the earliest frame 
possible using an internal counter.  This method is also useful if the minor frames fall out of sync 
due to large dropouts. 

Keywords: Telemetry, Data Analysis, File Merge, Synchronizing 

 

INTRODUCTION 

During long range testing, telemetry (TM) may be collected from a number of widely separated 
receiving stations.  Even though the stations will be separated, a good test plan will include overlap 
between the stations.  Each file will most likely contain noise and frame dropouts.  After the test, 
these stations will transmit data back to a central location.  Because of data dropouts and noise 
within a TM frame from each source, it is desirable to merge the data from all sources into one 
master TM file containing the best data from the source files.  Dropouts and noisy data conditions 
are usually not present at all sites simultaneously.  Merging data from multiple sources gives the 
ability to insert missing frames and replace noisy frames using data from the other files to create a 
single master TM merged file.  To successfully merge files, all the frames must be in sync at the 
minor frame level.  File syncing is required on several occasions.  An initial sync must be done at 
the start of the merge process.  Additionally, when files drop a large number of frames, the file 
with the dropped frames must be brought back in sync with the other files. 

 

A DEMONSTRATION TEST CASE 

For the purposes of this paper a test case will be used.  It is assumed the bit rate is 10 MB/s, and a 
major frame will consist of 20 minor frames.  A minor frame will be 0.0008 seconds wide.  We 
will assume there are five TM source files that will be merged into one master merged file. 

 

THE ORIGINAL SUNCHRONIZING PLAN 

File synchronizing described in the original paper consisted of synchronizing using an IRIG based 
approach.  Due primarily to speed of light delays, IRIG times between identical minor frames of 
data will be different. This means that the files cannot be synchronized using time base alone.  
Using a frame counter embedded in the data stream is useful in syncing up data files, but as the 
need for more data in the TM stream grows, there is not always room for a full 16 bit minor frame 
counter. 
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The original method used IRIG times to get two files close in time, and then a byte-wise frame 
compare is made to verify the frames are identical.  The process is as follows.  Starting with two 
files, set up a counter to count the total number of minor frames in the first file as it increments in 
time until the IRIG time for file one is one frame past the IRIG time of the second file.  In the 
example outlined above, there are 20 minor frames in a major frame, and a Minor Frame ID 
(MFID) one byte counter is included in the TM stream.  If the two MFID’s are identical, the frames 

are byte-wise compared.  If the frames are equal, the files are in sync. If the MFID’s are not equal, 

one or the other file is incremented until they are equal and the frames compared.  In practice, it is 
rarely the case the files will be in sync at the first try.  As the transmitted signal comes into range, 
there are usually noise and frame dropouts at the beginning of a file.  When a match does not occur, 
both files are incremented by a set number of frames and the process repeated.  The number of 
frames to advance file one by, is determined by estimating the number of frames the files could be 
potentially out of IRIG sync based on receiver drift and speed of light delays.  This is determined 
by the unique setup of the test environment.  In practice, a number of 10 frames works.  If the two 
files do not sync up, another file is chosen and the process repeated.  The process repeats until all 
files are in sync.  Figure 1 shows a flow chart of the above process. 

 

Figure 1. 

While this method did work, in use it was noticed when looking at frames prior to the identified frames, 
they were also in sync.  This was caused by the 10 frame jump.  In other cases, the 10 frame jump would 
land on noisy frames, causing the files to sync up much later.  The 10 frame number was originally chosen 
to help speed up the processes as byte-wise compares are time intensive.  Lack of a 16 bit frame counter 
and a minor frame rate of 1200 Hz drove the decision to use IRIG.  Experience with the issues above require 
another look at minor frame syncing. 
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THE IMPROVED SUNCHRONIZING PLAN 

In order to improve the synchronizing process, a method using a sliding window was finally arrived 
at.  This method uses a fixed window size to search through two files for a match.  To start the 
investigation, an initial window size of one second, or 1200 minor frames was chosen.  To sync 
file 2 to file 1 using a sliding window, first file 1 is advanced to an IRIG time just past the starting 
IRIG time of file 2.  File 1 is then backed up half of the window size, or 600 minor frames. To 
sync file 2 to file 1, file 1 is incremented a frame at a time.  At each frame a bitwise comparison is 
made for a match.  If the process gets all the way to the end of the window without a match, file 2 
is incremented one frame and file 1 is reset to half the window size before the file 2 frame, and the 
process is repeated.  The recalculation of file 1 start point each time is necessary to account for 
any dropouts.  Because frames are no longer skipped, a sync is now accomplished at the earliest 
possible time in every case.  Figure 2 demonstrates this. 

 

  

 

Figure 2. 

 

This method significantly improved the synchronization process, but adds additional processing 
time due to the more thorough searching algorithm.  The size of the search window is the 
controlling factor for this method.  Using 1200 Hz data and a one second window, worst case a 
comparison is done on 1200 frames in file 1 to each frame in file 2.  To improve speed, a window 
as small as possible without compromising the ability to find the file sync point is desired.   
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Looking to improve the syncing process, a method using an internal clock was investigated.  In 
order to process event times within the UUT, an internal clock is started at the beginning of the 
test.  This clock is output in telemetry.  In the above example, this clock is only available at a 60 
Hz rate instead of the 1200 Hz rate of the TM stream.  Because of this much slower rate, this 
approach was discarded when the initial merge project was undertaken.  It was time for a second 
look to see if an approach using this clock could make an improvement in synchronization.  

Starting with the first available clock time in file 2, file 1 is advanced until its clock time is equal 
or greater than in file 2.  Next, calculate an offset in IRIG between the two frames of data.  Using 
this offset we can now reduce the window size to the number of 1200 Hz frames in 60 Hz, which 
is 20 frames.  To compensate for any drifting in times between the files, the window size is 
increased to 40 frames.  When using this method the IRIG offset must be recalculated each time 
the sync method is called because the offset will vary between the files due to speed of light delays 
of when the data arrives at the receiving stations. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Implementing the new method using the embedded clock time results in the files synching up at 
the earliest minor frame available.  This early synching results in an overall improvement in speed 
over the original IRIG based method and more complete data in the merged file. 
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ABSTRACT 

Degradation in visibility is often introduced to images captured in poor weather conditions, such as 

fog or haze. In this paper, a fusion-based transmission estimation method is introduced to adaptively 

combine two different transmission models. Specifically, the new fusion weighting scheme and the 

atmospheric light computed from the Gaussian-based dark channel method improves the estimation 

of the locations of the light sources. To reduce the flickering effect introduced during the process of 

frame-based dehazing, a flicker-free module is formulated to alleviate the impacts. The system 

assessments show this approach is capable of superior defogging and dehazing performance, 

compared to the state-of-the-art methods, both quantitatively and qualitatively. 

 

 Keywords: Image enhancement, Dark channel prior, Defogging, Dehaze. 

 

  

INTRODUCTION 

 

The development of image defogging or dehazing algorithms for the restoration of image quality 

has become a task of great interest and importance due to the impacts on the accuracy of the 

subsequent procedures such as object detection, recognition and analysis. 

 

In general, the existing defog/dehaze algorithms can be categorized into two groups of single and 

multiple-image based techniques, corresponding to the number of input images. For the multiple-

image type, more information such as diverse degrees of polarization and multiple exposed images 

is available [1-3]. However, due to the requirement of multiple input images and high computation 

complexity, feasibility for practical applications has been limited.  
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In contrast, the first type utilizes only one single image frame, which can exploit prior information 

to solve the problems with mathematical constraints. The atmospheric veil function was introduced 

by Tarel and Hautiere [4] to improve the robustness of the results by the median absolute deviation 

(MAD) method instead of the traditional matting technique. Despite the quality performance, it 

induces the halo artifacts and color shift. On the other front, based on shadows, colored or dark 

objects, He et al. [5] utilized the dark channel prior information to estimate the depth of the scene as 

well as the atmospheric light. The transmission map is then refined by the closed-form alpha 

matting technique. However, the relatively long processing time due to computation complexity of 

the alpha matting impedes its practicality. Li’s method [6] acquired the maximum gradient among 

the highly and less restored levels and conducted the image reconstruction from the gradients using 

Poisson differential equations. Meng [7] formulated boundary constraints from the radiance cube 

and further replaced the maximum filtering with the morphological closing operator for the bright 

region. In addition, contextual regularization was applied to alleviate the halo effects caused by the 

abrupt depth jumps. Theoretic and heuristic bounds were introduced by Lai [8] to restrict the 

transmission range and optimize the transmission through a quadratic optimization problem based 

on the prior information from locally consistent scene radiance and context-aware scene 

transmission. Zhu et al. [9] considered the scene depth as the weighted sum of brightness, saturation 

and error. A learning strategy was subsequently applied to the estimation of the coefficients in the 

depth model to recover the hazy-free images through the optical scattering model. The applicability 

of these techniques remains limited largely due to the computation complexity or insufficient prior 

information for the mathematical models. 

 

In this paper, an effective and efficient single-image dehazing approach is introduced based on the 

optical scattering model [10]. This algorithm locates the positon of the atmospheric light with high 

accuracy and then determines the enhancement level of the input pixels sequentially. For the 

applications with video sequences, this method is designed to remove or reduce the flickering 

effects. Experimental results show that this algorithm can not only alleviate the color-fade effects, 

but also effectively restore the hazy portions of the images without introducing artifacts. Moreover, 

the superior computation efficiency makes it an excellent candidate for various real-time 

applications.  The complete flowchart of the dehazing algorithm is shown in Figure 1.  

 

 

PROPOSED METHOD 

 

A. Gaussian-based dark channel 

 

Traditionally, the atmospheric light is normally considered as the brightest pixel in the input image, 

assuming that there are no saturated pixels. However, this assumption is not valid in many practical 
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cases. According to He’s method [5], the atmospheric light can be correctly obtained through the 

selection of part of the brightness pixels in the dark channel of the normalized input 

                              
     

  , (1) 

where   and    denote the atmospheric light and the input hazy image of color channel c 

respectively;      is the local patch, and       is the dark channel of  . However, for complicated 

scenes, this method, which includes two min operators, seems computationally expensive. For 

example, in Fig. 2a, large white objects spread over the entire image. If we apply the original dark 

channel method directly with a large patch, the location as well as the value of the atmospheric light 

varies. Consequently, it degrades the accuracy of the atmospheric light model. To overcome this 

deficiency, a Gaussian-based dark channel       
 is introduced 

      
               (2) 

where M denotes the minimum component of I, and      is the Gaussian function  

                  
    , (3) 

     
 

     
 
 

  

   , (4) 

                    (5) 

It should be noted that the original patch-based min operator is replaced with the Gaussian blur 

operator, such that each pixel is substituted by the Gaussian average value instead of the minimum 

in the local patch to reduce sensitivity. Moreover, according to its physical properties, the Gaussian-

based dark channel should also be subject to the constraint  

      
                      

            (6) 

Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the comparison between the original dark channel and the Gaussian-

based methods, respectively. It is clear that the results of this method as highlighted in red and blue 

rectangles show more natural color and details. 

 

B. Fusion weighting function 

 

Other than the atmospheric light, one key element of the restoration procedure is the estimation of 

the transparency function. Because of the accuracy and reliability of the heuristic cues or constraints, 

the existing methods are not effective in the estimation of the transparency function while 

maintaining the input image’s natural appearance. Thus, a new approach is introduced for the 

improvement of the estimation procedure by combining the information from both the strong and 

weak enhancement level according to the fusion weighting function.  

The estimation of the transparency function is to calculate the degradation component contributed 

by the haze or fog. The feasible solutions of the estimation procedure are within a range. At the 

strong end of the range corresponding to scene radiance with high contrast, a transparency function 
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can be formed. Then, based on the boundary conditions on the scene radiance [7], the patch-wise 

transparency functions       can be formulated as  

                 
       (7) 

                          
        

    
     

        

     
       (8) 

where “closing” denotes the morphological closing operation,      
  and      

  are the lower and 

upper bounds respectively, and   (x) is the resultant transparency function  

                (9)  

This implies the result of the estimation process lies within the bounds of the constraints of the 

mathematical model. Experiment results in [11] show that the lower level of degradation due to the 

transparency function produces images with higher contrast, corresponding to the maximum 

operator 

       
           

 

    
            , (10) 

where     denotes the average of       in block  , and    is the number of pixels in the block. Thus 

based on this perspective, the transparency function       is considered as one with strong 

enhancement level. The transparency function      , corresponding to the weak enhancement level 

of scene radiance and with more natural scene appearance, can be obtained with a large patch size 

in the dark channel [5]. In general, for an image of size 640 x 480, the patch size is set to 19 x 19 

for       and     
  and      

  are set at 10 and 255 respectively. 

 

As described, two different transparency functions can be produced, corresponding to two different 

enhancement levels. The subsequent step is to seek the optimal combination of these two 

transparency functions. Based on previous observations, hazy images can be largely partitioned into 

two regions. One is the portion with heavy haze, and the other region contains less haze degradation. 

In the heavy-haze region, the fog or haze cover the entire region, with extremely limited visibility, 

and the pixel values in this region show limited variations. Heavy-level enhancement procedures 

may not translate into improvement of visibility. Instead, the procedures often introduce artifacts. 

For the second type of regions with less-heavy haze level, scenes are degraded to various degrees, 

resulting in faded colors and lower contrast. These regions are good candidates for effective 

enhancement. To conduct effective haze removal and reduction, the fusion-weighting technique is 

applied, assigning a greater weighting to       for the heavy-haze portion and       for the regions 

with less haze degradation. To start, the canny edge detection and the dilating morphological 

operation are imposed to the input image sequentially to identify and partition the images into the 

two types of regions for different levels of enhancement operations.  

                                   , (11) 

where   is the parameter of the sensitivity for edge detection and   denotes the number of dilating 

iterations. Subsequently, the guided filter [12] is applied to          for the determination of the 
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fusion weighting. It should be noted that the development of the guided filter was for the purpose of 

refinement, noise reduction, and edge preservation [12]. In this study, it is mainly applied for the 

determination of the formulation of the weighting scheme for optimal performance 

                               (12) 

It can be seen that the final      is heavily influenced by       for a greater value of     . Similarly, 

     is approaching       if the weighting of      is low. Figure 3 is the example of different 

components of Eq. 12. 

The distribution of subjects, which is spread over the lower half of the image, will be the region for 

effective dehazing procedure. In contrast, the sky region, the top portion of the image, is relatively 

prone to over enhancement. This technique facilitates different weighting coefficients to be 

appropriately distributed to       and      . Assigning a larger weighting to       on the bottom 

portion of the image effectively restores the original scene, while assigning a greater weighting to 

      onto the top part preserves the natural appearance. As the final step, the guided filter is 

applied to      for further refinement. 

  

 

FLICKER REDUCTION 

 

The main source of the flickering effect is due to the change of the estimation of the atmospheric 

light patterns, which often disturbs the continuity of the results among adjacent image frames after 

the enhancement procedure. Based on the concept of background segmentation [13] for smooth 

updating, a flicker-free module is developed based on ViBe [14]. First, the atmospheric-light 

patterns derived from the first N image frames are utilized to establish the atmospheric light model. 

We can then estimate the atmospheric-light pattern of the subsequent frame through linear 

prediction, and compare it against the current model based on a voting scheme with two thresholds 

  and R to examine the differentials of the modeling parameters. Subsequently, the atmospheric-

light model is updated or reset according to outcome of the voting process. Finally, the atmospheric-

light pattern is replaced with the arithmetic mean of the values in the current model to update the 

estimation of the dehazing process. In summary, the procedure can be organized in the form of  

 

Step 1. Model initiation 

The atmospheric light patterns from the first N image frames are considered as N elements 

in the model. 

Step 2. Determination of the change of model parameters 

N Euclidean distances between the most current atmospheric light patterns and the elements 

in the model are calculated. Subsequently, with a given threshold R, these distances are 

partitioned into two groups to examine the change of light condition. 

Step 3. Updating of the model 

If the number of votes, representing that the light has changed, is higher than a threshold  , 
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the current atmospheric light is randomly updated to one of the elements in the model. 

Otherwise, the model should be return to Step 1 for reset and restart. 

Step 4. Updating of the atmospheric-light pattern 

The N atmospheric-light patterns in the current model are averaged for the estimation of the 

most current image frame of the video sequence. 

 

By taking advantage of the vibe-based update strategy, the sequence of atmospheric light features 

smooths out the variation, yet preserves the capacity of adaptive updating according to variation in 

scenes. In this study, the N,   and R are set at 5, 1 and 0, respectively, as examples for the 

demonstration of the performance of the technique. 

  

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

The performance evaluation is performed with 100 hazy images of various sizes.  

 

A. Qualitative Evaluation 

Figures 4 show this new algorithm performs well in two regions corresponding to the sky and the 

rest of the images. One of the most significant characteristics of this technique is to allow 

partitioning of the images into separate regions and conduct the enhancement operations separately 

based on the nature of the image regions. The quality results were achieved because of the use of 

the fusion weighting function to incorporate the two enhancement levels for the two separate 

regions of the images. This approach significantly reduces the artifacts due to over enhancement.  

 

B. Quantitative Evaluation 

Currently, the most commonly utilized non-reference metrics for the quality measurement of a hazy 

image are (i) visible edge ratio, (ii) gain of visibility [16] and (iii) DIIVINE [17]. It should be noted 

that both the Meng and Tarel methods resulted in higher scores for the parameters e and r. This is 

mainly due to these two methods’ constraints or cost functions applied to the optimization process, 

which often leads to severe over-enhancement. This technique achieved the highest quantitative 

scores for the parameter DIIVINE, indicating applicability to direct viewing. 

 

C. Computation Complexity 

The simulation platform is based on Matlab2014a using Intel Core i7-3520M 2.9 GHz processor 

with 8GB RAM. Table II shows the processing time comparison of the related techniques. In 

comparison, this method demonstrated the efficiency in terms of computation time and shows the 

feasibility and potential for the practical applications. 
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D. Assessment of the flickering effects 

To quantitatively evaluate algorithm’s performance in the reduction of flickering effects in a video 

sequence, the IW-MSE [15] score is utilized. Figures 5 tabulates the statistical scores between the 

two consecutive frames. The green curve shows the IW-MSE scores of the original hazy video, and 

the red line illustrates the results of this method without the flicker reduction module. The peaks in 

between are largely induced by the inconsistent atmospheric light. It can be seen that the blue line 

shows lower IW-MSE scores, indicating that the flickering effect has been effectively reduced by 

the flicker reduction module. Figure 6 clearly shows the presence of the flickering effect without the 

flicker reduction module.  

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

To establish an accurate model for the estimation of the atmospheric light patterns, the Gaussian-

based dark channel method was presented. In this model, the haze in an image is modeled as a 

multiplicative component to the original image instead of additive noise modeled in many of the 

traditional approaches. To further improve the effectiveness of the algorithms, two separate levels of 

dehazing operations were properly combined using a fusion weight function to achieve quality 

results without artifacts due to over enhancement. As the algorithm was extended from a single 

image frame mode to video image sequences, the ViBe method was utilized to reduce or removed 

the flickering effects commonly observed in the enhanced image sequences by the conventional 

frame-by-frame processing techniques due to the abrupt changes or disturbance to the sequence of 

enhancement operators. Qualitative and quantitative evaluation shows this technique, modeled 

based on a simple concept, capable of effective dehazing without introducing undesired artifacts. 

The simplicity of this technique makes it also suitable to effective and quality real-time dehazing 

applications to vision systems operating in poor weather conditions. 
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed framework. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the original dark channel and the proposed dark channel for the 

atmospheric light. 
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Fig. 3. Transmission derivation. (a) Original hazy image (b) transmission with lower enhanced level 

      (c) transmission with higher enhanced level       (d) fusion weight map      (e) the 

combined transmission map                              (f) another guided filter to 

refine (e) (g) scene radiance. 

 

 
(a)                         (b)                            (c) 

 
(d)                        (e)                            (f) 
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(g)                            (h) 

Fig. 4. Qualitative assessment(a) Original image (b) He et al. [13] (c) Meng et al. [15] (d) Tarel et al. 

[12] (e) Li et al. [14] (f) Lai et al. [16] (g) Zhu et al.[17] (h) the proposed method. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Flicker assessment using the sequence shown in Fig. 15. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6. From top to bottom, the original video sequence, the dehazed result without ViBe, the 

dehazed  

 

TABLE I. OBJECTIVE QUALITY COMPARISON. 

metrics 

 
e    DIIVINE 

Lai et al. [16] 0.03599 0.956715395 21.41438958 

Zhu et al.[17] 0.268502 1.133318259 23.27329855 

Meng et al. [15] 1.406343 2.339852358 20.55132937 

Li et al. [14] 0.502851867 1.151834124 27.23825809 

He et al. [13] 0.932801 1.372271235 21.58938993 

Tarel et al. [12] 1.215410 2.186180779 21.02668547 

Proposed method 1.028692 1.378499264 19.8836106 

 

TABLE II. TIME CONSUMPTION COMPARISON. 

 Lai et al. [16] Zhu et al.[17] Meng et al. [15] Tarel et al. [12] Proposed method 

Processing time(s) 289.9685 1.309355 3.198888 3.729117 0.392929 
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ABSTRACT

As the population ages, prediction of falls risk is becoming an increasingly important
research area. Due to built-in inertial sensors and ubiquity, smartphones provide an at-
tractive data collection and computing platform for falls risk prediction and continuous
gait monitoring. One challenge in continuous gait monitoring is that significant signal
variability exists between individuals with a high falls risk and those with low-risk.
This variability increases the difficultly in building a universal system which segments
and labels changes in signal state. This paper presents a method which uses unsu-
pervised learning techniques to automatically segment a gait signal by computing the
dissimilarity between two consecutive windows of data, applying an adaptive threshold
algorithm to detect changes in signal state, and using a rule-based gait recognition al-
gorithm to label the data. Using inertial data,the segmentation algorithm is compared
against manually segmented data and is capable of achieving recognition rates greater
than 71.8%.

Keywords: falls risk, gait, accelerometer, machine learning, smartphone app.

1 INTRODUCTION

As the elderly population sharply increases, the prediction of falls risk has become an im-
portant research area since falling is one of the leading causes of injury and death among
people over the age of 65 [1]. An individual’s risk factor is determined by external and age-
related factors, including but not limited to home safety, medications, muscle weakness, and
gait deficits. External risk factors can be measured using a variety of assessments [1] that
account for fall and medical history, prescription/non-prescription medications, and home
safety. Physiological risk factors, such as gait deficits, can be measured using foot pressure
sensors, motion capture systems, and inertial sensors. Measurements from these sensors can
be incorporated into biomechanical models, and can be used in machine learning systems to

1



predict an individual’s risk of falling [2]. Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) based
Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) are an attractive choice for measuring gait because of
their low cost and demonstrated effectiveness in falls prediction [2]. Such IMUs can be found
in most smartphones, making them compelling devices for falls research.

An important aspect of smartphone-based falls risk prediction is the ability to automat-
ically isolate gait segments. Automatic and correct gait segmentation aids in both building
and testing predictive falls risk models. Furthermore, automated segmentation algorithms
enable the ability to continuously monitor an individual’s gait for a change in falls risk.
One of the challenges in correctly identifying gait segments for falls risk prediction is that
gait mechanics change as an individual ages, which include a decrease in step length and
step width, which are correlated with the risk of falling [3–5]. Part of the challenge of be-
ing able to correctly identify gait segments is that gait degradation results in less smooth
transitions between active states. Thus, it can be difficult even with manual (human-based)
signal segmentation, to accurately identify the transitions between walking and other types
of activities, i.e. turning.

Activity recognition using smartphones and inertial sensor-based systems is an active
research area where many solutions for identifying walking, running, bicycling, stair climbing,
etc. have been proposed [6]. One of the aspects of activity recognition is the ability to identify
a state transition or change point, tCP. Several change point detection algorithms for time-
series data exist including Bayesian analysis [7–9], Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [10],
direct density ratio estimation [11], and kernel-based models [12].

This paper proposes a new, unsupervised segmentation and labeling algorithm for inertial
measurements of gait. Our algorithm is based on the algorithm first presented in [11]. Our
contributions include a new approach to change point detection which uses a Direct Density
Ratio Estimation (DDRE) technique previously used in other fields such as social networking
and activity recognition, [11]. In addition, we have include an adaptive threshold algorithm
described in [13] to detect the most relevant change points within the time series to improve
robustness in the labeling of gait segments. The proposed algorithm is applied to a data set of
inertial measurements acquired using smartphones from individuals with both high- and low-
falls risk where the assessment is based on [3–5]. The results of the automatic segmentation
are compared and evaluated to manual segmentation. This paper is organized as follows.
In section 2, the data collection procedure and segmentation problem are described and in
section 3, the DDRE technique, adaptive thresholding and gait recognition algorithms are
described. In section 4, we evaluate the gait signal segmentation algorithm. Finally, we
provide conclusions.

2 DATA COLLECTION

Gait data was collected by The Electronic Caregiver Co. (ECG), Mobile Fall-Risk Assess-
ment Unit which includes a pressure sensitive walkway and two Appler iPhoner 6. Each
iPhone was running the ECG GaitLogger app [14] which logs inertial measurements of each
participant’s gait. Raw sensor data is processed on the iPhone using the InvenSense’s Digital
Motion Processor, which performs 6-axis (accelerometer and gyroscope) sensor fusion [15].
The app logs the iPhones’ attitude, unbiased rotation rate, acceleration due to gravity and
the device, and device acceleration where acceleration due to gravity is filtered out.
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Figure 1: Vector magnitude of acceleration signal for a walking individual showing both the outbound and
return segments.

For each data collection session, the participant first completed a comprehensive falls
risk screening [1]. The participant then walked down the walkway (outbound), performed
a turn, and walked back to the initial starting point (return). The logging app ran for
approximately 30 seconds, providing the participant ample time to complete the session. In
an ideal setting, four change points (start, turn, return, stop) would be present in the data.
Figure 1(a), (b) shows the vector magnitude of the acceleration signal for an individual with
a high-falls risk1. In both figures, the outbound signal starts at approximately t = 1 s and
ends at approximately t = 9 s, where the return signal beings at approximately t = 12 s and
ends at t = 21 s.

3 PROPOSED SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM

The proposed segmentation algorithm consists of three stages illustrated in Figure 2. The in-
put to the algorithm is a multivariate time-series, y(t) ∈ <d. The first stage of the algorithm
measures the dissimilarity between two windows of data using the DDRE technique [11,16].
The assumption is for each activity, i.e. walking, standing and turning, the underlying dis-
tribution of the signal data will be dissimilar enough to indicate a possible change point.
These change points represent different transition events, i.e. standing to walking, walking
to turning, turning to walking, and walking to standing. In the second stage, an adaptive
threshold algorithm is applied to the dissimilarity measure, which detects potential change
points. The adaptive threshold algorithm is inspired by the constant false alarm rate (CFAR)
detector used for radar target detection [13]. For each potential change point, a threshold is
calculated from a window of leading and lagging data points. Once a detection has occurred,

1Individuals with a high- or low-falls risk are simply referred to as high- or low-risk individuals.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of proposed gait signal segmentation algorithm consisting of three stages. The
D-dimensional gait signal, y(t) is fed into the algorithm and a set of times at which change points occur,
{tCP } are returned.

a peak detection algorithm is used to find the local maximum, which represents the peak dis-
similarity between consecutive windows. The signal data between consecutive change points
is passed to the final stage of the algorithm, which performs gait segment recognition in a
similar manor to [17]. The recognition algorithm, uses a set of rules to determine if a gait
signal is present in a given segment. Additionally, the algorithm joins segments based on
given set of rules.

3.1 Stage 1: Dissimilarity Measure

The dissimilarity between two time windows of gait data is measured with the Pearson (PE)
divergence [11,16]

DPE (P ||Q) =
1

2

∫
q (X)

[
p (X)

q (X)
− 1

]2
dX (1)

where p (X) and q (X) are the probability density functions (pdfs) of two consecutive data
windows. Calculation of the DPE can be challenging since parametric methods require a
priori knowledge of the underlying pdf and multivariate, non-parametric methods suffer from
a curse of dimensionality [18]. Because of the ratio, p(X)/q(X) in (1), DDRE techniques [11,
16], are attractive since estimation of individual pdfs is avoided all together. The authors [11,
16] provide a MATLAB implementation for DDRE for this paper was ported to the python
2.7 numerical environment.

Figure 3 shows example dissimilarity measures for a high- and low-risk individual. For
both examples, the algorithm finds change points at approximately t = 1 s where the out-
bound signal begins, and then just after t = 5 s where the outbound signal starts to end. An
additional change point is found at approximately t = 9 s where the outbound signal ends
and the turn beings. An additional change point is found at the beginning of the return
signal at approximately t = 12 s. Finally a change point is found at approximately t = 20 s
where the return signal ends. Other irrelevant change points are found within the gait cycle.

3.2 Stage 2: Adaptive Threshold Detection

The most relevant DPE (P ||Q) values, x are found using an adaptive threshold algorithm
based on the CFAR detector [13], as in Figure 2. The concept for the threshold calcula-
tion is shown in Figure 4 where x is the value under test, the cross-hatch boxes are guard
value, and the gray boxes make up the leading and lagging windows used for computing the
threshold. The use of guard values prevents closely spaced divergence values from biasing the
threshold calculation since the divergence is calculated over a sliding window. The threshold
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Figure 3: Dissimilarity measure or Pearson divergence DPE for a high risk (a) and general risk faller(b). The
top plots are the magnitude of the acceleration measurements, and the bottom plots are the DPE.

Figure 4: Adaptive threshold concept. x is the test sample, the hatched boxes are the guard samples, and
the gray boxes are the sample used for the threshold calculation.
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Figure 5: DPE values (green curve) and threshold (orange curve) for a high- (a), low-risk individual (b).
Candidate change points, {tCP} occur when the green curve is greater than the orange curve.

is calculated as

T =
α

N

N−1∑
i=0

xi (2)

where N is total number of samples in both the leading and lagging windows and α is a
constant which is determined by the desired probability of false alarm [13]. The detection of
irrelevant change points is mitigated by setting a minimum threshold level and minimum time
between candidate change points. Once a change point is detected, the algorithm searches
for the peak divergence. Figure 5 shows an example of the output of the threshold detection
algorithm. The green curve shows the DPE values and the orange curve is the detection
threshold, T . Candidate change points, {tCP} occur when the green curve is greater than
the orange curve.For this example, the algorithm finds the key change points occurring at
approximately t = 1 s, t = 10 s, t = 12 s and t = 21 s.

3.3 Stage 3: Gait Recognition and Labeling

The proposed gait recognition algorithm utilizes two tests, similar to [17], for gait pattern
recognizance and labeling as in Figure 2. These tests check for the number of peaks within
a segment, i.e. gait data between candidate change points and the duration of the segments.
Valid segments are then passed on to a labeling process.

The first test is to apply a peak detection algorithm to each individual segment. Peaks are
retained if they exceed a minimum amplitude and time span between peaks. The next step
checks the number of accepted peaks. If the minimum peak threshold is exceeded than the
segment is passed on to the duration test, else the segment is discarded. The minimum peak
test is designed to remove segments that do not contain a valid gait pattern. A threshold of
two peaks is used since a change point could have occurred within the gait cycle isolating a
series of two steps.
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Figure 6: Segmented gait signal for a (a) high-risk and (b) low-risk individuals. The orange portion of the
signal is the outbound segment, the purple portion is the return segment, and the green portions are the
discarded segments. Manually identified change points are represented by the vertical lines. In this example
this close agreement between the algorithm-selected and manually selected change points.

The second test determines if the segment exceeds a minimum duration. If the duration
threshold is exceeded then it is passed on to be labeled, else the segment is held and the
next segment is processed through the minimum peaks test. If the new segment passes
the minimum peaks test then the two segments are merged and passed on for labeling.
Otherwise, the new segment is discarded and the previous segment is passed on for labeling.

The segment labeling portion of the gait recognition algorithm checks if a segment is
unique or if it is part of a previous segment. If the difference between the time of occurrence
for the last peak in the previous segment and the first peak in the current segment does
not exceed a given threshold then the segments are assigned the same label. Each new
gait segment is assigned a unique label. All discarded segments are assigned a label of zero.
Figure 6 shows an example of the automatically-segmented signal where the outbound signal
is orange, the return signal is purple, and the discarded portions are green. Manually selected
change points are denoted with the vertical lines. In this example this close agreement
between the algorithm-selected and manually selected change points.

4 RESULTS

The data set used for this paper consisted of a total of 108 files, which were processed using
both the proposed segmentation algorithm and manual segmentation. Each file contained
either an outbound segment or an outbound and a return segment. A total of 156 segments
were manually identified, where 60 files only had an outbound segment and 48 files had
an outbound and a return segment. Manual segmentation was performed in MATLAB
uses a custom graphical user interface to prompted the user to select the times of the four
change points. These change points were used as ground truth for evaluating the proposed
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Figure 7: Detection rate versus difference between manually and algorithm identified change points ∆cp. For
all gait segments, a recognition rate of 75% is achieved when ∆CP = 1.4 seconds

segmentation algorithm, although we recognize that manually identified change points may
have some minor error.

The vector magnitude of the acceleration measurements was used as the input to the
proposed segmentation algorithm, since the reference planes for the inertial sensors will differ
for the left and right smartphones [14]. The DDRE algorithm used the default parameters
suggested in [11] and the adaptive threshold algorithm used leading and lagging windows
that were each 1.5 s long, and the guard samples spanned 0.75 s.

A segment was identified correctly if the algorithm-selected change points were within
±∆CP s from the manually-identified change points. Figure 7 shows recognition rates for
increasing ∆CP. The green curve shows the recognition rate for all segments, the orange
curve shows the recognition rate for files containing only an outbound segment, and the
purple curve shows the recognition rates for the files only containing both outbound and
return segments.

A recognition rate of 71.8% is achieved when ∆CP = 1.3 s (average stride time based
on the walkway measurements) for all files. For files containing only an outbound signal
the recognition rate is 78.3%, and files containing both an outbound and return segment
the recognition rate is 67.7%. If ∆CP = 2.6 s(two strides), the recognition rates are 88.5%,
98.3%, and 82.3% for all gait patterns, outbound only files, and both outbound and return
files.
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5 CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed an unsupervised segmentation and labeling algorithm for inertial
gait measurements. The algorithm utilized a direct density ratio estimation technique to
estimate the Pearson divergence of consecutive windows of data. The divergence is then is
used to find candidate change points and an adaptive threshold algorithm was used to find
the most relevant change points. Segments containing valid gait patterns are then found
using a rule based gait recognition algorithm, which allows for the joining and splitting of
signal segments. Finally the algorithm was evaluated against manually-identified change
points using a data set containing 156 gait patterns. For all gait patterns, the algorithm
achieves a 71.8% recognition rate when the algorithm-identified change points are within
one average stride of the manually-identified change points and 88.5% when the algorithm-
identified change points are within two average strides.
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ABSTRACT

What could we learn from monitoring our body processes with various portable sensors and an
unconstrained analysis platform? Physiological processes in the human body produce observable
biosignals. These signals contain a wealth of information about the condition of the body, and
its reaction to environmental factors. Our study harnesses 9 unique sensors, integrated by the
eHealthSensor platform for Arduino, to transmit data to an Android device. The Android device
contains a local PostgreSQL database, which synchronizes with the cloud. Using this platform,
researchers can monitor a subjects biosignals as they ride a roller coaster or participate in exercise
activities. Nurses can monitor the vitals of multiple patients remotely. Analytic, cloud based ser-
vices, managed by healthcare providers, could ultimately enable automated diagnosis of medical
conditions.

INTRODUCTION

The human body produces observable signals containing a wealth of information about a body’s
physical condition. These signals are classified as biosignals and encompass any measurable char-
acteristics in the human body. Electrical signals used to control heartbeat(ECG), temperature of
the body, blood glucose level, blood oxygen levels and volume of airflow through the nose are all
biosignals. However, many of these biosignals can only be observed utilizing medical equipment
which are both expensive and unportable due to their large size and high electricity requirements.
Many of these machines also require individual interfaces to display or transmit the measurements
collected. The few that are portable require laborious methods to send collected data directly to
health care professionals for analysis. An example of this can be illustrated with modern Cardiac
Event Recorders.

Cardiac Event Recorders(CER’s) are given to patients when a doctor wants to monitor heart rate
over an extended period of time. The goal is to measure the ECG signal when a very specific event,
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Figure 1: eHealth Sensor Platform with Various Sensors

such as fainting or irregular heartbeat, occurs. Some CER’s require the patient to push a button to
start recording ECG measurements to memory while other are triggered by specific events. The
data will be stored onto the CER’s memory and the patient will then contact the clinic to send data.
CER’s are typically programmed to measure 5 minutes of EMG data. The CER’s will then convert
the ECG signals into high frequency sound and play the sound. The patient will transmit the ECG
signal to the clinic by placing the mouthpiece of their land line telephone(note that cell phone does
not work for all CER’s) to the event recorders high frequency sound transmitter. A machine located
at the clinic will receive the sound signal and transform the data back into a traditional ECG signal
that a doctor can use to diagnose a patient or order further tests[1].

The use of the eHealth Sensor Platform for Raspberry Pi/ Arduino[2] allows us to bypass many
of the problems presented by modern medical devices such as the CER. The platform contains
different sensors which measure unique biosignals and was modified to add Android connectivity
with a cloud based SQL database. Android devices may take advantage of the JDBC plugin for
Java, or transfer plain text over a secured connection to be parsed and inserted into the database at
the cloud node. The database can be easily queried to retrieve data or to display data associated
with a particular set of measurements using a postgres plugin, such as psycopg2 for Python.

METHODOLOGY

Raspberry Pi/Arduino to Android

We use an integrated data collection system that includes an electronic health sensor connected
to a RaspberryPi or Arduino. The RaspberryPi/Arduino connects to an Android device, where a
custom app allows for data collection. When the user selects a synchronization option, the sensing
data is uploaded to remote compute node in the cloud. Data curation, analytics, and response codes
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Figure 2: Platform in use

are handled by the cloud.

Android to Cloud

In our prototype, we use a Debian server with PostgreSQL. The platform is connected to an An-
droid device and PHP is used to transmit data to a remote server in a standardized text format. The
remote server utilizes a sensor-specific format transformation script, written in Bash and AWK, to
produce a sanitized comma separated value format text file. A python script connects to a database
in the cloud allocated for raw sample data storage.

Figure 3: Dataflow from Sensor to Cloud
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RESULTS

To demonstrate the quality of the data that can be collected from this platform, we have displayed
an Electromyogram(EMG) result. The data sample was extracted from the cloud data base as a
comma sepearated value format(.csv) and processing was conducted. This data underwent a series
of known EMG processing procedures to extract desired features[3].An EMG sensor consists of
the E, M and Ground electrodes. The E and M electrodes leads monitor the aggregated electrical
activity of all the muscles underneath the electrodes and the ground provides a reference point.

Figure 4: Raw EMG signal at 1647 Hz

Figure 5: Processed Signal

The sample indicates clear peaks for when the muscle activity is at a maximum and when there is
an absence of any movement in the areas the EMG sensor is monitoring. Secondary characteristics,
such as valleys, are also clearly visible. This data is now ready to undergo feature extraction to look
for other characteristics which can offer us more insight to the human body’s current condition. An
irregular distance between the peak and valleys in the EMG signal pattern could indicate under-
lying muscle or nerve conditions[4]. As with any medical device, the placement of the electrodes
has a large impact on the type of waveform that is produced.
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CONCLUSIONS

The portable size of the eHealth Sensor Platform and its ability to integrate 9 unique sensors allows
us to monitor different biosignals outside of a laboratory setting. With the added functionality of
sending samples directly to a cloud database using an Android device, data collection and storage
becomes quicker. Biosignal data collected in scenarios with no Internet connectivity and large
sample sizes can be stored on the Android device’s hard drive. The data can then be sent to the
cloud database where it can accessed by researchers or doctors anywhere in the world. The porta-
bility of the platform and the larger hard drive memory provided by the Android device allows us
to monitor biosignals in non-traditional scenarios much more easily. With a stable internet connec-
tion, EMG signals can be collected for larger windows of time. Future extensions may implement
a local database on the Android device. The android database automatically updates the cloud
hosted database when new samples are obtained instead of the user sending data via the Android
App. The Android app itself could be further developed to trigger alarms when known Biosignal
patterns for dangerous medical events are detected. With more computing power available to a
cloud database, the types or analysis we perform on remotely collected Biosignal data can also be
improved.
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ABSTRACT 

 
This document will provide a detailed description of the original design behind our 
device, device casing, and iOS application.  It will cover process of assembly, as well 
as failure analysis and future directions for the project. 

 
INTRODUCTION  

 
Problem Statement 
Millions of older adults experience falls that can affect quality of life and cause costly 
injuries. Our project primarily addresses the need for a comfortable, wearable fall 
monitoring system to decrease response time following a fall. The device will detect 
falls using an accelerometer and gyroscope and track heart rate through electrode and 
optical sensing. The device is composed of off-the-shelf components, a student-
designed PCB, and a student-designed molded-plastic casing. Worn around the chest, 
the device will transmit data through Bluetooth to the user’s iPhone on an original iOS 
application. In addition to heart rate display, the iPhone application is capable of 
sending an emergency message to a designated third party following the user’s 
unresponsiveness after a fall. Some technical challenges faced through this project 
include soldering surface-mount components with tiny electrical leads, as well as 
generating and transmitting reliable data from a small package format. 

 
Objectives 
Use-Cases: 
 
Use Case #1 - An elderly user falls in their home or assisted living environment and is 
unable to contact emergency personnel. The device registers the event as a fall and asks 
the user if they have actually fallen through the iPhone application.  Upon no response 
or a positive verification that assistance is needed, the iPhone application initiates a text 
message to user-specified emergency contacts, notifying them that an event has 
occurred with the user.  
 
Use Case #2 - An elderly user is having heart problems and contacts a doctor. The 
doctor can pull ECG and Optical Heart Rate data from the device to help aid in 
diagnosis.  
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Use Case #3 - An elderly user wishes to track their heart rate. The user accesses the 
device application to determine if their heart rate is within their own specified values.  
 

DESIGN SOLUTIONS 
Design Overview 
The device housing and band are worn across the body with electrode wires and leads 
protruding from the device's housing. Electrodes are placed on the body by the user and 
pads are replaced after each use. Within the device are both ECG subsystem and 
Optical Heart Rate detection system. The data collected from these sensors is 
transmitted through Bluetooth low energy to the user’s iPhone where the accompanying 
application, designed by the team, displays the user’s current diagnostics. Should a fall 
be detected, the application notifies an emergency contact that a fall has occurred. 
 

 
Figure 1: Ergonomic Design 

 
Accelerometer/Gyroscope 
In order to detect when a user has fallen, a LSM6DS3 6-axis inertial measurement unit 
(IMU), made by STMicroelectronics, is integrated into the hardware design. It contains 
three accelerometers and three gyroscopes, each corresponding to one of the six axes. 
As with many IMUs manufactured for wearable devices, the package is small (less than 
3mm x 3mm), helping to minimize the overall footprint print of the board. It is surface-
mounted to the PCB, and when the device is worn, the IMU is within 8 inches of the 
body’s center of mass. This location of the IMU (and the entire device) is believed to 
optimized the probability of accurately detecting when a fall has occurred. 
 
ECG Heart Rate 
Electrocardiography is the process of recording the electrical activity of the heart. The 
electrocardiography signal, also known as ECG signal, is composed of voltage potential 
data. In order to collect this data, electrodes are typically placed on the patient’s body. 
Typically, in the three-lead method, one electrode is placed in the upper right corner of 
the chest, another electrode diagonally across the heart from the first, and the last below 
the heart on the side.  

  
Figure 5 and 6 show a visual representation of the three-lead electrode placement and 
the modified two-lead placement that was utilized in the device. 
 
An analog front-end integrated circuit is used to filter the electrical signal from the 
heart. It contains an instrumentation amplifier, an operational amplifier, a right-leg 
drive amplifier, and a mid-supply reference buffer. When the circuit measures the 
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heart’s electrical signal, it amplifies the ECG signal, while filtering non-pertinent data. 
This signal is then sent to the MCU. 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Typical Three-Lead Electrode 
Placement 

Figure 6: Modified Two-Lead 
Electrode Placement 

 
Optical Heart Rate 
Technology currently exists to use optical sensors to extrapolate heart rate from the 
finger and the wrist. There are two operating modes for optical heart rate sensing: 
transmittance and reflectance. Both methods use one or more light emitting diodes 
(LED) and one photodiode. Transmittance mode uses the photodiode to measure the 
amount of light passed through from one side to another in the body from the LED. 
This method is advantageous for finger heart rate monitoring, but is not practical for 
chest heart rate monitoring because the distance the light travels is too large to collect 
an accurate signal. Instead, the system was designed to use reflectance. In reflectance 
mode, the LED and photodiode are on the same side of the body adjacent to one 
another. The LED transmits light into the chest which reflects back into the photodiode. 
The light reflected is detected by the photodiode giving an output, which is amplified 
with a high gain amplifier. The output is usually measured in voltage so essentially an 
increase in voltage describes that a heart-beat has occurred.  When there is no blood 
flow throughout the body, there will be a relatively low photodiode output voltage.  
With blood flow, there will be a voltage spike recorded due to the magnitude of blood 
present. 
 
In order to collect optical data from the chest, two or three LEDs and one photodiode 
are used in the WWBAN device.. The LEDs are a combination of red and infrared 
wavelength. The integrated SFH7060 LED module provides this combination of green, 
red, and infrared LEDs.  
 
The photodiode, or the detector, has the capability to detect wavelengths corresponding 
to each of the different LED types. The LEDS were connected to the Si1143 analog 
front-end and LED driver IC. Out of the considered front-end modules, the Si1143 had 
the most desirable characteristics with a small footprint and integrated photodiode. In 
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addition, the pin connection format was favorable to the LED testing, allowing 
swapping of the LEDs of the SFH7060.  

 
Microcontroller and Transceiver 
The microcontroller and transceiver subsystems, for the scope of this project, are 
combined into the same subsystem. Both of these components are housed within one 
module, the Silicon Labs Blue Gecko BGM111, which acts as the control hub for the 
WWBAN device.  
 
The BGM111 is a Bluetooth smart module, chosen for this device based on its small 
size at a 12.9 x 15.0 mm footprint, low power consumption, and strong processing 
capabilities. Calculations and data manipulation are also done more easily on the 
BGM111 than comparable models given its 32-bit ARM Cortex M4 processor. 
Additionally, the BGM111 has favorable radio frequency emission characteristics since 
it has an even radiation pattern. Additionally, its transmit power is set within software 
to ensure the meeting of our BLE requirements of one mW max power within a one 
meter radius. 

 
Since the BGM111 needs to interact with each of the other components, it is directly 
connected to each other primary components. Any configuration of the devices was 
done through connection to the BGM111 by binary outputs or the I2C bus. This 
allowed the BGM111 to control chip select and configuration pins, as well as writing 
device-internal control registers.  
 
Devices with I²C interfaces were connected to pins PA0 and PA1 on the MCU, as well 
as a pair of 10 kilo Ohm pull-up resistors for the data and clock lines. Also, the output 
of the AD8232 analog front-end module was mapped to pin PB13, and this pin was 
configured as an analog-to-digital converter to read the output waveform from the 
front-end device.  
 
Lastly, the debug connector for the MCU was then mapped to pins PF0 through PF3, 
each having its own break-out pin on the designed PCB.  
 
Power System 
The components of the power system include a rechargeable coin cell battery, a battery 
housing, and a voltage regulator.  
 
Several factors are taken into consideration during the design of the power supply for 
this device. Among them are the device’s duty cycle constraint (8 hours),  supply 
voltage of each component, and total amperage draw on the battery.  
 
A 3.6 V, 120mA hr lithium ion coin cell battery is used in the design, offering 23 hours 
of expected normal use of the wearable device. This battery and housing is by far the 
largest component of the entire WWBAN device at 25mm in diameter. This oversized 
battery was necessary to satisfy the duty cycle constraint with the expected total current 
draw. 
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Current consumption was summed for all components and found to be 5.46mA. This 
total is based on conservative use assumptions. This total consumption of 5.46mA is 
then multiplied by the duty cycle of 8 hours, revealing a necessary battery capacity of 
44mAh. As the lithium ion battery chosen boasts a capacity of 120mAh, and our 
required capacity is only 44mAh, a safety factor exists in the design amounting to 3:1.  
 
In Figure 11 shown below, voltage is plotted over capacity drained, and various C-rates 
are shown.  

 
 Figure 11: Sufficient discharge rate of battery 

 
With the conservative use assumptions considered above, the design’s C-rate is 
determined to be 0.22 C mA. The horizontal line shown on Figure 11 indicates that 
with a regulated voltage of 3.3V, and the aforementioned C-rate, the battery is expected 
to output adequate voltage for the entirety of its 120mAh capacity. 
 
As a contingency demonstration, system capacity requirements are again summed using 
the much more liberal use assumptions of 1.) a connection rate between transceiver and 
phone of 0.5s instead of 4s, and 2.) an on/off ratio for the LEDs of (3.2e-2)/1 instead of 
(3.2e-5)/1. Even in the case of these relatively extreme parameter settings, the system’s 
capacity requirement is only 60.5mAh, and with this battery, a safety factor of 2:1 is 
retained.  
 
It can be seen in Figure 11 above, that the 0.2C-rate curve climbs well above 3.6V as 
the battery nears a full charge. Because the absolute maximum voltage of four of the 
system’s six components is approximately 3.6V, a 3.3V voltage regulator is used to 
ensure that a safe and steady voltage is delivered to all components even when the 
battery is fully charged. 
 
PCB 
Housing and interfacing of the components is performed through the use of a student-
designed printed circuit board, or PCB. The PCB was designed using the Eagle CAD 
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software, which allows for the creation of components and their footprints, an overall 
circuit schematic, and the actual PCB layout. 
 
The bulk of the components were placed on the bottom side of the board, facing the 
user’s skin, while the sole primary component that faces away from the user is the Blue 
Gecko BGM111 microcontroller and B.L.E. transceiver module. For favorable 
frequency characteristics and overall performance, ground planes were placed in all the 
empty space on either side of the board. The PCB’s construction is of FR4 insulation 
with copper traces. 
 
iPhone Application 
An iOS application was created in order for the user to interact with the device. If an 
event occurs, i.e. the patient falling to the ground, or an increase or decrease in heart 
rate the user is notified. If an event did not occur, the application will continue to read 
in the data from the microcontroller, but if an event occured, data will be saved ten 
seconds prior to this event occurring.  Once this happens, a notification popup will 
appear asking “Are you okay?”  If the answer is yes, then the saved data will reset and 
continue to initially read data from the first step.  If the answer is no, a notification will 
be sent to an emergency contact every five minutes.  From here, it will continue saving 
until yes is answered on the notification popup. 
 
The second focus for the iPhone interface is mainly how the application should appear.  
There will be two view controller screens.  These can be seen in Figure 17 and Figure 
18.  
 

 
 

 
 

  
Figure 17: Application Design Page 1 Figure 18: Application Design Page 2 

 
Upon log-in, the user will have the primary app screen displayed to them (seen in 
Figure 18 above). This screen does not require any interaction as well, and as long as 
the application is running in the foreground or background, the Bluetooth connection 
and data collection will be running.  
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In the event of a fall, further user interaction is required, however. After a fall, a pop-up 
notification will appear to the user where they are prompted to answer “YES” or “NO” 
to a questionnaire asking if they are okay from the fall. If yes, no further action is 
required and collection proceeds as normal. If no or there is no response within a 
specified time interval, then an emergency contact or emergency services will 
automatically be contacted by application using the iPhone’s integrated phone 
capabilities 
 
Case 
The device’s housing is a two part system, shown in Figure 14 below, consisting of a 
base plate and a lid. This design concept attempts to provide a light, small and durable 
solution for the device’s housing. 
 
The base plate and lid share a 10-degree draft angle in order to seamlessly mate before 
snapping together. Both the plastic parts are thermoplastics, but of very different 
chemical compositions. The base plate is made of an Acetal Copolymer, while the lid is 
made of Polyethylene Terephthalate, and is formed by vacuum forming over a mold. 

 
   Figure 14: Housing Components 

 
RESULTS 

The final prototype was not functioning completely because of the misalignment of the 
accelerometer/gyro package on the PCB. However, cutting the traces and testing 
components individually resulted in promising results. 
 
iPhone App 
The application is able to be downloaded and opened on several iPhone devices. The 
user is able to register a username and password and enter their Medical Information. 
The application, though, is unable to complete a Bluetooth handshake with the device. 
In order to determine the Bluetooth connectivity of the device, we used the Silicon Labs 
application on the iPhone. The device was able to connect through this application. The 
device also connected to an Android application called BLE Scanner. At 1, 3, and 6 feet 
the device was connected with an acceptable relative power level. Outside of 6 feet, the 
relative power was so low in decibels that it can be considered insignificant. 
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ECG Heart Rate 
It was verified that a voltage potential signal from the two electrodes can be captured. 
The signal can be seen in Figures 19 and 20 below without filtering.  
 

  

Figure 19: Unfiltered Electrode Signal 
(Sitting Still) 

Figure 20: Unfiltered Electrode Signal 
(With Movement) 

 
Without filtering, the heart rate QRS peaks cannot be seen. However, when the signal is 
filtered through the analog front end, as in Figure 21 below, the R and S peaks can be 
seen.  

 
 

Figure 21: Filtered Electrode Signal (Sitting Still) 
 
Optical Heart Rate 
The optical heart rate detection system was not completed due to insufficient test time 
to divert the LED and photodiode through the case for more direct contact to the user’s 
skin. 
 
When voltage was applied directly to the LEDs for the optical heart rate, the red and 
green LEDs produced light. The red LED was much brighter than the green LED, as 
seen in the Figures 22 and 23, below. This discrepancy could be due to damage to the 
SFH7060. 
 
No data results were captured with regards to heart rate from optical sensing. 
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Figure 22: Red LED Figure 23: Green LED 
 
Accelerometer/Gyroscope 
The LSM6D3 accelerometer/gyroscope module was non-functioning after assembly, as 
described below in the conclusions. When voltage was applied to the circuit, the 
accelerometer began to overheat due to a flipped orientation of the component. 
 
Case 
The baseplate established an effective place for the PCB to be stabilized to. The lid 
more clearance than expected and could have been trimmed about a quarter of an inch 
more. This would allow the entire case to be slimmer to the body and not appear as 
bulky. Along with that, removing the lid from the baseplate was too challenging for the 
target user demographic. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

Some of the challenges the team faced involved difficulty working with the 
components that were selected a semester earlier in the design phase.  
 
After obtaining the fully-assembled PCB, testing of our device began two weeks prior 
to Design Day. However, on the first day of testing, an error was found on the PCB 
layout. It was found that the orientation of the accelerometer component had been 
soldered on the PCB at an orientation of 180° askew, causing a short-circuit.  On closer 
inspection, we found that the accelerometer was the only component whose footprint 
was viewed bottom-up on its data sheet.  
 
Complications arose from using an MCU software called BG Script instead of a 
familiar industry standard. The team learned that MCU software selection should be 
based not only on its unique features, but on ease of accessibility of its software as well.   
 
Interfacing the MCU of the device with the iOS application via BLE transmission also 
proved more challenging than originally anticipated. While the MCU could output data, 
it would not output it to the iOS application.   
 
We are confident that if the accelerometer/gyro package is rotated 180 degrees then the 
accelerometer/gyro would be function and could be tested within the WWBAN device.  
 
Significant feedback from device testing included passing of all tests in the phases prior 
to full system assembly with the exception of an unsatisfactory battery housing.  
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The test user attempted to remove and replace the coin cell battery. The task was very 
difficult and could barely be accomplished by the test user. Taking into account the 
lower strength of our target customer, it is not reasonable to say that the current battery 
housing is acceptable. The battery is too difficult and time-consuming to remove and 
replace. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper discusses a modular open source electronic soil analysis system embedded in a 
remote vehicle designed for use on a colonizationeffort Mars rover. The embedded system 
consists of a soil extraction drill sheath, a temperature and moisture array sensor sheath, a sample 
return bay specialized for RamanFluorescence spectrometry, and an Ethernet bridge radio for 
communication, all controlled through several microcontroller boards. A Windowsbased 
graphical engagement application provides real time control. A Linuxbased scripting application 
provides postprocessing, graphing, and statistical analysis. All software and electrical hardware 
has been made opensource for the public to build upon. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The Mars Rover Design Team (MRDT) Colonization Soil Analysis System, referred to as 
“RoveWare,” is intended to conduct planetary field science on a remote vehicle alongside 
colonizationeffort astronauts. This paper focuses on the chosen design and implementation 
methodology of the MRDT Telecon science system modules. RoveWare is designed with the 
primary goal of completion of the Mars Society’s University Rover Challenge (URC) “Science 
Cache Task” as detailed in section 5b of the URC Requirements and Guidelines [1]. The 
requirements within the scope of this system are as follows: 
 

1. Collect and return a subsurface sample, to be stored and sealed in a cache container 
onboard the rover for later removal and analysis. 

2. Onboard equipment should test soil moisture at least 10cm below the surface 
3. An additional science capability of the team’s choice 

 
The 2016 MRDT rover, Zenith, more than sufficiently meets these requirements. Collection and 
storage of a subsurface sample is achieved through the use of a set of soil extraction hardware: a 
drill, sheath, and carousel, specifically designed to store up to six separate samples for this task 
(Figure 1). A separate sheath that contains a pair of soil moisture sensors, a pair of temperature 
sensors, as well as a borescope, completes the criteria for both rules 2 and 3. In addition, the 
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system includes a portable RamanFluorescence spectrometer, directly attached to the rover and 
accessible from the sample bay carousel, for additional data that may more accurately indicate a 
likelihood to support microbial life [2].  
 

 
Figure 1: Zenith collecting soil samples 

 
A robust communications system connects three individual commercial microcontroller boards 
dedicated to a task or set of tasks. One board controls the drill and connected sheath components, 
another board is dedicated wholly to spectrometer readings, and the final board encompasses the 
remaining science equipment housed with the sample bay carousel. A remote base station runs a 
graphical control interface and scripting application in order to control the rover and analyze the 
sensor readings respectively. All software, schematics, custom printed circuit boards layouts 
(PCBs), and gerber files used for the utilized booster packs have been made fully opensource 
and available for the public to utilize and build upon in the spirit of MRDT’s core philosophy, 
“Today, Tomorrow, Forever.” 
 
 

SYSTEM HARDWARE 
 
The sensor system implemented on Zenith is comprised of three distinct sets of equipment: the 
communications hardware, the soil extraction equipment, and the controlling electronic devices. 
The communications function primarily through a radiolink back to the base station, and operate 
over a set of several uniquely architected boards using a custom networking framework. Soil 
extraction is achieved through the use of two separate “sheaths” that contain either the drill and 
supplementary sensors, or a devoted array of sensors. The electronic devices for the rover are 
designed with modularity in mind, leading the team to utilize a “booster pack” design philosophy 
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already widely implemented by many manufacturers of microcontroller development boards. 
Booster packs are custom PCBs built with bottom loaded header pins and without any 
microcontrollers themselves. Booster packs are designed for specific purposes such as planetary 
science telemetry systems. The booster pack form factor is chosen to fit a specific model of any 
commerciallyavailable microcontroller development boards without any additional soldering. 
There exists a number of both commercially available and custom designed booster packs from 
third parties under the Creative Commons Attribution license that are also often compatible with 
RoveWare designs, and may be used to quickly attach commercial assets to development boards 
concurrently running RoveWare code. This booster pack compatibility layer approach was 
chosen in order to integrate with the open source community and facilitate speed and ease in 
research, development, learning, and education.  
 
The Zenith science sensor system utilizes four separate RoveWare packages, each with open 
source schematic, board, and software repositories, all shared with the world freely on GitHub 
under the MRDT organizational umbrella [3]. The custom package referred to as “DrillBoard” 
both controls the drill motor and aggregates telemetry from the sensor arrays in the two separate 
sheaths. The custom package referred to as “SpectrometerCCDBoard” is dedicated solely to 
running the CCD linear image sensor used in the spectrometer. The custom package referred to 
as “MediaBoard” is dedicated to running commercially available streaming video and image 
capture devices. Finally, the custom package referred to as “ScienceBoard” receives all science 
commands from the remote base station, controls several local sample bay motorized devices, 
and parses and communicates aggregate commands across the other boards (Figure 2). Each of 
these packages has its own attached booster pack complete with all required circuitry and 
standard connection headers in a top loaded PCB which attaches to a microcontroller board with 
the required logic implemented. 

 
Figure 2: Hardware Interface Structure 
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SOIL EXTRACTION EQUIPMENT 
 
The rover is equipped with a soil extraction sheath referred to as “DrillSheath” (Figure 3). This 
sheath comes equipped with three sensors: two 1Wire digital temperature sensors, and a custom 
soil moisture sensor created to fit in the tight confines of the sheath. The 1Wire protocol is a 
device communications bus system designed to provide lowspeed data, signaling, and power 
over a single wire. This allows realtime data collection during the drilling process immediately 
upon displacement of the soil. This sheath holds the displaced soil to be later released into a 
sample return bay, mounted to a carousel that will allow up to six separate samples to be 
collected and stored.  
 

 
Figure 3: DrillSheath 

 
A continuous wave laser and a linear image sensor attach to the sample return bay. These devices 
allow performance of RamanFluorescence spectroscopy on a given sample using the equipped 
portable spectrometer. The rover is additionally equipped with a separate extruding sheath 
referred to as “SensorSheath” (Figure 4) containing an array of 1Wire digital temperature 
sensors, voltage differential soil moisture sensors, and a waterproof CMOS camera endoscope. 
The 8.5MM diameter CMOS camera endoscope, referred to as “Borescope,” is capable of 
snapshot image or video capture up to 1280x720 resolution at 2.2 million pixels. Power and 
communication to the Borescope is delivered by the USB 2.0 port of the MediaBoard, and 
operated by a modified embedded Linux OS derivative. The flexible inspection camera features 
an array of 6 LED low LUX illuminance lights in order to operate 8cm deep in the subsurface 
soil. SensorSheath gives a more accurate telemetry stream than DrillSheath, particularly for the 
characteristics of the subsurface soil that has not been displaced, and fulfills the requirements for 
the second rule detailed previously. This equipment suite allows the MRDT to achieve far more 
than the data and analysis required by the URC and more accurately determine the presence of 
signs of life from a soil sample. 
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Figure 4: SensorSheath (Borescope not visible) 

 
COMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE 
 
Zenith currently maintains a single radio link from base station to remote rover through a pair of 
rugged, 900 MHz, 800 mW, wireless MultipleInputMultipleOutput (MIMO) radios 
specifically designed for outdoor pointtopoint (PtP) and pointtomultipoint (PtMP) bridging. 
These 10/100 transparent ethernet bridges support a 10 MHz Bandwidth, 
TimeDivisionMultipleAccess (TDMA), and feature a speed of 150+ Mbps with a range 
performance of 50+ km. Both radios receive a 12V supply through PoweroverEthernet (PoE). 
Two Yagi antennas of 15 dBi (Figure 5), one horizontally polarized and one vertically polarized 
respectively, are mounted at the base station radio feeding an 8 channel Ethernet switch allowing 
for up to 16 independently networked Apps. Two skewplanar cloverleaf antennas (Figure 6) of 
5 dBi mount to the remote rover MIMO radio access point, one 3lobe right hand circular 
polarized (RHCP) and one 5lobe left hand circular polarized respectively. This radio feeds a 
consumer 16 channel Ethernet switch, allowing for up to 16 independently networked Devices.  
 

 
Figure 5: Vertical and Horizontal Dual Yagi Antenna.  

 

 
Figure 6: 5lobe and 3lobe Skew Planar Cloverleaf Antennas.  
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COMMUNICATIONS MODEL 
 

The communications layer is the centerpiece of the RoveWare initiative and powers the 
telemetry and control across the science modules of Zenith by providing a lightweight distributed 
networking protocol for the communication of Embedded Device Systems (Devices) and User 
Interface Applications (Apps). Both PCbased Apps and remote devices communicate 
interchangeably in a subscriber based IP model that allow any number of Apps to pass both 
telemetry and control messages to any number of Devices across a local area network.  

 
Figure 7: Full System Communication Diagram 

 
DRILL BOARD  
 
The DrillBoard booster pack controls the drill and the multitude of sensors run by the rover. A 
total of seven sensors connect to DrillBoard: four 1Wire digital temperature sensors and three 
moisture sensors. The custom SensorSheath contains two largepackage commercial temperature 
sensors and two largepackage commercial moisture sensors. Two IC temperature sensors are 
embedded within the DrillSheath. Due to the size constraints that commercially available sensors 
cannot meet, the third moisture sensor is a custom design consisting of two exposed wires and 
basic circuitry also contained in DrillSheath. DrillBoard takes a reading from each sensor and 
this data is sent back to ScienceBoard serially at a baud rate of 9600. The readings are sent 
through a 2.4GHz wireless serial bridge, equipped to the booster pack for each board (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: DrillBoard with booster packs (2.4 GHz transceiver not equipped). 

 
SPECTROMETERCCD BOARD 

 
A second sensor board, referred to as “SpectrometerCCDBoard,” consists of a customdesigned 
booster pack containing a BJT current mirror and hex inverter circuit driving the CCD image 
sensor itself. The booster pack sits upon a commerciallyavailable 80 MHz, 32bit 
microcontroller development board dedicated entirely to capturing the CCD linear image sensor 
data from the custommade RamanFluorescence spectrometer [2]. This board constantly reads 
the sensor, generating an output array of 3948 fourbyte unsigned integer pixel elements that 
represent a single image read. This set of data is sent back to ScienceBoard serially at a baud rate 
of 115200. ScienceBoard then transmits the data to the base station (see Communications 
section), where it will be used to generate a corresponding waveform. Using this waveform, the 
science team can analyze the soil and determine the presence of biomaterial in a soil sample or 
potential radiation damage [4]. 
 
SCIENCE BOARD 

 
ScienceBoard performs as a staging point for the SpectrometerCCDBoard and DrillBoard 
telemetry and control messages so that remote communication need only be sent through a single 
board. ScienceBoard also handles the collection of soil samples by controlling and/or interfacing 
with the following devices: 

 
● Laser, for use with the custom Raman spectrometer 
● Servo, to control the sample bay carousel 
● Servo, to control the funnel lid that accesses the soil samples 
● 2.4 GHz wireless transceiver, to communicate with DrillBoard 

 
This board enables the team operating the rover to control the actuation of the physical 
components of the Raman spectrometer, to gather and store several soil samples safely and 
securely, and to operate the drill. This is accomplished all through communicating to a single 
physical device on the rover itself. 
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SYSTEM SOFTWARE 
 
The communications layer software component, referred to as “RoveComm,” is a minimal, 
besteffort, messagepassing transport to applications and upperlayer protocols based on User 
Datagram Protocol (UDP), and is uniquely suited for the remote IP robot use case. RoveComm 
does not establish endtoend connections between communicating end systems and 
consequently does not incur connection establishment and teardown overheads, or failures from 
associated end system state. As opposed to the standard Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) 
over Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), the simple RoveComm over UDP provides no 
guarantees for delivery and no protection from duplication, while still retaining a logic layer of 
message parsing, device identification, and telemetry subscription. RoveComm remains 
compatible with all the extensible desirable aspects of the common IP addressable networks 
found in the web products and systems in the market today. RoveComm is a generalized 
distributed component and acts as extensible device agnostic library protocol that must rely upon 
and utilize common interface definitions for access to any specific commercial microcontroller 
or operating system. For each target commercial microcontroller chosen, RoveWare developers 
first implement and validate a Hardware Access Layer (HAL) to be ported for that specific target 
into driver files “RoveBoard” and “RoveEthernet” included with each booster pack design.  
 
Each embedded microcontroller booster pack board runs a realtime singlethreaded program 
that contains the specific business logic for a given device, referred to as a device “Loop”, and 
written at a very high level object oriented abstraction in a single file by MRDT’s “Loop 
Developers.” A Loop developer is able to complete various complicated functional requirements 
with simple and declarative idioms across various target hardware by utilizing the generalized 
components written by MRDT’s RoveWare developers such as RoveComm. ScienceBoard 
utilizes the RoveComm component for the network communication Loop. The ScienceBoard 
Loop developer does not need to know the internals of the RoveComm component or the 
hardware access layer specific to the ScienceBoard’s underlying target microcontroller. Similar 
components exist for the functional requirements inherent in DrillBoard, 
SpectrometerCCDBoard, and MediaBoard. By utilizing device agnostic components such as 
RoveComm, powered by hardware access layers such as RoveBoard and RoveEthernet, the 
MRDT device Loops are syntactically identical in nature and crosscompatible across 
development shields. RoveWare developers derive much of the RoveWare code base from other 
relevant and compatible open source software assets found in the open source communities. It 
should be noted that all software assets of RoveWare components that make it to production 
begin with validation or reimplementation. Despite being modeled on the modularity and 
accessibility of the Open Source Hardware hobby paradigm, RoveWare is intended to be an 
engineeringgrade platform with the robust scientific methods specific to planetary science 
research and application.  
 
BASE STATION 

 
The Windows PC referred to as “BaseStation” runs a graphical control software called the Rover 
Engagement Display (RED) [5], written in C#. RED allows the operating team to make use of 
the various functionalities of the system, including operating the drill and laser, moving the 
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carousel, and enabling or disabling readings of the sensors. RED takes rover sensor output 
telemetry and compiles it into two separate CSV files, one for temperature and moisture sensors, 
and one for the spectrometer output, to be used with “ScienceStation” Python scripts at a later 
time. In the case of the temperature and moisture sensors, the CSV holds three columns of data: 
the first column indicates the datetime of the reading in the ISO 8601 international standard 
format and following the RFC3339 protocol [6], the second column indicates the output of the 
sensor as a floating point number, and the third column indicates which sensor the reading 
corresponds to in the form of a string. 
 
SCIENCE STATION 

 
The Linux PC, referred to as “ScienceStation,” runs a suite of scripts collectively called 
“RoveSci,” written in Python utilizing various numeric, scientific, and plotting libraries. After all 
the data is collected and stored in the CSV file created by the base station, RoveSci scripts will 
generate graphs based on the data inside that file. The script is written using Python 3.4.4, as 
well as the supplementary library Matplotlib, specifically its module PyPlot. A different script 
will be used for the two different usecases; one script handles the file containing the readings for 
temperature and humidity (Figure 4), and another script handles the file containing the readings 
for the spectrometer linear image sensor (Figure 3). In both cases the PyPlot module of the 
Matplotlib library generates the figures and plots. In the case of the temperature and humidity 
sensors, two figures are generated, one for humidity and one for temperature, each containing 
four plots, one for each sensor that gathers that type of reading. The readings contained in the 
CSV are plotted against their corresponding datetime, and plotted onto these figures 
accordingly.  Due to the contrasting nature of the spectrometer readings and developmenttime 
constraints, a separate script was used. This file generates a single plot and a single file that 
displays one spectrometer reading, waiting for user input to step through all readings.  

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

The RoveWare Soil Analysis System is designed to provide a competitive modular and 
opensourced system to perform a gauntlet of scientific analyses on collected soil samples with 
the remote vehicle. Despite being modeled on the modularity and accessibility of the open source 
hardware hobby community paradigm, RoveWare is intended to be an engineeringgrade 
platform with robust scientific methods specific to planetary science research and application. 
RoveWare proved itself by enabling the operating team at URC 2016 to achieve a perfect score 
in its targeted “Science Cache Task.” Samples of soil were successfully collected, stored, and 
returned to ScienceStation for further analysis, with enough data collected and analyzed to 
complete the task well above expectations for the task. 
  
RoveWare as a whole performed better than originally hoped at the design stage, with the only 
issue occurring within the sensor system as a result of integration at the 2.4 bridge on DrillBoard. 
The 1Wire sensors used take a significant time to read, and as a result the drill control software 
starves the 1Wire sensors in the event drill and sensor reads occur simultaneously. This issue 
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aside, the system still accomplished its task and achieved a perfect score, proving its worth and 
ensuring that development on this system continue in the future. 
  
Today, MRDT is already hard at work making plans to improve on the atomic boosterpack 
design, expand the successful Python scripts, and continue developing RoveWare year over year. 
With its modular and opensource design, RoveWare is intended to be an extensible and 
sustainable development framework given freely to the world and for the specific use case of the 
next generation colonization soil analysis robot that will one day work alongside human 
explorers in the field for years to come, in accordance with the mission statement “Today, 
Tomorrow, Forever.” 
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REAL TIME C BAND LINK BUDGET MODEL CALCULATION 
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1. ABSTRACT 

 

The purpose of this paper is to show the integration of the transmission gain values of a 

telemetry transmission antenna according to its relative position and integrate them in the C band 

link budget, in order to obtain an accuracy vision of the link. 

Once our C band link budget was fully performed to model our link and ready to work in real 

time with several received values (GPS position, roll, pitch and yaw) from the aircraft and other 

values from the Ground System (azimuth and elevation of the reception telemetry antenna), it 

was necessary to avoid a constant value of the transmitter antenna and estimate its values with 

better accuracy depending of the relative beam angles between the transmitter antenna and 

receiver antenna. Keeping in mind an aircraft is not a static telecommunication system it was 

necessary to have a real time value of the transmission gain. 

In this paper, we will show how to perform a real time link budget (C band). 

Keywords: Telemetry, Link Budget, C band, Real time, Dynamic gain 

 

2. WHY C BAND AND REAL TIME – THE PREVIOUS SITUATION 

 

The new C Band migration involves the change of all telemetry chain and the challenge to cover 

the same area than in S Band with the same quality of service. New devices and their different 

responses made us to recalculate all telemetry chain, the new coverage and evaluate how all this 

could influence us. 

The ideal calculation of a Link Budget is a static link where the transmitter and receiver are fixed 

and the atmosphere is homogeneous, but aircraft are always moving. Most of the parameters 

necessary to this model could be calculated previously, as gains, losses and noises, and are static 

through the flight test, but others could vary considerably, especially the transmission gain, 

which can vary from less than -33dB to more than +9dB depending of the position of the aircraft. 

This was demonstrated at first flight tests where a big variation of the received signal as a 

function of the position of both, aircraft and ground antenna was checked. The gaps in the 

telemetry during a flight seem to be as a consequence of some shadows of the radiated power or 

some gaps in the gain 

One solution is the plane flying to the antenna radially; this implies a quasi-constant transmitter 

gain. But this also implies dedicated flights and was considered inefficient and not desirable. 

Final solution was to develop a real time link budget model, where would be possible to analyze 

through a whole campaign the response and behavior of the C Band telemetry system and the 
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radiated pattern at new band. This solution implied an electromagnetic study that gave as result 

3D diagram patterns -at S Band and C- Band and that allowed following the variation of the 

received signal and the status of the link, predicting the behavior of the system. 

 

3. C BAND LINK BUDGET 

To be able to predict telemetry behaviour and quality of the link it is necessary to validate the 

Link Budget Model. 

Link budget is a relatively addition of the gains and losses in a radio frequency link. From the 

transmitter, through the medium, to the receiver, it accounts each attenuation, gain or distortion 

as well as fading or other unexpected effects, and let know the power level at the receiver as well 

as the signal to noise ratio.  

A link budget can be divided in 3 different sub-systems: transmission, propagation and reception. 
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L
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Figure 1. Subsystems 

3.1 Transmission System 

Usually could be modelled as easy as this 3 elements schema. A Transmitter with a P power, a 

transmission line with some losses and an antenna with a gain function of its relative position to 

the Ground Station antenna (G(φ,θ)). 

3.2 Propagation System 

Once the electromagnetic signal has been radiated, it will travel through the space to the receiver 

system. In this path it will be strongly attenuated because its quadratic dependence of the 

distance and, to a lesser extent, the influence of the atmosphere phenomena (rain, cloud, etc) and 
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other parameter like miss match, etc. To calculate first, the basic free space attenuation, Friis 

equation is used. 

𝐿𝑓𝑠(𝑑𝐵) = 20 · log𝑑(𝑘𝑚) + 20 · log𝑓(𝐺𝐻𝑧) + 92.45    

The rest of parameters are accumulated with other through the Fade margin losses. This is a 

constant that provides for sufficient system sensitivity to accommodate expected fading, for the 

purpose of ensuring that the required quality of service is maintained. 

3.3 Receiver System 

The receiver system starts with the antenna listening to the transmitted, attenuated and distorted 

signal. In addition, the antenna also receives the atmospheric noise. This is not as critical as in 

satellite systems, but the aircraft are in the sky and sky noise should be considered.  

 

4. HOW TO PERFORM A LINK BUDGET 
[1]

 

A link budget is modelled as the addition and subtraction of every gains and losses from the 

transmitter to the receiver. A global equation that involves all is this: 

𝑃𝑟𝑥 =𝑃𝑡𝑥 − 𝐿𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑥 + 𝐺𝑡𝑥 − 𝐿𝐹𝑆 + 𝐺𝑟𝑥 − 𝐿𝑟𝑥 + 𝐺𝐿𝑁𝐴 − 𝐿𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑥 − 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛(1) 

 

The received power needs to be higher than the receiver’s threshold. Also, is needed that the 

signal to noise ratio (SNR) should be enough to accomplish: 

𝑆𝑁𝑅 =
𝑆

𝑁
=
𝐸𝑏

𝑁𝑜
·
𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝐵𝑊
=
𝐸𝑏

𝑁𝑜
·
1

𝜂
(2) 

Where Eb/No is a parameter of the modulation (FM-PCM) to ensured BER <10-5 and  

𝐵𝑊 = 1.16 · 𝑅𝑏. [2] 

With these two equations, the model is performed, and the whole chain could be characterized. 

Now solving them, it is possible to know the status of the chain related to power and noise, the 

margin of the signal, the coverage. 

 

Figure 2. Signal to Noise Graph 
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There are two kind of parameter, static and variable: 

 
4.1 Static parameters 

Ptx and Ltx are known parameters of our systems. 

 

Grx is the gain of the receiver antenna, as it is pointing to the aircraft; it is always the maximum 

antenna gain.  

 

Lrx are the first attenuation after the antenna, given by the hybrid circuit, the selection switches, 

connectors, etc. This parameter is critical and should be as low as possible, because its increment 

has a big influence in the noise figure. 

 

GLNA. LNA is de Low Noise Amplifier, with high gain and very low noise figure that fix the 

noise of the chain. After it, noise increment will not have as influence as before. 

LCableRx. Losses in the transmission after the LNA. Cable transmission is the system that connects 

the LNA with the receiver. It could be more complex, with different gain or attenuation 

elements, but here will be modeled by this way to simplify. 

Prx. Power at the receiver is the point where the signal will finally arrive. Here two conditions 

should be accomplished. Prx and SNR should be higher than receiver thresholds. 

Lmargin are the fade margin losses. They are taking care as a function of the non-considered 

parameters. 

4.2 Variable parameters 

Gtx is the gain of the antenna and it is expressed as a function of φ and θ. After the calculus 

explained later, it has a constant value for a distance in a position given. This parameter is 

constantly being recalculated. 

Lfs is the attenuation in free space, given by equation ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la 

referencia.). It varies with the distance. 

N is the noise of the receiver system and it is conformed with the noise of the antenna and with 

the noise addition of every element of the receiver. Friis equation for noise is used to calculate it.  

 

4.3 Noise calculation 
[2][3]

 

Considering a typical parabolic diagram, with a main lobe and two secondary lobes, antenna 

temperature can be modelled with ‘a’ as the percentage of the lobe and ‘n’ as the noise captured 

in this direction. 

𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑡 = 𝑎𝑝 · 𝑛𝑝 + 𝑎𝑠1 · 𝑛𝑠1 + 𝑎𝑠2 · 𝑛𝑠2(4) 

Then, the signal and noise added will pass through the rest of the chain, where both will be 

attenuated or amplified and new noise from active and passive elements will be added. 
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The power at the end of the chain is calculated as the addition and subtraction of every element. 

𝑃𝑅𝑥(𝑑𝐵) =∑𝐺 −∑𝐿(5) 

 

To calculate the noise through the chain, the Friis formulas for noise are used. 

𝑓𝑟 = 𝑓1 +
𝑓2 − 1

𝑔1
+
𝑓3 − 1

𝑔1 · 𝑔2
+

𝑓4 − 1

𝑔1 · 𝑔2 · 𝑔3
+⋯ → 𝐹𝑟 = 10 · lg(𝑓𝑟)(6) 

with the noise figure of the receiver and the noise temperature of the antenna, the noise of the 

system is known. 

4.4 Transmission gain 

Gain is a function of phi and theta angles that must be calculated with the orientation and 

position of the aircraft and with the ground station position and its antenna. 

4.4.1 Antenna pattern 
[4]

 

Aircraft is equipped with two dipoles antenna with different polarization. The antenna pattern is 

highly modified by the architecture of the aircraft so an electromagnetic study was made to have 

the radiated pattern of the aircraft. The result confirmed this difference and allowed to analyse 

future problem could be found. 

This electromagnetic study gives as a result a new gain as a function of phi and theta angles. 

 

 

Figure 3. Aircraft pattern 
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4.4.2 Ground Station Antenna Angles 

The elevation of Ground Station antenna is measured in angles by α, and varies between -90º and 

90º, with α = 90º when the antenna points to the sky. 

The azimuth of the antenna is measured by β and varies between 0º to 360º, with β = 0 when the antenna looks to 

the North. 
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Figure 4. Ground Station antenna angles 

The vector between the antenna and the plane will be calculated easily. If the plane will be a point, the angles 

between the aircraft and the antenna are modelled as follows: 

𝜃𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡 = 90 +∝𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑎(7) 

∅𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡 = 180 − 𝛽𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑎(8) 
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Figure 5. Aircraft to GS angles 
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where θ is the elevation and φ the azimuth of the vector from the aircraft to the Ground Station. 

Assuming module 1, 𝑟𝑢(φ, θ). 

 

4.4.3 Aircraft Angles and Rotation Matrix 

The position of the aircraft is expressed by a Tait-Bryan rotation. This angles (φ,ψ,θ) are referred 

as a rotation around (x,y,z) axis and express the roll, the pitch and the yaw. 

 

Figure 6. Aircraft angles 

 Roll: -90<φ<90 

 Pitch: -90<θ<90  

 Yaw: 0<ψ<360 

 
This angles in a moment ‘t’ allows to position the aircraft in the correct angle respect to the horizontal-north-

oriented (0,0,0) through the rotational Tait-Bryan matrix. 

𝑅𝜑,𝜓,𝜃 = [

𝑐𝜓 · 𝑐𝜃 (𝑐𝜓 · 𝑠𝜃 · 𝑠𝜑 − 𝑠𝜓 · 𝑐𝜑) (𝑐𝜓 · 𝑠𝜃 · 𝑐𝜑 + 𝑠𝜓 · 𝑠𝜑)

𝑠𝜓 · 𝑐𝜃 (𝑠𝜓 · 𝑠𝜃 · 𝑠𝜑 + 𝑐𝜓 · 𝑐𝜑) (𝑠𝜓 · 𝑠𝜃 · 𝑐𝜑 − 𝑐𝜓 · 𝑠𝜑)
−𝑠𝜃 𝑐𝜃 · 𝑠𝜑 𝑐𝜃 · 𝑐𝜑

](9) 

where c ≡ cosine y s ≡ sine.  

 

Figure 7. Aircraft rotation 
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4.4.4 Gain calculation 

The gain of the aircraft, resulted of the electromagnetic study, is expressed as a function of phi 

and theta when the aircraft is horizontal-north-oriented. In this case, the unitary vector points to 

the Ground Station antenna, so its phi and theta angles are the same than G(φ,θ). 

But if it is not, it is necessary to rotate the system to accommodate the angles to the gain matrix 

system reference and the gain will be GTurned(φ,θ). 

If �⃗�(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) is a point of the aircraft that turned to the (φ,ψ,θ) coordinates by �⃗�𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑑 = �⃗� · 𝑅𝜑,𝜓,𝜃 

to turn it back: �⃗� = �⃗�𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑑 · 𝑅𝜑,𝜓,𝜃
𝑇   

By the same way, if the unitary vector is in the rotated system, 𝑟𝑢(φ, θ), 𝑟𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑑 = 𝑟𝑢 · 𝑅𝜑,𝜓,𝜃
𝑇  

these coordinates, φ and θ will give the exact gain in the link budget. 

 

5. REAL TIME CALCULATION 

A link budget usually studies a static link, where every variable is known and usually static. But 

in this case one of the elements is continuously moving. 

Telemetry parameters

GPS position

Orientation: φ, ψ, Θ

Receiver Chain
LNA, receiver, ...

IENA

IENA with position 
and orientation

SNR  

Figure 8. Monitoring system 

In this situation, the link must be continuously being recalculated with the parameters of the 

aircraft, the Ground Station antenna and the spectrum analyzer. On board, the aircraft will send 

through telemetry link the IENA packets related to GPS data, roll, yaw and pitch position of the 

aircraft; and Status and Control of the transmitters and multiplexer. 
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Figure 9. Aircraft data caption 
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On ground the receiver antenna is controlled by a work station that generates IENA packets with 

his elevation and azimuth.  

Also on ground, there has been developed several real time software that logs and sends IENA 

packets with necessary information: 

 Status of the receiver (Signal Strength Meter and rate configured. 

 Status of the De-multiplexer (CRC errors). 

 Level of the RF Signal received. Spectrum Analyser connected to our LAN and sending 

IENA packets with the status of SNR values. 

Receiver Demux
PCM

RF

AtennaAtenna

Status & AGC Level & control

SNR Ch Down & Up

Status & CRC & control

IENA IENA

IENA

 

Figure 10. On ground data reception 

With all these parameters, a work station continuously monitories the link budget, over Link 

Budget tool has been developed to validate the system with a big accuracy. 

 

Figure 11. Link budget software detail 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

With the change of band, the aircraft radiation pattern has changed becoming narrower and 

higher.  

The Link Budget is a very useful tool, but it needed to be more accurate. The calculus of the 

transmission gain as a function of the position has been the key that improves the accuracy of the 

system, allowing to know the whole chain and to predict problems with telemetry as a 

consequence of the position of the aircraft related to the Ground Antenna. 

 

7. FUTURE USES 

This model has confirmed how useful could be to monitor the link budget.  

This Link Budget has been reported as a very useful system to check first the validation of the C 

Band Telemetry Model and then the telemetry link. 

With an electromagnetic study of every model of aircraft to test, this tool will help to follow fight 

tests and will make easier the operators activity. They will know if a telemetry problem is caused 

by the position of the aircraft or by any other cause. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

SSDs are now commonplace in all types of computing from consumer laptops to enterprise 

storage systems.  However, most of those SSDs would not survive in environments with extreme 

temperatures or high shock and vibration such as found in embedded and military systems.  The 

problems in this space are more than just mechanical; they involve all aspects of the design 

including electrical and even firmware.  A combination of all three engineering disciplines is 

needed to provide a robust ruggedized SSD product. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

When first developed in the late 1990s, solid-state storage was more expensive than other mass 

storage media such as hard-disk drives (HDDs).  It was used in either small capacity devices 

such as Compact Flash (CF) memory cards, or was used in environments where the other media 

could not survive.  Today solid-state storage is pervasive in almost every electronic device we 

touch; many computer platforms come with a solid-state drive (SSD) already installed.  While 

many SSDs perform well in those computer platforms, most SSDs today cannot survive in the 

same harsh environments that held the largest percentage of the SSD market just a decade ago.  

This paper will explore what makes these environments so difficult and offer some possible 

solutions to the problems with designing a ruggedized SSD.  While it is easy to assume there are 

mechanical solutions to all environmental challenges, this paper will also present electrical and 

firmware solutions to these physical challenges. 

 

 

1. DEFINITION OF A RUGGEDIZED SSD 

 

Before designing a ruggedized SSD, there must be a requirement or definition.  Typically, one 

thinks of a ruggedize SSD as being able to survive harsh environments consisting of extreme 

temperatures or extreme shock and vibration.  While that is a good start, there needs to be a more 

precise definition using exact testing methods.  In addition, another element to consider is power, 

or the unexpected loss of power. 

 

 

1.1 MIL-STD-810G 

 

Many datasheets for ruggedized SSDs reference MIL-STD-810G or its predecessor, MIL-STD-

810F.  This document is a standard of the United States military and defines test methods to 

simulate the harsh environments a device under test may encounter while in service (Wikipedia, 

2016).  Since the tests cover a wide range of devices and environments, simply stating “MIL-

STD-810G” is not enough; the datasheet must also reference the test and its parameters.  While a 

ruggedized SSD can survive several different scenarios, this paper will focus on the following 

attributes and conditions: 

 

• Operating temperature: -40° Celsius to +85° Celsius 

• Operating shock:  1500G based on half-sine shock pulse of 0.5ms 

• Operating vibration: 10Grms random 20-2000Hz (jet) 
 

 

1.2 UNEXPECTED POWER LOSS 

 

Another element for a ruggedized SSD to survive is the unexpected loss of power.  A ruggedized 

SSD does not usually operate in a temperature-controlled, 19-inch rack with an uninterruptible 

power supply able to gracefully shut down the server with appropriate commands to flush data in 

any cache, including inside of the SSD, to non-volatile storage.  Instead, a ruggedized SSD may 

be in an aircraft, a land-based armored vehicle, or a water-based vessel where power cannot be 
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guaranteed especially in combat situations.  In addition, the SSD is frequently mounted in a 

removable cartridge that can be ejected at any time in the event of an emergency. 

 

 

2. TEMPERATURE 

 

The first test of a ruggedized SSD is surviving the industrial temperature range, -40° Celsius to 

+85° Celsius.   

 

 

2.1 TEMPERATURE PROBLEMS 

 

One of the first problems encountered at this temperature range is the ability for certain electrical 

components to start up after soaking at -40° C; power supplies and clocks are common failure 

points.  Heat is also a problem for several components as these components consume more 

power and generate more heat at high temperatures creating an endless cycle; components also 

degrade at high temperatures including the NAND flash in the SSD which has reduced data 

retention as the temperature increases.  The NAND flash also has a curious problem where weak 

cells tend to flip the data bits written at one temperature extreme and read at the opposite 

temperature extreme.  Another bit flipping example is unconnected GPIO pins that tend to float 

and follow the temperature. 

 

 

2.2 TEMPERATURE SOLUTIONS 

 

The first solution to temperature problems is electrical:  choose components rated for this 

industrial temperature range, including the NAND flash; while they are more expensive, they 

will solve many, but not all, of the temperature challenges.  Another electrical solution lies in the 

robust design of power supplies and their feedback and 

compensation networks since even though they may be rated 

for industrial temperatures, the passive components such as 

capacitors and resistors tend to change values between the two 

extremes.  A mechanical solution is in the efficient thermal 

transfer of heat away from sensitive components; parts of this 

solution could entail various thermal interface material and 

creative enclosures acting as heat sinks (see photo).  Firmware 

must also provide solutions.  One possibility is to not only add 

additional error correction, but also to refresh the contents of 

the NAND flash periodically (Park, Kim, Choi, Lee, & Noh, 

2015).  Firmware must also have code to handle any potential 

interrupt or error source such as from floating GPIO pins. 

 

 

3. SHOCK AND VIBRATION 
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A second test of a ruggedized SSD is the 1500G shock such as from gun fire and 10Grms 

vibration such as from a jet. 

 

 

3.1 SHOCK AND VIBRATION PROBLEMS 

 

Shock and vibration cause structural damage.  The SSD enclosure can twist, bend, and deform 

which can destroy the PCBA the enclosure is supposed to protect.  Another enclosure problem is 

with the mounting of the SSD to its host computer system.  If the shock and vibration does not 

destroy the PCBA, it can wreak havoc on internal and external connectors.   

 

 

3.2 SHOCK AND VIBRATION SOLUTIONS 

 

For this section, the only solutions are mechanical.  The 

SSD enclosure must be a thick and rugged preferably 

from machined aluminum; the mounting holes on the 

side and bottom of the enclosure must have several 

threads, much more than one or two threads present on 

stamped aluminum enclosures (see photo).  While the 

enclosure attempts to protect the PCBA, components 

can still be damaged under extreme shock and vibration 

unless a staking and/or underfill material is applied 

(Ibe, Loh, Luan, & Yan Tee, 2005).  Finally, rather than 

using board connectors, flexible board interconnects 

can join two PCBAs and can withstand shock and 

vibration effects. 

 

 

4. UNEXPECTED POWER LOSS 

 

The ruggedized SSD must be able to survive even if it loses power at any time:  while idle, while 

busy with background data movement, or even while in the middle of data transfer with its host 

computer. 

 

 

4.1 UNEXPECTED POWER LOSS PROBLEMS 

 

In an effort to improve read/write performance, SSD designers add extra DRAM for various 

functions including caching data and holding the entire logical-to-physical mapping table.  (The 

logical-to-physical mapping table is stored in the SSD and correlates the logical addresses the 

host issues to the physical address of the NAND flash where the SSD stores the data for that 

logical address.)  However, this cache and the mapping table must be flushed to the NAND when 

the host-supplied power is lost – a larger DRAM takes a longer time to flush.  This time can be 

achieved with various power storage techniques, but also has problems; super capacitors tend to 

leak over temperature extremes (SanDisk, 2013), and if the host-supplied power quickly returns, 
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it could leave power hold-up capacitors with too much energy confusing the capacitor charging 

system when power is reapplied. 

 

 

4.2 UNEXPECTED POWER LOSS SOLUTIONS 

 

With the exception of the mechanical solutions to the temperature problems already discussed, 

the main solutions to an unexpected power loss are firmware and electrical.  Firmware, 

obviously, must flush any cached user data and any modified mapping tables to the NAND flash 

when host-supplied power is lost, but it is not as easy as it may sound to accomplish in the 

limited time the internal hold-up capacitors provide power to the SSD.  Clearly reducing the 

number of modified mapping tables during run time will help, but also firmware must disable all 

extraneous circuits, such as LEDs and the SATA interface itself, in order to make the most 

efficient use of the hold-up power.  Electrical solutions include using several discrete capacitors 

rather than super capacitors, but also derating them to operate over the full temperature range.  If 

the charging circuit goes into a undesired state when the capacitors have extra residual charge, 

then use a bleed resistor to help drain the hold-up capacitors as regulators fall out of regulation 

and stop draining them. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

SSDs and solid-state storage are pervasive in almost every modern computing system.  Even 

though the origins of SSD are in harsh environments, most modern SSDs are not designed for 

these conditions.  It requires extra design time, testing, and component cost to survive, and most 

SSDs do not need this over-engineered solution.  However, those SSDs that need it require 

cooperation and coordination between three main engineering disciplines of mechanical, 

electrical, and firmware, to provide an effective and efficient solution to the conditions present in 

industrial, military, and telemetry environments. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

ATA or Advanced Technology Attachment:  An interface standard from T13 

(http://www.t13.org/) for storage devices typically using a parallel bus (PATA), or serial bus 

(SATA). 

 

Flash:  A non-volatile memory device using an array of transistors each with a floating gate to 

store a charge. 

 

GB or Gigabyte:  10
9
 bytes. 

 

HDD or Hard-disk drive:  Traditional mass storage device using rotating, magnetic platter. 

 

MLC or Multi-Level Cell:  A flash technology which stores more than one bit per transistor cell 

by using more than two voltage levels on the floating gate; most commonly referred to two bits 

per cell using four distinct voltage levels. 

 

NAND:  A high-density flash device usually with defect blocks marked by the factory; read and 

write operations must be done at a page level (several kilobytes), and erases must be done at an 

erase block level consisting of several hundred pages. 

 

SATA or Serial ATA:  A storage bus interface where the data is transferred serially rather than 

through parallel data wires as in previous ATA devices. 

 

SED or Self-Encrypting Drive:  A storage device that automatically encrypts all data written to 

the storage medium and decrypts all data read from the storage medium.  No user or host 

intervention or support is necessary to manage the encryption key or perform the encryption. 

 

SLC or Single-Level Cell:  A flash technology which stores one bit per transistor cell by using 

two distinct voltage levels on the floating gate. 

 

S.M.A.R.T. or Self-Monitoring, Analysis, and Reporting Technology:  A standard protocol for a 

host system to retrieve information about the drive status and health. 

 

SSD or Solid-State Drive:  A mass storage device typically using the same form factors as 

traditional hard-disk drives, but without the moving parts.  An SSD typically stores data in SLC 

or MLC NAND flash. 

 

TB or Terabyte:  10
12

 bytes 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Dielectric materials have been applied in modifying the antenna radiation pattern, but it is 

usually limited to single-beam applications. The goal of this paper is to present a novel 

methodology to control the antenna radiation pattern based on 3D printing technology. 3D 

printing enables arbitrary dielectric distribution at different locations. As a result, different 

radiation patterns can be realized by loading an optimized dielectric material with varied 

permittivity. In this work, we propose a design of a quarter-wavelength monopole antenna 

surrounded by a low-profile 3D-printed polymer structure with an optimized dielectric 

distribution. Unlike the conventional omnidirectional pattern of the monopole antenna, single-

beam and multiple-beam patterns are achieved using genetic algorithm (GA) optimization. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Reconfigurable antenna arrays are commonly used to control the radiation pattern. The gain of 

the antenna array increases with the increase of the number of elements, but at the expenses of 

the increase of feed network complexity. On the other hand, homogenous dielectric loading 

mechanism has also been used in the radiation pattern control using only one antenna element 

[1,2,3,4]. Nevertheless, these designs are limited to single-beam applications. Besides, they 

require increasing the size of the antenna for tens of wavelengths. Similarly, inhomogeneous 

dielectrics have also been applied to tailor the antenna radiation pattern [5,6], which provide 

compact solutions for the radiation pattern control. Nonetheless, they are still limited to single-

beam applications and the radiation pattern is restricted to the feed antenna pattern.  

 

In this paper, we present a novel design of a quarter-wavelength monopole antenna surrounded 

by dielectric structures. The dielectric structure has optimized dielectric distributions to control 

the antenna radiation pattern. The optimization process is carried out using GA. The dielectric 

inhomogeneity can be experimentally realized using the 3D printing technology [7], which has 

the advantage of low cost and fast prototyping. This design is capable of changing the 

omnidirectional pattern of the monopole antenna to different shapes, including single-beam and 

multiple-beams. This design technique provides a compact and effective way to manipulate the 



radiation pattern of a single-element antenna, which offers another degree of freedom for antenna 

design. 

 

ANTENNA DESIGN 

 

The proposed design is a monopole antenna above the ground plane, shown in Figure 1. The 

monopole has 0.5 mm diameter and 4 mm height, which is a quarter-wavelength at 15 GHz after 

dielectric loading. The monopole is surrounded by 100 (10 × 10) dielectric blocks. Each block 

has a dimension of 4 mm × 4 mm × 4 mm. Each side corresponds to 0.2𝜆0 at 15 GHz, which 

means a decent condition for effective medium approximation. Each unit cell has a dielectric 

constant between 1.1 to 2.4 with 0.1 discretion, which is realizable based on current 3D printing 

technology. 

 

 
Figure 1 HFSS model of a monopole surrounded by inhomogeneous dielectrics discretized into 4×4×4 mm3 blocks.  

 

A quarter-wavelength monopole commonly has a donut-like radiation pattern. Nevertheless, it is 

found that the radiation pattern of the antenna can be controlled by adjusting the dielectric 

constants of dielectric blocks. The control is realized by MATLAB GA code controlling ANSYS 

HFSS 3D field simulation software. 

 

In the GA code, the population size is chosen as 3 for each generation, which is a compromise of 

parallel HFSS simulation and the computer’s capability. Each chromosome represents a 

dielectric block’s  𝜀𝑟 (1.1-2.4), which is the floating point representation. Based on the 

optimization goal, i.e. the fitness function, the best two candidates among all individuals are 

selected and crossover to get the new generation. For simplicity, one-point crossover method is 

utilized. The chromosome matrix is 10 by 10. Each time a random two dimensional point (𝑥, 𝑦) 

is generated as the crossover point, where 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ [1,9] 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥, 𝑦 ⊂ 𝑁+ . One parent offers 

chromosomes before the point (𝑥, 𝑦) and the other parent offers chromosomes after (𝑥, 𝑦). After 

crossover, mutation operation is carried out and the mutation rate of each chromosome is 0.1. 

This generational process is repeated so that the gene, i.e., dielectric constant distribution, of the 

best individuals are kept and the optimal solution is found. 

 

 

 

z 

x 

y 4mm long monopole at 15 GHz 

Ground 

θ 

φ 



SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

A quarter-wavelength monopole on infinite ground has its maximal radiation at elevation angle 

of θ = 90° plane. In this design, due to the limited ground size, the maximal radiation direction 

shifts to θ = 60° . Consequently, the radiation pattern at θ = 60° is discussed in this paper.  

 

  
(a) (b) 

 
 

(c) (d) 

  

(e) (f) 

Figure 2 Simulated radiation pattern at θ = 60° and at 15 GHz of the (a) one-beam antenna (b) three-beam antenna. 3D 

radiation pattern plot at 15 GHz of the (c) one-beam antenna (d) three-beam antenna. Dielectric constant distribution 

around the monopole for the (e) one-beam antenna (f) three-beam antenna. 



 

Two antenna radiation patterns are optimized with the proposed method, one-beam pattern and 

three-beam pattern. The one-beam antenna has an optimization goal of achieving maximal gain 

for φ = 0° and minimal gain for 𝜑 ∉ [−20°, 20°]. The three-beam antenna aims at achieving 

maximal gain for 𝜑 = ±30°, 180° and minimal gain for 𝜑 ∈ [−150°, −60°], [60°, 150°],  [0°]. 
The simulated radiation patterns at θ = 60° direction is shown in Figure 2(a) and (b). The one-

beam antenna has nearly 8 dB gain at φ = 0° and the side lobe level is less than -6 dB. The three-

beam antenna’s gain approaches about 6 dB and 7 dB at 𝜑 = ±30°,  180°, respectively, and the 

side lobe level is less than -6 dB. The 3D antenna radiation patterns are shown in Figure 2(c) and 

(d).  These results demonstrate that a single-beam and a multi-beam antenna has been 

successfully achieved through dielectric loading. The dielectric constant distributions are shown 

in Figure 2(e) and (f), in which the monopoles are at the center of the dielectric loaded structure.  

 

The dielectric loading around the monopole changes the effective dielectric constants thus will 

influence the input impedance as well as the impedance bandwidth of the antenna. The reflection 

coefficient for both the one-beam and three-beam antennas are depicted in Figure 3. The 

reflection coefficient of a regular quarter-wavelength monopole at 15 GHz is shown in Figure 3 

as well. It is apparent that the dielectric loading just has a little influence on the impedance 

bandwidth for both cases. All three antennas have acceptable fractional impedance bandwidth of 

around 15%.  

 

 
 
Figure 3 Reflection coefficient of the the one-beam antenna, the three beam antenna and the quarter-wavelength antenna 

in the air.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

This work studies a new technique to control the antenna radiation pattern based on 

inhomogeneous dielectric loading. By loading different dielectrics around a quarter-wavelength 

monopole, one-beam and multi-beam antenna radiation pattern can be achieved. Such dielectric 

loading can be easily realized by 3D printing technology. This concept is also promising to be 

combined with agile materials, e.g. liquid crystal, to realize reconfigurable beam forming without 

complex feeding network and expensive active devices. 
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ABSTRACT 

  

A telemetry facility may connect numerous telemetry receivers to a single tracking antenna 

depending on the number of TM channels involved in the test and on the required redundancy. 

The tracking data, i.e. AM normalized analog signals extracted by the receivers from the TM 

signal and the AGC analog signals, are sent to the Antenna Control Unit (ACU) for tracking 

error calculation. 

The number of cables between receivers and ACU becomes important in some telemetry 

facilities and the tracking signals being analog, the distance must be limited. 

This paper proposes a new tracking architecture that moves from analog to digital links between 

receivers and ACU with the following main benefits: 

 Keeping the capability to acquire tracking data (AM&AGC) from several telemetry 

receivers, 

 Having more flexibility for integration, 

 Improving interoperability, 

 Providing availability of simultaneous tracking errors for enhanced tracking algorithms, 

for C-band tracking improvement for example. 

 

 

 

 

Keywords:  TM, AM, AGC, tracking error, ACU, CONSCAN, SCM, E.SCAN 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The tracking is a key function for telemetry antennas, and becomes more critical when moving to 

C band , because of antenna beamwidth reduction. 

Several type of tracking principles are used, mainly depending on the feed design:  Conical 

scanning (conscan), electronic scanning (E.scan), and single channel monopulse (SCM). All this 

tracking methods generate AM modulation on the received signal. 

A telemetry facility will connect up to several telemetry receivers to a single antenna, depending 

on the number of TM channels involved in the test, and on the required redundancy. 

Each TM receiver has the capability to demodulate the AM envelope of the received signal and 

to provide this normalized analog signal to the Antenna Control Unit (ACU). The receiver also 

delivers the AGC analog signal to the ACU, to allow antenna operator to evaluate the signal 

level and to decide if this channel has enough Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) to perform a correct 

tracking. 

The ACU receives several AM and AGC signals, which leads to an important number of coaxial 

cables between TM receivers and ACU. The signals being analog, the distance must be limited, 

generally with equipment in the same room or in the same rack for mobile antenna systems. 

 

The tracking architecture of a telemetry station is now standardized from decades. 

 

It is compatible with different kind of antenna tracking feeds: 

 Conical scan feed with AM modulation from 25 to 50Hz, 

 E.scan / SCM feed with AM modulation from 500Hz to 2000Hz 

The TM receiver demodulates the AM signals envelopes and delivers it to the ACU. A 

synchronization is required between the antenna feed and the ACU, called “Scan reference”. 

In our paper we have represented this reference from the feed to the ACU which represents most 

of the cases. It happens some vendors provide the reference from the ACU to the feed when 

using E.scan or SCM feeds. This does not impact the philosophy of the proposed new tracking 

architecture. 

The ACU must select a AM signal (TM channel) from one or several TM receivers (operator 

choice), and process it to generate Az and El tracking errors. The ACU includes a proprietary 

AMs/AGCs board to perform these functions. 

Configuration parameters are needed in the ACU software to calibrate the tracking errors for a 

given TM channel (Az gain, El gain and phase to eliminate axis crosstalk). 

Since the AM delay in the TM receiver is constant and ideally identical between vendor’s 

receivers, the calibration is mainly depending on the antenna feed characteristics and TM 

receiver adjustments such as the AM slope output adjustment (V/%). 

Today, if there are differences between TM receivers, the operator has to calibrate a TM tracking 

channel at each time a new TM receiver is connected to an input. 
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Fig. 1: Legacy tracking architecture 

 

 

Summary of the legacy tracking architecture: 

 

Main characteristics: 

 Need a dedicated board in the ACU, ex: 16 AMs-AGCs inputs 

Pros: 

 TM receiver adjustment may be standardized, ex: 2Vpp / 30% AM 

 Almost no delay in the ACU processing board 

Cons: 

 ACU needs a specific hardware  higher Cost  

 AMs analog signals  ACU must be close to the TM receivers 

 Many AM & AGC cables between TM receivers and ACU 

 Only one set of tracking errors processed at a time : 

 possible glitches on Az and El tracking errors when selecting another AM channel 

 risks on servo loop for small antenna beamwidth (C-band)  

 

 

ALTERNATIVE ARCHITECTURE 

EXPERIMENTED BY ZDS IN 2002-2010: THE “ACU-RTR” 

 

In 2002, we experimented installing our ACU software on a TM receiver (ZDS RTR). Then we 

developed a dedicated signal processing function to convert the digital AMs available in the RTR 
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to Az and El tracking errors. The feed scan reference was injected in the receiver from an 

available TTL digital input. 

The ACU-RTR software has a calibration table (Az Gain, El gain , phase, vs frequency and 

channel); then when the operator selects the telemetry channel for tracking, the ACU-RTR 

automatically applies the correct tracking calibration. 

The ACU-RTR was able to control a tracking telemetry antenna, and process a single telemetry 

channel with or without pre-detection combiner. 

About 10 systems were delivered with this equipment, and field experience was gained on 

missile, aircraft and launcher tracking. 

 

We noticed improved tracking error quality, lack of bias and thus stability within time. 

 

The ACU-RTR could not match the architectures where several TM receivers are needed, then it 

remained an equipment used in specific cases. However it proved that processing digital tracking 

errors inside a TM receiver is working properly. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: ZDS ACU-RTR tracking architecture 

 

 

A NEW TRACKING ARCHITECTURE 

 

The new tracking architecture must comply with the following objectives: 

 

 Moving from analog to digital links between telemetry receivers and ACU: 

 Removing the existing analog coaxial cables 
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 Improving tracking error quality 

 

 Keeping the capacity to acquire several telemetry receivers AMs/AGC: 

 Not limited to the capacity of the ACU AMs/AGCs board 

 

 Possibility to have ACU and telemetry receivers not in the same room, and give 

flexibility for mobile stations: 

 Using a digital link allowing this physical separation 

 

 Improving interoperability: 

 Allowing connecting any TM receiver with full compatibility 

 

 Availability of simultaneous tracking errors for enhanced tracking algorithms: 

 Simultaneous processing of the tracking errors of all the TM channels connected to 

the ACU. 

 

 

Tracking data on a digital link between TM receiver and ACU  

 

We have identified two possibilities: 

 

Possibility # 1: TM receiver Digitized AMs, scan reference and AGCs: 

 AM must be digitized at 39 ks/s (1000Hz E.scan or SCM) to allow ACU processing with 

phase error ≤ 5° to limit axis crosstalk. 

 

Possibility # 2: TM receiver Pre-computed tracking errors: 

 TM receiver acquires the feed scan reference et computes tracking errors, 

 TM receiver transmits tracking errors to ACU at 80 s/s to allow tracking loop correct 

operation. 

 

The second possibility is more efficient and thus selected for the new tracking architecture: 

 Less data flow on the digital link, 

 Compatible with small lag and jitter on the transmission between TM receiver and ACU. 

 

The preferred digital link is Ethernet, which allows a flexible connection between TM receivers 

and ACUs, using LAN on the test ranges. 

 

The figure 3 provides the required data flow: 
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Tracking Flow 

Feed 

scan reference 

Frequency (Hz) 

Selected Sampling 

Frequency 

One message 

size (in bytes) 
With a 68 bytes 

Header  

 

for 1x tracking 

errors flow 
for 32x 

tracking 

errors flows 

Digitized 
AM/AGC/ScanRef 

From 25 Hz 

up to 500 Hz 
Fs=19.531 kSps 

580 354 kbps 11,33 Mbps 

1 KHz  
Fs= 39.062 kSps 

1092 666,5 kbps 21,33 Mbps 

2 kHz 
Fs=78.125 kSps 

2116 1,29 Mbps 41,33 Mbps 

Pre-computed 

tracking errors 
Any 

80 messages / s 
68  + 8 46,5 kbps 1.5 Mbps 

 

Fig. 3: Digital link data flow 

 

 

The figure 4 shows the new tracking architecture. 

 

The initial objectives are fulfilled. 

 Moving from analog to digital links between telemetry receivers and ACU: 

 Performed on a Ethernet link 

 

 Keeping the capacity to acquire several telemetry receivers AMs/AGC: 

 The number of AMs/AGCs is no more limited by the ACU AMs board number of 

inputs. 

 

 Possibility to have ACU and telemetry receivers not in the same room, giving flexibility 

for mobile stations: 

 Possible with LAN connections, since transmit lag 20ms  (acceptable up to 40ms if 

no datation is used on the tracking message). 

 

 Improving interoperability: 

 Using the tracking message content, the ACU can automatically calibrate the tracking 

channels. 

 

 Availability of simultaneous tracking errors for enhanced tracking algorithms: 

 all the telemetry channels tracking errors are available at ACU software level 
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Fig. 4: new tracking architecture 

 

The following figure shows the required tracking error processing at TM receiver level and 

ACU. 

The TM receiver processing is quite simple and could be supported on existing TM receiver of 

the different vendors. 

The ACU has only the calibration calculation to perform, which is a basic operation. 
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Fig. 5: new tracking architecture error processing 

 

 

Tracking Message: 

 

The tracking flow of pre-computed tracking errors should therefore contain: 

• TM receiver Id: can provide information on specific compensations (AM delay)) 

• Channel Id (RHCP / LHCP / Combined): allows ACU to apply the calibration parameters 

• RF frequency: allows ACU to apply the calibration parameters 

• Receiver Lock/Unlock 

• Normalized Tracking errors (X% and Y%)  

• AGCs (dBm) 

 

 

The new architecture without feed scan reference connected to the TM receivers 

 

The TM receivers are moving to IP standardization for telemetry output (IRIG 218), and 

therefore need time synchronization. 

Some receivers are already capable of time synchronization from an IRIG-B signal. A 

synchronization with 1s accuracy is feasible at the signal processing circuits level. 

 

Considering such synchronization, one can imagine that the antenna feed AM modulation is 

generated from a clock issued from the station time reference; for instance a 1000pps signal can 

be used as a reference for an E.scan or SCM feed. 
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Then the above new architecture could be operated without physical connection of the scan feed 

reference to the TM receiver, making the integration and interoperability more efficient. 

 

The following figure summarizes this new architecture: 

 

 

 
Fig. 5: New tracking architecture without scan reference to the TM receivers 

 

 

New tracking architecture summary; 

 

Main characteristics: 

 Need to implement AM processing in each TM receiver to deliver to the ACU X and Y 

tracking errors (not corrected by gain & phase) 

 Need to distribute feed scan reference to each TM receiver (may be avoided with time 

synchronization) 

 Need of an Ethernet connection between TM receivers and ACU 

 Tracking calibration (Az gain, El gain, phase f0) remains in the ACU. 

 

 

Pros: 

 ACU does not need dedicated hardware for AM processing  regular PC 

 Better tracking error quality / resolution (no DAC and ADC from TM receiver output and 

AMs board inputs) 

 ACU and TM receivers can be localized at different places (flexibility). 
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 Does not require any additional HW upgrades on (some?) legacy ACU and TM receiver 

to support such advanced architecture  smooth migration from Legacy to Advanced 

architecture 

 ACU can acquire simultaneously processed tracking errors of each TM channel 

 possibility to display errors from several TM channels in the same time to help 

operator choice; no more blind selection of the tracking channel; 

 possibility to imagine new tracking algorithms which combine several tracking errors 

(example: anti multipath algorithm) 

 TM receiver adjustment can be standardized / normalized : ex: 30% AM  X and Y 

tracking error % 

 Tracking message including receiver Id, channel, frequency, ACU can automatically find 

and apply the correct calibration (interoperability). 

 

Cons: 

 Ethernet LAN will lead to a small lag (ex: < 20ms) 

 Considered negligible with regard to servo loop bandpass (≤ 2Hz closed auto-track 

loop). 

Nevertheless, TM receiver and ACU time synchronized on UTC allow a compensation at 

ACU level. 

 Feed scan reference must be applied to each telemetry receiver (may be avoided with 

time synchronization)  

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

From this study, we confirm that an alternative tracking architecture is feasible and will bring 

real improvement in performances, flexibility, and interoperability for the ranges telemetry 

systems. 

 

The impact on TM receiver is considered “reasonable”, while the impact on ACU is a real 

simplification for antenna vendors. 
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ABSTRACT

Telemetry frequency spectrum reductions and reallocations have prompted DoD test ranges to
adapt to operation in less desirable frequency ranges, such as C-Band, posing significant
challenges to operational capabilities that are vital to mission success. The design and
development of new high performance components and systems is essential to the successful
migration to C-Band spectrum allocations.  This paper will detail the simulation and prototype
test results of an RF output filter tailored for an advanced C-Band telemetry transmitter design.

INTRODUCTION

Radio Frequency (RF) modeling and simulation software tools have come a long way since the
days of programs such as SuperCompact PC and EESof Touchstone that appeared in the early
1980s.  Powerful software packages such as AWR Microwave Office, ANSYS Electronics
Desktop, and other modern RF computer-aided design (CAD) tools offer an amazing level of
accuracy, moving the black art of circuit optimization from hardware breadboards on the lab
bench, to precise 3D computer models that mimic the behavior of a physical prototype, but are
tuned and manipulated with a keyboard and mouse.

C-BAND TRANSMITTER OUTPUT FILTER DEVELOPMENT

The University of Kansas (KU), in partnership with Quasonix, was awarded a Small Business
Technology Transfer (STTR) project1 funded by the U.S. Air Force to develop a C-Band
telemetry transmitter with a design emphasis on miniaturization and reduced DC power
consumption.  One of the project tasks delegated to KU was the investigation of innovative RF
filter designs that could be tailored for the specific output filter requirements of a small form
factor C-Band telemetry transmitter.  Transmitter RF output filters are commonly referred to as
harmonic filters, since the design focus has historically been the suppression of transmitter
harmonic spurious signals.  Transmitter harmonic filters are often lowpass designs, but after
consultation with Quasonix engineers, we arrived at the conclusion that providing output filter
rejection at GPS and S-Band frequencies was highly desirable and a bandpass design would be
the preferred choice for this C-Band transmitter; the trick would be to minimize the filter
																																																								
1	AF12-BT07	Miniaturized,	Power	Efficient	C-band	Telemetry	
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insertion loss and footprint size, while providing a suitable 50 Ohm impedance match at the filter
input and output ports.  In comparison to a lowpass design, a similar order C-Band microstrip or
stripline bandpass filter would typically require a larger footprint area and exhibit significantly
higher insertion loss, posing a more difficult design challenge.

After further conversations with Quasonix engineers, in an effort to minimize the risk of
experimenting with novel filter designs and structures, the decision was made to design the
output filter as a separate printed circuit board (PCB) that would be soldered to the main
transmitter PCB as a component, rather than attempt to integrate the filter into the transmitter
circuit board photolithography layout.  A separate filter PCB would allow filter design iterations
without fabricating new transmitter PCBs.  A stripline configuration was selected to provide the
best possible RF isolation, minimizing interaction between closely spaced filter structures as well
as the high gain active RF circuitry adjacent to the filter.

Transmitter circuitry and packaging constraints limited the available output filter footprint size to
.364” x .880” (9.25 mm x 22.35 mm).  A variety of RF filter structures and configurations that
could be used to achieve the desired size constraints were explored and an ANSYS Electronics
Desktop High Frequency Structural Simulator (HFSS) model was constructed to test potential
designs.  A filter design that combined a hybrid hairpin structure with radial stub [1, 2] elements
was deemed to be the best candidate for development.  Numerous ANSYS HFSS simulation runs
were used to tune and refine the design.  Figure 1 provides a three dimensional view of the HFSS
filter model material layers.

Figure 1 – Filter PCB Model Layers

The ability to arbitrarily rotate the model and zoom in on a structure is a valuable CAD tool
feature; Figure 2 offers a close-up view of the filter model RF input.
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Figure 2 – Filter Model Structures

The simulated 50 MHz to 20 GHz performance of the filter design is shown in Figure 3; of
particular interest are the relatively low passband insertion loss and a lack of undesirable
resonant artifacts, sometimes referred to as “flyback” responses, in the 8.8-10.5 GHz transmitter
second harmonic and 13.2-15.75 GHz third harmonic frequency ranges.

Figure 3 – C-Band Filter Model Simulated 50 MHz - 20 GHz Performance

RF filter structures will often exhibit flyback responses at frequencies above the desired
passband, which in the case of a transmitter output filter can dramatically limit the effectiveness
of a filter in suppressing transmitter spurious signals.  The HFSS filter simulation revealed that
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while flyback responses would be present, the resonant artifacts were predicted to occur well
beyond the maximum third harmonic frequency of the transmitter.

The simulated bandpass filter performance below the Lower and Middle C-Band frequency
range indicated over 30 dB of suppression at the 1227 MHz and 1575 MHz GPS frequencies,
and at least 26.9 dB of S-Band and Upper S-Band suppression as indicated in Figure 4.

Figure 4 – C-Band Filter Model Simulated GPS & S-Band Rejection

The final filter design was exported from ANSYS HFSS and imported into Altium Designer to
generate PCB fabrication Gerber files; a finished transmitter output filter printed circuit board is
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 – Prototype Filter Printed Circuit Board
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The prototype output filter PCB was fixtured with type SMA RF connectors to allow testing with
a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA); Figure 6 illustrates the prototype under test.

Figure 6 – Filter Vector Network Analyzer Test & Measurement

The 50 MHz to 20 GHz S21 measurement closely tracked the simulated filter performance, as
indicated in Figure 7.  The dashed line is an overlay of the model simulation.

Figure 7 – Measured vs. Simulated S21 Results
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The filter C-Band passband insertion loss was within hundredths of a dB of the simulated
performance, with measurements ranging from 0.57dB at 4400 MHz to 0.68dB at 5250 MHz as
shown in Figure 8; in this instance and subsequent S11 and S22 plots the dashed line again
represents the performance predicted through simulation.

Figure 8 – Measured vs. Simulated C-Band Passband S21 Results

The reflective S11 and S22 measurements shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 don’t track quite as
closely to the simulated performance as the S21 through measurements, which might be
attributed to the effects of the SMA test connectors, but in terms of a 50 Ohm impedance match,
the return loss measurements are still very close to the simulated results.

Figure 9 – Measured vs. Simulated S11 Results
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Figure 10 – Measured vs. Simulated S22 Results

The bandpass filter was installed into a prototype Quasonix nanoTX™ C-Band transmitter.  The
1.275 cubic inch (1.250" x 3.400" x 0.300") 10W transmitter was configured for a 4500 MHz
transmit center frequency.  Transmitter harmonic spurious responses, illustrated in Figure 11,
were measured to be 20 dB below the -25 dBm limit for second and third harmonics, and 15 dB
better than the -80 dBc fourth harmonic specification[3].

Figure 11 – Quasonix nanoTX™ C-Band Transmitter Harmonic Spurious [4]
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CONCLUSIONS

The use of carefully constructed RF circuit simulation models can provide optimization results
that rival the legacy method of tuning hardware prototypes to develop new designs.  In
comparison to working with hardware prototypes on the lab bench, which often requires
fabricating a new prototype for each design iteration, software simulation tools offer the ability
to test and tune virtual RF structures and circuits with a high degree of accuracy.  While
simulations cannot completely replace hardware prototypes, the implementation of sophisticated
modeling software tools can significantly reduce RF prototype fabrication iterations and design
cycle time.
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ABSTRACT 
 

The Arizona Autonomous Vehicles Club is participating in the 2016 AUVSI Student Unmanned 

Aerial Systems Competition which offers various challenges to be completed by a fully 

autonomous aerial vehicle. To complete various mission objectives, a low cost, rotary-wing 

platform was developed and deployed. The vehicle was assembled and upgraded for autonomous 

capability using commercially available components and open sourced software. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Background 
Held annually since 2002, the Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International Student 

Unmanned Aerial Systems (AUVSI SUAS) Competition brings university students together from 

around the world with the purpose of designing, integrating, and demonstrating their own 

unmanned aerial system (UAS). The aircraft must be capable of a variety of tasks ranging from 

fully autonomous flight to accurately discerning various ground targets and their characteristics. 

The competition aircraft can be made from either commercially available or custom components, 

but must still meet all competition requirements and safety regulations before being allowed to 

compete. While teams from the University of Arizona have previously competed in AUVSI 

SUAS, this is the first year the Arizona Autonomous Vehicles Club is attempting to do so. 

 

To compete in the 2016 AUVSI SUAS competition, the University of Arizona Autonomous 

Vehicles Club created three sub-teams to ensure the aircraft was being developed as efficiently 

as possible. The hardware sub-team focused on designing and building the aircraft and were 

responsible for choosing low cost parts, assembly, and maintenance of the aircraft. Since a 

majority of the secondary tasks within the mission relied on computer vision, a second sub-team 

was assembled to focus specifically on completing these objectives. Finally, a software sub-team 

was created to focus on aircraft guidance, waypoint navigation, and integrating the data received 

from the aircraft to both our own ground station and the AUVSI SUAS interoperability server. 

 

Problem Statement 
Competing in the AUVSI SUAS competition requires an aircraft that is capable of a variety of 

different tasks; however most aircraft that are entered have been designed and built at a 
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substantial cost, which drastically limits their widespread adoption. As the Arizona Autonomous 

Vehicles Club has not competed in years prior, it was determined that creating a low-cost 

alternative would be the best way to introduce club members to designing and competing with an 

aircraft that would be completed during the academic year prior to the 2016 AUVSI SUAS 

competition. 

 

Objectives 
During the competition, the UAS had to complete several primary tasks including fully 

autonomous flight, surveillance, target recognition, and localization. This year’s platform was 

also designed to complete several additional secondary tasks given to teams including 

autonomous classification of targets and completing imaging of a target outside of the course 

boundaries. A detailed list of tasks and parameters are provided in the official AUVSI SUAS 

rules
 
[1]. Finally, the UAS was designed to adhere to the strict competition guidelines for 

competing aircraft along with varied safety requirements. 

 

 

DESIGN SOLUTIONS 

 

Helicopter Platform 
A gasoline powered helicopter was selected for this year’s UAS platform. The helicopter is an 

attractive platform due to its vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) capabilities, dramatically 

increasing its robustness in rough terrain environments. Additionally, the energy density of 

gasoline allows for much greater operational range and airtime as compared to electrical 

platforms. Ultimately, a T-Rex 700N helicopter converted to gas using the Helix G700 gas 

conversion kit was used. After modification the final platform had a rotor diameter of 62.28 

inches and weighed roughly 5.6 kilograms with a 660mL fuel tank. Under this configuration, the 

helicopter could achieve a flight time of 30 minutes without additional fuel tanks on the airframe 

at up to 80 mph cruise speed and 100 mph dash speed. 

 

 
Figure 1: Model T-Rex 700N RC Helicopter. Image courtesy of AccuRC.com 

 

Pixhawk Autopilot 

A Pixhawk is used as the primary controller. The Pixhawk is an affordable, open source autopilot 

module that is widely used in the hobbyist community. The controller supports manual overrides, 

built-in failsafes, and easy integration with various peripherals. It operates on a 32 bit Cortex M4 

core with 256KB of RAM, 2MB of flash memory, and a secondary 32 bit failsafe co-processor. 

The Pixhawk also includes a variety of sensors including a 16 bit gyroscope, a 14 bit 

accelerometer and magnetometer, a 3-axis accelerometer and gyroscope, and a barometer. 
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Manual overrides can be directly actuated from the backup 2.4 GHz radio controller, while the 

ground station is used to communicate mission waypoints and actions. Commands and telemetry 

data are transmitted between the ground station and the Pixhawk over a 915 MHz radio link. 

Metadata such as GPS location, altitude, and attitude are also transmitted over USB to the 

onboard computer (OBC) for image processing purposes. A Raspberry Pi 2 Model B was chosen 

as the OBC due to its low price, small form factor, and attractive technical specifications. 

 
Figure 1: Avionics and ground systems overview 

 

Mission Planner is run on a laptop PC for ground station operations. Mission Planner is an open 

source ground station application targeted at the Pixhawk. The software is used for initial 

configuration of the Pixhawk as well as for further control loop tuning. Sensor data logs 

generated by the Pixhawk are viewed in Mission Planner, allowing for diagnostics and trimming 

of the airframe. Additionally, the software includes a GUI for mission planning, with options 

ranging from GPS and altitude waypoint plotting to special tasks such as payload drops and 

image capture. Mission Planner also includes a live flight data panel, which interactively 

displays live telemetry data.  

 

Imaging System 
A 5-megapixel Raspberry Pi Camera is used for image capture. While the camera’s poor 

resolution and slow shutter speed make it an unsuitable option for a final configuration, its plug-

and-play compatibility with the OBC made it an acceptable choice for prototyping. In order to 

mitigate the effects of vehicle vibrations and dynamic vehicle attitudes, the camera is mounted 

on a vibration dampened 2-axis ground facing gimbal. Software settings are used to maximize 

shutter speed in an effort to reduce motion blur. Images are captured at 1 Hz and are 

synchronously tagged with metadata received from the Pixhawk controller. The tagged images 
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are then pushed to the target recognition buffer, where images are first preprocessed by the OBC 

then transmitted to the ground using a 5.8 GHz radio link. 
 

Target Recognition and Analysis 

OpenCV is used to identify possible targets in images captured by the imaging system in real 

time. Each region of interest (ROI), or area of the image which contains a possible target, is 

cropped and transmitted to the ground station for further analysis. OpenCV is once again used on 

the ground station in order to confirm target validity and to determine the target’s GPS shape, 

color, embedded alphanumeric color, alphanumeric letter, and alphanumeric orientation. 

 

 
Figure 2: Image processing system overview. All processes shown above are implemented using OpenCV 

 

The OpenCV target identification is performed onboard using a Haar-like feature cascade 

classifier. The technique, first used in real-time face recognition in 2001 by Paul Viola and 

Michael Jones [2], is an ROI detection algorithm which searches for the presence of objects of 

interest in an image. The approach uses a sliding window approach to scan for key features 

which indicate object presence. The scanning process is broken down into cascading stages, 

dramatically reducing the algorithm’s computational expense. Detected ROIs are cropped and 

further geotagged using the uncropped image’s geotag, UAS altitude, and ROI image coordinates 

All other metadata is inherited from the uncropped image. Cropped images are transmitted to the 

ground station via FTP. Duplicate records of each target are aggregated based on relative GPS 

distance. 

 

Further image processing is performed using a combination of standard and in-house OpenCV 

algorithms. Extracted ROIs are transformed into their Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) 

representation. The HSV representation is split by channel, and the luminosity (value) channel is 

processed using the Canny edge detection algorithm [3]. In this implementation of the algorithm, 
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a Gaussian blur is applied to the image, the intensity gradient is found using the Sobel operator 

[4], and the edges are refined by determining “strong” edges and identifying connected edges. It 

was found that the algorithm still resulted in fragmented edges, thus a custom algorithm was 

written to combine edges based on their relative distance, reducing the fragmented edges to a 

larger outline and a smaller embedded alphanumeric outline. The two outlines are extracted and 

processed in parallel to determine the target’s shape, color, and embedded alphanumeric 

character.  

 

In order to determine the target’s shape and color, the target outline is approximated to a polygon 

using the Douglas-Peucker algorithm [5]. The number of edges in the resulting polygon is 

calculated and is compared to a table of polygon edge counts and names. If no matches are 

found, the target is labeled as an n-gon, where n is the number of sides. The approximated 

polygon is then used to mask the original image, reducing the image to the isolated target. The 

RGB values of the masked image are averaged in order to determine the target’s average RGB 

color. The resulting color tuple is compared to a table of common colors, and the closest match 

within acceptable error range is used to label the target. If no suitable matches are found, then the 

target is labeled using the color tuple instead.  

 

The embedded alphanumeric character outline is used to determine three characteristics: letter 

orientation, alphanumeric color, and alphanumeric character. Color is determined using the same 

method outlined above for target color identification. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is 

used to determine the alphanumeric character embedded in the target. Tesseract, an open source 

OCR engine [6], was chosen for this task due to its availability, high accuracy, and ease of 

integration. However, images must be carefully preprocessed in order to fully take advantage of 

Tesseract’s features. Namely, Tesseract performs best with binary images and little skew. In 

order to meet these requirements, the extracted character outline is filled and redrawn on a blank 

background, yielding a binary image. Plausible character orientations are determined by 

exploiting anticipated character aspect ratios and are used to deskew characters. The deskewed 

characters are inputted into Tesseract, and each target is labeled based on the letter output by 

Tesseract. In the event that the plausible character orientations fail to produce a confident letter 

output, the character is rotated in increments of 10 degrees until a letter is recognized. Upon 

successful character recognition, the degree rotation and image metadata are used to determine 

the alphanumeric cardinal orientation. 

 

Communications Systems 

The primary communications link is the 915 MHz telemetry link. The telemetry link uses the 

RFD 900+, a small and lightweight modem which can easily achieve ranges of more than 20 

miles, far exceeding the mission requirements. The RFD 900+ modem offers a rate of transfer of 

up to 250kbps and operates at a maximum output power of 1 watt. An additional 5 GHz link is 

used for transmitting images. The secondary link is implemented using the Ubiquiti Bullet M5-

HP radio, offering a 5GHz link and a throughput of 100+ Mbps while operating at a maximum of 

6 watts, though the range is limited compared to the 915MHz telemetry link. In order to mitigate 

the loss of range, a directional antenna is used at the ground station. Lastly, a 2.4 GHz link is 

operated by a safety pilot and is used to switch between flight modes and execute manual 

overrides as deemed necessary. 
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
 

Unfortunately, logistical challenges and complexities introduced by the helicopter platform 

prevented us from completing the UAS. However, we were able to achieve proof of concepts for 

each component with a small team and a limited budget. These results indicate the potential of a 

UAS built solely from affordable, off the shelf components. 

 

Although the team was unable to compete this year, the team still attended the competition as 

observers and learned many valuable lessons for subsequent years. Based on observations of the 

various approaches to the competition and discussions with other teams, it was decided to shift 

design towards a fixed wing platform in order to leverage the resources available at the mission 

site and reduce design complexity. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The conventional architecture of modern telemetry and signal processing systems typically relies 
on some combination of specialized hardware and firmware components integrated with 
commercial rackmount computer platforms running off-the-shelf operating systems.  The 
evolution of the modern system-on-a-chip (SoC) architecture, which tightly couples traditional 
field-programmable gate array (FPGA) elements with high-performance embedded 
microprocessor cores, offers an alternative to this conventional approach.  When effectively 
utilized, the SoC approach can provide several advantages, including reduced system size and 
power, increased system security, and lower lifetime operating costs. 
 
This paper discusses the benefits offered by embedded SoC architectures for the implementation 
of satellite telemetry processing systems, and presents an example design that demonstrates 
advantages with respect to security, reliability, maintainability, footprint, and cost. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
The conventional modern architecture for satellite telemetry and command processing systems 
began to emerge in the mid-1980s with the development of systems like NASA’s TCDS 
(Telemetry and Communications Data System) and NCPS (Network Command Processing 
System), which used MULTIBUS computer cards and peripheral interface cards in much the 
same way that modern computers do.  These early systems used Motorola processors running at 
clock frequencies around 50 MHz and using 4 MB of system memory.   
 
The next generation of telemetry processing equipment began to be developed in the early 1990s, 
taking advantage of the explosive growth in the personal computer market and using increasingly 
powerful commercial x86-based computer systems to host modular telemetry processing 
software.  Like the MULTIBUS and VME systems before them, these systems used plug-in 
architecture buses like ISA and PCI, which allowed equipment manufacturers to design custom 
interface cards to perform tasks like demodulation, bit and frame synchronization, serial data 
processing, and IRIG time signal processing.  Industrial 19-inch rackmount computer server 
systems became the common form factor, with the average system footprint usually being around 
3U to 4U.   
 



Over time, the move towards TCP/IP network communications as a common mode of data 
transfer between systems has reduced the need for custom hardware interfaces.  Telemetry 
processing systems that only use TCP/IP network interfaces are often marketed as software-only 
implementations, but the software is still running on the same rackmount server architecture as 
before (although the size of the system is typically smaller, around 1U to 2U).   
 

DISADVANTAGES OF THE RACKMOUNT SERVER ARCHITECTURE 
 
Most modern telemetry processors still use the rackmount server architecture more than 25 years 
after its initial development.  However, this architecture has a number of disadvantages, which 
include security risks, operating system issues, size and power concerns, increased cost, 
sustainability issues, and channel density restrictions.   
 
Security risks are becoming more prevalent and costlier to prevent.  The most common security 
threat is malware targeted consumer and enterprise operating systems, such as Microsoft 
Windows or Linux, which are widely used by modern telemetry and command processing 
equipment.  Malware is most commonly introduced through email, network file exchanges, or 
portable storage devices; most organizations apply system hardening and security controls in an 
effort to prevent this type of malicious activity, but the prevention comes at a great cost in terms 
of labor and the continuous monitoring, upgrades, and additional software required to maintain 
security scanning tools and anti-virus programs.  Anti-virus software and other security tools also 
reduce the performance of the systems on which they are deployed and can interfere with normal 
operational activity.   
 
Operating systems designed for consumer and enterprise applications are often optimized for 
their most common expected use; in most cases, this is not real-time data processing, but rather 
the use of interactive applications such as word processors, games, and Internet browsers.  Data 
transfer functions are optimized for intermittent, user-generated traffic, which is not a typical use 
case for telemetry processing that more commonly transfer data at constant throughput rates.  
Further, the system processor time required to maintain throughput rates is difficult to control, 
and processor time available for applications is often superseded by other, higher-priority 
processes running at the kernel level.  This can result in reduced throughput rate or data 
interruptions if not sufficiently compensated for by the telemetry processing software; but the 
need to over-design the software to compensate for deficiencies in the operating system results in 
inefficient software and increased system resource usage. 
 
Commercial rackmount servers are typically not designed with size, weight, and power 
efficiency in mind, and typical deployments of multiple servers translate to wasted power, a need 
for additional cooling, and increased rack space.  Typical power supplies for rackmount server 
systems range from 500W to 1000W, and a typical system will use ¼ of the rated power just 
sitting idle, without any processing software running.  Some power savings can be achieved by 
placing these systems in sleep mode when they are idle, but this is almost never acceptable in 
operational environments that require high availability. 
 
Channel density has always been an issue with rackmount computer systems.  A large factor in 
this is physical space for connectors on add-in slots; the space available per backplane slot has 



been the same since the inception of the rackmount server.  Higher density connectors can 
increase the number of interfaces possible, but higher density connectors are difficult to design 
into a satellite ground system that typically uses coaxial cabling.    
 
Maintainability becomes an issue when using commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) computer 
systems.  Commercial computing systems typically become obsolete in three years or less.  This 
obsolescence is designed into the commercial marketplace, and operating systems and equipment 
older than 3–5 years are often no longer produced or supported.  This is incompatible with a 
typical satellite ground system lifecycle, where a typical satellite takes 3–10 years to develop and 
is expected to have a lifetime of 10 years or more.  Some satellite operators attempt to remediate 
this problem by making purchasing stockpiles of end-of-life components and larger number of 
spares, but this is often ineffective in the face of software and operating system obsolescence.  
An operating system that is no longer supported by the manufacturer is a security threat.  Further, 
updates to telemetry and command processing software are typically only supported on current 
operating systems, so any software updates also require upgrades to operating systems, and 
ultimately to the underlying computing hardware.  As a result, a typical ground system is forced 
to undergo several hardware and software refreshes throughout the operational life of the 
satellite.          
 

AN EMBEDDED ARCHITECTURE APPROACH 
 

Using modern SoC devices, it is possible to design embedded telemetry processing equipment 
with a greatly reduced form factor.  SoC devices tightly integrate microprocessors and FPGAs 
into one physical device, allowing the system designer to select the most appropriate technology 
to accomplish a task.  For example, one might use FPGA resources to do perform forward error 
correction (FEC) decoding, such as BCH or LDPC, while using the microprocessor to handle 
packet processing and network data transfer.   
 
Figure 1, below, demonstrates the key differences between the conventional rackmount 
architecture and the embedded SoC architecture.  
 



 
Figure	1:		Architecture	Comparison	

The top portion of Figure 1 shows a typical rackmount server telemetry processor with a 3U 
chassis.  The system is configured with three serial interface channels using PCI or PCIe bus 
interface cards.  The bottom portion of Figure 1 shows an embedded version of this architecture.  
The system footprint has been reduced from a 3U sized system with three channels to a 1U sized 
system with 4 serial channels.  The width of the embedded system is so small that three 
embedded systems could be mounted in a single 1U rack space.   
 
Figure 2, below, shows a representative implementation of a SoC-based embedded telemetry 
processing system, the “Rattlesnake”, designed by Ingenicomm in 2015. 
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can be used to extend the support life of the telemetry processor an additional 10 years or more.  
Further, in terms of sustaining software support, the embedded design is highly advantageous, as 
software is easier to maintain and support when the system configuration is more static, and the 
open-source OS kernel is not subject to proprietary restrictions and forced obsolescence.       
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The rackmount server architecture has become the standard architecture for implementing 
satellite telemetry and command processing equipment.  When this architecture was first 
developed more than 25 years ago, it had numerous advantages in terms of size, processing 
power, and ease of development in comparison to predecessor architectures.  However, over 
time, this architecture has shown weaknesses in terms of security, maintainability, and cost. 
 
An embedded architecture for telemetry processing allows users to achieve reductions in system 
footprints, increase security, enhance reliability and maintainability, and reduce lifetime system 
cost.  The smaller size of the embedded telemetry processor reduces the rack space required, 
decreasing the real estate required to support a mission.  Significant reductions in power and 
cooling requirements lead to cost savings in power consumption.  Improved security capabilities 
result in cost savings in terms of implementation and monitoring, while better maintainability 
allows users to avoid costly system rebuilds during the lifetime of a mission. 
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TENA – ALLEVIATING MANPOWER AND OPERATIONAL 
COSTS WITHIN THE TELEMETRY COMMUNITY 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 

The evolution of warfare necessitated that 
operational systems now fight Jointly; 
meaning they must therefore be tested and 
trained in a tightly-coupled Joint environment 
as well.  Unfortunately, the existing DoD test 
and training range infrastructure was not 
designed to be interoperable, and rapidly 
became inadequate in the era of Joint warfare.  
An urgent need was identified for a common 
architecture which would be capable of 
integrating the complex and disparate test and 
training ranges. 
The DoD’s response to this crippling issue was 
to develop the Test and Training Enabling 
Architecture (TENA), an implemented 
architecture comprised of middleware, object 
models, tools / utilities, and collaboration 
capabilities.  TENA provides real-time 
software system interoperability and the 
capability to interface existing range assets, 
systems, and simulations at distributed 
facilities.  Government-owned and free for 
anyone to use, TENA allows the most efficient 
use of current and future range resources via 
range resource integration.  This integration 
invariably fosters interoperability and reuse 
within the test and training communities – 
critical in validating system performance in a 
highly cost-effective manner.   
TENA provides a middleware software 
component and can be used on any internet 
protocol (IP)-based range or distributed 
network, such as the Joint Mission 
Environment Test Capability (JMETC) 
networks and the Joint Staff (JS) J7 Deputy 
Director Joint Environment (DDJE) Joint 
Training Enterprise Network (JTEN).  

 Upgrading an existing range system to TENA 
can be achieved in a drastically shorter time 
frame than traditional software integration 
efforts.  Additional benefits include the cost-
effective replacement of unique range 
protocols, enhanced exchange of mission data, 
and organic TENA-compliant capabilities at 
sites which can be leveraged for future events, 
enhancing both reuse and interoperability. 
II. TENA AND THE TELEMETRY COMMUN ITY 

 
As in the past, present telemetry (TM) support 
requires operators to be on location with the 
TM receive system or at a remote TM console 
(with a remote TM antenna control unit).  This 
often results in temporary duty (TDY) for 
operators and potentially an insufficient 
number of operators to support all scheduled 
operations.  The capability to remotely operate 
the telemetry system (i.e., perform status 
monitoring, data distribution, and / or 
command and control from a centrally-located, 
manned site) greatly reduces operational costs 
of TDY to remote TM sites.  A remote control 
capability could altogether eliminate the 
existing requirement for personnel at both the 
local TM system antenna site as well as the 
TM control facility, alleviating previous 
manpower issues. 
One example are the efforts currently 
underway at the Patuxent River, MD (Pax 
River) Atlantic Test Range.  Using TENA, 
they are developing and fielding an enterprise 
approach to remotely manage and operate all 
components of remote ground telemetry 
systems.  This approach provides a common 
architecture which interfaces system 
components, regardless of system 
manufacturer.  At completion, this effort will 
provide for single operator control of several 
remote TM systems, therefore reducing travel 
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and manning requirements at remote sites.  It 
will also allow TM status information, setup, 
and control to be distributed to appropriate 
destinations for system verification and 
operations. 
Another example is the Pacific Missile Range 
Facility (PMRF) upgrade of their two Versatile 
Tracking Mounts (VTMs) to TENA.  White 
Sands Missile Range (WSMR) notified PMRF 
that a new, TENA-compliant Universal Video 
Tracking System (UVTS) had been developed 
and could be retrofitted in the PMRF VTMs.  
PMRF sent WSMR three new computers to 
implement the UVTS, and the instrument port 
of the Sourse Integration Sensor (SIS) on 
PMRF’s instrumentation Network (iNet) was 
made TENA-compliant.  The UVTSs were 
successfully installed in August 2015 with 
their first mission support in October of the 
same year.    

III. PROVIDING INTEROPERABILITY AND 
RESOURCE REUSE 

 
Interoperability is the characteristic of an 
independently-developed element to use 
commonality to work together with other 
elements toward a shared goal.  Reuse is 
recognized as the ability to use an element in a 
context for which it was not originally 
designed; in essence focusing on the multiple 
uses of a single element and often requiring 
well-documented interfaces.  In order to 
achieve interoperability and communicate 
meaningfully, a common architecture 
(including a common language and a common 
communication mechanism) and a common 
context (including environment and time) must 
be present.  TENA was developed to bring the 
efficiency and economic advantages of 
interoperability and reuse to DoD test and 
training ranges.  The initial interoperability 
and reuse efforts were completed in early 
Fiscal Year 2005, and the continuing 
interoperability and reuse refinement of TENA 
is managed by the TENA Software 
Development Activity (SDA). 

Being successful in the development of any 
Joint testing capability requires a supporting 
and guiding activity, and in December 2005, 
the JMETC program element was formed.  
JMETC is a distributed live, virtual, and 
constructive (LVC) testing capability which 
supports the acquisition community 
throughout program development, 
developmental testing (DT), operational 
testing (OT), interoperability certification, and 
includes demonstration of net-ready key 
performance parameters (KPP) requirements 
in a customer-specific Joint mission 
environment (JME).  JMETC provides readily 
available connectivity to the Services’ 
distributed test capabilities and simulations, as 
well as that of Industry test resources.  Initially 
developed as a testing capability, JMETC is 
aligned with and complemented by the JTEN, 
and together offer integration solutions 
fostering test, training, and experimental 
collaboration. 
JMETC uses a hybrid network architecture. 
The JMETC Secret Network (JSN), which 
leverages the Secret Defense Research and 
Engineering Network (SDREN) for 
connectivity, is the T&E enterprise network 
solution for secret testing. The JMETC 
Multiple Independent Levels of Security 
(MILS) Network (JMN) supports higher 
classifications, as well as cyber testing.   
The JMETC program uses TENA to improve 
its testing support infrastructure.  With TENA 
a live range instrumentation architecture and 
field-proven in exercises and numerous 
distributed test events since 2002, it provides 
JMETC a technology already deployed in the 
DoD.  Where TENA serves as the middleware 
and software component, the persistent 
JMETC networks provide the connectivity for 
distributed testing.     

IV. UNDERSTANDING TENA 
 

Understanding composability as the ability to 
rapidly assemble, initialize, test, and execute a 
system from members of a pool of reusable, 
interoperable elements, the TENA architecture 
is a technical blueprint for achieving an 
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interoperable, composable set of 
geographically distributed range resources 
(both live and simulated) that can be rapidly 
combined to meet new testing and training 
missions in a realistic manner.  TENA is made 
up of several components, including a domain-
specific object model that supports information 
transfer throughout the event lifecycle, 
common real-time and non-real-time software 
infrastructures for manipulating objects, as 
well as standards, protocols, rules, supporting 
software, and other key components.   
The TENA Middleware (currently at Release 
6.0.4.2 and available for free download at the 
TENA SDA web site: https://www.tena-
sda.org/) combines distributed anonymous 
publish-subscribe, and model-driven, 
distributed, and object-oriented programming 
paradigms into a single distributed middleware 
system.  This unique combination of high-level 
programming abstractions yields a powerful 
middleware system that enables TENA 
middleware users to rapidly develop complex 
yet reliable distributed applications.   
The TENA object model consists of those 
object / data definitions derived from range 
instrumentation or other sources, which are 
used in a given execution to meet the 
immediate needs and requirements of a 
specific user for a specific range event.  The 
object model is shared by all TENA resource 
applications in an execution.  It may contain 
elements of the standard TENA object model 
although it is not required to do so.  Each 
execution is semantically bound together by its 
object model. 
Therefore, defining an object model for a 
particular execution is the most important task 
to be performed to integrate the separate range 
resource applications into a single event.  In 
order to support the formal definition of TENA 
object models, a standard metamodel has been 
developed to specify the modeling constructs 
that are supported by TENA.  This model is 
formally specified by the Extensible Markup 
Language (XML) Metadata Interchange 
standard and can be represented by Universal 
Markup Language (UML).  Standards for 

representing metamodels are being developed 
under the Object Management Group Model 
Driven Architecture activities.  The TENA 
Object Model Compiler is based on the formal 
representation of this metamodel, and TENA 
user-submitted object models are verified 
against the metamodel.  However, it is 
important to recognize the difference between 
the TENA metamodel and a particular TENA 
object model.  The object captures the formal 
definition of the particular object / data 
elements that are shared between TENA 
applications participating in a particular 
execution, while the object model is 
constrained by the features supported by the 
metamodel.  
Another significant benefit for TENA users is 
auto-code generation.  The TENA Middleware 
is designed to enable the rapid development of 
distributed applications which exchange data 
using the publish-subscribe paradigm.  While 
many publish-subscribe systems exist, few 
possess the high-level programming 
abstractions presented by the TENA 
Middleware.  The TENA Middleware provides 
these high-level abstractions by using auto-
code generation to create complex 
applications, and these higher-level 
programming abstractions (combined with a 
framework designed to reduce programming 
errors) enable users to quickly and correctly 
express the concepts of their applications.  Re-
usable standardized object interfaces and 
implementations further simplify the 
application development process. 
Through the use of auto code generation, other 
utilities, and a growing number of common 
tools, TENA provides an enhanced capability 
to accomplish the routine tasks performed on 
the test and training ranges in support of 
exercises.  The steps in many of the tasks are 
automated, and thanks to the enhanced 
software interoperability provided by TENA, 
the information flow is streamlined between 
tools and the common infrastructure 
components.   
TENA utilities facilitate the creation of TENA-
compliant software and the installing, 
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integrating, and testing of the software at each 
designated range.  This complex task falls to 
the Logical Range Developer who, in this 
phase, performs the detailed activities 
described in the requirement definitions and 
event planning, as well as the event 
construction, setup, and rehearsal activities of 
the Logical Range Concept of Operations.  
While some manual exercise and event setup is 
required at ranges, TENA tools, as they are 
developed and become accepted across the 
range community, make exercise pre-event 
management easier. 

V. SUPPORT FOR TENA USERS 
 

The TENA SDA has developed a website that 
provides a wide range of support for the 
TENA user, including an easy process to 
download the Middleware, free of charge.  The 
website also offers a helpdesk and user forums 
that will address any problems with the 
Middleware download and implementation.  
The TENA SDA is very aware of the need to 
inform range managers and train TENA users, 
and the TENA SDA presents regular training 
classes that are designed to meet attendees’ 
needs; from an overview or technical 
introduction of TENA, all the way to a hands-
on, computer lab class on the TENA 
Middleware. 
TENA’s continuing evolution in its support of 
the test and training range community is 
managed by an organization of users and 
developers.  This collection of TENA 
stakeholders, called the Architecture 
Management Team (AMT), meets several 
times a year to be updated on TENA usage, 
problems, and advancements.  Although the 
agenda involves briefings, it is open to wide-
ranging discussions.  This ensures the users’ 
concerns and inputs are understood, recorded, 
and action items are made if necessary.  Of 
equal importance, TENA developers and 
management have had a long and mutually 
beneficial relationship with the Range 
Commanders Council. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

Although it was a technological and software 
evolution that was the impetus for TENA’s 
growth in its enabling of range interoperability 
and resource reuse, the Middleware found its 
needed validation on the DoD test and training 
ranges.  On those ranges, the U.S. Military 
evaluates the warfighting equipment, 
personnel, and concepts that are deployed in 
support of ongoing missions around the globe.  
Unfortunately, test and training events only 
provide the opportunity for evaluation.  It is 
the data collection and analysis that determines 
the war-worthiness of the equipment or 
concept; this data can quickly and definitively 
illuminate any necessary improvements 
needed to ensure effective and safe weapon 
system operation and training.  TENA and 
JMETC are time-tested, proven, integral parts 
of that equation.   
JMETC reduces the time and cost to plan and 
prepare for distributed events by providing a 
persistent, readily-available network, and the 
TENA common integration software is easily-
integrated into telemetry environments and 
applications.  Even the remote control 
capability alone alleviates previous manpower 
issues and greatly reduces operating costs for 
the telemetry community.  Using TENA and 
JMETC, Test Directors can put their focus 
back where it needs to be – on the warfighter 
and the task at hand. 
For more information about TENA and 
JMETC, contact Ryan Norman, TENA SDA 
Program Manager (PM), AJ Pathmanathan, 
JMETC PM, or George Rumford, Test 
Resource Management Center (TRMC) 
Deputy Director – Major Initiatives Technical 
Analysis (MITA), E-mail: feedback@tena-
sda.org or feedback@jmetc.org or go to the 
TENA Web Site: https://www.tena-sda.org or 
JMETC Web Site: https://www.jmetc.org.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper, the benefits and advantages of combining advanced embedded processing 
capabilities with an FPGA based approach within a Data Acquisition Unit (DAU) are 
discussed.  The paper begins with a discussion of some of the services and functionality that 
such a system enables.  Basic features such as system discovery, verification, configuration 
and upgrade are discussed in addition to other value added services such as continuous built 
in test (CBIT) and embedded real-time parameter quick-look.  Finally, the paper discusses 
some advanced services that could be deployed to these systems such as emerging 
communication protocols, multimedia connectivity and discovery, and advanced Machine 
Learning based systems diagnostics. 

Key words: FPGA, Embedded Processors, Hybrid Approach, Flexibility 

 



 

1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Historically, in the Flight Test community CPUs and FPGAs have been the workhorse 
technologies employed in Data Acquisition Units (DAU).  Both technologies have their 
advantages and disadvantages but their utility have traditionally been constrained by the 
limited resources available to embedded systems.  However, over the last few years the 
amount of persistent storage, working memory and processing power available to embedded 
devices has increased exponentially.  This has opened up the possibility of deploying ever 
more complex and intelligent software based services on to the DAUs themselves.  This 
paper describes the benefits of using a mixture of both FPGA and CPU based technologies in 
conjunction with flexible software in a Flight Test context.   
The discussion will begin by describing some of the advantages and disadvantages of both 
CPU and FPGA based systems.  The different types of services that run on a DAU are then 
outlined in addition to their level of criticality and importance in the context of a flight test.  
The suitability of FPGAs and CPUs for each of these services is also discussed. 
Finally, the possibilities presented by the increase in resources available to embedded 
systems are then outlined.  Specifically, the potential of embedding smart software on Data 
Acquisition Units is described with particular emphasis on potential services that are not 
routinely available at present. 
 

2 COMPARISON OF TECHNOLOGIES 
 
Broadly speaking, there are 
three different approaches 
taken in production data 
acquisition systems.  Table 1 
summarizes the differences 
between the CPU, FPGA and 
Hybrid approaches 
 
CPU based systems 
The undoubted advantage of 
CPU based system is the 
flexibility that they afford.  
All services are written in 
software and can be changed and upgraded much easier than FPGA based code.  
Additionally, the software can take advantage of CPU based functionality like timers, 
interrupts and specialized mathematical routines.  Often there are also off-the-shelf libraries 
that can be used (for example a UDP/IP stack) which may reduce the overall costs of 
development.   

On the downside, the very flexibility of these systems can make testing and verification a 
difficult task. Furthermore, it can be much harder to write safe and deterministic code when 
inherently asynchronous techniques such as device interrupts are used in a design.  These 
systems also have a minimum boot time which may be critical in some applications were 
brown-outs and intermittent power loss are a concern 
 

Technology Advantages Disadvantages 

CPU 
Flexibility 

Faster Development 

Slower boot times 

Less deterministic 

More complex 

FPGA 
Live on Power-up 

Deterministic 

Less flexibility 

Less performant 

Hybrid 

Flexibility 

Performance 

More deterministic 

More complex 

Table 1 - Comparison of CPU, FPGA and Hybrid approaches 



 

FPGA based systems 
 
FPGA based systems have at least two key advantages over the other systems.  The first is 
their determinism and reliability.  These systems do not typically respond to asynchronous 
events such as interrupts and, when written correctly, obey the “works once, works always” 
rule in that the system will always behave in the exact same predictable way once running.  In 
the unlikely event that FPGA based code gets into an unanticipated state (e.g. as a result of 
power loss) then it will recover in the next acquisition cycle 

The second advantage is their ability to start running (or start running again) immediately 
after power up or restoration or power.  This feature is essential in those applications where 
brown outs and intermittent power loss is likely.  
 

Hybrid FPGA and CPU Systems 
Some vendors also choose to augment FPGA based services with a CPU.  Typically the 
services delegated to the CPU are limited to those where either the gain in implementation 
flexibility outweighs the benefits gained from the inherent reliability of FPGAs, or to run 
non-critical services.  For those services that do run on the CPU an Operating System is often 
not used, and instead, the services run on embedded firmware on the CPU itself.  The 
advantages of this approach are that most of the benefits of FPGA systems are retained (such 
as live on power-up, determinism and so on) along with some of the benefits of CPU based 
systems (such as flexibility, code re-use).   
In general, they still suffer from some of the disadvantages of CPUs such as slower boot 
times and being potentially non-deterministic.  As a result, typically only non-critical services 
(such as networked based features like SNMP and ARP) are deployed on the CPU. 

 
Constraints 
In general, irrespective of the approach taken, the technology has typically been constrained 
by the resources available in the embedded device.  Specifically, the limited amount of 
working memory (i.e. RAM), persistent storage (i.e. disk space) and processing power (both 
the number of cores and clock speed) has prevented more complex software in particular 
from being deployed in DAUs.  This was not so much an issue when the volume of data 
acquired in a flight test is small but modern Ethernet based system on large aircraft can now 
acquire many gigabytes of data during a test flight. 
 

3 SERVICES HIERARCHY 
The services that run on a DAU can be broken into a four layer hierarchy (see Figure 1).  At 
the bottom of the hierarchy are the most important mission critical services, those ones that 
must exist on a DAU, and at the top are the least important services that are not essential in a 
data acquisition system. 
 
  



 

Mission critical services 
Mission critical services can be 
defined as those that, at a 
minimum, must be running on a 
DAU during a test flight.  These 
services include the basic 
functions of acquiring data and 
either transmitting and/or storing 
the acquired data.  Another 
service that is also critical to a 
large number of applications is 
time synchronization.  This is 
common in large Ethernet based 
data acquisition networks 
consisting of many DAUs where 
the real time correlation of 
acquired data is a requirement. 
 
Core services 
These services do not normally run during a test flight but are required in order to create a 
functioning data acquisition system.  These services include those responsible for the setup 
and configuration of both individual DAUs and the acquisition network as a whole.  
Arguably they also include services such as firmware and software upgrade, and device 
discovery. 

 
Debug & Diagnostic services 
Whereas both the Critical and Core services are pre-requisites to a fully functioning system, 
Debug & Diagnostic services can be seen as “nice-to-haves”.  They typically are used to 
trouble-shoot and debug problems that occur in a system.  These services include both 
initiated (IBIT) and continuous (CBIT) built in test and mechanisms for allowing the FTI 
engineer to view data in real-time. 
 

Value added services 
These services are those that are not required for the successful functioning, setup or trouble-
shooting of a data acquisition system.  Due to the resource constraints of embedded systems 
these services have traditionally be deployed off the DAU and implemented in software.  
Examples include complex algorithms for determining the scheduling of data transfers over 
acquisition networks, advanced system discovery features and pre-flight diagnostics. 
 

4 MAPPING SERVICES 
 
Given the four level service hierarchy presented above it is possible to suggest which 
technologies are best suited to a given level. 
 
  

Figure 1 -DAU Service Hierarchy 



 

Mission critical services 
For the mission critical services such as data acquisition, storage and transmission the key 
characteristics would seem to be reliability and recoverability [1].  Whatever else fails, it is 
vital that data should continue to be acquired and either stored or transmitted for later 
analysis.  Ideally, data acquisition should be continuous, but in the event of intermittent but 
unavoidable power loss, the downtime of the system should be minimized.   

Both of these requirements imply that FPGA technology is the clear winner.  It has the 
inherent advantage of being both more reliable and deterministic compared to a CPU based 
system.  Additionally, in the event of a power disruption, it can recover immediately. 
It is of course possible to implement mission critical services using pure CPU based 
technology but this task is intrinsically more difficult.  The effort in verifying and validating 
the software that is running on the CPU is complex, time consuming and error prone.  It often 
requires the rigorous and continuous application of strict design rules (such as a ban on using 
interrupts for certain tasks).  This problem is multiplied many times more if the software runs 
on top of an operating system where task scheduling and resource allocation are usually 
either out of the hands of the programmer or difficult to influence.  Use of a specialized Real-
time Operating System (RTOS) can be used to ameliorate these problems but they are 
generally more expensive than, for example, a customized embedded Linux system and thus 
can add to the overall development cost and the cost to the end user.  Furthermore, boot time 
is generally many times longer than for FPGAs. 

 
Core services 
As discussed, while these services are not a requirement during a test flight they are needed 
in order to configure a system.  While in theory it may be possible to configure a system 
using FPGA based designs, in practice this requires the use of software. 
At first glance, these requirements appear to favour the CPU based approach.  Software can 
easily be written to configure a DAU and then deployed directly onto the DAU and perhaps 
exposed to the FTI engineer via an HTML based interface in a browser.  Discovery can also 
be deployed directly on the DAU, and again, presented to the engineer through a HTML 
based interface in a browser. 

However, this functionality can also be implemented in software running on separate devices 
such as a laptop or desktop computer.  Typically, configuration involves two steps.  First the 
system is defined in a vendor provided application and then the system is configured by 
connecting to the DAU and uploading the configuration to it.  In order to do discovery, the 
laptop or desktop computer needs to be connected to the DAU and a vendor provided 
“Discovery” tool is used to determine the configuration and make-up of the DAU. 

Where the pure CPU based approach faces challenges is in large data acquisition networks 
consisting of perhaps forty or fifty time-synchronized DAUs.  Depending on the 
requirements, this may necessitate the scheduling and delivery or large volumes of data in 
specific time windows to multiple destinations.  The complexity and resource requirements 
needed to perform this task can typically be more than is traditionally available in a single 
DAU.  Furthermore, such algorithms usually require a high-level overview of how the system 
is connected together, the sample rates for each DAU and the delays through each node and 
switch in the acquisition network.  In practice therefore, these types of services need to be run 
off the DAU. 
 



 

Debug & Diagnostic services 
Once a data acquisition system has been configured it is usually necessary to verify that the 
system is behaving as expected by running a suite of tools designed to be run either in the lab 
or on the aircraft itself.  These tools can include CBIT and IBIT, Auto-shunt and Auto 
Balance and the inspection of real-time data coming from DAUs. 
Both CBIT and IBIT can range from simple tests such as parameter threshold checks to 
arbitrarily complex ones.  Depending on the level of complexity, this functionality can be 
implemented in either FPGA or CPU.  For complex testing beyond standard BIT, CPUs have 
the advantages of flexibility and so on described earlier. While for simpler implementations 
of for example, CBIT, the FPGA may be more advantageous if the data is required to be 
transmitted with the rest of the test flight data.  
 

Value Added services 
These types of services tend to be more complex than services in the other layers, and 
because of this, typically must be run away from the DAU.  These services include advanced 
diagnostics involving complex algorithms and software for downloading and viewing 
recorded data (for example video data). 
 

5 ADVANCED SERVICES 
 
As discussed, the resource constraints traditionally imposed on embedded systems have 
meant that it is usually only the mission critical and core services that run on a DAU.  Some 
vendors have also deployed basic debug and diagnostics services on the DAU but these are 
generally limited in complexity.   
 
This section discusses some of the potential services that could become available on the latest 
generation of DAUs1 that take full advantage of the possibilities made possible by Moore’s 
Law2 
 
Discovery 
In today’s FTI environment discovery is typically confined to describing the very basic 
characteristics of the DAU and also perhaps to describe to what other DAU’s or network 
nodes it is connected.  This information would commonly include serial numbers, firmware 
and other version numbers and perhaps some information on how the DAU is configured.  
With the deployment of smart software it is now possible to move beyond these basic 
features.   

The first obvious enhancement is to make each DAU and data acquisition network fully self-
describing.  This essentially involves asking each DAU four questions 

• What are you? 

• How are you configured? 

• How can I configure you?  

• What does the network that you are part of look like? 

                                                
1 Such as the Axon from Curtiss-Wright 
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moore%27s_law  



 

This can be achieved in two ways.  The first is to provide an embedded user interface on the 
DAU and present this information in a user friendly and interactive way.  The second is to 
provide a publicly accessible API3 that would allow either vendor provided or user developed 
software off the DAU to perform the same function as the embedded UI4.   

In addition to the information traditionally provided by vendors, it would include the full 
meta-data used to configure the entire system, when it was configured, who configured the 
system and any other information deemed pertinent by the user or vendor.  Furthermore, the 
APIs would also be fully self-describing, allowing users of the equipment to quickly 
understand how to integrate with and interrogate the DAU and the acquisition network. 
 
Setup & Configuration 
It is now possible to move beyond the static and simplistic browser based user interfaces that 
have existed heretofore and to embed a browser-based GUI in a DAU as sophisticated as 
anything found on a desktop or laptop computer, including interactive wizards and intelligent 
agents.  
Using the latest responsive web design techniques5, frameworks and tools it is easy to write 
browser based user interfaces that adjust what is displayed to the user based on the size and 
type of the display being used.  The content 
presented to the user can be adjusted so that it 
fits comfortably in smaller screens such as 
mobile phones and tablets by selectively 
displaying and removing different GUI 
elements and by resizing others.   
In addition to this, it is also possible to use the 
same code base used in the browser based 
GUI to create cross platform Apps that can run 
on iOS, Android and other mobile 
platforms(See Figure 2).  

 
Petabyte test articles 
Most contemporary DAUs are limited to acquiring only several megabits of data.  With the 
advent of the latest generation of DAUs this ceiling has been removed and it is now possible 
to acquire and process many gigabits of data in a single DAU.  These Gigabit class DAUs 
open the door to acquiring data from multiple high-speed and high bandwidth data sources 
concurrently.  For example, they permit multiple high-speed and high definition video 
sources to be fed into the same DAU.  These Video sources could also sit alongside other 
high volume data sources such as a High Speed Avionics Bus, multiple high bandwidth 
analog signals, and 1 and 10 Gigabit Ethernet data sources. 

As these next generation DAUs become more widely deployed it will eventually result in 
many hundreds of Gigabits (or Petabytes), of data being acquired continuously on an aircraft.  

                                                
3 Most likely a RESTful API (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer) 
4 The Axon from Curtiss-Wright provides both of these methods 
5 See also https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Responsive_web_design and 
http://www.w3schools.com/html/html_responsive.asp 

Figure 2 - Tablet based configuration 



 

This will be especially so for large aircraft where there can be easily fifty or more DAUs on 
an aircraft.   

This volume of data, and the number of DAUs and other nodes on the data acquisition 
network, pose significant challenges for FTI vendors.  Specifically, determining how data is 
synchronized and how data transfer is scheduled on an acquisition network becomes much 
more complicated.  It requires specialized configuration software that is intelligent enough to 
model delays at each node in the network, can take into account the time constraints of the 
ultimate destination for the data (e.g. a recorder versus a IRIG-106-Ch4 transmitter), identify 
potential data bottlenecks in the system and is flexible enough to work with any size or type 
of data acquisition topology the FTI end user can throw at it. 

 
Data extraction and Inter-connectivity 
Given the large volumes of data generated as part of a test flight it is now almost unheard of 
for most, if not all, of the data not to be stored on board and then extracted post flight for 
analysis on the ground.  Several standards (most notably the Chapter 10 standard) have been 
developed in an attempt to unify the data extraction process, which has promoted varying 
degrees of compliance.  However, the sheer volume of data lends itself to analysis using 
modern “Big Data” techniques. 

The latest generation of DAU facilitates the possibility of leveraging modern consumer and 
industrial standards and protocols for downloading and distributing data reliably for post 
flight analysis.  These protocols include the DDS[REF XXX], MQTT[REF XXX]  and 
AMQP [REF XXX].  These are widely used and robust standards with large associated 
toolsets and vendor implementations.   
Any one of these protocols could be supported natively on a next generation DAU and used 
to download and distribute the (potentially huge volume of) acquired data into the end users 
data analysis systems and data distribution backbone. 

 
Debug & Diagnosis 
Most DAUs provide a very limited set of debug and diagnostic tools (if they provide them at 
all).  As discussed, these typically include CBIT, IBIT and shunting tools.  Again, the latest 
generation of DAUs can offer much more.  

The basic debug & diagnostic tools can 
be extended to include sophisticated, 
system-wide tools.  For example, 
software on the DAU can examine a 
configuration and warn of potential 
data bottlenecks in the acquisition 
network.  The DAU can also come with 
an embedded real-time data viewer (see 
Figure 3)6 the can be used to view key 
parameters/signals of interest on the 
aircraft. 

                                                
6 For example, the Axon from Curtiss-Wright features an embedded real-time data viewer 

Figure 3 - Embedded real-time display 



 

Other more sophisticated diagnostics are also beginning to be deployed on DAUs.  For 
example, Curtiss-Wright as part of their Machine Learning for Advanced System Diagnostics 
project, are experimenting with deploying Machine Learning algorithms on their DAUs to 
detect and classify problems with sensors and wiring in the data acquisition network and also 
to detect and flag anomalies as they occur in the system.  These are especially useful in pre-
flight but also for flagging problems as they occur during a test flight 

Recent trends in Artificial intelligence and Machine Learning also open up the possibility of 
deploying services that actively aid the FTI engineer to construct, verify and troubleshoot 
their configuration.  For example, the software may warn an engineer that the throughput of a 
particular node in the configuration may exceed the bandwidth available and suggest 
alternative strategies. 
 

THE KILLER APP 
Given the above discussion, it is suggested that the winning combination of FPGA, CPU and 
Smart Software have the following attributes 

1. Reliability and Recoverability.  Data acquisition is the core function of an FTI system 
and must meet the highest standards of reliability and resilience. 

2. Provide an embedded Setup and Configuration user interface comparable to that 
experienced on desktop and modern mobile platforms.  It is important to be able to 
define and make changes to a configuration simply and quickly, either on or off the 
aircraft.  A “Whole Picture” view of the acquisition network is also essential for the 
latest networked systems 

3. Advanced debug and diagnostics capabilities.  This functionality can potentially save 
large sums of money over a flight test campaign.  Intelligent diagnostics can 
potentially find issues before an aircraft takes to the sky 

4. The ability to ingest multiple gigabits of data on one DAU and to fit seamlessly into 
“petabyte” test systems.  The amount of data acquired as part of a flight test is only 
going in one direction.   

5. The ability to integrate with modern big data and legacy infrastructure. Large volumes 
of data necessitate the ability to download data from test articles and to distribute it 
easily for post processing and analysis.  However, small systems and legacy 
infrastructure will also need to be supported. 

 
SUMMARY 

 
This paper started by discussing the technologies historically used by Data Acquisition Units 
in flight test and outlined and categorized some of the services employed in these systems.  
The benefits of FPGA versus CPU based services were also discussed.  The paper then 
focused on the limitations imposed by the traditionally resource constrained DAU.  Typically, 
it is only the data acquisition and transmission data services, in addition to some limited setup 
and diagnostic services that run directly on the DAU while other more advanced functionality 
is usually implemented in software that runs off the DAU.   

The paper then discussed some of the possibilities facilitated by the latest next generation 
DAUs that are largely free of the constraints that exist on earlier DAUs.   These possibilities 



 

include embedded desktop-like browser based configuration and setup, Advanced 
Diagnostics, the ability to ingest Gigabits of data and seamless integration with data 
processing infrastructure.   
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ABSTRACT 

Configuring flight test systems can be a complex process due to the large number of choices that 
must be made.  Making these choices requires system knowledge to build a working 
configuration in an efficient and timely manner.  Historically, flight test systems have embedded 
this system knowledge in code.  The limitation with these approaches is that any change or 
addition to the system knowledge is costly due to the significant work required to update and 
maintain the software.  We see the philosophy of constraints as a promising path toward 
addressing these issues.  In the context of flight test configuration, a set of constraints defines the 
limits of how a system may be configured to perform specific tasks.  This paper describes an 
approach for simplifying configuration by moving the system knowledge out of hardcoded 
business rules and into a flexible architecture that leverages constraints for validation of system 
configurations. 

KEYWORDS 

Flight Test Instrumentation, Constraints, MDL, XML 

INTRODUCTION 

The current telemetry component provider landscape is diverse in approach and capability, and 
this landscape continues to evolve as new test articles require new components, which leads to 
new system management requirements and complexities, especially in the area of configuration.  

To address this evolving landscape, the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) 
program created the Telemetry Network Standards (TmNS), which are defined in an upcoming 
version of the Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) 106 standards maintained by the Range 
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Commanders Council (RCC). IRIG 106 Chapter 23, Metadata Configuration, includes an 
Extensible Markup Language (XML) grammar that defines how telemetry devices are to 
configure themselves, the Metadata Description Language (MDL) [1]. This vendor-independent 
grammar is being increasingly adopted across the board by the telemetry industry. As a standard, 
its goal is to be capable of describing all telemetry capabilities for device configuration. 
However, because it can be used to set up a wide array of possible devices, it is very easy to 
describe a configuration that will not work for a given device.  As such, a general method for 
creating MDL while considering the constraints (or capabilities) of individual devices is needed.  

This paper introduces constraints and shows how they can be used to simplify flight test 
configuration by building correct-by-construction device configurations. Multiple configuration 
workflows are presented and the pros and cons of each are discussed. Finally, we describe an 
approach for rapid application development using constraints that can greatly reduce turnaround 
times when updating configuration tools for evolving changes in flight test instrumentation 
capability. 

CONSTRAINTS 

Constraints themselves are simply rules that control what something is allowed to do. Nearly 
everything one interacts with on a given day has constraints. A tree’s branch can only bend so far 
before the wood snaps. A car can only turn so tight before the wheel locks. Some of these 
constraints, like the tree branch, can only be determined experimentally. Others, like the car, 
were designed by companies, and the exact values of the constraint were known before a steering 
wheel was ever manufactured.  

In flight test instrumentation, the devices and sensors used are not the result of centuries of 
natural adaptation but were designed by teams of capable engineers. This means that, again, 
somewhere, the exact tolerances and constraints of these devices are known. There are some 
caveats to this statement. It is possible that some of a given device’s internals were designed 
decades ago and the only record of what that device can really do is in an ancient compiler that 
can only run on a system unavailable to the device’s current users. A more likely scenario is that 
the input language of a device has evolved over time, and what used to be a binary load custom 
built for the device is now a configuration file in a common language like MDL. To avoid 
rewriting the device’s legacy logic there is an internal conversion to the legacy format from the 
MDL file, and the exact details of what happens after that conversion are inconveniently buried 
in a file cabinet which is not readily accessible.  

In either case, in order for the device to be usable in today’s world, it has to have a way to be 
configured. If we assume that the device is using a text-based language, where the grammar 
constructs in a file correspond to actions and settings on the device, then there are almost 
guaranteed to be constraints on that file because the text-based language can represent a broader 
range of parameters than the device can accept. The constraints may be as simple as “the 
maximum number of input channels is four”, to more immediately useful ones such as “sample 
rates can only be powers of 2 from 64 to 8192 Hz”, to particularly complex ones such as “if 
channel A or channel C are set to 8192 Hz, then channels B and D cannot be used”. Because the 
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device configures based on the data in the file, it has to make sense of that data, and unless it can 
happily accept and do anything that is possible to express in the grammar, then there has to be 
some amount of constraints limiting what are valid files for the device.  

There may also be constraints that exist outside of a device’s sphere of influence, but still apply 
to input files fed to that device. Various levels of these constraints exist, and some terminology 
has already begun to develop to describe the most common. Vendor constraints come directly 
from the vendor, and directly describe capabilities of a device. System constraints encompass 
more than a specific device, describing the capabilities of any device that participates in a given 
system. These can include constraints such as “no device can send more than 25 Mb/s of data” or 
“the total of data sent from all devices cannot exceed 1 Gb/s”. User constraints can apply at 
device levels or system levels, and are generally placed on a user by a higher organization to 
standardize or simplify device configuration, such as “in Acme Company, we will only use 
acquisition mode A”. A system that manages constraints to create the configuration files must be 
able to synthesize and simultaneously take into account all these separate levels of constraints.  

In legacy systems, these constraints tend to be buried in business rules and procedural code that 
must be used with the right incantation to get a configuration that is correct.  It can be a grand 
undertaking to update these rules and screens that a user interacts with, where every given pixel 
has a hardcoded purpose, and any change causes cascading problems throughout the system 
because a checkbox that used to enable a feature is now on the other side of the terminal. But, 
even with all this, a file that makes it out of the system will be correct because the constraints 
that were so painfully crafted guarantee that the file will work.  

In a modern constraints-based architecture, many of these pains go away. The logic of the 
constraints can be captured declaratively, stating what the rules must check, and not worry about 
how those checks are made. User interfaces can be designed independent of the validation and 
verification that must happen behind the scenes, through the power of separation of concerns. 
When a device’s firmware updates and new capabilities are enabled (and old ones that used to 
work no longer do), it is just a matter of updating the declarative logic, and the system will again 
be guaranteed to produce correct files.  

SIMPLIFYING CONFIGURATION WORKFLOW 

The historical approach of embedding system knowledge in flight test configuration software, 
such as vendor tools or system-wide flight test configuration applications, necessitates code 
changes to the application’s business rules when new devices need to be configured or system 
and user requirements change. Modifying these business rules is a software maintenance task 
that has proven to be costly and is likely to delay important feature updates making it to the 
user [2]. The TmNS attempted to address some of these issues by developing the TmNS 
configuration negotiation protocol that moves device constraints from the configuration 
application to the device. While this has been an important first step, it only addresses part of the 
problem and simply shifts the business rules from the application to the device. In this section, 
we will first examine the TmNS configuration negotiation protocol and then present a workflow 
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that shows how pulling the system knowledge out of the hardcoded business rules can address 
the shortcomings of negotiation and simplify the configuration workflow. 

Negotiation Workflow 

The TmNS configuration negotiation protocol is defined in IRIG 106 Chapter 25, Management 
Resources [3]. Negotiation is a sequence of steps executed between a configuration tool and a 
device to build a valid MDL instance document containing the device’s configuration. The MDL 
instance document, or configuration file, resulting from negotiation will successfully configure 
the device because the device itself facilitated creation of the file. 

Figure 1 shows the nominal workflow for creating an MDL file using negotiation. The user starts 
by entering configuration parameters in the configuration tool. Once the required configuration 
parameters have been entered, the user sends the MDL file to the device for validation and the 
device returns a pass/fail status indicating whether or not the MDL file contains a valid 
configuration for this device. If validation fails, an error message will also be returned to the 
user. To correct errors in the configuration, the user modifies the configuration parameters and 
repeats the validation step until it is successful. Once successful, the user requests the last 
validated MDL file from the device. The last validated file contains a valid configuration that has 
been annotated by the device with additional configuration parameters. The user can then use 
this last validated file to configure the device. 

 
Figure 1.  Negotiation Workflow 

Negotiation is an improvement over the pure trial and error approach because the device 
feedback can guide user input to arrive at a valid configuration more quickly. While this 
workflow almost guarantees a valid device configuration, there are shortcomings that may 
already be evident. Most notably, a physical device (or device emulator) is required to be part of 
the workflow, and multiple iterations between the configuration tool and device may be required 
to reach a valid configuration. Additionally, negotiation cannot address system-level or 
additional user constraints. 
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Correct-By-Construction Workflow 

A correct-by-construction workflow can be realized by pulling the system knowledge out of the 
hardcoded business rules and into a hierarchy of constraints [4]. That is, the constraints supplied 
at various levels are used to limit the possible user choices such that the resulting configuration 
will always work. As we saw with the negotiation workflow, configuration tools that guide user 
input will enhance usability and reduce the time needed to arrive at a valid configuration. With 
the correct-by-construction approach, the workflow can be further simplified by removing the 
physical device from the workflow and provide immediate feedback to the user as choices are 
made. 

Figure 2 shows a workflow for creating a configuration that is correct-by-construction. The 
process starts with creating constraints files. Constraints can be created by various users and 
combined into a hierarchy that ultimately guides user input. Once the constraints are created, 
they are delivered to a developer and loaded into the configuration tool. The user enters 
configuration parameters and is guided by the tool to a correct-by-construction configuration for 
the device. Then, without the need for sending the configuration to the device (or simulator) for 
validation, the user can use this file directly to configure the device. 

 

Figure 2.  Correct-By-Construction Workflow 
In some cases, it may not be practical to create constraints for all of the required configuration 
parameters. In this scenario, the correct-by-construction workflow may be augmented with 
vendor-supplied helper software (such as a compiler) to generate these final configuration 
parameters based on the user’s other configuration selections. This approach differs from 
negotiation in that it is a one-time step that takes place after the configuration has been fully 
specified by the user under guidance of the constraints. 

Figure 3 shows how the correct-by-construction workflow can be augmented with vendor-
supplied helper software to add generated parameters to the final configuration. After the user 
enters the required configuration parameters in the configuration tool, they send the 
configuration to vendor-supplied helper software. The vendor-supplied helper software annotates 
the configuration with the necessary additional parameters and returns the configuration file. The 
user can now use this complete file to configure the device. 
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Figure 3.  Correct-By-Construction with Vendor-Supplied Helper Software 
The correct-by-construction approach has definite benefits over negotiation because of the 
immediate feedback presented to the user and the addition of system and user level constraints. 
However, the greatest benefit comes when comparing this workflow to the traditional approach 
of hardcoded business rules. By pulling the system knowledge out of code and into independent 
constraints files, software maintenance cost and schedule can be greatly reduced. This is because 
the configuration tools can be quickly and easily updated to support new devices, handle 
additional system restrictions, and keep up with changing user requirements by simply adding or 
modifying the appropriate constraints files. 

AN APPROACH FOR RAPID APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 

This section describes a general approach for rapid application development using constraints 
that was developed by Southwest Research Institute (SwRI®).This approach has been 
successfully implemented by the Boeing Company in their Modular Instrumentation Setup Tool 
(MIST) [2] and is under consideration by the iNET program and other flight test organizations. 
XPath [5] was chosen as the constraints language due to its use in various domains related to 
XML, and specifically for its use in expressing constraints in other schema languages for XML 
such as Schematron and XML Schema 1.1. XPath is not a telemetry-specific language. XPath is 
the query language for selecting nodes from an XML document and is standardized by the World 
Wide Web Consortium (W3C). For MDL, XPath is already used to define uniqueness on fields 
and referential constraints checking that elements refer to the correct target, a common usage 
within schemas. 

XForms [6], another XML-based technology made for gathering and processing XML data, was 
chosen over other available options for the reasons that it uses a declarative approach to 
constraints, and that there is a separation of the user interface component from the constraint 
logic. XForms provides a way for encapsulating XPath expressions and allows for the display of 
error messages and other visualizations that are needed by the user to make sense of the 
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validation results. The ultimate driving factor in the decision to carry the constraints in XForms 
is our unwillingness to fragment the MDL ecosystem by making changes directly to the MDL 
schema for each vendor and system. However, the iNET program is currently reviewing an MDL 
change proposal related to adding the XPath information directly into MDL instance documents 
in the future, which would allow for the knowledge to be transferred on a document by document 
basis without the interoperability concerns of system-specific changes to the MDL schema. In 
either case, it is the same XPath representation whether it is carried within the MDL instance 
document or in the XForms.   

Constraints Examples 

The following examples describe our general process of creating a constraint and provide a brief 
overview of the mechanics for creating and representing constraints in the XPath language in 
XForms. The process entails first determining which MDL element the constraint should apply 
to, writing the constraint using XPath expressions, and then providing user readable indication of 
constraints failure using XForms. 

A sample constraint shown in Figure 4 will be used to walk through our technical approach. 
XPath works for any XML file, regardless of its schema, so we will use a simple XML example 
containing information describing a house in a neighborhood. This sample constraint captures 
the English-language sentence “The street number must be odd”. By our above process, we first 
determine the element the constraint should apply to. Conveniently, our house has a 
<StreetNumber> element which can be directly used. This reference is located in the “ref” 
attribute. Then we need to write the XPath constraint which checks that the street number is odd, 
which is located in the “constraint” attribute.  

 
Figure 4.  XForms Constraint Example 

Following the creation of the above constraint, we need to create feedback to the user in the case 
of validation failure. In XForms, an alert is used for this purpose. In this case, because we are 
checking that the street number is odd, the user will get the feedback that “Street numbers must 
be odd”. This is shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5.  XForms Error Message 

Another constraint in the domain of MDL follows in Figure 6. The constraint encodes the 
English-language sentence “A SignalRange must have two ConditionParameter bounds whose 
values are not inverted”. The constraint therefore checks that the lower bound (the 
<ConditionParameter> with a greater-than or greater-than-or-equal sign) is less than the upper 
bound (the <ConditionParameter> with a less-than or less-than-or-equal sign). 
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Figure 6.  Example MDL Constraint 
Following the creation of the above constraint, we need to create feedback to the user in the case 
of validation failure. In this case, because we are checking that the signal range must have two 
<ConditionParameter> bounds whose values are not inverted, the user will get the feedback 
that “A SignalRange must have 2 ConditionParameter bounds whose values are not inverted”. 
This is shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7.  XForm Error Message for MDL Example 
 

Rapid Application Development 

After the constraints have been created, the next task is building a user interface that can actually 
use them. We already have the pieces that are relevant to the user, through their creation with the 
constraints, which gives us several options. One option is to autogenerate the relevant user 
interface straight from the schema, and add a layer of customization on top that controls and 
directs what the user can see (skinning the UI). Another is to handpick a small selection of 
elements and build them straight into the skin itself. Varying tradeoffs can be made when 
weighing extensibility or performance.  

In any case, there are more opportunities for aiding the user in system operation. Templates, 
essentially sections of a configuration with some values pre-populated, can be created and 
integrated for situations where much of the correct parameters are already known. For example, a 
user wants to create a specific measurement, but due to the current channel settings, the sample 
rate and signal range have only one acceptable value. The user can set up the measurement name 
and precision, so some input is required, but the sample rate and signal range can be pre-set at 
the time the measurement is added. 

The important part of a system built this way is the ease of updating the constraints. If a device’s 
capabilities change through a release, the user interface is divorced from the logic that needs to 
change. At most, a new feature is added and new fields will need to be created or exposed. The 
declarative logic will have to change, and if a template assumed values that are no longer true, 
the template will need to change. But there is no dramatic rework of pixel locations and 
purposes, no drastic rewrite of all logic in the system because a basic assumption is suddenly 
wrong. Just plug the new constraints in, and let the automatic validation from the XForms tell the 
users what new configurations are now accepted by the device. 
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CONCLUSION 

Every device has constraints, whether it is the most feature complete device available and usable 
for every flight test need, or it is built on decades-old but proven methods. The configuration 
parameters have to be set by a user, and they have to be conveyed to the device, and this transfer 
is the ideal location to place computable constraints to insulate the device from direct contact 
with the user, only allowing files that are correct to be seen by the device. Constraints will guide 
the user’s interactions to create a valid file, giving them information about what is and is not 
allowed at every step. The output file, through a correct-by-construction process, is guaranteed to 
be accepted by the end device.  

When requirements and capabilities change, the modularity and separability of declarative 
constraints make them significantly easier to update than deeply-coupled business rules. 
Turnaround times on a system update and associated regression testing can go from weeks and 
months to only days or less, and again the system will be guaranteed to make correct files for the 
target devices. User interfaces can evolve and progress separately from the logic that drives their 
validation. Even schema changes on the underlying configuration language do not have to cause 
dramatic code restructuring. 

Flight test configuration systems do not have to be unwieldy applications with hardcoded 
business rules that limit the responsiveness needed for the continually changing requirements of 
the flight test environment.  The constraints driven approach presented in this paper provides a 
proven path to simplifying the development and maintenance of configuration systems for the 
increasingly complex flight test systems. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a hardware implementation of a transceiver capable of both orthogonal 

frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) and shaped-offset quadrature phase shift keying 

(SOQPSK) transmissions using a dataflow programming language. Based on the physical layer 

iNET standard, we introduce a transceiver implementation that utilizes both waveforms with low 

density parity check (LDPC) forward error correction (FEC) codes. This testbed is intended to test 

and enable an adaptive algorithm that uses both waveforms as its modulation schemes. As such, it 

has the ability to dynamically select various modulation parameters and coding rates. The 

hardware implementations are described and performance utilizations are presented. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The migration toward the integrated network enhanced telemetry (iNET) system introduces a new 

challenge of defining adaptive modulation and coding algorithms for the telemetry community. 

Adaptive modulation and coding scheme has been widely used in several Long Term Evolution 

(LTE) and WiFi standards [1-2]. Similar adaptive algorithms have yet been applied to aeronautical 

telemetry. In order to accomplish this task, the adaptive algorithm must employ two completely 

different modulation waveforms defined in iNET: 1) telemetry group SOQPSK (SOQPSK-TG) 

and 2) OFDM. Solving this task involves an initiation of a multi-scheme adaptation, in which both 

SOQPSK and OFDM are used under the same decision rule. The Georgia Tech Research Institute 

(GTRI) has investigated adaptive modulation and coding scheme for aeronautical telemetry, 

developed an algorithm that employs both modulation types, and validated its performance via 

simulations. The performance of an adaptive scheme has shown to have 30% to 340% goodput 

performance improvement over a baseline scheme in various static telemetry channel models [3]. 

 

To further raise the technology readiness level (TRL) of using adaptive schemes in aeronautical 

telemetry, GTRI continued this effort by implementing the design onto a software defined radio 

(SDR) platform for laboratory demonstration. This SDR hardware comprises of a National 

Instrument (NI) PXIe-7975R FlexRIO FPGA module, a NI 5791 RF transceiver module, and a NI 

8135 controller and the software is the LabVIEW Communication Systems Design Suite.  

 

This paper focuses on the hardware implementation of [3], including both the transceiver 

architecture and the adaptive scheme. The implementation involves building both OFDM and 

SOQPSK transceivers onto the same FPGA, such that we can use a single processing unit to drive 



the adaptation across both modulation schemes. We also present a simplified version of the 

adaptive algorithm that employs both waveforms in an AWGN channel. The last part of this paper 

presents the results of the adaptive scheme along with hardware resource utilizations.  

 

HARDWARE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

A. Overall System Architecture 

This section details the transmitter and receiver modules of the Link Dependent Adaptive Radio 

(LDAR) transceiver. The general building blocks for the transceiver are derived from the iNET 

standard, which includes SOQPSK-TG as the single-carrier waveform and OFDM as the multi-

carrier waveform. A low density parity check (LDPC) code [4] is used as the primary FEC code. 

The overall transceiver system architecture is shown in Figure 1, where the upper box shows the 

transmitter system modules and the lower box highlights the receiver blocks. As seen from this 

figure, the transceiver assigns the signal processing modules to both the controller and the FPGA. 

The following sub-sections include a brief description and derivation to each of the individual 

modules shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. LDAR transceiver top-level system architecture. 

 

B. Transmitter 

As shown in Figure 1, the modules for the transmitter consist of input data generator, LDPC 

encoder, OFDM modulator, and SOQPSK modulator. Based on the modulation and coding scheme 

(MCS) signal generated from the LDAR adapter at the controller, the encoded codewords are either 

modulated as OFDM or SOQPSK signals.  

 

1. LDPC Encoder 

The LDPC encoding algorithm we used is defined in the iNET specification [5], which is done by 

cyclically shifting the first row of each sub-matrices of the generator matrix per one encoding 

iteration. Since it has eight 256-bit shift registers, it takes a total of 4096 iterations to complete the 

encoding process for a 2/3 LDPC codeword. The encoder was initially implemented on the FPGA. 



However, due to memory issues of the FPGA compiler, the design was unable to be compiled into 

a bitfile. Thus, the design was moved to the controller. Table 1 shows the estimated FPGA resource 

utilizations for the 2/3 LDPC encoder. 

 
Table 1. 2/3 LDPC Encoder FPGA Resource Utilization 

Block RAMs 4/795 

DSP48s 0/1540 

Flip Flops 13,247/508,400 (2.60 %) 

Look-Up Tables 21,676/254,200 (8.53 %) 

Throughput (Mb/s) 250 

Clock Rate (MHz) 265 

 

2. OFDM and SOQPSK Modulators 

Both of the modulators were implemented on the FPGA. For OFDM, the bits are first grouped into 

their respective in-phase and quadrature (IQ) components. These IQ symbols are then sent to the 

OFDM modulator as data subcarriers. The general design flow for an OFDM modulator is shown 

in Figure 2. The IQ data symbols are first interleaved with the pilot subcarriers and OFDM zero-

paddings. An inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) is taken and the cyclic prefix (CP) is prepended 

to the interleaved signal. The last stage of the OFDM modulator is to prepend the pre-computed 

time-domain attached synchronization marker (ASM), short training sequences (STS), and long 

training sequences (LTS) to the time-domain signals.  

 

 
Figure 2. OFDM modulation flow diagram. 

 

For the SOQPSK modulator, since the information is carried in the phase differences of the signal, 

the design flow (shown in Figure 3) is different from that of the OFDM modulator. The preambles 

are prepended to the input bits at the start of the modulator. The interleaved streams are then passed 

to the precoder to generate ternary symbols. These symbols are then up-sampled by 2, convolved 

with the frequency pulse filter, and ran through a discrete-time integrator. The last block is to 

convert the phase signals to time-domain waveforms via a polar to Cartesian conversion.  

 

 
Figure 3. SOQPSK modulation flow diagram. 

 

C. Receiver 

Similar to the transmitter, the receiver signal processing blocks are divided into the FPGA and the 

host controller. As shown in the bottom of Figure 1, the receiver is comprised of an OFDM receiver 

and a SOQPSK receiver. Depending on the MCS signal, the received signals become the input to 

the respective receiver. 

 



1. Matched Filter and Burst Detector 

The first two modules for both receivers are identical, in which both have a matched filter and a 

burst detector. For OFDM, the matched filter coefficients are the conjugated time-reversed version 

of the modulated iNET ASM coefficients. For SOQPSK, the optimal preambles, defined in [6], 

are used as the matched filter coefficients. After the received signals are convolved with the 

matched filter, the filter output is compared to a threshold at the burst detector. If the filter output 

magnitude exceeds the threshold, then the received signals are considered valid for a burst length. 

The burst lengths used are shown in Table 2. As seen from Table 2, the number of codeblocks for 

each modulation is different. This is due to a design constraint stemming from the multirate 

dataflow language of the LabVIEW software, in which the input IQ symbols and output of a 

particular module has to be the same.  

 
Table 2. Input and Output Lengths for Each Modulation Type 

Modulation # of Input Bits # of Input IQ Symbols # of Output Samples 

OFDM - QPSK 12288 6144 10624 

OFDM - 16 QAM 24576 6144 10624 

OFDM - 64 QAM 36864 6144 10624 

SOQPSK 6144 N/A 12568 

 

2. OFDM Receiver 

The OFDM demodulation flow diagram is shown in Figure 4. After it receives the samples from 

the burst detector, it estimates and corrects the carrier frequency offset (CFO) of the received signal 

via the STS. Next, an FFT is used to transform the time-domain signal to the frequency-domain. 

In the frequency domain, the LTS is examined to estimate the channel and create a one-tap least 

squares (LS) equalizer. The last block of the OFDM receiver is the quadrature amplitude 

modulation (QAM) or quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) de-mapper, where the log-likelihood 

ratios (LLRs) for the encoded bits are generated from the received IQ symbols.  

 

 
Figure 4. OFDM receiver processing blocks. 

 

3. SOQPSK Receiver 

The SOQPSK receiver processing flow is illustrated in Figure 5. The received samples and phase 

signal come from the burst detector. For SOQPSK, the phase offset is estimated from the very first 

phase sample after the peak threshold is detected. The detected phase offset is used to correct the 

phase offset of the entire received signal burst. After the phase correction, a simple offset QPSK 

(OQPSK) detector is used to detect the signal. To do this, a –π/4 phase correction has to be applied 

to the received signal such that the constellations are rotated to look similar to an OQPSK 

constellation. With a phase-rotated constellation, the demodulator can follow the simple decision 

rule shown in (1), where 𝑟[𝑘] is the LLR of the demodulated SOQPSK sample 𝑦[𝑘]. 
 



 
Figure 5. SOQPSK receiver processing blocks. 

 

𝑟[𝑘] =  {
𝑅𝑒{𝑦[𝑘]}

𝐼𝑚{𝑦[𝑘]}
𝑘 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛
𝑘 𝑜𝑑𝑑

 
(1) 

 

4. EVM, Dispersion, and SNR Calculators 

Once the received samples are demodulated into their respective LLRs, these values are then used 

to estimate the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the channel. The equation for the error vector 

magnitude (EVM) and dispersion are defined in (2) and (3), respectively. For EVM, 𝑁𝑠 is the 

number of symbols over which EVM is averaged, 𝑆𝑡,𝑖 is the transmitted symbol, 𝑆𝑟,𝑖 is the received 

symbol. For dispersion, 𝑦𝑛 is the received symbol. Here we assume the received SOQPSK signal 

is equalized; therefore, the IQ samples reside very closely to the unit circle. Based on a mapping 

between EVM and dispersion defined in [7], the EVMs can be mapped to their corresponding 

dispersion values via (4). Using dispersion, the SNR of an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) 

channel can be estimated using (5), which is a regression line that was generated from the 

theoretical dispersion vs SNR plot shown in Figure 6. The estimated SNR is then fed as an input 

to the LDAR adapter at the controller. 

𝐸𝑉𝑀 =

1
𝑁𝑠

∑ |𝑆𝑟,𝑖 − 𝑆𝑡,𝑖|
2𝑁𝑠

𝑖=1

1
𝑁𝑠

∑ |𝑆𝑡,𝑖|
2𝑁𝑠

𝑖=1

 

(2) 

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐸[(|𝑦𝑛|2 − 1)2] (3) 

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑤𝑔𝑛 = 2[(𝐸𝑉𝑀)2 + 𝐸𝑉𝑀] (4) 

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑑𝐵
̂ =  −4 𝑙𝑛(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑤𝑔𝑛) + 4.5 (5) 

 

 
Figure 6. Plot of dispersion vs various SNRs and its regression line. 

 

5. LDPC Decoder 

Similar to the LDPC encoder, the LDPC decoder was initially developed to be implemented on 

the FPGA, but due to resource constraints, it was moved to the controller. The estimated FPGA 

resource utilizations and throughput are shown in Table 3. The FPGA LDPC decoder can achieve 



a throughput of 320 Mbps, but if the LDPC decoder is ran on the host controller, the achievable 

throughput is dropped to just 1.36 Mbps for one decoding iteration. The limitation of running the 

decoder on the host is that it does not meet the throughput constraint of 160 Mbps. The LDPC 

decoding algorithm is shown below: 

 

Algorithm 1. LDPC Decode Algorithm for Both FPGA and Host Controller  

1. 𝒑𝒋
𝟎 = 𝑳𝑳𝑹𝒋 (5) 

2. 𝑪𝑻𝑽𝒊𝒋
𝟎 = 𝟎 (6) 

3. 𝑽𝑻𝑪𝒊𝒋
𝒕 = 𝒑𝒋

𝒕−𝟏 − 𝑪𝑻𝑽𝒊𝒋
𝒕−𝟏 (7) 

4. 𝑪𝑻𝑽𝒊𝒋
𝒕 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 ∏ 𝒔𝒊𝒈𝒏(𝑽𝑻𝑪𝒊𝒌

𝒕 ) 𝒎𝒊𝒏
𝒌∈ℵ(𝒊)\{𝒋}

{|𝑽𝑻𝑪𝒊𝒌
𝒕 |}𝒌∈ℵ(𝒊)\{𝒋}  (8) 

5. 𝒑𝒋
𝒕 = 𝑽𝑻𝑪𝒊𝒋

𝒕 + 𝑪𝑻𝑽𝒊𝒋
𝒕  (9) 

 

As seen from the above algorithm, we implemented the scaled-min-sum algorithm (MSA) [8]. The 

a posteriori probability (APP) 𝑝𝑗
𝑡 is initialized as 𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑗  log-likelihood ratio, and the check-to-

variable node update 𝐶𝑇𝑉𝑖𝑗
𝑡  is initialized as all 0. At tth iteration, the variable-to-check node update 

𝑉𝑇𝐶𝑖𝑗
𝑡  is defined in (7), and 𝑘 ∈ ℵ(𝑖)\{𝑗} is the set of variable node neighbors of check node 𝑖 

excluding variable node 𝑗. Since the parity check matrix H (PCM H) of this particular LDPC has 

a sub-matrix that consists of only one edge between each check node (CN) and variable node (VN), 

this algorithm can effectively increase the throughput by 256, size of the sub-matrix. The PCM H 

used for this 2/3 LDPC decoder is a 3072⨯6144 matrix defined in iNET.  

 

Table 3. FPGA Utilizations and Throughput for 2/3-rate LDPC Decoder 

BRAMs 40/795 

DSP48s 0/1540 

Flip Flops 43,633/508,400 (8.58%) 

Look-Up Tables 49,863/254,200 (19.62%) 

Throughput (Mb/s) 320 

Clock Rate (MHz) 415 

 

6. LDAR Adapter 

The LDAR adapter module at the controller is used for selecting MCS signal that best 

accommodates the current channel condition. For this particular development phase, the only 

source of channel degradation being introduced is the AWGN noise. Thus, if the adapter sees 

significant SNR changes, it would pick a new MCS signal. If the estimated SNR is similar to the 

previous value, the adapter would not pick a new MCS signal. The same MCS signal is fed to both 

the controller for LDPC selection and the FPGA for modulation selection. The LDAR decision 

rule is shown in Table 5 under the Adaptive Algorithm section. 

 

D. Transceiver Hardware Utilizations 
The total FPGA resource utilizations are shown in Table 4. As shown in Figure 1 and described from 

previous sub-sections, the FPGA is primarily responsible for modulate and demodulate waveforms in 

addition to compute the channel metrics, such as EVM, dispersion, and SNR. The total resource utilizations 

in Table 4 do not include the estimated resource usages of the LDPC encoder and decoder modules.  



Table 4. Total FPGA Resource Utilizations 

Registers 185,566/504,400 (36%) 

DSPs 499/1540 (32%) 

Block RAMs 501/795 (63%) 

LUTs 144,928/254,200 (56%) 

Total Slices 55,205/63,550 (87%) 

 
ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM 

 

Since the objective is to demonstrate adaptive modulation and coding via cables in a laboratory 

environment, the adaptive algorithm was designed and modified for AWGN channels. To generate 

a set of empirical decision rules, the bit error rate (BER) vs SNR plot, shown in Figure 7, is used. 

This figure shows the simulated BER vs SNR curves for every combination of modulation and 

code rates. Using this figure and a given BER threshold, the operational SNR regions for each 

MCS can be identified. The BER threshold was chosen to be 1⨯10-5. This means that if the BER 

is less than the threshold, the MCS is considered reliable. Based on the simulation results, a near-

optimal decision rule was created and shown in Table 5. Since only the 2/3 LDPC is considered 

for the laboratory demonstration, Table 5 only includes the regions for modulations with 2/3 LDPC 

and no FEC encoding.  

 
Table 5. Achieved Decision Rule Table for AWGN Channel 

SNR (dB) Transmission Mode Throughput (Mbps) 

-5 to 3 SOQPSK 2/3 5 

4  SOQPSK 7.5 

5 to 10 QPSK 2/3 12.8 

11 to 14 QPSK 19.2 

15 to 18 16 QAM 2/3 25.6 

19 to 24 16 QAM 38.4 

25+ 64 QAM 57.6 

 

 
Figure 7. BER vs SNR for every LDAR MCS. 

 



LABORATORY DEMONSTRATION SETUP AND RESULTS 

 
The LDAR demonstration setup is shown in Figure 8. To clearly show the performance 

improvement achieved by using the LDAR adaptive modulation, we will compare its performance 

with that of a fixed modulation using the same RF channel. Two NI 5791 RF transceivers (and 

associated FPGAs) are configured for loopback testing, in which an RF signal generator produces 

AWGN noise. This allows us to produce a given, known amount of SNR for both transceiver 

channels. The first transceiver uses LDAR, that is, its modulation adapts to the changing channel 

SNR as measured by EVM or dispersion metrics, employing SOQPSK and OFDM constellations. 

The second transceiver uses a fixed scheme, which is user selectable. The user can view the real-

time, achieved throughput and burst throughput on side by side monitors.   

LDAR Host Controller

RF Front End

TX                     RX

Fixed-Mod Host Controller

RF Front End

TX                     RX

RF Noise Generator
Splitter / Combiner

Splitter / Combiner
Splitter / Combiner

Performance Displays

 

Figure 8. LDAR laboratory demonstration setup. 

 

The resulting “good” burst throughput for each MCS at various SNRs is recorded by manually 

adjusting the noise power level and is shown in Figure 9. In this figure, each MCS has a theoretical 

limit where the BER performance is less than 1⨯10-5, meaning that if any received packet has a 

BER higher than 1⨯10-5, the effective throughput for that particular SNR region is zero. From 

Figure 9, it can be seen that 2/3 SOQPSK is the most robust scheme at low SNRs; however, as the 

SNR increases, its spectral efficiency decreases. This is because at high SNR, the channel permits 

an MCS with higher throughputs. Similarly, if OFDM 64 QAM is used, it can only tolerate 

channels with SNR greater than 23 dB. In the case of LDAR, it adaptively uses a reliable mode 

with the highest throughput that accommodates current channel condition at any given SNR.  

 



 
Figure 9.    Link burst throughput for each transmission mode at various SNR. 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

We have successfully implemented and demonstrated in hardware an adaptive system that 

combines both OFDM and SOQPSK modulations. We have shown in a laboratory setting that 

combining the high throughput of OFDM constellations with the noise robustness of SOQPSK can 

maintain a minimum level of bit error performance in varying channel conditions.  We have 

theoretically and empirically created a decision mechanism to determine the optimal 

SNR/EVM/dispersion levels for switching modulations and code rates. Doing so achieves the best 

possible throughput for a given level of bit error performance. The results also show that LDAR 

algorithm adaptively selects a reliable MCS that best tolerates current channel conditions. 

 

Currently, the LDPC encoding and decoding processing are done at a controller instead of an 

FPGA. Because of this, the hardware system is not able to compute at a desired throughput. For 

the next phase of the development, we are porting the implementation to a larger FPGA platform 

to achieve the throughput constraint in a deployable form factor.  
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the use of a phase lock loop (PLL) to compensate for and remove a residual
frequency offset when using data-aided estimators to equalize SOQPSK-TG. The problems of
multipath and residual frequency offset will be shown my example. An equalizer followed by a
PLL will be shown to be a viable option to mitigate multipath and residual frequency offset by
example.

INTRODUCTION

Multipath is one of the dominant causes for link loss in aeronautical telemetry. Equalizers have
been studied to combat multipath interference in aeronautical telemetry [1, 2, 3]. Data-aided equal-
izers are based on estimates of the multipath channel seen by the equalizer. Multipath distortion
and interference adversely affects the channel estimator. In addition, frequency offset estimation
is also affcted by multipath: errors in the frequency offset estimate result in a residual frequency
offset [4]. This paper shows the following:

1. the frequency offset propagates through the equalizer, and

2. a simple phase lock loop (PLL) following the equalizer is capable of compensating for the
residual frequency offset.

Figure 1 shows how multipath can occur when a airborne test article transmits a signal with a
direct path to the receive antenna but also a path from ground bounce and reflections off buildings.
The reflected signals cause distortion and interference. A multipath channel can be modeled as a
LTI system [5].

Edwards AFB is known for having a challenging multipath environment. An example of the
discrete time version is shown in Figure 2. The ideal channel has only a single pulse centered at
sample index 0, or no timing offset. The delays in the channel introduce imperfect timing that
can be constructive and destructive. Consequently the channel transfer function is often frequency
selective. A frequency selective channel attenuates at some frequencies while slightly amplifying
others. Figure 3 shows the frequency domain transfer function of a channel measured on the Cords
Road flight path taken from channel sounding experiments at Edwards AFB [6].
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Figure 1: Multipath environment example
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Figure 2: Multipath channel impulse response measured on the Cords Road flight path at Edwards
AFB
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Figure 3: Multipath channel frequency domain transfer function measured on the Cords Road flight
path at Edwards AFB
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Figure 4: Equalizer and channel impulse response from the Cords Road flight path at Edwards AFB

To enable the channel to be estimated, the transmitter must insert a known sequence of bits
into the transmitted bit stream. The iNET packet structure [7] provides a preamble and an attached
sync marker (ASM) that data-aided channel estimators can use. An equalizer is calculated based
on an estimated channel [1].

Figure 5 shows the frequency domain transfer function of the channel mentioned above and
the equalizer calculated from the channel estimate. The equalizer is frequency selective and the
inverse of the channel. An equalized signal is has no interference and all frequencies are equal in
magnitude, resulting in a near ideal frequency domain transfer function. The equalizer amplifies
what the channel attenuated and attenuates what the channel amplified.

Data-aided equalizers also account for timing and phase offset, (assuming no frequency offset).
The timing offset is found as if it were part of the channel. The phase is also found as part of
the channel. An optimum data-aided equalizer has time and phase perfectly synchronized. The
impulse responses of the ideal channel, multipath channel, and equalizer are shown in Figure 4, no
more conceptual understanding about equalizers comes from this figure.

Although equalizers can compensate for a timing offset and a phase offset, equalizers can not
compensate for a residual frequency offset. A residual frequency offset remains after derotating by
a poor frequency offset estimation. A frequency offset is a linearly changing phase offset that can
be increasing or decreasing. A PLL must be used to compensate for a frequency offset.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problems addressed in this paper are most easily illustrated by example shown in Figures 6-
11. First consider the case where the received signal is given by

r(t) = s(t) + z(t) (1)

where s(t) is the IQ baseband representation of a SOQPSK-TG signal and z(t) is additive white
gaussian noise (AWGN). The power spectral densities (PSDs) of s(t) and z(t) are such that
Eb/N0 = 36 dB. r(t) is sampled at a rate equivalent to 2 samples/bit. Figure 6 (a) is a plot of
these received samples, as expected the samples lie on the unit circle and are clearly grouped. Fig-
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Figure 5: Equalizer and channel frequency domain transfer functions from the Cords Road flight
path at Edwards AFB

(a) (b)

Figure 6: SOQPSK-TG signal properties in the AWGN environment with Eb/N0 = 36 dB: (a)
received samples at 2 samples/bit; (b) detection filter output.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: SOQPSK-TG signal properties with a residual frequency offset in the AWGN environ-
ment with Eb/N0 = 36 dB: (a) received samples at 2 samples/bit; (b) detection filter output.

ure 6 (b) shows the detection filter output for a linear receiver for SOQPSK [8], as expected all the
points are centered in each quadrant and are clumped together.

Next consider the case where the received signal is

r(t) = ejω0ts(t) + z(t) (2)

where ω0 is an uncompensated residual frequency offset. s(t) and z(t) are as previously defined.
Figure 7 (a) is a plot of the samples of r(t) [again at a rate of 2 samples/bit]. The received samples
are rotating counter clockwise because of the residual frequency offset. Notice the samples are still
on the unit circle but have no clear grouping.

Figure 7 (b) shows the detection filter output of a linear receiver. To show time progression,
the oldest samples start as a light grey then the later or more recent samples fade into black. The
samples start at the center of each quadrant but end crossing into different quadrants. Bit errors
occur when samples cross into other quadrants.

Now consider the case where the received signal is given by

r(t) = s(t) ∗ h(t) + z(t) (3)

where h(t) is the implse response of a multipath channel. Figure 8 (a) is a plot of the samples of r(t)
[again at a rate of 2 samples/bit]. The received signal no longer resides on the unit circle because of
interference and distortion from multipath. Even though the received samples are grouped together,
the interference clearly renders the received signal unusable. Figure 8 (b) shows the detection filter
output of the unusable received signal.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: SOQPSK-TG signal properties with the multipath channel shown in Figures 2 and 3 for
Eb/N0 = 36 dB: (a) received samples at 2 samples/bit; (b) detection filter output.

(a) (b)

Figure 9: SOQPSK-TG signal properties with a residual frequency offset and the multipath channel
shown in Figures 2 and 3 for Eb/N0 = 36 dB: (a) received samples at 2 samples/bit; (b) detection
filter output.
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: Equalized SOQPSK-TG signal properties with a residual frequency offset and the mul-
tipath channel shown in Figures 2 and 3 for Eb/N0 = 36 dB: (a) received samples at 2 samples/bit;
(b) detection filter output.

Finally consider the case where the received signal is

r(t) = ejω0ts(t) ∗ h(t) + z(t) (4)

where ω0 and h(t) are as previously defined. Figure 9 shows s(t) with a residual frequency offset,
distortion from multipath and AWGN. r(t) is not on the unit circle and rotating counter clockwise
because of the residual frequency offset.

The detection filter output of a linear receiver in Figure 9 (b) shows the scattering and rotation
more clearly. Obviously these samples are completely unusable unless mutipath is mitigated and
frequency offset compensated.

EQUALIZERS WITH A FREQUENCY OFFSET

Consider the system shown in Figures 12 and 13 where r(n) is the sampled version of r(t) as
previously defined in equation 4. Figure 10 (a) shows the output of the data-aided equalizer y(n)
at 2 samples/bit. Figure 10 (b) shows the output of the data-aided equalizer and the detection filter
x(k) at 1 sample/bit.

The observation can be made that the equalizer converts Figure 9 into Figure 7. The equalized
samples are still rotating from the residual frequency offset but are no longer scattered and are on
the unit circle. In other words the equalizer output is of the form

y(t) ≈ ejω0ts(t) + z(t) (5)
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(a) (b)

Figure 11: Derotated and equalized SOQPSK-TG signal properties with a residual frequency offset
and the multipath channel shown in Figures 2 and 3 for Eb/N0 = 36 dB: (a) received samples at 2
samples/bit; (b) detection filter output.

The residual frequency offset is still rotating the equalized signal y(t). Fortunately we know
how to solve this problem. The solution is to insert a PLL in between the detection filter output
and the decision blocks. This is illistrated in Figure 13.

The phase error detector (PED) estimates the phase offset error e(k). e(k) is the maximum
likelihood estimator for the phase error [9, Chapter 8]. The direct digital synthesizer (DDS) output
is what the sample must be derotated by to compensate for the frequency offset. xr(k) is the
derotated sample.

Figure 11 (a) shows the derotated samples at 2 samples/bit before the detection filter. The
samples are now on the unit circle and some grouping can be seen. Figure 11 (b) shows xr(k) at
1 sample/bit after the detection filter. The points are now centered in each quadrant. The Perrins’
detection filter is used in Figure 13 [10].

Multipath has been mitigated and the residual frequency offset has been compensated. Fig-
ure 11 looks like a noisy version of Figure 6, it is known that equalizers decrease signal to noise
ratio.
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CONCLUSIONS

A data-aided equalizer and PLL for use with SOQPSK-TG has been described. The residual fre-
quency offset can be compensated with a simple phase lock loop. Multipath interference can
be mitigated with a data-aided equalizer. Figures have been shown how the IQ baseband signal
evolves as it travels through the system. An equalizer followed by a phase lock loop is a viable
solution to mitigate multipath and residual frequency offset.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we use the forward recursion BCJR algorithm to estimate the symmetric
information rate for Two Dimensional Magnetic Recording (TDMR) channels. In particular, we
consider a TDMR read/write channel whose all components, including recording medium, write
and readback processes are modeled in software. Since the primary source of noise in TDMR
arises from irregularities in the recording medium and leads to highly colored and data-dependent
jitter, the pattern dependent noise predictive (PDNP) algorithm is implemented to improve the
accuracy and performance of SIR estimation. Furthermore, we study the performance gain of
using the PDNP algorithm in SIR estimation through simulations over the Voronoi based media
model for different TDMR channel configurations.

Index Terms

Symmetric Information Rate, Pattern Dependent Noise Predictive algorithm, Two Dimensional
Magnetic Recording, and Voronoi Channel.

I. INTRODUCTION

Two Dimensional Magnetic Recording (TDMR) [1] is as an emerging technology that can
achieve densities of 10 Tb/in2 and higher. A pursuit of extremely high storage densities neces-
sitates using only a small number of magnetized grains (5-10) to store one bit of information.
The reduction in the number of grains per bit in TDMR results in variations of bit boundaries
which consequently lead to data dependent and colored media noise [2]-[3]. These artifacts have
to be handled using sophisticated signal processing and coding algorithms.

In this paper, we estimate the symmetric information rate (SIR) for Voronoi based TDMR
channels. The SIR can be computed as a measure of the achievable storage densities. In [4],
the SIR for binary-input channels with memory is computed by standard forward sum-product
(BCJR) processing of the simulated channel output. Here, we implement the Pattern dependent
noise prediction (PDNP) algorithm [5] to effectively handle the jitter noise observed in the TDMR
channels as the noise is highly colored and data dependent. We embedded the PDNP algorithm
in the forward recursion BCJR to compute more accurate approximation of the SIR for TDMR
systems. By inserting a noise prediction/whitening process into the branch metric computation
of the BCJR algorithm, PDNP is constructed. The PDNP-based SIR estimator uses different
noise prediction filters for different input patterns in the trellis of the forward recursion BCJR
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Fig. 1. The block diagram of TDMR system including read channel and equalizer is given. A simplified read channel architecture
where the readback signal from the medium is equalized to achieve a controlled ISI called partial target response.

algorithm in order to take advantage of the data dependency of the media noise. Furthermore,
throughout the simulations, we demonstrate the performance gain of using the PDNP algorithm
in SIR computation for different TDMR systems.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we describe a Voronoi-based media
read-channel model and explain the techniques to design partial targets and equalizers. In Section
III, we present the noise predictive SIR estimation algorithm. In Section IV, we incorporate the
noise predictive SIR estimation algorithm to compute the SIR for TDMR channels and show
the performance gain obtained of using the PDNP algorithm in SIR estimation. Finally, Section
V concludes the paper.

II. TDMR READ CHANNEL MODEL AND EQUALIZER

The block diagram of a TDMR system is given in Figure 1. Let xi,j ∈ {0, 1} represent bits
written onto the medium. Let yi,j ∈ R represent the read-back samples obtained from the channel
model. Let x = [xi,j] ∈ {0, 1}n×m represent an n×m array of bits written on the medium and
y = [yi,j] ∈ Rn×m represent the corresponding array of read-back samples. Let xi,j represent the
set of bits that contribute to the read-back sample yi,j . For the 3 × 3 read-head span case, xi,j

contains 9 bits {xi+k,j+l | k, l ∈ {−1, 0, 1}}. The readback signal from the medium is equalized
to achieve a desired target response, optimizing based on the MMSE criterion.

For TDMR systems, several channel models are proposed to aid simulations in studying the
coding and signal processing algorithms. These models vary in complexity and accuracy in
capturing the behavior of a magnetic medium. TDMR channel models can be classified into a)
discrete grain models, b) Voronoi media models and c) micro magnetic media models. Voronoi
based media models give a good trade-off between implementation complexity and the accuracy
of representing a magnetic medium. In the sequel, the Voronoi based TDMR read channel model
([2]-[3]) utilized in this paper is introduced. The model consists of a media model, write process
model and a readback model.

A. Voronoi based channel model
The grain centers are distributed on a medium according to the Poisson disk distribution

with boundary sampling [6]. This distribution is characterized by the grain size parameter of
the center-to-center (CTC) distance. In this model, the grain centers are separated by at least a
distance of CTC, the minimum permissible distance between any two grain centers, and each
grain has at least one neighbor.
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B. Write Procedure
The magnetic medium is split into a rectangular grid, where each rectangular cell of size

BL×TW represents a channel bit, where
• Bit Length (BL): the length of each bit in the down-track direction.
• Track Width (TW): the length of each bit in the cross-track direction.

The channel input signal x(t1, t2) is defined by

x(t1, t2) =
∑
i

∑
j

xi,jΠTW (t1 − i× TW )ΠBL(t2 − j ×BL),

where xi,j ∈ {−1,+1} is the symbol which will be written on the (i, j)th bit cell and

ΠT (t) =

{
1, 0 ≤ t < T,

0, otherwise.

When a bit is written into the medium, all grains whose centers lie within the bit region are
polarized according to the bit value.

C. Read-back Procedure
The read back signal depends on the grain distribution, grain magnetization, and read-head

design. We model the read-head response to be a 2-D Gaussian pulse. The 2D Gaussian pulse
characterized by PW50(CT ) and PW50(DT ) at half-amplitude in the cross-track and down-track
directions, respectively.

The media noise arises due to the irregular boundaries of grains and the random distribution
of grain centers [3]. If two neighboring bits have the same polarization, there is no media
noise caused from that border. The media noise is correlated in both down-track and cross-track
directions. As we model the read head response as a 2D Gaussian pulse, the pattern dependent
media noise can be approximated by a data dependent Gaussian distribution [7].

D. Equalizer and Partial Response Target
The equalizer used in the simulations for generating PR targets is the generalized partial

response (GPR) equalizer which is proposed in [8]. The GPR objective is to find the target
and the equalizer filter simultaneously by minimizing the mean squared error between the
equalizer output and the desired signal, subject to a minimum-phase constraint on the target
(monic constraint target). Here, we formulate the method for the 1D case. Let G be a L1 × L2

matrix representing the GPR target of size L1 × L2. The target is called 2D where L1 > 1,
otherwise, the target is 1D (L1 = 1 and G = [g0, g1, . . . , gL2−1]

T ). Let F = [f0, f1, . . . , fN−1]
T

be a 1 × N matrix representing the equalizer filter coefficients where N denotes the equalizer
filter taps. The output at the equalizer is

z(i) =
N−1∑
l=0

f(l)y(i+ l), (1)

and the desired output at the equalizer is
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ẑ(i) =

L2−1∑
k=0

g(k)x(i+ k). (2)

where x(n) is the input sequence written on the medium and y(n) is the corresponding read-back
samples. The error at the position (i) is defined as

e(i) = ẑ(i)− z(i). (3)

The goal is to minimize the error vector e achieved by the equalizer as compared to the target
chosen. In [8], the Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) criterion is used to jointly design
the partial response target and the equalizer such that

F = R−1yy RyxG,

G =
(Rxx −RT

yxR
−1
yy Ryx)−1u

uT (Rxx −RT
yxR

−1
yy Ryx)−1u

, (4)

where Rxx is a L2×L2 matrix with (i, j)th element given by Rxx(i, j) = E{xk−ixk−j}, Ryy is a
N ×N matrix with (i, j)th element given by Ryy(i, j) = E{yk−iyk−j}, Rxy is a N × L2 matrix
with (i, j)th element given by Ryx(i, j) = E{xk−iyk−j}, and u is a vector that has one element
as 1 and all others zeros such that uTG = 1.

III. NOISE PREDICTIVE SYMMETRIC INFORMATION RATE

The bit error rate is a useful performance metric for optimizing parameters of data storage
systems, but it can not provide information about achievable user storage density. Here, we
introduce a more comprehensive metric that can be used to simultaneously optimize all parame-
ters and provide information about achievable densities. For this purpose, we use the symmetric
information rate (SIR) between the input sequence x written on the medium and the equalizer
output sequence y. The SIR as a lower bound on the capacity of system can provide information
about achievable storage density. The SIR is defined as

SIR = I(X;Y ) = H(Y )−H(Y |X), when p(x) is uniform. (5)

According to Shannon-McMillan-Breimann theorem [4], for a stationary ergodic finite state
Markov process Y , we have

− 1

n
log p(y)→ H(Y ), (6)

as n → ∞. As is well known, for any given block length n and any given channel output
y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn), the probability p(y) can be computed using the forward recursion BCJR
algorithm [4], which operates on the trellis of the partial response channel. An ISI channel’s
trellis is described by the binary input alphabet X , output alphabet Y , finite set of states S, and
by the conditional probability density function, p(yk, s|s′) where yk ∈ Y , s-the current state, and
s′-the previous state. The first term H(Y ) in eq. (5), the entropy of the equalizer output, can
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TABLE I
RSCT (RSDT) DENOTES THE READER RESPONSE SPAN IN CROSS-TRACK (DOWN-TRACK) DIMENSION. ALL THE

PARAMETERS IN THE TABLE ARE SPECIFIED IN NANOMETERS. ? INDICATES THAT THE PARAMETER IS VARIED IN THE
SIMULATIONS. CTC= 7 NM.

TW BL RSCT RSDT PW50(CT ) PW50(DT )

TDMR(1) 40 10 80 70 ? 34
TDMR(2) ? 9 60 40 30 20

be computed using the forward recursion of the BCJR algorithm, as explained in [4]. For this
computation, each trellis branch b at time k is assigned the metric µ(bk) such that

µ(bk) = p(yk, sk|s′k) = p(yk|s′k)ps′ksk , (7)

where ps′ksk is the probability of transition from state s′k to sk. The term p(yk|s′k) is the distribution
of residual noise of the equalizer. The noise is data dependent and colored. In order to mitigate
these harmful effects, we incorporate noise-prediction filters which use the information from the
neighborhood noise samples.

The PDNP algorithm uses different noise prediction filters for different input patterns in the
trellis of the BCJR detector in order to take advantage of the data dependency of the media noise.
The computation of the coefficients of the noise predictors and pattern-dependent variances are
performed by a linear MMSE predictor [9]. Applying the residual noise nk to a time varying
linear predictor of the form

n̂k =

Lf∑
i=1

pi,k(xk)nk−i, (8)

would then lead to an uncorrelated prediction error sequence ek = nk− n̂k. By employing noise
prediction/whitening filters, we estimate the residual noise by an AWGN with variance σ2

e where
σ2
e is the variance of prediction error sequence e = (e1, e2, . . . , en) which is dependent on the

input data x. Therefore, p(yk|s′), the residual noise distribution, can be approximated by the
AWGN noise with the same variance. The trellis is then processed from left (initial states) to
right (final states) computing H(Y ). The data-dependent noise prediction is used to estimate the
conditional entropy H(Y |X) in eq. (5). According to the approximation, H(Y |X) is also given
by

H(Y |X) = H(e) =
1

2
log(2πeσ2

e). (9)

Finally, the SIR can be computed using the eq. (5).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

All the simulations are done on TDMR systems with the parameters given in Table I. For both
TDMR systems, the number of bit cells in the cross track and down-track directions is 5×4000.
The center track (track 3) is the track of interest and the reader is located at the middle of
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Investigating the performance gain obtained of using the PDNP in computing the SIR using the forward recursion
BCJR. (a) shows the variations of SIR vs. ITI. By increasing PW50(CT), ITI is increased since the reader senses more from
two neighboring tracks. (b) shows SIR vs. TW.

this track. In the simulations, we have equalized the output of reader to a 1D PR target with
LDT taps in the down-track direction (1 × LDT target) which is then followed by the forward
recursion BCJR algorithm to compute the SIR for different TDMR channel configurations. We
also incorporate the PDNP algorithm in the calculation of branch metrics in the BCJR algorithm
to handle the data dependent and colored residual noise and have more accurate branch metrics.
By inserting a noise prediction/whitening process into the branch metric computation of the
BCJR algorithm, noise predictive information rate estimator is constructed which operates on a
2LDT+Lf+1-state trellis where LDT is the number of equalizer taps in the down-track direction
and Lf is the number of whitening filter taps.

Figure 2(a) shows the performance gain obtained of using the PDNP algorithm in SIR cal-
culation as a function of PW50(CT ) for TDMR(1) system. We change the reader-span in the
cross-track direction to have different ITI’s. It is clear that for larger PW50(CT ), ITI is increased,
but still we have gain of using whitening filters in the branch metric calculation. Figure 2(b)
demonstrates the performance gain of using PDNP algorithm in the SIR calculation as a function
of TW for TDMR(2) system. In both experiments, the PR target size is 1 × LDT = 1 × 3 and
the number of whitening filter taps is Lf = 3.

V. CONCLUSION

We have computed the symmetric information rate (SIR) using the forward recursion BCJR
algorithm for TDMR channels to use as a new criterion to analyze the performance of TDMR
systems. The SIR provides important information about the achievable storage density. We have
modeled and studied the jitter noise of Voronoi based magnetic medium and its dependence on
various data patterns written onto the medium. The media noise is colored and data dependent due
to the following: 1) the PR equalizer makes the noise correlated, and 2) the irregular boundaries
of grains and the lack of knowledge of these boundaries during the read back process makes
the noise data dependent. In order to take advantage of the data dependency of media noise, we
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have used different noise prediction filters for different input patterns in the trellis of the forward
recursion BCJR detector. Finally, we have demonstrated the performance gain of using the
pattern dependent noise prediction (PDNP) algorithm in SIR calculation throughout simulations
on different TDMR channel configurations.
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ABSTRACT

This paper uses detection and estimation theory techniques for automatic modulation recognition
of CPM signals. The CPM signals of interest are PCM/FM, SOQPSK-TG, and ARTM/CPM. The
modulation recognition problem is formulated as a hypothesis test with the test statistic computed
using samples of the observed signal. Using such techniques, simulation results show that correct
modulation can be achieved error free at a carrier-to-noise ratio of 19 dB for PCM/FM, 50 dB for
SOQPSK-TG, and 25 dB for ARTM CPM.

INTRODUCTION

The demand for finite spectrum allocation can be improved by using bandwidth efficient modula-
tions. A software defined radio satisfies such a demand by using the modulation type as a parameter
that can be altered to improve the efficiency of spectrum allocation [1]. As a result, the demand for
automatic modulation recognition software has become increasingly popular.

In addition to a software defined radio, other applications of automatic modulation recogni-
tion include communication interception and cognitive radio use for aeronautical telemetry. For
example, a cognitive radio that has the ability to recognize the modulation in use, could adjust the
radio to optimize the spectral utilization when a number of airborne test articles are simultaneously
in play [2]. Also, if an aircraft or missile is authorized to transmit using one of various modula-
tions, the flight test engineer on the ground could use automatic modulation recognition software
to verify that the transmitter is operating properly [3].

A variety of methods for modulation recognition have been explored. Such methods can be
found in [2] [3]. This paper explores the application of invariant statistical tests [4] to distinguish
between three modulations of increasing bandwidth efficiency as defined by IRIG 106 [5].

The paper is organized as follow: In the next section, the IRIG 106 modulations are described.
In the section that follows, a meticulous approach to formulate the problem is explained. The final
sections include the simulation results and conclusion.

THE IRIG 106 MODULATIONS

In applications such as aeronautical telemetry, constant envelope modulations (CPM) are used
because the constant envelope does not produce “spectral regrowth” with non-linear RF power
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amplifier operation [2]. As a result, the three modulations of interest are CPM signals where the
continuous-time complex-valued low-pass equivalent representation of the transmitted CPM signal
is

s(t) = exp{jφ(t)} (1)

where

φ(t) = 2π

∫ t

−∞

∑
k

hkIkg(x− kTs)dx (2)

where Ik is the k-th symbol, hk is the modulation index applied during the k-th symbol, Ts is
the symbol time, and g(t) is the frequency pulse spanning Li symbol times and scaled to have an
area of 1/2. Described below are the three modulations as defined in the aeronautical telemetry
standard IRIG 106 [5]:

• PCM/FM is defined as follows:

– ak ∈ {−1,+1},

– hk =
7

10
for all k,

– g(t) is the length-2 raised-cosine (2RC) pulse.

• SOQPSK-TG is defined as follows:

– ak ∈ {−1, 0,+1},

– hk =
1

2
for all k,

– g(t) is the length-8 windowed, spectral raised-cosine pulse.

• ARTM CPM is defined as follows:

– ak ∈ {−3,−1,+1,+3},

– hk =


4

16
k even

5

16
k odd,

– g(t) is the length-3 raised cosine (3RC) pulse.

The goal is to send data using one of the three modulations define above and be able to automati-
cally recognize the modulation in use. The problem formation to achieve this goal is explained in
the next section.
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PROBLEM FORMULATION

The approach taken in this paper is to formulate the modulation recognition problem as a hypoth-
esis test. The three hypotheses are

H0 : Modulation = PCM/FM
H1 : Modulation = SOQPSK-TG
H2 : Modulation = ARTM CPM.

(3)

The hypothesis test is based on a test statistic that is derived from observing the received signal

r(t) = ejφ(t) + z(t) (4)

where z(t) is a complex-valued wide sense stationary Gaussian random process with zero mean
and autocorrelation function

Rz(τ) = E {z(t)z∗(t− τ)} = 2N0δ(τ). (5)

The test statistic is computed from the samples of r(t) as illustrated in Figure 1. The received
signal is sampled at T -spaced intervals to produce the sequence

r(nT ) = ejφ(nT ) + z(nT ), for n = 0, 1, . . . (6)

The sequence r(nT ) is input to a discrete time FM demodulator whose output is the sample se-
quence

x(nT ) ≈ φ′(nT ) + v(nT ) (7)

where φ′(nT ) is the n-th sample of the time derivative of φ(t) and v(nT ) are samples of a noise
sequence described below. Next, the symbol period Ts is estimated and used to resample the
sequence x(nT ) to N samples/symbol:

x(nTs/N) ≈ φ′(nTs/N) + v(nTs/N). (8)

Figure 1: A block diagram outlining the signal processing used for modulation recognition.
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Here, the sequence v(nTs/N) is a real-valued wide sense stationary Gaussian discrete-time random
process with zero mean and autocorrelation function

Rv(k) = E {v(nTs/N)v((n− k)Ts/N)} =


π2

6
k = 0

(−1)k

k
k 6= 0.

(9)

Now suppose we wish to compute the test statistic over an interval corresponding to NI sym-
bols. The NNI samples corresponding to the observation interval are stacked to form the vector

x(0)
x(Ts/N)

...
x(NNI − 1)

 =


φ′(0)

φ′(Ts/N)
...

φ′(NNI − 1)

+


v(0)

v(Ts/N)
...

v(NNI − 1)

 . (10)

The instantaneous frequency samples φ′(nTs/N) are a function of the NI data symbols I0, I1,
. . ., INI−1, the modulation index(es), and samples of the frequency pulse g(t). At this point,
the modulation is unknown. Consequently, the modulation index(es) and the frequency pulse are
unknown. In addition, the data sequence is also unknown. Because there are only three known
possibilities for the frequency pulse, the first vector on the right hand side of (10) may be expressed
as


φ′(0)

φ′(Ts/N)
...

φ′(NNI − 1)

 =



gi(0)
gi(Ts/N)

... gi(0)
gi(NLi − 1) gi(Ts/N)

...

gi(NLi − 1)
. . .

gi(0)
gi(Ts/N)

...
gi(N − 1)




h0I0
h1I1

...
hNI−1INI−1

 (11)

where gi(·) = g0(·) with Li = L0 = 2 for PCM/FM, gi(·) = g1(·) with Li = L1 = 8 for SOQPSK-
TG, and gi(·) = g2(·) with Li = L2 = 3 for ARTM CPM. The matrix on the right hand side of (11)
is an NNI ×NI matrix. The columns of this matrix are formed from the frequency pulse samples
gi(nTs/N) for n = 0, 1, . . . , NLi − 1. The k-th column for k = 0, 1, . . . , NI − 1 starts with kN
zeros, followed by the samples of the frequency pulse, and ends with the number of zeros required
to create NNI rows.

Using (11), Equation (10) may be expressed in the form

x = Hiθ + v (12)

where x is theNNI×1 vector on the left hand side of (10), Hi is theNNI×NI matrix on the right
hand side of (11), θ is the NNI × 1 vector on the right hand side of (11), and v is the NNI × 1
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vector on the right hand side of (10). The vector v is a Gaussian random vector with zero mean
and autocorrelation matrix

Rv =


Rv(0) Rv(−1) · · · Rv(−NNI + 1)
Rv(1) Rv(0) · · · Rv(−NNI + 2)

...
...

Rv(NNI − 1) Rv(NNI − 2) · · · Rv(0)

 . (13)

We use the notation v : N [0,Rv] to describe this. Consequently, x : N [Hiθ,Rv].
The vector θ in (12) contains the unknown modulation index(es) and the unknown NI data

symbols I0, I1, . . ., INI−1 as shown in (11). As a result, the vector x, containing NNI samples of
the FM demodulator output, lies in the linear subspace spanned by the columns of Hi but its exact
location is unknown because θ is unknown. Therefore, the test statistic computed from x(nTs/N)
must be invariant to a rotation in the subspace spanned by the columns of Hi. A test statistic that
satisfies this invariance requirement projects the data onto the subspace spanned by the columns
of Hi and computes the power in the subspace by using an inner product [4]. But this is only
optimal when the additive noise term is white. Therefore, the first step is to whiten the noise. This
is accomplished by

y = R−1/2v x. (14)

Now we have y : N
[
R
−1/2
v Hiθ, I

]
. Applying Scharf’s invariance principle [4] to y gives the

desired test statistic:
di = yTR−1/2v Hi

(
HT
i R
−1
v Hi

)−1
HT
i R
−1/2
v y. (15)

Substituting (14) gives the final form for the test statistic

di = xTR−1Hi(Hi
TR−1Hi)

−1Hi
TR−1x. (16)

Three test statistics are computed using (16) as shown in Figure 1 with di = d0 for PCM/FM,
di = d1 for SOQPSK-TG, and di = d2 for ARTM CPM. The decision rule for choosing one of the
three hypotheses in (3) to be true is given by

D =


H0 (PCM/FM) : d0 = max {d0, d1, d2} ,

H1 (SOQPSK-TG) : d1 = max {d0, d1, d2} ,

H2 (ARTM CPM) : d2 = max {d0, d1, d2} .

(17)

A simulation of the hypothesis test was performed using this decision rule and is described below
in the following section.

SIMULATION RESULTS

To simulate the hypothesis test, a signal s(t) was generated by modulating NI data symbols I0,
I1, . . ., INI−1 using one of the IRIG 106 modulations. The received signal was sent through an
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Figure 2: A plot of the probability of correctly identifying the modulation when PCM/FM is true.
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Figure 3: A plot of the probability of correctly identifying the modulation when SOQPSK-TG is true.
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Figure 4: A plot of the probability of correctly identifying the modulation when ARTM/CPM is true.

FM demodulator and resampled to N = 4 samples/symbol. The autocorrelation matrix Rv was
constructed with NI equal to the number of sent symbols and N = 4 samples/symbol. Likewise,
Hi was constructed using the appropriate frequency pulse gi(t), with NI equal to the number of
sent symbols and N = 4 samples/symbol. The three test statistics were computed using (16) and a
decision for selecting the modulation used to send the data was made by (17).

The process described above was simulated in an iterative manner for NI = 50, 100, 500, and
1000, at various values of a carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR). The results for PCM/FM, SOQPSK-TG,
and ARTM CPM are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4 respectively. In the figures, the abscissa is the
value of CNR in decibels (dB) and the ordinate, given in percentage, is

P (H0|H0) : probability of correctly identifying the modulation when PCM/FM is true
P (H1|H1) : probability of correctly identifying the modulation when SOQPSK is true
P (H2|H2) : probability of correctly identifying the modulation when ARTM CPM is true.

(18)

As seen in figures 2, 3, and 4, the performance improves as the CNR increases however, each
plot reaches a ceiling of 100 percent at different CNR values. The lowest CNR value for error free
detection in each plot is; 19 dB for PCM/FM, 25 dB for ARTM CPM, and 50 dB for SOQPSK-TG.
Each of these CNR values correspond to a symbol length of NI = 1000. This shows that a test
statistic computed over a larger interval of NI symbols produces a higher probability of accurate
detection. Also seen from the figures, SOQPSK-TG required a much higher CNR for error free
detection as compared to PCM/FM and ARTM/CPM.
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CONCLUSIONS

By using hypothesis testing in the linear statistical model, a test statistic invariant to the un-
known modulation index(es) and unknown symbols was derived to detect the modulation in use.
The test statistic proved to reliably distinguish PCM/FM, SOQPSK-TG, and ARTM CPM for suf-
ficiently high carrier-to-noise ratio. Further research is needed to improve the performance for
smaller CNR values.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes how to locate and remove periodically inserted preamble and ASM bit fields
in the presence of the phase ambiguity caused by decision-directed PLLs used in most telemetry
demodulators. The phase ambiguity is resolved by correlating rotated or delayed versions of the
data with a stored template of the preamble and ASM bits. A finite state machine in conjunction
with a FIFO is used to remove the preamble and ASM bits from the output bit stream.

INTRODUCTION

There has recently been interest in periodic insertion of the iNET preamble and ASM fields in
serial streaming telemetry [1, 2, 3]. Often, the periodically inserted preamble and ASM fields are
used for estimating transmission parameters required for optimal detection. Figure 1 illustrates the
data stream’s structure. The preamble is 128 bits and the ASM is 64 bits as defined in [4]. In this
paper, we consider the case where the preamble and ASM pair (192 bits total) is inserted every
6144 bits as shown.

Estimators based on the preamble/ASM bits are data-aided estimators as described in [1].
The data that is “aiding” the estimator is the received signal corresponding to the preamble and
ASM bits. Because data-aided estimators use the preamble/ASM bits to compute the estimate,
demodulators based on data-aided estimators know the location of the preamble/ASM bits in the
received signal and remove the preamble/ASM bits from the output. This is in contrast to the
estimators used by traditional demodulators which are based on decision-directed phase-lock loops
(PLLs). Because traditional demodulators do not depend on periodically inserted preamble/ASM
bits for synchronization, traditional demodulators do not take advantage of the presence of these

Figure 1: Data structure.
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bits in performing synchronization tasks. Consequently, traditional demodulators, as currently
constituted, do not remove the preamble/ASM bits from the output.

This poses a problem for side-by-side comparisons of the two kinds of demodulators. For
example, to perform a bit error rate test comparison between the two, it is necessary to remove the
preamble/ASM bits from the traditional demodulator output. The location of the preamble/ASM
bits in the demodulator output is found by correlating the bit stream with a locally stored copy of
the preamble/ASM bits and comparing the correlation to a threshold. The correlation cn is given
by

cn =

Lp−1∑
t=0

dn+t ⊕ pt (1)

where ⊕ is the XNOR operator defined by

a b a⊕ b

0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 1

and where dn ∈ {0, 1} is the input bit stream, pt ∈ {0, 1} is the locally stored copy of the combined
preamble and ASM bit fields, and Lp = 192 is the number of bits in the combined preamble and
ASM bit fields.

The main complication associated with removing the preamble/ASM is identifying the location
of the preamble/ASM in the presence of phase ambiguities. Because of the rotational symmetries
of SOQPSK-TG, decision-directed PLLs can lock in one of four lock states [5]. The usual approach
for dealing with this phase ambiguity is to use differential encoding [6, Appendix M]. But because
data-aided estimators do not possess phase ambiguities, there is no need to differentially encode
the data bits. Consequently, the preamble/ASM remover must be capable of identifying the start
of the preamble/ASM in the presence of an unknown lock state.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the problem of using
the correlation (1) to find the preamble/ASM in the presence of a phase ambiguity is described.
In the sections that follow, the FPGA circuits used to perform the tasks required to remove the
preamble/ASM bits are described. The last section summarizes the work. In the text that follows,
the combination of the iNET preamble and ASM fields are referred to as the “preamble”.

SOQPSK-TG AND SYNCHRONIZATION AMBIGUITIES

Most SOQPSK demodulators in use in aeronautical telemetry use decision-directed PLLs for sym-
bol timing and carrier phase synchronization. One of the characteristics of decision-directed loops
is phase ambiguity [5]. Phase ambiguity is best understood using the SOQPSK I/Q constellation
shown in Figure 2. The PLLs lock when the four constellation points are arranged in the center of
each quadrant as shown. There are four possibilities: the PLLs could lock with the constellation
points in the position shown in Figure 1. The PLLs could lock with the constellation points rotated
by 90 degrees [6, Appendix M]. In this case, the constellation point corresponding to the bit pair
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Figure 2: I & Q constellation. From [6], Appendix A, Figure A-15

11 is in the second quadrant, the constellation point corresponding to 01 is in the third quadrant,
and so on. Similarly the PLLs could lock with the constellation points rotated by 180 degrees
or 270 degrees. The usual approach for dealing with phase ambiguity is differential encoding [6,
Appendix M].

The phase ambiguity poses a problem for the preamble detector described in the introduction.
This problem is illustrated by the following examples.

Example 1 Consider the case where the data stream is

0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1

where the bold case bits represent the periodically inserted preamble. Correlating this data stream
with the preamble [see Equation (1) with Lp = 8] gives the sequence shown in Figure 3. Note the
correlation peaks at indexes 16 and 32. The correlation peak is 8 corresponding to the length of the
preamble. For this toy example, the off-peak correlations are high relative to the peak correlations.
For real examples with larger Lp this is less of a concern.

Example 2 Consider the case where the demodulator outputs the bit sequence of Example 1 with
a 270 degree rotation. The data stream is

1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

Correlating this stream with the true preamble produces the sequence shown in Figure 4. Note here
that there is no correlation peak that is equal to 8. Consequently, the preamble detector does not
find the preamble.

Example 3 Consider the case where the demodulator outputs the bit sequence of Example 1 with
a 180 degree rotation. The data stream is
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Figure 3: Correlation for Example 1.
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Figure 4: Correlation for Example 2.

1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0.

This data stream is an inverted version of the data stream in Example 1 where zeros have replaced
ones and ones have replaced zeros. Correlating this data stream with the preamble produces the
sequence shown in Figure 5. Note that there are no correlation peaks that reach 8. The correlation
reaches a minimum of zero at indexes 16 and 32. It can be shown that the correlation sequence
in Figure 5 is the correlation sequence in Figure 3 vertically reflected about Lp/2. This becomes
important later on.

Example 4 Consider the case where the demodulator outputs the bit sequence of Example 1 with
a 90 degree rotation. The data stream is

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0.

This data stream is an inverted version of the data stream in Example 2 where zeros have replaced
ones and ones have replaced zeros. Correlating this data stream with the preamble produces the
sequence shown in Figure 6. Note that there are no correlation peaks that reach 8. It can be shown
that the correlation sequence in Figure 6 is the correlation sequence in Figure 4 vertically reflected
about Lp/2.

It should be clear that the solution for detecting the preamble is to rotate the incoming bits
by 0 degrees, 90 degrees, 180 degrees, and 270 degrees, correlate the resulting four parallel data
streams with the preamble, and choose the correlator that produces a peak output of Lp. This
approach is illustrated in Figure 7. This diagram conceptualizes the rotation operations as look-up
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Figure 5: Correlation for Example 3.
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Figure 6: Correlation for Example 4.

tables operating on pairs of bits. The outputs of four parallel correlators are searched for the peak.
The outputs of the peak detectors form the inputs to a finite state machine (FSM) that selects the
rotation where the preamble is found.

However, there is a problem lurking in the details. The rotations operate on bit pairs. To get
this right, the starting bit for the bit pairings must be known. Because the demodulator serializes
the output bits, the identity of the starting bit is lost in the serial output bit stream. Fortunately,
there are only two possible starting positions. Because the starting point is unknown, the preamble
detector in Figure 7 must be modified. The naı̈ve modification comprises a duplicate of the four
parallel paths of Figure 7 whose input is delayed by one bit. The resulting system comprises eight
parallel paths with eight correlators, six rotation look-up tables, and a larger FSM. A more clever
solution is described in the next section.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Example 3 showed that a correlator operating on an inverted version of the preamble and its ac-
companying data produces a correlation of zero at the occurrence of the inverted preamble. This
fact can be used to reduce the number of correlators by two: one correlator dedicated to finding
the un-rotated data or its 180 degree rotation, and another dedicated to finding the 90 degree ro-
tation and 270 degree rotation. In place of a peak detector, a threshold detector is used. When
the threshold detector encounters a correlation value of Lp it has found an un-inverted occurrence
of the preamble. When the threshold detector encounters a correlation value of 0, it has found an
inverted occurrence of the preamble. Application of these principles is illustrated by the upper two
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Figure 7: Example implementation.

branches of the diagram in Figure 8. The threshold detector controls a programmable inverter (an
XOR gate). When the threshold detector encounters a correlation of zero, the inversion is asserted.

Because there is no rotation operation on the top branch, there is no need to pair the bits.
Consequently, there is no opportunity to get the pairing wrong. The correlation peak (or valley)
occurs when it is supposed to. For the case of rotation, pairing is important. The middle branch
in Figure 8 pairs the bits with the first one it receives. The lower branch is a replica of the middle
branch with a one bit delay added. The delay causes the bit pairings used by the rotator to start
with the second bit. In summary, the upper branch takes care of both cases for 0 and 180 degree
rotations, the middle branch takes care of 90 and 270 degree rotations where the pairings start with
the first bit, and the lower branch takes care of 90 and 270 degree rotations where the pairings start
with the second bit.

A. Correlator, Threshold Detector, and Programmable Inverter Unit

A more detailed diagram of the correlator, threshold detector, and programmable inverter is shown
in Figure 9. The correlator consists of a shift register, preamble template, and an adder circuit.
This is a block diagram representation of Equation (1) where data is clocked in using the input data
clock. The data in the shift register is compared to the data in the template using the XNOR oper-
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ator. The sum of the XNOR gate outputs forms the input to the threshold detector. The threshold
detector controls the programmable inverter as follows. If the lower threshold is met, the threshold
detector asserts invert until the upper threshold is encountered. Likewise, if the upper threshold
is met, the threshold detector de-asserts invert until the lower threshold is encountered. In the
absence of errors, the upper threshold is Lp = 192 and the lower threshold is 0. To allow for the
presence of two errors in the block of Lp preamble bits, the upper threshold is lowered to 190 and
the lower threshold is increased to 2.

B. Preamble Removal

Once the preamble is detected, it must be removed. Removing the preamble is done via the FSM
shown in Figure 10. The FSM outputs wr en which controls which bits are written to the output
and which are ignored. Ignored bits are not written and thus discarded, which is how the preamble
is eliminated. The FSM has three inputs as follows: T0, T1, and T2 each corresponding to the
output of one threshold detector. The variables count0, count1, and count2 keep track of
how many times T0, T1, and T2 are asserted high at the correct time instance. These variables
determine the demodulators lock state. Lock state selection occurs when one of the threshold
detectors is asserted three times at the correct spacing. Figure 1 shows that a packet is started with
a preamble and followed by a payload. As an example, consider T0. If T0 is the correct rotation,
then T0 is asserted every 6336 cycles of the input bit clock. If T0 is asserted any other time, then
it is not the correct rotation and the counter is set back to zero. The same principles apply for T1
and T2. The rotations and noise make it possible for a false positive to occur, which is why correct
spacing between correlation peaks (or valleys) is vital.

Figure 8: FPGA implementation.
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Figure 9: Correlator, threshold detector, and programmable inverter.

Receivers may lose sync in the presence of enough noise and multipath. Thus a receiver may
change rotation during transmission. Once again the circuit waits until one of T0, T1, or T2 is
asserted three consecutive times at the correct instance before selecting the new rotation.

C. Output Interface

Many data sinks require data to be clocked out at a fairly constant rate. Because the preamble
is removed, the input and output bit clock frequencies are different. This change in frequency
is an example of crossing clock domains. Figure 11 illustrates an approach to safely cross clock
domains. An asynchronous FIFO provides the solution. The FIFO is 32768 bits deep and 1 bit
wide. Both the data into the FIFO and wr en are controlled by the mux and the preamble detector

Figure 10: The finite state machine controlling preamble removal.
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Figure 11: Output interface.

FSM. The output interface FSM, here denoted FSM 2, controls rd en and clk out. FSM 2 is
shown in Figure 12. As can be seen from the diagram, FSM 2 is quite simple and is driven by
the local FPGA clock instead of the input data clock. FSM 2 is initialized to an Init state where
it waits until the FIFO is half full. From there it goes to bert clk high which sets the BERT
clock high. A counter determines how long to stay in bert clk high before transitioning to
bert clk low. The amount of time FSM 2 stays in each state determines the data output rate.
Once FSM 2 is in bert clk low, it waits for two conditions to be met. First, the FIFO valid
flag, which indicates when there is valid data to be read, must be asserted. Second, the counter
must indicate that it is time to go to the next state. This insures only valid data is outputted from
the FIFO. Instead of trying to keep the FIFO from emptying out, FSM 2 forces the FIFO to empty
at a rate which closely matches the rate data comes in. When the FIFO is empty, valid is de-
asserted and FSM 2 remains in bert clk low until valid is reasserted. The period of time when
FSM 2 remains in bert clk low is relatively short and the data sink is able to handle this slight
variation in the clock and data rate.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper described the design and implementation of a system to locate and remove a preamble
sequence in the output data stream of an SOQPSK-TG demodulator based on decision-directed
PLL syncrhonizers. The system was capable of performing its task in the presence of phase am-
biguities caused by the PLLs. System complexity was minimized by recognizing symmetries
in the correlator outputs in the four lock states. The FPGA circuit has been tested as part of a
working prototype system that compares the performance of data-aided equalizers to unequalized
SOQPSK-TG in an aeronautical telemetry environment.

9



Figure 12: The finite state machine (FSM 2) controlling the clock and data outputs.
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ABSTRACT

This paper applies a compressed sensing (CS) algorithm to SOQPSK-TG waveform samples to
reconstruct a sparse channel. The mean squared error (MSE) is computed between the estimated
channel and the true channel. The estimated channel is then used in an equalized system and a
bit error rate (BER) curve is calculated. The results are then compared to a Maximum Likelihood
(ML) estimator. The CS estimate does not produce significant gains but it doesn’t break anything
either.

INTRODUCTION

Sparse estimation allows for the reconstruction of an under sampled signal provided that the signal
is known to be sparse or nearly sparse. A sparse signal exhibits mostly zero values with only a few
non zero values. A nearly sparse signal has only a few strong non zero values, the rest are zero or
very close to zero. Digital communication systems often involve channels whose impulse response
are sparse [1]. As a result, sparse estimation techniques, also known as compressed sensing (CS),
can be used to estimate the channel. It is advantageous to use CS estimation on sparse channels
because the resulting estimate will be sparse, something that a maximum likelihood (ML) estimate
can not guarantee. Correctly estimating the channel directly impacts a data-aided equalizer’s per-
formance. This paper explores the use of the matching pursuit algorithm [1] to estimate the channel
when a known pilot sequence is given. The pilot sequence is a periodically inserted preamble and
ASM bit field from iNet shown in Figure 1. Perfect frame synchronization is assumed but tech-
niques for finding the start of the preamble are outlined in [2].

Figure 1: Data structure.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the problem.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Figure 2 is a block diagram representation of the problem. Let x(n) be the samples corresponding
to the periodically inserted pilot sequence. The SOQPSK-TG samples x(n) are then convolved
with the channel h(n) and noise, defined as v(n), is added. The result is the received signal y(n)
and can be expressed as

y(n) =

N2∑
k=−N1

x(n− k)h(k) + v(n) (1)

where h(k) has support over−N1 < k < N2. The channel estimate is based only on the SOQPSK-
TG samples which correspond to the pilot sequence. Let Lp be the number of samples in the pilot
sequence, then x(0), . . . , x(Lp − 1) represents the samples corresponding to the pilot sequence.
We can now write the received samples corresponding to the pilot sequence in matrix form as y(i+N2)

...
y(i+ Lp −N1 − 1)

 =

x(N2 +N1) · · · x(0)
...

...
x(Lp − 1) · · · x(Lp −N1 −N2 − 1)


h(−N1)

...
h(N2)

+

v(N2 +N1)
...

v(Lp − 1)

 (2)

where the r(i) is the received sample corresponding the start of the pilot sequence. Due to the
fact that the SOQPSK-TG waveform spans multiple symbol times the first N2 samples and last N1

samples are unknown and must be skipped. Equation (2) can be written simply as y = Ah + v
where y is the (Lp−N2−N1)×1 vector of received samples, A is the (Lp−N2−N1)×(N2+N1)
convolution matrix of known pilot samples, h is the (N1 +N2)× 1 vector of channel coefficients,
and v is the (Lp −N2 −N1)× 1 noise vector. Subtracting the noise vector from both sides yields

r = Ah (3)

where r = y − v. Now that the problem is appropriately set up, compressed sensing techniques
can be used to estimate the channel h.
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A. Matching Pursuit

The matching pursuit algorithm is described in [1] and other papers. This algorithm is iterative. Let
A = [a1 · · · aM ] where az represents the z-th column of A for z = 1, 2, . . . ,M and M = N2+N1

is the number of columns in A. The matching pursuit algorithm then proceeds to project r0 = r
onto each of the columns of A searching for the column ak that maximizes |aH

z r0|2/aH
z az where

aH
z represents the hermitian operator. The projection of r0 onto ak is then removed from r0 and

the remainder forms the new vector r1. The tap ĥk can then be estimated by ĥk = (aH
k r0)/a

H
k ak.

The process is then repeated with r1 and continues until some stopping criterion is met. The p-th
iteration is as follows

kp = argmax
z

|aH
z rp−1|2

aH
z az

, z = 1, · · · ,M (4)

rp = rp−1 −
(aH

kp
rp−1)akp

aH
kp
akp

(5)

ĥkp =
aH
kp
rp−1

aH
kp
akp

. (6)

The iterations continue until either a set number of iterations is met or rp < ε. The number of
iterations will determine the number of taps are estimated in ĥ.

B. Maximum Likelihood

The maximum likelihood (ML) estimate can be found using equation (3) and is ĥ = (AHA)−1AHr.
The ML estimators are derived in [3] and [4]. However, while the ML approach provides a work-
ing solution it is known that for sparse channels an ML estimate contains non zero values for all
taps, especially when a frequency offset is introduced. The result is a non sparse estimate and can
negatively affect the equalizer’s performance.

RESULTS

Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 show the magnitude of four channels and their respective ML and CS
estimates. The true channels were obtained from channel sounding experiments conducted at
Edwards Airforce Base [5]. This paper focuses on channels 1, 7, 9, and 10, allowing for a variety of
channels with different characteristics to be compared. The figures show the ML channel estimate
contains a non zero value for every tap even though the true channel is sparse. The CS channel
estimate on the other hand, is sparse and seems to be a closer representation of the true channel.
It is important to note that 20 taps were estimated by the CS estimator even though most of the
true channels have less than 6 non zero taps. This allows the system to have no prior knowledge
of the channel and places an upper limit on the number of taps that are estimated. Because two
different channel estimates are being compared there needs to be some metric by which they can be
judged. An obvious metric is the mean squared error (MSE) between the channel estimate and the
true channel. Such graphs are provided in Figure 7. Clearly the CS channel estimate is the winner
when using the MSE as the metric. A better metric is to calculate a bit error rate curve and judge
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which estimate produces a better performing equalizer. The equalizer used was the Minimum
Mean Squared Error (MMSE) equalizer developed in [6]. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the
BER curves using the CS and ML estimates as well as the Maximum Likelihood State Detector
(MLSD). CS does produce a better BER curve than ML but only marginally.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has shown that using the matching pursuit algorithm to estimate channels produces an
estimate with a lower MSE than the ML estimate. Unfortunately a lower MSE does not correspond
to large performance gains. In order for the matching pursuit algorithm to function correctly the
number of taps that are estimated must be determined a priori or some stopping criterion must
be met. If the number of taps are determined before hand then the program is guaranteed to
have a consistent run time. Using a stopping criterion will make the run time a function of the
channel and how quickly the matching pursuit algorithm converges. Further work would involve
experimenting with different types of CS techniques such as the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit,
Stagewise Orthogonal Matching Pursuit, Gradient Pursuit etc.
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Figure 3: Channel 1: True channel top, ML estimate at SNR 8 dB middle, CS estimate at SNR 8
dB bottom
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Figure 4: Channel 7: True channel top, ML estimate at SNR 8 dB middle, CS estimate at SNR 8
dB bottom
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Figure 5: Channel 9: True channel top, ML estimate at SNR 8 dB middle, CS estimate at SNR 8
dB bottom
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Figure 6: Channel 10: True channel top, ML estimate at SNR 8 dB middle, CS estimate at SNR 8
dB bottom
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Figure 7: Simulated MSE: (a) the results for channel 1; (b) the results for channel 7; (c) the results
for channel 9; (d) the results for channel 10
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ABSTRACT 

  

In a telemetry system, it has been frequently proved that multipath channels and transmission 

noise are the most critical sources of distortion. While equalization allows a strong limitation of 

the multipath effects, the noise impact can be efficiently reduced if forward error correction is 

used. This paper proves that the combination of blind equalization and a powerful FEC like 

LDPC strongly improves bit error rates for the SOQPSK modulation. We also prove that a LDPC 

code is able to fully correct the residual errors that may persist at the equalizer output. In other 

terms, the combination of equalization and LDPC code enables quasi-error free transmissions in 

various channel scenarios that represent the various phases of a telemetry mission.  

 

Keywords: LPDC code, equalization, SOQPSK, propagation channel modelling 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Over the past few years, we observe a deep mutation of the needs in the telemetry 

systems. In fact, the volume of data acquired during flight tests is increasing at high pace while 

the flight test campaigns are shortened for competiveness purposes at the same time. For all these 

reasons, telemetry systems providing an excellent availability of uncorrupted data are highly 

preferable. 

 

 However, to guarantee a full data availability during a mission, the telemetry system has 

to be robust in very different transmission scenarios. Taking the example of an aircraft, the 

telemetry link should be maintained when it is motionless at its parking position, when it slowly 

moves on the taxiway, when it takes off, when it flies at cruising speed, when it lands and finally 

when it goes back to its parking position. From the physics point of view, these different flight 

sequences correspond to various propagation channels paradigms, with unequal margins in the 

budget link and different description of the multipath effects. In other terms, the discrepancies in 

the received data are mainly caused by two sources of perturbations: noise and multipaths. 

 



Channel coding is generally used to limit the transmission errors due to the additive 

Gaussian white noise (AWGN). This solution is very efficient for the far-flight channel scenario 

as the signal-to-noise ratio becomes low to very low. Parallel to this, in the presence of noiseless 

multipath channels, an equalization process is very efficient to increase the signal quality before 

demodulation. However, as equalization never perfectly inverts the channel in practical cases, a 

residual inter-symbol interference may still affect the data symbols, leading to residual 

transmission errors. 

 

The increasing need of high data rates in telemetry highlights the fact that PCM/FM has a 

very low spectral efficiency regarding the bandwidth that is allocated to test ranges. The 

SOQPSK modulation, described in the IRIG 106 recommendation [1], represents a preferred 

modulation for modern telemetry. As for the PCM/FM modulation [2], ZDS developed a blind 

and adaptive equalizer for the SOQPSK modulation in order to significantly limit the 

transmission errors due to the multipath effects. The target of this paper is to experimentally 

assess the performance of this blind and adaptive equalizer together with an LDPC code that has 

been introduced in IRIG 106-15.  

 

Previous works have already been published concerning the association of channel 

coding (Reed-Solomon code) with equalization for the PCM/FM modulation [3], showing that: 

- For a large set of channel scenarios, the combination of blind equalization and Reed-

Solomon (RS) code allows quasi error free transmissions for reasonable values of 

𝐸𝑏 𝑁0⁄ . 

- For some complex channel models, the residual error after blind equalization is too 

important so that the RS algorithm could correctly decode the information. 

This paper proposes a similar study but carried out in SOQPSK and on several propagation 

channels modelling all the phases of a telemetry mission. It is proved that combining 

equalization with a powerful code like LDPC (Low Density Parity Code) is the optimal solution 

to maintain the datalink throughout the entire mission.  

 

This paper is organized as follows: after a brief description of the ZDS equalizer and the 

LDPC code that is considered for the experimentations, we then detail the experiment set up 

along with the analysis of the obtained results. We finally propose some requirements and draw 

our conclusions. 

 

  

CHANNEL CODING AND EQUALIZATION 

 

1. System architecture 

 
The Radio Telemetry Receiver (RTR) from ZDS implements an architecture combining 

channel coding and equalization as depicted below: 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1: ZDS telemetry receiver architecture 
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As the adaptive blind equalizer is placed upstream the demodulator, it may improve the overall 

demodulation process and also ease LDPC frame synchronization. On the contrary, the LDPC 

channel decoder, placed downstream, has obviously no impact on demodulation and frame 

synchronization performance. 

 

2. LDPC code 

 

Channel coding, and especially LDPC coding are now present in various wired and 

wireless telecommunication standards but it only appeared in the IRIG 106 standard in the latest 

2015 release in order to improve the quality of the telemetry link for low signal-to-noise ratios. 

In this release has been standardized a variant of LDPC code called AR4JA (Accumulate-

Repeat-4-Jagged-Accumulate). This particular code has been successfully tested for deep space 

communications with very low signal-to-noise ratios and consequently was standardized in the 

CCSDS standard [4]. In IRIG 106, three code rates (1/2, 1/3 and 4/5) and 2 information block 

sizes (1024 and 4096) are considered. Further details concerning the encoding process (parity 

check and generator matrices) are given in Appendix R of [1]. An ASM (attached sync marker) 

is also inserted between successive code blocks for receiver synchronization purposes as shown 

on Fig. 2. This code being systematic, the binary message called "useful data" between the ASM 

and the redundancy part is a duplication of the original information to be transmitted.   

 

 
Fig. 2: IRIG 106 LDPC frame 

 

The information block size 𝑘 may be equal to 1024 or 4096 and the code rates 𝑟 are 1/2, 

2/3, or 4/5. The length 𝑚 of the ASM is 64 bits if 𝑘 = 1024 or 256 bits if 𝑘 = 4096. Due to 

insertion of the ASM and the LDPC redundancy, the final useful data rate is inevitably reduced 

by a factor 𝛼(𝑟) =
16𝑟

16+𝑟
.     

 

3. ZDS equalizer 

 

Zodiac Data Systems recently developed an equalizer for SOQPSK that is proposed as an 

option of the RTR. This equalizer is basically based on the same architecture as the one designed 

for the PCM/FM modulation [2]. Laboratory tests and recent on-site tests have proved that using 

this equalizer offers considerably better data link availability when compared to standard 

demodulation.  

 

As SOQPSK has a better spectral efficiency compared to PCM-FM, the effect of 

frequency selective fading caused by multipath is more impacting for SOQPSK. This impact 

becomes even more decisive on narrow-band signal because the fading may produce a full loss 

of the transmitted information. The presence of an efficient equalizer in a telemetry chain using 

SOQPSK is consequently highly recommended to get an optimized recovery of uncorrupted data 

at the receiver side. 

 



EXPERIMENT SETUP 

 

1. Testbench 

 

 The purpose of this experiment is to assess the performances of an SOQPSK receiver 

embedding an adaptive blind equalizer and a LDPC code over a variety of propagation channels 

modeling all the phases of a telemetry mission. The propagation channel models described in the 

following come from either from technical literature ([5] & [6]), or from channel sounding 

performed by ZDS on flight test centers. 

 

 In order to compare the gain brought by the equalizer, the LDPC code and the association 

of both, we perform four sets of measurements: equalizer enabled or disabled and LDPC enabled 

or disabled. The LDPC block size is chosen equal to 4096 and a code rate 𝑟 = 2/3 . The 

experiments are led with a constant effective bitrate of 2.56Mb/s. The LDPC introducing an 

overhead, the total bitrate of the signal with LDPC is 4 Mb/s = 2.56 Mb/s× 𝛼(𝑟)−1 .  

 

 The effective signal is generated thank to a Matlab routine that converts a binary 

sequence (here a 9-bit pseudo random sequence PN9 encoded - or not - by the LDPC code) into a 

baseband SOQPSK signal. This signal is then uploaded in a SMBV 100A from Rohde and 

Schwarz in order to generate a RF signal with a central frequency of 2.3 GHz. As the SMBV 

100A continuously plays back the loaded signal, the Matlab-generated signal is simulated in 

order to ensure there is no phase discontinuities between successive playbacks.   

 

 We also use an AMU 200 from Rohde and Schwarz as propagation channel simulator. 

The signal at the SMBV baseband output is then distorted by static or dynamic multipath 

channels. After that, the resulting signal is re-injected into the SMBV, which adds noise and 

translates the signal to RF frequency.  

 

 The RF signal is finally sent into a RTR that demodulates the signal (with/without LDPC 

and with/without equalization) and recovers the binary frames. The overall testbench is displayed 

in Fig.3.  

 
Fig. 3: Experiment testbench 



2. Synchronization and BER 

 

 The synchronization of the bit stream is produced by a frame synchronizer placed 

upstream the LDPC. Frames are identified thanks to a sync pattern, which is the 64-bits ASM in 

our case. The frame synchronizer parameters are listed in the table here below: 

 

PARAMETER DEFINITION VALUE 

Bit Slip 
Size variation of the search window where the 

sync word is expected 
0 

Sync threshold Number of errors allowed in the sync word 48 

Check to Lock 
Number of consecutive frames correctly 

synchronized to be declared locked 
3 

Lock to Search 

Number of consecutive frames where the sync 

word is not found before restarting the search of 

the sync word 

7 

  

 Each measurement is done for a duration of 60 seconds. Thanks to the transmission 

parameters (data rate, number of bits in the frame …), the number of transmitted frames can be 

easily deduced. For instance, for an effective bitrate of 2.56Mb/s, the number of LDPC frames of 

size 4096 bits being received in 60 second is equal to 37500. The RTR can also produce the 

number of binary frames correctly synchronized. As a consequence, the percentage of 

exploitable frames can be easily derived. The BER is then calculated on the frames that were 

correctly received and synchronized by a BER meter embedded in the RTR. The lost frames are 

considered as fully lost. 

 

 

3. Channel models 

a. Parking channel 

 

In this scenario, we may assume that transmitters and receivers are close from each other. 

Consequently, we expect a high 𝐸𝑏 𝑁0⁄  but the reception is degraded by several high-powered 

signal reflections with short delay spread. In addition, the transmitter is supposed to be 

motionless, the channel can consequently be considered as static. We then use the model 

proposed by M. Rice in [5], called AFB2. In this reference are described different channel 

scenarios obtained after a channel sounding experiment at Edwards Air Force Base, CA. Channel 

model AFB2 is supposed to depict a taxiing scenario but we proposed to use it as a parking 

scenario as it is very close to worst case scenarios we derived from our channel soundings in a 

parking context. We show the characteristics of the paths in the following table. All paths have a 

constant phase, and no Doppler shift/spread is injected as the transmitter is motionless.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Path number Relative power 

(in dB) 

Delay 

(in µs) 

Doppler 

(in Hz) 

Path type 

1 -16 0 0 Constant phase 

2 0 0.05 0 Constant phase 

3 -9 0.1 0 Constant phase 

4 -9 0.49 0 Constant phase 

5 -9 0.73 0 Constant phase 

6 0 0.78 0 Constant phase 

7 -16 0.87 0 Constant phase 

8 -15 0.92 0 Constant phase 

 

b. Parking/taxiing channel 

 We also propose to evaluate the performance of the equalizer on a synthetic channel 

mixing the characteristics of parking and taxiing propagation models. This channel consists of a 

line of sight and a signal reflection. This reflection corresponds to a relatively strong echo, which 

is typical of parking scenario. At the same time, this echo arrives at an average time delay and its 

Doppler spread is compatible with a moving object at a moderate speed, which is typical of a 

taxiing scenario. In the frequency domain, this channel creates deep fadings in the signal 

bandwidth that dynamically vary in time. These variations are in direct link with the Doppler 

value. As a result, the signal is highly frequency selective (because of the deep fading) and 

moderately time selective (because the channel characteristics moderately vary in time). This 

channel is modelled as described in the following table. 

 

Path number Relative power 

(in dB) 

Delay 

(in µs) 

Doppler 

(in Hz) 

Path type 

1 0 0 0 Static 

2 -1.5 2 30 Pure Doppler 

 

c. Taxiing channel 

In a taxiing channel, the magnitude of reflected paths is lowered by the fact that the 

distance between transmitters and receivers increases. However, as the aircraft is moving, the 

channel becomes time and frequency varying, as already explained in 3.b. From the channel 

soundings made at Airbus flight test center in Toulouse-Blagnac, France and from their analysis 

whose results are published in [6], we proposed a worst case model for a taxiing scenario. The 

channel model is described in the following table. 

  

Path number Relative power 

(in dB) 

Delay 

(in µs) 

Doppler 

(in Hz) 

Path type 

1 0 0 30 Rice 

2 -10 0.5 30 Rayleigh 

3 -20 1 30 Rayleigh 

4 -30 1.2 30 Rayleigh 

 



d. Take-off channel 

From [6], we also derived some models for the take-off case. It can be found that the 

reflected paths are low-powered but have large delay and Doppler spreads. This channel we use 

in our experiment is described in the following table. 

  

Path number Relative power 

(in dB) 

Delay 

(in µs) 

Doppler 

(in Hz) 

Path type 

1 0 0 700 Rice 

2 -18 4 700 Rayleigh 

3 -33 10 700 Rayleigh 

4 -38 14 700 Rayleigh 

 

Note also that the same model is also representative of the landing scenario. 

 

e. Far flight channel𝐸𝑏 𝑁0⁄  

In a far flight context, the aircraft is far enough so that the reflected paths are negligible. 

At the same time, as the distance between transmitter and receiver is important, the value of 

𝐸𝑏 𝑁0⁄  is very low. This configuration corresponds to the classical Gaussian channel, and the 

performances of the RTR on this channel are known. Then, no experiment on this channel has 

been proposed here. 

 

EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

 

1. Parking scenario 

 

The results of our experiments are given in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Without equalizer, it is 

shown that the synchronization process is unlocked for all values of 𝐸𝑏 𝑁0⁄ . This is explained by 

the fact that the distortion due to the multipath is predominant compared to noise (whatever its 

power level) and causes more errors in the received data stream. The received data sequence is 

then so corrupted that the frame synchronizer is unable to lock itself. In this case, channel 

decoding is useless as no frame is received at the LDPC decoder input. Concurrently with this, 

the equalizer greatly helps the synchronization process and the residual errors after demodulation 

are all corrected by the LDPC for 𝐸𝑏 𝑁0⁄  greater than 8 dB: we obtain an error-free telemetry.  

 

2. Parking/taxiing scenario 

 

The results of our experiments are given in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. We draw the same 

conclusions as for the previous case: the equalizer is mandatory to enable the lock of the 

demodulator and the frame synchronizer. The residual errors at the output of the equalizer are 

also fully corrected by the LDPC for 𝐸𝑏 𝑁0⁄  greater than 11 dB. 

 

 



 
Fig. 4: Percentage of received frames – parking channel 

 

 
Fig. 5: BER – parking channel 

 

 
Fig. 6: Percentage of received frames – parking/taxiing channel 

 



 
Fig. 7: BER – parking/taxiing channel 

 

 

3. Taxiing scenario 

 

The results of our experiments are given in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. In this scenario, the 

synchronization process is not impacted by the multipath effect: for 𝐸𝑏 𝑁0⁄  greater than 6 dB, all 

the frames are received with or without equalizer. Without equalizer and without LDPC, we 

observe an error floor in the BER curve, approximately at 10
-3

. If one activates the LDPC 

decoder, the BER is not improved and even worse, the performance is degraded. Indeed, if B is 

the bandwidth of the signal without LDPC, the bandwidth of the signal with LDPC is increased 

by a factor 𝛼(𝑟)−1  with 𝑟 = 2/3 and consequently, this signal is more affected by the channel 

frequency selectivity. The activation of the equalizer helps the reduction of the number of errors 

and the residual errors after equalization are then efficiently corrected by the LDPC. We get an 

error-free telemetry when the ratio 𝐸𝑏 𝑁0 ⁄ is greater than 11 dB. 

 

 

 
Fig. 8: Percentage of received frames – taxiing channel 

 



 
Fig. 9: BER – taxiing channel 

 

 

4. Take-off scenario 

 

The results of our experiments are given in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. As for the latter scenario, 

the equalizer does not influence the performance in synchronization and for 𝐸𝑏 𝑁0 ⁄ greater than 4 

dB, all frames are received with or without equalizer. Furthermore, the LDPC alone is able to 

guarantee an error free transmission for 𝐸𝑏 𝑁0⁄  greater than 6 dB. Although a strong Doppler 

spread affects the transmission, the reflections are not powered enough to corrupt the received 

data and using an equalizer is not really necessary in this case. It can however be noticed that 

when the LDPC is not activated, equalization brings an improvement in terms of BER.  

 

 

 

 
Fig. 10: Percentage of received frames – take-off channel 

 



 
Fig. 11: BER – take-off channel 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 From this study, we may confirm interesting results about the combination of 

equalization and a powerful channel decoder like LDPC: 

 

- Equalization always improves demodulation and frame synchronization. More frames 

are retrieved by using a blind equalizer. 

- In the presence of multipath channels, LDPC coding alone is not sufficient to improve 

the BER performance. In some cases, it may even cause degradations in the BER 

performance. 

- For the considered channel scenarios that represent the various phases of a telemetry 

mission, the combination of adaptive blind equalization and LDPC decoding allows 

error free transmissions for reasonably low values of 𝐸𝑏 𝑁0⁄ . 
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Abstract— We consider the problem of equalizing data blocks of signals, which have been transmitted over an 

aeronautical channel using two different modulation schemes. The equalization is performed using the block-processing 

constant modulus algorithm (CMA), and in order to achieve real-time processing a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used 

to compute the gradient of this cost function during equalization. The equalizer length is chosen to be five times of the 

channel length. For the first experiment, we present the result of equalizing a set of measured data, which was modulated 

and transmitted using the iNET packet structure with SOQPSK modulation. In this case, the CMA equalizer is first 

initialized using MMSE and the equalizer coefficients are then updated once, using each entire block (iNET packet). In 

the second experiment, we apply the FFT-based block processing equalizer to received data blocks of QPSK signals, 

which have been randomly generated and transmitted over an aeronautical channel. A modified constant modulus 

algorithm and alphabet matched algorithm (CMA + AMA) equalizer is used to recover these data blocks. For this case of 

QPSK signals, the equalizer performance is evaluated over 500 Monte Carlo runs, using the average symbol error rate 

(SER).  

 
Index Terms— Blind Equalization, Constant Modulus Algorithm, Alphabet Matched Algorithm, FFT, Channel 

Estimation, SOQPSK, iNET, Aeronautic channels, MMSE Equalizers. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this work we focus on the recovery of a degraded received signal, which has been transmitted over a single-

input/single-output frequency selective aeronautical telemetry channel, and corrupted by noise and multipath 

interference. We recover the transmitted signal by using a process of equalization, which reverses the effect of the 

multipath channel. In this work, we generate a set of random signals in each data packet and recover these using a 

blind equalizer. Thus the performance overhead is reduced since blind equalizers do not require the use of training 

signals. 

In our first experiment the bit stream is transmitted using the iNET data packet structure, which has been 

modulated with shaped offset quadrature phase shift-keying (SOQPSK), version ‘TG’. SOQPSK-TG is a type of 

continuous phase modulation (CPM) which uses a constant envelope and has a constant radius property. Since 

previous tests on simulated SOQPSK-TG data, transmitted over aeronautical channels, have shown that CMA 

initialized by the MMSE equalizer provides a lower bit error rate ([4]) than the usual center-tap initialized CMA 

equalizer, we will continue to use an MMSE-initialized CMA equalizer to recover transmitted signal here. In order 

to achieve real-time performance of the equalizer for these aeronautical channels, we will implement our CMA 

equalizer using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in order to compute the gradient of the CMA cost function and 

update the equalizer coefficients.  

In the second experiment we generate random signals in data blocks, based on a similar packet structure to that 

specified in iNET.  The data is modulated using the quadrature phase shift-keying (QPSK) instead before 

transmission over the aeronautical channels. For this experiment, the equalizer used is CMA+AMA (constant 

modulus algorithm + alphabet matched algorithm) with center-tap initialization. 
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II. COMMUNICATION SYSTEM MODEL  

 

Figure 1 shows the system model used for our experiments. s(n) is the transmitted data packet which consists of 

randomly generated data bits, which are sent over an aeronautical channel specified by h(n). The noisy received 

signal is specified by x(n), which is then passed through an equalizer to produce the equalized output signal, y(n). 

The equalizer used for both our experiments is based on CMA [1], and the equalized output signal should be the 

transmitted signal with a time delay, and a possible phase rotation due to the phase-blind nature of CMA.  

The data is transmitted using a packet structure, which is based on that defined by the iNET standards. In 

Experiment 1, the data is modulated using SOQPSK-TG and the actual iNET data packet structure is used as shown 

in figure 1 and the specified equalizer, w(n) is a data-aided CMA ([4]). In Experiment 2, the data is modulated using 

QPSK, and the packet structure used is shown in figure 2 and the specified equalizer, w(n)  is CMA+AMA ([3]). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: INET data packet structure for SOQPSK 

 

The received signal is given by the convolution operation as 

 

𝑥(𝑛) = ∑ ℎ(𝑛)𝑠(𝑛 − 𝑘) + 𝑣(𝑛)K2
𝑘=−K1                                                                  (1) 

 

where K1 is the length of the non-causal, and K2 is the length of the causal part of the  impulse response of the 

channel, h(n) and v(n) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). 

The CMA-based equalizer, w(n) is as specified above, and its output is computed using convolution 

 

𝑦(𝑛) =  𝑤(𝑛) ∗  𝑥(𝑛) = ∑ 𝑤(𝑛)𝑥(𝑛 − 𝑙)𝐿2
𝑙=−𝐿1                                                                       (2) 

 

where * specifies the convolution operation above,  L1 is the length of the non-causal part, and L2 is the length of 

the causal part impulse response of the equalizer, w(n), which is being updated during the CMA adaptation process. 

Note that the length of w(n) is (L1 +L2 +1). 

 

Experiment 1: Packet Structure and Equalizer Description for SOQPSK-TG  

In the first experiment the data is modulated using SOQPSK-TG and transmitted in a packet of length, N = 6336 

bits. This packet structure, which is specified by the iNET standards, is made up of known data which are the 

preamble and asynchronous marker (ASM) bits, together with the actual (unknown) data. The length of the 

preamble is 128 bits; the length of the ASM is 64 bits, and actual data consists of 6144 bits. The known preamble 

and ASM can be used to identify the start of the packet, and also to determine any phase shift introduced by the 

CMA equalizer.                        

 

Figure 2: INET data packet structure for SOQPSK 

 

x(n) 

CMA-based 
Equalizer 

w(n) 

Channel 
h(n) 

 y(n) s(n) 

v(n) 



 Figure 3 shows an expanded view of the system model of figure 1, which includes the SOQPSK-TG modulator 

at the transmitter, and an SOPQSK-TG detector which is a demodulator that performs a symbol-by-symbol detection 

of the data bits at the receiver. (See [5] for details.) Thus we can assess the performance of our equalizer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: SOQPSK Communication Model 

 

In this experiment we use an MMSE-initialized CMA equalizer. The MMSE equalizer is computed using the 

known preamble and ASM bits within the first received packet, and that filter is used to initialize the CMA 

equalizer. This is then followed by an update of the filter coefficients of the CMA equalizer using a single data 

packet. The equalizer coefficients then continue to be updated once using the CMA update equation (9) for each 

subsequent received data packet. The detection filter is applied to the equalized data, which is first down-sampled 

before the CMA phase correction is computed. The phase correction was implemented as follows. The phase lock 

loop (PLL) is applied to the entire received data packet, including the known preamble + ASM data bits. Assuming 

that the PLL has converged, the CMA phase mismatch is determined by comparing the last ASM symbol in the 

equalized iNET packet to its known transmitted value. The computed phase rotation for the last ASM symbol is then 

applied to the equalized data. Thus the preamble bits in transmitted packet allows the equalizer to do phase 

correction using data aided phase-lock loop (PLL). Note that with the CMA+AMA equalizer, a PLL is not required. 

 

 

Experiment 2: Packet Structure and Equalizer Description for QPSK  

In the second experiment the data is modulated using QPSK and transmitted in a packet structure (similar to iNET 

packet structure in experiment 1). It consists of a total of length, N = 3168 bits, which have been modulated using 

QPSK as shown in figure 2. Note that the length of the preamble is 64 bits, the length of the ASM is 32 bits, and 

actual data consists of 3072 bits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: INET data packet structure for QPSK 

 

The constant modulus algorithm (CMA) is effective when the transmission modulation scheme is one which lies a 

constant radius, such as QPSK. Note that CMA is phase blind, and this requires the use of a phase-correction 

mechanism. By applying the alphabet matched algorithm (AMA) together with the CMA equalizer, we can 

successfully equalize QPSK signals to within a phase offset of a multiple of π/2.  

The CMA+AMA equalizer has been successfully applied to 16-QAM, whose signal constellation has both a 

property of multiple constant radii, together with a rectangular orientation of the signal constellation [3]. Note that 

AMA is a blind equalization scheme that exploits the knowledge of the known constellation alphabet, and it takes 

into consideration both the amplitude and phase of the signal. AMA is highly dependent on good initialization which 

will be provided by CMA when using the combination.  

III. AERONAUTICAL TELEMETRY CHANNELS 

In our experiments the data packets are transmitted over a sample of four different aeronautical channels from a 

whole set of 12 channels (0-11). These channels are modeled by a set of FIR filters which represent different phase 

of a test flight. Channels 1 and 2 represents taxiway before takeoff, channel 4 represents the takeoff phase, and 

v(n) 

bits bits SOQPSK-TG 

Modulator 
Equalizer 

w(n) 

Channel 

h(n) 

 

SOQPSK-TG 

Detector 



channel 6 represents airborne flight. The impulse responses of these four aeronautical test channels were previously 

measured from channel sounding experiments, done at Edwards AFB. The characteristics of these channels are 

shown in Table 1, and the corresponding frequency response curves can be found in [5]. 

TABLE 1: CHANNEL INFORMATION 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. EQUALIZER IMPLEMENTATION USING FFT 

In this section we describe how the equalizers, for both the SOQPSK and the QPSK experiments, were implemented 

using the fast Fourier transform. Since the data packets described in section II are to be equalized, so the 

implementation of our equalizers is by using block processing. Our previous implementation for updating the 

equalizer coefficients used the Toeplitz matrix. In this work we apply the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) to speed up 

the computation for a real-time environment of aeronautical telemetry. 

Note that the equalized signal as given in equation (2) is applicable to serial processing. Since the data is being 

transmitted using the data packets described above, we can re-write the equations using block processing as follows. 

x(n) is now the received signal block which is of length N, so (2) can be written in Toeplitz form as  

𝑦(𝑛) = 𝑿𝑿 𝑤(𝑛)                                                                               (3) 

where 𝑋𝑋 Є ℂ 
(L+N-1) x L

 is a Toeplitz matrix built from the elements of the received signal block x(n), as shown 

below, and the length of w(n) is L = L1 +L2 +1. 

 

                                                      (4) 

 

 

Taking Fourier transforms (FFT) of (2), we obtain 

𝑦(𝑛) = iFFT{𝐹𝐹𝑇(𝑤(𝑛))𝐹𝐹𝑇(𝑥(𝑛))}                                                                    (5) 

 

This implies the taking the FFT of the equalizer and the received signal separately in order to get a computation 

from the time domain to a corresponding frequency domain. The direct product of these can be done in the 

frequency domain and the find the inverse Fast Fourier transform (iFFT) to retrieve the result, which is the equalized 

signal, back in the time domain. We also apply this same FFT concept in computing the gradient of the cost function 

for both the CMA and the CMA+AMA equalizers. 

 

In general, the cost function for the CMA is given by  

 

𝐽𝐶𝑀𝐴 (𝑤) =  (|𝑦(𝑛)|
2

 −   𝑅2)2                                                       (6) 

 

where R2 is the radius-squared of the CMA circle, which is computed by   𝑅2 =
𝐸{|𝑐(𝑖)|4}

𝐸{|𝑐(𝑖)|2}
   .Note that  𝑐(𝑖) for 

i=1,2,….M are the known constellation points (where M =4 for QPSK). For SOQPSK we set  𝑅2 = 1, since the 

transmitted signal is CPM of the form,  𝑒𝑗𝛺  and it lies on the unit circle. 

Channel # 
1 2 4 6 

Channel Length 9 20 19 4 

No. of Non-zero taps 3 8 9 4 

 



In the second experiment, our single stage CMA+AMA equalizer takes the received QPSK signal which has been 

trasmitted over an aeronautical channel and recovers it by updating equalizer coefficients until convergence is 

reached using the gradient of the joint cost function of the combined CMA and AMA. 

 

The cost function for AMA is given by  

 

𝐽𝐴𝑀𝐴 (𝑤) = 𝐸 {1 − ∑ 𝑒
− 

|𝑦(𝑛)−𝑐(𝑖)|2

2𝜎𝐴𝑀𝐴
2𝑀

𝑖=1 }                                                           (7) 

where 𝜎𝐴𝑀𝐴  is the constant parameter which specifies the width of the nulls around each constellation point, with 

M = 4 for QPSK. 

 

Combining CMA with AMA allows CMA to provide the required initialization for the AMA equalizer. The cost 

function which we use for CMA+AMA is given by  

 

𝐽(𝑦) =  𝐽𝐶𝑀𝐴 (𝑦) + β  𝐽𝐴𝑀𝐴 (𝑦)                                                               (8) 

where the individual cost functions are given by (6) and (7).   

 

Note that the equalizer implementation for SOQPSK which uses only the CMA equalizer will be applied using  

β=0; while the equalizer implementation for the QPSK which uses the CMA+AMA equalizer is done with β=1.   

 

The update of the equalizer weights is based on minimizing the specified cost function. At each stage of 

equalization, iterative an update of the equalizer is computed until convergence to a final equalizer weight is 

achieved. This is done using the gradient of the cost functions which then determines an updated equalized output, 

y(n). The steepest descent rule used for this adaptation process is given by  

   

𝑤𝑘+1(n)   =  𝑤𝑘(n)   -   𝜇𝑘 ∇ 𝐽 𝑘(𝑦)                                                                      (9) 

 

where for iteration k,  wk (n) is the vector of equalizer weights, ∇ 𝐽 𝑘(𝑦) is the block gradient of the cost function.  

For SOQPSK, we use a fixed step-size of  𝜇𝑘  = 5e-3, while for QPSK,  𝜇𝑘  is an adaptive step size which is 

computed using the received data block, x as follows: 

 

𝜇𝑘 = || x
H  𝑤𝑘 || / || x

H ∇ 𝐽 𝑘(𝑦) ||                                                                 (10) 

 

and (.)
H
 is the Hermitian (complex-conjugate transpose operator), and  the gradient of the CMA+AMA cost 

function, ∇ J(y)  is given by  

 

∇ 𝐽(𝑦) = ∇  𝐽𝐶𝑀𝐴 (𝑦) + β ∇  𝐽𝐴𝑀𝐴 (𝑦)                                                          (11) 

 

Since using block processing, the entire received data block {x(1), x(2) … … . . x(N)}  is processed in a single 

iteration, thus the gradients are computed as shown in equation (12), which in effect takes an average over all the 

samples of the data block Thus the block gradient of the CMA cost function is 

 

[∇  𝐽𝐶𝑀𝐴 (𝑦)]𝑇 = {4(|𝑦(𝑛)|2
 −   𝑅2) 𝑦(𝑛)𝑇 }(𝑋𝑋)∗  Є     ℂ L

                                           (12) 

 

and the block gradient of the AMA cost function is 

[∇  𝐽𝐴𝑀𝐴 (𝑦)]𝑇 =    E {∑  
1

𝜎𝐴𝑀𝐴
2 (𝑦(𝑛) −  𝑐(𝑖))(𝑋𝑋)∗ 𝑒

− 
|𝑦(𝑛)−𝑐(𝑖)|2

2𝜎𝐴𝑀𝐴
2𝑀

𝑖=1 }                                  (13) 

 

where (𝑋𝑋)∗ is the complex conjugate of the matrix specified in (4), and  𝜎𝐴𝑀𝐴 is the constant parameter which 

specifies the width of the nulls around each constellation point for minimization 

Define the vector 

𝑒(𝑛) =  𝐸{ 4(|𝑦(𝑛)|2
−   𝑅2)𝑦(𝑛)   Є  ℂ N

                                                        (14) 



and 

 

𝑑(𝑛) = E {∑  
1

𝜎𝐴𝑀𝐴
2 𝑒

− 
|𝑦(𝑛)−𝑐(𝑖)|2

2𝜎𝐴𝑀𝐴
2

(𝑦(𝑛) −  𝑐(𝑖))𝑀
𝑖=1 }   Є ℂN

                                          (15) 

  

then we can re-write the block gradient of the CMA cost function in Toeplitz form equivalent to (12) as 

∇  𝐽𝐶𝑀𝐴 (𝑦) = (XX)
H 𝑒(𝑛) =    𝑥∗(𝑛) ∗ 𝑒(𝑛)                                                    (16) 

 

and we can also re-write the block gradient of the AMA cost function in Toeplitz form equivalent to (13) as 

𝛻  𝐽𝐴𝑀𝐴 (y)  = (XX)H 𝑒(𝑛) = 𝑥∗(𝑛) ∗ d(n)                                                    (17) 

 

where (XX)
H  Є  ℂ 

L x (L+N-1) 
 is the Hermitian of the Toeplitz matrix, XX .  

Thus based on the convolution operation, we can apply Fourier transforms to compute the gradient of the CMA \ 

and the AMA cost functions as follows:  

∇  𝐽𝐶𝑀𝐴 (𝑦) =  𝑖𝐹𝐹𝑇{FFT[ 𝑥∗(𝑛)]  FFT[𝑒(𝑛)]}                                                    (18) 

 

∇  𝐽𝐴𝑀𝐴 (𝑦) =  𝑖𝐹𝐹𝑇{FFT[ 𝑥∗(𝑛)]  FFT[𝑑(𝑛)]}                                                   (19) 

 

Thus the gradient of the CMA+AMA cost function, ∇ J(y)  given in (11) can be written in FFT form as: 

 

∇ J(y) =  𝑖𝐹𝐹𝑇{[FFT( 𝑥∗(𝑛))] [FFT(𝑒(𝑛)) + 𝛽 FFT(𝑑(𝑛))]}                                   (20) 

 

where 𝑒(𝑛) is given by (14), and 𝑑(𝑛) is given by (15) and the equalizer weights are updated using (9). 

 

V. RESULTS 

Figure 5 illustrates the equalizer output of the CMA equalization process which recovers the transmitted iNET 

packet over QPSK signal. It is an iterative process during which the equalizer weight vector is updated to produce 

the final equalized output as shown. 

 

 

Figure 5: Equalization process to recover QPSK iNET packet 

 

For both the SOQPSK and the QPSK experiments, simulations were done over four aeronautical channels, and 

the equalizer performance is evaluated over a range of SNR from 3 – 20 dB for 500 Monte Carlo runs. The four 

aeronautical channels are described in section III, and the respective channel lengths are provided in Table 1. For 

each channel the equalizer used is of length, L equal to 5 times the channel length.  

A timing test was done using the SOQPSK modulated signal on channel 1, using 500 MC runs and 500 iterations 

of the CMA equalizer, to determine how much faster the equalizer implementation using FFT is over that using 

Toeplitz matrix. The machine timing from Matlab for the Toeplitz code is 33928 seconds, while that for the FFT 

implementation was 10988 seconds, which is an initial speed-up of at least 3 times. 

For the SOQPSK experiment, the CMA equalizer is initialized using the MMSE equalizer, and the length of the 

transmitted signal block is N = 6336, and the CMA equalizer is updated over 500 iterations until convergence. For 



the QPSK experiment, we use the center-tap initialized CMA+AMA equalizer, and the length of the transmitted 

signal block is N = 3168. The AMA equalizer is implemented using a value of 𝜎𝐴𝑀𝐴 = 0.5381, and the combined 

CMA+AMA equalizer is updated over 500 iterations until convergence. 

The performance of the MMSE-initialized CMA equalizer on the SOQPSK-modulated data packet is shown in 

Figure 6. The average bit error rate (BER) is plotted versus SNR (dB) for each of the four different channels 

specified in section III. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Average BER vs. Eb/N0  for SOQPSK-modulated data packets 

 

Note that the CMA equalization performs best on channel 1 (on the taxiway) and channel 4 (at takeoff) with zero 

BER at an SNR of 18 dB and above. Simlarly for channel 6 the equalizer produces zero BER at an SNR of 20 dB 

(which is airborne flight). The equalizer performance is worst for channel 2, which is also on the taxiway and it is 

longer channel with additional multipath, and the error rates are above 1e-3 even for high SNR.  

The performance of the CMA+AMA equalizer is also being evaluated on the QPSK-modulated data packets for 

same four channels specified in section III. Initial tests indicate that the CMA-based equalizer for QPSK packets 

requires a higher SNR range, than the SOQPSK packets in order to successfully recover the data. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work we have shown that a CMA-based equalizer can be used to equalize transmitted packets, in which the 

data has been modulated using either SOQPSK or QPSK. Since the SOQPSK symbols lie on a circle, the CMA 

equalizer is able to successfully recover the transmitted data with MMSE initialization. For QPSK, a modified 

CMA+AMA equalizer is tested to successfully equalize those data packets. The CMA-based block-processing 

equalizers described above have been implemented using the fast Fourier transform (FFT), and this has provided a 

speed-up over the regular Toeplitz implementation of a factor of at least three. 
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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a generalized and computationally efficient approach for the estimation of
target motion parameters from received wavefield data collected from coherent sensing systems
such as radar and sonar measurement arrays. The mathematical content of the algorithm is de-
scribed, along with the general processing procedure to perform on recorded data. The algorithm
presents a solution to the joint estimation of translational motion and periodic motion of targets,
which has many practical applications for sensing and detection tasks. Experimental and simula-
tion results are included supporting the effectiveness of the method.

1. INTRODUCTION

Motion estimation and target tracking has been a topic of great importance in the field of ad-
vanced sensing and imaging. Conventional approaches developed are based mainly on video im-
age sequences for optical or infrared devices. Research efforts have more recently been devoted
to motion estimation in the microwave and acoustic modes for applications to radar and sonar
systems[1]. Advantages of such systems include situations with limited visibility, immunity to
weather conditions, and robust tracking at far distances. Also, recent advances in the size and
cost of sensors have led to their increased usage in a variety of upcoming technological areas such
as autonomous navigation, portable computing devices, healthcare monitoring, and other exciting
new fields. Given the developments of sensing systems in these areas, it is important that innova-
tive approachs for the signal processing be explored that can yield useful and informative analysis.

Accurate motion estimation is required for many applications including trajectory estimation and
route planning, collision avoidance, and target detecting and tracking. For real-time applications,
one important objective is to perform motion estimation directly with measured wavefield patterns
accurately, independent and parallel to the image formation procedure. Real-time processing is of-
ten critical for successful system operation, as analysis of events must often be presented to system
operators immediatley.

Conventional motion estimation algorithms focus on the estimation of a singular motion parameter
such as translational shift, angle of rotation, or frequency of vibration. This approach may be lim-
ited for certain tracking tasks that requrie joint estimation of multiple motion parameters. Specific
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examples of this include tracking flight trajectories of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) while
also estimating the frequency of rotation of the propeller blades to potentially identify the UAV
model type. Another application of interest, is through-the-wall radar systems detection of people
during search-and-rescue operations. This scenario may require the tracking of a walking person
and simultaneously estimating biometrics of the person including breathing and heartbeat rates [2].

This paper introduces a motion estimation algorithm using the wavefield statistics acquired from
coherent sensing and imaging systems. The approach presented here enables the motion estimation
task with high computation efficiency as it can be done in parallel with image formation. Two steps
are described for estimating tranlsational motion and periodic motion parameters indepenetly, and
then a hybrid method comprised of both steps is outlined to address the joint estimation problem
discussed earlier.

The first section describes the data acquisition procedure of measuring two-dimensional (2D)
wavefield statistics from Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) sensing systems. The
mathematical details of the algorithm are then discussed in Section 2 along with a systematic pro-
cedure of how it may be implemented. Lastly, numerical and experimental results are presented
from data collected with a protoype FMCW microwave imaging system. The experiments focus on
the estimation of translational motion parameters, and also the viability of measuring human bio-
metrics such as heartbeat and breathing rates using radar sensing technology. A simulation study
is also included exploring the effectiveness of the approach for the joint estimation of breathing
and walking speeds of people.

2. FMCW MICROWAVE IMAGING OF MOVING TARGETS

FMCW sensing systems are widely used sensor systems for detecting and ranging of targets. A
single FMCW sensing node transmits a probing single and receives the reflections from a target
which can then be used to estimate the range of the reflecting target. It is usually more desirable to
be able to localize the target accross two or three dimensions by mapping a target profile or image.
This requires multiple FMCW transmitting and receiving nodes performing measurements on the
entire target scene. The configuration of the transmitter and receiver sensor arrays determine the
overall image formation process from the received data tracks.

Given the scenario, where the known target under investigation is moving instead of producing a
single image, the imaging system needs to produce a video sequence of images. By characterizing
the movement of the target over video frames, an estimate of the target’s motion parameters can be
performed. For each image frame m, an entire data collection cycle comprises the illumination and
reception of data for each transceiver pair in the array. Before outline the image formation process,
the range estimation of a target is first presented. With the range estimation procedure established,
the image formation process for a single frame is described which can be repeated for a full video
sequence of images.

For an imaging system confiugred in the Stepped-FMCW operating mode, the probing waveform
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is defined as
eT (t) = Ee j2π fkt (1)

where the seqeunces of sinuisodal frequencies are transmitted as fk = f0+k∆ f for k = 0,1, ...,N−
1. If the target of interest is a single ideal point reflector, the transmit signal will reflect off and be
detected at the receiver as

er(t) = αE2e j2π fk(t−τ) (2)

where τ = R
cp

is the round trip flight time, R is the propagation distance from the transmitter to the
receiver, and α represents the range attenuation and target reflectivity product.

To obtain a measurement of the delay time, the received signal will be demodulated by the transmit
signal

e[k] = er(t) · e∗T (t)

= αE2e− j2π f0 R
cp · e− j2πk

(
∆ f R

cp

)
(3)

As can be seen, the second exponential in (3) is the only term dependent on k. It has been shown,
the target location can be found through a DFT relationship over k with the demodulated se-
quence[3]. Assuming a scene that is the superposition of multiple targets, the relative location
and reflectivity of multiple targets can also be found through this DFT relationship

p[n] DFT←−→ e[k] (4)

where the sequence p[n] is referred to as the range profile and the mapping of the index n to the
range of any target in the scene can be found through

Rn =
cP

B
n0 = ∆Rn0 (5)

where B = N∆ f is the total bandwidth of the system ∆R = cP
B is the range resolution of the system.

Next to estimate the 2D target profile S(x,y) multilple range-profile estimates from the transceiver
pairs are required. Let the transceiver sensor array be comprised of NT transmitters and NR
receivers and the locations of the transmittting and receiving elements be (xT [i],yT [i]) for i =
1, ...,NT and (xR[ j],yR[ j]) for j = 1, ...,NR respectively. From the estimated range profiles of each
transceiver pair pi j[n], the image profile can be formed by back projecting the appropriate range
value to the correct location in the image profile scene.

This back-projection requires first computing the bi-static distance from each transceiver pair lo-
cation to every location in the scene. That is for a particular pixel location (x,y), the distance the
probing signal travelled from the ith transmitter and the subsequent distance the reflected signal
travelled to reach the jth reciever is calculated as

RBS(x,y) =
√
(x− xTi)

2 +(y− yTi)
2 +
√
(x− xR j)

2 +(y− yR j)
2 (6)

The calculated range profile however may not have fine enough resolution, so the mapping pro-
cedure of bi-static range to image pixel value requires the linearly interpolated range profile for
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the appropriate transceiver pair p̂i j(R). The interpolated range profiles are then mapped to the
reconstructed image

Ŝi j(x,y) = e− j2π f0RBS(x,y)/cp p̂i j (RBS(x,y)) (7)

where the phase term serves provides a focusing effect on the final image.

The estimate of the target profile at the mth frame of data will be the superposition of each sub-
image formed during one data acquisition cycle:

Ŝ(x,y,m) =
NT

∑
i=1

NR

∑
j=1

Ŝi j(x,y,m) (8)

The magnitude of the estimated profile |Ŝ(x,y,m)| can then be displayed as the final image to de-
termine the relative location of reflecting targets present in the scene.

Any information present in the spatial profile Ŝ(x,y,m) will also be present in its spectrum. The
wavefield spectrum of the reconstructed image is defined as

Ĝ( fx, fy,m) = Fxy{Ŝ(x,y,m)} (9)

The FMCW imaging modality can provide these wavefield statistics easily with a simple 2D DFT
operation. For any coherent imaging system, the same wavefiled statistics may be computed and
undergo subsequent processing that will be addressed in the remainder of this paper. The coherent
wavefiled measurements can be processed in more computationally efficient methods that will be
exploited to estimate target motion in the next section.

3. MOTION ESTIMATION FROM FMCW IMAGE SEQUENCES

Depending on the type of motion, different motion parameters require estimation to properly track
a target’s trajectory. Two main categories of motion will be explored in this section: translational
motion and periodic motion. Once the respective approaches for parameter estimation in these
contexts have been explained, the joint scenario will be explored of simultaneous translational and
periodic motion. A hybrid approach combing the first two methods will be presented to estimate
both parameteres to successfully complete the estimation task.

A. TRANSLATIONAL MOTION

The case of translational motion is the more common scenario encountered in sensing systems. For
this case, the estimation process can be restricted to determining the 2-D shift parameters [dx,dy]
of the target between two sequential frames Ŝ(x,y,m+1) and Ŝ(x,y,m). Upon estimating the shift
parameters from each image pair a history of the target’s trajectory can be mapped over the entire
video sequence.

The shift relationship can be expressed in the space domain and in the spatial freqeuncy domain as

Ŝ(x,y;m+1) = ˆS(x−dx,y−dy;m) (10)

Ĝ( fx, fy;m+1) = Ĝ( fx, fy;m)e− j2π fxdxe− j2π fydy (11)
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where the shift property of the Fourier transform has be utilizied. This property will be the basis
of the estimation routine.

The Smoothed Coherent Transform (SCOT) is a technique developed to aid in the estimation of
shift parameters in the present of narrowband noise[4]. Microwave imaging systems typically
encouter varying of amounts of background noise due to superfluous clutter in the scene and inter-
ference. The SCOT transform at a given frame m+1 is defined as

Q(x,y) =
∫ ∫

W ( fx, fy)Pm+1,m( fx, fy)e j2π( fxx+ fyy)d fxd fy (12)

where the first term in the integral is a normalization term that is defined as

W ( fx, fy) = [Pm+1( fx, fy)Pm( fx, fy)]
1
2 (13)

Here the Pm+1( fx, fy) is the power spectral density of the wavefield statistics at frame m+ 1 and
Pm+1,m( fx, fy) is the cross-spectral density between the wavefield statistics at frame m and m+1.
Examing the product of these two terms is

W ( fx, fy)Pm+1,m( fx, fy)≈ e− j2π( fxdx+ fydy) (14)

Here the phase history of the shift is the remaining term left after nomalization. It can be seen that
the SCOT transform Q(x,y) is the inverse Fourier Transform of this approximation. Therefore the
maximum of the spatial function Q(x,y) will be the location of the estimated shift parameter

[d̂x, d̂y] = arg max
x,y

Q(x,y) (15)

For the sequential video pairs from the wavefield measurements, one SCOT transform and maxi-
mum search can be applied. The result of the max search yields the estimate of the parameter of
interest [d̂x, d̂y]. With these shifts stored over the entire video sequence the target trajectory can be
then mapped and investigated for further analysis.

B. PERIODIC MOTION

If the target is moving in range periodically, the shift property is less useful as the wavefield mea-
surements will contain a sinusoidal phase modulation component. To simplify the analysis, the
model presented here will only describe a target moving in range with respect to the sensing sys-
tem. The estimation procedure can be easily generalized to any direction, if the wavefield measure-
ments are coherent over time, although the accuracy may degrade depending on array geometry
and target position.

The change of target position in range at frame m can be modelled as

∆rm = rA sin(ωom) (16)

where ω0 is the normalized frequency of oscillation. If the target is illuminated by the FMCW
probing signal and the target’s motion is slow compared to the sweep rate the demodulated received
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signal will be of the form

e(k,m) = e(k)e− j2π fk∆rm/cp = e− j2π fkrA sin(ωom)/cp

≈ e(k)[1− j2πrA sin(ω0m)] (17)

In this case e(k,m) is the FMCW wavefield data measured by the sensing system at frame m. A
taylor series approximation has been utilized to yield the second equation, which is valid for small
amplitudes of vibration rA.

The goal is to then to estimate the frequency of oscillation ω0 from the wavefield data collected
over time. Assuming the approximation in (18) is valid, it can be observed for each wavefield
sample at frequency k the only time varying component is the oscillating signal 2πrA sin(ω0m).
Therefore to estimate the oscilallation frequency ω0, for each wavefield component k a DFT may
be computed over frame m yielding

e(k, l) = DFTm{e(k,m)} (18)

= e(k)
(

δ (l)−δ (l−M
ωo

2π
)+δ (l +M

ωo

2π
)
)

(19)

where M is the total number of data sequences.

The estimate can be performed by finding the location of the peak of e(k, l) which should be
constant accross all k and providing the appropriate scaling factor

ω̂0 =
2π

M
lmax (20)

This technique then allows to produce a range profile from only the periodic target wavefield data
e(k, lmax), and subsequent imaging and localization could follow.

C. JOINT ESTIMATION OF MULTIPLE MOTION PARAMETERS

If multiple motion signatures are present in the received data, this increases the difficulty of the
parameter estimation procedure presented so far. The analysis here will again focus on a target
moving only in the range direction while also vibrating sinusoidally simultaneously. If the target
is moving at a constant velocity vr, and vibrating sinusoidally at frequency ωo then range position
change over time m is

∆rm = vr ·m+ rA sin(ωom) (21)

Becuase the linear motion term and sinusoidal term are superimposed, separting the two in the
phase history of the received data is more difficult. The wavefield data will be

e(k,m) = e(k)e− j2π fk∆rm/cp = e− j2π fk(vr·m−rA sin(ωom))/cp (22)

The goal is then to estimate only the linear shift first, and remove that component to isolate the
periodically varying component.
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Using the SCOT transform again we see on the wavefield data from track m+1 and m yields

Q(r;m+1) =
∫

W ( f )P( f )e j2π f d f (23)

Examing the product of the cross-spectral density and normalized spectral density

W ( f )P( f ) = e− j2π(vr+rA sin(ωo(m+1))−rA sin(ωom)) ≈ e− j2πvr

where the second approximation is true if vr >> rA (sin(ωo(m+1))− sin(ωom)). That is the linear
displacement is greater than the vibrational displacement. Therefore the estimate of the transla-
tional velocity will also be the maxima of the SCOT transform estimated

v̂r = arg max
r

Q(r;m) (24)

Now demodulation of the received data with the linear trajectory yields only the periodic compo-
nent

ep(k,m) = e(k,m) · e− j2π fk v̂rm/cp ≈ e(k)e− j2π fkrA sin(ωom)/cp (25)

The perioidic estimation technique outlined before can be used to estimate the freqeuncy of oscil-
lation ω̂0 from the technique outlined earlier. This technique can be gerenalized for targets moving
with any translational trajectory and direction of oscillation. The general algorithm is summarized
here

1. For the wavefiled samples G( fx, fy) at frame m+ 1 and m use the 2D SCOT transform to
estimate the translation shift d̂ = [d̂xd̂y]

T .

2. Estimate the shift parameters over the entire video sequence of M frames and store them in
the time-indexed parameter vector d̂[m]

3. Demdoulate the wavefield data with the shift parameters over the entire video seqeunce
leaving only the periodically varying wavefield sample

Ĝp( fx, fy) = Ĝ( fx, fy;m) · e− j2π( fx·d̂x(m)+ fy·d̂y(m))

4. Estimate the frequency of oscillation ω̂0 from the wavefield samples Ĝp( fx, fy) in either the
range (x) or cross-range (y) direction.

It can be seen from the short summary that given the wavefieled samples collected from the sensing
system, the relative design complexity of implementing the algorithm is low.

4. RESULTS

An analysis exploring the theory presented here was performed consisiting of both experiemental
and simulated data. For the experimental work, a prototype S-FMCW radar system was utilizied as
the data acquisiton system. The final hardware system included a smaller antenna array for porta-
bility. The hardware comprised of an 8-port AKELA vector signal generator and measurement
unit (AVSMU) , 8 ultra-wide band Vivaldi antennas, and a PC programming interface to control
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Figure 1: (a) Experimental setup (b) Experimental diagram

the radar and collect data. The antennas were configured into a linear array of equally spaced an-
tennas with spacing of 4.5cm. All signal processing was computed in the MATLAB programming
environment, which produced the graphical figures presented here.

To verify the translational motion algorithm, a simple experiment was designed. A corner reflec-
tor was situated approximately 4.6m down-range from the antenna array and mechanically moved
along a motorizied rail directly towards the antenna array as seen in Fig.1. The radar unit collected
data on the moving target over time while the actual position of the target was being recorded
from the rail’s mechanical tracking system, and the motion estimation algorithm presented here
was utilized to estimate the target’s trajectory from the raw radar data. In Figure 2, a reconstructed
image of the target is displayed, and an estimate of the target’s trajectory has also been plotted.
As can be seen from the results the estimated trajectory tracked the actual target position closely
over the collection cycle, and the average estimation error of the algorithm compared to the rail’s
mechanical tracking system was computed to be 0.59 cm

f rame .

To test the frequency estimation procedure for periodic signals, a more realsitic scenario was con-
structued and a second experiment performed. For the measurement of biometric periodic signals
of a human target, a careful experimental setup was configured in a controlled indoor environment
as shown in Fig 3a. The person target was placed behind an 8-inch thick concrete wall approxi-
matley 1.75m from the antenna array, and remained still for the duration of the experiment. The
radar system was configured in CW mode with an illumination frequency of 3.941GHz, and a only
a single transceiver pair recorded data for 120 seconds from the breathing target. The vibration
frequency estimation procedure described in Section 3B, was performed on the recorded data and
the results can be seen in Fig. 3b. From the results, the estimation routine was able to succesfully
identify the breathing freqeuncy of a person at f̂B = 0.25Hz and the heartbeat rate of f̂h = 1.5Hz.
The plot also contains a plot of the background signature with no target present to illustrate the
strong signal level of the estimate routine relative to the background noise[5].

Lastly, to explore the joint motion scenario of a person walking a numerical simulation was per-
formed to determine to validity of the numerical approximations. For the simulation, a simple
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Figure 2: (a) Target image reconstruction and (b) Target trajectory estimate

scenario with a single person walking down-range towards a bi-static S-FMCW radar data col-
lection system was constructed similar to the experimental hardware. To simpfy the scenario the
breathing cavity of the person was set as the only reflecting material in the scene, and the probing
waveform theory described in Section 2 determine the wave propagation and reflection physics in
the simulation. The person was set to an offset distance from the radar of 50m, the breathing speed
was determine to be 12cycles/sec = 0.2Hz, and their speed was set to 25cm/sec. The FMCW fre-
quency sweep transmitted a probing signal from 1GHz-4GHz with a sweep rate of 5sweeps/sec.
Figure 4a illustrates the simulation scenario described, and Fig. 4b is a plot of the target’s range
position over time. It is clear that the walking displacement and breathing displacement are both
contributing to the time varying range shift.

Figure 3: (a) Biometric detection experiment and (b) Period estimation results

The simulated system illuminates the target for around 25s, and the simulated data is run through
the joint motion estimation algorithm. The estimated breathing spectrum from the algorithm ep( f )
can be seen in Fig. 4a, and the un-compensated breathing spectrum is displayed in Fig. 4b. As can
be seen, when the linear motion of the target is uncompensated for, the relatively small peak of the
breathing signal is not visible. However, properly estimating and compensating for the walking
velocity accurately preserves the breathing content in the received data. The estimated breathing
frequency f̂B = 0.212Hz is very close to the true breathing rate known as a simulation parameter.
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Figure 4: (a) Motion Compensated Estimation Results (b) Raw Data Estimation Results

CONCLUSIONS

A generalized approach for motion estimation for coherent imaging systems is presented here.
The estimation alrogithm is capable of accurately estimating multiple estimation parameters suc-
cesfuly. The feasibility of the algortihm for the joint tracking of person’s walking patterns and
biometric signs has been verified with experimental data. This computationally efficient method
for estimating mutliple motion parameters with relatively low-complexity design also has the po-
tential to operate in real time situations for other applications. By simultaneously estimating both
translational and periodic motion parameters this algorithm can be utilized to both track target
trajectories while jointly performing classification tasks based on the frequency estimates. Future
work will look to collecting experimental data on the multiple motion scenario in support of the
simulation results described here.
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ABSTRACT 
 

In aeronautical telemetry, the multipath interference usually causes significant performance 
degradation. As the bit rate of telemetry systems increases, the impairments of multipath 
interference are more serious. The constant modulus algorithm (CMA) blind equalizer is effective 
to mitigate the impairments of multipath interference. The CMA adapts the equalizer coefficients 
to minimize the deviation of the signal envelope from a constant level. This paper presents the 
performances of the CMA blind equalizer applied for PCM-FM, PCM-BPSK, SOQPSK-TG and 
ARTM CPM in aeronautical telemetry. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

It is widely recognized that the aeronautical telemetry channels are afflicted by multipath 
propagation effects [1][2]. Multipath generates inter-symbol and intra-symbol interference, which 
results in demodulation errors even at high Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and thus reduces the 
telemetry link availability. At low data rates, such as 100 kbps, the multipath interference appears 
as flat fading across the signal bandwidth. At high data rates, such as several Mbps, the signal 
bandwidth is much wider and the multipath interference is characterized by deep spectral nulls. 
So, as the bit rate of telemetry systems increases, the impairments of multipath interference are 
more serious. 
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The constant modulus algorithm (CMA) blind equalizer is effective to mitigate the impairments 
of multipath interference [3][4]. The CMA adapts the equalizer coefficients to minimize the 
deviation of the signal envelope from a constant level. The CMA blind equalizer has the 
advantage of being able to operate without a training sequence, even if the multipath interference 
is severe enough to close the eye pattern in the demodulator.  
 
This paper presents the performances of the CMA blind equalizer applied for PCM-FM, 
PCM-BPSK, SOQPSK-TG and ARTM CPM in aeronautical telemetry. 
 
 

CHANNEL MODELS FOR AERONAUTICAL TELEMETRY 
 

As shown in Figure 1, practical telemetry situations have line-of-sight propagation with ample 
opportunity for specular reflections and diffuse scattering. Channel models are used to represent a 
mathematical description of these effects and to evaluate the performance of modulation, 
equalization and coding techniques on real channels. The channel impulse response is a function 
of the physical geometry involving the airborne transmitter, the receiver and the reflection points. 
Since this geometry varies during the telemetering mission, the channel impulse response is 
time-variant. It is assumed that over a short enough time interval, the channel does not change 
and is time-invariant. Thus, during a sufficiently short interval of time, the aeronautical telemetry 

channel can be modeled as a linear, time-invariant system with impulse response ( )h t :  

1

1
( ) ( ) exp( ) ( )

L

k c k k
k

h t t j tδ ω τ δ τ
−

=

= + Γ − −∑          (1) 

where kΓ  is the complex gain of the k-th propagation path relative to the line-of-sight signal, 

0 1k≤ Γ ≤ , cω  is the RF carrier frequency, kτ  is the delay of the k-th propagation path. 

 
Figure 1. Channel models for aeronautical telemetry 
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The channel transfer function ( )H ω  is the Fourier transform of the channel impulse response 

( )h t . That is 

1

1
( ) 1 exp( )exp( )

L

k c k k
k

H j jω ω τ ωτ
−

=

= + Γ − −∑          (2) 

The channel transfer function ( )H ω  corresponding to the 2-ray channel model ( 2L = ) is 

illustrated in Figure 2(a). The transfer function is characterized by periodic nulls that occur every 

11/τ  Hz. The depth of the null is determined by 1Γ . The frequency position of the null is 

determined by 1 1cω τ +∠Γ . Changes in 1∠Γ  cause the frequency position of null to move, but 

not the periodic spacing. Changes in 1τ  will cause both the frequency position and the periodic 

spacing of the null to change. Note that when cω  is large, even small changes in 1τ  can lead to 

huge changes in the frequency position of the null. 

    
(a) The 2-ray channel model ( 2L = )         (b) The 3-ray channel model ( 3L = ) 

Figure 2. Channel transfer function of channel model [5] 
 

The channel transfer function corresponding to the 3-ray channel model ( 3L = ) is illustrated in 

Figure 2(b). In aeronautical telemetry, usually 1 2Γ > Γ  and 2 1τ τ> . It means that the first 

propagation path is a strong short-delay reflection and the second propagation path is a weaker 
long-delay reflection. The effect of the additional second reflection in this case is to superimpose 
a “ripple” on the basic frequency response of the 2-ray model. The period of the “ripple” is 

determined by 2τ  and the amplitude of the “ripple” is determined by 2Γ . It has been shown 

that the 3-ray channel model ( 3L = ) can adequately capture all the essential features of the 
channel distortions caused by multipath propagation in aeronautical telemetry applications [2].  
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Channel models are usually categorized as either “narrowband” or “wideband” [6]. 
 
Narrowband channel models are appropriate when the signal bandwidth is much less than the 
coherence bandwidth of the multipath fading channel, so that the multipath fading process is 
frequency nonselective. For a narrowband signal, the multipath interference causes random 
fluctuations in the envelope of the received signal. M. Rice et al. [7] proposed a narrowband 
channel model for multipath fading in aeronautical telemetry applications. This narrowband 
channel model is composed of a line-of-sight signal, a specular reflection whose strength is 20% 
to 80% that of the line-of-sight signal, and a diffuse multipath component whose power is 10 to 
20dB less than that of the line-of-sight signal. Thus the channel is close to AWGN (but not quite) 
with strong specular interference. Data collected from three test ranges is used to test the 
accuracy of this narrowband channel model.  
 
Wideband channel models are used when the signal bandwidth is on the order of or larger than 
the coherence bandwidth of the multipath fading channel, so that the multipath fading process is 
frequency selective. M. Rice et al. [5][8] developed a wideband channel model for multipath 
fading in aeronautical telemetry applications. This wideband channel model is composed of three 
propagation paths: a line-of-sight path and two specular reflections. The first specular reflection 
is characterized by a relative amplitude of 70% to 96% of the line-of-sight amplitude and a delay 
of 10ns to 80 ns. The amplitude and delay of this path are defined completely by the flight path 
geometry. The second path is a much lower amplitude path with a longer delay. The gain of this 
path is well modeled as a zero-mean complex Gaussian random variable. The relative amplitude 
is approximately 2% to 8% of the line-of-sight amplitude. The mean excess delay is 155 ns with 
an RMS delay spread of 74 ns. Channel sounding data, collected at Edwards AFB, California at 
both L-Band and lower S-Band, were used to generate this wideband channel model.  
 
This paper will concentrate on the wideband channel model for aeronautical telemetry. In the 
wideband channel model, the dominant feature of the multipath interference is the spectral null 
generated by the first multipath reflection. The time variations of this reflection depend on the 
flight path of the airborne transmitter and are slow enough to be tracked by an adaptive equalizer. 
The second multipath causes a small amplitude “ripple” in the channel transfer function that 
varies quickly with time. The changes in this “ripple” are probably too rapid to be tracked by an 
adaptive equalizer. Fortunately, the characteristic of the “ripple” is not the dominant multipath 
distortion on the aeronautical telemetry channels. So, we use the 2-ray wideband channel model 
( 2L = ) for the hardware experiments in this paper. 
 
 

CMA BLIND EQUALIZER 
 

Linear equalizers are attractive because they are mathematically tractable and may be 
implemented with low complexity. The CMA blind equalizer for aeronautical telemetry 
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applications [9-12] is just a kind of linear adaptive equalizer. Because it is blind, it can operate 
without any knowledge of channel information, data symbols, phase synchronization or timing 
synchronization.  
 
As shown in Figure 3, the CMA blind equalizer mitigates channel interference through 
application of a length-L FIR filter to the received signal before symbol detection, 

1
( )

0
( ) ( ) ( )

L
n

l
y n w l r n l

−

=

= −∑              (3) 

where ( )r n  is the received signal, ( )y n  is the output of the equalizer, ( ) ( )nw l  is the filter 

coefficients.  

1Z − 1Z − 1Z −

+

•••

••• +

Update adaptively 

( )r n

( )y n

( ) (0)nw ( ) (1)nw ( ) ( 1)nw L −

 
Figure 3. The structure of the CMA blind equalizer 

 
Now we have implemented the CMA blind equalizer (with 24 taps) as an independent software 
module in the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) device. The software module of the CMA 
blind equalizer can be used for all the common telemetry modulations with constant envelope, 
such as PCM-FM, PCM-BPSK, SOQPSK-TG and ARTM CPM. Since the CMA equalizer is 
“blind”, it can be “inserted” prior to the synchronization and the detector modules. 

 
 

HARDWARE EXPERIMENTAL SCHEME 
 

The traditional modulation methods for aeronautical telemetry are frequency modulation and 
phase modulation, such as PCM-FM and PCM-BPSK. When better bandwidth efficiency is 
required, the standard methods for digital signal transmission can be SOQPSK-TG and ARTM 
CPM [13]. Each of these methods offer constant envelope characteristics and are compatible with 
non-linear amplifiers with minimal spectral regrowth and minimal degradation of detection 
efficiency. So we choose PCM-FM, PCM-BPSK, SOQPSK-TG and ARTM CPM telemetry 
modulations for the hardware experiments of the CMA blind equalizer.  
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Since the dominant feature of the multipath interference is the spectral null generated by the first 
multipath reflection, we adopt the 2-ray wideband channel model to simulate the multipath 
propagation, as illustrated in Figure 4. The modulation signal is transmitted into a demultiplexer 
to get two branches. One branch is modified on the power, phase and/or time delay, while the 
other branch is not changed. Then, the two branches are transmitted into a multiplexer to get a 
combined signal. It passes the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel to the receiver. 
In the receiver, the signal is first be handled by the CMA equalizer module (with 24 taps) before 
the demodulation. The demodulator of PCM-FM adopts the multi-symbol detection (MSD) [14]. 
The demodulator of PCM-BPSK adopts the conventional integrate and dump (I&D) detection. 
The demodulator of SOQPSK-TG adopts the pulse truncation (PT) detection ( ' 1L = ) [15]. The 
demodulator of ARTM CPM adopts the pulse truncation (PT) detection ( ' 2L = ) [16]. At last, we 
analyze the performances of the CMA equalizer by the bit error rate (BER) test. 

PCM-FM/BPSK/SOQPSK-
TG/ARTM CPM Modulator Demultiplexer

Power / Phase / 
Delay Control

Multiplexer

No Change

AWGN

CMA EqualizerPCM-FM/BPSK/SOQPSK-
TG/ARTM CPM Demodulator

Bit Error Rate Test

 
Figure 4. The hardware experimental scheme for the CMA blind equalizer 

 
In the experiments, all the telemetry modulations are transmitted with the bit rate of 10Mbps and 
at the IF (intermediate frequency) of 70MHz. The parameters of the first multipath reflection are 

set as 1 10% ~ 90%Γ = , 1 100nsτ = . And 1∠Γ  is changeable to ensure that the frequency 

position of null is at the middle of the frequency spectra of the signals, as shown in Figure 5 to 
Figure 8.  
 
Figure 5 to Figure 8 respectively show the frequency spectra of 10 Mbps PCM-FM, PCM-BPSK, 
SOQPSK-TG and ARTM CPM signals at IF 70MHz, using the above hardware experimental 
scheme. All the left pictures are natural (without multipath), while all the right ones are fuzzy 
(due to the multipath interference). 
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Figure 5. The frequency spectra of 10 Mbps PCM-FM 

(Left : Without Multipath, Right : With Multipath) 

      
Figure 6. The frequency spectra of 10 Mbps PCM-BPSK 

(Left : Without Multipath, Right : With Multipath) 

      
Figure 7. The frequency spectra of 10 Mbps SOQPSK-TG 

(Left : Without Multipath, Right : With Multipath) 

      
Figure 8. The frequency spectra of 10 Mbps ARTM CPM 

(Left : Without Multipath, Right : With Multipath) 
 
 

PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
Figure 9 to Figure 12 respectively show the BER experimental results of 10 Mbps PCM-FM, 
PCM-BPSK, SOQPSK-TG and ARTM CPM signals at IF 70MHz, using the above hardware 
experimental scheme. All the left pictures are the case of Equalizer OFF (with multipath), while 
all the right ones are the case of Equalizer ON (with the same multipath). 
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Figure 9. The performances of the CMA blind equalizer for 10 Mbps PCM-FM 
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Figure 10. The performances of the CMA blind equalizer for 10 Mbps PCM-BPSK 
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Figure 11. The performances of the CMA blind equalizer for 10 Mbps SOQPSK-TG 
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Figure 12. The performances of the CMA blind equalizer for 10 Mbps ARTM CPM 
 

Table 1. The performance analysis of the CMA blind equalizer 

Modulation 
type 

The relative amplitude of the 

first specular reflection 1Γ

Eb/N0(dB) required for BER = 10-5 
Equalizer 

OFF 
Equalizer 

ON 
Improved by the 

CMA blind equalizer

PCM-FM 

0.1 10.2 10.1 0.1 
0.3 11.8 10.7 1.1 
0.5 13.6 11.6 2.0 
0.7 20.8 13.1 7.7 
0.9 ---- 16.3 >7.7 

PCM-BPSK 

0.1 12.0 11.8 0.2 
0.3 12.4 12.0 0.4 
0.5 14.1 12.5 1.6 
0.7 17.8 13.7 4.1 
0.9 22.1 15.8 6.3 

SOQPSK-TG 

0.1 10.9 10.8 0.1 
0.3 13.5 12.5 1.0 
0.5 18.1 14.1 4.0 
0.7 48.0 17.1 30.9 
0.9 ---- 25.5 >30.9 

ARTM CPM 

0.1 11.8 11.7 0.1 
0.3 13.6 13.4 0.2 
0.5 19.6 15.2 4.4 
0.7 ---- 19.5 >4.4 
0.9 ---- ---- ---- 
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Table 1 analyzes the performances of the CMA blind equalizer from the aspect of Eb/N0(dB) 
required for BER = 10-5, collecting data from Figure 9 to Figure 12. We can get the following 
conclusions:  

 For all the telemetry modulations, the relative amplitude of the first specular reflection 1Γ  

is greater, the BER is worse, whether Equalizer OFF or Equalizer ON.  
 For all the telemetry modulations, the CMA blind equalizer is effective to mitigate the 

impairments of multipath interference. Generally, the relative amplitude of the first specular 

reflection 1Γ  is greater, the improved performance by the CMA blind equalizer is more 

obvious. 
 The severe multipath interference may cause the phenomenon of the error floor. Fortunately, 

the CMA blind equalizer can solve the error floor effectively, as shown in Figure 9 (in the 

case of 1 0.9Γ = ), Figure 11 (in the case of 1 0.9Γ = ) and Figure 12 (in the case of 

1 0.7Γ = ). But, if the multipath interference is severe awfully, the CMA blind equalizer may 

be noneffective for certain modulation, as shown in Figure 12 (in the case of 1 0.9Γ = ). 

 Among the four types of telemetry modulations, ARTM CPM is the most sensitive to the 

severe multipath interference ( 1 0.7Γ > ). 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

In aeronautical telemetry, the multipath interference usually causes significant performance 
degradation. The channel models for aeronautical telemetry with multipath interference are 
introduced. Then, we emphatically present the performances of the CMA blind equalizer applied 
for PCM-FM, PCM-BPSK, SOQPSK-TG and ARTM CPM telemetry signals. The hardware 
experimental results prove that the CMA blind equalizer is effective to mitigate the impairments 
of multipath interference for aeronautical telemetry. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The University of Arizona Baja racing team competes annually in a grueling fourhour offroad                           
endurance race which subjects vehicles to an array of obstacles such as jumps, boulders, and                             
mud bogs. This paper examines the telemetering system created by the UA Baja Team to                             
monitor a range of critical aspects of the car with the goal of detecting and identifying possible                                 
mechanical failures and areas with potential for improvement. Running on an Arduino Mega, the                           
system stores all gathered data to an SD card and transmits it back to the pit wirelessly for                                   
realtime analysis. 
  

INTRODUCTION 

BACKGROUND 

Every year, the University of Arizona Baja racing team joins a host of other schools from around                                 
the world to compete in a grueling threeday competition culminating with a fourhour offroad                           
endurance race. Teams are ranked based on the capabilities of their vehicle, including                         
maneuverability and acceleration, as well as the design process and overall marketability of the                           
vehicle. A heavy emphasis is placed on innovation and datadriven design, which is where the                             
telemetry system comes into play. 
 
Back in 2012, we decided that we wanted to know how fast our car could go. There are many                                     
ways of accomplishing this. Among the available options are laser timing gates, radar guns, or                             
simply following behind the vehicle with a regular car, and watching the speedometer. After                           
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attempting this last method, it occurred to someone that it would be much simpler if we could                                 
just put a speedometer on the Baja car itself. 
 
We did just that and everyone loved it.  But then we thought, why stop there?  

OVERVIEW 

This paper is a record of our design decisions since then, and the system to which they have                                   
given rise. We will start with an overview of the purpose of the system as it stands today, and                                     
why we decided to build it from scratch. From there we will cover core features of the system,                                   
the software that drives it, and some other factors that influenced the design.  
 
 

PURPOSE 
 
In any system with moving parts, there is a risk of things breaking. When that system is a hand                                     
built race car flying off jumps on rocky terrain, the likelihood of things breaking increases                             
considerably. Our system is designed to address this problem in two ways. The first goal of the                                 
system is to provide performance data on various pieces of the car, to aid in the design process.                                   
The second is to gather live data during a race, allowing the pit crew to more quickly identify                                   
problems and get the car back on the track. 
 
However, the most important goal of this project is to provide its participants with knowledge                             
and experience. There are products on the market that encompass most of the features we were                               
looking for. However, none of them can provide the learning experience of building the system                             
from scratch. In the following we will discuss the system that evolved to fulfill those goals. 
 
 

FEATURES 

DASHMOUNTED DISPLAY 

The dashmounted display is the only part of the system accessible to the driver. Visible from the                                 
outside is the LCD display, providing the canvas for the speedometer readout, and occasional                           
flashing alerts from the control console or the system itself. Next to the screen is the                               
multipurpose panic button, which allows the driver to push a data update to the remote console,                               
even when live viewing is disabled. This feature may be used to notify the pit that the car has                                     
stopped in the event of voice communication being lost. The display housing also holds the GPS                               
module. 
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GPS/MOTION DATA 

In addition to providing location coordinates, the GPS module performs the velocity calculations                         
that feed the speedometer. In fact, the GPS module was one of three options we originally                               
considered for calculating speed. 
 
One of the other options was an accelerometer, the data from which can be integrated to find the                                   
current speed, provided that at some point in the past the speed is known. While we have                                 
integrated an accelerometer for testing purposes, our current board design inhibits us from taking                           
full advantage of available libraries, making it an infeasible option for this generation of the                             
board. This will be revisited in the next iteration.  
 
The current version does make use of the accelerometer to the extent of warning the pit crew if                                   
the vehicle is inverted. It also logs raw data from both the accelerometer and the attached                               
gyroscope to the SD card for later analysis. 

TACHOMETER 

The third option for determining the speed of the car is a tachometer. Because we use a CVT                                   
(Continuously Variable Transmission), the speed of the engine is only loosely related to the                           
speed of the wheels. Similarly, because of the uneven and frequently slippery nature of the track,                               
even the speed of the wheels is not always a reliable indicator of vehicle speed.  
 
In spite of that, we have included two tachometers in our design. Rather than estimating the                               
vehicle speed, they are intended to measure the rotational speed of the input and output of the                                 
CVT, telling us the effective gear ratio. 
 
By combining this data about the ratios between the two pulleys with velocity and acceleration                             
data, we will be able to tune the CVT more effectively. This data will also be provided to the                                     
CVT manufacturer with feedback. 
 
Our tachometers are custom magnetic encoders consisting of a Hall effect sensor and a ring of                               
neodymium magnets arranged so the exposed poles alternate around each shaft. The sensor is                           
sensitive to both the north and the south poles of the magnets, and latches in both directions. This                                   
eliminates the need for complicated filtering of the output signal. 
 
To read the sensor, the system counts the number times the magnetic field has flipped during a                                 
time interval. Angular speed is calculated using the equation below. Note, the 60000                         
milliseconds converts the measurement into revolutions per minute and is needed as the time                           
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interval is quantized in milliseconds. A measurement interval much longer than one revolution                         
helps reduce error caused by missed flips. 
 
PM R =   f lip count   60000 (milliseconds)*

number of  magnets   measurement time interval (milliseconds)*        (1) 

 
Because the sensor resides inside the transmission housing, which is neither waterproof nor                         
dustproof, the sensor must be very durable. We experimented with cementing the sensor inside a                             
drilledout aluminum or steel bolt, which makes mounting easier. Unfortunately, the metal acts                         
as a faraday cage and dampens the magnetic field to undetectable levels. 
 
Next we tried covering the sensor with heatshrink tubing and filling the end with epoxy resin.                               
This works very well for durability (it works while completely submersed in water), and is very                               
accurate: we tested it by mounting the magnets on a lathe, and our reading is consistently within                                 
20 RPM of the lathe readout. That said, it has proven to be very difficult to mount securely in                                     
close enough proximity to the shaft.  
 
We are currently experimenting with nonconductive fasteners which mount securely without                     
impeding the magnetic fields we are trying to measure. 

TEMPERATURE 

We used temperature sensors that operate from 40°C to +125°C with a tolerance of ±°2 before                               
calibration [1]. The wide temperature range is important as the sensors are mounted in the                             
gearbox and CVT which get very hot. The plastic sensor is cemented into a handmade                             
aluminum housing with threads on one end. The housings are screwed into the gearbox and back                               
of the CVT cover. We use aluminum for the housings because it has a high thermal conductivity                                 
which means it does not adversely affect the temperature reading. Being made of the same                             
material as the gearbox and CVT enclosure, thermal expansion does not create any gaps. This is                               
particularly helpful in the case of the gearbox, which is full of oil. 
 
The temperature was calculated from the sensor value using the equation below. This equation                           
was tested and calibrated by placing the sensor in an ice bath and finding the intercept that lead                                   
to the calculated value being 0 °C. 
 
emperature in Celsius  ensor V alue  44   T = ( 500

1023) * S −          (2) 
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BRAKE PRESSURE 

Brakes are one of the most important things you don’t want to fail on an off road vehicle. In                                     
consideration of this, we put pressure sensors on the brake lines to help track and predict if the                                   
brake are failing. The pressure sensors monitor both the front and rear brake systems. The                             
sensors themselves are industrial grade; they can measure pressures up to 3000 psi and are                             
shockproof and waterproof. The sensors also allow us to more easily fine tune or repair the                               
brake system. 

STEERING 

The implementation of the steering sensor was an exercise in prototyping and adaptability. We                           
strove to find a method of recording the position of the steering wheel in real time, through a                                   
robust design able to hold up to the stresses experienced out on the track. The final design                                 
consists of a ten turn potentiometer, a 3Dprinted mounting bridge, and a 3Dprinted 11 gear                             
system. We tried several designs, including a belt transfer system, a double sided bridge of                             
double height, and a variety of gear radius and teeth sizes, eventually deciding on the simplistic                               
three part system described above. Never before attempted by our Baja Team, the steering                           
sensor provides critical data for finetuning our car and is a major part of our data stream                                 
allowing the team to accurately recreate the events of a race post competition.  

TIE ROD INTEGRITY 

One of the most likely things to break in an offroad vehicle is a tie rod, a shaft of metal that                                         
connects the steering rack to the front wheels. Tie rods are important because they make the                               
front wheels steer. We added integrity sensors to the tie rods, in order to warn the pit crew early                                     
in the event of a tie rod breaking. The sensors monitor continuity along the tie rod, and are                                   
triggered by any break in continuity. In addition to these initial sensors, we are also                             
implementing flex sensors to detect bent tie rods. The flex sensors function similarly to the                             
continuity sensors, however the connection is broken at a certain angle, rather than only if the tie                                 
rod itself breaks.  

STATUS INDICATORS 

The core and peripheral modules each have several LEDs to indicate the status of various                             
components. If the power supply is attached backwards, a red LED glows. Each voltage                           
regulator has a green status indicator. Three software controlled LEDs (two by the Arduino, one                             
by the XBee) can be configured to convey a variety of different conditions. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

The complete system consists of several peripheral modules, each of which communicates with                         
the core module via a serial interface. The SD card reader uses SPI, the IMU uses I2C, and                                   
everything else uses UART.  
 
The core module communicates with the remote console using a serial protocol passed through                           
two XBee radios in transparent mode. An XBeePRO 900 XSC S3B operating at 900 MHz on                               
full power has a line of sight range of 4 to 9 miles [2]. Mounting one antenna atop a flagpole                                       
significantly improves achievable range in hilly terrain.  
 
 

SOFTWARE 

CORE MODULE 

The core module aggregates data from all attached sensors with data from all other modules and                               
logs it to a microSD card. It also handles wireless communications with the remote console via                               
XBee and any necessary interaction with the driver. 

PERIPHERAL DATA ACQUISITION 

The peripheral data acquisition module is designed to extend the capabilities of the core system.                             
It communicates with the core system via a single serial line, and is intended to minimize the                                 
quantity of wire running through the vehicle.  
 
Distributing sensors among modules also increases the maximum sample rate, as each module                         
performs the necessary averaging and extrema detection operations for its attached sensors. 
 
On the current iteration of our vehicle, only one peripheral module is in use. It is mounted behind                                   
the firewall (a large metal plate separating the driver from the engine), and monitors the                             
temperature of the gearbox and the transmission, as well as the input and output RPMs of the                                 
transmission. This module also contains an accelerometer as it is closer to the car’s center of                               
gravity.   

REMOTE DATA VISUALIZATION AND CONTROL CONSOLE 

The remote console serves two functions. First, it is the main control panel for the system. From                                 
the console it is possible to pause and restart data logging, change the name of the log file,                                   
modify the sample rate, and send messages to the driver.  
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The second function handled by the remote console is live visualization. The remote console                           
receives data from the core module via an XBee and then interprets and displays the data on a                                   
virtual dashboard. The console can be configured to update at set intervals, or to update on user                                 
interaction. 
 
At present, the update interval is the same as the log interval. When the console is set to update                                     
on request, either the update button on the console or the multipurpose panic button on the dash                                 
can be used to force an update. Forcing an update when the panic button is pressed ensures that                                   
the pit crew is notified promptly. This feature is also useful during testing to display only data                                 
points of interest on the console. The core module continues to log to the SD card even if the                                     
remote console does not request an update. 
 
The system has a variable log frequency, to reflect the requirements of different events. Without                             
modifying the code, data can be written to the SD card as frequently as eight times per second, as                                     
infrequently as once every ten seconds, or any frequency in between. 
 

DATA LOGGING 
 

The microSD reader is integrated into the core module, so that even if peripheral modules                             
become disconnected, data can still be stored in nonvolatile memory. We originally attempted to                           
implement a custom binary format, but found that the CSV format is nearly as fast, and can be                                   
opened without modification by most data analysis software. 
 
In the data file each line begins with a unique key. Whenever the system starts it scans the SD                                     
file for the most recent index, retrieves that number, and continues logging from there. Because                             
the file grows continuously, it can take more than a minute to find the most recent line. To                                   
mitigate this, we tried to skip to the end of the file and read backward to find the most recent key.                                         
We quickly discovered that the library we are using does not support this. Additionally, because                             
lines vary in length depending on the presence of the peripheral module, it is infeasible to seek                                 
directly to the correct position. We have found that we can shorten the scan time by skipping                                 
nearly to the end of the file and scanning from there. We chose 5000 bytes before the end of the                                       
file as an arbitrary constant, since it is far longer than the longest line and short enough to                                   
prevent noticeable lag at startup. 
 
While it is theoretically possible to use the SD card in a mode supporting parallel data lines, the                                   
reader on the board only supports SPI. This limits the theoretical maximum data transfer rate, but                               
in practice it is still faster than the rest of the system, and is therefore not a problem. 
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In the process of logging data to the SD card, the core module sends a request for data to the                                       
peripheral module. The peripheral module then performs any final calculations before converting                       
the numerical values to a string of ASCII characters to send over the serial line. Once the entire                                   
string has arrived, the core module simply concatenates it with its own data string, and writes it                                 
to the SD card. If no data arrives, or the data is corrupted, an error code is concatenated instead.                                     
Because the serial buffer on the Arduino Mega is 64 bytes and the data string consistently                               
exceeds this limit, the peripheral module breaks up messages into smaller blocks. Specifically,                         
the peripheral module transmits 60 characters then waits for an acknowledgment from the core                           
module. Both modules have an initial timeout of 50 milliseconds. In case the peripheral module                             
comes disconnected during a transmission, the core module also has a timeout of 5 milliseconds                             
while it waits for each character.  

CUSTOM LCD BACKPACK FIRMWARE 

The LCD screen is controlled using a serial backpack, which accepts commands over a serial line                               
and controls the screen itself using a parallel bus. The stock firmware supports eight pixel high                               
ASCII characters, which are too small for the driver to read during the race. Because the                               
firmware is open source, we were able to modify it to display numbers the full height of the                                   
screen.  
 
 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

THE SHIELD 

The core and peripheral modules each consist of an Arduino Mega and a custom Arduino                             
compatible shield. The Arduino is well suited to this task because of its small form factor and                                 
many communication interfaces. Being both inexpensive and open source, it has a thriving                         
developer community, making documentation and third party libraries easier to find.  
 
While it would be possible to integrate an Atmega2560 (the microcontroller at the heart of the                               
Arduino Mega) into our board directly without losing the benefit of thirdparty libraries and                           
documentation, this would require surfacemounting the microcontroller to the board. Using an                       
Arduino makes the brain of the system replaceable in an emergency. 
 
There are several advantages to using a custom printed shield versus one of the stock shields.                               
First of all, because we designed it specially for our system it is very compact yet fully capable                                   
of completing all the processes required of it. The shield is designed as a working prototype, so                                 
it has a lot of extra exposed pins allowing for further changes. Furthermore, each sensor has its                                 
own connector allowing great customizability.   
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Another feature is that the shield is used in two different modules. Both the core and peripheral                                 
modules use the same shield (Figure 1) but with different components soldered on. This reduces                             
production costs significantly, and allows any module to be reprogrammed as the core module                           
should the core module develop a fault. 
 
One disadvantage of the shield design is the large number of sensor connectors. Each connector                             
adds bulk to the board with in turn makes its housing larger. It is particularly difficult to fit the                                     
entire assembly into the housing once all the wires were attached. Also, because each sensor                             
connector has its own power and ground there are a lot of redundant wires going to the connector                                   
on the inside of the electronics housing. The connector we used this year is actually designed to                                 
mount directly to a PCB as a throughhole component. By redesigning the shield to take                             
advantage of this, we will be able to eliminate all of the connectors used to interface with                                 
external components. 
 

 
Figure 1 

MODULAR DESIGN 

The system is designed from the boards up to be highly modular. Nearly every major component                               
can be replaced in the event of a malfunction. We designed a modular board with the arduous                                 
nature of the race and life of the car in mind. We expected components to break and wanted to                                     
be able to replace them.   
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WATERPROOFING 

Along with designing in a high degree of modularity we also planned for the harsh environment                               
by designing tough 3D printed enclosures. These were designed specially to fit the boards,                           
securely mount on the car, and be resistant to physical assault and water. The housing consists                               
of an inner and outer shell fabricated in two pieces then sealed together with silicone. Each                               
module connects to the vehicle's wire harness via a single highquality waterproof connector. 

SHOCK RESISTANT 

Along with taking precautions to avoid physical damage, we also implemented several measures                         
to avoid electrical damage. To begin, we put a ground plane on each side of the shield to                                   
improve heat dissipation. We also put a reverse polarity diode on the primary power connector                             
to stop inverted connections from destroying the components. In future we are considering                         
placing ferrite chokes on the power and ground connections, as there is some risk of shock due to                                   
sharing a common ground with the spark plug. 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
In conclusion, we view our telemetry system as a successful first step in what will hopefully be a                                   
long line of exciting systems to come. It is by far the most complex electrical system the UA                                   
Baja Team has ever seen. Not only has the system been a great success in coordination and                                 
organization but it has proved a tremendous learning experience. We are excited to take the                             
experiences of this year to make next year’s system even more impressive. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The Mars Rover Design Team is dedicated to building a next generation rover that will one day                                 
assist astronauts in the field. The complexity of such a project increases when the two conflicting                               
design philosophies of agile software development and traditional waterfall development must                     
work in tandem in order to design and construct a rover within a year. Agile software                               
development promotes the flexible, testdriven production of coinciding design aspects, while                     
the waterfall design philosophy relies on thorough planning and rigid, sequential design                       
schedules. The project managers of the team work to balance these opposing philosophies by                           
fostering individual interests, allowing team members to select their own focus areas within a                           
wide variety of mission critical tasks. This practice accelerates the design and construction of the                             
rover and in turn creates the momentum needed to achieve a common goal while consolidating                             
both agile software and traditional waterfall development. 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

When managing a design team, taking the risk of implementing two conflicting design                         
philosophies is an unconventional yet, in our experience, effective approach to project                       
management. The Mars Rover Design Team (MRDT) of Missouri University of Science and                         
Technology was created four years ago in order to compete against other schools in the                             
University Rover Challenge (URC), an annual international competition in which schools design                       
and construct rovers (Fig. 1) to execute a series of tasks similar to those critical to a future                                   
manned mission on Mars [1].  
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Figure 1: MRDT’s 2016 Competition Rover, Zenith 

 
The team’s success at competition is enhanced by the use of effective project management                           
throughout the rover’s development, but it is primarily a product of every team member’s                           
cooperation and dedication to the design team. It is not always easy, though, to achieve                             
cooperation when the team implements two divergent philosophies  traditional development and                       
agile development  into the design process. The project managers of the team work to balance                               
these opposing philosophies by fostering individual interests; thus, team members are                     
encouraged to select their own projects within a wide variety of mission critical tasks. This                             
practice accelerates the design and construction of the rover and in turn creates the momentum                             
needed to achieve a common goal while consolidating both design philosophies. 

 
 

THE DESIGN PHILOSOPHIES 
 

While traditional waterfall development and agile development contradict one another, they are                       
both effective models of project management. For this reason, MRDT works to utilize both                           
approaches, in spite of the fact that the team faces conflicts as a result of this dual                                 
implementation. The traditional style of project management is a form of management that relies                           
on sequential design and construction cycles. First officially proposed in the 1970s, the waterfall                           
methodology can be broken down into the following basic phases: research, design,                       
implementation and testing, verification and review, and maintenance (Fig. 2) [2]. These phases                         
encompass smaller, phasespecific development stages, and once a particular phase is completed,                       
it is typically not revisited. A linear, topdown methodology such as waterfall development has                           
been found to break a project’s life cycle into manageable pieces more effectively than some                             
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other management styles, especially where large projects are concerned [3, 4]. All design                         
constraints and requirements are gathered from the customer and researched thoroughly before                       
designs are finalized so as to minimize design errors and miscommunications before construction                         
begins. The critical aspect of this design philosophy is to accompany each phase with                           
continuous, thorough documentation and design analysis. In doing so, progress can be tracked                         
easily with clearly defined milestones, and most problems are uncovered and solved before                         
entering the testing phase [3]. However, some aspects of a project, such as its software or                               
electrical hardware, can be hindered by this rigid development structure. By testing near the end                             
of the project’s life cycle, it is possible that some design or implementation errors will go unseen,                                 
later causing elevated costs or schedule delays.  
 

 
Figure 2: Breakdown of Traditional Waterfall Methodology 

 
As a result, a new style of project management was introduced in the early 2000s to change these                                   
problematic aspects of traditional methods [5]. The agile methodology is a flexible, iterative                         
approach to management. Via agile, crossfunctional teams design and test coinciding aspects of                         
a project throughout its development cycle while regularly submitting their results for customer                         
review and feedback. Composed of developers, designers, planners, and testers, these different                       
crossfunctional teams use various iterations, or short phases of development, to develop                       
individual aspects of a project [6]. Instead of an intensive initial research and design phase,                             
iterations rely on small bursts of productivity followed by recurrent test phases, as detailed in                             
Figure 3. Individual aspects of the project are later integrated into the rest of the system, tested,                                 
and subjected to feedback from senior analysts, customers, and business representatives [7]. If                         
there are no further changes necessary, the finished aspect is then incorporated into the rest of the                                 
project, and the team is given a new task. If additional changes are suggested, then the team                                 
begins a new iteration cycle to redesign their component. Iterations have loose schedules, as they                             
are organized in priority order based on values determined by the developer or customer [8]. This                               
flexibility allows customer requirements and expectations to change throughout the development                     
process, and while it can be difficult to track and document uniformly, progress is usually rapid                               
when employing this methodology. Both methodologies can be advantageous to project                     
development, but blending these conflicting design philosophies can create many complications.  
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Figure 3: Breakdown of Agile Methodology  

 
 

MRDT AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
 

To understand which problems the team faced when these two methodologies clash, one must                           
first understand the team’s structure. The organization of MRDT is similar to that of a small                               
engineering firm: a team elected, fourmember executive board oversees the team’s four                       
branches  Executive, Administrative, Financial, and Technical  that break down further into                         
smaller divisions as shown in Figure 4.  

 
Figure 4: Overarching Team Structure  
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However, the challenges to project management brought about by mixing traditional and agile                         
development originate solely in the Technical branch of the team, which is examined in Figure 5.                               
Composed of four different subteams  Mechanical, Telemetry and Controls, Power, and                       
Science  the Technical branch is responsible for the complete design and construction of the                             
rover. Each subteam also breaks down further into projectarea based squads.  
 

 
Figure 5: Technical Branch Breakdown 

 
The Mechanical subteam primarily utilizes the traditional waterfall methodology. This rigid,                     
sequential approach is a sensible choice for a constructionbased project, as strict schedules help                           
the team meet URCmandated deadlines for initial designs, models, and prototypes. The long                         
research period of the waterfall approach guides the Mechanical division to stay within budget,                           
and intensive system analyses help prevent major failures when testing parts. Attempting a                         
linear, oneshot approach to software development created unnecessary delays for many                     
Telemetry squads, as the requirements for a rover’s software systems are often incomplete or                           
ambiguous [4]. An iterative development methodology such as agile enables system changes to                         
be made easily as the project progresses. When all critical systems are functional, squad                           
members can then work to implement features that, while not mission critical, benefit the team’s                             
competition performance. The Mechanical and Technical subteams each implement the design                     
approach they feel to be the best fit for their particular project, and while this practice is efficient                                   
within the two individual subteams, it often causes problems that spill over into the rest of the                                 
team.  

 
 

IMPLEMENTATION AND CONFLICTS  
 

In choosing to implement both traditional and agile design philosophies, MRDT members had to                           
recognize that neither philosophy would exist in its pure state and thus, learn to compromise                             
accordingly. For example, as a student design team, MRDT does not have a specified customer.                             
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Instead, the team views its competition as a customer, basing design requirements and research                           
off of current URC rules and observations from previous years. Given the fact that these                             
specifications are often fairly vague, and that many systems are interdisciplinary in nature, the                           
Technical branch’s network of subteams and squads also regard one another as customers. To                           
create most of the rover’s components, squads from different subteams are required to                         
collaborate on designs. This is where most conflicts arise, as each subteam takes a different                             
approach to the design and development phases.  
 
In the team’s early years, MRDT tried to exclusively use the traditional method. This was a                               
major benefit for the Mechanical subteam, as the rover’s mechanical systems were fully                         
designed and developed in time for two or more rounds of tests and refinements. On the other                                 
hand, this practice led to a lot of complications for the Telemetry and Controls subteam. The                               
subteam’s design phase lasted through the first four months of the project’s life cycle, meaning                             
that work on the systems did not start until January. Yet little to no progress was made when                                   
work began, as poor designs caused the core systems to be more complex than originally                             
anticipated. Telemetry squads had to try and salvage this flawed design, though, because they                           
had spent too much time developing this model and were locked into traditional schedule                           
constraints. Additionally, the squads faced pressure from other subteams of MRDT that were                         
anxious to begin testing their own systems. In the end, auxiliary systems were left unfinished                             
until late April, resulting in rushed lowquality systems.  
 
As a result, many Telemetry team members grew apprehensive of the traditional method and                           
started advocating to implement the agile methodology. Thus, the team began to experiment with                           
a blend of the two design philosophies. Since the implementation of a more agile project                             
management style on the Telemetry subteam, members are able to begin designing software and                           
electrical hardware earlier in the year, which helps to ensure that their systems are ready for                               
initial testing by the time mechanical systems are fabricated. While each philosophy works well                           
within the confines of individual subteams, conflicts often arise as the Mechanical and                         
Telemetry squads interact throughout the rover’s development.  
 
Strict, traditional schedules of Mechanical components clash with the loose, occasionally                     
nonexistent deadlines of agile projects, and team budgets are left incomplete without details                         
about potential Telemetry expenses. MRDT faces these challenges as an outcome of its design                           
process. With purely traditional development, designs are completed early in the project life                         
cycle, whereas in pure agile development, designs are flexible enough that they can change                           
throughout the project life cycle. For URC, the team begins with a basic design, clearly defined                               
end goals, and a rough plan of how to complete all tasks. When only working towards a certain                                   
functionality, the final cost and image of the rover are uncertain at best. These numbers are not                                 
necessarily made clearer as the project progresses, either. When the number of revisions a project                             
will need in order to achieve the desired end result is unknown, it is easy to over or                                   
underallocate funds to different subteams. For instance, three revisions of a printed circuit                         
board versus four revisions can have a difference of several hundred dollars, and with a project                               
cap of 15,000 USD, the team cannot afford to drastically overallocate funds to certain systems.  
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This uncertainty presents more than just budgeting and scheduling challenges, however; it makes                         
it incredibly difficult to allocate personnel. If the team does not know the full scope of one of the                                     
rover’s systems, it is hard to determine the amount of personnel and the skill levels required to                                 
complete it. These types of instances can cause an uneven distribution of team members and                             
experience levels across projects, which can lead to some systems falling behind others. This is                             
exacerbated by MRDT being a volunteer organization, as team management cannot force a team                           
member to be interested in specific tasks. These challenges in personnel allocation can prevent                           
systems from being integrated into the rest of the rover, resulting in missed deadlines and rising                               
tensions among team members who already clash over differing ideologies. Constant tension                       
between members can create an uncomfortable work environment for both new and old                         
personnel, and the intense support for one design philosophy or the other can give the inaccurate                               
impression that the team does not welcome new ideas. If left unresolved, this image can drive                               
away potential members and other opportunities for the team.  

 
 

MITIGATION 
 

The conflicts faced by implementing two separate design philosophies in tandem are                       
unavoidable. However, these problems can be mitigated primarily through cultivating the                     
interests and passion of team members, as harnessing this passion helps to promote compromise                           
when it comes to defining the team’s expectations, schedules, and budget. Providing an                         
individualized approach to allocating responsibilities helps to foster excitement for and                     
commitment to the team and its success. Potential team members are encouraged to move                           
between squads until they are content, and specialized technical trainings are open to all team                             
members. Additionally, the team attracts students across disciplines with shared interests,                     
allowing members to network and form friendships with students of other ages and backgrounds.                           
These aspects of MRDT create an inviting atmosphere conducive to accelerating the rover’s                         
design and development. 
 
Maintaining this atmosphere and having the capability to make these compromises requires the                         
team to develop a strong foundation of well defined goals, requirements, expectations, and                         
responsibilities each year. Without such, it would be nearly impossible for team members to                           
communicate effectively and work within the boundaries of two distinct design philosophies. To                         
build this foundation, the team begins each rover’s project life cycle with an intensive research                             
and design phase. In the weeks following URC, a competition debrief is hosted so that the team                                 
can analyze its recent performance as well as its operation as a whole over the past year. Through                                   
this analysis, the team derives goals for the upcoming year and discusses how to adapt its                               
organizational structure so that the team’s endeavors are supported by its management practices.                         
Choosing how to adapt, however, is often a cause of friction between team members, as the                               
proponents of each design philosophy debate over which would be a better management choice                           
for the upcoming year. To settle these discussions, the members of MRDT shift their focus back                               
to the team’s commonalities: its goals for competition and its overarching vision.  
 
In order to achieve these goals, the team further develops its foundation by establishing clear                             
expectations and delegating responsibilities before the design phase. This process begins by                       
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explicitly defining requirements for the rover, which allows for more effective communication                       
and execution of designs throughout the year. It is crucial to the team’s success that each of these                                   
pieces are discussed and understood amongst proponents of both philosophies. After a thorough                         
examination of current URC rules and regulations, the team begins to brainstorm different                         
systems and methods for achieving success in each competition task. During this time, the team                             
also defines all necessary systems, allocates responsibilities across each subteam, and breaks                       
interdisciplinary projects into manageable pieces. One year, for example, team members almost                       
forgot to fabricate the rover’s drill  a component essential to the Sample Return Task of URC                                    
due to a miscommunication between subteam leads. While the drill officially falls under the                           
Science subteam’s responsibilities, its members lacked the mechanical experience required for                     
the drill’s design and fabrication. It became a situation in which the Mechanical subteam                           
believed that the Science subteam was handling its fabrication, while the Science subteam                         
thought it was the Mechanical subteam’s responsibility. This mindset continued for a couple                         
months before it was realized that no one was working on the designs. Additionally, no one had                                 
supplied the Telemetry and Controls subteam with the information they needed to begin                         
software and PCB design to incorporate the drill with the rest of the rover’s systems. After a                                 
discussion amongst team leads, it was ultimately decided that the Mechanical subteam would                         
take control of the project while being advised by Science team members. If this error in task                                 
allocation went undiscovered, the entire system could have slipped through the cracks and                         
missed completion. The team, therefore, has come to give this aspect of project management a                             
higher priority than other mitigation techniques.  
 
For reasons similar to those described above, the schedule of both philosophies must be                           
determined early in the year. In the experience of MRDT, though, scheduling is one of the most                                 
difficult facets of blending the two philosophies, as it requires ideological compromises from                         
proponents on both sides. To help the rigid traditional schedule adapt to the uncertain, flexible                             
schedule that accompanies agile development, MRDT’s Technical branch implements several                   
basic milestones for all subteams throughout the year. These include the following: Critical                         
Design Review, Drive Date, Auxiliary Operation Date, Rover Reveal, and Competition. Each                       
milestone takes into account the school schedule, the nature of the projects undertaken, the                           
available personnel, and the operation of the team’s other three branches. This allows each                           
subteam to have an idea of when systems need to be operational while still being able to                                 
implement its preferred project management approach. The individual traditional and agile                     
schedules come together through system dependencies. If, for example, a system requires                       
software before it can be integrated into the rover, the software responsible for the core                             
functionality has a deadline that is set slightly after the hardware’s deadline, so that testing and                               
debugging can occur before the entire system is integrated into the rover. Thus, parts of software                               
can be written in parallel with the mechanical structure and electrical hardware design, rather                           
than waiting to begin until after the fabrication of physical rover components. This practice                           
allows architecture design flaws to be discovered and alleviated earlier in the project life cycle.                             
Additionally, work on the rover’s auxiliary systems begins earlier in the year, and should                           
onrover software require further revisions, new features can be added without delaying other                         
systems or removing the rover’s necessary functionality for testing. Each system is analyzed in                           
this fashion to create the overarching schedule. Yet, the team’s schedule is never completely                           
finalized; it is instead evaluated and adapted on a weekly basis, providing the team opportunities                             
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to account for unknowns rather than forcing members to cut corners in order to meet project                               
deadlines.   
 
To balance funds between subteams relying on different schedules and ideologies, MRDT first                         
creates an overarching budget for the rover at the beginning of the year, based off of numbers                                 
from previous years and funds currently available to the team. As the design process progresses,                             
a more detailed subteam level budget is generated. The team waits to generate this subteam                             
level budget so as to allow the development of each system to drive the budget’s creation, rather                                 
than solely using the budget to determine the rover’s systems. To balance traditional and agile                             
budget demands within the Technical branch, three revision opportunities are allocated for each                         
Telemetry and Controls system. This practice helps available funds to flow easily between                         
subteams as needed. If, for example, one system only requires two revisions, the remaining                           
funds for the third revision can be reallocated to other systems. Team leads can also transfer                               
funds from their subteam to another subteam more in need. Compromises such as these require                             
students to look beyond their individual system and to make decisions according to what is best                               
for the team. Overall, these practices act as a safety net to help ensure that all systems receive the                                     
funds necessary for their project’s completion and have a chance for revisions. The team                           
carefully documents all income and purchases, and carefully records how money is allocated                         
among systems on rover. By using these flexible boundaries, MRDT accounts for the uncertainty                           
associated with agile development, and helps to blend it with the thorough, steady documentation                           
of traditional methodology. Adaptability is at the core of every mitigation technique described                         
here, as the techniques must change as the team does to enable sustainability as well as                               
advancement.   

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

While there are projects better suited to the use of one design philosophy or the other, it is clear                                     
that blending traditional and agile project development can be a powerful management                       
technique. Every member of MRDT at the Missouri University of Science and Technology has                           
worked tirelessly to overcome the conflicts that accompany the implementation of these two                         
philosophies. Regardless of which mitigation techniques the team employs to accomplish this,                       
vision is the ultimate catalyst. MRDT operates under the vision “Today. Tomorrow. Forever.”                         
“Today” is the hard work that goes into building each rover. “Tomorrow” is the team’s                             
investment in its members. As students participate in the team, they gain valuable skills and                             
experiences that will allow them to one day be the best possible engineers, scientists, managers,                             
and leaders they can be. “Forever” is the team’s commitment to giving back and furthering space                               
technology. Most individuals involved in STEM have been inspired to pursue this field by                           
someone or something. MRDT strives to be that someone for younger generations. This vision                           
provides the energy needed to design, build, and test a rover and then compete with it every year.                                   
The team’s continuing vision and yearly goals provide a common ground for the proponents of                             
each philosophy, allowing team members to set aside their differences, communicate effectively,                       
and develop a competitionworthy rover to the best of their abilities.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper describes an autonomous platform that can map an indoor single-floor environment in 
two spatial dimensions. The design uses the Simultaneous, Localization, and Mapping (SLAM) 
algorithm, which utilizes inertial measurement unit (IMU), microcontroller unit (MCU), and a 
360-degree laser scanner to autonomously maneuver and generate a building floor plan 
accessible by the user. 

 
 

INTRODUCTION  
 
Autonomous robots are becoming increasingly popular. They can improve efficiency, quality, 
reliability, profit and other business factors. With that in mind, incorporating automation into our 
lives could add a substantial number of benefits, providing important motivation for our project. 
 
Problem Statement 
There is a need for an autonomous platform that is capable of mapping and traversing an 
arbitrary indoor environment.  However, due to inconsistent GPS signals found in indoor 
environments could lead to inaccurate position data.  Therefore, the problem lies in accurately 
localizing the current position within a confined space.  The vehicle must also actively keep track 
of the distance to the nearest objects and walls.  The indoor environment also is full of obstacles, 
such as people, furniture, stairs, doors, walls, and changing terrain surfaces.  Each of these 
variables pose their own challenges that need to be overcome.  
 
Objective 
The objective of the project is to develop an autonomous ground based platform with capabilities 
to do simple mapping of an indoor, single floor environment in a minimum of two spatial 
dimensions (2D). Measurements of the environment will be used to allow the platform to 
autonomously localize, map, and maneuver to generate a building floor plan accessible by the 
user. 
 
 
 



DESIGN SOLUTIONS 
 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping Algorithm 
There are many types and implementations of SLAM software. The team had to first narrow it 
down by programming language, and then by compatibility with the information provided to the 
RPB3 from the RPLIDAR. After research, it was decided on using a form of Iterative Closest 
Point (ICP) SLAM. This algorithm is open source C++ code, and more importantly, works with 
the 2D planar point cloud provided by the RPLIDAR. Simply, it compares the transformation 
between the new point cloud and the reference (previous) point cloud. However, since GPS 
cannot be used in an indoor environment, getting SLAM to work will require a complex 
algorithm and continued refinement.  
 
The initial intent was to combine elements of open-source versions of this ICP-SLAM but ran 
into several complications with using as-is code from these open sources, ultimately requiring 
the team to develop their own version of SLAM.  The team’s version of SLAM is referred to as 

grid oriented simultaneous localization and mapping GO-SLAM because it involves conversion 
of RPLIDAR scan data into a reference grid coordinate system for localization and 
navigation.  The GO-SLAM algorithm takes input scan data that has been corrected based on the 
current heading, measured by the IMU, and converts the polar output to Cartesian for ease of 
use.  The code developed keeps track of each successive scan and overlays them based on the 
location from which each respective scan was captured; each new location was determined using 
the grid coordinate system to ensure obstacles were avoided and an algorithm which determined 
the most desirable location for the next scan based on the current database of scan information in 
the grid coordinate system.  The final map produced by the software is stored as one-point cloud, 
which can be visualized by plotting x versus y coordinates. 
 
Navigation Software 
The software has eight states for the motors to operate in, based upon where the vehicle needs to 
go. These will be Brake, Forward, Idle, Reverse, Turn Left, Rotate Left, Turn Right, and Rotate 
Right. Turning will have one motor on forward and one off, whereas rotating will have one 
motor on forward, and one motor on reverse. The motors will be controlled with the GPIO pins 
through a combination of Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) and an electronic speed controller. 
The PWM will be the signal given to the speed controller which will then communicate that 
control input to the motors. In addition, an Interrupt Service Routine based upon the proximity 
sensors was implemented. If any of the proximity sensors detect a large change in height, the 
voltage on the GPIO pin will change, and the ISR will trigger – pausing the program and safely 
moving the vehicle away from the obstacle. 
 
The navigation software makes use of the aforementioned grid coordinate system, converting 
RPLIDAR data into lower-resolution grid data.  The grid coordinate system keeps track of grid 
spaces that are occupied by known obstacles, gradually building up the boundaries of the room 
through successive scans. The software utilizes the data from each scan to determine the best 
location on the grid to which the vehicle should move in order to continue building the map; this 
location is determined by comparing each occupied grid to its neighbors to calculate the grid 
coordinate to which the system should move to add new data to the map in locations the software 
deems as incomplete.  Once this new target grid coordinate is established, the software utilizes a 



portion of the path-finding algorithm called “A-Star Algorithm” written by Bob L. Sturm, PhD to 

find the shortest path from the current location to the target location and issues a set of values 
that can be interpreted by the operating system to direct the motors to drive to the new 
location.  Successive scans are then taken form new locations with adjustments made with IMU 
measurements of actual distance traveled and current heading. Please note that the original 
mapping and navigation software was developed in Matlab and later converted in C to integrate 
it into the project. 
 
Scanning Software 
The RPLIDAR Software Development Kit (SDK) contains much needed source code. There are 
a variety of functions at use for us, as well as the fully written driver that allows easy interaction 
with the RPLIDAR. The included code is written in C++. We had envisioned an easy transfer of 
this software driver and library into the C++ Universal Windows Platform (UWP) app. 
Unfortunately, however, there were incompatibilities between the code and the platform. One 
file within the RPLIDAR driver code, net_serial.cpp, used multiple functions from a Windows 
Application Program Interfaces (API) that were unavailable to a UWP app. Every UWP app is 
able to be added to the Windows store, so they run in an isolated security context. The source 
code of the RPLIDAR needed access to specific read and write functions that UWP blocked 
away. Thus, parts of the driver code would need to be completely rewritten to utilize UWP APIs 
instead for the RPLIDAR to run on that platform. This solution was not feasible, so a move to a 
Linux-based Operating System (OS) was necessitated. Once the OS change was complete, the 
RPLIDAR could run on the Raspberry Pi with a single include statement in the code, and a 
simple rearrangement of files in the directory for CMake purposes. From there, by using the 
RPLIDAR namespace, gave access to all of the scan information, and more, coming in from the 
RPLIDAR. The most recent scan would always be cached in memory, so obtaining the most 
recent scan data was simple. Using the included examples in the SDK as a baseline, the 
RPLIDAR was easily integrated into the algorithm.  This request/response state is how scanning 
is handled. The RBP3 will first instantiate the RPLIDAR drivers, and then send a scan request, 
and the RPLIDAR will continuously feedback scan information in packet form. This information 
will be sent over USB as a point cloud to the RBP3 from the RPLIDAR using a UART to USB 
adaptor. All scan data is also cached, so the most recent scan is easily accessible.  The point 
cloud of data will be in the form (Θ, D) or angle, distance. This point cloud can be then fed into 

an appropriate SLAM algorithm. For each 360° rotations, there will be roughly 360 points of 
information. The point cloud information will be in the data response as one point per response.  
 



 
Figure 1: High-Level Program Overview 

 
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B 
The main features of the Raspberry Pi 3 are its 1.2GHz quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 CPU and 
1GB RAM. The powerful CPU enables the system to do the mapping and navigation at the same 
time. The RBP3’s built-in memory compared to other microcontrollers can let the system store 
and process the data it collects during the mapping and navigation. In addition, for the basic 
things of the Raspberry Pi 3, it has 4 USB Ports and 40 GPIO (general input/output) pins. Since 
it has an ARMv7 processor, it can run the full range of ARM GNU/Linux distributions and a lite 
version of Microsoft Windows 10 which is called Windows 10 IoT Core. Therefore, a wide 
variety of coding software’s can be used to program on it.  Raspberry Pi 3 is the main interface to 
several components of the design, which are RPLIDAR, proximity sensors, IMU, current sensor 
and the two H-Bridges. 
 
RPLIDAR 360 
The RPLIDAR 360 Laser Scanner, is a 360° 2D scanner, and it has a roughly 1-degree angular 
resolution. The measureable distance range of it is 0.2-6m. At its maximum range, the 
approximate linear resolution is 10 cm. The sample duration is 0.5 milliseconds, with a scan rate 
of 5.5 Hz. The weight of RPLIDAR 360 is 0.75 lbs, facilitating mounting to the chassis without 
any severe influence on the stability or weight distribution of the system. The RPLIDAR works 
by emitting a pulsed laser beam which strikes obstacles or walls directly in its path; the beam is 
reflected from these obstacles back to a sensor built into the LIDAR which utilizes time of flight 
measurements to calculate the distance travelled by the light. The resultant output of the 
RPLIDAR is a series of angle versus distance coordinates that can be plotted to produce a point 
cloud distance map of obstacles surrounding the RPLIDAR.  These measurements can then be 
incorporated into the SLAM algorithm for obstacle avoidance and mapping of the 
environment.  The RPLIDAR is advertised as SLAM ready, meaning it can perform the 
necessary measurements for navigation and mapping necessary to perform the SLAM algorithm. 



Infrared Obstacle Avoidance Sensor 
The system utilizes three proximity sensors. Two will be located at the front left and right of the 
vehicle, and these two sensors will be used for detecting whether there are obstacles low to the 
ground in the path of the vehicle. The third proximity sensor will be at the front facing down, and 
it will be used for detecting stairs or any steep drops in front of the system. When one of these 
proximity sensors approaches an obstacle, the infrared beam will reflect to the receiving sensor 
and the output will be set to low level voltage, indicating an obstacle has been detected. The 
effective range of the sensor is 2~30 cm and its working voltage is 3.3V~5V. 
 
BNO055 9 Degrees of Freedom IMU 
The IMU that will be used onboard the system design, will provide absolute Euler vector 
orientation along with three dimensional acceleration data to the microcontroller. This data along 
with the RPLIDAR distance and angle data will allow the microcontroller to localize itself using 
a SLAM algorithm and continue its path finding. This will result in efficient guidance and 
navigation. 
 
ACS712 Low Current Sensor Breakout   
The current sensor will be used for sensing the battery level for the motors. If the battery level is 
low, the current sensor will allow the system to detect that low level and drive the vehicle back 
to the starting point. This ACS712 current sensor measures up to 5A of DC or AC current, and 
its working voltage is 5V. It outputs an analog voltage that varies linearly with sensed current. 
Analog to digital conversion is needed in order for the system to know the exact current. 
 
H-Bridge 
In our original design for CDR, we had opted for an electronic speed controller (ESC). 
The ESC is used for controlling the speed of the motor. The current draw of the ESC is 
12A Continuous, and its voltage range is 2 – 4v Li-poly. One side of the ESC was intended 
to be connected to the two motors, and the other side to the pins of Raspberry Pi 3 with 
the UART interface. However, the chosen ESC was for brushless motors making it 
incompatible with the brushed motors that were purchased for the design. Due to the 
complexity of finding reputable ESC’s for brushed motors, an H-Bridge was chosen as a 
replacement. The H-Bridge is a full bridge driver that is designed to allow DC motors to move 
forwards and backwards. This is possible because of how the H-Bridge is designed. An H bridge 
is built with four switches. When the switches S1 and S4 are closed (and S2 and S3 are open) a 
positive voltage will be applied across the motor. By opening S1 and S4 switches and closing S2 
and S3 switches, this voltage is reversed, allowing reverse operation of the motor. 
 
315MHz RF T4 Transmitter and Receiver  
The transmitter/receiver pair is used for controlling the start/stop functions of the system to 
initialize or terminate the mapping process. During testing, testers can follow the system to stay 
in range and verify whether any emergency situation occurs and force the system to stop. The 
receiver can pick up the signal from the transmitter up to 25 feet away to meet this requirement. 
The working voltage for the receiver is 4 ~ 15V, and it connects directly to Raspberry Pi 3. The 
matching pin will go high when the button is pressed on the transmitter. 
 



 
Figure 2: Block Diagram of System 

 
 

RESULTS 
 

 
Figure 3: SLAM Results of Hallway 



The red point in the map is the initial position of the platform. This is where the RPLIDAR took 
its first scan and is the last navigation point to which the platform will move.  The cyan squares 
are positions where the RPLIDAR scanned for new navigation points. These are the positions, 
including the red data point, from which the seven scans were taken. The first position to which 
the vehicle traveled was the cyan point furthest away (5000mm, 0mm).  The platform then 
traveled back to its origin and went to the cyan point located near (0mm, -4000mm) then to 
(0mm, -7000mm), to (-1000mm, -7500mm), to (-2000mm, -9500mm), to (-2000mm, -
10500mm), and finally back to the origin. 
 

 
Figure 4: Floor Plan of Mapped Hallway 

 
Shown above in figure 3, is the 2D floor plan of a section of a hallway in the basement of the 
University of Arizona Electrical and Computer Engineering Building.  The results closely match 
the floor plan, shown in figure 4.  
 

 
CONCLUSION 

The objective was to develop a prototype system that will autonomously navigate and 
map an indoor environment. The project concluded with 80% of the overall requirements being 
verified and validated to customer’s needs and remained on budget. It is the team’s assumption 

that with an extra week of work could get the project to stand to where it meets all requirements 
100%. Remaining tasks of the project only include the completion of converting Matlab code 
into visual studios with C language. Since the simulation of the navigation and mapping was 
completed using Matlab, it was essential to convert the code into C to allow the team to integrate 
the GO-SLAM algorithm to the project.  In addition to the above section, the team has identified 
many potential improvements that could lead to a better, more robust design.  
 
 
 



Recommendations for better a better design 
The project was not quite a full success as not all the requirements were met. In order to improve 
the design there would need to be a complete integration of all components, something that at his 
point of the project, hasn’t been completed. However, all components are working 
independently. With a few tweaks and code conversion this project has potential to meet all 
requirements. As the project stands, it is expected that the GO-SLAM algorithm developed by 
the team can be further developed for increase performance for more complicated indoor 
environments. In addition, the project also has potential for improvements if it had the ability to 
map out environments further than just a single floor at a time. Due to this constraint, the map 
cuts out from the stairs location as it is unable to navigate further towards that way. Other 
potential improvements include introducing an autonomous safety interlock. Although we 
currently have an emergency shutdown transmitter button, it is human controlled. This does not 
fully mitigate the potential safety hazard as humans tend to easy get distracted and loose full 
focus of a task. Lastly, this project has potential for incorporating in realtor applications if a VR 
system was fully integrated. Allowing this integration would only improve and innovate this 
design for further attraction. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
A common issue faced by people who are visually impaired is the difficulty of navigating and 
traveling through unfamiliar outdoor and indoor environments. The current state-of-the-art 
solutions to this problem consist of very expensive guide dogs and simple canes for obstacle 
detection. The team sought to develop a LIDAR-based navigation system with binaural auditory 
feedback that would allow the blind to navigate in unfamiliar environments and perform basic 
obstacle avoidance. Though basic auditory feedback relating to environmental obstacles was 
developed, further work is necessary to fine-tune the system and to determine the practicality of 
the device. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
People who are visually impaired face two major obstacles to leading fully independent lives: the 
ability to consume mass media and the ability to safely navigate unfamiliar environments. 
Electronic reading materials and various other text to speech technologies have significantly 
improved the ability of visually impaired people to consume the majority of mass media. 
Engineers, however, have largely failed to develop user-friendly and effective technologies for 
assisting in navigation. The team sought to develop a LIDAR-based navigation system with 
auditory feedback that would allow the blind to navigate in unfamiliar environments and perform 
basic obstacle avoidance. The system need be cost-effective compared to that of a guide dog and 
practically effective compared to that of a cane or previously developed technological solutions. 
 
 

EQUIPMENT 
 

Due to the generosity of the Missouri S&T Mars Rover Design Team and SICK AG, we were 
allowed access to a state-of-the-art SICK Tim551 2D Laser Scanner (Figure 1) for the 
development of this project. A basic Linux system was used for executing code and for 



performing audio manipulation and generation. The message-handling service, as well as the 
LIDAR sensor drivers, were provided by ROS and the ROS community. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1 – SICK Tim551 2D Laser Scanner. 
 
 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

The system is basically structured as in Figure 2. Data regarding the direction and distance of 
obstacles detected by the LIDAR is read from the LIDAR. The audio processing software 
(detailed in Section III) produces the binaural audio feedback signal relating environmental 
obstacle location to the user. The resulting signal contains ”direction” and distance (loudness) 

components and is passed to the Linux audio driver for audio generation. Finally, the audio 
signal is output to the user. 
 
 

 
Figure 2 – System Overview. 

 
 
The system is written in the Robot Operating System (ROS) and is architected as in Figure 3. A 
sick tim551 205001 node acts as a client and listens to incoming data from the LIDAR. It 
publishes this data to the scan topic. A generate audio node subscribes to this data and performs 
the audio processing algorithms on the data. The generated audio signal is published to an audio 
topic. A play audio node subscribes to this topic and outputs to the user the audio feedback 
signal. 
 



 
 

Figure 3 – ROS Architecture. 
 
 

AUDIO PROCESSING 
 
The audio processing software begins by converting the polar-coordinated obstacle data from the 
LIDAR to rectangular coordinates for manipulation by the audio processing algorithms. It then 
performs a Head-Related Transfer Function (HRTF) on the data to produce a Head-Related 
Impulse Response (HRIR) of the obstacle data (Figure 4). This gives a base signal for each ear 
detailing how a reference audio signal would be proportioned to give the illusion of a sound 
coming from a distance. The ratio of the gains of each audio signal determines the sound’s 

direction and the magnitude of the gains determines the sound’s loudness, and therefore, 
distance. This feedback signal is convolved with a reference signal and passed to the Linux audio 
generation drivers for outputting to the user’s headphones. 
 



 
Figure 4 – Audio Processing Block Diagram. 

 
 
In order to test our algorithm, it was developed and simulated in Simulink. The first iteration of 
the design utilized audio panning to demonstrate the ability to generate spatial audio by varying 
the loudness of two audio channels. Each channel of signal was multiplied by a constant gain (a 
base DC bias) and then an additional time-varying gain was applied to each channel based on the 
object’s position relative to the user. Objects’ rotation about the user was correlated to a different 
gain applied to each channel, while distance was related to an equal gain (or attenuation) applied 
to both channels. 
 
At this stage the LIDAR data input had not be included in the simulation so a simple user 
interface was included to demonstrate these concepts. By varying a slider from 0 to 1, we can 
adjust our Gain to produce a feedback signal that sounds further or closer to the user, 
respectively. By varying a knob from -1 to 1, we can vary the perceived direction from the left-
hand side to the right-hand side, respectively, with 0 associated with a sound, which comes from 
directly in front of the user. 
 



 
 

Figure 5 – Audio Generation MATLAB Simulation. 
 
 

ROS NODES 
 
For the final design three ROS nodes were developed using MATLAB/Simulink: a LIDAR 
simulator, an audio generator, and an audio I/O node. An additional ROS node was included 
from the open source community that was designed to interface with the actual LIDAR hardware 
over USB or Ethernet and publish data to the ”scan” topic. 
 
The LIDAR simulator node (figure 6) was a publisher that published to the ”scan” topic. 

Algorithms were developed in Simulink, which simulated the output of the LIDAR sensor based 
on the position and size of an obstacle specified by the user. The node was used to preliminary 
software tests. 
 



 
 

Figure 6 – LIDAR Simulator ROS Node. 
 
The second node, the audio generation node, subscribed to the ”scan” topic, generated the 

binaural audio tone, and published the streaming audio data to an ”audio” topic. Initial iterations 

of the audio generation node utilized the audio panning algorithm described previously; 
however, it is intended for future iterations of the design to utilize a look-up table to apply a 
head-related transfer function to a reference tone via convolution to generate the binaural audio. 
 

 
 

Figure 7 – Binaural Audio Generation ROS Node. 
 



The final node in the data processing chain, the play audio node, subscribes to the ”audio” topic 

and outputs audio to the system’s audio hardware using the appropriate operating system level 

interface, in this case the Linux ALSA drivers.  
 
 

RESULTS 
 
By streaming data from a 2D LIDAR scanner into a audio processing algorithm and through to a 
pair of stereo headphones, the user was able to easily distinguish the direction from which a 
sound pertaining to an obstacle came from, as well as its relative distance from the user. 
 
Though simple verification of the system came from the team’s personal experiences, it is 

expected that practical navigation and fine-tuning of the system require significant training on 
the part of the user. This is in conjunction with continuous feedback to and development among 
the development team. 
 
 

FUTURE WORK 
 
Besides the consistent need to continually fine-tune the LIDAR sensor technology and audio 
processing algorithms, there are several aspects of the project that would make it far more 
practical in modern society. First and foremost, the system must be ported to a portable Linux 
platform, such as a Raspberry Pi, and be packaged in a small and lightweight unit. This unit 
would also require a portable power supply. Secondly, based on previous research, navigation 
tools for the visually impaired are heavily criticized by their audiences due to their obvious and 
obstructive appearance, so a physically appealing unit and wearable LIDAR sensor must be 
integrated into the system. Lastly, other performance enhancing features, such as 3D audio 
scanning and higher scan rates are desired. It is also desired to experiment with other ways of 
communicating the distance and direction of an object to the user via audio, such as using 
frequency to communicate distance instead of loudness. Modifications such as these may make 
the system more intuitive or easier to learn. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

To investigate strain-sensitive characteristics of fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors, a minimal 
sensing system consisting of multiplex FBG sensors and signal demodulating and processing 
instruments was constructed. FBG sensors were designed with different package structures for 
respectively sensing strain or temperature parameters, and they returned 
measurand-dependent wavelengths back to the interrogation system for measurement with 
high resolution. In this paper, tests were performed on structure samples with step-wise 
increase of deformations. Both FBG sensing system and strain gages were tested and 
compared. Experimental work proved that the FBG sensing system had a good level of 
accuracy in measuring the static response of the tested composite structure. Moreover the 
additional advantages such as damp proofing, high sampling rates and real-time inspection 
make the novel system especially appropriate for load monitoring and damage detection of 
aerospace structures. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Aerospace structure monitoring is critical for the successful operation of space missions. 
Recently structural health monitoring (SHM) systems have been generally investigated and 
developed to monitor the structural integrity and assess the state or condition of aerospace 
systems[1-5]. Based on health assessment data gathered by SHM systems, appropriate 
decisions / recommendations could be made during storage, handling, transportation, 
pre-launch, mission, maintenance and turnaround operations.  
 
SHM systems could use in parallel various sensing technologies specifically appropriated to 
the conditions to monitor, and different sensor types and locations may be highly distributed. 
The primary requirements for the sensors used are[6-7]: 

 sufficiently small and lightweight, 
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 having no adverse impaction on the system performances, 
 having minimal impaction on the system costs, 
 withstanding severe environmental conditions, 
 long lifetime or easy maintenance. 

 
Currently we have on the market a wide range of sensing technologies suitable for SHM 
applications, including fiber-optic sensors, active and passive acoustic sensors, 
electromagnetic sensors, wireless sensors, MEMS and nanosensors. For aerospace 
applications, fiber-optic sensors are one of the leading candidates and have received 
considerable attention. 

 
 

FIBER-OPTIC SENSORS 
 

Fiber-optic sensors provide numerous advantages for aerospace applications. These 
include[8-16]:  

 insensitivity to electromagnetic interference,  
 freedom from sparking electrostatic discharge,  
 lightweight and flexible harness, 
 multiplexing and multi-parameter sensing,  
 high measurement accuracy,  
 low power requirements per sensor,  
 remote interrogation and operation, 
 potential to embed in composite structures.  

There are many potential applications for fiber-optic sensors on aerospace vehicles, ranging 
from the mapping of strain and temperature distribution to monitoring the propellant leakage.  
 
Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors represent a promising solution for structural monitoring as 
they are suitable for multi-parameter sensing, can be multiplexed efficiently and can either be 
embedded or surface mounted. The application of strain on a fiber Bragg grating causes a 
relative elongation of its grating period, leading to a direct proportional relative shift ∆λB of 
the reflected Bragg wavelength λB[17].  
 
Calculation of strain ε is performed from the measured relative shift of its Bragg wavelength 
∆λB/λB, with ∆λB= λB - λB0:  

ε = ∆λB / {(1-p) λB0}                               (1) 
p – photo-elastic coefficient of fiber core material, p = 0.23; 
λB0 – Bragg wavelength λB at start time t = 0 of measurement with an assumed strain ε (t=0) = 

ε0, e.g., ε0= 0. 
 
Note that temperature cross-talk on strain readings could be numerically compensated from 
the measuring results of separate FBG temperature sensors. 
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EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the minimal sensing system consisting of multiplex FBG sensors 
and signal demodulating and processing instruments. FBG sensors were designed with 
different package structures for respectively sensing strain or temperature parameters, and 
they could either be embedded or surface mounted in the test structure. With the structural 
deformations, FBG sensors returned measurand-dependent Bragg wavelengths back to the 
demodulator through optical fibers. The demodulator read out the relative shift of the Bragg 
wavelength and communicated with the signal processing unit, where the strain were 
calculated and displayed. 
 

 
Fiber Bragg grating sensors 

Structures

Demodulator

Optical fibers
 

 

 

 

 

Signal 
processing 

unit

 
Figure 1. Sketch of the minimal sensing system 

 
Tests were performed at room temperature on composite structure samples with FBG strain 
sensors mounted on the surface. For the compensation of temperature cross talk, a second 
FBG is positioned very close to the strain sensor and measures the temperature without any 
mechanical coupling to the structure. Structural deformations were induced stepwise by an 
external force and the strain was read out by the sensing system. Foil gages were bonded at 
corresponding positions for comparison.  
 
Figure 2 demonstrates a comparison of the FBG sensing system to the foil gage system in the 
structural strain measurement. The FBG sensing system performed very well with linear 
correlation with the commercial strain transducer in the measurement range from 0με up to 
about 7000με.  
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Figure 2. Measurement results of the FBG sensing system 

 
During these measurements, no obvious hysteresis was obtained. It means that the applied 
gluing process for the FBG sensors is well-suited for structural strain measurement in an 
extremely wide range. Moreover the FBG sensing system has shown additional advantages 
such as damp proofing, high sampling rates and real-time inspection, making it especially 
appropriate for load monitoring and damage detection of aerospace structures. 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

Experimental work proved that the presented FBG sensing system is suitable for monitoring 
composite aerospace structures. FBG strain sensors mounted on the structural surface are 
capable of measuring strain in a wide range from 0με to about 7000με with good accuracy. 
For the compensation of temperature cross talk, a special FBG temperature sensor has been 
designed. The FBG sensing system developed in this research and to be further optimized will 
enable spacecrafts to reach new performance, reliability, and safety levels. 
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Abstract 
 
The objective of this design project is to use inkjet printers with conductive ink to print 
functional antennas. The project is sponsored by the University of Arizona Electrical and 
Computer Engineering department. The project was completed with a Design of Experiments to 
determine the best method for printing a working antenna with different printers, inks, substrates, 
and printing methods. Conductive ink was used with standard inkjet printers to create a 
twodimensional antenna print, and the final results describe the best method for doing so. This 
technology is particularly useful because printed antennas may be produced quickly and 
inexpensively. Some potential applications include creating RFID tags, radio technology, mobile 
phones, and sensors for aircrafts. The printed antennas are particularly useful for some of these 
applications due to the size and flexibility of the print. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Scope of Document 
 

The Final Project Report is a comprehensive explanation of the project problem and the 
experimental measures taken to solve it. The purpose of this report is to aid others in 
understanding the experiments performed and replicating the final design.  
To begin, this report will go over any changes made since the Critical Design Review and go 
over the background of printed antenna technology as well as specific problems that the project 
solves. A background will be given on the sponsors of this project, potential uses for inkjet 
printed antennas, and the plan for the Design of Experiments that will produce the best method 
for creating printed antennas. All requirements, constraints, and project performance will then be 
explicitly defined and discussed.  
Once the background of this project and main requirements have been defined, the methodology 
and plans will be covered. First, there will be a highlevel description of the dual Design of 
Experiments and an in depth review of each experiment’s results. The first Design of 
Experiments consists of the variable screening process, which will include an overview of the 
experimental design, procedure, and the data analysis followed by discussion of the data, error, 
and risks. The second Design of Experiments will then be examined with the same subcategories 
and discussion of simulation performance.  
Next, the requirements and acceptance test results will be discussed in terms of how each test 
performed and how that coincided with our initial project requirements. Once all data and 
simulations have been evaluated, their performance will be reviewed in order to draw 
conclusions for the best method to print an inkjet antenna.  
The final section will include information on the technical, financial, and managerial aspects of 
the project. This section will cover the facilities and resources given to the team for this project, 
the bill of materials, and project timeline. 

 
 

1.2 Background Information 
 

For several years now, many breakthroughs have been made in technologies involving 3D 
printing. While these technologies have immense potential, many of their designs are still 
unrefined and contain limitations in their uses. Among these, is the field of printed circuits and 
antennas. A major issue with the technology is the difficulty surrounding the printing of 
conductive materials. One solution that has been examined is the use of conductive silver ink 
with a standard inkjet printer. Some companies have already tackled this design, with products 
such as the DMP2831 created by Dimatix solely for used in printing with silver nanoparticle 
ink. Other printers designed to create printed circuitry are expensive and cost around $15,000. 
Though, the basic functions of these expensive printers may be achieved for a mere few hundred 
dollars with the use of a standard office inkjet printer, silver conductive ink, and photo paper. A 
major obstacle with this approach is that the use of silver ink often clogs inkjet printers, the 
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printer is limited to the substrates that may be used, and many substrates that can be printed on 
are not suited for antenna design. 

 
 

2 High Level Summary of Experiment Plan 

2.1 Design of Experiments #1 Overview 
 

The goal of the screening experiment was to determine how the team can manipulate the 
conductivity of the ink as well as the dielectric and losstangent constants of the substrate. The 
team looked at five variables under our direct control: the printer resolution, the number of 
passes through the printer, the silver nanoparticle size, substrate porousness, and heating vs. 
chemical sintering.  
One of the most important measurement is the conductivity of the ink and it is the only constant 
that can be manipulated outside of chemically changing the materials. During this experiment, 
the team directly measured the sheet resistance of  a printed pattern. The ink thickness was then 
estimated by dropping a known volume of liquid onto the substrate and then measuring the 
volume. Although the ink conductivity is the primary output under consideration, other factors 
were measured. The team also considered how the variables affect the bonding between the ink 
and the substrate as well as the effect of heated sintering on the substrate constants. One of the 
issues that plagued the Millimeter Wave Laboratory is that the ink regularly peeled off of the 
substrate during use. The team performed a tape pulloff test to determine how the different 
factors affect the bonding. Another concern was the fact that the temperatures required for heat 
sintering would damage the substrate or negatively affect the dielectric or losstangent constant. 
In order to determine if the substrate was negatively affected, these two constants were 
remeasured after the sintering process.  
The methodology chosen for this experiment was a two level half factorial experiment repeated 
twice more (The full design matrix is in Appendix A). The benefit of a half factorial design is 
that the amount of trials are reduced which saves both time and money. However, this comes at 
the cost of introducing error into the experiment. This is primarily introduced in the form of 
confounding which is the inability to differentiate between several potential causes for the 
measured effects. Since the design has a resolution of five, the main effects are only confounded 
with four factor interactions and the error introduced by confounding is negligible for the 
purposes of the screening experiment. Another limitation of this design is its use of only two 
levels. By only using two levels, only linear effects can be measured. This potentially prevents 
accurate prediction of the conductivity of the ink when the factor levels are in between or outside 
of the two levels defined by this experiment. Since this experiment was primarily used to 
determine an effective range for the conductivity and other variables, being able to accurately 
predict the conductivity using nonstandard factor levels was not necessary. The experiment 
design best suited the goal of the screening experiment by greatly reducing the cost of the 
experiment while only adding a tiny amount of error. 
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2.2 Procedures 
 

1.     Measure RF Characteristics of the substrates (Procedures for this are listed in Appendix B) 
2.     Fill the cartridge with conductive ink using syringe 
3.     Print a circle with a diameter of 2.5 inches 
4.     Wait at least 10 minutes for the ink to dry 
5.     If necessary, repeat steps 2 and 3 
6.     Undergo the chosen sintering process for the trial  
7.     First use the digital multimeter to measure the resistance of the circle. Do this by setting the 
multimeter to measure resistance and applying each node to the circumference of the circle. One 
node should be opposite the other one. 
8.     Set DC power supply to apply a voltage dependent on the measured resistance. The voltage 
should cause a current less than 2A according to Ohm’s law. 
9.     Measure the resistance using the four probe method 

a. The value for s used in the experiment is 1.5mm and it was assumed that the diameter is 
much greater than s since the diameter is over forty times the value of s. It was also 
assumed that the diameter was much greater than the thickness. 

10.  Use a micrometer to measure the diameter 
11.  Measure RF characteristics again 
 
 

2.3 Data Analysis 
 
Once the experiment was performed the effect was calculated in following manner.  For each 
variable and combination of variables, the experimental output was averaged when the variable 
is low and when the variable is high.  The slope between these two points determines the effect 
of that variable. 

, where x is the experimental output and high/low refers to theeffect] [ave(x ) ve(x )][ = 2
1

high − a low  
value of the variable of interest. 
The fractional nature of the analysis means that not all interactions can be distinguished.  For 
example, interaction AB has precisely the same high and low values as interaction CDE.  The 
inability to distinguish between factors is called confounding.  Full factorial analysis removes 
this problem, but the extra work is often unnecessary.  This is because higher order interactions 
tend to be insignificant.  The configuration above has confounding between one and four factor 
effects, and between two and three factor effects.  If the assumption is correct and three and four 
factor effects are insignificant, then the setup produces nearly the full results about one and two 
factor interactions with a considerable reduction in testing. 
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2.4 Error Analysis 

 
There are three sources of error in a measured value: random error, systematic error.   
Random error can be caused by any number of things within an experimental system.  Its’ only 
distinguishing factor is that it disappears when a large number of points are taken.  For small data 
sets such as this one the random error can be estimated using small sample statistics.  The 
random error is assumed to follow the normal distribution, and a confidence interval is estimated 
using a studentt value.  If the assumptions of small sample statistics are met, then the magnitude 
of the random error is approximately  .  If the confidence level is 95% and the( )tn−1,α/2 S

√n  
experiment has three trials  .303t2, 0.025 = 4  

Systematic error in a measurement is caused by inaccuracies in the measurement device 
introduced when it was made, damage done to the device in its operating lifetime, and operator 
error when using the device.  The device manufacturer will commonly provide estimates for the 
out of the box systematic error.  These estimates are almost always at the 95% confidence level. 
These do not take into account systematic operator error or damage.  A full calibration would 
solve this discrepancy, but for our purposes this is overkill.  The manufacturer specs should be 
sufficient for our purposes. 
Once the errors in the measured values have been estimated, they must be propagated to the 
results.  This is accomplished using the Variance Formula.  For   the output error is(x , , .., )f 1 x2 . xn  
approximately  .  A justification of this formulaf  δ ≈√( ) (δx ) ) (δx ) .. ) (δx )∂f

∂x1
2

1
2 + ( ∂f∂x2

2
2
2 + . + ( ∂f∂xn

2
n
2  

is provided in an appendix. 
The risks in these calculations are that the modeling assumptions do not hold true.  The random 
error may not follow a normal distribution, the systematic error may be larger than the 
manufacturer predicts, the errors may not be small or independent.  The assumptions that are 
being used are quite common in the statistical and experimental fields, so the risk seems 
minimal.  

 
 

2.5 Results 
 

The screening experiment was completed successfully.  Some of our experimental risks 
complicated and stalled testing but all tasks were completed and we remained on track for our 
final design.  It was found that our lower resolution thermal printer was the most successful at 
creating prints, primarily because it experienced no clogging issues. This is likely due to the 
different, and larger, printheads. We also found that the best substrate was the nanoporous 
photopaper, since the printed ink sits on the surface more evenly. The large particle silver ink 
conducted best, which was surprising since more space between particles should mean worse 
conduction. We theorize that this is due to the ink performing better after the chemical sintering 
process. It was found that the fourlayer prints also conducted better, which is unsurprising due 
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to higher volume of conductive material. Finally, it was found that thermal sintering actually hurt 
the conductivity, due to damage to the substrate.  
 
 

2.6 Second Experiment Overview 
 

The purpose of the second experiment was to determine which factors were most important for 
antenna radiation efficiency.  The factors chosen were dielectric constant, loss tangent 
coefficient, and ink conductivity.  These factors are not directly under our control, but knowing 
which of them is most significant can provide direction for further research.  The most practical 
way to see how these factors affect the antenna radiation efficiency is to simulate the antenna in 
HFSS.  The a copy of the HFSS software is owned by the ECE department and they allowed us 
to use it for our analysis.  Our strategy was to perform a three level DOE, treating the fairly 
complicated HFSS model as our experiment.  The three input variables were given three values 
on a reasonable input range.  This range was determined by our results from the first DOE.  The 
27 points were then analyzed and curve fitted to provide our results. 
 
 

2.7 Procedures 
 

1. Design the basic pattern of planar monopole antenna 
 

 
2.  Set up the 3D model in HFSS (High Frequency Structure Simulator) 

● Draw a rectangle for the substrate 
● Enter the coordinates and edge lengths along x,y,z axis as length, width, heighth 
● W = L = 50 mm, thickness = 0.39 mm 
● Repeat step above, draw three rectangles as ink (Tshape and feeding line) 
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● Wf = 1.1 mm 
● Lf = Lg = 25 mm 
● W2 = 10 mm 
● W1 = 6 mm 
● H = 16 mm 
● L1 = 40 mm  
● Draw more rectangles as substrate, ground, and source 

3.  Presimulation setup 
● Create a big rectangle as airbox which is the far fieldregion  
● Assigning perfect E boundary to metal (Tshape, feeding line and ground) 
● Assigning Wave port excitation on source  
● Assigning Radiation Boundary on airbox 

4. Simulation setup 
● In analysis setup, choice add solution setup 
● Set solution frequency to 2.4 GHz 
● Maximum number of passes to 100 
● Maximum delta S to 0.01 

5. Frequency Sweep 
● In analysis setup, choice add frequency sweep 
● Set sweep type to fast 
● Type: linear step 
● Start: 1.0 GHz; Stop: 3.5 GHz; Step size 0.01 GHz 

6. Validation check  
● If there are warnings and errors check and repeat step above to fix errors 
● If everything works well, continue to next step 

7. Adjust dimension of Tshape, repeat step 8 and 9  to make the minimum of return loss at 
2.4 GHz, and real part of i/p impedance around 50 ohms and imaginary part around 0 
8. Fixed the dimension, change the material properties of the ink and substrate 

● Conductivity (ink): 500, 3250, 6000 
● LossTangent (substrate): 0.08, 0.09, 0.10 
● Dielectric Constant (substrate): 3.2, 3.4, 3.6 

9. There are 27 combinations, repeat step 7, 9 and 10, and measure the input impedance and 
radiation efficiency  
 
 

2.8  Data Analysis 
 

The Effect for a single variable or for a combination of variables is the average change in the 
function output when the variables change from low to high.  Each variable combination has a 
certain number of starting points where the variables of interest are at low, and an equal number 
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of ending points where they are on high.  The Effect is calculated by averaging the change in the 
function over each starting position.  Variable combinations with higher Effects have a large 
influence on the output of the function.  
 
ffect(x , , , ..) ve[(x , x , , ..)] ve[(x , x , , ..)]E i xj xk . = A i, high   j, high xk, high . − A i, low   j, low xk, low .  

 
 The second quantity of interest is the NonLinearError. When a function is linearly 
approximated there is almost always some sort of error involved.  Almost any mathematical 
situation is possible, but it is fairly likely that the point with the worst error will be at the 
midpoint of the interval.  When considering a combination of variables in our DOE, there are 
several possible starting positions where they are set to low.  Each line from low to high will 
have a corresponding error from the function not being linear.  The average of these numbers 
provides a good estimate for the error of assuming that the function is linear. 
 
onLinearError(x , , , ..)N i xj xk . =  

Ave[(x , x , , ..)] Ave[(x , x , , ..)] ve[(x , x , , ..)]2
1

i, high   j, high xk, high . + 2
1

i, high   j, high xk, high . − A i, mid   j, mid xk, mid .  

 
The data from our experiment was also run through a nonlinear curve fit.  The details of a 
nonlinear least squares curve fit are provided in the appendix.  This curve fit allows for easy 
estimates of radiation efficiency and an intuitive understanding of variable interactions.  The 
curve fit form is given below. 
 
X1 = dielectric constant X2 = loss tangent coefficient X3 = conductivity 
Output = radiation efficiency 
 

X X X X X X X X X X X Xyapprox = a0 + a1 1 + a2 2 + a3 3 + a12 1 2 + a13 1 3 + a23 2 3 + a123 1 2 3  

 
Note that the inputs are in a DOE format.  The variables range over {0,1,2} where  Low=0, 
Mid=1, High=2. 
 

2.9 Results 
 

Factors 
 

Factor 1: dielectric constant Factor 2: loss tangent coefficient Factor 3: conductivity 
 
 

Variable Range 
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  Factor 1  Factor 2  Factor 3 

Low  3.2  0.08  500 Siemens 

Mid  3.4  0.09  3500 Siemens 

High  3.6  0.1  6000 Siemens 

 
 

DOE Results 
 

Factor  1  2  3  12  13  23  123 

Effect  .0063  .0346  .0006  .0445  .0079  .0347  .0441 

NonLinear 
Effect 

.0005  .0047  .0003  .0076  .0011  .0042  .0076 

  
The best combination is a low dielectric constant, loss tangent constant, and high conductivity. 
The variable combinations that include loss tangent coefficient have the largest magnitude 
Effects by far. 
 

Curve Fit Results 

X X X X X X X X X X X Xyapprox = a0 + a1 1 + a2 2 + a3 3 + a12 1 2 + a13 1 3 + a23 2 3 + a123 1 2 3  

 

Coefficient  0  1  2  3  12  13  23  123 

Value  0.2122  0.0021  0.0177  0.0011  0.0003  0.0015  0.0001  0.0002 

 
  
R = 0.9714 
Max Error = 0.0067 
Max Relative Error = 3.89 % 
 
Loss tangent coefficient has the largest variable coefficient.  The entire system could almost be 
approximated using only loss tangent coefficient. 
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3 Results and Implementation 
 

The data from both experiments demonstrated that the best way to print an antenna is to use a 
low resolution printer, multiple passes, and the substrate with the lowest losstangent constant. In 
order to implement this knowledge, we printed and assembled a 2.4 GHz antenna and measured 
return loss. During assembly, certain characteristics of the simulated antenna could not be 
perfectly replicated in the real world. For instance, the substrate needed to be thicker than the 
PET sheet used so we stacked several layers of PET on top of each other. This caused some error 
since the substrate wasn’t a solid sheet but three layers with air between them. In order to 
mitigate this error, we taped the substrates to each other to ensure that they were as close as 
possible. In addition, the substrate was simulated as a solid rectangle. In actuality, it was flexible 
and bent in several areas. Finally, the drifting from multiple passes caused geometric 
imperfections. One instance of this is the printed transmission line width was 1.1mm when the 
simulated antenna needed precisely 1.0mm. All of these problems ended up causing our resonant 
frequency to drift to approximately 3.5 GHz. However, the return loss at resonance was 33dB 
which is well beyond our goal of 10dB. Our research demonstrates that using inkjet printers to 
create antennas is a completely viable method of antenna production. More research is needed to 
better understand the unique hurdles that the methodology presents and determine better 
construction techniques. 
 
 

4 Conclusion 
 
The main goal of our project was to determine a feasible method to inkjet print an antenna. In 
order to achieve this goal, two experiments were performed. The first is a screening experiment 
to determine the levels of the next one. The second experiment worked to better understand the 
tradeoffs and interactions between what we know to be the three most important factors for 
antenna design, the conductivity, dielectric constant, and losstangent constant. Moreover, the 
second experiment utilized the sophisticated electromagnetic modeling software, HFSS. The 
results of the second experiment showed that loss tangent coefficient is most important, closely 
followed by conductivity. This means that the substrate used plays a key role in a functional 
antenna. We determined that the optimal method to print an antenna requires a Canon thermal 
printer, a nanoporous substrate with a low losstangent constant, large particle conductive ink, 
and 4 pass prints.  We were then able to create a functioning antenna using the results from our 
experiments. Although the resonant frequency was shifted from our simulated design, we 
successfully demonstrated that this methodology is capable of cheaply prototyping functional 
antennas.  
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THE PERFORMANCE TEST OF AN INITIAL iNET-LIKE 
RF NETWORK USING A HELICOPTER 

Sei Ito, Takeshi Honda, Toshihisa Tanaka, Daiki Aoyama,  
Aerospace Company 

Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd. 
Kakamigahara, Gifu Japan 

ABSTRACT 

Through the use of early iNET-prototype IP Transceiver technology, Kawasaki Heavy Industries, 
Ltd. (KHI) has been able to communicate with a flight test vehicle. This technology provides a 
two-way high-capacity communication that has not been achieved with conventional telemetry. 
KHI has been authorized to use S-band IP Transceivers since 2014 in Japan. Then various 
communication tests have been performed. Last year we presented the result of the performance 
test of initial iNET-like RF network using a tethered aerostat at ITC. As the next phase, we have 
a plan of the test using a helicopter. The test is going to be conducted in September. We will 
present the results at ITC. This paper describes plans of the test which includes improved data 
backfill techniques. 

KEYWORDS 

iNET, RF Network, IP Transceiver, backfill 

INTRODUCTION 

KHI has been responsible for the development of the Japan Self-Defense Force’s aircraft, Japan 
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) experimental aircraft and KHI aircraft, such as the 
BK117 helicopter. We have utilized conventional telemetry systems in various flight tests for 
many years. Nearly a decade ago, we obtained information about iNET at ITC, and had a great 
deal of interest in the 52 user-case scenarios discussed at the CTTRA workshop. Since then, we 
have been working on research and development similar to iNET, especially two-way high-
capacity communication, and has been promoting the introduction of such technology in Japan. 
In 2014 we conducted the performance test of initial iNET-like RF network using a tethered 
aerostat. As a result, we were able to demonstrate a two-way communication over 34km 
distances. In 2016 we move to the next stage. We are going to conduct two-way high-capacity 
high-speed mobile communication using a helicopter, and also over 100km distances. 
Furthermore, we are going to test the functions of automatic tracking antenna system on the 
ground using location information from GPS on the helicopter. This paper describes the plans of 
these tests, and also the flight test results will be presented at ITC.  
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TEST OBJECTIVES 

KHI is going to carry out a two-way communication test between the helicopter with our 
network-telemetry equipment package and the ground system. 
Specifically, we want to demonstrate and confirm the applicability of the following capabilities. 

 Investigate available downlink capacity over 100km distances. 
 Demonstrate the use of two-way high-capacity wireless IP communication, and 

investigate available transmission data rates. 
 Confirm the improved data retransmission function: The missing data by lock-off is 

downloaded from an on-board computer by a command from the ground station . 
 Demonstrate the function of downloading all the flight-test data on a data recorder on 

board during returning to a base. 

TEST SETUP 

BK117 C2 HELICOPTER 

The network measurement system is installed on the company plane (BK117 C2) . The front row 
of seats are removed for a measurement rack. A telemetry antenna is installed at the space for a 
wire cutter. A GPS antenna is installed at a hand grip on the side of copilot’s seat. The utility 
power source (28V) is used for power supply for the systems. The system configuration is shown 
in Figure 1. 

IMPROVED DATA BACKFILL TECHNIQUES 

Design Improvement 

We have two major improvement as bellow. 

 Data retransmission without pausing real time monitor: In previous version, we have to 
stop the real time history to use the data backfill technique. In latest version, we can get 
the data without stopping monitor. 

 Address the lock-off during data retransmission: In previous version, if the lock-off 
occurred during data retransmission,   lock-off data is not retransmitted. In latest version, 
Data retransmission is processed successfully. 
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Figure 1 : System Configuration 

CONCLUSIONS 

 We are going to conduct the flight test in September. 
 The results of the test is going to be presented in technical session at ITC. 
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A CASE STUDY OF HIGH-VOLUME AUTOMATED TESTING 
WITHIN THE NASA SPACE NETWORK 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The NASA Space Network (SN), which consists of the geosynchronous Tracking and Data 
Relay Satellite (TDRS) constellation and its associated ground elements, is a critical national 
space asset that provides near-continuous, high-bandwidth telemetry, command, and 
communications services for numerous spacecraft and launch vehicles.  
 
SN sustainment activities frequently involve testing of the numerous interfaces within the SN 
ground segment. To reduce the cost and complexity of such testing, NASA commissioned the 
development of the External Bearer Interface Test Set (XBIT), which enables ground interface 
verification using a high-volume test automation framework.  
 
This paper considers the use of the XBIT as a case study of automated ground segment 
verification and validation. The paper discusses the trade-offs between automated, semi-
automated, and interactive ground interface testing and presents comparative test execution 
metrics to quantify the relative efficiency of these approaches. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The NASA Space Network (SN) was established in the early 1980s to replace NASA’s 
worldwide network of ground tracking stations, with increased footprint and availability for 
space missions. It consists primarily of the geosynchronous Tracking and Data Relay Satellite 
(TDRS) constellation and its associated ground elements, and provides near-continuous, high-
bandwidth telemetry, command, and communications services for numerous missions, spacecraft 
and launch vehicles. It operates as a bent-pipe relay system between various customer platforms 
and their ground facilities (as shown in Figure 1).  
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1. Network gateways, equipped with Gigabit Ethernet and 10-Gigabit Ethernet interfaces. 
Each XBIT network gateway is configured to support up to 32 full-duplex network links, 
all of which can be independently configured and operated. 

2. High-rate front-end processors (FEPs), equipped with ECL serial clock-and-data 
interfaces. Each XBIT high-rate FEP is configured to provide two serial transmit and two 
serial receive interfaces, all of which can be independently configured and operated. 

3. Low-rate FEPs, equipped with RS-422 serial clock-and-data interfaces. Each XBIT low-
rate FEP is configured to provide four serial transmit and four serial receive interfaces, all 
of which can be independently configured and operated. 

 
The three types of XBIT subsystems utilize a common digital data processing software 
framework, which implements the various spacecraft and ground data simulation and processing 
capabilities and protocols. These protocols include CCSDS Telecommand (TC), Telemetry 
(TM), and Advanced Orbiting Systems (AOS) services. The MOC interface emulation 
capabilities include the modern CCSDS SLE services, including Return All Frames (RAF), 
Return Channel Frames (RCF), Return Operational Control Field (ROCF), Forward CLTU and 
Enhanced Forward CLTU (EFCLTU) services, as well as the legacy NASA network 
communications formats, including ACE, LEO-T, SFDU, NASCOM and IPDU. 
 
In addition to the data processing software, the XBIT system includes a management and 
automation framework. This framework provides system monitoring and control functions; 
however, it primarily serves as the test automation framework, providing support for test 
scenario definition, execution, and reporting. This automation framework will be discussed in 
more detail in later sections. 
 
In order to adequately perform its V&V function, the XBIT system must be able to be used to 
emulate both the MOC interfaces as well as the spacecraft interface. Representative data flows 
for these scenarios are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: XBIT Simulation Flows (Downlink/Left & Uplink/Right) 

In a space-to-ground (downlink) simulation scenario (shown in the left portion of Figure 2), the 
XBIT generates a simulated spacecraft data stream at baseband, which may be further encoded 
with forward error correction (FEC) symbols. The data is then transmitted into the SN/SGSS 
digital signal processing element (labeled “A”). Alternatively, the un-encoded signal may be sent 
directly to the user services element (labeled “B”), and should be identical to the expected output 
of the SN/SGSS digital signal processing element in the “A” scenario.  For either scenario, the 
resulting data is sent back to XBIT for verification using the MOC emulation protocol of choice 
(SLE or legacy, labelled as “C”). 
 
In a ground-to-space (uplink) simulation (shown in the right portion of Figure 2), the XBIT sends 
a user data signal via the MOC emulation protocol of choice (SLE or legacy) to the user services 
element (labeled as “C”). The user services element either sends the data directly to the XBIT 
(labeled as “B”) or sends it for encoding by the SN/SGSS digital signal processing element prior 
to transmission back to the XBIT for verification (labeled as “A”). 
 
In either simulation scenario, the XBIT system operates as both the simulated data source, as 
transmitted through the SN/SGSS ground element, as well as the data’s ultimate destination. This 
source/destination paradigm allows for the verification of protocol conformances on the tested 
interfaces, as well as verification of data integrity as it flows through the system.  
 

AUTOMATION MODEL 
 

As previously stated, the XBIT system is designed to perform comprehensive V&V testing of 
multiple interfaces, protocols, data sizes, and other encoding formats. The XBIT system is 
capable of executing tens of thousands of various testing scenarios, many simultaneously or 
independently.  This testing can encompass three different modes of operation: interactive, semi-



automated, or fully automated.  These three modes operate on one or more layers of the XBIT 
Automation, as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: XBIT Automation Model 

 
Test Execution Layer and Interactive Testing 
 
The test execution layer of the XBIT automation module is provided by the commercial off-the-
shelf CGS digital data processing software package. This package is responsible for performing 
the underlying operations and data exchanges which comprise each test scenario.  
 
The test execution layer provides the ability to perform interactive testing. As there are tens of 
thousands of possible test scenarios needed to perform comprehensive system V&V testing, 
interactive testing is impractical as the major methodology for SN/SGSS testing. For example, if 
10,000 test scenarios were to be manually executed in this mode, with each scenario taking 10 
minutes, one test engineer would need the better part of a year to execute each test – once. 
However, the interactive testing mode does provide the ability to perform spot checks, as well as 
allowing the test engineers to further refine automation test scenarios.  Test scenario refinement 
is the most common driver for using this layer and mode of operation. 
 
Test Automation Layer and Semi-Automated Testing 
 
The test automation layer of XBIT is implemented by a software application called 
“icAutomata”. This software package is responsible for translating the parameters and steps 
defined in each test scenario into subsystem-specific configuration values and operations.  
 
The icAutomata software communicates with each XBIT subsystem using web services (REST 
and Websockets) APIs provided by the CGS digital data processing and generation software. 
Through these APIs, icAutomata is able to address every data generation and processing 
software instance, configure individual software parameters, start and stop data flows, and 
monitor and evaluate the status of the software and its component elements. 



 
Each test scenario defines a set of verification points, which are collected for each execution of a 
scenario when the test scenario is performed.  The verification points may be simple numerical 
statistics, such as the number of bits transmitted or the number of pattern errors detected, or more 
complex Boolean criteria, such as the results of a bit-level comparison between input and output 
files.  Once a test scenario has been configured and data flow begins, the icAutomata software 
monitors the various status indicators and statistics generated by the data processing software, 
and collects the verification points as defined in the test scenario.  The collected verification 
points are used to generate reports for the test program, which not inform the test engineer that a 
test passed or failed, but can also provide a detailed test record by including the verification 
statistics as part of the report.  
 
In the XBIT system, the icAutomata layer is considered to provide the “semi-automated” testing 
capability.  The reason for this distinction is that icAutomata does not generate and execute a 
complete sequence of test scenarios; rather, it is used to execute a single scenario at a time.  
Despite this, semi-automated testing offers obvious efficiencies when compared to purely 
interactive testing; while interactive testing may take 10 minutes to execute a given test scenario, 
with some amount of time needed to switch configurations between tests, the average execution 
and switching times are significantly reduced when each scenario is pre-configured and 
automatically executed through icAutomata. 
 
Test Orchestration and Fully Automated Testing 
 
The test orchestration layer of the XBIT automation is implemented by a software application 
call “SKYNET”. This package is responsible for selecting, configuring and invoking the 
execution of specific test scenarios based on a user-defined test program. 
 
The XBIT test orchestration layer relies on a set of pre-defined base test scenarios defined in the 
semi-automated testing layer. These baseline test scenarios are stored in a configuration-
controlled repository. During the execution of an automated test program, the test orchestration 
software retrieves one or more base scenarios from the repository and dynamically adapts them 
to generate a series of derived scenarios, which are individually invoked.  This process is shown 
in Figure 4. 
 



	
Figure 4: XBIT Test Orchestration 

The adaptation of the base test scenario is a programmatic procedure that induces controlled 
variation into for a series of individual parameters in said base scenario. For example, consider a 
simple network bit error rate test (BERT) scenario, where one subsystem generates fixed-size 
data packages containing a pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) and transmits those 
packages to a second subsystem via TCP/IP. A second subsystem receives this package and 
verifies the data. This scenario is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure	5:	XBIT	Network	BERT	Scenario	Example 

While this example scenario is very simple, and limits potential variation, different test 
configurations could be achieved by adjusting the data generation rate or frame size. A potential 
variations set is shown in Table 1. 
 

Parameter Minimum Maximum Step 

Bit Rate 1 kbps 900 kbps +1 kbps 

Frame Size 100 bytes 4000 bytes +1 byte 

Table 1: Potential Parameter Ranges/Steps for BERT Scenario 



Given the above parameter ranges, if the test orchestration software were to exercise each of the 
possible combinations, it would generate and execute more than 3.5 million derived test 
scenarios. If this level of exhaustiveness in testing is required, it can be performed using XBIT’s 
dynamic test adaptation approach.  The dynamic nature of the derivation means the manual effort 
to set up such a test program is fixed, and involves only the configuration of the base scenario 
and the selection of the parameter variations; increasing the parameter range or decreasing the 
step size does not create additional work for the test operators. 
 
Additionally, whenever a base test scenario defines verification points, each execution of a 
derived scenario also collects these verification points as part of the executed test report. These 
reports can then be used to provide even greater visibility into the testing process, providing 
exceptionally detailed information regarding the completeness of testing. 
 

TEST APPROACH AND RESULTS 
 
The SN/SGSS approach to automated testing using XBIT is structured around a nightly testing 
cycle. This is done to accommodate typical schedules of staff, as well as to allow semi-
automated or interactive testing, scenario refinement, and other test support activities during 
normal business hours.  Nightly testing activities are planned in a sequence that facilitates this 
“lights-out” approach. 
 
All four XBIT subsystems (two network gateways, one high-rate FEP, and one low-rate FEP) are 
utilized during each nightly testing cycle, with individual scenarios using one or more 
subsystems. Additionally, multiple instances of the data processing software on each subsystem 
can be used, depending on the specific interfaces to be exercised. The highest utilization 
achieved by single test scenario includes all four subsystems and a total of discrete 18 software 
instances. 
 
The specific selection of test scenarios to be executed during a given nightly run is based on 
SN/SGSS program needs. Priority is often given to tests that involve new or modified ground 
element interfaces and/or functions, as well as interfaces/functions which are more frequently 
needed by customer missions.  
 
The SN/SGSS test scenario library utilizes 26 different interface and service configurations, 
ranging from a single low-rate serial (RS-422) interface up to a combination of four low-rate 
serial (RS-422) interfaces, two high-rate serial (ECL) interfaces, and eight packetized network 
services. Additionally, the scenarios exercise service data rates ranging from 100 bps to 500 
Mbps, and employ a number of different payload data types, including CCSDS TM, TC, and 
AOS service data units, non-CCSDS structured data packages, and unformatted contiguous 
bitstreams. 
 
During a recent four-month test window, the XBIT system executed more than 36,000 individual 
automated test scenarios, as shown in Table 2. 
 
 
 



Service/Interface  
Configuration 

Scenarios Executed Data Volume 
Processed 

Low-rate serial 13,000 450 GB 

High-rate serial 5,600 8 TB 

Network only 18,000 16 TB 

Table 2: Four-month Test Window Execution and Data Volume Statistics 

The XBIT system continues to support SN/SGSS interface testing and is allocated for continuous 
use through the end of 2017. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
Based on the results achieved by SN/SGSS, the multi-layer test automation model adopted by 
XBIT has proved to be an effective method for exhaustive interface testing and verification. By 
allowing the dynamic adaptation of test scenarios from a controlled baseline, the XBIT test 
orchestration approach allows NASA to rapidly define and execute a large number of individual 
test scenarios, which can exercise different configurations and parameters on any particular 
interface. This, in turn, allows NASA to easily conduct consistent and thorough testing of the SN 
ground elements as they are modernized, providing assurance of interface interoperability 
following changes while simultaneously reducing the total cost of interface testing and 
verification throughout the lifetime of the program. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The Telemetry Branch within the US Army’s Armament Research, Development and 
Engineering Center (ARDEC) has developed a miniature telemetry device that supports: live 
data, on-board recording (OBR), and delay repeat OBR telemetry functions in order to capture 
valuable interior ballistics sensor measurements of developmental munitions and weapons 
systems.  This paper discusses the measurement capability of the STEEL (Selectable Telemetry 
Enhanced ELectronics) architecture and its typical integrated characteristics.  The STEEL 
architecture has been demonstrated to reliably perform during live fire 155mm artillery and 
120mm mortar testing environments.  Results will be presented highlighting the electronics’ 
performance during these extreme environmental conditions. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The cost of instrumented munitions to serve diagnostic purposes during design, development, 
production assessment, and failure analysis is always high due to the custom designs that are 
necessary to meet specific project requirements.  As a result, many projects will often skip the 
inclusion of instrumented munitions within their test plans in order to save time and money.  
However, in many cases those projects realize at a later date the importance of the instrumented 
munitions and look for telemetry integration under the pressure of cost, schedule, and 
performance. [1] 
 
The Telemetry Branch within the US Army’s Armament Research, Development and 
Engineering Center (ARDEC) developed a miniature telemetry device, firmware and Graphical 
User Interface (GUI) that supports live data, on-board recording (OBR), and delay repeat OBR 
telemetry functions in order to capture valuable interior and/or exterior ballistics sensor 
measurements of developmental munitions, propellants and weapons systems.  This multi-modal 
telemetry system provides a single telemetry architecture to meet various customers’ 
measurement requirements to reduce both cost and schedule impacts to costly development 
efforts.  This paper discusses the measurement capability of the STEEL (Selectable Telemetry 
Enhanced ELectronics) architecture and its typical integrated characteristics.  The STEEL 
architecture has been demonstrated to reliably perform during ramming and live fire 155mm 
artillery and 120mm mortar testing environments.  Results will be presented highlighting the 
electronics’ performance during these extreme environmental conditions. 
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SELECTABLE TELEMETRY ENHANCHED ELECTRONICS (STEEL) 
 

STEEL is a Texas Instruments Digital Signal Processor (DSP) based tri-modal telemetry system 
with an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) module, configurable anti-aliasing filters and five 0 - 
3 VDC digital inputs.  The ADC module consists of a single 12-bit ADC core with two built-in 
sample-and-hold circuits.  Eight input channels are multiplexed into each sample-and-hold for a 
total of 16 available inputs.  The 12-bit ADC core can sample 0V to 3V inputs up to 12.5 MSPS 
with a 25-MHz ADC clock.  The system typically draws 300mA at a nominal 7.4VDC.  Situated 
on three rigid flex printed circuit boards (PCBs), STEEL has a footprint of 1.625 inches in 
diameter (not including base PCB flexible interconnection), 1 inch tall, weighing 2 ounces and is 
shown in Figure 1. 
 

  
Figure 1  (Left) STEEL unfolded; (Right) STEEL Folded onto 2.39” diameter plate. 

Available features designed into STEEL, include an Endevco Model 73 tri-axial accelerometer 
as well as internal health and status monitoring including battery voltage, accelerometer positive 
excitation voltage, placebo bridge, and ground monitoring.  Telemetry Mode, sampling rate, 
arming delay, other configurable parameters, and interrogation is done via USB and the GUI. 
 
Sampling duration is based on the number of channels, sampling rate per channel, and available 
memory.  The STEEL PCB contains provisions for up to two Random Access Memory (RAM) 
chips.  Memory choices include non-volatile RAM in either 4 Mbits or 8 Mbits per chip, or 
volatile RAM in either 32 Mbits or 64 Mbits per chip. 
 

FILTER VERIFICAITON 
 

The analog signals recorded by the STEEL system are passed through several different signal 
conditioning processes before being recorded into the onboard memory. In the configurations 
that contain an on-board Endevco Model 73 accelerometer, the signal conditioning circuit (for 
the three acceleration channels) consists of a differential amplifier, a single-ended amplifier, and 
a 50 kHz 4-pole Butterworth anti-aliasing filter (in order). The fully conditioned signal is then 
passed to the ADC of the DSP to be recorded to memory. The health and status monitoring 
channel and the 12 external inputs do not require any amplification, and are only passed through 
the 50 kHz 4-pole Butterworth filter before being recorded to memory. It is assumed that any 
additional conditioning or amplification required of these signals will be done at the signal 
origin, and not in the STEEL module. It should be noted that in STEEL configurations that do 
not include an on-board Model 73 accelerometer, the three channels that would have otherwise 
been used for acceleration can be added to the pool of 12 external inputs, but with onboard signal 
conditioning available.  The aforementioned stages of signal conditioning have the potential to 
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introduce two types of errors into the recorded data: a DC component and a frequency 
component. 
 
The DC error is introduced by the non-ideal nature of the amplifiers and accelerometers, as well 
as the use of inexact resistors to set bias and gain values. This error is quantified by an end-to-
end calibration, and corrected in post-processing. To calibrate, the input to and output from the 
signal conditioning are both measured while the accelerometer is at rest. A resistor is then placed 
from the negative leg of the accelerometer to ground to unbalance the output, simulating 
acceleration. The signal conditioning input and output are again measured and compared with the 
balanced input and output to calculate an empirical gain. In a sample of 36 acceleration channels, 
this empirical gain was found to be within 1% of the calculated gain, with an average error of 
0.3%. Once the gain is determined empirically for a given channel, it can be used in post-
processing to calculate the exact output voltage of an accelerometer. 
 
The frequency error is introduced by imperfections in the filter, again caused by non-ideal 
amplifiers and inexact passive component values. The performance of each filter is qualified by 
verifying the exact filter cutoff frequency. Errors cannot be corrected in post-processing, and any 
filters that are deemed to be outside the allowable cutoff frequency must be rebuilt. 
 
Using a 2.5V peak-to-peak sine wave with a 1.5VDC offset, a frequency sweep was conducted to 
verify filter performance from 10 kHz to 70 kHz in order to characterize the 50 kHz 4-pole 
Butterworth anti-aliasing filter.  A 20 point moving average was applied to smooth the curve.  
Twelve systems were characterized and plotted against their average, as well as a calculated 
bode plot, in order to determine the maximum error. This plot is shown in Figure 2. The 11 
samples exhibited a ±2.5% error at 70 kHz, a ±0.75% error at 50 kHz, and a ±0.3% error at 15 
kHz. 
 

 
Figure 2 STEEL Anti-aliasing Filter Verification. 
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The oscillations seen in Figure 2 above from 10 kHz to 70 kHz are artifacts of the sweeping 
generator’s frequency changes.  If the 10-70 kHz sweep does not match perfectly with the 
sampling window, the sweep becomes “cropped” by the sampling window at a frequency 
between 10 and 70 kHz, producing an oscillation at that frequency. For serial numbers 16 and 
25, the frequency sweep was entirely contained in the sampling window and was able to produce 
ideal curves without artifacts.   
 

GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE 
 
The graphical user interface provides users with the ability to configure the STEEL system’s 
telemetry mode, sampling rates, arming delays, and interrogate for viewing and downloading of 
onboard data through a standard USB 2.0 interface to any PC. Using a LabVIEW Run-time 
engine, the GUI allows the user to control many areas of the system’s performance and 
configurations through tabs for each mode (mission control/data analysis/generate ASCII), 
intuitive pull-down menus and graphical buttons. 
 
Using the Configure and Arm tab within the Mission Control tab, the STEEL system can be 
configured to meet mission needs as well as configuring the sampling frame to meet individual 
channel requirements.  Once completed the system can be armed, awaiting a trigger to begin 
sampling.  This interface is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 ARDEC GUI, Mission Control – Configure and Arm Interface. 

The Data Download tab within the Mission Control tab allows the user to download the recorded 
data from the retrieved system to the PC, post mission.  During data download a status bar and 
memory counter updates the user with download progress. 

 
Using the Data Analysis tab, the user is able to quickly display any downloaded raw, interlaced 
data by parsing it to specific data types and channels. This mode contains limited features for 
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navigation, zooming, auto-fitting, cursor related features, and conversions to engineering factors.  
In the Generate ASCII tab, the user can convert raw, binary data to an ASCII format with 
delimiters.  Both the Data Analysis and Generate ASCII interfaces are shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4 ARDEC GUI - (Left) Data Analysis Interface, (Right) Generate ASCII Interface. 

 
SAMPLING ERROR 

 
The STEEL firmware makes use of an interrupt service instead of a polling mechanism to 
sample data. The approach was to take a new frame of Analog data to be sampled, transfer to an 
external memory device via Direct Memory Access (a built-in module in the DSP which moves 
groups of data in a predictable manner for the purpose of optimizing CPU performance and 
reducing overhead), and constantly inspect the status of an acceleration switch (G-Switch) input 
which signals a trigger event. This approach provides greater control over the tasks being 
executed inside the interrupt routine and more accuracy in the configured sample rate. In 
addition, the firmware was broken down into several modules for software efficiency and 
readability. 
 
Each STEEL system undergoes a final firmware verification step to determine the sampling rate 
error.  A known sine wave is injected into each of the analog to digital (ADC) channels of the 
DSP.  The DSP records each of the input signals into the onboard memory device through the 
use of an interrupt based time routine at a desired sampling rate.   
 
To test the sample system, the following parameters were utilized: set to OBR Mode, with 4 
ADC Channels, one FRAM – 8 Mbit chip, 10% pre-trigger recording, and various sample rates 
for each test iteration at 50 kHz, 100 kHz, 250 kHz, 500 kHz, and 700 kHz, 1 MHz.  Sine waves 
of 50 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 2 kHz, 3 kHz, 4 kHz, 5 kHz, 10 kHz, 25 kHz, 40 kHz, and 50 kHz 
with an amplitude of 2.5 Vp-p and offset of 1.5VDC were input into each channel.  An example 
of a 50Hz sine wave input, sampled at 1MHz is shown in Figure 5 
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Figure 5 ADC Channel 1’s recorded 50Hz of 2.5 Vp-p sine wave input, sampled at 1MHz 

A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to find the normalized magnitude of the input signal.  
The calculated error is the ratio of the adjusted sample rate to match that of the input signal in the 
frequency domain to the desired sample rate.  The STEEL system was characterized over various 
input frequencies for a variety of sample rates and its error is shown in Figure 6.  As can be seen 
from the graph below, the higher the sampling rate, the higher the error.  This error can be 
attributed to the 6.67ns sample time uncertainty of a single CPU clock period.  At lower sample 
rates, the sample time uncertainty is a smaller percentage of the sample period so the sample rate 
error is lower. 
 

 

Figure 6 STEEL Sampling Error versus Input Frequency 
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PERFORMANCE TESTING 
 

STEEL is the second part of a two-step digital upgrade to previous ballistic characterization 
efforts at ARDEC.  The original design, the Instrumented Ballistic Test Projectile (IBTP) [2], 
makes use of a five module design, 2.39” in diameter.  This design is shown in Figure 7. 
 

 
Figure 7 IBTP Five Module Design.  Modules from left to right: Battery, Signal Conditioning, Multiplexer, 

Accelerometer, Transmitter 
 
The first step towards digitization of the IBTP was the modification of the accelerometer module 
to include four PCBs: a DSP board, a filtering board, a surface mount triaxial Endevco M73 
accelerometer, and a power board, instead of the existing signal conditioning board and three 
bolt on Endevco model 7270A accelerometers.  This allowed the five module design to be 
reduced to four modules through the functional combination of the multiplexer and 
accelerometer modules.  This consolidation reduces power and size requirements of the full 
system.  STEEL further provides enhancements by reducing assembly costs, optimizing layout 
for upgraded onboard signal conditioning, adding a tri-modal operational capability, and moving 
from a four board rigid PCB design to a three board rigid flex design for the accelerometer 
module.  The transmitter, battery, and signal conditioning modules are still retained, however 
due to the reduction in power needed to run the system, the battery module envelope can be 
reduced.  The typical integrated design is shown in Figure 8. 
 

 
Figure 8 IBTP Four Module Design.  Modules from left to right: Battery, Signal Conditioning, Accelerometer, 
Transmitter 
 
These modules are then integrated within host munitions platforms.  This IBTP design has 
enabled munitions designers to gather valuable interior and exterior ballistics data for 120mm 
mortars to 155mm artillery munitions.  STEEL has been utilized for three different types of 
customer interior ballistics characterization efforts for customers looking to evaluate engraving 
forces on a 155mm projectile as well as the high acceleration environment of live fired 155mm 
artillery and 120mm mortar munitions. 
 
For 155mm artillery projectiles, STEEL was used in OBR mode to capture the engraving forces 
associated with the ramming of a projectile into the lands and grooves of the bore rifling.  A 
triaxial surface mount Endevco 6,000 g accelerometer was used to capture the engraving 
environment and is shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9 155mm High-g Accelerometer Projectile Engraving Measurements 

 
In a separate testing event, a customer wanted to quantify the acceleration environment of a 
155mm artillery munition.  A triaxial surface mount Endevco 60,000 g accelerometer was used 
to capture the acceleration environment and is shown in Figure 10. 
 

 
Figure 10 155mm High-g Acceleration Interior Ballistics Measurements. 

STEEL was also used to capture the acceleration environment of a 120mm mortar. A triaxial 
surface mount Endevco 60,000 g accelerometer was used to capture the acceleration 
environment and is shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11 120mm High-g Accelerometer Interior Ballistics Measurements. 

 
CONCLUSION 

The STEEL architectures is a miniature telemetry device that has tri-modal capability and has 
successfully collected data in 155mm and 120mm applications.  Due to the small size and 
versatility, it can be used in the development of new munitions, propelling charges and weapons 
systems.  A solid foundation for the STEEL system has been developed by building on the 
technology of previous versions. Also, the STEEL system has a reduced schedule and build cost 
over previous systems because of the rigid flex design.  Future efforts for the STEEL system 
include a further reduction in diameter to fit smaller caliber munitions, separation of the 
accelerometer board from the rigid flex assembly, and adding memory chips for additonal record 
time.   
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ABSTRACT 
 
The United States (U.S.) Army Yuma Proving Ground (YPG) conducted a series of rotary-wing 
flight tests for the sole purpose of checking out Telemetry data link instrumentation.  Four flights 
were conducted at YPG in February 2016 that built upon an earlier test flight conducted in June 
2015.  The most recent iteration of testing examined the benefits of frequency diversity on aircraft 
and the spatial diversity of receiving sites using existing hardware at YPG.  Quantitative analysis 
from those flight results will be presented and include discussion on how results will affect future 
mission operations at YPG. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
YPG is a subordinate command of the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command and is one of the 
largest military installations in the world.  Located in southwestern Arizona, it encompasses 1,308 
square miles.  YPG personnel conduct tests on nearly every weapon system or piece of military 
equipment in the ground combat arsenal.  With a mission to provide premier test services to the 
U.S. Government and her allies, YPG conducts, reports, and supports developmental tests, 
experiments, production tests, integrated developmental/operational tests, as well as provides 
training support.  In 2015, YPG fired over 303,400 rounds of artillery, mortar, missile, and small 
arms munitions, flew over 2,500 aircraft sorties, drove over 81,000 test miles, and conducted over 
2,300 airdrops.  These numbers more than double when events conducted in support of training 
are counted, and for the last 6 years, YPG was the busiest Army proving ground. 
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The Aviation Systems and Electronic Test Division at YPG is responsible for testing aviation 
ballistic weapons and missiles, unmanned aerial systems, aircraft systems, precision guided and 
unguided air delivered systems, personnel parachutes, sensors and surveillance systems, and 
electronic warfare systems.  As a developmental test activity, the goal is to help the developer field 
their systems and provide the Soldier with the safest, most lethal equipment.  Instrumentation is 
critical to capturing the necessary data that is generated by the item under test or capture the "true" 
performance of the system.  It is also important to display real-time critical information from the 
system under test so the test team can operate efficiently and safely. 
 
In order to achieve a reliable real-time data capability, a robust data delivery system is crucial.  In 
2014, YPG began to look at new ways to improve their telemetry links from rotary-wing aircraft.  
Newer technologies like Space Time Coding (STC), Low Density Parity Check (LDPC), and 
Adaptive Equalization were first researched by YPG in 2014 at the International Telemetering 
Conference (ITC).  STC, LDPC, and Adaptive Equalization were first flight tested at YPG in June 
2015 and results were presented at ITC in 2015 (ref 3).  Results from the June 2015 flight test 
showed that these technologies could benefit YPG’s rotary-wing mission, but we also had 
additional questions that needed to be answered before investing in the newer technologies. 
 
YPG wanted to investigate how much the use of spatial diversity of telemetry receiving sites and 
frequency diversity on the aircraft would improve link reliability both with and without the use of 
new technologies like STC and Adaptive Equalization.  The basis of this question was twofold.  
The engineering question was to gain a better understanding of the different technology 
configurations in order to design the best instrumentation configuration for a particular test.  The 
tests supported at YPG are very diverse and the test schedule does not always allow for multiple 
antennas to track a single target, so support concessions sometimes have to be made.  
Understanding core capabilities would allow for the most effective support to be provided to all 
missions.  The second question was a financial one.  Although the benefits of the new technologies 
were clear, full implementation would take years in the best-case scenario.  During that time, a 
mix of old and new hardware would have to be effectively used to support the test mission. 
 
Planning for follow-on flight tests started during a meeting at ITC in 2015 and ended with a plan 
to execute a second flight test at YPG in February 2016.  Like the previous flight testing, YPG 
partnered with members from the Range Commanders Council (RCC) Telemetry Group and some 
vendors.  Each of the partners would contribute to the demonstration and a series of flight tests 
would be structured to allow each partner to gather data in their particular area of interest.  The 
data collected would be shared to the fullest extent between the partners.  For YPG, the emphasis 
was to look at the benefits of frequency and spatial diversity using its existing hardware.  This 
paper describes the setup and results from the February 2016 flight tests. 
 
 

DEMONSTRATION SETUP 
 
The setup for both June 2015 and February 2016 flight tests were similar so results between them 
could be compared.  A UH-1H helicopter was used again as the test platform.  One transmit 
antenna was mounted on the upper wire strike protection assembly of the UH-1H, and a second 
antenna was mounted on the lower aft portion of the aircraft belly.  This configuration minimized 
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the chance of masking both antennas at the same time during the flight.  Figure 1 shows the 
locations of both antennas on the UH-1H. 
 

 
 

Figure 1.  UH-1H Antenna Configuration 
 
The instrumentation rack is shown in Figure 2 and had a dual transmitter, a Bit Error Rate Tester 
(BERT) source provided by the vendor, and YPG’s instrumentation recorder.  The BERT was 
configured to output a Pseudorandom Noise (PN) sequence 23 (PN23) pattern and was the data 
source for several flights.  An MX-20 camera mounted on the UH-1H is shown in Figure 3 and 
was used as the data source for several other flights; it is a high-definition (HD) camera and uses 
H.264 compression.  A block diagram showing the functional operation of the instrumentation is 
provided in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 2.  Instrumentation Rack 

 
Figure 3.  MX-20 Sensor on UH-1H 
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Figure 4.  Aircraft Instrumentation Diagram 

 
The flight path for the February 2016 demo was the same as the one used in the June 2015 
demonstration.  This flight path was developed based on input from YPG Test Officers with 
experience conducting helicopter tests on the range; it was constructed to utilize areas on the range 
where helicopter testing is commonly performed and to emphasize profiles that had previously 
caused telemetry dropouts.  In order to maintain consistency, all flights were monitored by a 
Mission Controller on a real-time vector map, as shown in Figure 5. 
 

 
 

Figure 5.  Vector Map Display 
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Although the demo setup was similar to the June 2015 demo, there were some key changes as well.  
The important differences were as follows: 
 

a. Multiple Telemetry Receiving Sites.  Three geographically diverse receiving sites were 
utilized for the demo and their locations with respect to flight path are shown in Figure 5.  
A mobile van was positioned at the Mobile site, a 10-foot tracking dish was used at Site 2, 
and a 6-foot dish was used at Site 4.  Maximum distance between receiving sites was about 
14 miles.  Each site was configured to receive all transmitted frequencies and data was sent 
to the Site 4 location using Telemetry over Internet Protocol (TMoIP), where it was 
recorded and displayed. 

b. Best Source Selector.  In order to realize the benefits of geographic diversity, a Best Source 
Selector (BSS) was required.  The BSS combines signals received from multiple locations 
and combines them into one data stream, which reduces errors and dropouts.  YPG utilized 
its BSS, which was not configured to support Data Quality Encapsulation or Data Quality 
Metric (DQE/DQM).  YPG’s vendor partner bought a different BSS, which was 
DQE/DQM capable. 

c. Higher Data Rates.  The test matrix included flights with 20 Mbps data streams, both with 
video and BERT pattern.  Historically, most YPG missions are 5 Mbps or less, but we have 
seen an increase in missions with 5-10 Mbps links and a major upcoming test will have a 
data transmission rate of almost 20 Mbps.  The test team also thought this would be a great 
way to stress the system and all the associated equipment. 

d. Configurable Transmitters.  The vendor provided the transmitter plate for both demos, but 
the second time it had the ability to select one of eight predetermined configurations while 
in flight.  Settings included data type, bit rate, format, frequency, etc.  This allowed for 
testing to continue without need to land to change transmitter configuration.  This was a 
definite time saver. 

e. Video Decoder Firmware.  The video was encapsulated in a Chapter 7 (ref 4) downlink 
stream and decoded on the ground.  One of the issues identified during the June 2015 demo 
was that the video stream was very sensitive to even minor radio frequency (RF) dropouts.  
When a dropout occurred, the re-sync of the video could take several seconds, which 
resulted of loss of video for that timeframe.  After some testing YPG did with RCC at the 
Department of Defense (DOD) Telemetry Lab, the vendor investigated the issue further 
and provided updated firmware that reduced the sensitivity of the video decoder to RF 
dropouts.  The firmware version used during the February 2016 demo performed 
dramatically better than the firmware used during the June 2015 demo. 

 
Data streams were unencrypted during this series of tests.  All flights utilized three receiving sites 
and a BSS on two parallel paths; path one had YPG’s legacy receivers feeding YPG’s BSS, and 
path two had the vendor’s receivers with the new technology capability feeding their BSS.  
Additionally, there was one vendor receiver at Site 4 running Adaptive Equalization.  Video and 
BERT data was recorded to a Chapter 10 (ref 2) recorder, and video was decoded and displayed 
real-time on monitors.  Figure 6 shows a block diagram of the ground station equipment. 
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Figure 6.  Ground Station Equipment Block Diagram 

 
 

RESULTS 
 
The demonstration was conducted February 10-11, 2016 on YPG’s Cibola range.  There were two 
flights conducted on each day, each with two sorties.  A breakdown of configurations for all flights 
is detailed in Table 1.  For each flight, the first sortie transmitted PN23 data from the BERT and 
the second transmitted HD video from the MX-20 sensor.  A dual transmitter configured for 10 
Watts per channel was used on all flights.  The test team started with modulation of Pulse Code 
Modulation (PCM) – Frequency Modulation (FM) (ref 1) since it is a legacy format and it allowed 
us to compare results back to the June 2015 demo.  Shaped Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying 
(SOQPSK) (ref 1) and STC with LDPC were other modulations tested.  The bit rate varied between 
5 Mbps and 20 Mbps. 
 

Table 1.  Flight Configurations 
Flight - 
Sortie Modulation 

Bite Rate 
(Mbps) 

Upper Antenna 
Freq (MHz) 

Lower Antenna Freq 
(MHz) Data Source 

1-1 PCM/FM 5 2240.5 2260.5 PN23 
1-2 PCM/FM 5 2240.5 2260.5 Video 
2-3 SOQPSK 5 2240.5 2260.5 PN23 
2-4 SOQPSK 5 2240.5 2260.5 Video 
3-5 SOQPSK 20 2380.5 2260.5 PN23 
3-6 SOQPSK 20 2380.5 2260.5 Video 
4-7 STC/LDPC 5 2260.5 2260.5 PN23 
4-8 STC/LDPC 5 2260.5 2260.5 Video 
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In summary, results from all flights were excellent.  As configured, the test team achieved greater 
than 95% quality data for all scenarios.  The video had very few dropouts, and video always 
recovered quickly.  The only way to find lost data was to dig deep into PN23 data to find missing 
bits.  The test team spent more time evaluating how much better one great mission was over 
another.  The STC flights performed the best.  PCM/FM performed very well, with SOQPSK not 
very far behind.  Increasing the bit rate for SOQPSK from 5 to 20 Mbps did not have a significant 
impact on data quality. 
 
Video from both BSSs performed about the same.  However, with less than three antennas tracking 
the target, the DQE/DQM capability became more apparent.  DQE/DQM capability will also be 
required for the BSS to handle an encrypted signal, which YPG needs to be able to support.  
Amazingly, the single receiver running Adaptive Equalization did almost as good as the BSS, even 
though both BSSs had three geographically diverse sources. 
 
Flight 1 was of particular interest because it is the most common scenario used at YPG.  Most data 
is transmitted with PCM/FM now, but a BSS is not typically used.  Adding frequency and 
geographic diversity improved data quality significantly.  The positive aspects of using two 
separate frequencies eliminates the destructive effects of broadcasting a single frequency from two 
antennas using a power divider, which YPG used to do.  Although it is less spectrally efficient to 
transmit two streams, this can be mitigated by using a more spectrally efficient SOQPSK 
modulation.  Either way, YPG does not suffer the spectrum shortages that other ranges are 
accustomed to. 
 
Flight 3 showed how robust SOQPSK is with higher data rates.  YPG is starting to see more 
missions using 5-10 Mbps data streams, which eventually will impact spectrum availability even 
at YPG.  The demo reaffirmed confidence both to YPG and its customers that it will be ready for 
an upcoming mission with a 20 Mbps data stream. 
 
Since legacy YPG receivers were not capable of STC, they were not used on Flight 4.  The vendor 
had perfect data from Flight 4-7—not a single bit lost during the entire flight.  In the telemetry 
world, this is a very rare occurrence.  Although all flights had excellent data coverage, STC with 
LDPC proved to be the best technology during this series of flight tests. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Testing confirmed that YPG can achieve the best RF coverage with existing assets when 
modulating transmitter with PCM/FM and using a BSS.  Testing also confirmed that the BSS 
works best with multiple frequencies transmitting the same data and multiple geographically 
diverse ground stations tracking the unit under test.  In some cases, like a missile, frequency 
diversity will not be an option, so geographic diversity will be more critical to minimizing RF 
dropouts.  Provided assets and spectrum are available, this will be YPG’s preferred operational 
scenario for the foreseeable future. 
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As YPG sees missions with higher data rates, testing shows that switching to a more spectrally 
efficient modulation like SOQPSK can also yield excellent results.  One surprising result the team 
observed during testing was the BSS without DQE/DQM performed almost as well as BSS with 
DQE/DQM.  Despite the performance of legacy equipment during the demo flights, YPG 
recognizes the benefits of newer technology like DQE/DQM as well.  Even if newer technology 
did not substantially surpass in performance, it did still outperform the legacy hardware.  As YPG 
looks to the future and customers continue to demand more and higher quality data, the 
performance gap will widen.  As such, YPG is looking to modernize as funds become available. 
 
Another takeaway from the demo was how well one receiver with Adaptive Equalization 
performed from a single location; its performance was almost as good as both BSSs, which had 
geographic diversity.  This provides a good solution when multiple receiving sites are unavailable 
for tracking a target. 
 
YPG gained valuable insight from demo testing and we plan to use what was learned to improve 
mission support today while strategizing for enhancing future capabilities as well. 
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the results of flight tests designed to compare data-aided equalization to blind,
adaptive equalization using SOQPSK-TG in aeronautical telemetry. The flight tests were con-
ducted on 3 June 2016 at the Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, at upper L band (1801.5
MHz) and at C band (4711.5 MHz). Five data-aided equalizers were implemented and compared
to a commercially available blind equalizer. In addition, all equalized bit streams were compared
to an unequalized reference. The results show that the blind equalizer tends to be either really
good or really bad. In contrast, the data-aided equalizers tend to exhibit more graceful degrada-
tion. Which equalization method is “best” is not clear as of this writing. The answer depends on a
number factors that will become clear as more data from the experiments is analyzed.
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INTRODUCTION

Equalization is one of the methods employed to mitigate distortion due to multipath propagation.
The most commonly used type of equalizer is the linear equalizer, which takes the form of an FIR
filter. There are two broad classes of linear equalizers:

1. Data-Aided Equalizers compute the FIR filter coefficients based on estimates of the equiv-
alent discrete-time channel seen by the equalizer. To enable channel estimation, a known
sequence of bits must be periodically inserted in the data stream.

2. Blind Equalizers compute the FIR filter coefficients based on some statistical property of
the received waveform samples. By far the most common blind equalizer is based on the
constant modulus algorithm (CMA). Because blind equalizers do not estimate the equivalent
discrete-time channel, periodic insertion of pilot bits is not required. Instead, blind equalizers
are adaptive filters that require a convergence period before attaining their optimum form.

To date, commercially available equalization products for SOQPSK-TG are blind, adaptive filters
usually based on CMA [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The open question is how well data-aided equalization might
perform in aeronautical telemetry. To answer this question, flight experiments were conducted on
3 June 2016 at the Air Force Test Center, Edwards AFB, using SOQPSK-TG with periodically
inserted pilot bits to enable channel estimation on the ground. This paper outlines the results of the
preliminary investigation of the data.

EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

The transmitted signal was SOQPSK-TG [6] modulated by a length-2047 PN sequence with the
the iNET preamble (128 bits) and ASM field (64 bits) [7] inserted every 6144 bits. The PN bit
rate was 10 Mbits/s. The periodic insertion of the 192 Preamble/ASM bit sequence every 6144
bits increased the over-the-air bit rate to 10.3125 Mbits/s. Two transmitters (one for upper L band
and one for C band) were installed on a Beechcraft C-12 twin-engine aircraft and connected to
two antennas on bottom of the fuselage. For the flight experiments in this paper, the upper L-band
frequency was 1801.5 MHz and the C-band frequency was 4711.5 MHz.

The ground station used for the experiments was Building 4795 at the Air Force Test Center,
Edwards, AFB, California. The ground station configuration is summarized by the block diagram
in Figure 1. Antenna 6, a 10’ parabolic reflector with conscan tracking and a tri-band feed, was
used for the experiments. The LHCP antenna output was connected to four test-specific systems:
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Figure 1: Ground station configuration for the flight tests.

1. A telemetry receiver modified to output I/Q baseband samples on a ribbon cable. The I/Q
samples were loaded into three graphics processing units (GPUs) housed in a host com-
puter. The data-aided equalizers, together with the required estimators and detectors, were
implemented in the GPUs.

2. A standard telemetry receiver operating in the SOQPSK-TG mode.

3. A telemetry receiver operating in the SOQPSK-TG mode and with a blind equalizer.

4. A spectrum analyzer for recording the spectrum.
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The GPUs performed frame synchronization as described in [8, 9, 10], frequency offset estimation
as described in [11], channel and noise variance estimation as described in [12, 13], equalization
as described below, and SOQPSK-TG detection as described in [14].

The telemetry receivers (connections 2 and 3) were used for comparison purposes. In the Analysis
section below, the outputs of these receivers are referred to as “unequalized” and “blind equalized”
systems.

Five data-aided equalizers were implemented for these experiments. The zero-forcing (ZF), mini-
mum mean-squared error (MMSE), and initialized constant-modulus algoritm (ICMA) equalizers
are described in [15, 16, 17, 18]. The other two equalizers are two versions of a frequency domain
equalizer (FDE1 and FDE2) based on the MMSE principle and exploiting the periodic nature of
the iNET preamble [7] to eliminate the need for a cycle prefix.

The system in Figure 1 captured the AGC voltage, the bit error statistics for the seven systems
operating in parallel, and the RF spectrum of the received signal. The bit error statistics were
computed by the Reach Bit Error Rate Tester (BERT). The BERT updates its information every
second. In addition to the number of bit errors observed in the one second interval, the BERT also
tracks the loss of pattern synchronization each second (called a “pattern loss second” or PLS) and
indicates whether or not the one-second interval constitutes a “severely-errored second” (SES).1

The unequalized and blind equalized systems do not use, and are therefore unaware of, the pream-
ble and ASM bits. Consequently, neither the unequalized nor the blind equalized system removes
the preamble and ASM bits. This necessitates the need for a circuit to find the preamble and ASM
in the bit stream at the demodulator output. This circuit, labeled “preamble detector” in Figure 1
and described in [19], declares the preamble and ASM fields “found” after three occurrences of
the bit patterns 6144 bits apart. (This was done to avoid erroneously identifying the start of the
preamble and ASM with a sequence of data bits.) The implications on the presence of this circuit
are discussed in the Analysis Section.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The test flight that generated the data in this paper was conducted on 3 June 2016. Consequently,
only an initial assessment of the data obtained during the test flight is performed in this paper. The
Black Mountain test point, shown by the horizontal flight paths in Figures 3, 5, 7, and 9 is the focus

1In aeronautical telemetry, a “severely-errored second” or SES is defined as a one-second interval during which the
measured bit error rate exceeds 10−5.
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of this paper.

For the west-to-east Black Mountain flight path at 1801.5 MHz, the recorded AGC voltage and
measured bit error rate are plotted in Figure 2. The corresponding flight path is plotted in Figure 3.
The markers on the flight path are “error events” captured by the BERT. (For the purposes of this
analysis, an “error event” is defined by occurrence of a non-zero bit error rate during a one-second
interval.) For this test run, there are five error events, labeled “Event A,” “Event B,” and so on.
The locations corresponding to the error events are indicated by the markers along the flight path in
Figure 3. A summary of the measured error statistics for each error event in this test point are listed
in able 1. In this Tables “EQ” means equalizer type, “SES” stands for severely-errored second,
“PLS” stands for pattern-loss second, “LA” stands for Link Availability as defined by Jefferis [20],
and “TBE” stands for total bit errors. Figures 4 and 5 along with Table 2 comprise the summary
for the west-to-east Black Mountain flight path at 4711.5 MHz. Figures 6 and 7 along with Table 3
comprise the summary for the east-to-west Black Mountain flight path at 1801.5 MHz. Figures 8
and 9 along with Table 4 comprise the summary for the east-to-west Black Mountain flight path at
4711.5 MHz.

ANALYSIS

For the purpose of reducing the large data set to a manageable size, we restrict our attention to
those cases where the unequalized link exhibits errors. The “error events” are obvious in Figures
2, 4, 6, and 8. The locations of these events are plotted on the maps in Figures 3, 5, 9, and 7,
respectively. The first observation that stands out from Figures 3, 5, 9, and 7 is that multipath
interference can happen anywhere. Multipath propagation is largely a geometric phenomenon
where the geometry is defined by the aircraft, ground station, and reflecting surfaces (the ground
or close-by background mountains) [21]. The interesting observation here is that simply changing
the direction of flight alters the geometry enough to change the locations of the multipath events:
compare Figures 3 and 7 for upper L band and Figures 5 and 9 for C band. Also note the change in
locations of the multipath events as a function of carrier frequency. For this reason, comparisons
between the behavior of equalizers at upper L and C bands (in the sense of propagation to the
ground station from a fixed location is space) is not possible. But some general conclusions are
possible.

The comparison here focuses on the performance of the following three classes: 1) data-aided
equalization (ZF, MMSE, ICMA, FDE1, and FDE2 equalizers described in the Experimental Con-
figuration Section), 2) blind equalization, and 3) unequalized systems. There are two main chal-
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lenges with a comparison. The first is that the data-aided equalized systems are fundamentally
different from the non-equalized and blind equalized systems. The source of this difference is the
packetized nature of the data-aided equalized systems. Here, “packetized” means the 6144 bit data
field is associated with the preceding iNET preamble and ASM bits. When something goes wrong
with the data-aided equalizers, the system must wait until the next occurrence of the preamble and
ASM bit fields to correct itself. This is in contrast to the unequalized and blind systems: they are
able to correct themselves as soon as channel conditions permit, and this often takes only a few
hundred bits as opposed to several multiples of 6144 bits.

The second main challenge is a natural consequence of the first. The unintended (and unavoidable)
consequence of the insertion of “preamble detection” circuit between the demodulator output and
the BERT input (see Figure 1) is that it lengthens the resynchronization time of the unequalized
and blind equalized systems. This bias can add an additional second to the number of PLS’s for
the unequalized and blind equalized systems.

The reader should keep these facts in mind while reading the following analysis.

The data in Tables 1 – 4 demonstrate that, for the most part, the blind equalizer has more PLS’s
but fewer SES’s than the data-aided equalizers. Part of this is due to the insertion of the preamble
detection circuit described above. But this observation is also a fundamental characteristic of
the blind equalizer. When the blind equalizer encounters a situation it cannot handle, it tends to
produce a lot of errors, hence the relatively high error count shown in the tables and the high
number of PLS’s. But because the blind equalizer does not have to wait until a packet boundary to
recover, the blind equalizer recovers more quickly than the data-aided equalizer, hence the lower
number of SES’s.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the blind equalizer tends to be either really good or really bad. In contrast, the data-
aided equalizers tend to exhibit more graceful degradation. Which equalization method is “best”
is not clear as of this writing. The answer depends on a number factors that will become clear as
more data from the experiments is analyzed.
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Figure 2: The measured AGC and BER corresponding to the entire west-to-east Black Mountain
flight path at 1801.5 MHz.

Figure 3: The west-to-east Black Mountain flight path at 1801.5 MHz. The markers show the
locations of the registered multipath events (cf., Figure 2).
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ABSTRACT 

Configuring typical devices in the telemetry community requires the creation of complex, 
device-specific configuration files.  While the grammar of the configuration files is vendor 
neutral, the device specific details are vendor specific.  Thus, a naïve approach to building these 
files is to construct a file, test it against a device, and then iterate.  The specification sheets (and 
other documents) for the device can serve as a guide, but the details of flight test configuration 
possibilities are immense and, in this community, typically not fully documented.  This paper 
describes a process of creating a set of general rules describing characteristics of a configuration 
file and using those rules to discover the configuration constraints of telemetry devices 
automatically.  The discovered constraints posed by a particular vendor’s device can then be 
quickly formed into a correct-by-construction constraint-based grammar for use in other systems. 

KEYWORDS 

Constraints, MDL, XML, Fuzzing 

INTRODUCTION 

Approximately 15 years ago, Southwest Research Institute® (SwRI®) began working in the flight 
test community as Boeing’s system integrator for the then new 787 aircraft. Currently, we are the 
system integrator of the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) program, a Department 
of Defense (DoD) telemetry modernization program. 
Configuring typical devices in the telemetry community requires the creation of complex, 
device-specific configuration files. These devices use the Metadata Description Language 
(MDL), the emerging industry standard grammar that was defined by SwRI on the iNET 
program. While the grammar of the configuration files is vendor neutral, the device specific 
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details are vendor specific. Thus, a naïve approach to building these files is to construct a file, 
test it against a device, and then iterate. The specification sheets (and other documents) for the 
device can serve as a guide, but the details of configuration possibilities are immense and, in this 
community, typically not fully documented. Thus, making use of trial and error and smart users 
familiar with the devices is the standard practice. Knowing this, we previously developed a tool 
for constraint-based file generation, XFORGE. XFORGE supports melding of DoD technologies 
and commercial industry needs into configuration file generation frameworks. However, hand 
generation of constraint files for vendor devices was still required. 
We show in this paper that it is possible to: 

• Discover the device constraints of telemetry devices automatically. 
• Form the specific constraints posed by a particular vendor’s device into a correct-by-

construction constraint-based grammar (i.e. an auto-generated constraints file).  
By defining some basic observed rules from a device, we were able to iteratively determine the 
accuracy of these rules and build upon them to test a significant portion of the configuration 
space of the device. This, in turn, led to a consolidated set of results describing the apparent 
capabilities of the device and highlighted previously unknown capabilities or expected 
capabilities that do not exist. This decreases the entrance barrier into this form of standardized 
constraint grammar expression dramatically by requiring minimal effort on the part of the 
vendors in order to produce standardized documentation of a device’s capabilities. 

TECHNICAL APPROACH 

To evaluate the efficacy of automated discovery of telemetry constraints, we cross-bred ideas 
from the artificial intelligence research community with automatic test and fuzzing concepts 
from the test and cyber security communities. This allowed us to quickly build the framework 
that supported our tests.  

Evaluation of our focused automated search techniques required a general ruleset capable of 
encapsulating the concepts of various classes of telemetry devices. The framework utilized this 
ruleset in order to generate and run tests on a device and collate their results, which led to 
evaluating the constraints on that device. Figure 1 shows the architecture used for the 
experimental framework.  
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Figure 1.  Architecture 
We evaluated several openly available Controlled Natural Languages (CNLs) as the basis for our 
grammar, but, based on the required complexity to express all of our target constraints, it was 
easier to create our own very simple grammar.  

A rules file roughly parallels the structure of the configuration files.  The structure of a rules file 
contains namespaces and scopes.  A scope is an XML element, XML attribute, or a 'when.'  A 
'when' specifies a condition to be met for properties contained in that 'when' to be tested.  Scopes 
contain more scopes as well as properties.  A property determines how something is tested.  The 
different properties are listed and explained in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Rule Properties 

Rule Name Definition Testing Pattern 

Forbidden A field which cannot exist Add and remove the disallowed field 

Optional An optional field of any type which 
may or may not exist Add and remove the optional field 

Count Element that can occur more than 
once 

Start at zero occurrences and incrementally 
add more 

Choice Two or more elements, of which only 
one can be used at a time Iterate through possibilities 

Integer Specification for numeric fields that 
do not need floating points N/A; Used to refine other properties 

Finite Field of numeric type which accepts a 
finite amount of values Iterate through possibilities 

Continuous Field of numeric type with an upper 
and lower bound 

Equally spaced points across the field, and 
outliers directly outside either bound 

Enumeration Field with a set of specific values to 
pick from Iterate through possibilities 
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Rule Name Definition Testing Pattern 

Range 
Two numeric elements associated 
with each other that set an upper and 
lower bound 

Hold one constant and move the other, then 
reverse; otherwise like continuous 

Discrete Field of numeric type which accepts a 
discontinuous set of values or ranges 

Test the individual values or ranges as 
appropriate 

Dependent Values of one field change based on 
the values of one or more others Cartesian combination of field values 

Mapping An element which associates two 
others N/A; used as a convenience shortcut 

 
Using this grammar, we developed a ruleset example for the Thermocouple module on a 
representative device. A snippet of the ruleset is shown in Figure 2.  The snippet shows an 
element of type mdl:ConditionParameter being checked to see if it has a less than or equal to 
operation.  Once that condition is met, the property is tested on that element.  This particular 
property is a continuous integer value.  This means it will be tested at its low and high range and 
periodic intervals in-between.  In this case, the low value is 300 and the high is 1245.  A few 
values just outside the range are also tested to see if those values are the true boundary.  The 
dependent property in this example refers to two other properties (not shown) that this property 
depends on.  That means this property is tested with every combination of the two other 
properties and itself. 

 
Figure 2.  Ruleset Snippet Example 

In order to apply our ruleset-based constraint discovery techniques, we created a  test generator, 
a test performer, and a constraints collator. The generator is responsible for generating a series of 
candidate XML instance documents, following the patterns needed to maximize constraint 
discovery chance while minimizing redundant or unnecessary validation runs. The performer 
uses this series of XML files and is responsible for executing actual test runs; that is, the 
performer tries the MDL files against the physical devices themselves. Alternatively, offline 
compilers or emulators that possess the same validation abilities may be used for some of the 
candidate devices to speed the search process. The performer was inspired by the Ground Test 
Article Manager (GTAM) [1] part of the iNET System Manager, capable of loading an MDL file 
into a device and verifying that the load was successful. The collator is responsible for merging 
and reformulating the test results into a human-readable format. Within the scope of this 
research, this format is a table including the rule being tested, a short configuration file snippet 
surrounding the test value, its expected and actual pass/fail validation results based on the rule 
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and value tested, and the log results of the configuration operation. In the future, this process 
could directly lead to the creation of constraints in a correct-by-construction grammar, as the 
properties we have developed have direct analogues in those types of grammar constructs.  

When processing floating-point based constraints, an exhaustive search of the value space for 
just a single floating point needs a practically infinite number of trials (bounded only by the 
hardware limitations of the floating-point data format). While intelligent patterns and heuristics 
can significantly lower the trials necessary to determine the constraints, a considerable number of 
trials still need to be run, especially if there are a large number of additional fields to process. 
Since any given trial is independent of any other, the trials and testing apparatus (e.g. compilers) 
were spread across cores and systems when possible to minimize time necessary to discover the 
constraints. 

We applied the constraints discovery framework to our baseline device for which we knew the 
computable constraints. It was relatively straightforward to develop the specific rules and 
concepts needed to capture those constraints. Testing this baseline device led to the confirmation 
of the constraints we knew, and the discovery of an unexpected capability of the device which 
did not match our prior vendor-given knowledge.  

After confirming that the framework and techniques could be successfully applied to a device for 
which we had prior knowledge of the constraints, a second device was targeted. The vendor’s 
proprietary configuration software was surveyed, viewing constraints for the vendor’s 
Thermocouple module which was the functional equivalent of the module on the baseline device. 
This allowed us to develop a ruleset, built together with concepts from the baseline ruleset, 
which initially attempted to match the constraints presented in their user interface. This device 
did not have an external compiler, so we were forced to serially test files against the physical 
device in our lab. This led to the confirmation of many of the observed constraints, and the 
discovery of three additional unexpected/undocumented capabilities. 

RESULTS 

There are two categories of outcomes for a given test: 

• Expected results, when a test is expected to succeed and succeeds, or when a test is 
expected to fail and fails. These generally mean that a device’s advertised capabilities 
match its actual capabilities, although they do not preclude the possibility of a false 
positive. An example of a false positive would be the case of a device that advertises a 
capability and a configuration activating that capability passes validation but could fail to 
work as the configuration requires. Because this research focused on the validation 
portion of the process, we did not physically evaluate the hundreds of testing 
configurations, relying on the collator results to confirm that a device appears to be acting 
as expected.  
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• Unexpected results, where a test which is expected to succeed fails, or a test which is 
expected to fail succeeds. In the former case, this either implies a failure in the validation 
engine or a capability which does not match the advertised properties of the device. In the 
latter case, this again could imply a failure in the validation engine, or it may reveal an 
unadvertised capability of the device which it may be possible to leverage in a real 
system.   

Timing and completeness metrics for tested devices are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2.  Metrics 

Metric Achieved During this 
Research Effort 

Baseline discovery rate 86% in one minute 

General discovery rate 90% in two hours 

Previously unknown constraints found 1 on baseline; 
2 on other 

 
The baseline discovery rate is defined as the ratio of tested constraints tested in a 24 hour period 
to the total number of constraints (28). We were able to implement 24 of the constraints, for a 
percentage of about 86%. These constraints can all be tested and confirmed in a period of under a 
minute, using the parallel testing techniques described in the Technical Approach. 

The general discovery rate is defined as the ratio of tested constraints in a 24 hour period to the 
total number of constraints of the baseline device. Since there is no specific number of 
constraints coming from the vendor, this is a good approximation of how automated constraint 
discovery would work in general. Based on our survey of the vendor software, the Thermocouple 
module on the vendor’s device had capabilities to use seven types of thermocouples (the same as 
the baseline module). We were able to implement rules that described and tested all the settings 
that existed in the configuration language, though there were a small number of outliers that only 
existed in the vendor’s tool. In view of this, we judge that our ruleset for this device 
encompasses approximately 90% of the device’s constraints. Since this device uses a serial 
negotiation protocol, the testing duration was much longer. Where the baseline device compiler 
could validate a file in approximately ten seconds and eight were run in parallel on our testing 
machine, this device could only validate one file at a time in a process also taking about ten 
seconds.  Fortunately, we did have two identical physical devices present in the lab, but this 
meant that the approximately 1600 trials necessary to semi-exhaustively test the constraints of 
the device took about two hours to run. 

The previously unknown constraints metric is defined as the number of constraints which did not 
behave as expected on the target device. It is defined in this way to 1) encompass the case where 
a device accepts a configuration which, according to its capabilities, it should not, and 2) the case 
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where a device fails to accept a configuration which, according to its capabilities, it should have 
accepted. 
On the baseline device, we discovered a case where a vendor-supplied constraint stated that an 
attached Thermocouple could not have an excitation, but the compiler for the device accepted 
files that included this excitation. This could either be a case of an error in validation, or possibly 
an undocumented capability of the device which could be leveraged in a real system. 
On the other device, the vendor software only allowed for selecting a sample rate of either 250 
Hz or 1000 Hz, but in testing, it was revealed that the sample rate actually depended on the 
desired data rate and could be any power of two under 2048. The powers of two were actually a 
cross-pollination of the constraints from the baseline device, as that device’s data rate was 
documented as using powers of two, so that shows one success of this type of approach as 
applied across multiple devices. We also discovered that the device ignored which bounds of its 
signal range were stated as upper and lower and, instead, simply treated the higher number as the 
upper bound and the lower number as the lower bound.  

CONCLUSION 

We have successfully shown that the focused automated discovery process can work for 
discovering telemetry device constraints. We achieved the constraint discovery significantly 
faster than expected while still meeting the criteria for completeness, and revealed new 
capabilities (or validation errors) of vendor hardware and software.  

We have successfully lowered the bounds for a vendor’s entry into the constraint-based 
configuration field. This means a vendor (or SwRI) would only have to write the basic rules in 
our simple custom grammar, and constraints could be generated based on the results of the 
testing that occurs. 
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Table 1: Error event summary, derived from the data in the lower plot of Figure 2, for the multipath
events at 1801.5 MHz on the west-to-east Black Mountain flight path shown in Figure 3. The event
designations below correspond to the marker labels in Figure 3.

Event A Event B

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 0 0 100.0% 86
MMSE 0 0 100.0% 69
ICMA 0 0 100.0% 10
FDE1 0 0 100.0% 91
FDE2 0 0 100.0% 86

NOEQ 1 0 96.7% 148
QSX 0 0 100.0% 2

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 2 0 93.3% 562
MMSE 1 0 96.7% 430
ICMA 0 0 100.0% 59
FDE1 2 0 93.3% 532
FDE2 1 0 96.7% 497

NOEQ 3 0 90.0% 979
QSX 4 2 86.7% 10440589

Event C Event D

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 4 0 60.0% 10236
MMSE 3 0 70.0% 2079
ICMA 3 0 70.0% 4734
FDE1 3 0 70.0% 6133
FDE2 2 0 80.0% 2371

NOEQ 3 1 70.0% 4215684
QSX 1 0 90.0% 2536

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 1 0 90.0% 240
MMSE 1 0 90.0% 128
ICMA 1 0 90.0% 5046
FDE1 1 0 90.0% 253
FDE2 1 0 90.0% 240

NOEQ 1 0 90.0% 5319
QSX 0 0 100.0% 11

Event E Event F

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 2 2 85.0% 6048885
MMSE 2 1 90.0% 3776437
ICMA 3 1 85.0% 3227097
FDE1 3 1 85.0% 3312698
FDE2 3 1 85.0% 4560720

NOEQ 2 2 90.0% 7373908
QSX 2 1 90.0% 7396976

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 3 1 95.0% 4972179
MMSE 2 1 96.7% 4527930
ICMA 3 1 95.0% 3946347
FDE1 3 1 95.0% 4128685
FDE2 3 1 95.0% 5126263

NOEQ 3 1 95.0% 6468083
QSX 3 2 95.0% 9866777
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Figure 4: The measured AGC and BER corresponding to the entire west-to-east Black Mountain
flight path at 4711.5 MHz.

Figure 5: The west-to-east Black Mountain flight path at 4711.5 MHz. The markers show the
locations of the registered multipath events (cf., Figure 4).
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Table 2: Error event summary, derived from the data in the lower plot of Figure 4, for the multipath
events at 4711.5 MHz on the west-to-east Black Mountain flight path shown in Figure 5. The event
designations below correspond to the marker labels in Figure 5.

Event A Event B

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 0 0 100.0% 2
MMSE 0 0 100.0% 1
ICMA 0 0 100.0% 1
FDE1 0 0 100.0% 2
FDE2 0 0 100.0% 2

NOEQ 0 0 100.0% 0
QSX 0 0 100.0% 4

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 59 0 1.7% 1053060
MMSE 60 0 0.0% 924227
ICMA 60 0 0.0% 834199
FDE1 60 0 0.0% 993941
FDE2 59 0 1.7% 964267

NOEQ 47 0 21.7% 651890
QSX 46 0 23.3% 614109

Event C Event D

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 1 0 98.1% 3036
MMSE 0 0 100.0% 600
ICMA 0 0 100.0% 390
FDE1 0 0 100.0% 599
FDE2 0 0 100.0% 622

NOEQ 0 0 100.0% 5
QSX 0 0 100.0% 1

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 92 6 8.0% 38819985
MMSE 95 6 5.0% 43645568
ICMA 95 7 5.0% 48422126
FDE1 95 6 5.0% 42966002
FDE2 93 6 7.0% 40555622

NOEQ 93 23 7.0% 122563460
QSX 93 11 7.0% 60101639
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Figure 6: The measured AGC and BER corresponding to the entire east-to-west Black Mountain
flight path at 1801.5 MHz.

Figure 7: The east-to-west Black Mountain flight path at 1801.5 MHz. The markers show the
locations of the registered multipath events (cf., Figure 6).
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Table 3: Error event summary, derived from the data in the lower plot of Figure 6, for the multipath
events at 1801.5 MHz on the east-to-west Black Mountain flight path shown in Figure 7. The event
designations below correspond to the marker labels in Figure 7.

Event A Event B

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 2 0 80.0% 518715
MMSE 2 0 80.0% 77081
ICMA 2 0 80.0% 96606
FDE1 2 0 80.0% 168858
FDE2 2 0 80.0% 365525

NOEQ 3 2 70.0% 9668431
QSX 1 1 90.0% 4212725

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 4 1 60.0% 7042893
MMSE 4 1 60.0% 7420115
ICMA 3 1 70.0% 6972811
FDE1 5 1 50.0% 7185595
FDE2 4 1 60.0% 4002500

NOEQ 3 3 70.0% 11246029
QSX 4 4 60.0% 14108452

Event C Event D

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 5 0 75.0% 2112500
MMSE 5 0 75.0% 1903506
ICMA 5 0 75.0% 2027829
FDE1 5 0 75.0% 2080460
FDE2 5 0 75.0% 2003793

NOEQ 5 2 75.0% 12828972
QSX 4 3 80.0% 11089912

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 23 8 60.0% 43885491
MMSE 19 11 63.3% 36848002
ICMA 19 11 65.0% 39857211
FDE1 22 9 61.7% 47514261
FDE2 19 9 66.7% 32025336

NOEQ 23 15 61.7% 59883007
QSX 22 19 63.3% 76129735

Event E Event F

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 3 0 70.0% 151503
MMSE 2 0 80.0% 52594
ICMA 3 0 70.0% 164157
FDE1 3 0 70.0% 122557
FDE2 2 0 80.0% 99268

NOEQ 3 1 70.0% 4612253
QSX 2 1 80.0% 6098024

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 0 0 100.0% 256
MMSE 0 0 100.0% 212
ICMA 0 0 100.0% 78
FDE1 0 0 100.0% 254
FDE2 0 0 100.0% 228

NOEQ 10 0 66.7% 30370
QSX 2 1 93.3% 5740165

Event G Event H

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 2 0 96.7% 1352
MMSE 1 0 98.3% 616
ICMA 1 0 98.3% 1476
FDE1 1 0 98.3% 1438
FDE2 1 0 98.3% 1194

NOEQ 30 0 50.0% 181415
QSX 1 0 98.3% 531

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 61 18 36.0% 73682989
MMSE 59 15 38.0% 63059683
ICMA 60 13 39.0% 73427127
FDE1 57 14 42.0% 70550035
FDE2 58 14 39.0% 61936373

NOEQ 64 38 36.0% 140638394
QSX 64 58 36.0% 211405354
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Figure 8: The measured AGC and BER corresponding to the entire east-to-west Black Mountain
flight path at 4711.5 MHz.

Figure 9: The east-to-west Black Mountain flight path at 4711.5 MHz. The markers show the
locations of the registered multipath events (cf., Figure 8).
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Table 4: Error event summary, derived from the data in the lower plot of Figure 8, for the multipath
events at 4711.5 MHz on the east-to-west Black Mountain flight path shown in Figure 9. The event
designations below correspond to the marker labels in Figure 9.

Event A Event B

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 13 0 56.7% 28457
MMSE 11 0 63.3% 23668
ICMA 7 0 76.7% 11702
FDE1 12 0 60.0% 27725
FDE2 10 0 66.7% 25010

NOEQ 15 0 50.0% 381100
QSX 7 2 76.7% 8280223

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 0 0 100.0% 4
MMSE 0 0 100.0% 3
ICMA 0 0 100.0% 0
FDE1 0 0 100.0% 3
FDE2 0 0 100.0% 3

NOEQ 1 0 90.0% 1474
QSX 0 0 100.0% 0

Event C Event D

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 3 0 85.0% 3547
MMSE 4 0 80.0% 2807
ICMA 3 0 85.0% 1338
FDE1 4 0 80.0% 3413
FDE2 4 0 80.0% 3020

NOEQ 6 0 70.0% 25342
QSX 1 0 95.0% 211

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 4 0 80.0% 93694
MMSE 4 0 80.0% 94941
ICMA 4 0 80.0% 98211
FDE1 4 0 80.0% 93938
FDE2 4 0 80.0% 94572

NOEQ 2 0 90.0% 15256
QSX 2 0 90.0% 21716

Event E Event F

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 5 1 75.0% 7079347
MMSE 5 1 75.0% 3582121
ICMA 4 1 80.0% 3090530
FDE1 5 1 75.0% 3263178
FDE2 4 1 80.0% 5088021

NOEQ 3 2 85.0% 6632852
QSX 3 2 85.0% 10421084

EQ SES PLS LA TBE

ZF 13 0 62.9% 434575
MMSE 14 0 60.0% 535244
ICMA 14 0 60.0% 509613
FDE1 14 0 60.0% 504277
FDE2 13 0 62.9% 632936

NOEQ 4 0 88.6% 553056
QSX 3 1 91.4% 3295180
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ABSTRACT 
 
Currently, telemetry analysis is visually disconnected from the system being analyzed; analysts 

look at a series of two dimensional functions plotted over time that represent everything that 

happens.  As the digital age continues to evolve and grow, a new technology is emerging in the 

world of entertainment: Virtual Reality (VR).  VR describes a system that uses a headset to 

create a completely manufactured environment for the user to utilize and explore.  This 

technology can be harnessed in order to translate raw telemetry data into an all-inclusive image 

of a system being analyzed in a 3-dimensional (3D) format.  It would allow an analyst to fully 

visualize results and better understand what is occurring and has the potential to remove some of 

the subjectivity that comes with analyzing functions in order to help scientists and engineers to 

more efficiently improve their products.  VR technology could be applied in a variety of fields--

defense, medicine, biology, and many more—and could help pave the way to technical 

advancements for a better world. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 

In today’s world, telemetry is utilized across a myriad of fields including flight testing (aircraft, 

missiles, spacecraft, etc.), animal tracking, and medicine.  Currently, telemetry data is displayed 

as line functions plotted against time.  It can take anywhere from months to years for a new 

analyst to become competent at analyzing data.  The connections between line graphs and the 

physical system do not easily print a clear picture to the inexperienced and can present 

opportunities for inaccurate analysis.  Problems within the system can be easily overlooked.   

 

Telemetry data functions are also difficult to communicate to those outside of the analysis 

process such as managers, sales teams, or customers.  The implementation of VR would allow 

the collected data to be displayed as a visual representation of the system. Instead of looking at 

hundreds of disjointed functions, VR would provide an all-inclusive visualization of the system 

as well as the relationships between and within all recorded subsystems.  This method would aid 

analysts in finding and identifying problems within the system.   

 

The Test and Evaluation process could be streamlined, data could be analyzed more accurately, 

and results could be more effectively communicated.  A generic flight payload was used to 



demonstrate this method of telemetry display and analysis.  This method allows for multiple 

layers of visualization in order to demonstrate the ability to analyze the system as a whole as 

well as the subsystems and individual components. 

 

This report outlines the implementation of telemetry data into Unity3D
TM

, a game design engine, 

in conjunction with an HTC Vive, a VR headset.  A generic data stream was created with several 

variables that would generally be used for an aircraft flight test.  This report explains the process 

for applying this data to a 3D model and visualizing the recorded data.  It explains methods for 

applying VR technology to the 3D display.  Finally, this report provides an explanation of how 

the user would interact with the telemetry reconstruction in order to thoroughly analyze the data. 

 

 
DATA PROCESSING 

 
 

For the purpose of this project, a CSV telemetry data stream was created with several variables 

that would generally be used for an aircraft flight test.  A small sample of this array can be seen 

in Table 1 below.  

 

In order to display the data as a 3D model, the data was imported into Unity3D
TM

.  The variables 

in the array were then linked to components of a 3D model that the user can interact with in 

order to visualize the events that transpired through the data stream in the system.  

 

 
Figure 1: CSV Implementation Code 

 



Table 1: Sample of CSV Data 

Time 
Time Relative 

to Launch 
Velocity Altitude 

Right 

Engine 

Left 

Engine 

Navigational 

System 

sec sec ft/s ft 1=on 1=on 1=on 

0 -2.5 0 0 0 0 0 

0.1 -2.4 0 0 0 0 0 

0.2 -2.3 1 0 0 0 0 

0.3 -2.2 2 0 0 0 0 

0.4 -2.1 3 0 0 0 0 

0.5 -2 4 0 0 0 0 

0.6 -1.9 5 0 0 1 1 

0.7 -1.8 6 0 0 1 1 

0.8 -1.7 10 0 0 1 1 

0.9 -1.6 15 0 0 1 1 

1 -1.5 20 0 0 1 1 

1.1 -1.4 25 0 0 1 1 

1.2 -1.3 30 0 0 1 1 

 

Each variable in the above array applies to the status of a physical component.  Each subsystem 

within the main system--Right Engine, Left Engine, and Navigational System--would either be 

controlled by extending this array or by attaching another array to the subsystem.  This project 

used a monolithic array for all variables. However, for larger data series the arrays could be 

separated by subsystem to prevent all of the data being processed for each subsystem.  The full 

CSV stream/file for this project was imported into Unity3D
TM

 using the code displayed in Figure 

1.  

 

This code calls the CSV into the scene and initializes it as an object array.  This allows the 

variables within the array to be applied to individual GameObjects within the scene.  These 

GameObjects can now be modified according to the values of the array.  The specifics of these 

modifications are discussed in the next section. 

 

SYSTEM VISUALIZATION 

 

Once the telemetry data was imported to Unity3D
TM

, it was applied to a 3D model for 

visualization in 3D space.  In order to achieve this visualization, a model of the system was 

required and the components of the system were modified to reflect the data. 

 

A) Model Formation and Variable Definition 

 

Figure 2 defines the breakdown of the systems and subsystems for this project. Each system and 

subsystem was displayed as separate scenes with different variables within each scene. 

 



 
Figure 2: System and Subsystem Breakdown 

 

The main scene displays the entire system being tested, in this case, a Cessna Citation X model 

was used.  The main components used for the test were the Right Engine, Left Engine, and 

Navigational System.  This scene is displayed in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3: Main Scene 

In order to assign variables from the imported array to components in the scene, the CSV was 

tied to a GameObject array.  The code in Figure 4 shows how the GameObject array is 

instantiated, as obj_array.  In Unity3D
TM

 the specific game objects were designated for each 

element in the array by clicking and dragging each game object into the appropriate slots. 

 

 



 
Figure 4: Variable Assignment Code 

Each subsystem of the plane was developed using separate scenes.  Each of these scenes was 

written with a separate script, however, each scene sourced from the same CSV file.  An 

example of one of the sub-scenes is shown in Figure 5 

 

 
Figure 5: Right Engine Scene 

As shown in Figure 2, each sub-scene has its own set of components.  These components are 

GameObjects in the scene and are tied to variables in the CSV.   

 
Figure 5 displays the three components of the Right Engine: Turbine, Compressor, and Fan.  

These are the main components that make up the turbofan engine of a Cessna Citation X.  Each 

of these components was tied to a variable in the CSV that was imported just like the 

components in the main scene.   

 

The telemetry data indicate the status of the systems and subsystem as either ON (value =1) or 

OFF (value =0).  These systems, and their corresponding GameObjects, can be color coded to 

visually inform the user of the status.  The script for applying these colors to the components is 

shown in Figure 6 

 

For example, at 0.6 sec, the main scene in Figure 3 of the full Cessna system shows the Left 

Engine and the Navigational System in green while the Right Engine is red.  This indicated that 

something within the Right engine is off.  Table 1 is a limited list, but within the CSV it was 



indicated that the Compressor within the Right Engine was malfunctioning.  This was observed 

in Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 6: Criteria Definition Code 

B) Application of VR 

 

Once the data is imported and the GameObjects are designated to their respective telemetry 

variables, , the conversion to VR is relatively simple.  Applying the VR component is wholly 

dependent on which device is being used.  Unity3D
TM

 uses a check box in Player Settings that 

allows for a smooth conversion to VR when Oculus Rift drivers are installed.  The in-scene 

camera will automatically change to VR view.   

 

This project utilized the use of an HTC Vive which has a little more of an in-depth process.  

Separate assets had to be downloaded from the Unity Asset Store which included a specialty 

camera rig to allow for VR view.  From there, the camera rig just had to be tied to the desired 

object to be used by simply dragging and dropping the rig onto the GameObject 

C) User Interaction 

 

In order for this system to be useful, the user must be able to navigate the scene while wearing 

the VR goggles.  They must be able to select and isolate components for thorough scrutiny.  

They must also be able to manipulate time to be able to see cause and effect or slow down an 

event.  A User Interface (UI) as well as input controls had to be put into place. 

 

In order for the user to navigate the scene, a First Person Controller (FPC) was added to the 

scene.  The FPC is a standard software asset within Unity3D
TM

.  In the scene, the FPC is nothing 

more than a cube GameObject with an active camera on it.  Once VR was applied and the VR 

camera rig was tied to the FPC, the user could control the camera by simply moving around the 

scene while seeing through the camera.   Head rotation was able to be detected by applying the 

code shown in Figure 7 below.   

 

 



 
Figure 7: VR Head Tracking Code 

The user must also be able to select components in order to isolate different subsystems.  

VREyeRayCaster is a script placed on the main camera in the scene, in this case, the VR camera 

rig on the FPC. Every update casts a ray forward using Physics.RayCast to see if it hits any 

colliders.  If a collider is detected, it tries to find a VRInteractiveItem. These items were the 

system components.   

 

A VRInteractiveItem can be modified to react upon VR interaction.  In this case, the component 

would brighten in color when its collider was detected.  The next step is to select it.  Code was 

implemented to allow the scene to switch to the associated sub-scene when the component was 

clicked on.  This “click” is something different depending on the hardware used.  In this case, the 

“click” was mapped to a button push on an HTC Vive controller.  Alternatively, it could also be 

a mouse click or a button on a standard video game controller.  The code to allow the user to 

gaze at a component, select it, and change scenes is shown in Figure 8 below. 

   

 
Figure 8: User Gaze and Select Code 

Although a great deal of telemetry data for most systems can be displayed as a part of a 3D 

model, some of it cannot.  For example, flight systems, such as the one demonstrated, have 

functions of velocity and body motion.  The visualization of these variables is relative to the 

user’s view.  In order to display these things, as well as view the time at which events occur, 

User Interface (UI) components were put into place.  These elements were displayed on a canvas 

that is parallel to the camera view at all times.  They auto propagate so they are always in the 

user’s field of view.  Other UI elements were input in order to allow the user to hide these 

displays.   



The outputs displayed in the UI for this project are Time (sec), Time Relative to Launch (sec), 

Velocity (ft/s), Altitude (ft), and Events.  All of these outputs were variables in the imported 

CSV file and were displayed in all scenes.  Time represented the time from when the data began 

the simulation.  It was displayed in 0.1 sec intervals.  Time Relative to Launch displayed the time 

where launch (or take-off) occurred.  Anything before that point was a negative value.  A UI 

Slider was implemented in order to allow the user to view the data at certain points in time.  The 

user could use the slider to move forward or backward through the data or they could use the 

arrows to skip forward by 0.1 s with each button push.  Velocity displayed the total system 

velocity during flight.  Altitude displayed the height of the system relative to the sea level.  The 

Events Display showed a log of Events that occurred such as Take-Off, Left Engine Fail, and the 

time at which the Event occurred relative to launch.  The events and times propagated a list for 

user reference.  For variable functions, boundaries and criteria can be set so that if the value of 

the function varies outside of the criteria, the subsequent Event will display.  Figure 9 shows the 

final scene with the numerical outputs activated. 

 

 
Figure 9: Scene with Floating UI 

CONCLUSION 

 

At this juncture, telemetry data is displayed as a series of functions for analysis.  Analysts need a 

lot of time to learn the system and leaves room for errors to be made.  Some relatively simple 3D 

reconstructions exist in order to display data or to untangle more complex events.  However, 

these are generalized and do not display the connections between all the components of a system.  

The application of VR would bridge the gap between the data and the system.  It would allow for 

connections to be made more easily and could increase the amount of certainty analysts have in 

what is occurring.  In addition to VR, there is also the potential that Augmented Reality (AR), 

where the simulated model is layered on the real world, could be applied.  
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ABSTRACT 
This paper discusses the use of diagnostics based on machine learning (ML) within a flight 
test context.  The paper begins by discussing some of the problems associated with 
instrumenting a test aircraft and how they could be ameliorated using ML-based 
diagnostics.  We then describe a number of types of supervised ML algorithms which can be 
used in this context.  In addition, key practical aspects of applying these algorithms, such as 
feature engineering and parameter selection, are also discussed.  The paper then outlines a 
real-world application developed by Curtiss-Wright, called Machine Learning for Advanced 
System Diagnostics (MLASD).  This description includes key challenges that were 
encountered during the development process and how suitable input features were 
identified.   Real-world results are also presented.  Finally, we suggest some further 
applications of ML techniques, in addition to describing other areas of development. 

Key words: FTI, Machine Learning, Time Series Classification, Anomaly Detection, 
Resource Constrained Environments 

 



 

1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Correctly instrumenting test vehicles is a fundamental pre-requisite for a successful test 
campaign.  Any delays caused with sensors, wiring or data acquisition equipment on the 
aircraft either before or during a test flight can potentially add millions to the cost of a test 
campaign. However, instrumenting a test vehicle is a complicated, labor intensive and time 
consuming process. Invariably the situation is further compounded by the pressure to meet a 
seemingly immovable deadline.  This cocktail, left unchecked, is the ideal environment in 
which errors and mistakes thrive. 

A flight test can be broken into three phases, the pre-flight, in-flight and post-flight phases.  
Strategies have been developed over the years to mitigate the various risks in each of these 
phases.  These strategies fall into two broad categories, Processes and Diagnostic Tools.    
In the pre-flight phase tools typically include Initiated Built-in Test (IBIT), Continuous Built-
in Test (CBIT), Auto-shunt and the visual inspection of data on real-time displays.  Processes 
typically include filling in check-lists that incorporate things like the visual inspection of 
Sensors and wiring. In the in-flight phase, CBIT and monitoring data in real time are 
commonly used to detect faults, while in the post-flight phase problems with wiring and 
sensors are generally detected during the post-processing of the data. 
This paper concentrates primarily on the preflight phase.  Specifically, the potential 
application of Machine Learning (ML) techniques is discussed with a view to automating 
tasks that would otherwise be performed by engineers.  

It begins by introducing some of the basic concepts in Machine Learning and by listing some 
of the areas where ML techniques have been used. After this, the paper describes the real 
world application of Machine Learning as part of a project called Machine Learning for 
Advanced Diagnostics (MLASD).  Specifically, the detection and classification of strain 
gauge anomalies is outlined including details of the algorithms used, the problems 
encountered along the way and the results obtained. 

The paper ends with a description of on-going work within Curtiss-Wright on the practical 
application of Machine Learning and suggests some further areas that may also benefit from 
these techniques.  
 

2 BRIEF OVERVIEW OF MACHINE LEARNING 

Definition 
In brief, Machine Learning (ML) is the ability of algorithms to learn from past data and make 
predictions about new data without being 
explicitly programmed to do so. 

Types of Machine Learning 
Machine Learning algorithms can be classified 
into two main categories, Supervised Learning 
and Unsupervised Learning.  In Supervised 
Learning the ML algorithm is trained using a set 
of pre-labelled data.  The Supervised Learning 
algorithm then usually uses what it has learned 
from the training data to either classify or make 
predictions about new (i.e. previously unseen) Figure 1- Supervised Learning 



 

data that it is input to it (Figure 1 illustrates this approach).  For example, in an email spam 
filter the algorithm may be trained using emails labelled as either “spam” or “good”.  From 
this data set the algorithm can learn to distinguish between good and spam email in real 
systems. 

In Unsupervised Learning, the goal of the 
Machine Learning algorithm is to discover 
structure and patterns in the input data.  
These algorithms are not given any pre-
labelled data as part of a specific learning 
phase (Figure 2 illustrates this approach).  
Unsupervised learning has been used to 
classify different species, in classifying the 
voting records of public representatives 
and in image processing. 

There also exists a third category of Machine Learning called Semi-Supervised Learning that 
contains a step in the process that uses supervised learning to bootstrap the algorithm.  These 
techniques are typically used where there is a small set of labelled training data relative to the 
volume of data that needs to be processed.  Examples of where these algorithms have been 
used include image classification and digit recognition in hand-writing 

Under-fitting and Overfitting 
In training a Machine Learning algorithm there are two potential pitfalls, Overfitting and 
Under-fitting that need to be avoided. 
Overfitting (or variance) of data is the situation where the ML algorithm has effectively been 
trained to match (or memorize) the training data only.  The ML algorithm can identify and 
classify the training data only and not much else. 

Under-fitting (or bias) occurs when the learned model is a poor representation of the actual 
input data and thus results in poor performance 

Measuring Performance and Accuracy 
In assessing the performance of an ML algorithm in classifying inputs, there are two common 
metrics that come from the area of Information Retrieval. These are Precision 

! = !"#$ !"#$%$&'#
!"#$ !"#$%$&# + !"#$% !"#$%$&'# 

and Recall    

! =  !"#$ !"#$%$&'#
!"#$ !"#$%$&'# + !"#$% !"#$%&'"( 

These essentially measure the ability of an algorithm to accurately classify an input.  The 
higher the Precision the lower the Recall and vice versa, so typically these measures are 
usually combined into a single metric called the F-Score.  The F-Score is given by 

! !"#$% =  2 !"#$%&'( ×!"#$%%
!"#$%&%'( + !"#$%% 

Note that both Precision and Recall have to both be high to get a good F-Score 
 

 

Figure 2 - Unsupervised Learning 



 

3 CASE STUDY 
 

This section outlines the application of Machine Learning within Curtiss-Wright as part of a 
project called Machine Learning for Advanced System Diagnostics (MLASD).  In particular, 
it outlines how specific issues with a strain gauge connected to a Data Acquisition Unit 
(DAU) can be identified. 

Motivation and Goals 
The primary goals of the project were 

• Determine if it was possible to use supervised Machine Learning algorithms to 
successfully identify and classify problems that occur with a strain gauge sensor 

• Investigate and determine which Machine Learning algorithms, if any, can be used 

• Determine the resource requirements of these algorithms and thus if they could be 
deployed to a resource constrained environment 

• Gain insights into the practicality of extending Machine Learning into other areas of 
Flight Test. 

In summary, the goal of the project was to determine if it is practicable to deploy machine 
learning algorithms on a standard COTS module in a standard DAU.  

ConstraintsS 
The target platform for this application was the KAD/MAT/101, a general purpose 
Microcontroller with integrated DSP from Curtiss-Wright developed for Flight Test 

applications and deployable in a KAM-500 Data 
Acquisition Unit (see Figure 3).   
The ML algorithm would be subject to the following 
resource constraints. 

• 80 MB of working memory 

• 500K of persistent storage 

• A Dual Core ARM9 processor 
Thus, relative to PC or Cloud-based platforms where 
Machine Learning algorithms are traditionally deployed, 
the run-time environment was highly constrained. 

Target Problem 
The scenario chosen to test the effectiveness of ML techniques was the detection and 
classification of problems with Strain Gauges. Specifically, Machine Learning would be used 
to identify three different types of problems.  
These problems were (1) Broken positive rail, (2) Broken negative rail and (3) zero fault with 
the output of a Wheatstone bridge. Figure 4 illustrates these scenarios 
This problem was chosen because it was both easy to obtain real data with which to test the 
solution, and because it is an actual problem encountered in real-world applications.  

Figure 3 – KAD/MAT/101 



 

Machine Learning Options 
The target application is an instance of the more 
general problem of Time Sequence Classification. 
[2]  For this type of problem, there are a large 
number of potential algorithm choices that fall into 
three broad categories  

• Feature Based:  In these approaches various 
features of the data are extracted and used as input 
to the ML algorithm.  Example features include a 
Moving Average, Kurtosis, Skew and so on. 
Common algorithms used here include Support 
Vector Machines (SVM) and Decision Trees. 

• Model Based: In Model based approaches statistical models are created for the data to be 
classified (e.g. Gaussian, Poisson etc.) and used in approaches such as Markov Models or 
Hidden Markov Models. 

• Distance Based: These categories of algorithms rely on using a measure of Similarity (or 
Distance) between input data and previously classified data.  An example of a Similarity 
metric is Euclidean Distance from geometry 

For the case study a Distance Based approach was used because of both the success of these 
algorithms reported by the Machine Learning community [3] and because of the 
interpretability (by humans) of the results1. 

The kNN Algorithm 
For the Strain Gauge problem, the k-Nearest 
Neighbor (kNN) algorithm was used. In the kNN 
algorithm, the similarity of the input data is 
measured against its “k” nearest neighbors in the 
labelled data set.  Error! Reference source not 
found. shows an example where the six nearest 
neighbors of the input data (the red star in the 
example) are compared.  In this case there are 
more yellow than blue data points close to the 
input data so the classifier will assign it to the 
category associated with the yellow data points.  
Almost any distance metric can be used to measure 
similarity [5]. 

Training data set 
The algorithm was trained using a combination of anonymized customer data and simulated 
data. A test jig was built to physically generate the three fault scenarios.  These fault 
scenarios where then applied to actual customer data.   

For the results presented here, a 1 NN algorithm was used.  In other words, the input data was 
classified into the same category as its nearest neighbor.  The data set itself consisted of 4000 
samples.  Figure 6 shows some data containing a mixture of the three faults. Specifically, the 
data contains intermittent faults in the Strain gauge. 
                                                
1 Other approaches such as using SMVs are essentially “Black Boxes” which obscure the reasoning 
behind the results  

Figure 5 - kNN using six nearest neighbours 

Figure 4 - Three strain gauge problems 



 

 
Figure 6 – Raw data with intermittent faults 

 

Results 
During the development a number of experimental approaches were taken including feeding 
the algorithm the raw data itself and pre-processing the data and using the Standard Deviation 
and Variance as input instead.  Table 1 summarizes the results obtained.  NOTE: in order to 
prevent overfitting, the data was trained using two thirds of the generated data and then tested 
against the remaining third 

 
Error Type Preprocessing Precision Recall F1-Score # Test Set 

Positive Rail 

Raw 0.5 0.48 0.42 132 

Standard Deviation 1.0 1.0 1.0 132 
Variance 1.0 1.0 1.0 132 

Negative 
Rail 

Raw 0.47 0.51 0.44 132 
Standard Deviation 1.0 1.0 1.0 132 
Variance 1.0 1.0 1.0 132 

Zero Fault 

Raw 0.43 0.43 0.41 132 
Standard Deviation 0.84 0.78 0.77 132 
Variance 0.96 0.96 0.96 132 

Table 1- Results for Raw, Standard Deviation and Variance 

As can be seen from the results outlined in Table 1, with the raw, unprocessed, data (Figure 
6) the ML algorithm was only able to identify and classify about 50% of the Positive and 
Negative Rail problems and about 40% of the problems associated with the output of the 
strain gauge.  When preprocessing is applied however, the results improved dramatically.   

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the effects of preprocessing on the data.   Essentially, the 
preprocessing has the effect of making the faults more discernible in the input signal 
 



 

 
Figure 7 - Using Standard Deviation 

When the Standard Deviation is used (Figure 7) as input to the ML algorithm the Positive and 
Negative rail faults are identified and classified 100% of the time and the output fault 
detection grows to about 85%.  Further improvements are obtained by using the Variance 
(Figure 8) of the data with the output fault classification improving to 96%. 

 
Figure 8 - Using Variance 

Although a simple example of Machine Learning it has potentially very useful applications.  
For example, it would be very difficult for human operators to notice persistent but rarely 
occurring faults located in one of hundreds of sensors.   The approach described, would 
notice and flag the problem almost immediately 
 

4 FUTURE RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS 
Based on the preliminary results outlined above it is suggested that investigating the use of 
Machine Learning algorithms in the following areas should be considered: 



 

More Sensor Types 
This paper outlined an algorithm that identifies and classifies problems associated with strain 
gauges.  These algorithms can also be easily extended to other sensor types such as 
Temperature sensors and Accelerometers.  This is an active area of development within 
Curtiss-Wright.  

Network Defect Monitoring 
The Machine Learning techniques described here can also be easily adapted to detect 
problems in Ethernet based data acquisition networks.  For example, problems in Time 
Synchronization, Dropped Packets, Packet Corruption and other anomalous behavior  

Deployment options  
The algorithms described in this paper are designed to work in an embedded application 
running on a COTS module in a DAU, and are thus directly applicable during the in-flight 
phase of a flight test campaign.  The same algorithms however, can also be used in the pre-
flight phase.   
For example, Curtiss-Wright plans to integrate these Machine Learning algorithms into its 
own preflight software and its DAS Studio application suite.  The aim is to allow FTI 
engineers to monitor hundreds or even thousands of sensors on an aircraft concurrently.  
Wiring, Sensor and other defects that would otherwise only be spotted by human experts 
would be caught and flagged automatically.  

The algorithms running on the DAU can also be deployed directly in Ground-station analysis 
software where problem detection and classification can be highlighted in real time during 
flight.   

Generalized Anomaly detection  
This paper outlined an algorithm that identifies and classifies known problems associated 
with strain gauges.  Other rarely occurring and previously unknown anomalies are unlikely to 
be caught using the techniques described.   

However, a large body of research exists in the Machine Learning and Data Mining 
communities into generalized anomaly detection in time series data (see also [1]).  This 
research centers on developing unsupervised and semi-supervised techniques to detect 
anomalous behavior.  Essentially, these algorithms learn what is “normal” and are able to 
detect and flag signals and data that deviate from this norm.  This is an active area of research 
within Curtiss-Wright. 

Early classification in time series  
Another promising application of Machine Learning is in the early prediction of future 
anomalies or other undesirable behavior [6]. For example, certain patterns and signatures in 
the data may be predictors of an upcoming sensor failure and allow engineers to prevent the 
defect from occurring at all by replacing the sensor.  This is another potential area of 
development within Curtiss-Wright. 

 
5 SUMMARY 

This paper began by outlining some of the problems encountered in instrumenting a test 
aircraft. It was suggested that Machine Learning Techniques could help solve some of these 
problems.  In particular, it was suggested that Machine Learning techniques would be of 
particular benefit in detecting and classifying faults that are rare and occur intermittently.  



 

The techniques would be especially useful if there are hundreds of sensors involved.   The 
paper gave a brief overview of Machine Learning and gave examples of where they are used.  
A specific application of Strain Gauge anomaly detection and classification was then 
described.  It was shown that a classification algorithm based on the k-nearest algorithm was 
highly effective in this task.  Finally, future areas of research were then described including 
generalized anomaly detection, fault prediction and deployment options. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper will present our work developing a lightweight real-time display tool using open-
source technologies. Specifically, the effort involves receiving data broadcast over UDP (User 
Datagram Protocol) from an IRIG 106 Chapter 10 compliant recorder and then selecting specific 
data elements for display within a web browser. A small processing engine written in Python 
runs the data collection and processing while a small web server also written in Python provides 
data values for display. The web browser portion utilizes an open-source JavaScript plotting 
library to display values in real time. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
This project started as a prototype to demonstrate the ability to capture IRIG 106 Chapter 10 data 
streaming over Ethernet and display selected items. The potential user would be anyone with a 
need to display a small number of parameters in real time. The foundational requirements would 
include simple configuration and minimal computer system overhead. A typical modern laptop 
or tablet computer would be the target platform and should be able to handle a few dozen 
parameters simultaneously. 
 
The result was a combination of existing Chapter 10 parsing tools developed in Python with a 
simple browser based display to optimize for cross-platform use. This approach has been shown 
at ITC (the International Telemetering Conference) in previous years using a Linux-based laptop 
for the server and an Android tablet for the client. We	will	start	by	describing	the	technologies	
used	for	the	tool,	then	explain	the	system	architecture	chosen,	and	conclude	with	plans	for	
future	development. 

 
TECHNOLOGIES USED 

 
Two basic categories of open-source technology serve as the foundational pieces of this solution: 
Python, and a browser-based front-end using standard HTML/CSS/JavaScript. The data capture, 
parsing, and web server were all written in Python using standard library tools plus several open-
source libraries. Python was an easy decision given our existing resources in that language, its 
out-of-the-box capabilities (including networking, web server, and database), and the ease of 



integration with multiple platforms. The second category was for the client side application 
running in a web browser. Standard HTML (HyperText Markup Language) plus CSS (Cascading 
Style Sheets) were used for the basic page layout and styling with the actual application 
programming done in JavaScript. The	next	two	sections	will	go	into	further	detail	on	Python	
and	JavaScript	libraries	that	were	used. 

 
PYTHON 

 
Choosing Python for the back-end part of the solution was mainly due to programmer 
familiarity. The Python standard library, often referred to as “batteries included”, has a variety of 
data parsing, networking, and storage tools. In particular, we made use of the socket module (a 
wrapper to a C networking library) for data capture, “wsgiref” for the web server, the JSON 
(JavaScript Object Notation) library for serializing data between the client and server, and the 
“sqlite3” database library for storing data. WSGI (Web Server Gateway Interface) is a simple 
standard in Python that makes it easy to build application-webserver interfaces, middleware, and 
more. 
 
Our proprietary Chapter 10 library allows us to read IRIG 106 Chapter 10 data into Python 
objects one at a time or iterate over them in a memory efficient way. In this case, we use it to 
read and validate single packets and then store the binary version of that packet in a database 
along with its channel ID and data type for selective filtering. The reason we used this library 
was to reduce the amount of additional effort needed to parse and validate Chapter 10 data. 
While not open-source itself, it is built on a foundation of open-source technologies. 
 

	
Figure 1 – Command-line interface 

Access to the server-side components is done via a command-line interface as shown in Figure 1. 
We used two open-source libraries called “docopt” and “tqdm” to make the interface as simple 
and interactive as possible without having to write too much of our own command-line parsing. 
Docopt takes a simple string of text representing a POSIX standard usage string and extrapolates 
the logic for flags, mutually exclusive arguments, and so forth. Tqdm “taquadum” is a library 
that provides easy to use progress bars for command-line interfaces as seen in Figure 1. 
 
The original implementation used a library called “scapy” for Ethernet sniffing and reading 
PCAP (Packet CAPture) files, but it turned out this was heavy and slow for small operations like 
a quick UDP capture. It also had a problematic dependency chain for use on Microsoft Windows 
that made it challenging to install on several common platforms. We now use a simple sniffer 
built using the socket library and another open-source Python library called “dpkt” for handling 



PCAP files. Dpkt is a lightweight pure-Python library that simplifies dissection of network 
packets into the various layers of different protocols as well as providing easy PCAP parsing. 
 

JAVASCRIPT / ECMASCRIPT 2015 
 

JavaScript runs cross-platform, including mobile, and cross-browser to include Internet Explorer. 
This should make it an ideal way to reach as many client platforms as possible with one 
interface. Unfortunately, the language suffers from having a variety of implementation subtleties 
and behavioral differences between browsers as well as having a lack of some common language 
features like modules and classes which can make it difficult to understand. However, solutions 
to these problems are on the horizon, and some are even available to us today. 
 
As the latest standard for JavaScript ECMAScript 2015 provides the aforementioned language 
features among a host of others (see References). However, it has not yet been adopted by 
mainstream browsers with the possible exception of beta versions of Chrome. Build tools do 
exist which allow for “transpiling” ES2015/ES6 code to the ES5 standard which is widely 
adopted. Other nuances of implementation can be overcome with JavaScript libraries such as 
jQuery. 
 
Due to the state of ES6, NodeJS is an important part of our development stack. NodeJS is a 
server-side JavaScript engine. Using tools built on this platform we now have the ability to 
develop code in ES6 and to run automated JavaScript tests without a browser. 
 
JavaScript libraries that are part of the runtime include jQuery, gridster, and flot (see 
References). jQuery is a powerful library for HTML manipulation, event handling, and 
asynchronous server calls. Other jQuery compatible libraries include Gridster which allows for 
easily reconfiguring display layout as well as serializing and restoring layouts and Flot. Flot is an 
open-source library with a jQuery plugin that allows for a variety of plotting functions within the 
browser. 

 
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
 



Data Capture and Storage 
The first component can be invoked to use an Ethernet stream or PCAP file to pull network 
packets. It then searches for Chapter 10 data within that network data using a basic validation 
technique and stores it in a database. It also has the capability to write data to a file. As of this 
writing the sniffer component is implemented with just 100 lines of Python code. 
 
Serving Data to the Browser 
The server is also written in Python and uses standard library tools and our Chapter 10 library to 
provide specific fields (with packet filtering) from the database communicated via asynchronous 
JSON requests. The server, database, and JSON libraries all ship with Python by default. The 
server component as of this writing has only 103 lines of code. 
 
Configuring and Displaying the Data 
The client-side display is written in JavaScript using open-source libraries to handle dynamic 
layouts, plotting data in real time, and asynchronous updating of the data being displayed. Figure 
2 shows the front-end during playback (resized to fit in a viewable picture). The individual 
widgets can be arranged, resized, and saved for later via gridster, and the real-time plotting in the 
sequence widget on the right is done with flot. 
 

	
Figure 2 – Playback 

The	front	end	can	be	easily	reconfigured	as	shown	in	Figure 3.	We	can	rename	widgets,	set	
basic	filters	on	channel	and	type,	and	configure	the	fields	to	display.	
	



 
Figure 3 - Widget Settings 

PLANS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
 

Due to the light-weight nature of this system we have a number of opportunities for integrating 
with existing and emerging technology. Containerization technology such as Docker has been 
rising in popularity, and this project was easily wrapped into a containerized solution. Our 
continuous integration tests already run in a Docker container on every push to version control. 
This approach would lend itself to distributed systems as well supporting multiple sources, 
distributed processing, and high-availability through clustering. Another obvious next step would 
be to integrate the server side components directly into Chapter 10 recorders. This would allow 
data viewing to be easily exposed to simple devices (including mobile, tablets, etc.) without the 
need for additional processing to accomplish basic display tasks. In addition, it would be possible 
to use inexpensive hardware options, such as the Raspberry PI, to perform the data processing 
and act as the data server. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
The world of free and open-source software offers many opportunities to combine cutting-edge 
technology and techniques to creatively fulfill software needs with highly efficient, low cost 
solutions. Our prototype display tool has, over several iterations, exploited several of these 
opportunities. We plan to continue this process and further refine this display tool. 
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Learning from the Mistakes of the Breached! 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Information has value and as such any network based computer (whether that network touches 
the Internet or not) has the potential to be hacked.  Telemetry data is not immune to the threat.  
While there are a myriad of security sensor and analytics tools available for entities to deploy in 
order to protect their IT networks and assets on those networks, sometimes overlooked is also the 
wealth of research data available regarding the etiology of breaches that reveal fascinating, 
sometimes counterintuitive insights in the best ways to configure and integrate security 
applications to protect the organization.  

After reviewing the latest research data regarding computer and IT network compromise, 
security strategies implied in the research data appropriate to the  security challenges 
encountered in the telemetry post processing environment will be thoroughly examined 
providing tangible methodologies that may be employed to better protect organization telemetry 
post processing and IT infrastructures. 

 

KEYWORDS 

Identity management, encryption, two factor authentication, one time password, security survey. 

 

PICK YOUR REPORT 

It should come as no surprise that there are a myriad of entities that publish annual reports on IT 
security.   Breaches are costly to companies and agencies; thus, any mechanism of getting insight 
on what to do or not to do to better secure one’s IT infrastructure will be of interest. Third party 
organizations caught wind of this many years ago and have been involved in publishing annual 
reports for many years.  Some of the more popular reports are listed in Table 1. Report 
publishers are not limited to the private sector; government is also involved.  In the United States 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation publishes an annual Internet Crime Report [1]. 

 



Table 1. Some Sample Security Survey Reports 

Report Name Publisher 
2016 Cost of Data Breach 
Study: Global Analysis 

Ponemon Institute 

2016 Data Breach 
Investigations Report 

Verizon 

HPE State of Security 
Operations 

Hewlett Packard Enterprise 

2015 Internet Crime Report Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) 

 

 

BE CAREFUL OF THE N 

In many disciplines that rely on statistical analysis there is an obvious concern with the number 
of elements (or “n”) involved in a test.  The higher the n, the better.  Thus, when examining 
security surveys it is important to understand how many entities were contacted or interviewed.  
In the computer industry there are also some other considerations that should be taken into to 
consideration.   

 

• Business Maturity – Were the entities surveyed part of mature economies or developing 
third world economies?  Companies in industrialized economies typically have more 
robust IT security programs. 

• Industry – What industries were the entities surveyed part of?  Some industries require 
more computer security governance than others. 

• Embarrassment – To some degree entities may be reluctant to publicly disclose a breach.  
So are the survey takers really reaching the right companies? 

• Geographical Region – Different regions of world have varying security maturity levels 
and other factors impacting their IT security challenges. 

 

To some extent all surveys have significance.  But a survey utilizing a small n, with companies 
in the developing third world, in industries that have little security governance may tell a very 
different story than a large n survey in heavily industrialized economies, in industries that have 
significant security governance.  While these are not issues with the surveys discussed in this 
paper, it is a consideration one should always keep in mind.   

 

 

 



MINING THE REPORTS 

It’s very easy to get lost in anyone of these security survey reports.  The information is simply 
fascinating.  With that being said an attempt is made to distill information and trends that may be 
most beneficial when considering defense strategies for one’s own telemetry post processing IT 
network. 

 

UNEXPECTED TREND 1: EVERYONE DOES SECURITY, RIGHT? WRONG! 

The year is 2016.  The use of Internet enabled IT infrastructure to achieve business goals has 
been well established for almost two decades! Yet, in Hewlett Packard Enterprise’s third annual 
State of Security Operations Business Whitepaper [2], the following very surprising survey 
finding: over the past five years nearly one quarter of the entities HPE has assessed has failed to 
score even at a level 1 in a reference security operations maturity model (SOMM)!  This is also 
very consistent with the HPE 2015 year finding that 24 percent of respondents scored below a 
level 1!  In 2015 only 15% of assessed organizations were working toward or had achieved their 
desired security operational goals.  What does this tell us? Simply this, deploying IT security is 
hard.  To some extent it is an experiment in progress.  Nonetheless, it is never too late to start; 
and indeed it appears 85% of the respondents in the HPE survey still consider themselves to be a 
work in progress! 

 

UNEXPECTED TREND 2: THE ATTACKER 

This has played both ways.  In the government realm there is a rich folklore that the most 
significant threat actors always come from within the organization.  Perhaps this is because of 
the very significant (although fortunately very few) famous espionage or data disclosure 
incidents (e.g Christopher Boyce, Edward Snowden, etc.).  Inside private enterprise it’s exactly 
the opposite.  There is an in intrinsic trust in any employee and everyone thinks the bad guys are 
outside.  Who is right?  The private sector! A clear review of the statistics in the Verizon 2016 
Data Breach Investigations Report [3] shows that generally speaking over the past six years at 
least 75% the threat actors come from outside the organization.  This isn’t to say insiders can’t 
do damage.  They can and they do.  It’s just that the preponderance of attackers are not 
organically growing inside their own organizations.  They are very consistently coming from the 
outside.  

 

UNEXPECTED TREND 3: THE MOTIVATION 

While we often have a vision of a mischievous brainy misguided kid wreaking havoc on multi-
million dollar computer systems just to show the world he or she can hack; this unfortunately 
often is the exception and not the norm. The very clear trend over the past 6 years (from the 
Verizon 2016 Data Breach Investigations Report) is that financial gain is the primary 
motivation for breaching excursions.  In the current survey 75%-80% of the breaches appeared to 



have a financially motivated incentive.  The second most popular motivation? Espionage, with 
an approximate frequency of around 15%. Everything else (yes that includes fun and games, 
revenge, etc.) pales in comparison.   

 

UNEXPECTED TREND 4: THE PASSOWRD IS KEY 

There are definitely a myriad of exploits out there for compromising systems.  However, no 
matter which way you slice it, an astounding 63% of confirmed breaches (from the Verizon 2016 
Data Breach Investigations Report) involved using weak, or stolen, or default passwords!  

 

UNEXPECTED TREND 5: BREACHES HAPPEN QUICKLY 

There also is a tendency to think of the breach as a very long drawn out event.  It can be.  
However, the initial compromise can be quick.  In the Verizon survey 82% occurred in just 
minutes.  Of course, getting data out can take longer.  In another smaller Verizon survey, 
exfiltration took just days for some 68% of the cases.  Notably in that same smaller survey, in 
21% of the cases, exfiltration occurred in just minutes!  

 

UNEXPECTED TREND 6: MITIGATION CONTROLS 

The Ponemon Institute 2016 Cost of Data Breach Study: Global Analysis [4] sponsored by IBM 
found that the average cost of a data breach increased to $4 million from $3.79 million in the 
prior year.  Said another way, the cost increased per stolen record from $154 per record to $158 
per record.  Despite this, the research also showed that certain proactive defensive measures 
could reduce those costs up to $16 per record, like having an incident response team in place, 
using encryption ($13) or use of Data Leak Protection technologies ($8).   

 

UNEXPECTED TREND 7: THE VICTIM 

While the big company breaches get all the publicity a quick examination of FBI cyber crime 
statistics (2015 Internet Crime Report)  reveals a startling detail…….the vast majority in impact 
of cyber crime is still at the individual level with highest victim counts involving non-
payment/non-delivery of goods, overpayment, and identity theft.  Those three categories alone 
comprised 41% of all the incidents reported by entities. 

 

UNEXPECTED TREND 8: ACTUALLY THE SECURITY TOOLS ARE GOOD 

In Hewlett Packard Enterprise’s third annual State of Security Operations Business Whitepaper, 
we make the following observation: “People and process aspects of security operations still lag 
behind in capabilities and efficacy. This has a direct impact on the length of time it takes to 



identify and remediate breaches.”  Despite how fancy the tools get, there is no substitute for a 
talented IT security analyst to better interpret what the security tools are collecting and a process 
in place for doing something with that analysis. 
 

A CALL TO ACTION! 

While the survey trends are fascinating, they are in a sense a call to action.  Armed with 
knowledge about how security compromise and breach are occurring, we should be able to 
formulate strategies around better security for the telemetry post-processing IT environment. 

 

YOU ARE NOT ALONE 

So you thought you were the only organization who hadn’t spent too much time on IT security?  
Don’t fret, Trend 1 clearly shows there are many organizations in that same boat and the good 
news is that is never too late to start.  The best place to begin is with an assessment by an outside 
team that are experienced security professionals.  Then given their findings, and the company 
goals and budget, priorities can be established for deploying appropriate security solutions.  
When those solutions are deployed using an established security model or framework it makes 
them even more powerful.  Organizations should consider leveraging the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure 
Cybersecurity [5]. Although its title is somewhat intimidating, the security framework is rather 
flexible and can assist all types of organizations to better strengthen their IT security posture.  
Central to the framework is managing risk.  This usually entails a rather sophisticated 
architecture tailored to organizations that have implemented advanced IT governance processes.  
However, NIST introduces the concept of tiers that enable organizations with differing maturity 
to still gain some of the security benefits of the overall framework by starting them out on lower 
tiers in the model.   

NIST in partnership with the Department of Defense (DOD), the Office of the Director of 
National Intelligence (ODNI), and the Committee on National Security Systems (CNSS) also 
previously introduced a rather sophisticated security governance model known as the Risk 
Management Framework (RMF) [6].  As its name implies it is a very risk focused model that 
embraces a six step paradigm that not only transforms how the information collected by security 
sensor tools is collected, processed, integrated, and interpreted, but introduces a rigorous risk 
evaluation/review business process methodology at each of these steps that together deliver a 
continuous Ongoing Authorization (OA) capability that can respond to the security risks ever-
present in a dynamic IT environment. 

 

INSIDE/OUTSIDE? 

Despite the fact that presently some of the most chic and hip security tools (known as behavior 
analytics) seek to specifically identify suspicious behavior by employees (insiders) using 



company IT resources; you now know that it makes more sense to initially focus your security 
budget on keeping the outsiders at bay.  In the aerospace telemetry realm an additional impetus 
in this direction is the fact that many of your company employees will hold active DOD security 
clearances.  Thus, in addition to the survey statistics indicating that in excess of 75% of 
compromise/breaches are initiated by outsiders; you have the added comfort knowing that a 
majority of your IT users have had a significant investigation into their background and they 
have been deemed worthy of holding a DOD clearance (giving you more confidence they won’t 
turn into an insider threat).  The upshot here, spend the money on tools that focus on keeping the 
bad guy outsiders……out! 

 

CREDENTIALS 

One of the most eye popping results of the survey is the staggering percentage of compromises 
that occur due to weak, stolen or default passwords.  Again 63% in the Verizon survey.  What 
this means is that it is absolutely imperative that IT organizations heavily invest in mature and 
vetted identity management systems.  Emphasis should be placed on eliminating this potential 
attack vector in your organization.  Additional strategies such as one time password systems, and 
two factor authentication should be strongly considered.  Lower cost strategies can also be used 
including frequent mandatory password changes, elimination of unused accounts, and resetting 
all default passwords. 

 

ENCRYPTION 

The reason people are breaking into systems is to take something out they can get money for.  
Therefore, a good two part strategy would be, try to keep the bad guys out, and if they do get in, 
try to hide the goods.  In the digital realm the best way to hide things is to use encryption.  This 
is especially pertinent in the telemetry realm.  Telemetry data is valuable and it should be 
protected using encryption technology.  Remember the Ponemon Institute study showed that data 
breach costs per record can be lowered when encryption is employed by an organization.   Why 
aren’t they totally zeroed?  Well, everything may not have been encrypted in the particular cases 
the survey included.  Thus, there was a cost for the non-encrypted data being lost (e.g. loss of 
business, cost to notify, etc.) and thus, when a cost is averaged, there still is a cost per record.  A 
more direct (but challenging) strategy would be to encrypt all sensitive data in the telemetry 
organization! 

 

TRAINING AND PROCESS 

Particular attention must be paid to the HPE observation about trained security personnel.   There 
is no substitute for having trained personnel that know how to use the security tools the 
organization has deployed.  Again, the tools are very sophisticated and many times breaches 
occur because the security tools have simply not been configured correctly.  Additionally 



business process must change in the organization to embrace the security framework the IT 
organization adopts.  This is especially true for risk based methodologies. 

 

 

TELEMTRY POST PROCESSING ENVIRONMENT TAKEAWAYS 

While the security suggestions discussed can be helpful to any IT environment, it must be 
emphasized that telemetry post processing environments can potentially be very attractive breach 
targets by would be bad actors.  This is because the survey results indicate most bad actors are 
motivated by money, and no doubt there is plenty of telemetry data gathered from sensitive 
systems under testing that some nation state would pay big money for.  Again, pay attention to 
keeping the outsiders out and one of the biggest bangs for the buck in this regard is investing in a 
sophisticated identity management system that leverages one time password or two factor 
authentication.  And just in case the bad guys get in, encrypt the data, so if someone gets to it, 
they can’t use it.   Table 2 summarizes important security priorities based on the survey results 
that IT telemetry post processing environments should consider adopting. 

 

Table 2. Important Security Actions to Take in IT Telemetry Post Processing 
Environments 

 

Security Category Action 
Access Control Deploy sophisticated identity management 

applications with two factor or one time 
password capability. 

Data Security Encrypt all raw and post-processed telemetry 
data when at rest. 

Personnel Invest in training personnel to learn how use 
the security tools.  Be willing to pay higher 
salaries for personnel who have particular 
security product expertise. 

Security model Adopt and implement a mature security 
model like NIST RMF or NIST Cybersecurity 
Framework. 

Threats De-emphasize spending on insider threat.  
Especially in organizations that have DOD 
cleared personnel. 

 

 

 



 

SUMMARY 

Security surveys can give organizations significant insight into the most cost effective manner to 
secure their telemetry post processing IT environments.  It is very important to note that it is 
never too late to begin an aggressive IT security initiative.  The survey data tell us that emphasis 
should be placed on identity management (one time passwords, two factor authentication), tools 
to keep the outsider out (e.g. firewalls, Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS)/Intrusion Detection 
Systems (IDS), Advanced Persistent Threat (APT)), and data protection (encryption).  
Organizations should also properly budget for training so security personnel can properly 
manage the sophisticated security tools the organization procures.  Finally, organizations must 
map the security tools they deploy into established security frameworks (e.g. NIST RMF, etc.) to 
give an organization the best chance of implementing a robust methodology to consistently 
identify and proactively respond to threats. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper describes a new way to look at telemetry data. We examine a way to use virtual reality 
to evaluate and view data from a large collection of stored signals. Each individual signal will have 
limits associated with it that allow us to determine whether any part of the signal exceeds those 
limits and if so what part(s) of the waveform contain these abnormalities. A program using virtual 
reality to illustrate the technique has been written and will be demonstrated as part of the 
conference presentation. 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 

For years, the amount of telemetry data collected for test vehicles has increased almost 
exponentially. Even in the early years eight to ten signals displayed on a strip chart proved difficult 
to examine and then to be able to pull out the relevant information. As more signals have been 
added over the years, the huge amount of data collected has finally reached a point where it is 
extremely difficult to find the exact data that you would like to investigate. The era of “Big Data” 

is here and many different industries are now struggling to pull out the specific bits of data that 
they want to look at. The technique to be introduced here could be used for several different types 
of big data, but has been optimized for use where there is a large collection of data files, each 
containing a physical waveform. This easily lends itself to use in the field of telemetry. 

Virtual Reality (VR), using 3D glasses or a head mounted display (HMD) to represent a three 
dimensional virtual world to the user, has been around for several decades now, but so far has not 
progressed much beyond its use for entertainment. It remains an untapped resource for scientific 
use other than perhaps in medicine, where it is used for training surgeons. Early versions of the 
glasses or head mounted displays were expensive and had very narrow fields of view. Fortunately, 
prices have lowered considerably over the last ten years and fields of view have increased. Several 
HMD’s such as the Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, and the Microsoft HoloLens are either in production 
or getting close. Early in its evolution, virtual reality was envisioned as a tool for analyzing large 
amounts of data, but this field of research has largely disappeared over the years. Some early 
pioneers said that data could be visualized as a forest of trees, where each tree represented some 
collection of information. A user could then wander through the forest looking for clues from the 
trees that contained information about the data sets. The height of the tree, the color of the bark, 
the amount of leaves and their color could all represent various parameters of interest to the user. 
It never really caught on, perhaps because it was a very artificial way of looking at real data. 
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Nevertheless, the idea still has merit, but it just needs to be adjusted a bit in its use. This paper will 
try to make that adjustment. 

Virtual reality also has other aspects to it which try to model the interaction between our senses 
and the outside world. A head tracker follows the movement of a user’s head and allows the 

computer to model what happens to the user’s point of view as he turns his head. A data glove 
allows the user to point to and grasp items in the virtual world. Haptic feedback allows the user to 
feel something as he picks it up. A body suit puts the user into the picture of the world he is looking 
at. Another way to track movements of the body or a hand would be to use a system like Xbox 
Kinect which uses sensors to track the physical movements of the user. 

 

THE VIRTUAL WORLD OF TELEMETRY AND BIG DATA 

The first part of this problem is to design a way for a person to find the specific set of already 
stored data that he or she wants to look at. Originally the concept of this author was that the user 
would see a set of virtual boxes forming a three dimensional cube (see Figure 1) [1]. The vertical 
dimension represents different kinds of test vehicles, i.e. missiles, watercraft, aircraft, land 
vehicles, space vehicles, weapons, etc. The first horizontal dimension represents specific 
programs, AMRAAM, EKV, TOW as examples of missile programs, etc. The second horizontal 
dimension represents different types of tests, like hover, flight, range, etc. Students Michael 
Munoz, Zachary Frederick, Vinod Kumar-Gummadi and Piyarat Chantaworakunakorn at Northern 
Arizona University (NAU) improved upon this Virtual World concept such that at start up the user 
enters a virtual room with a desk (Piyarat presented the beginnings of these improvement at the 
ITC conference in October 2015) [2]. On the desk are several objects representing different kinds 
of test vehicles (see figure 2). Note the aircraft, tank and missile on the desk. Note also in figure 
3, we show the two images (right eye view and left eye view) that are produced for the VR display. 
The image is from a program called Unity that can be used to create VR or non-VR games, but 
also works well for our purposes. Obviously, more items could be placed on the desk, representing 
other vehicles under test. 

When the user reaches out and grasps the missile, for example, the scene changes to a page from 
a book listing different kinds of tests, such as hover, flight and range as well as a number of 
different missile categories, such as AMRAAM, EKV and TOW (Figure 4). Pointing to and 
grasping EKV flight tests brings up a page containing dates of various flight tests for the EKV 
missile seeker (figure 5). Next, by grasping a particular test you return to the office view, where 
you are standing before a bookcase with books representing the different signals that have been 
captured during a specific test (figure 6). The first book is an index listing where in the bookcase, 
i.e., shelf and position, a specific signal is located. Each book jacket is a specific color depending 
upon the information contained in that particular signal. For example it would be green if the signal 
had no anomalies or red if it did contain anomalies. The color could also represent the type of 
anomaly. It might be red if the signal amplitude exceeded some predetermined limits, or blue if 
the frequency was out of bounds, or orange if a digital pattern was incorrect, etc.  
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By grabbing a book and pulling it out of the bookcase, the user then is immersed in a plot of the 
signal versus time (figure 7). The vertical dimension could be voltage, current, power, etc. and the 
horizontal dimension would be IRIG time. The signal would be green where there were no 
anomalies and red/blue/orange where there was a problem area. By flicking your finger vertically 
across the waveform you can move it up or down, flicking horizontally moves it back and forth. 
You can pinch your thumb and index finger together to compress the waveform or spread your 
thumb and finger apart to expand the waveform in the particular area that you are looking at. So a 
particular session might involve pulling a book out of the bookcase which would bring up a 
compressed waveform. By flicking your index finger you could find where the red area was, then 
by spreading your thumb and finger apart you could expand the waveform to see the details (figure 
8). You can observe even the smallest details since you are immersed in the waveform. You close 
the data set by touching a close button with your finger.  

The preprocessing of the waveform would be an important part of the data processing program. 
All signals would need to be on digital storage such as magnetic tape, disk or in electronic memory 
before the program could be run. These waveforms would be the signals that the books in the 
bookcase represent. By choosing a particular book, the program would then read the correct signal 
into the local computer memory, so there would have to be a table that translated the test requested 
into a location and name of where to load the information from. The user would also have to 
specify parameters such as allowed minimum and maximum amplitudes, frequencies, etc. for 
analog signals, and/or specific digital patterns to look for at specific or in a range of IRIG time 
values. These would probably be specified by a system or design engineer associated with each 
test and could be entered into the raw data stream or more likely be input to the display program 
described here by the end user. This part of the program as well as the graphing part described in 
the last paragraph will be worked on by another student team starting in September 2016. 

A computer program has been written to illustrate much of the detail of this proposal and will be 
demonstrated as part of the conference presentation. The hardware design is shown in figure 9. 
Figures 10 and 11 show the operation of the Kinect system, originally designed for XBOX, but 
now available for Windows. The first figure shows what Kinect sees through its various sensors 
as the user stands in front of it. Note that it tracks the user’s movements by imaging the various 

large bone structures of the person. There is a large red ball where the user’s hand is. The second 

figure illustrates what happens when the user makes a fist as if grabbing something. The ball 
remains, but it changes to grey. This sensor system can be used to move the cursor on the computer 
screen as the user moves his or her hands and arms; when the user make a fist, it causes a double 
mouse click to take place. 
 

 
CONCLUSION 

A system has been proposed to display large amounts of data output from a typical telemetry set 
of tests. It allows the user to get inside the data and also to view it using color coded graphics 
which quickly tell the user where the errors in the data have occurred. A program has been written 
which uses Virtual Reality to find and look at the data, and a block diagram of the system has been 
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presented. This system has been designed and built by the author and a student team. Another 
student team will use the 2016-2017 academic year to refine the program. 
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ABSTRACT †‡ 
Current IP-based telemetry systems such as iNET perform capacity allocation among multiple 

radios under the assumption of uniform link rates. This assumption breaks down when adaptive 
modulation is deployed to vary link rates in response to channel degradation. In particular, many 
modern radios can increase their transmission rate through adaptive coding. To take advantage 
of these increased rates, we designed several iNET Link Manager (LM) bandwidth allocation 
algorithms for the future iNET that implements adaptive coding techniques. These new LM 
algorithms include both weight-based schemes in which link bandwidth is allocated based on the 
priority assigned to the links and queues, as well as a greedy algorithm in which link bandwidth 
is allocated strictly based on link rates. We evaluated the effectiveness of these algorithms using 
both analytical analysis and test-bed experimentation. Through a rich set of test-cases, we 
conclude that a weight-based algorithm in which link priority is assigned using the product of link 
weight and link data rate has the best performance, and hence can be considered for the future 
iNET LM. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In a multiple-access telemetry network such as the iNET [1] Radio Access Network (RAN), 

where an RF-link is shared across geographically dispersed nodes, allocating capacity to achieve 
QoS guarantee for multiple mission priority levels is a challenging task. The iNET network-based 
architecture provides this functionality through the Link Manager (LM) [2][3]. In the LM 
configuration, every QoS class is assigned a “class weight” based on DSCP, and every link is 
assigned “link priority weight” based on Mission Service Level Profile (MSLP) Weight/Priority. 
The LM instance at a ground node obtains the current per-mission/per-QoS class traffic demands 
and queue depths from airborne Test Articles (TAs) and ground network nodes. Using these inputs, 
LM acts as a TDMA controller to allocate slots by assigning RF channel capacity. It does so 
through generation of Transmission Opportunities (TxOps) messages that establish uplinks and 
downlinks and allocate transmission resources based on packet and mission priority. Figure 1 
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depicts a simplified view of capacity allocation through TxOps for three links, each configured 
with three Traffic Engineering (TE) queues. A conceptual depiction of LM system architecture is 
shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 1: Capacity allocation through TxOps 

Previously, the iNET 
Management and Operations with 
Policy Controls (iMANPOL) program 
developed several techniques to 
provide end-to-end QoS [4] for 
advanced telemetry networks. In 
particular, the iMANPOL capacity 
allocation algorithms were designed 
to help LM deal with difficult 
scenarios of severe congestion and ill-
behaving users and traffic flows. The 
underlying premise is that protecting 
“well-behaved” links (i.e., the ones 
that do not overload the system at the 
expense of other links) and penalizing 
“ill-behaved” ones (i.e., the 
overloading links) is aligned with 

demonstration/anticipated CONOPS for the test range networked telemetry system. In the course 
of the iMANPOL project, these algorithms have been adapted for the LM architecture, 
implemented, and validated. The modeling and evaluation effort has confirmed the feasibility and 
value of the approach. 

Up to this point, the link transmission rate in the iNET RAN is assumed to be constant. Many 
modern radios implement adaptive coding techniques that can increase the link transmission rate 
upon favorable link quality conditions. Hence, there are on-going discussions to bring adaptive 
coding techniques into iNET to further increase its capacity. These techniques introduce a new 
interesting dimension into the LM capacity allocation algorithms. For example, one can allocate 
as much TxOps as possible to the link with the highest data rate to maximize the total aggregated 
throughput. However, the links with lower transmission rates that might carry important traffic can 
in the meanwhile get “starved”. Conversely, allocating as much TxOps to links with high priority 
traffic but lower data rates will decrease the total throughput. 

In this paper, we present several candidate LM allocation algorithms for future iNET with 
adaptive coding. We produced detailed analysis and test-bed experimentation of the algorithms 
and studied their behavior over several performance metrics. Based on the analysis and 
experimentation results, we identified the best algorithm. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes and compares different 
capacity allocation algorithms. Performance evaluation study is presented in Section III. Section 
IV concludes the paper. 

 
Figure 2: Conceptual LM system architecture  
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II.  CAPACITY ALLOCATION 
The goal of our capacity allocation algorithm design is to keep maximizing the total aggregated 

system throughput and high-priority traffic throughput in balance. As such, two families of 
algorithms are devised. 

A. Weight-Based Algorithm 
The pictorial 

description of the 
Weight-based 
algorithms is 
shown in Figure 3. 
In these 
algorithms, the 
weight-factor is an 
indicator of the 
priority given to a 
particular class of 
traffic. The 
algorithms are 
based on the concept of “guaranteed bandwidth” or the “quota”, which is computed as the total 
bandwidth (or number of slots available for allocation) times the weight-factor of the traffic class 
divided by the total weight-factor. 

As shown in Figure 4, we consider the 
following three weight factors: link weight times 
the queue weight, link weight times the queue 
weight times the link rate, and link rate. 
Therefore, the algorithm allocates on-demand 
capacity in proportion to the weight factor. After 
the guaranteed capacity (i.e. quota) is allocated to 
each traffic class (to guarantee basic fairness), the 
remaining on-demand capacity is allocated in the 
following manner: for those traffic classes with a 
traffic demand smaller than the quota, they will 
be allocated with their demand. For traffic classes 

with a demand larger than the quota, the remaining bandwidth is allocated proportional to their 
weight factors. In short, this set of algorithms for variable link rates extended the original 
iMANPOL LM algorithm by generalizing the “weight factor” concept. In the original algorithms, 
priority/preference is given to a queue according to its queue weight. The new algorithms also 
incorporate link rates, i.e., the higher the rate of a link, the higher its preference. 

B. Greedy Algorithm 
The goal of the Greedy algorithm (Figure 5) is to maximize the total throughput of the system, 

regardless of other factors like queue weight and traffic priority. 

 
Figure 3: Weight-based capacity allocation 

 
Figure 4: Capacity weight factors 

Assign queues with the pre-
configured minimum number of 

slots
Y

Compute the guaranteed slot 
allocation i.e. quota for every 
link’s QoS classes, i.e., each TE 
queue across multiple links (see 
box below) For every queue,

if demand < quota
allocation = demand
else allocation = quotaFor every queue,

allocation = demand

Total demand > 
Total capacity

Distribute the remaining 
slots to queues 
proportional to their 
weight factors

N

Distribute the remaining 
capacity to queues that 
have shortage 
proportional to the 
weight factors

Compute the demand (in terms of 
number of slots needed), taking 
into account the link transmission 
rate

The guaranteed num. of slots of 
queue_ij (i.e. i-link and j-th queue)=

total_num_slots*weight_factor_ij/

Σ_ij weight_fact_ij

Weight factors being considered:

• Link_weight_i * queue_weight_j

• Link_weight_i*queue_weight_j*

link_rate_i

• Link_rate_i
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Hence, the algorithm first 
allocates bandwidth to the link 
with the highest data rate. The 
remaining bandwidth is then 
allocated to a link with the second 
highest link rate, and so on, until no 
bandwidth left. In this manner, the 
Greedy algorithm maximizes the 
total aggregated throughput. 

 

III.  PERFORMANCE EVALUATION STUDY 
To study of the behavior of the Weight-based algorithm and the Greedy algorithm, we 

conducted a combined test-bed and analytical study. The setup and results of our study are 
described in this Section. 

A. Evaluation Setup and Metrics 
The following four weight factors are considered in our evaluation for the weight-based 

algorithms. 
• Weight factor = W (queue weight) 
• Weight factor = R (the link-rate) 
• Weight factor = W*R (queue weight multiplied by link-rate) 
Therefore, these algorithms are referred to in the remainder of the paper as W, R and W*R, 

respectively. 
We consider a system 

with three links, as shown 
Figure 6. The priority of 
the links is represented by 
the link weights, i.e. we 
assume link 1 is more 
important than link 2 and 
3. In turn, the priority of 
the queues of a link is 
represented by the queue 

weights. By multiplying the link weights with the queue weights, the combined weights of the 
queues, a global parameter, are also shown in the figure. 

To study the algorithm behavior, we designed 12 test-cases (TCs) whose descriptions are 
shown in the figures below. In each of the test-cases, a different level of traffic loading and link 
rates are assumed. Our intention is to have a broad coverage over all the possible conditions.  

First, we observe that if there are enough slots to assign to the offered traffic, i.e. no congestion, 
all the traffic demands are satisfied and all algorithms would behave more or less the same, except 
that the remaining slots after assignments to the demands are assigned according to the weight 
factors. Therefore, in order to study the distinctive behavior of the algorithms, TCs need to have 
sufficient level of congestions. 

 
Figure 5: Greedy capacity allocation 

Figure 6: Telemetry system with three links (only d ownlinks considered) 
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Figure 7 shows 
descriptions of TC1-4, 
in which the highest 
loading link is marked 
in red. In TC1-2, there 
are two high-rate links, 
whereas in TC3-4, 
there is only one high-
rate link. Additionally: 

• In TC1, high 
loading occurs in the hi-weight/hi-rate link 

• In TC2, high loading occurs in the hi-weight/lo-rate link 
• In TC3, high loading occurs in the lo-weight/lo-rate link 
• In TC4, high loading occurs in the lo-weight/hi-rate link 
Figure 8 shows 

descriptions of TC5-6, 
which are similar to 
TC1-4, except the low 
rate link’s rate is 
2Mbps, namely, the 
traffic loading in TC5-
8 causes exceedingly 
high congestion. 
Again, the highest 
loading link is marked 
in red. Additionally: 

• In TC5: high loading occurs in the hi-weight/hi-rate link 
• In TC6: high loading occurs in the hi-weight/lo-rate link 
• In TC7: high loading occurs in the lo-weight/lo-rate link 
• In TC8: high loading occurs in the lo-weight/hi-rate link 
Figure 9 shows 

descriptions of TC9-
12, where all links 
have the same traffic 
loading, but with two 
high rate links. 
Additionally: 

• In TC9 and 
11: low rate 
link: 4Mbps 

• In TC10 and 
12: low rate link: 2Mbps 

Our analysis used a combined analysis and test-bed methodology. We first implemented the 
four algorithms under consideration in Excel spreadsheets, and computed the per queue throughput 
based on the assignments (assuming fine-grained per queue rate control [5]). This set of the results 
are referred to as “theoretical results”. Next, we ran the test-cases using the ACS Linux test-bed 

 
Figure 7: Test cases 1 –4 

 
Figure 8: Test cases 5–8 

 
Figure 9: Test cases 9 –12 

TC1 4000 1560 2000 1200 560 200 1200 240 560 Traffic 
Loading

8Mbps 4Mbps 8Mbps Link Rate

TC2 4000 1560 2000 1200 560 200 1200 240 560 Traffic 
Loading

4Mbps 8Mbps 4Mbps Link Rate

TC3 1200 560 200 4000 1560 2000 1200 240 560 Traffic 
Loading

8Mbps 4Mbps 8Mbps Link Rate

TC4 1200 560 200 4000 1560 2000 1200 240 560 Traffic 
Loading

4Mbps 8Mbps 4Mbps Link Rate

TC5 4000 1560 2000 1200 560 200 1200 240 560 Traffic 
Loading

8Mbps 2Mbps 8Mbps Link Rate

TC6 4000 1560 2000 1200 560 200 1200 240 560 Traffic 
Loading

2Mbps 8Mbps 2Mbps Link Rate

TC7 1200 560 200 4000 1560 2000 1200 240 560 Traffic 
Loading

8Mbps 2Mbps 8Mbps Link Rate

TC8 1200 560 200 4000 1560 2000 1200 240 560 Traffic 
Loading

2Mbps 8Mbps 2Mbps Link Rate

TC9 4000 1560 2000 4000 1560 2000 4000 1560 2000 Traffic 
Loading

4Mbps 8Mbps 8Mbps Link Rate

TC10 4000 1560 2000 4000 1560 2000 4000 1560 2000 Traffic 
Loading

2Mbps 8Mbps 8Mbps Link Rate

TC11 4000 1560 2000 4000 1560 2000 4000 1560 2000 Traffic 
Loading

8Mbps 4Mbps 8Mbps Link Rate

TC12 4000 1560 2000 4000 1560 2000 4000 1560 2000 Traffic 
Loading

8Mbps 2Mbps 8Mbps Link Rate
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and the collected data are referred to as “experiment results”. The theoretical results were 
compared against the experiment results to validate the Excel implementation. 

To investigate the behavior of the algorithms under consideration, we use the following two 
metrics: 

• The total throughput: the sum of the throughput of all links and queues 
• The throughput of high priority link, i.e. link-1 
To identify the best algorithm, the total throughput and link-1 throughput are compared. The 

best algorithm should yield good throughput for both total throughput as well as high-priority 
throughput. 

B. Performance Results 
As shown in Figure 10, we first compare the experiment results and theoretical results using 

TC1-4 (although not shown in the paper, similar behavior is also observed in TC5-12). We observe 
that experiment results and theoretical results are very close and follow the same trend across all 
the TCs. Experiment results are consistently ~5-10% worse than the theoretical results. This is 
caused by the fact that theoretical results do not consider overhead such as guard time. The set of 
results give us confidence in both our theoretical framework and the testbed configuration. In the 
rest of the paper we use experiment results as the basis of our evaluation. 

 
Figure 10: Theoretical vs. experimental throughput results for test cases 1 –4 

Comparison of weight-based algorithm (W*R, R and W) and Greedy algorithm is shown in 
Figure 11 for TC1-4. We observe that, as expected, the Greedy algorithm has the overall highest 
total throughput. The W algorithm, without considering link rate, has the lowest total throughput, 
in the worst case in TC4, about 25% less than the Greedy algorithm. Moreover, for TC2 and TC3, 
all algorithms exhibit similar total throughput and hi-priority throughput. 
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However, for high priority 
throughput, Greedy algorithm shows 
significant variations across test-
cases: 

• In the best case TC1, Greedy 
has highest high priority 
throughput. 

• In the worst case TC4, high 
priority traffic is completely 
starved under the Greedy 
algorithm. 

Therefore, due to this inconsistent 
behavior across different loading 
conditions, Greedy algorithm may 
not be a good candidate for iNET 
implementation. 

Comparison of weight-based 
algorithm (W*R, R and W) and 
Greedy algorithm is shown in Figure 
12 for TC5-8. Similar to TC1-4, 
inconsistent behavior across test-
cases and starvation for high priority 
traffic under the Greedy algorithm is 
also observed. Another observation is 
for TC6 and TC7, all algorithms 
exhibit similar total throughput and 
hi-priority throughput. 

Comparison of weight-based 
algorithms (W*R, R and W) and 
Greedy algorithm is shown in Figure 
13 for TC9-12. Inconsistent behavior 
across test-cases and starvation for 
high priority traffic under the Greedy 
algorithm is also observed. 
Therefore, we can conclude that the Greedy algorithm is not a good candidate for iNET with 
adaptive coding. 

 

  
Figure 13: Throughput comparison for test cases 9–1 2 
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Figure 11: Throughput comparison for test cases 1–4  

 
Figure 12: Throughput comparison for test cases 5–8  
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Next, assessment is made to select the best candidate algorithm among W*R, R and W. First, 
we note that in Figure 14 (which shows the total throughput and high priority throughput for all 
the algorithms except Greedy-R) all algorithms show almost identical performance in Test-cases 
2, 3, 6 and 7. Therefore, these test cases are not considered for selecting the best algorithm. Next, 
for the rest of the 8 TCs, two selection methods are considered for algorithms W, W*R, and R. 

 

 
Figure 14: Algorithm behavior comparison 

Selection Method 1: Out of the 8 test-cases under consideration, W*R algorithm shows the 
best performance for both total throughput and hi-priority throughput in the following four Test-
cases: 1, 5, 11, and 12. For W and R, they rank 1st in one metric, but rank last in the other. For 
example, in Test-case 4, algorithm R ranks 1st for total throughput, but last for hi-priority 
throughput. For the rest of the Test-cases, W*R ranks 2nd for both total throughput and hi-priority 
throughput. Therefore, by these considerations, we deem W*R to be the best algorithm. 

Selection Method 2: We note that: out of all the performance metrics, including total 
throughput and hi-priority throughput, for a total of 16 (8 test-cases x 2) measures, we count the 
number of measures a particular algorithm ranks 1st. W: 4, W*R: 8, R: 4. Therefore, under this 
method, W*R is also the best algorithm 

Therefore, we conclude that W*R is the best candidate to be implemented in the future iNET 
LM with adaptive coding. 

IV.  CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we designed several link bandwidth allocation algorithms used by the Link 

Manager (LM) for the future iNET implementing adaptive coding techniques. These new LM 
algorithms include both weight-based schemes, in which link bandwidth is allocated based on the 
priority assigned to the links and queues, as well as a greedy algorithm, in which link bandwidth 
is allocated strictly based on link rate. We evaluated the effectiveness of these algorithms using 
both analytical analysis and test-bed experimentation.  

Through a rich set of test-cases, we showed that, in order to strike a balance between total 
throughput and high priority throughput, Greedy algorithm exhibits too much variation and hence 
is not recommended. W, R, and W*R algorithms show overall good performance and are deemed 
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suitable algorithms for link adaptation. In particular, W*R seems to be best algorithm amongst the 
four algorithms under consideration based on several selection methods considered.i 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper describes the development of a small, low-cost, and flexible telemetry transmitter that 
can be used for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication systems. In the intended 
application, the transmitter will collect data from sensors on small quad copters or drones, 
regarding the vehicle’s attitude, location, movement, and other flight data. This will be combined 
into a single data stream, and base-band modulation applied by a field programmable gate array 
(FPGA). The FPGA output will control a separate RF modulation board, which will generate a 
pair of RF signals suitable for use in a 2x2 MIMO system. The original application uses the 902-
928MHz ISM band. The modulation format can be altered by changing the software for the 
FPGA. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 This paper will discuss the plan for designing and building a transmitter board small enough to 
fit on a small airborne object. The physical size of the transmitter board will be approximately 
200 sq. cm. The transmitter will initially be used for testing of a 2x2 MIMO system in an 
application where it is mounted on a rapidly spinning vehicle [1]. The transmitting antennas will 
be mounted on opposite sides of the object, causing them to go in and out of line sight with the 
receiving antennas on the ground, as illustrated in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1 Geometry of the Problem 



The ground receivers will typically need to estimate the channel coefficients, and/or combine the 
received signals using conventional MIMO techniques. 
 
The receivers should be at a location where size, power and weight are not a significant concern.  
In addition, we expect the receivers can be protected from environmental extremes.  Because of 
this, we plan to use commercial hardware for the receivers in this system. 
 
We anticipate the transmitter will have more stringent constraints.  We do not have highly 
defined specifications at the moment, but are assuming there will be significant size, power and 
weight constraints.  We expect the transmitter may be subject to harsh environmental conditions, 
high acceleration, and may be on an expendable vehicle.  These anticipated requirements 
motivated us to develop a custom transmitter board. 
 
Another motivation for a custom transmitter was the ability to be flexible in both the transmit 
modulation and coding format, and also in the transmit carrier frequency.  The initial system is 
intended to perform 2x2 Alamouti coding [2], BPSK modulation, and use carrier frequencies in 
the 900 MHz ISM band.  However, the design is intended to be general enough that it can use 
other space-time block codes, convolutional coding, interleaving, other modulation formats, and 
carrier frequencies from approximately 900 MHz to 2.5 GHz.  And with a full custom design, we 
hope to be better able to handle varying demands place on size and power sources. 
 

MIMO TRANSMITTER 
 

The transmitter will be broken into two separate printed circuit boards (PCB). The 
baseband data section will handle the entire digital signal processing components.  This 
section will consist of a field programmable gate array (FPGA) logic block, along with a pair 
of Digital to Analog converters (DAC). The carrier section will perform I/Q frequency up-
conversion to the desired carrier frequency.  The sectional design will allow the user to 
change carrier frequencies simply by interchanging different custom carrier section 
boards. 
 
The carrier section will initially be optimized to a frequency of 902-928 MHz.  A follow-on 
design will extend this range by either altering the original board, or making a series of pin 
compatible boards to cover the frequency range from 900 MHz to 2.5. We anticipate 
transmission line constraints might limit us to a limited range of carrier frequencies for 
each board, but this is still an area of research for the team. 
 
The expected bandwidth of the carrier board will be approximately 1 MHz, to allow simple 
modulation and coding of data rates in the range of 1 Mbit/sec.  The clock rate for the data 
section will be sufficient high to allow multiple samples per transmitted bit, to 
accommodate pulse shaping and other coding and modulation constraints.  A high level 
block diagram of the transmitter is shown in Figure 2. 
 



 
Figure 2 High Level Overview of Design 

 
CARRIER SECTION 

 
The carrier section of the transmitter is responsible for sending the signal received from the pair 
of DAC out through the antennas at a chosen carrier. This will be achieved by the use of several 
off the shelf products (COTS), micro strip technology, and custom PCB. We expect all the major 
components such as analog mixers, synthesizers, amplifiers, filters, antennas, clocks, and 
quadrature hybrid can all be COTS to save time development time and reduce both the recurring 
and non-recurring costs. 
 
Four layer boards will be used to accommodate a multiple signal layers, a power layer, and a 
ground layer [3]. We have concerns the board may be used in environment with strict EMC 
constraints, so care will be taken in the design to insure minimal radiation from the board, and 
that the board operates in a robust manner when subjected to externally generated fields.  Details 
such as the dielectric material to be used, and component placement is on-going, as we learn 
more about the constraints of the problem we are facing.  
 
The output power levels may vary from one application to the next.  The plan is for the base 
transmitter board to generate approximately 0 dBm of signal energy, and then to use external 
amplifiers to raise this to the power level needed for any particular application. 
 

PROGRAMMABLE SYNTHEIZER 
 

A synthiezer is responsible for generating the carrier signal. Most sytheizers generate the 
high frequency signal by exciting a crystal inside the VCO. There are many control options 
on the market for syntheizers. The most considered for this project are a voltage controlled 
fixed oscillator and a programmable PLL RF syntheizer [4].  
 
The voltage controlled fixed oscillator that works in the ISM band would be the simplest, as 
it requires the fewest external components. The downside with this option is the limited 
flexiabilty because the carrier frequency, power level, and phase noise would be fixed.  



The advantage of a programmble PLL RF syntheizer is it’s flexabilty. The features that make 
it so flexiable include two outputs each having programmble frequencies, power levels, and 
phases. The price to pay for the flexiability is complexity. This surface mount chip requires 
an external 200 MHz oscillator, external loop filter to adjust the Q factor, serial interface 
components, many capaitors and resitors for the 40 pins, high frequency harmonics from 
the programmable channel dividers and a slighty higher cost. Since flexability is highly 
valued in this application, we consider the cost of the programmable PLL to be worth the 
extra cost. Initial simulations of the PLL have been completed and their performance 
estimated (Figure 3). 
 
  

 
Figure 3 Fourier Transform of PLL synthesizer Outputs 

 
 

QUADRATURE HYBRID 
 

The quadrature phase shifter splits the input signal from the synthesizer chip into two output 
signals, to create a pair of sinusoids which are equal amplitude and 90 degrees out of phase with 
each other. There are many different ways to implement a 90 degrees phase shift, such using a 
branch line coupler, Lange coupler, 3 dB quadrature (90 degree) hybrids, or negative feedback 
loop amplifier circuits.  
 
For this application, a COTS solution would be best due to project time constraints. If the needed 
phase shifter cannot be found on the market then the branch line coupler will be the next option. 
For this application a narrowband phase shifter would be sufficient. This eliminates a lot of the 
other microstrip options that are more complex. The geometry of the branch line coupler we are 
considering using as an alternative can be seen in Figure 4. 
 



 
Figure 4 Branch Line Coupler 

In Figure 4, Isolated (4) or pin 4 needs to be well grounded and shielded from outside noise for 
the system to work [5]. The difference in phase from the outputs is 90 degrees. The design of the 
branch line hybrid coupler will use 50 ohm micro strip lines on four layer PCB board with an 
undecided substrate material for a center frequency in ISM band.  
 
Transmission line design tools such as LineCalc will be used to solve for the trace line 
dimensions (width and height) to get 50 ohm and 35.355 ohm impedance. The spacing can be 
solved by the equation below 
 

λ =
𝑐

𝑓×√𝜀
. (1) 

 
This method is simple in theory but maybe difficult to implement on a four-layer board. Trial 
boards will need to be manufactured to understand the difficulty of implementing this solution.  
 
There are some potential limitations with the option. The user wouldn’t be able to take advantage 

of thee programmable synthesizer because the hybrid coupler only works at a designed 
narrowband frequency. The synthesizer would only be able to be programmed slightly to counter 
de-modulation errors. A wideband phase shifter would need to be used to keep the 
programmable frequency functionality. Another disadvantage is the physical room needed which 
will be approximately 5 centimeters by 5 centimeters.   
 

ANALOG MULTIPLEXER 
 

After the data from the FPGA has been converted to an analog signal it will be joined with 
the carrier signal from the RF phase shifter. Several options are available for completing 
this process. The two being considered are the analog multiplexer and analog switch. 
 
The multiplexer was chosen as it was more familiar and could complete the assignment 
dependably.  Currently two multiplexers will be incorporated into the circuit, one for each 
output from the DAC. However, options are being considered to incorporating the process 
into one component. The features needed for the multiplexer include a wide bandwidth to 



enable changes in frequency if needed and accommodate large data bandwidth sizes. In 
addition, having a laser-trimmed multiplier would eliminate external components. The part 
currently being considered is Texas Instruments MPY634KU.   

 
RF AMPLIFIER 

 
After the data and carrier signal are combined they will be sent to an RF amplifier. The RF 
amplifier will then boast the power levels, in turn, the signal radiating out of the antenna will be 
stronger. The most significant attributes that defines an RF power amplifier include output 
power, gain, linearity, stability, DC supply voltage, efficiency, and flexibility [6].  
 
For this application, we are most concerned about linearity, stability, and DC supply voltage. 
Output power and gain are not as important for this application because of ISM band power 
regulations (1 watt output power maximum). Linearity and stability of the RF amplifier are 
important because we want the flexibility to change between many different types of data 
modulations. A low DC voltage supply is best to minimize the physical size of the design. 
Another option would be to pick an amplifier that requires the same voltage as a different 
component on the board. This would help minimizes the number of power supplies, or step or 
step down voltage circuits.  
 
Some types of common amplifiers include class A, class B, class AB, class C, and class E. Type 
A amplifiers are used in low-power, high linearity, high gain, broadband operation, or high 
frequency operation. Another advantage with the Type A amplifiers are its low harmonics 
generated during the amplification process, since there are no sudden change in voltages or 
currents. There are less drastic changes in voltage and current because unlike the other types the 
class A conducts the full 360 degrees of its input.  Type A is the most known amplifier in the 
group because it is commonly taught in electronics classes. The downside of the Type A 
amplifiers are their low efficiency. Another possible solution is the Class E amplifier.  
 
Time is critical so a less time consuming option to implementing a custom amplifier design 
would be to buy an off the shelf amplifier. This method cuts down on external components 
which in turn safes physical PCB board space. The tradeoff for the saved space is less flexibility 
because one cannot change out external resistors, inductors, or capacitors to maximize the 
efficiency of the circuit.  
 

RADIO FREQUENCY FILTER 
 

We anticipate the need to have a band-pass or low-pass filter on the output of RF amplifier to 
attenuate harmonics and spurious emissions that all outside of the licensed band.  We are still in 
the process of investigating the best method for implementing this filter.  As the operating 
frequency is beyond the range of most operational amplifiers, we assume many active filter 
topologies would be impractical.  For this reason, we are investigating engineering methods. 
Transmission lines or micro-strips can be laid out in such a way to build filters without lumped 
elements. Some examples of low-pass filters include L-C ladder type filters and semi lumped 
filters. End-coupled half-wavelength resonator, parallel-coupled half wavelength resonator, and 
the hairpin-line filters are examples of bandpass filters which we are current investigating  



DATA SECTION 
 

This section is best described as a digital signal processing application. This section will be very 
similar to an arbitrary waveform generator. This will be required to perform the necessary 
MIMO coding and modulation wave shaping. The coding will be stored in the FPGA’s memory 

and activated when needed.  
 
To maximize our chances of success we will implement error detection and correction 
techniques, and interleaving techniques. Error detection and correction are techniques that enable 
reliable delivery of digital data over unreliable communication channels. This code will become 
very valuable when we test over large distance. Interleaving is a technique of spreading error 
caused by interference such as lighting strike over many bytes instead of a centralized group of 
wrong bytes. This can be thought of as writing rows of data to a matrix, then reading that matrix 
as columns.  

 
FPGA 

 
The FPGA will be receiving the data from the sensors and sending it to the DAC. For this project 
a FPGA with at least 24 I/O ports needed. This includes I/O ports to accommodate the digital to 
analog convertor and interface to frequency. Moreover, the FPGA needs to have enough memory 
to collect the data needed to communicate with the drone or quadcopter and store signal 
processing modulation coding techniques.  
 
There are many options in the market that would satisfy the criteria for this project. However, as 
Missouri S&T had the software and development board for the XEM6010 from Opal Kelly 
Incorporated, therefore this model will be chosen. In addition to the availability and low cost 
associated with the part, experience had been gained using it and the accompanying software 
from labs taken at the university. Moreover, the XEM6010’s high-speed USB 2.0 interface 
provides fast configuration downloads and PC-FPGA communication. Additionally, the FPGA 
features the Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA, 1 Gb (64 Mx16-bit) DDR2 SDRAM, high-efficiency 
switching power supplies. Quartus II Software and an Alter DE2 board (development and 
educational) with Cyclone II will be used to program the FPGA. Quartus software includes 
Graphical User Interface (GUI), VDHL Design Files, HDL or VHDL design file, and AHDL 
languages.  
 

DIGITAL TO ANALOG 
 

The DAC is the link between the FPGA and the multipliers and is responsible for providing an 
analog signal from the digital data given by the FPGA. The preforming function at this step of 
the process is a standard procedure and there are many components to choose from to complete 
it. The ideal component needed for this project will have at least a dual 10 bit voltage output with 
buffered reference inputs. Though a DAC with an internal state machine is an option, this project 
will use an external one. Additionally, to simplify this part of the project the DAC will have a 
single voltage supply and will be capable of repeatable startup conditions. A DAC with a fast 
enough sampling rate will need to be chosen to avoid aliasing. If one is to slow then the 



measured rotation of the airborne object will not be very accurate. Currently the best part found 
that fills the requirements is Texas Instruments TLC5618A. 
 

CONCLUSION  
 

 This paper establishes an overall general plan to develop a small, low-cost, and flexible 
telemetry transmitter that can be used for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) 
communication system. This design has several advantages that make it best suited for research 
and development projects. The discrete component design will allow the transmitter to be easily 
modified for a wide variety of applications. The FPGA will give the flexibility to store my 
different data modulation techniques and troubleshooting algorithms. The modular design will 
make it possible to connect a variety of signal carrier boards. 
 
If possible, a signal carrier board will have a programmable frequency ranging from 900 MHz to 
2.4 GHz. These advantages will give this transmitter an advantage in flexibility over the single 
chip MIMO packages. 
 
Once this transmitter is successfully built future work can focus on expanding its capabilities. 
The transmitter can be tested with additional higher frequency carrier. New signal processing 
technique can be programmed into the FPGA and tested. Due to the versatility and flexibility of 
this design, the transmitter can be used to solve other wireless transmission problems, other than 
2x2 MIMO applications. Since all of the FPGA inputs aren’t being used, work can go into 

sending more data to the FPGA from a variety of sensors. This board will hopefully be useful in 
a wide range of communication system development and testing laboratory settings.  
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ABSTRACT 

The growth of network-based systems in flight test will present performance problems within the 
community.  Legacy instrumentation systems are not capable of meeting the high-bandwidth, 
low latency data processing requirements of these next generation data acquisition systems.  
Ongoing research at Southwest Research Institute is exploring the use of a variety of commodity 
components, such as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) and multicore Central Processing Units 
(CPUs), in ways that can be applied to both the small embedded components as well as the larger 
ground systems.  This paper will explore an open, scalable Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) 
approach to bridge the gap and minimize changes to the legacy systems.  Current results from 
this approach will be presented at the conference. 

KEYWORDS 

IP networking, iNET, data processing, commodity hardware, COTS, GPU 

INTRODUCTION 

Networked connectivity continues to grow and expand into every aspect of daily life.  This 
growth has partly been possible due to the commoditization and standardization of the 
underlying network technologies that has facilitated the continual development of smaller, faster, 
and more efficient components.  The core unifying network technology that has fueled the 
growth of networks everywhere is the Internet Protocol (IP).  The popularity of IP networking 
has spurred the increase of bandwidth speeds as more complex forms of information are desired 
by the general consumer. Figure 1 shows the exponential growth of bandwidth speeds over the 
last 30 years. 
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Figure 1. Network Bandwidth Growth [1] 

The performance needs of the flight test community present some challenges to the use of 
standard IP networking.  Due to flight safety concerns, telemetered data has tight latency of 
delivery requirements, typically less than 100 milliseconds.  At the same time, the amount of 
data needing to be processed grows as the complexity of the aircraft being tested increases.  
Filtering large amounts of data will quickly become a problem in these systems. 

An open, scalable Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) approach should be developed to bridge 
the gap and minimize changes to the legacy systems.  Ongoing research at Southwest Research 
Institute is exploring the use of a variety of commodity components, such as Graphics Processing 
Units (GPUs) and multicore Central Processing Units (CPUs), in ways that can be applied to 
both the small embedded components as well as the larger ground systems.  In this paper, we 
present some of the pitfalls with the traditional approaches for handling high-speed network data 
and explore our novel approach to solving this problem. 

TRADITIONAL APPROACHES 

A general rule of thumb for processing network data states that every 1 Gb/s of bandwidth 
requires at least 1 GHz of CPU processing speed [2].  In the upcoming future for network-based 
flight tests, 10+ Gb/s speeds will become the norm.  Applying this rule of thumb for packet 
processing, a processor with 20+ GHz speeds would be required.  Unfortunately, there is no 
single-threaded CPU that currently supports that speed.  Many modern processors may take 
advantage of hyper-threading or multiple cores to increase the aggregate processing speed, but 
the serialized network stack cannot easily take advantage of this parallelization.   

To solve this processing problem for 10+ Gb/s speeds, many turn to a hardware implementation 
of the network stack, commonly known as a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) Offload 
Engine (TOE).  These are typically built directly into Network Interface Cards (NICs) and are 
intended to free up CPU processing cycles and reduce the amount of traffic across internal 
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communication buses.  While TOEs do achieve their intended purpose, they never serve as a 
viable long-term solution [3][4].  “Even if a TOE adapter and software stack currently 
outperforms "dumber" adapters for very high networking speeds (10-gigabit currently, say), that 
advantage tends to disappear by the time those speeds are in common use” [5].  A solution 
involving TOEs will have a hard time providing long-term sustainability in the ever-evolving 
flight test community.  

Another common approach to solve this problem is to utilize customized Field-Programmable 
Gate Arrays (FPGAs).  Typically, this particular solution will also implement a network stack in 
hardware.  These FPGA solutions provide the same advantages as the TOE, but may offer 
additional filtering features not found in a standard TOE.  However, FPGAs have their 
drawbacks too.  When compared to a commodity hardware solution, it is much more difficult to 
upgrade FPGAs because not all of the features are portable.  This lack of flexibility makes it 
harder to add new capabilities as flight test requirements evolve. 

A commodity-driven solution will always win because it is what most customers desire and 
need.  Ultimately, these solutions are not necessarily driven by overall performance, but rather 
the cost and a desire to not be “locked-in” to a particular vendor.  Performance becomes less 
important once customers realize that Moore’s law applies to many of these modern 
technologies.  “Once you commit to a specialized hardware design, the clock starts ticking. 
There will come a day when a software implementation could meet the requirements” [6].   

COMMODITY-DRIVEN SOLUTION 

Rather than re-implementing a network stack in hardware, a novel way of efficient data 
processing would discard “unnecessary” packets before they reach the network stack, thereby 
reducing the network load that needs to be further processed.  By utilizing a GPU, an easily 
programmable method of filtering could be applied to network packets before they reach the 
network stack.  GPUs can take advantage of Direct Memory Access (DMA) techniques to 
directly load network data into the GPU memory and provide the computational acceleration 
necessary for packet filtering.     

As shown in Figure 1 earlier, network speeds are increasing at an exponential rate; fortunately, 
GPU capabilities are trending in the same direction.  Figure 2 shows GPU single precision 
performance is increasing at an exponential rate with double-precision also slowly increasing 
(while CPU performance is not seeing quite the same gains).  While it is extremely rare for 
“real” problems to realize the theoretical capability of GPUs (as well as CPUs), the 
computational processing for streaming data processing of our domain seems to more closely 
match the trend in GPU architectures.  The research performed during the development of this 
open, scalable approach is evaluating how well GPU processing matches the flight test domain. 
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Figure 2.  Theoretical Processing Power of GPUs and CPUs [7] 

Figure 3 demonstrates that the theoretical memory bandwidths for current state-of-the-art GPUs 
should easily accommodate high-speed (10 Gb/s) network traffic.   

 
Figure 3.  Theoretical Memory Bandwidth of GPUs and CPUs [7] 

Although there is usually a bottleneck in the bus that the GPUs and NICs communicate over, 
there should be adequate headroom for the network loads we are looking to support.  For 
example, using components attached to a Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) 
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Gen 2.0 x16 bus, the maximum throughput is 8 GBytes/s.  Approximating a 10 Gb/s network 
rate as 1 GByte/s and accounting for the following four data paths: 1) NIC input, 2) GPU input, 
3) GPU output, 4) NIC output, only about 50% of the PCIe bus will be in use.  As shown in 
Figure 2 earlier, sufficient processing capability exists in the GPU, it is just a matter of getting 
the data in and out of the GPU in a timely manner. 

TECHNICAL APPROACH 

Figure 4 shows a high-level data flow diagram of the approach. 

Streaming Data 
Processing

Filtering and Processing Rules

10 Gb/s 
Raw Input

10 Gb/s 
Processed Output

 
Figure 4.  High-Level Data Flow 

In order to prove out this approach, the following must be done: 1) create a processing language 
based on existing technologies, 2) use the processing language to drive the partitioning of the 
streaming data processing work, and 3) evaluate the effectiveness of the partitioning using real-
world test cases.   

Figure 5 shows a more detailed view of what is involved in processing the streaming data. 
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Figure 5.  Internal Data Flow of Streaming Data Processing 

We define data processing on the CPU/GPU to consist of the following steps: 

1) IP packet reception: socket-level receive or Direct Memory Access (DMA) 

2) “Traditional” IP packet filtering (e.g. matching IP addresses, Media Access Control 
[MAC] addresses, ports, etc.) 

3) Payload inspection: bit-level comparisons within the application payload of the packet 
(e.g. If ‘DataWord6’ & 0x00FF == 0x0023, this is a match) 

4) Measurement extraction: after finding a matching packet, extract specific data word(s) for 
further processing 

5) Derived measurement processing: take the measurement data word(s) and perform 
calculation(s); this calculation can be anything from a simple single measurement unit 
conversion (e.g. Raw counts -> Engineering Units) to something more complex involving 
multiple measurements within a multivariate polynomial function   

6) Packaging: repackage the measurements (Step 4) or derived measurements (Step 5) into 
new packet formats; these new packets will typically be consumed by a recorder or 
ground processing system and may not resemble the original packet formats from Step 1 
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The high packet rate nature of the data set offers a good opportunity for packet-level parallelism 
to be explored.  Utilizing a technique from one of our previously successful research projects, 
virtual NICs are used to parallelize the CPU/GPU processing results. The virtual NICs will then 
pass data onto a physical NIC for aggregation before final outbound transfer.   

Three methods of data processing are being explored initially: 

• Naïve CPU approach – Read the incoming IP packets from a socket as fast as possible.  
There are some instances where acceptable results can be achieved using this simple 
method, so it should be explored. 

• Stack circumvention with CPU(s) - Direct Memory Access (DMA) incoming IP packets 
from the NIC to an application on the CPU as fast as possible.  In our experience from 
applications similar to this one, this approach is sufficient for handling packet processing 
needs of the flight test community today, but may not scale well into the future. 

• Stack circumvention with GPU: DMA incoming IP packets from the NIC to an 
application on the GPU as fast as possible.  We believe that the CPU(s) alone will not be 
able to handle the high-throughput, low-latency, mixed-size packet processing that needs 
to be performed.  A GPU can provide the computational acceleration necessary for the 
high speed packet filtering.  

ANTICIPATED RESULTS* 

We believe that an open, scalable approach on the GPU will excel at the IP packet processing 
needed in the flight test community.  Table 1 provides the test cases we will use to prove out our 
approach.  These test cases are based on our experience with real-world flight test requirements.  
In order to prove out the long-term sustainability of this approach, each test case is actually set to 
10x of what the original requirements were. 

Table 1.  Test Cases Based on Real-world Requirements  

Metric  Input Load  Number of 
Filters 

Number of Data 
Extractions + 
Calculations 

Output: 
Packets/second 

Maximum 
Latency 

1 5 Gb/s 10240 10240 500 Mb/s 100 ms 
2 5 Gb/s 1000 10240 2 Gb/s 5 ms 

 

*Final results will be presented at ITC. 
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CONCLUSION 

Most flight-test applications can be separated into three main categories: 1) ground processing 
systems; 2) airborne, within the pressure vessel; and 3) airborne, outside the pressure vessel.  
Ongoing research at Southwest Research Institute is exploring the use of a variety of commodity 
components, such as GPUs and multicore CPUs, in ways that can be applied to both the small 
embedded components as well as the larger ground systems. 
The growth of network-based systems in flight test will present performance problems within the 
community.  Legacy instrumentation systems are not capable of meeting the high-bandwidth, 
low latency data processing requirements of these next generation data acquisition systems.  This 
paper explored an open, scalable COTS approach to bridge the gap and minimize changes to the 
legacy systems.   
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ABSTRACT 

The integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) radios provide a two-way telemetry link 
that interconnects the airborne instrumentation system with ground-based systems.  This 
capability brings the flight test telemetry domain into the realm of the more classic mesh 
networks in a mobile ad-hoc environment.  The underlying radio frequency (RF) communication 
protocols defined in the iNET standards support a variety of classic networking protocols.  The 
scheduling algorithms between Link Managers and radios can operate as a collision network, like 
classic Ethernet.  This paper describes the communication protocols and scheduling algorithms 
of the iNET radios, and it provides results of their use in a self-scheduling algorithm such as a 
classical token ring network. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For over a decade, many instrumentation systems have migrated to a network-based architecture, 
but those networks were largely self-contained within the instrumented vehicle or on the ground-
based data processing centers.  The telemetry link remained a predetermined, one-way flow of 
data from the airborne test vehicle to the ground receiver using a pulse code-modulation (PCM).  
That is, until recently. 

Two-way standardized network telemetry has now become a reality.  The integrated Network 
Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) radios have successfully demonstrated in flight the two-way 
telemetry between airborne instrumentation and ground-based processing systems.  This new 
capability provides an avenue for the flight test telemetry domain to enter into the realm of the 
network revolution.  By providing the two-way telemetry link, the door has been opened to 
utilize standard networking technologies and protocols as part of the new concept of operations.  
This includes on-demand data retrieval, data mining on the airborne recorder during flight, 
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command and control of airborne instrumentation from the ground control room, voice-over-IP 
(VoIP), file transfers, on-board web server access, etc. 

While classic range telemetry has utilized a kind of “hub and spoke” shape, practice has shown 
that the particular two-way telemetry paradigm needed varies.  The standardized protocols used 
by the iNET radios have been defined such that they can support several two-way architectures; 
including self-forming/self-healing mesh networks, cellular-based networks, etc. 

This paper focuses primarily on the iNET radios and the radio frequency (RF) communications 
protocols that they implement.  The RF communication protocols can be utilized in a manner to 
implement various network routing and communication protocols.  Classical network topologies 
and mobile ad hoc network protocols are briefly discussed.  Finally, results of using the iNET 
radios to implement a self-scheduling mechanism in the format of a token ring are provided as an 
illustration of the breadth of topologies possible. 

RCC PROTOCOLS FOR RF COMMUNICATIONS 

The Telemetry Network Standards (TmNS) interfaces and protocols implemented by the iNET 
radios are defined in an upcoming version of the Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) 106 
standards maintained by the Range Commanders Council (RCC).  The network messages that 
comprise the RF communications control plane are identified in IRIG 106 Chapter 24, Message 
Formats [1].  The use of these messages and their impacts on the iNET radios are further 
described in IRIG 106 Chapter 27, RF Network Access Layer [2], and Chapter 28, RF Network 
Management [3]. 

The TmNS defined messages for RF network management are called RF Network Messages 
(RFNMs).  RFNMs consist of a header structure that provides a source and destination address 
along with a sequence number.  The source and destination addresses are RF Media Access 
Control (MAC) addresses which are analogous to the MAC addresses of Ethernet-based network 
interfaces.  Following the header is the RFNM payload that consists of one or more Type-
Length-Value (TLV) triplets.  There are six different types of TLVs, and from these six types the 
RF network can be established and maintained.  The six types are described further in Table 1. 

Table 1.  IRIG 106 Chapter 24 TLVs Defined for Use in RF Network Messages 

TLV Description 

Transmission Opportunity (TxOp) 
Assignment 

This TLV is used by the Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 
scheduler to allocate a transmission opportunity on a radio link. 

TxOp ID Acknowledgement Report This TLV is used by a radio to report the acknowledgement of 
specific TxOps that have been received and processed and 
applied to the active schedule. 

MAC Queue Status Report This TLV is used by a radio to report MAC layer queue level. 
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TLV Description 

Heartbeat This TLV is used to establish a timeout value used by the radio 
to classify TxOps as stale. 

Link Metric This TLV contains an absolute time and several link metric 
measurements pertaining to a specific radio link. 

Traffic Engineering (TE) Queue 
Status Report 

This TLV is used by a radio to report TE queue levels for each 
of the eight TE queues associated with a particular link on the 
reporting radio. 

 

iNET radios are required to synchronize their internal clocks prior to transmitting over their RF 
interfaces.  Time synchronization sources are locked to the Global Positioning System (GPS) and 
they operate as IEEE 1588-2008 grandmaster clocks for their respective subnetworks.  Once an 
iNET radio is locked to the time source, it can transmit according to its transmission schedule. 
Transmission schedules can be preloaded onto a radio through a Metadata Description Language 
(MDL) configuration file (IRIG 106 Chapter 23 [4]) or through the network-based RFNMs.  The 
TxOp Assignment TLV and the Heartbeat TLV in RFNMs are used to provide updates to the 
transmission schedule of a radio.  TxOps include a start and stop time relative to a configured 
duration of time (one second max). 

The TxOp ID Acknowledgement Report TLV, MAC Queue Status Report TLV, Link Metric 
TLV, and the TE Queue Status Report TLV are all generated by radios to a TDMA scheduler, or 
Link Manager, in the network.  The TxOp ID Acknowledgement report serves as an indication to 
the TDMA scheduler that a specific TxOp from a particular TxOp Assignment TLV has been 
applied to the transmission schedule.  This allows the TDMA scheduler to make any other 
scheduling changes with other radios.  Radios also generate MAC Queue Status Report TLVs 
and TE Queue Status Report TLVs to indicate the current network load conditions.  This 
information is used by the TDMA scheduler to determine whether to allocate more or less 
transmission time in a future schedule update.  Radios also generate the Link Metric TLVs that 
provide receiver statistics for a particular link.  This information can be utilized by the TDMA 
scheduler to perform antenna handoffs and the routing changes associated with it. 

The iNET project has conducted flight tests utilizing a single, centralized TDMA scheduler on 
the ground-based range network infrastructure to provide dynamic transmission schedule updates 
for radios in the air and on the ground.  Testing included performing numerous successful 
handoffs between ground-based radios without losing any data communication with the airborne 
radio.  While the iNET project has focused on a reference scheduling application, the Link 
Manager, it is not the only scheduling mechanism that the openness of the IRIG 106 standards 
can support.  The six structures of RF network control mentioned above are sufficient for 
establishing and maintaining reliable network communications between iNET radios.  Using 
these message types as the foundation within the RF network communication protocol, 
additional networking and routing protocols can be built on top to provide for a variety of 
classical or wireless mesh networking topologies. 
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CLASSICAL NETWORK TOPOLOGIES 

Network topology illustrates how a network of nodes (e.g., computers, hubs, switches, and 
routers) are connected together to allow the flow of data from one network node to any other 
node within the same network.  Network topologies can be examined from a physical perspective 
or a logical perspective.  A physical perspective describes how all network nodes are connected 
through cables or wireless technologies.  A description from the logical perspective focuses more 
on the flow of data through the network rather than the physical interconnects.  In the following 
sub-sections, some of the classical network topologies are discussed. 

Bus Network Topology 

A bus network is a simple network configuration where each network node is directly connected 
to a shared bus which provides a common communication channel between the nodes.  By 
nature, a shared bus is half-duplex, meaning there can be only a single node transmitting onto the 
shared bus at a time.  The bus requires some sort of transmission management and is prone to 
collisions if not handled correctly. 

Ring Network Topology 

A ring network is another simple network configuration where each network node is directly 
connected to two adjacent nodes.  Each of those adjacent nodes, or neighbors, are connected to 
the next adjacent node and so on until every node is connected and the ring is complete.  If a 
node sends a data packet, that packet will be received and processed by each node between the 
sender and the receiver.  If the neighbor is not the intended destination node, it passes the 
message along to its other neighbor.  This process continues until the data packet is received by 
the intended destination.  In a ring network, data can flow in a unidirectional or bidirectional 
manner depending on the configuration of the ring.  A common disadvantage to the ring network 
is that the addition or removal of a node will break the network requiring a reconfiguration of the 
impacted/adjacent nodes. 

Token Ring Network Topology 

A token ring network utilizes a special “token” in order provide access to a shared transmission 
medium.  Only one node can be in possession of the token at any one time, the time during 
which the token-owner may transmit.  Once transmission is complete, the token is released back 
onto the network.  This method eliminates the possibility of collisions on the shared transport 
medium. 

The standardized token ring is documented in IEEE 802.5 [5].  However, other network 
protocols utilize the token ring approach to shared medium access control.  This is the case in 
wireless networks where the ring structure is implemented as a logical ring rather than a physical 
ring.  One example of a wireless token ring is the Wireless Token Ring Protocol (WTRP) [6]. 
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Star Network Topology 

A star network is yet another simple network configuration where each network node is directly 
connected to a centralized switch or hub which provides a transportation path between each 
node.  This is an improvement from the ring network because each data packet is not passed 
from node to node down the line until reaching its destination but, instead, is transmitted to the 
central node before being forwarded to the destination node.  A sender may only be separated by 
a single switch from several other nodes in the network.  Star network topologies comprised of 
store-and-forward switches allow for multiple nodes to simultaneously transmit on the network 
and can provide full-duplex connectivity.  WiFi is a common example of a star network topology 
over wireless communication. 

Hybrid Network Topology 

Hybrid networks are created by combining more than one network topology to create a new 
topology.  Multiple star networks could be connected together using a bus network to form a 
hybrid network known as a tree network.  Hybrid networks may also combine wired network 
topologies with wireless network topologies. 

WIRELESS AD HOC NETWORKING 

To grasp the potential of the networking capabilities of the iNET radios, one must have an 
understanding of wireless ad hoc networks and their associated protocols.  Specifically, mobile 
ad hoc networks (MANET) logically fit the paradigm of the airborne iNET radios.  In general, ad 
hoc networks are self-forming, self-maintaining, and self-healing networks that do not require 
any pre-existing network infrastructure.  Nodes in the ad hoc network relay information from one 
neighboring node to another in order to ensure delivery across the wireless network.  This is a 
much different approach than the hub-and-spoke type of wireless networks such as WiFi. 

Figure 1 displays a screenshot of the animation of a network simulation of a MANET using ns-3, 
a discrete-event network simulator application.  Each wireless node is represented by a circle 
with a number label.  The transmitting node in the figure, labeled “3”, is in range of seven of the 
other 14 nodes in the simulation.  Communication from Node 3 to other nodes outside its 
transmission range is relayed by its neighbors to the destination [7]. 
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Figure 1.  Network Simulation of Mobile Ad Hoc Network 
 

Mesh Network Topology 

Mesh networks differ from traditional hub-and-spoke networks in that there are potentially 
multiple paths that data can travel in order to travel from source node to destination node.  A 
fully connected mesh network topology connects each node directly to every other node in the 
network.  A partially connected mesh network is one in which all nodes are connected to at least 
one other node, some nodes connect to multiple nodes, and there is at least one path across the 
network from each node to every other node in the network.  The partially connected mesh 
topology is likely the most applicable to telemetry on test ranges. 

MANETs are mesh networks that must adapt for the mobility of their nodes.  For a range 
telemetry scenario, the ground-based radios may be stationary while the airborne nodes are 
mobile.  The nature of mesh nodes requires relay operations between radios.  Basic relay 
scenarios have been performed with the iNET radios in the iNET System Integration Lab (iSIL) 
at Southwest Research Institute (SwRI®) in San Antonio, TX.  The relay scenarios were 
performed using the RF network control messages defined in IRIG 106 Chapter 24.  The relay 
consisted of one Test Article radio operating as the relay between a second Test Article radio and 
the ground-based radio. 

MANET Routing Protocols 

The routing protocol is what establishes and maintains network connectivity in a wireless ad hoc 
network.  Generally speaking, there are two main classes of MANET routing protocols: 
proactive protocols and reactive protocols.  Each protocol has both advantages and disadvantages 
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over other protocols.  Thus, it is important to select the protocol that best suits the goals of the 
MANET. 

Proactive protocols seek to establish network routes across the network early and often.  These 
protocols tend to adjust to routing changes due to node mobility since nodes should have up-to-
date routing information all the time.  These routing updates occur even when there is no data to 
send over the network.  Routing information is continually being shared, ultimately resulting in a 
reduction in latency at the onset of a new source-destination data flow or during route change 
events [7]. 

Reactive protocols only establish routes between a source and a destination node when there is 
data to send over the route.  While these protocols tend to have less protocol overhead than 
proactive protocols, they are more prone to higher data latencies at the onset of a new data flow 
due to the need to first learn the route [7]. 

It is envisioned that future ranges may depend more on the emerging wireless, ad hoc mesh 
networks.  The iNET radios are poised to be able to participate in these types of network 
environments. 

EXAMPLE TOKEN RING NEWORK WITH INET RADIOS 

As an example of the breadth of topologies possible by implementing one of the classical 
network topologies with the iNET radios, an experiment was designed to provide a simple, self-
scheduling wireless token ring topology using iNET radios.  In order to accomplish this task, a 
small amount of processing capability was distributed to each radio in order to perform the logic 
of token sharing.  This logic did not modify the RFNMs nor the way they are processed by the 
radios.  Thus, standard, off-the-shelf IRIG 106 iNET radios were able to form a token ring.  The 
lab setup assumed all iNET radios were able to communicate with all other iNET radios in the 
network through their RF interfaces.  A logical “Transmission Token” is passed from one iNET 
radio to another.  The iNET radio in possession of the token is permitted to transmit onto the RF 
network while all other iNET radios remain in a listening mode.  The token is passed around the 
network in a logical ring in order to ensure that each iNET radio is provided an opportunity to 
transmit onto the network. 

Figure 2 provides the RF network topology consisting of three iNET radios that utilize a token 
ring based architecture for access control of the RF network.  In the figure, iNET Radio 2 is the 
current owner of the transmission token; thus, it is transmitting onto the RF network.  As a part 
of its final transmission, it will pass the token to iNET Radio 3.  Once it passes the token, it 
returns to the listening mode. 
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Figure 2.  Example Token Ring Topology with iNET Radios 
The token ring network depicted in Figure 2 was established in the iSIL.  A VoIP call was 
established and maintained between two VoIP clients that were located on the wired networks 
connected to iNET Radio 1 and iNET Radio 3.  The communications path between the two VoIP 
clients traversed through the RF network.  The token passing mechanism ensured no RF 
collisions would occur between any two radios. 

Figure 3 shows a screen capture of a spectrum analyzer in the iSIL with the three iNET radios 
connected.  The lower half of the figure shows the distinct transmission bursts of each iNET 
radio in the time domain.  The RF signals from each radio have been attenuated differently in 
order to easily and clearly identify the transmitting radio.  iNET Radio 1 was attenuated the most 
and therefore has the smallest amplitude, followed by iNET Radio 2 and iNET Radio 3. 
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Figure 3.  Demonstration of iNET Radio Transmission Schedules with Token Ring 
In this implementation, the transmission epochs, or transmission burst windows, were a fixed 
duration in time.  At the start of each epoch, only one radio owns the transmission token, and the 
token is owned for the entire epoch.  Each epoch contains two distinct transmission regions from 
the transmitting radio.  The first is a short transmission that sends the transmission token to the 
radio that will be authorized to transmit during the next epoch.  The second, much longer 
transmission region is used for transmitting its queued data packets across the RF network. 

The capture shown in Figure 3 shows a sequence of five epochs, each one being utilized by a 
different iNET radio than the prior epoch.  However, the network will automatically adapt to 
network conditions if some radios have more data backlog than other radios.  For a radio that 
contains a larger queue backlog of data that will require multiple epochs, the radio will forego 
sending the transmission token at the start of an epoch.  By doing this, the radio will maintain 
ownership of the transmission token for the next epoch, thus allowing multiple consecutive 
epochs to be utilized for transmission by a single radio.  This behavior was observed in the iSIL 
when data loads through the radios were increased. 
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Though this is a relatively simple example, it emphasizes the point that various network shapes 
and topologies can be established by building on top of the IRIG 106 standards for telemetry 
networks (Chapters 21-28). 

CONCLUSION 

The TmNS-compliant iNET radios have successfully demonstrated in flight the two-way 
standardized network telemetry capability that the iNET project has promised to provide.  The 
RF network communication protocols utilized were based on standards currently being reviewed 
by the RCC for incorporation into the next release of the IRIG 106 standards.  These protocols 
provide a uniform way to communicate dynamically-changing transmission schedules among all 
iNET radios participating in the same RF network.  Using these protocols as the foundation of 
the RF network, other routing and networking protocols can run on top in order to establish 
various network shapes tailored to a particular range’s needs.  These other protocols include 
mesh and ad hoc network protocols.  It is envisioned that the iNET radios may be utilized in a 
wireless mesh network of radios on ranges in the future.  Finally, an example was given of a self-
scheduling token ring based transmission schedule being utilized on several iNET radios in the 
iNET System Integration Lab to highlight the fact that the iNET radios are capable of being 
utilized for various network topologies and scenarios. 
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Abstract: 

As Ethernet based networks have become the dominant choice for Flight Test Instrumentation 
(FTI) network applications, it is also clear that Ethernet based camera integration and applications 
have yet to become more wide spread for system level design and integration. A significant 
customer base utilizes either separate video compression systems or even just stand-a-lone gopro 
cameras for recording purposes in an unsynchronized ways. The use of uncompressed high 
definition (HD) video from GigE Vision Ethernet cameras for flight test applications is a 
significant issue in managing the large volumes of data produced by the cameras and forwarding 
them to any 1000BASE-T(x) switch port without packet loss and significant delays. Of course an 
easy approach to overcome this issue would be to just increase the network bandwidth from 
1000BASE-T(x) to 10GBASE-SR, but most FTI systems just moved to 1000BASE-T(x) in the 
past years and therefore changing the overall system hardware is cost prohibited. One concern 
has been the use of compression algorithms to reduce the required video bandwidth, with the 
negative side effect that the image quality reduces and end-to-end latency increases, which is not 
acceptable for some applications. Further, it is important that data from cameras is available to a 
number of different multicast consumers within the FTI network, for example workstations, 
recorders and telemetry systems. These video data stream also require synchronization so that 
they can be analyzed in post processing. 

Keywords: GigE Vision, QoS, traffic shaping, port trunking, LACP, packet memory 
optimization, FTI 

Abbreviations 

CoS Class of Service 
DSCP Differentiated Services Code Point 
FCS Frame Check  Sequence 
FTI Flight Test Instrumentation 
HD High Definition 
IED Intelligent Electronic Device 
IP Internet Protocol 
IPG Inter-Packet Gap 
LACP Link Aggregation Control Protocol 
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MAC Medium Access Control 
NIC Network Interface Card 
QoS Quality of Service 
RTOS Real Time Operating System 
UDP User Datagram Protocol 
TCP Transmission Control Protocol 
ToS Type of Service 
 

GigE Vision – the network challenge 
 
GigE Vision is a bandwidth demanding protocol for an Ethernet network.  Uncompressed bursty 
video data from several video cameras sent to the same video consumer could suffer from 
network congestion resulting in packet loss. 
 
GigE Vision cameras  
 
A GigE Vision camera typical sends 20 – 30 video frames per second. 
 
A video frame can contain up to 1.3Mbyte of data (1024 x 1280 pixels, where each pixel is 8bit).  
This means more than 200Mbps from one GigE camera when 20 frames are sent per second.  The 
Ethernet + UDP/IP overhead will further increase the network load, although this overhead is 
negligible if jumbo packets are used for the video data, since such packets can carry 10kbytes. 
200Mbps is the average load, but note that the camera load can be close to full wire speed 
(1Gbps) if the inter-packet gap between two packets is equal to the minimum inter-packet gap 
(96ns) of GB Ethernet, see Figure 1 below. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1, GigE Vision video streaming 
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The worst case packet burst is created when Ethernet packets of 1518 bytes are used with 20 
frames per second and 1024x1280 pixels resolution, resulting in 890 packets with minimum 
inter-packet gap.   
 
GigE Vision is, in most cases, based on multicast streaming when the video is supposed to be 
sent to more than one video consumer.   
 
Gigabit Ethernet switches and GigE Vision 
 
In order to avoid network packet loss, optimization of the Ethernet switches for GigE Vision 
applications is required, unless the Ethernet links to the video consumers have more bandwidth 
than the video cameras (e.g. by using 10GBASE or multiple 10GBport in a trunk on the links to 
the video consumers). 
 
Switch packet memory optimization 
To achieve the best possible GigE Vision switch performance the packet memory settings need to 
be adjusted.  The packet memory  settings must first of all be optimized for multicast in order to 
avoid that the number of multicast/video consumers has any impact on the performance. This 
means to utilize the allocation of shared packet memory instead of egress port packet memory 
allocations. 
 
QoS and switch latency 
Network latency is another important aspect to optimize the switch performance for GigE Vision 
applications and depends on the acceptable network latency of  each of the GigE Vision video 
streams and if the video streams can be configured with different latency properties.    
The network latency property for a given GigE Vision video stream is characterized by the 
allocated priority queue for the stream and the used switch scheduling mechanism.   
 
Modern Ethernet switches have support for priority with up to eight priority queues per port, 
where the high priority queues are reserved for latency sensitive critical data offering best 
possible quality of service performance for such data. Relevant packet scheduler schemes for an 
Ethernet switch can be: 
1. Round-robin weighting; i.e. N packets are sent from the highest priority queue (7), before N  

packets are sent from the second highest priority queue (6), and so on to the lowest priority 
queue (0), where also N packets are sent from this queue.  The packet scheduler will move 
directly to the next priority queue in the chain if no packets are present in the given queue. 

2. Strict priority scheduling; i.e. all available packets in the highest priority queue will be 
transmitted from the highest priority queue before any of the lower priority queues are served. 
Thus, packets from a queue will only be sent if all higher priority queues are empty. 

Strict priority scheduling is used for switches optimized for GigE Vision in the tests described in 
this paper. 
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Figure 2, Priority queue scheduling 

  
A proposal for switch configuration optimized for GigE Vision can be as follows: 

- Priority queue 6 shall be reserved for video stream 1, where this stream has the lowest 
latency requirement of the cameras in the network 

- Priority queue 5 shall be reserved for video stream 2, where this stream has the second 
lowest latency requirement of the cameras in the network 

- Priority queue 4 shall be reserved for video stream 3, where this stream has medium 
latency requirement  

- Priority queue 3 shall be reserved for video stream 4, where this stream has standard 
latency requirement  
 

Priority queue 7 is reserved for other real-time critical, low bandwidth and non-video data. 
 
A priority tag according to IEEE 802.1p will be inserted into all packets received on a pre-
defined GigE Vision camera port.  This VLAN tag (containing priority information) will follow 
the packet throughout the network (from switch to switch).  The tag will be removed when 
forwarded to a user port.  This means that the 10G switch trunk ports will be configured as 
VLAN trunk ports when GigE Vision optimization is enabled on the switch. 
 
Rate shaping 
 
In addition individual rate shaping levels for the different priority queues will have a positive 
impact on the GigE Vision video stream latency and packet memory utilization.  Rate shaping 
means that extra time is introduced between each packet on egress, as shown in Figure 3. 
 
 

 
Figure 3, Rate shaping 
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No rate shaping shall be configured for video stream 1, i.e. the stream with lowest latency 
requirement, while all other video streams are subject for rate shaping on the switch to switch 
trunk ports.   
 
Example of network optimization for GigE vision 
The following example demonstrates … 
 
The setup is shown in Figure 4. 
 
 

 
Figure 4, Network setup 

 
Where: 
 

• GigE Vision camera 1 – lowest possible latency  
 

• GigE Vision camera 2 – low latency 
 

• GigE Vision camera 3 – medium latency 
 

• GigE Vision camera 4 – standard latency 
 
A network tester (CM1600 FPGA switch from OnTime Networks with test FW) is used instead 
of cameras.  This tester is able to simulate the sending of video frames with a pre-defined inter-
packet gap, where the video frames from the four cameras are sent simultaneously and the inter-
packet gap is set to minimum inter-packet gap for GB Ethernet in order to test the worst case 
scenario, where all four cameras send their data at the same time. 
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The tester is configured to send 1000 packets of 1458 bytes with minimum inter-packet gap.  
 
Switch setup 
 
The switch setup is based on having the two cameras with the low and lowest latency 
requirements connected to the same switch.  The GigE Vision setup for this switch is as follows: 
 

 
Figure 5, GigE Vision switch setup for the switch with  

the two low latency sensitive cameras connected 
The two other cameras with medium and standard latency requirements are connected to each of 
the two other switches in the setup. The GigE Vision setup for each of these two switches is as 
shonw in Figure 6 
 

 
Figure 6, GigE Vision switch setup for the switch switches with  

the camera with medium latency requirement connected 

 
Figure 7, GigE Vision switch setup for the switch switches with  

the camera with standard latency requirement connected 
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Test results 
GigE Vision Test – no optimization 
 

Test: GigE Vision Test – no optimization 
Category:  
Criteria for 
approval: 

No packet loss  

  
Test parameters 
on tester 

# packets 4 x 1,000 (on each test port) 
Minimum inter-packet gap 96ns 
Packet size 1458 
Speed 4 x	1000Mbps	

 
The packet performance test setup is shown in Figure 4. 
 
Test procedure: 
 

1. Configure tester and each of the three switches for no GigE Vision optimization. 
2. Start tester. 
3. Inspect the switch packet statistics and verify that the number of sent packets to each of 

the multicast consumers are 4 x 1000 packets 
 
Test conduct log: 
 

Test nu Description Result 
1 Configure each of the three switches for no 

GigE Vision optimization 
- 

2 Start tester. - 
3 Switch packet statistics shows that all 

packets from video stream 1 are forwarded 
correctly, but only 172 packets from video 
stream 2 and none from video stream 3 and 
4.  See Figure 8 below. 

Not 
passed 
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Figure 8, GigE Vision – No optimization, Test Result 
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GigE Vision Test –optimization 
 

Test: GigE Vision Test – optimization 
Category:  
Criteria for 
approval: 

No packet loss  

  
Test parameters 
on tester 

# packets 4 x 1,000 (on each test port) 
Minimum inter-packet gap 96ns 
Packet size 1458 
Speed 4 x	1000Mbps	

 
The packet performance test setup is shown in Figure 4. 

Test procedure: 
 

1. Configure tester and each of the three switches for no GigE Vision optimization. 
2. Start tester. 
3. Inspect the switch packet statistics and verify that the number of sent packets to each of 

the multicast consumers are 4 x 1000 packets 

 

Test conduct log: 
 

Test nu. Description Result 
1 Configure each of the three switches for 

GigE Vision optimization 
- 

2 Start tester. - 
3 Switch packet statistics shows that all 

packets from video stream 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 
forwarded correctly, see Figure 9 below. 

Passed 
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Figure 9, GigE Vision – Optimization, Test Result 
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Discussion 
GigE Vision is a bandwidth demanding application with bursty behavior. The GigE Vision load 
example described in this paper is based on forwarding GigE Vision multicast data to several 
GigE Vision multicast consumers, where all video producer and consumer links are based on 
gigabit Ethernet.  The consumer gigabit links are the potential bottle necks in the system.   
An obvious solution in order to avoid bottle necks for such consumer links is to use 10 gigabit 
links for each GigE Vision consumer.  However, most video systems just moved to 1000BASE-
T(x) in the past years and therefore changing the overall system hardware is cost prohibited.  

Port trunking according to LACP for Ethernet defined in IEEE 802.1AX and IEEE 802.1aq is 
another solution that can be considered in order to solve the bandwidth challenge. Several gigabit 
ports can be combined in one trunk for each GigE Vision consumer.  The problem with this 
alternative is limited support for multiple NICs on the GigE video consumer platforms.  

Another solution that can be considered in order to reduce the overall video bandwidth is to use 
compressed video. This may, however, have the negative side effect that the image quality 
reduces and the end-to-end latency will increase, which is not acceptable for some applications 
The network latency for the GigE video cameras used in this test is based on strict priority 
scheduling.  That means that the video stream configured for minimum latency will be forwarded 
through the network with worst case latency of only a few µs, where this latency mainly consist 
of store-and-forward delay of an Ethernet packet of 1500 bytes per network hop and minimal, if 
any, packet queuing delay.   The worst network latency for the video camera with the second 
lowest latency requirement will mainly depend on the video frame size of the camera with the 
lowest latency requirement.  That means that a queuing delay up to 10ms can be introduced for 
the camera with the second lowest latency requirement if video data from this camera is sent to 
an egress port where also video data from the camera with lowest latency is sent. 

The other video stream will be further delayed if these data are sent to video consumers receiving 
both video from the camera with the lowest and second lowest latency requirements. 

This QoS concept can of course be changed.  It is, however, considered to be better to use strict 
priority scheduling since such a configuration will make sure that a full video frame with a given 
QoS level will be fully forwarded before other video frames with lower priorities are forwarded 
to the same video consumer. 

 

Conclusion 
This paper has demonstrated how optimization of switch packet memory, QoS and rate shaping 
techniques can be used in order to handle up to four GigE vision cameras with an aggregated data 
rate close to full wire speed of the video consumer links without packet loss.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

Ethernet is a common practice to reconstruct a networked telemetry system. However, 

Ethernet switch cannot best meet the requirement of data transportation in a telemetry 

system because of its asynchronous mode and the uncertainty of latency time. In 

addition, the temporal order of the telemetry data will be disrupted when using an 

Ethernet switch. A device similar to Ethernet switch is presented in this paper, which 

can transport data synchronously without losing the original temporal order of the 

telemetry data. Meantime, a special condition is arranged by the device that the timing 

signal could be transmit from the device to the receiver in a certain delay time, so a 

timing mechanism derived from IEEE 1588 PTP protocol could be adopted for high 

accuracy of timing and synchronous sampling control. 

 

 

KEY WORDS 

 

Networked Acquirement, Transportation Network, Distributed Data Acquirement 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Network based-on Ethernet has now been commonly used to construct a distributed 

telemetry system，and Ethernet switch must be included for transportation of data 

from data acquiring units (DAU) to a center unit (usually a recorder or a multiplexer).  

 

As the principle to prevent data collision during transportation through an Ethernet 

switch, the CSMA/CD 
[1]

 mechanism has been applied to detect the situation that 

more than one node can send message to a destination node at same time, and solve it 

by forcing each of the nodes to wait a random time before it resend its message again. 

So a random time delay was produced during the transportation. The more the number 

of nodes which send message to a same node, the more the time delay would be. 
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Unfortunately, it is the case during the data transportation in a distributed telemetry 

system, all the DAU will send the data it acquired to the same destination, either the 

recorder or a similar device. In fact, it is the CSMA/CD technique used in Ethernet 

switch that cause the uncertainty of temporal latency and the asynchronous 

transportation. Therefore, to reconstruct an Ethernet-based networked telemetry 

system which best suit for data acquisition system, the Ethernet switch should be 

replaced or modified. 

 

Therefore, what we are looking for is a device that could transport the data from 

DAUs to the center unit in a distributed data acquiring system without shuffle the 

sequence of the data. Independent transportation channels for every data source would 

be an ideal solution. This could be achieved by applying direct Ethernet connection 

plus time division multiplexing (TDM) technique. IEEE 1588 PTP protocol 
[2] 

could 

be used for timing in the system. In addition, it would be better to add synch 

acquisition control for the whole system in the device.  

 

 

STRUCTURE OF A DATA CHANNEL SWITCH 

 

In a distributed data acquisition system based on Ethernet, as shown in figure 1, 

timing commands will be issued to each DAU while all data acquired will be sent to 

the same target terminals though the Ethernet switch, so data collision will always 

happen because it is often the case that two or more DAUs will send data at same time. 

To solve this problem, the switch will, according to CSMA/CD mechanism, force 

each involved DAU to abandon its sending task and waiting for a while before resend 

again. At the same time, the timing code from central unit will send to the DAU as 

well, which caused another transmission collision. The central unit has to call back 

the timing information and wait for a while before it resends the timing code again. 

Unfortunately, this kind of data collision could happen at each time when any DAU 

sends data to the target nodes. 

 

DAU1

Switch

DAU2

DAUn

Recorder

Radio

Outside Data 
Requesters

Time 
Source

 
Figure 1 Data Flows in Ethernet-based Distributed Data Acquiring System 
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In a normal data transportation network based on Ethernet, the function of a switch is 

much more complicate, it has to unpack every data package to get its destination and 

then to route a way for each package. While in a networked data acquiring system, the 

destination of each data source is determined, as well as the transportation path. In 

another words, data transportation in a data acquiring task could be described as fixed 

data flows within fixed data channels. Therefore, the crucial thing in a transportation 

network for a distributed data acquiring system would be to accomplish transportation 

task between each DAU and the central unit without shuffling the time sequence of 

the acquired data. We could design a data channel switch (DCS) as the replacement of 

Ethernet switch in a networked data acquiring system to deal with the data 

transportation channels, which are determined by the data acquiring task. The 

destination terminal of all the data sources in a distributed data acquiring system is 

obviously something determined by data acquiring task, and could be pre-routed in a 

setup file. Based on these characteristics, we have built a prototype of 16-port DCS by 

using four special modules described in Figure 2, which is equipped with multiple 

independent Ethernet ports for parallel receiving data. In addition, we have also 

configured the DCS with the recording function.  

 

First, the transportation module prototype illustrate in figure 2 is composed of four 

independent gigabit Ethernet ports, and a TDM module that create four virtue 

channels in the backboard bus by using time division multiplexing technique. Each of 

the virtue channels will be assigned to one of the Ethernet ports for communications 

between a DAU connected by that port and targets on other side of the backboard bus. 

Usually, apart from communication overhead, the actual data rate of a Gigabit 

Ethernet would be no more than 600Mbps, so a backboard bus with data rate of the 

2.5 Gbps would be enough for convey data transported in four Gigabit Ethernet ports. 

This means that the data acquired by each DAU connected by corresponding ports 

could be transported to a functional module (like recorder module) without any 

affection from other DAUs. 

 

 Port1

Port 2

Port 3

Port 4

TDM

Bus

 
 

Figure 2 Parallel Receiving Data from Ethernet Ports 

 

For the situation of more than four DAUs, we can equip several transportation 

modules like the one showed in figure 2, and combine each transportation module to 

the targets by a backboard bus. In this way, a prototype of DCS could be formed, as 
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shown as figure 3. This DCS prototype is composed of several transportation modules, 

a recorder module, and a module for selecting output data channels and receiving 

timing information. 

 

Data acquired in each DAU would be sent to DCS as soon as acquired, and would 

reach connected Ethernet port in DCS. Then the data would be transported to targets 

via the corresponding virtual channel in the backboard bus. In the whole 

transportation process, the data channel from each DAU to the targets like recorder 

module is totally independent. 

 

As Ethernet is full duplex, it is easy to notice that the data load from DCS to DAU is 

almost empty. Therefore, the direction from transportation module to DAU in the 

network could be used as system timing and network management.  
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Figure 3 Structure of A DCS Prototype 

 

A main control module for channel processing and management is also included in 

the prototype showed in Figure 3. It could, according to the setup file, reproduce new 

data channels for output from the acquired data channels, including copying, filtering, 

and etc. System timing codes and synchronizing signal for data acquiring would be 

issued from this module as well. 

 

Based on the prototype given above, we are able to illustrate the basic structure and 

principle of a 16-port DCS which could accomplish the data transportation, recording, 

and timing needed in a distributed telemetry system. 

 

 

FUNCTION ANALYSIS 

 

In a networked telemetry system using above DCS for transportation, acquired data in 

each DAU would be transmitted in data frames contained in Ethernet packages to the 

corresponding Ethernet port in DCS. The data frame will be programmed to form data 

channels to ensure data acquired be transmitted with the least delay and independency. 
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In this way, acquired data of different parameters could be sent synchronously. The 

corresponding Ethernet receiver in the transportation module would receive the 

Ethernet packet and unpack it before pass the data frame to the TDM processor.  

 

The DCS’s backboard bus’s 2.5Gbps bandwidth could be divided into multiple time 

slots, such as A1, B1, C1, D1, A2, B2, C2, D2, ...,An, Bn, Cn, Dn. And each slot could be 

set to contain about 2Mbps. The data received from Ethernet port 1 could be 

transported by using slots A1, A2, ...,An, and port 2 using slots B1, B2, ..., Bn, etc. Thus, 

we have set up four virtual channels with bit rate at over 600Mbps and allocate each 

of these channels to the corresponding Ethernet port. Then the TDM processor could 

fit all the received data frames into the allocated virtual channel in the backboard bus.  

 

Four memory components have been configured in the recorder module of the DCS, 

and each of them will receive acquired data from one of the four backboard bus and 

write them into the memory. In the same time, the main control module of the DCS 

will listen to the four backboard buses as well. Normally filters would be used to 

reproduce new data flows from the original data transmitted in the bus for output, 

such as data filter used for PCM output.  

 

Apart from transportation of acquired data, system timing function has been 

configured in the DCS. Circuits specially designed for timing codes and synchronous 

control signals are wired respectively on the backboard. The main control module will 

correct system clock by outside IRIGB code or 1588 time code, and publish the time 

of the system clock through the timing circuit on the backboard. Each Ethernet 

component could use this time information to timing the remote DAU by using IEEE 

1588 protocol. The synchronous acquiring control signals will be issued every 50 

milliseconds from the main control module to the transportation module. As there is 

little traffic on the opposite direction of DAU to DCS, the synchronous control signal 

could be sent to DAU by Ethernet package and the transportation delay of the signal 

could be calculated and compensated. The experiments of the prototype showed that 

both the timing and synchronous control precision could reach less than 50ns. 

 

The advantage of replacing the Ethernet switch with a DCS as described above in a 

networked data acquiring system could be list as below: 

 

a) Uncertainty of temporal latency in Ethernet transportation eliminated 

The uncertainty of time delay in Ethernet transportation is caused by the 

CSMA/CD mechanics in Ethernet switch. After we replaced with a DCS, there is 

only a determined time delay caused by the transmission of electronic signal in 

the circuit. This delay can be calculated precisely. 

 

b) Precision of clock synchronization assured 

IEEE 1588 PTP protocol is commonly used for clock synchronization for 

Ethernet. The latency of the timing signal transferred over Ethernet could be 

estimated by using this protocol. For a networked acquiring system based on DCS 

mentioned above, this latency could be actually calculated precisely.  

 

c) Data synchronous acquiring control signal added 

Synchronous acquisition is very important for a telemetry system, as it impact 

great on the effectiveness of the acquired data. The synchronous acquiring control 
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signal function of DCS would make it easy to control synchronous sampling and 

synchronous shuttle control for multiple cameras.  

 

d) Time sequence of data acquisition maintained 

It is most important for DCS to establish the data channels from the point of the 

data acquiring to the targets like the recording terminal. It ensured the 

synchronousness and independency in transporting route, the sequence of data 

acquiring would not be shuffled during transportation. 

 

e) Transportation efficiency improved 

Parallel process has been used in DCS described above, so that the data rate 

might reach nearly 10Gbps. 

 

f) Convenience of Ethernet utilized 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Ethernet plus IEEE 1588 is a very convenient way to construct the data transportation 

network for a distributed data acquiring system. Due to the uncertainty of temporal 

latency caused by CSMA/CD mechanics in Ethernet switch，it is very hard for 

Ethernet to keep the time order of acquired data for the data transportation.  

 

The transportation requirement for a distributed data acquiring system is very 

different from that in a normal communication network. The time sequence of 

acquired data should be kept during transportation. The whole system should have a 

timing mechanism and need to be synchronous in data sampling and system 

controlling. So it is very difficult for traditional Ethernet to meet these needs for the 

distributed data acquiring system. 

 

Using the DCS as described above, we could implement the data transportation 

network for a distributed telemetry system. The time sequence of acquired data would 

be kept and both the timing accuracy and transportation efficiency would be improved, 

while the convenience of Ethernet has been utilized at same time. 
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we compute a lower bound, namely the dependence testing (DT) bound, on the maximum
achievable rates (expressed in bits/channel use) with military standard shaped-offset quadrature phase
shift-keying (SOQPSK-MIL) and aeronautical telemetry SOQPSK (SOQPSK-TG) schemes over addi-
tive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels under finite code blocklength, probability block error and
equiprobable input constraints. The DT bound results for SOQPSK-MIL and SOQPSK-TG are used to
lower bound their respective spectral efficiencies (expressed in bits/s/Hz). We simulate a serially concate-
nated convolutional code (SCCC) using SOQPSK-MIL as the inner code, and show that it performs within
1.1 dB of the SOQPSK-MIL DT bound for various coding rates. The numerical results also demonstrate
the performance loss compared to the channel capacity due to the finite blocklength constraint.

INTRODUCTION

Shaped-offset quadrature phase-shift keying (SOQPSK) is a type of widely used bandwidth-efficient con-
tinuous phase modulation (CPM) [1]. The widespread use of SOQPSK is due to its constant signal enve-
lope, which makes it robust against the distortion introduced by non-linear power amplifiers. As a result,
SOQPSK can be used in low-cost, high-power miniature transmitters since non-linear amplifiers are com-
pact, inexpensive, and highly efficient in converting limited (i.e. battery) power into radiated power. The
constant envelope of CPM, and hence SOQPSK, signals comes with the price of mathematical intractabil-
ity due to the memory in CPM signals. Consequently, recent work on the theoretical performance limits
of CPM has resorted to simulation-based methods. In [2] a simulation-based technique to compute the
capacity of channels with memory (i.e. CPM) was proposed. In [3] a similar method was used to com-
pute the capacity of CPM while in [4] the best spectrally-efficient CPM modulations were investigated.
In [5] we evaluated the capacities of two standardized versions of SOQPSK: military-standard SOQPSK
(SOQPSK-MIL) [6] and aeronautical telemetry SOQPSK (SOQPSK-TG) [7].

The channel capacity is an important performance measure for communication systems operating without
code blocklength constraints. However, in practical communication systems, due to delay requirements
and memory limitations it is prohibitive to use asymptotically long codes. In addition, the use of finite
blocklength codes results in a rate penalty—compared to the channel capacity—that strongly depends on
the probability of error. The study of channel coding bounds in the finite blocklength regime has gained
significant momentum after the seminal work of Polyanskiy et al. [8]. The authors developed new bounds
on the maximum achievable rate for a given blocklength and a probability of block error [8]. In [9]
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we introduced a simulation-based method to compute a lower bound called the dependence testing (DT)
bound [8] on the maximum achievable coding rate with CPM over additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channels under finite blocklength, probability of error, and equiprobable input distribution constraints.
The method in [9] uses a posteriori (AP) state transition probabilities of the trellis that models the CPM
modulation, which are computed by the BCJR [10] algorithm.

In this paper, we apply the method developed in [9] to SOQPSK and evaluate the DT bound on the max-
imum achievable rates of SOQPSK-MIL and SOQPSK-TG over AWGN channels under an equiprobable
input constraint. The DT bound is then used to lower bound the (maximum achievable) spectral effi-
ciencies of SOQPSK-MIL and SOQPSK-TG under finite blocklength and probability of error constraints.
SOQPSK-TG and SOQPSK-MIL differ in their frequency pulses and SOQPSK-TG achieves a superior
spectral containment than SOQPSK-MIL due to its partial response. Optimal detection based on the CPM
representation [11] requires a 512-state trellis for SOQPSK-TG while it requires only a 4-state trellis
for SOQPSK-MIL. However; reduced-complexity detection methods such as pulse amplitude modulation
(PAM) [12, 13] and pulse truncation (PT) [14, 15] exist and result in 4-state detectors for SOQPSK-TG
that perform within 0.1 dB of the optimal detector. The evaluation of the DT bound for SOQPSK-MIL and
SOQPSK-TG establishes a yardstick by which practical systems can be judged and allows a performance
comparison of the two types of SOQPSK. Because a fair performance comparison between two versions
of SOQPSK would require them to have the same detection complexity, we implement a PAM-based
suboptimal detector for SOQPSK-TG.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we describe the signal model for SOQPSK, including the 4-state
transmitter model and the PAM approximation of SOQPSK. Next, we describe the computation of the DT
bound and the resulting bound on the spectral efficiency of SOQPSK. Last, we present numerical results
with SOQPSK-MIL and PAM-based SOQPSK and state our conclusions.

SOQPSK SIGNAL MODEL

The complex baseband SOQPSK signal can be represented as a CPM signal [1] of the form

s(t;α) ,

√
Es
Ts

exp {jψ(t;α)} (1)

whereα , {αi} is the transmitted symbol sequence drawn from a ternary alphabet, i.e. αi ∈ {−1, 0,+1},
Ts is the symbol interval and Es is the energy per symbol. The phase of the signal, denoted by ψ(t;α), is
of the form

ψ(t;α) , 2πh
∑
i

αiq(t− iTs) (2)

where i ∈ Z is the discrete-time index and h = 1/2 is the modulation index. The phase response q(t) is
defined as the time integral of the frequency pulse g(t). The frequency pulse g(t) has a duration of LTs
where L ∈ Z+, and the area under g(t) is 1/2. When L = 1, the signal is said to be full-response and when
L > 1 it is partial-response. For nTs ≤ t < (n+ 1)Ts the signal phase given in (2) may be expressed as

ψ(t;α) = 2πh
n∑

i=n−L+1

αiq(t− iTs)︸ ︷︷ ︸
θ(t)

+πh
n−L∑
i=0

αi︸ ︷︷ ︸
θn−L

, (3)

where the phase state θn−L is drawn from an alphabet of 4 values, θn−L ∈ {0, π/2, π, 3π/2}, when taken
modulo 2π.
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PRECODER
(𝑛, 𝑥𝑛−1, 𝑥𝑛−2)

CPM 
MODULATOR

𝑥𝑛 ∈ {0,1} 𝛼𝑛 ∈ {−1,0,1} 𝑠(𝑡; 𝜶)

Figure 1: Transmitter model for SOQPSK.

With SOQPSK, unlike CPM, the symbol sequence transmitted over the channel α is not the underlying
bit sequence x , {xi}, xi ∈ {−1,+1}. The ternary symbol sequence α is derived from the original bit
sequence x by the precoding operation defined by the rule [16]

αn(x) = (−1)n+1(2xn−1 − 1)(xn − xn−2) (4)

as shown in Fig. 1 [11]. The precoder orients the phase of the CPM signal so that it behaves like the
phase of an offset-QPSK (OQPSK) signal driven by the symbol sequence x. As a result of precoding,
in any given symbol interval, αi is drawn from one of the two binary alphabets: {−1, 0} or {0,+1}
[16]. Consequently, SOQPSK can be viewed as a constrained ternary CPM. There are two standardized
versions of SOQPSK, namely military standard SOQPSK (SOQPSK-MIL) [6] and aeronautical telemetry
SOQPSK (SOQPSK-TG). SOQPSK-MIL uses a full-response (L = 1) rectangular frequency pulse while
SOQPSK-TG uses a longer (L = 8) and smoother frequency pulse (defined in [7]) that results in superior
spectral containment [17, Fig. 3], but also higher optimal detection complexity.

SOQPSK TRELLIS

In (4) we see that αn is a function of three binary-valued state variables xn−1, xn−2 and n-even/n-odd which
leads to an 8-state trellis to describe the precoder in Fig. 1[18]. We follow the approach taken in [17] that
handles the state variable n-even/n-odd by a time-varying two-section trellis shown in Fig. 2. The state
variables xn−1and xn−2 are ordered in such a way that the in-phase (I) bit is always the most significant
and the quadrature (Q) bit is always the least significant. The labels above each branch are the input-
bit/output-symbol pair xn/αn for the system in Fig. 1. The one-to-one mapping between the phase states
of the CPM modulator θn−L ∈ {0, π/2, π, 3π/2} and the precoder trellis states Sn ∈ {00, 01, 10, 11} [11,
Fig. 4] paves the way for reduced complexity detection algorithms operating on the 4-state trellis shown
in Fig. 2.

SOQPSK DETECTION

The optimal maximum likelihood sequence detection (MLSD) of SOQPSK requires a trellis. Trellis-based
SOQPSK detectors were first studied in [18]. Because SOQPSK-MIL is full-response, the trellis described
in the previous section can be used for its optimal detection. However, an optimal detector for SOQPSK-
TG requires a 512-state trellis, which makes the optimal detection unfeasible. As previously shown in
[17], a pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) approximation of CPM [12, 13] allows the 4-state full response
trellis shown in Fig. 2 to be used for near-optimal detection of SOQPSK-TG. Below we briefly summarize
this approach.
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Figure 2: The 4-state time-varying trellis for the precoder. The states are labeled with the state vector Sn and the
branches are labeled with the input-bit/output-symbol pair xn/αn.

With the PAM decomposition approach, a CPM signal can be expressed as a sum of K amplitude modu-
lated pulses in the form

s(t;α) =

√
Es
Ts

K−1∑
k=0

∑
i

βk,igk(t− iTs). (5)

The full definitions that describe the pulses {gk(t)} and pseudo-symbols {βk,i} for SOQPSK can be found
in [13]. The energy of the signal s(t;α) is mostly concentrated in the first two pulses in the sum (5), called
the principal pulses in [19]. An approximation based on the principal pulses given as

s(t;α) ≈
√
Es
Ts

1∑
k=0

∑
i

βk,igk(t− iTs) (6)

results in a 4-state SOQPSK-TG detector that performs within 0.1 dB of the optimal detector.

FINITE BLOCKLENGTH SYMMETRIC INFORMATION RATE OF SOQPSK

In this section we describe a simulation-based method to compute a lower/achievability bound on the
maximum achievable rate with SOQPSK schemes over AWGN channels under finite blocklength and
probability of block error constraints. This method is the specialization of the method described in [9]
for general CPM schemes. We consider the communication system shown in Fig. 3. A channel encoder
denoted by f maps one of N equiprobable messages to a length-n sequence of binary symbols, i.e. f :
{1, · · · , N} → {0, 1}n. The code size N satisfies log2N = k ∈ Z+; accordingly, we denote the encoder
input by Uk

1 = U1 · · ·Uk where uj ∈ {0, 1}. In this paper, we denote random variables by upper-case
symbols, and arbitrary realizations of random variables by lower-case symbols. The encoder output is
denoted by the sequence Xn

1 = X1 · · ·Xn where xi ∈ {0, 1}.
The symbol sequence Xn

1 is modulated as a SOQPSK signal denoted by s (t;Xn
1 ), and transmitted over an

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel resulting in the received signal

r (t;Xn
1 ) = s (t;Xn

1 ) + w(t) (7)
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SOQPSK MATCHED 
FILTERS
𝑔(𝑡)
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𝑛
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𝑘
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𝑠(𝑡; 𝑥1
𝑛)

𝑟(𝑡; 𝑥1
𝑛)

Figure 3: The block diagram of a communication system over an AWGN channel with a SOQPSK scheme and a
finite blocklength channel code.

where w(t) is Gaussian noise with a two-sided power spectral density N0/2. The received waveform
r (t;Xn

1 ) is sampled into the sequence Y n
1 , which is a sufficient statistic for decoding purposes.1 At

the receiver a decoder operating on Y n
1 outputs an estimate of the transmitted message (information bit

sequence) denoted by Ûk
1 . The probability of block error is given by Pr{Ûk

1 6= Uk
1 }. To summarize, we

model an AWGN channel with a SOQPSK scheme as a SOQPSK channel with input Xn
1 , and output Y n

1

as shown in Fig. 3, where the input-output relationship is governed by the SOQPSK modulator and the
additive Gaussian noise. The SOQPSK channel coding rate is given by R = log2N

n
bits/channel use.

According to the dependence testing (DT) bound [8], given a discrete-input continuous-output channel
pY n

1 |Xn
1

, for an arbitrary input distribution PXn
1

, there exists a code with N codewords, whose average
probability of error denoted by ε(n,N), satisfies

ε(n,N) ≤ E

[
exp

{
−
[
i (Xn

1 , Y
n
1 )− log

N − 1

2

]+}]
(8)

where [a]+ = a if a ≥ 0, and [a]+ = 0 otherwise; i (Xn
1 , Y

n
1 ) is defined by

i (Xn
1 , Y

n
1 ) , log

pY n
1 |Xn

1
(Y n

1 |Xn
1 )

pY n
1
(Y n

1 )
; (9)

exp{·} and log have the same base, and the expected value is taken according to the joint distribution
pY n

1 |Xn
1
PXn

1
. We will denote the right hand side of (8) by εDT(n,N). To convert the upper bound on the

probability of error ε(n,N) ≤ εDT(n,N) to a lower bound on the maximum achievable code size for a
given probability of error constraint ε, we find the largest N such that εDT(n,N) ≤ ε [8]. Accordingly—
from the DT bound—there exists a code with blocklength n and average probability of error ε, whose size
denoted by N(n, ε) satisfies

N(n, ε) ≥ max{N : εDT(n,N) ≤ ε} (10)

1Here Yi may be a vector of samples; as long as Y n
1 is a sufficient statistic for r (t;Xn

1 ) the sampling rate or the sampling
method is irrelevant.
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where we will denote the right hand side by NDT(n, ε), i.e. N(n, ε) ≥ NDT(n, ε). Then we get an
achievability bound on the coding rate by R(n, ε) ≥ RDT(n, ε) where RDT(n, ε) = log2NDT(n, ε)/n.
Due to the memory of SOQPSK waveforms neither pY n

1 |Xn
1

nor pY n
1

is analytically tractable. Accordingly,
εDT(n,N) is computed by simulations for the SOQPSK channel.

We choose the input distribution PXn
1

as equiprobable, i.e. PXn
1
(xn1 ) = 2−n for all xn1 . Accordingly, our

information-theoretic results are under an equiprobable input distribution constraint, and we refer to the
maximum achievable rate as the maximum achievable symmetric information rate [20]. Then i (Xn

1 , Y
n
1 )

(with base 2) can be written as

i (Xn
1 , Y

n
1 ) = n+ log2 PXn

1 |Y n
1
(Xn

1 |Y n
1 ). (11)

Furthermore, we can write log2 PXn
1 |Y n

1
(Xn

1 |Y n
1 ) as a sum of (dependent) random variables by

log2 PXn
1 |Y n

1
(Xn

1 |Y n
1 ) =

n∑
i=1

log2 P (Xi|Si−1(X i−1
1 )Y n

1 ) (12)

where Si−1(X i−1
1 ) is the state of the trellis modeling the SOQPSK modulator at the beginning of the

symbol interval i uniquely determined by X i−1
1 , and Si−1(X i−1

1 ) ∈ S where S is the state space of the
particular SOQPSK trellis. When replacing X i−1

1 by Si−1(X i−1
1 ) we used the fact that the memory of

the CPM modulator at the beginning of the symbol interval i—due to X1 · · ·Xi−1—is summarized in the
value of the trellis state Si−1(X i−1

1 ). Consequently, we write the DT bound in (8) for SOQPSK by

ε(n,N) ≤E

[
exp

{
−
[ n∑
i=1

log2 P (Xi|Si−1(X i−1
1 )Y n

1 )− log2
N − 1

2n+1

]+}]
(13)

where exp{·} is base 2.

Since the communication system under consideration is ergodic, we can compute the expected value in
(13) with time averages via Monte Carlo simulations as described below. The BCJR algorithm [10] is
a suitable tool for this task with its ability to compute the a posteriori probabilities (APPs) of all state
transitions on the SOQPSK trellis for all symbol intervals denoted by P (Si, Si−1|Y n

1 ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where
Si, Si−1 ∈ S , and we assume that the SOQPSK modulator starts at a known state S0 = s0. We note the
equivalence:

P (Xi|Si−1(X i−1
1 )Y n

1 ) = P (Si(X
i
1)|Si−1(X i−1

1 )Y n
1 ). (14)

Then P (Xi|Si−1(X i−1
1 )Y n

1 )—the APP that conditioned on being in state Si−1(X i−1
1 ) the state transition

associated with symbol Xi occurs—is given by the expression

P (Xi|Si−1(X i−1
1 )Y n

1 ) =
P (Si(X

i
1)Si−1(X

i−1
1 )|Y n

1 )

P (Si(X i
1)Si−1(X

i−1
1 )|Y n

1 ) + P (Si(X
i−1
1 X ′i)Si−1(X

i−1
1 )|Y n

1 )
(15)

where X ′i denotes the binary complement of Xi. In other words, Si(X i−1
1 X ′i) is “the other state” (other

than Si(X i
1)) that is connected to Si−1(X i−1

1 ) in the SOQPSK trellis.

For the computation of the DT bound for a given SOQPSK scheme and a given SNR value, we generate
length-n blocks of binary input sequences. Each input sequence xn1 is modulated as a SOQPSK signal
s(t;xn1 ) and an AWGN sequence is added to s(t;xn1 ) according to the SNR valueEs/N0. Then the samples
of the output signal r(t;xn1 ) denoted by yn1 —that form a sufficient statistic for decoding purposes—are fed
into the BCJR algorithm. The trellis state sequence corresponding to xn1 is given by sn0 (x

n
1 ). Note that
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both are known quantities. The BCJR algorithm is used to compute P (sisi−1|yn1 ) for all si, si−1 ∈ S
and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Finally, P (xi|si−1(xi−11 )yn1 ) is computed from (15) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, which are
then used to compute log2 PXn

1 |Y n
1
(xn1 |yn1 ). Because the quantity log2 PXn

1 |Y n
1
(xn1 |yn1 ) only depends on the

particular SOQPSK scheme and the SNR value, and does not depend on the code size N , we can use
log2 PXn

1 |Y n
1
(xn1 |yn1 ) to get simulation points for a set of N values by the expression inside the expected

value in (13). In other words, a single Monte Carlo simulation can be used to compute εDT(n,N) for a
set of N values. Once a sufficiently large number of blocks have been simulated, from the set of values of
εDT(n,N) we determine NDT(n, ε), and RDT(n, ε) for a given probability of error constraint ε from (10).
After computing RDT(n, ε) for a given value of Es/N0, we compute the energy per information bit, Eb,
by replacing the code rate, R by RDT(n, ε), in the well-known relationship Es = REb.

The method described above can be used for reduced-complexity SOQPSK detection methods such as
pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) [11, 12, 13] and pulse truncation (PT) [14, 15]. In that case the BCJR
algorithm operates on the sequence yn1 generated by the particular reduced complexity detector, and the
reduced-complexity SOQPSK trellis, resulting in a maximum achievable rate lower bound constrained on
the particular reduced-complexity detection method.

FINITE BLOCKLENGTH SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY OF SOQPSK

In practical communication systems, a performance measure related to—but more important than—the
communication rate is the spectral efficiency (expressed in bits/s/Hz), which takes into account the spec-
tral representation of the modulated waveform. Coding rate alone can be misleading. For example, despite
having nearly equal symmetric information rates (under no blocklength constraints), SOQPSK-TG spec-
tral efficiency is significantly higher than that of SOQPSK-MIL [5]. To compute the spectral efficiency
of SOQPSK under a finite blocklength contraint, we first define the normalized symbol rate for a given
SOQPSK scheme denoted by Rs (channel use/s/Hz) as the symbol rate when only 1 Hz of bandwidth is
available as in [4]. We note that Rs depends heavily on the particular SOQPSK scheme under consid-
eration. In the computation of Rs we define the bandwidth as the one that contains 99.9% of the signal
power. Then the (maximum achievable) spectral efficiency of SOQPSK under a finite blocklength, and
a probability of error constraint can be lower bounded by the product of Rs and the lower bound on the
maximum achievable rate computed by the DT bound denoted by RDT(n, ε).

NUMERICAL RESULTS

For the numerical results we compute the DT bound on the maximum achievable rate for SOQPSK-MIL,
and for SOQPSK-TG with a PAM-based detector (SOQPSK-TG-PAM). Note that both SOQPSK-MIL
and SOQPSK-TG-PAM have the same detection complexity (i.e. 4-state trellis), which allows a fair
comparison. The probability of block error constraint is ε = 10−3. We set the number of information
bits to log2N = 2048. For each scheme, for coding rates of R = 1

2
, 2
3

and 4
5

(code blocklength values of
n = 4196, 3072, and 2560 respectively) we compute the minimum required SNR per information bit value
Eb

N0
such that the right hand side of the DT bound in (13) denoted by εDT(2048/R, 2

2048) for the given
values of n and N , is less than the probability of error constraint 10−3. As a result, for each modulation
scheme we get three DT bound points. For reference, we also compute the symmetric information rate for
each modulation (i.e. capacity under equiprobable distribution) by simulation via the method described
in [3]. All four quantities are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of Eb

N0
, where the vertical axis represents the

spectral efficiency (bits/s/Hz); accordingly, all quantities are scaled by respective normalized symbol rates
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Figure 4: The block diagram of a punctured SCCC scheme with a rate 1
2 convolutional code as the outer code, and

the SOQPSK-MIL modulator as the inner code.

Rs. The normalized symbol rate Rs of SOQPSK-TG is 1.00 while it is 0.56 for SOQPSK-MIL for the
bandwidth containing 99.9% of the signal power. We observe in Fig. 5 that the gap between the channel
capacity curves and the DT bound points is approximately 0.6 dB with both modulation schemes. This
gap will increase as the probability of error constraint or the number of information bits decreases.

In addition, we implement a serially concatenated convolutional coding (SCCC) [21] scheme over the
AWGN channel with SOQPSK-MIL. The SCCC scheme consists of an outer (5, 7) convolutional encoder
of rate 1

2
, and SOQPSK-MIL as the inner code. In addition, rates of 2

3
and 4

5
are achieved by puncturing

the outer encoder output according to the puncturing schemes described in [22]. The SCCC scheme block
diagram is shown in Fig. 4. The block labeled with π (π′) represents the interleaver (deinterleaver), while
the block P (P′) represents the puncturing (depuncturing) operation. An iterative soft-input soft-output
(SISO [23]) decoder—carrying out iterations between the convolutional code SISO (CC SISO) module
and the SOQPSK-MIL SISO module—is used at the receiver. As with the DT bound the number of
information bits is set to 2048 (bits) while the target probability of error is ε = 10−3. For each SCCC
rate we determine the minumum required SNR such that εSCCC ≤ 10−3, where εSCCC is the probability of
block error computed by simulations. We observe in Fig. 4 that the SCCC scheme performs approximately
within 1.1 dB of the DT bound.

CONCLUSIONS

Shaped-offset quadrature phase-shift keying (SOQPSK) is a type of widely used bandwidth-efficient con-
tinuous phase modulation (CPM), standardized for military applications (SOQPSK-MIL) and aeronautical
telemetry (SOQPSK-TG). As practical communication systems are bound to operate with finite block-
length codes (due to delay and memory constraints), it becomes increasingly important to investigate the
finite blocklength coding performance of SOQPSK schemes. In this paper, we used a simulation-based
method to compute lower bounds on the maximum achievable rate (achievability bounds) with SOQPSK-
MIL and SOQPSK-TG modulations, over additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels under finite
code blocklength, probability block error and equiprobable input distribution constraints. Each achiev-
ability bound establishes a yardstick by which practical practical SOQPSK schemes can be judged. We
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Figure 5: The spectral efficiency, and the DT lower bound on the spectral efficiency for SOQPSK-MIL and
SOQPSK-TG-PAM, along with the performance of a SCCC using SOQPSK-MIL as the inner code for rates 1

2 ,
2
3 and 4

5 . The probability of block error contraint for the DT bound is ε = 10−3.

simulated a serially concatenated convolutional code (SCCC) using SOQPSK-MIL as the inner code,
which performed within 1.1 dB of the SOQPSK-MIL achievability bound for various coding rates.
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ABSTRACT

LT encoder design has always been a basic and crucial topic ever since the development of fountain
codes. The memory based LT encoders (MBLTEs) aim at further improving the code performance by man-
aging the input symbols’ degree distribution after an output symbols’ degree distribution is determined.
Previous work has shown that the MBLTE has a faster decoder convergence and a lower bit error rate
(BER) than the regular LT encoder with the belief propagation (BP) decoder over binary erasure channels
(BECs). However, the study of MBLTEs is limited to first-order MBLTEs, higher-order MBLTEs have
not been investigated yet. Therefore, in this paper we study the second-order MBLTE, and propose an
algorithm for its realization. Simulation results show that our encoder outperforms the first-order MBLTE
in terms of the BER. Our proposed second-order MBLTE performs better either with a short code or with
a high erasure probability.

INTRODUCTION

In a multicast or broadcast communication system, a vast number of autonomous receivers with a
traditional feedback scheme can cause a feedback implosion. In order to solve this problem, fountain
codes [1, 2, 3, 4] were proposed as a solution. Like a digital fountain, the receiver doesn’t care which
particular codeword is received, it only cares about the total number of received codewords. As long as a
certain overhead is reached, the decoder can fully recover the source data.

A fountain code has the characteristics of small overhead and flexibly adjustable rate, and thus has
a wide range of applications. In broadcasting systems, where a large file is broadcast to a wide set of
receivers, fountain codes show good performance without a great amount of feedback. In fact, 3GPP
multimedia broadcast/multicast service has adopted fountain code for television delivery over IP net-
works [5, 6]. In cooperative cognitive networks, fountain codes are proposed as good codes to be used with
mutual-information accumulation [7]. In addition, their flexible code rate means they are also applicable
in hybrid ARQ schemes.

The first practical realization of fountain codes is the Luby transform (LT) code, which was proposed
by Luby in 2002 [8]. In order to keep computational complexity low, the LT encoder employs a sparse
generator matrix so that its output can be efficiently decoded by the belief propagation (BP) algorithm [9].
In order to obtain the generator matrix for source data with length K, we first sample a probability distri-
bution Ω to obtain a degree of d. Then we sample a vector x ∈ F2

K of weight d uniformly at random to
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of G.

obtain a column of the generator matrix. The pair (K,Ω) forms the parameters of the LT code and Ω is
called the corresponding degree distribution for the output symbols.

The LT code belongs to a category of codes called “codes on graphs,” which makes the BP algorithm
the most widely used decoding algorithm for LT codes. The BP decoder operates on the bipartite graph,
which is made of nodes and edges. For a LT code with K input symbols and N received output symbols,
its graph consists of K variable nodes and N output nodes as well as the edges in between. The variable
nodes are also called the left nodes and the output nodes are called the right nodes. Each variable node
represents an input symbol and each output node represents an output symbol. The two kinds of nodes
are connected by edges. The BP decoder starts from a degree-one output node. Since a degree-one output
node only has one neighboring variable node, this variable node is recovered. After its recovery, more
degree-one output nodes are released. In general, messages are passed between the two kinds of nodes
repeatedly until no degree-one output node can be found, or until all the edges are removed. An example
generator matrix is

G =


1 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1

 (1)

and the graphical representation of this generator matrix is shown in Figure 1.
With the BP decoder, the degree distribution Ω has a significant impact in the design of the LT code.

From the description of the working scheme of the BP decoder above, we can see that the decoder will
encounter an early termination if no degree-one output nodes are found before its completion. Also, the
decoder will encounter a low efficiency problem if too many degree-one output nodes are released at each
round. Therefore, a good distribution is needed to ensure that the decoder can proceed to completion while
maintaining its efficiency. Beginning with Luby’s proposal of the ideal soliton distribution (ISD) and the
robust soliton distribution (RSD) [8], researchers have made numerous contributions to the problem of de-
gree distributions. In [10], the degree distribution was optimized for some specific lengths of source data,
K. In [11], two optimized degree distributions were proposed for short codes: one is by minimizing the
average number of packets that are needed for a successful decoding, and the other is by maximizing the
probability of decoding a message with exactly n sent packets. In [12], the authors proposed a suboptimal
degree distribution and showed that it outperforms the RSD in terms of overhead. In [13], the authors
proposed a new ripple design criterion and showed that the overhead can be reduced by varying the ripple
size.

Although lots of work has been done on the design of the degree distribution of the LT code, the ma-
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jority of this work has focused on the output symbols only, leaving the input symbols as being Poisson
distributed. Hussain was the first to study the degree distribution of the input symbols. Instead of uni-
formly selecting d input symbols to be connected to the degree-d output symbol, Hussain proposed an
algorithm [14] to select the d input symbols so that the final degree distribution of the input symbols is
regular. Simulation results showed that this left-regular LT code provides a lower error floor than previous
codes.

Recently, the authors in [15] proposed a memory based LT encoder (MBLTE) which was shown to be
better than Hussain’s in terms of the bit error rate (BER) and decoding convergence speed; this improved
code has a memory-order of one. Motivated by the promising initial results for first-order MBLTEs, we
focus our attention on second-order MBLTEs. Our simulation results show that the proposed second-
order MBLTE exhibits a better BER performance than that of the first-order MBLTE. The simulation
results also show that our MBLTE has a smaller overhead than the first-order MBLTE for short codes,
which are widely used in sensor networks and delay sensitive communication systems such as video on
demand (VOD) services.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the system model of LT
codes with their encoding and decoding processes, including the RSD degree distribution for the output
symbols that will be used throughout the paper. Following that we introduce the idea of memory based
encoding and our proposed second-order MBLTE. We then give numerical simulation results and our final
conclusions.

SYSTEM MODEL

A. LT encoding

A LT encoder encodes a set of input symbols s1, s2, . . . , sK into a set of output symbols t1, t2,. . . , tN ,
where K and N are the lengths of the input and output sequences, respectively. Each output symbol tn is
obtained by adding some selected input symbols in modulo-2. The operation is performed as below:

tn =
K∑
k=1

skGkn (2)

where Gkn is an element of the generator matrix. The generator matrix G is obtained column by column.
Each column represents a selection of the input symbols, which are used to generate an output symbol.
The selection of the input symbols depends on the output symbols degree distribution Ω. To generate each
output symbol tn, the encoder goes through the following procedure [4]:

1. Randomly choose the degree dn from a degree distribution Ω.

2. Uniformly choose dn rows at random in the n-th column of G in which to place a value of “1.”

B. LT decoding

For a binary erasure channel (BEC) with erasure probability ε, the BP decoder starts to decode when
N output symbols are received. The decoding process is summarized below [4]:

1. Find an output symbol tn that is connected to only one input symbol sk. If there is no such output
symbol, the decoding process stops. If there is, go to Step 2.
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2. Set the input symbol equal to the output symbol: sk=tn.

3. Find other output symbols ti that are connected to sk.

4. Add sk to each ti modulo 2.

5. Remove all the edges connected to sk.

6. Return to Step 1.

C. RSD

The RSD [8] is the degree distribution of the output symbols we will be using throughout this paper.
To obtain the RSD, we must first obtain the ISD [8]:

ρ(1) = 1/K (3)

ρ(d) =
1

d(d− 1)
for d = 2, 3, . . ., K. (4)

The RSD is obtained by modifying the ISD: define δ as the bound on the probability that the decoder fails
after K ′ symbols have been received. The expected number of degree-one output symbols throughout the
decoding process is:

S ≡ c ln(K/δ)
√
K (5)

where c is a free parameter with a value smaller than 1.
Define a positive function:

τ(d) =


s
K

1
d
, for d = 1, 2, . . . , (K/S)− 1

s
K

log(s/δ), for d = K/S

0, for d > K/S.

(6)

Then the RSD can be obtained by adding the ISD to τ and then normalizing it:

Ωd =
ρ(d) + τ(d)

Z
(7)

where Z is a normalization scalar such that Z =
∑

d[ρ(d) + τ(d)]. Thus, the degree distribution for the
output symbols is

Ω(x) =
∑
d

Ωdx
d. (8)

The RSD allows the LT code to decode successfully after receiving K ′ = KZ output symbols with a
probability at least 1− δ.

MBLTE Design

D. Degree distribution of input symbols

For most cases, “degree distribution” refers to the degree distribution of the output symbols. It is often
neglected that it can also refer to the one of the input symbols. For regular LT codes, when the degree
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Figure 2: The memory-order-i MBLTE.

distribution of the output symbols is fixed, the input symbols are chosen in a uniform manner for each
output symbol. The probability of an input symbol to be of degree-of-l is:

∆
′

l =

(
N

l

)
pl(1− p)N−l (9)

where N is the number of the output symbols, and p is the probability that an input symbol is chosen by
an output symbol:

p =
d̄

K
(10)

d̄ is the average degree of the output symbols:

d̄ =
∑

dΩd (11)

We can see that equation 9 becomes poisson when N goes to infinity. For finite-length LT codes, the
degree distribution of the input symbols can be better designed from poisson. Introducing memory to the
encoder is one of the methods to manage the degree distribution of the input symbols. In this method, the
input symbols are not chosen in a uniform manner anymore, instead, it follows different selection methods
according to the degree of the corresponding output symbol.

E. concept of MBLTEs

The MBLTE differs from the regular encoder in the selection method of the input symbols. For both
encoders, they need first to sample the degree distribution Ω to obtain a degree of d. A regular LT encoder
without memory will then select those d input symbols uniformly at random, while a MBLTE does this in
a different way. For a MBLTE, it remembers certain previous outcomes of d. With different outcomes of
d, the selection methods are different. We use the term “memory order” to refer to the number of special
outcome types a MBLTE remembers, i.e. a memory-order-i MBLTE remembers i outcome types.

Figure 2 shows the working scheme of a memory-order-i MBLTE. It remembers the outcomes with
values of d from d = 1 up to d = i. When d = j with 1 ≤ j ≤ i, the encoder points to “memory j” and
further to “selection method j.” It then follows this method in selecting the input symbols. If j > i, the
encoder points to “no memory” and it proceeds with sampling the input symbols by the general method,
which is uniform sampling. Algorithm 1 details the encoding process of the memory-order-i MBLTE.
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Algorithm 1 The memory-order-i MBLTE encoding process.
1: for n = 1 : N do
2: sample Ω to get d = j
3: if j ≤ i then
4: for kk = 1 : j do
5: select an input symbol by selection method j
6: end for
7: else
8: for kk = 1 : j do
9: select an input symbol by the general selection method

10: end for
11: end if
12: end for

F. First-Order MBLTE

Hayajeh was the one who proposed the first-order MBLTE [15]. This encoder remembers only one
outcome type, which is d = 1. When d = 1, the encoder does not select an input symbol at random (i.e.
uniform sampling), but instead selects the input symbol with the highest instantaneous degree, without
replacement. This selection method is referred to as “method 1” in Figure 2. By connecting the degree-
one output symbol to the input symbol with the highest instantaneous degree, the decoding graph is more
connected. The direct consequence is that more degree-one output symbols will be released after the first
decoding round. Also, this method follows the decreasing ripple size criterion that was proposed in [13].

G. Second-Order MBLTE

In order to keep releasing more degree-one output symbols during the early decoding rounds, we
propose a second-order MBLTE. In addition to d = 1, this second-order MBLTE also remembers the
outcome type of d = 2. When d = 1, it selects the input symbols following the same selection method
as in the first-order MBLTE, i.e. “method 1.” When d = 2, it follows selection “method 2,” which is
to select the first input symbol from those symbols with the highest instantaneous degree, then to select
the second input symbol from those symbols with the second highest instantaneous degree. While these
selection methods are ad hoc, their motivation is to release a large number of new degree-one output
symbols after the first and the second decoding rounds. In this way, the ripple size keeps large during the
first two decoding rounds and then decreases during the entire decoding process. The details are shown in
Algorithm 2.

SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we study the performance of the second-order MBLTE. The baseline comparison is the
first-order MBLTE in [15]. The bit error rate (BER) and frame error rate (FER) are used to evaluate the
code performance.

Figures 3 and 4 show the BER and the FER performance, respectively, of the MBLTEs. For both
figures, the code block lengths are fixed at N = 512. The source data length K varies from 256 to 512.
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Algorithm 2 The second-order MBLTE encoding process.
1: for n = 1 : N do
2: sample Ω to get d = j
3: if j = 1 then
4: select the input symbol with the highest instantaneous degree without replacement, then put
5: this input symbol into set S1

6: else if j = 2 then
7: first select an input symbol from the set S1 uniformly at random with replacement; then select
8: an input symbol with the highest instantaneous degree except for those in set S1 without replac-
9: ement

10: else
11: for kk = 1 : j do
12: select an input symbol uniformly at random without replacement
13: end for
14: end if
15: end for
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Figure 3: BER performance for a variety of data lengths.
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Figure 5: BER performance for K = 64.
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Figure 6: FER performance for K = 64.

Two common parameter settings of the RSD are used: c = 0.1 and c = 0.03, both with δ = 0.5. The
channel used in the figures is the binary erasure channel (BEC) with erasure probability ε = 0.3.

In Figure 3, we see that for each of the RSD settings, the second-order MBLTE has a lower BER
than the first-order MBLTE. For c = 0.1, the BERs of both MBLTEs decrease as K decreases. When
K decreases to K ≈ 300, both BER curves start to decrease rapidly, but the curve for the second-order
MBLTE is steeper than that of the first-order MBLTE. This happens also for the c = 0.03 case. From these
curves we can see that to decrease the BER, decreasing the code rate of the second-order MBLTE is more
effective than that of the first-order MBLTE.

In Figure 4 we see that for c = 0.1, the FER of the second-order MBLTE is lower than that of the
first-order MBLTE when K is small. As K increases, the gap between the two curves narrows and they
eventually cross each other. Beyond point, the FER of the second-order MBLTE is higher than that of
the first-order MBLTE. Although this is the case, the FER of both MBLTEs rapidly approaches 1 as K
increases. The FERs in the case of c = 0.03 show the same behavior as with c = 0.1. Comparing Figure 4
with Figure 3, we can see that when a frame is in error, the second-order MBLTE has fewer bit errors
than the first-order MBLTE. This phenomenon is similar to the BER/FER behavior of turbo codes and
low density parity check (LDPC) codes: once a frame is in error, the BER of turbo codes is typically low
(usually 2% or 3%), while the BER of the LDPC codes is higher (usually around 10%).

Figures 5 and 6 show the BER and FER performance, respectively, of the MBLTEs at different coding
rates with short codes. The parameters used in the simulations are: RSD with c = 0.03 and δ = 0.5; data
length K = 64; coding rate inverse varies from 1 to 2.5. Two BECs with erasure probabilities ε = 0.05
and ε = 0.35 are employed.

In Figure 5, in both BECs, the BERs of the second-order MBLTE are lower than the first-order MBLTE
throughout the whole range of coding rates. Comparing ε = 0.05 with ε = 0.35, as the code rate decreases,
BERs of the former decrease earlier than the latter. This is because codes with better channels can receive
a sufficient amount of output symbols faster than worse channels. In addition to this, we can also observe
that the gap between the MBLTEs with ε = 0.35 is larger than that of ε = 0.35, which suggests that
the superior performance of second-order MBLTEs is more pronounced with higher erasure probability
channels than with lower ones. This phenomenon can also be observed from Figure 6.
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Figure 7: Overhead for a variety of erasure probabilities ε.

Figure 7 shows the MBLTE performance in terms of the overhead in a rateless setting. The RSD used
in this figure is parameterized by c = 0.1 and δ = 0.5. The BEC erasure probability is varied from ε = 0
to ε = 0.4. Three source data lengths are compared: K = 128, K = 64, and K = 32. For K = 128, as
ε increases, the overhead of the second-order MBLTE is higher than that of the first-order MBLTE at first
and then becomes lower. The intersection of the two curves appears at ε ≈ 0.18. ForK = 64, the behavior
is similar but the erasure probability for the intersection decreases to ε ≈ 0.1. For K = 32, the crossover
erasure probability further drops to ε ≈ 0.02, meaning that the second-order MBLTE outperforms the
first-order MBLTE almost everywhere. From these curves we see that, although the overhead increases as
the code length decreases, the overhead of the second-order MBLTE increases slower than that of the first-
order MBLTE. The second-order MBLTE always performs better either with a shorter code or a higher
erasure probability.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we reviewed the previous results of first-order MBLTEs and proposed an algorithm for
second-order MBLTEs. We first reviewed the regular LT encoding and decoding processes, as well as the
most frequently used degree distribution, RSD, of the output symbols. We then proposed the concept of
MBLTEs and organized the previous work as the first-order MBLTE. Based on this concept, we further
proposed the second-order MBLTE with a realization algorithm. Our simulation results showed that the
second-order MBLTE outperforms the first-order one in terms of BER and overhead. The simulation
results also show that the advantages of the second-order MBLTE are more obvious with either a shorter
code or a higher erasure probability. Future work includes the mathematical analysis of this proposed
MBLTE.
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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates a directional modulation (DM) method that distorts the received symbol
constellations along a set of undesired directions while maintaining an undistorted constellation in the
direction of intended communications. The problem is formulated in terms of minimization of the
symbol distance metrics along the undesired directions. An algorithm assigns a symbol pair to each
undesired direction for symbol distance minimization. Constraints for good reception in the desired
direction are also included. The method involves iterations between a quadratic minimization problem
and an unbalanced transportation problem. Numerical results are presented to show the bit error rate
(BER) benefits of the proposed method.

INTRODUCTION

Security in wireless communications is a challenging problem and is traditionally addressed through
encryption techniques. There has been significant interest recently to provide additional security through
physical layer means. One such technique is the traditional beamformer which maximizes the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the direction of the desired receiver, while reducing the SNR in undesired
directions. However, an unauthorized receiver with sufficient proximity or sensitivity may still have
sufficient SNR even in undesired directions. A DM system attempts to overcome this weakness by
imparting directional dependence into the received signal constellation. By distorting the signal
constellation along unintended directions, a DM system can provide secure communications benefits
even with high adversary received SNR.

There are several methods proposed in the literature for generating DM signals. The work [1] presents
array solutions that select combinations of switched parasitic elements to provide undistorted symbols in
the desired directions. More recent techniques include antenna subset modulation (ASM) [2], which
randomly selects a subset of the available array elements during the transmission of each symbol.
Another group of DM techniques involves the generation of artificial noise. The noise is constructed so
that it falls into the nullspace of the receiver located in the intended direction. The combining of the
artificial noise with the array excitation is implemented through a variety of methods that include
additive, multiplicative or orthogonal vector synthesis [3]-[5].
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In this work, we present a DM system design method using a uniform linear array (ULA). We formulate
a quadratic minimization problem to distort the received constellation in undesired directions. This is
done by minimizing the Euclidean symbol distance between symbol pairs in each undesired direction.
The assignment of symbol-pair to undesired directions is posed as an unbalanced linear transportation
problem. Our proposed approach then iterates between quadratic minimization and linear transportation
solutions to obtain the final solutions for the array weights. BER performance of the proposed approach
demonstrates that significant DM security benefits are achievable over a traditional beamforming array.
Note that the work [6] also explores minimization of the inter-symbol distances. However, the method
used in [6] differs from our method, as it is based on iterations that involve an indirect weight
optimization.

Notations: Bold upper-case letters denote matrices, bold lower-case letters denote vectors, a non-bold
upper-case or lower-case variable is a scalar. The operator (·)T denotes transpose and (·)H is the
Hermitian operator. Re(·) and Im(·) are the real and imaginary parts of a complex number. The notation
( n
k ) denotes n!/(n− k)!k!, 0m,n is a zero matrix of size m× n and diag(·) denotes a diagonal matrix.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a ULA consisting of N antenna elements with an inter-element spacing of d as shown in Fig. 1.
We desire to transmit an undistorted symbol constellation in an intended direction θ0, while distorting it
in the directions θi for i = 1, 2 . . . I .

Figure 1: ULA transmitter for a DM system showing distortion of QPSK symbols in undesired directions.

Using a freespace channel model, the complex N × 1 channel vector h(θ), also referred to as the array
manifold vector, for a receiver located in the θ direction is

h(θ) =
[
1, exp

(
jψ1(θ)

)
, . . . exp

(
jψN−1(θ)

)]T
with ψn(θ) = nd

2π

λ
cos θ, n = 0, 1 . . . N − 1

where λ is the wavelength. Consider the transmission of an M -ary symbol a(m), m = 1, 2, ...M . Let the
corresponding array transmit signal vector be x(m) =

[
x
(m)
1 , x

(m)
2 , . . . x

(m)
N

]T . The noiseless received
symbol along the direction θ is then given by

s(m)
(
θ
)
= hH(θ)x(m) (1)
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For M -ary modulations, there are a total of K = (M
2 ) unique unordered symbol pairs (m, p), m =

1, 2, . . .M − 1, and p =m+ 1,m+ 2, . . .M . We call a specific symbol pair (m, p) also as the kth

symbol pair, where k =M(m− 1)−m(m+ 1)/2 + p. Similarly for a given k, the values of (m, p) can
be found by

m =
M−2∑
n=0

u

[
k − nM +

n(n− 1)

2
− 1

]
, and p = k −M(m− 1) +

m(m+ 1)

2

where u[n] is the discrete step function so that u[n] = 1 for n ≥ 0 and is zero otherwise. As an example,
if M = 8 then k = 25th symbol pair implies (m, p) = (5, 8). The Euclidean distance between the kth pair
of symbols along the direction θ is then given by D(k, θ) =

∣∣s(m)(θ)− s(p)(θ)
∣∣.

In our method, the received constellation distortion along any undesired direction is obtained by
minimizing the Euclidean distance between a specific pair of symbols in that direction. Therefore, there
are two steps in our problem.

1. Symbol Pair assignment: Which symbol pair out of the K pairs should be assigned to a given
undesired direction?

2. Transmit vector optimization: Given that each direction is assigned a symbol pair, how to obtain
the signal transmit vectors x(m), for m = 1, 2, . . .M?

These issues are addressed in the following section.

Proposed DM Method

A. Symbol Pair Assignment (SPA)

One way to solve the symbol-pair assignment problem is to perform an exhaustive search by assigning
each possible pair along each undesired direction. This results in a highly complex tree search.
Therefore, we adopt a low complexity approach. We formulate the assignment of symbol pairs to each
direction θi as an unbalanced transportation problem that is then solved as an integer linear program. The
transportation problem is setup to supply K symbol pairs to the I undesired directions. We then
introduce a dummy direction θI+1 to balance the available supply and demand. Let Y be the K × (I + 1)
decision matrix, whose elements are integers with yk,i ∈ {0, 1} for i = 1, 2, . . . I , where a 1 represents
the selection of the kth symbol pair to the θi direction. We allow yk,I+1 ∈ {0, 1, . . . Smax}, where Smax is
the maximum number of times each pair can be assigned, and all excess supply is absorbed by the
dummy direction θI+1. We require that one symbol pair is assigned to each direction θi, i = 1, 2, . . . I ,
and excess supply to θI+1. This can be easily generalized to the case of more than one symbol pair
assignment per direction. Therefore, the constraints are

K∑
k=1

yk,i = 1 for i = 1, . . . I, and
K∑
k=1

yk,I+1 = KSmax − I (2)

A symbol pair may remain unassigned, or can be assigned up to a max of Smax directions, yielding

I+1∑
i=1

yk,i = Smax for k = 1, . . . K (3)
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Let C̃ be the cost matrix for the transportation problem. Each element ck,i of C̃ is given by ck,i =D(k, θi)
for i = 1, 2 . . . I , and ck,i = 0 for i = I + 1. Thus, the decision matrix Y and the cost matrix C̃ have the
forms

Y =

y1,1, . . . y1,I+1
... . . . ...

yK,1, . . . yK,I+1

 , and C̃ =

c1,1, . . . c1,I , 0
... . . . ...

...
cK,1, . . . cK,I , 0


Denoting the ith column of C̃ as ci, we form the total cost vector c = [cT1 , cT2 , . . . cTI ]T by stacking the
columns of C̃. We similarly form the decision vector y = [yT

1 , yT
2 , . . . yT

I ]
T by stacking the columns of

Y. Then the transportation minimization problem is

min
y

yT c subject to the constraints given in (2) and (3) (4)

The solution of (4) gives us the assignment of symbol pairs to each undesired direction θi.

B. Transmit Vector Optimization (TVO)

Given Y, how do we find x(m) for m = 1, 2, . . .M? Consider∣∣D(k, θ)
∣∣2 =

∣∣s(m)(θ)− s(p)(θ)
∣∣2 (5)

Using (1), we can rewrite (5) as∣∣D(k, θ)
∣∣2 = (

x(m) − x(p)
)H h(θ) hH(θ)

(
x(m) − x(p)

)
(6)

Assume that the kth symbol pair is assigned to the ith direction. We define zi as a real 2N × 1 vector
containing the stacked real and imaginary parts of the inter-symbol difference between the kth pair of
transmit symbol vectors as

zi =
[
Re
(
x(m) − x(p)

)T
, Im

(
x(m) − x(p)

)T]T (7)

Next define the 2N × 2N real matrix

B̃(θ) =

[
Re
(
h(θ) hH(θ)

)
, − Im

(
h(θ) hH(θ)

)
Im
(
h(θ) hH(θ)

)
, Re

(
h(θ) hH(θ)

) ] (8)

Use (7) and (8) to rewrite (6) as ∣∣D(k, θ)
∣∣2 = zTi B̃(θ) zi

Define θ = [θ1, θ2, . . . θI ], and create a real 2IN × 2IN block diagonal matrix B whose ith block
equals B̃(θi), i = 1, 2 . . . I . Also form a real 2IN × 1 vector z as z =

[
zT1 , zT2 , . . . zTI

]T . The
minimization of the assigned inter-symbol distances along θ then becomes

min
z

zT B z (9)

In order to explicitly show the dependence of the minimization (9) on the transmit signal vector, define
the total transmit signal vector x as

x =
[
Re(x(1)T ), Im(x(1)T ), . . . Re(x(M)T ), Im(x(M)T )

]T
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Also define a 2N × 2MN real matrix Ai, i = 1, 2, . . . I , associated with the assignment (k, θi). The nth

row of Ai for n = 1, 2, . . . 2N is given by
[

01,2N(m−1)+n−1, 1, 01,2N(p−m)−1, −1, 01,2N(M−p+1)−n
]
.

Let A =
[
AT

1 , AT
2 , . . . AT

I

]T
. We can then write Ax = z, which is substituted in the cost function (9)

to obtain
zTBz =

(
Ax
)TBAx = xTCx

with C = ATBA. The final TVO minimization is then

min
x

1

2
xT
(
CT + C

)
x (10)

The minimization (10) is constrained so that each received symbol s(m)(θ0),m = 1, 2, . . .M , along the
desired direction θ0 is equal to a scaled version of the transmitted symbol a(m). The amplitude reduction
η is a key DM parameter that represents the efficiency of the DM system in the intended direction. A
lower efficiency allows additional degrees of freedom and increases the extent of the DM symbol
distortion. The constraint along θ0 is proposed as[

Re(s(m)(θ0))
Im(s(m)(θ0))

]
− Nη

[
Re(a(m))
Im(a(m))

]
=

[
0
0

]
for m = 1, 2 . . .M

Define the real 2M × 2MN block diagonal matrix

H = diag(H0,H0, . . . ,H0), where H0 =

[
Re(hT (θ0)), Im(hT (θ0))
− Im(hT (θ0)), Re(hT (θ0))

]
(11)

Let the real 2M × 1 total symbol vector be given by

a =
[
Re(a(1)), Im(a(1)), Re(a(2)), Im(a(2)), . . . Re(a(M)), Im(a(M))

]T
This allows us to re-write the constraint along θ0 as

Hx−Nη a = 02M,1

Additionally, we limit the fluctuation of each element excitation x(m)
n . Therefore, the constrained TVO

problem now becomes

min
x

1

2
xT
(
CT + C

)
x (12)

s.t. 1) Hx − Nη a = 02M,1

2) − 1 ≤ Re(x(m)
n ) ≤ 1

and 3) − 1 ≤ Im(x(m)
n ) ≤ 1

for m = 1, 2, . . .M, and n = 1, 2, . . . N

C. DM Algorithm

We propose to iteratively solve the TVO and SPA as shown in Fig. 2. We initialize the cost matrix by
selecting a single symbol pair and direction combination (k, θi) and run the TVO. The solution from
TVO gives x(m) for m = 1, 2, . . .M . These values are used calculate the cost metric C̃ which is passed to
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the SPA block. The SPA block then runs producing assignments of new symbol pairs to the undesired
directions. The new symbol assignment is again passed to TVO, and the iterations continue until the
symbol pair assignments do not change. The algorithm given in Fig. 2 is run with multiple initializations
by assigning different symbol pairs in each direction. In our work, the solution that gives the smallest
value in (12) is taken as the final solution. However, it is also possible to choose the final solution based
on the best BER performance.

Figure 2: DM Optimization Algorithm

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We consider a ULA with N = 5 and half wavelength inter-element spacing. The modulation is QPSK,
which implies M = 4 symbols and K = 6 unique symbol pairs. The desired direction is the array
broadside at θ0 = 90◦ unless otherwise specified. The undesired directions are distributed on both sides
of θ0 as θ = [θl,θh] with θl = [θ1, θ2, . . . θt] and θh = [θt+1, θt+2, . . . θI ], where θ1 = 30◦, θt = θ0 − 15◦,
θt+1 = θ0 + 15◦ and θI = 150◦ yielding a total of I = 20 undesired directions. We set η = 0.5 and
Smax = 8. The SNR is defined as Eb/No, where

Eb =
1

M log2M

M∑
m=1

∣∣∣s(m)(θ0)
∣∣∣2

and No is the noise power spectral density for a given Eb/No along θ0. In our figures, the BER analysis
results are obtained using the nearest neighbor approximation [7] to each constellation point for a fixed
direction as

Pb ≈
1

M log2M

M∑
m=1

NmQ

(
d
(m)
min√
2N0

)
with d

(m)
min = min

p=1,...M
p6=m

∣∣s(m)(θ)− s(p)(θ)
∣∣

where Nm is the number of nearest neighbors for s(m)(θ), and Q(x) = 1/
√
2π
∫∞
x

exp(−y2/2) dy.

Figure 3 shows the array magnitude response and QPSK constellations for a traditional beamforming
array with the weight vector xBF , which represents equal weights at each antenna element. Observe that
the constellations along the desired direction θ0 = 90◦ and along an undesired direction θi = 75◦ differ
only by a scaling factor and rotation. In Fig. 4, we show the same results using the optimal DM transmit
signal vector after the SPA and TVO optimizations. The received constellation is distorted. Although the
constellation received due to the DM transmission along θi = 75◦ retains the significant amplitude
expected from an angle close to the mainbeam direction, the minimum Euclidean distance between
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symbol pairs is greatly reduced. The array transmit signal vectors are given in Table 1. The transmit
vectors are normalized to give the same magnitude response in the desired direction. For the chosen
value of η = 0.5, the DM method requires 2.03 dB more power than the traditional beamformer.

Figure 3: Array Pattern and the received QPSK Constellations for a traditional array.

Figure 4: Array Patterns and the received QPSK Constellations for the proposed DM system.
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Table 1: Transmit Signal Vectors for Figs. 3 and 4

Symbol Antenna 1 Antenna 2 Antenna 3 Antenna 4 Antenna 5

x(1) → 11 −0.735 + j0.936 0.756 + j1.000 0.831 + j0.460 1.000 + j0.168 0.649 + j0.064

x(2) → 01 0.704 + j0.891 −0.363 + j1.000 −0.934 + j0.961 −1.000 + j1.000 −0.907 + j0.432

x(3) → 00 −0.732 + j0.890 −1.000− j1.000 −0.540− j0.494 −0.547− j0.367 0.318 + j0.259

x(4) → 10 −0.645 + j0.313 1.000− j0.156 0.831− j0.962 0.764− j1.000 0.550− j0.695

xBF 0.707 0.707 0.707 0.707 0.707

Figure 5 gives BER performance results for two cases: θ0 = 90◦ and θ0 = 120◦. The SNR is fixed at 10
dB along θ0 and the same No is used in all directions. The receiver in unintended directions are assumed
to know the distorted QPSK constellation symbols perfectly, along with the exact mapping of the bit
groups to each distorted symbol. So the physical layer security benefit is only due to the reduced
inter-symbol distances. The figure shows that the DM method can successfully adjust to the desired θ0
direction when θ0 differs from the array broadside.

Figure 5: BER performance of the proposed DM system for an SNR of 10 dB.

Figure 6 compares the BER performance of a DM solution for θ0 = 90◦ against a traditional beamformer
for 10 dB SNR. The proposed technique provides a more focused response along the desired direction
than the traditional beamformer. Below a BER of 10−4, the angle span around θ0 is 7◦ for DM while it is
16◦ for the traditional beamformer.

To show the effect at high SNR, the BER performance of a DM solution is compared against a traditional
beamformer in Fig. 7. The SNR is 25 dB. Two benefits can be observed: 1) DM provides a more focused
response along the desired direction than the traditional beamformer. 2) In undesired directions that
correspond to the traditional beamformer’s sidelobes, the DM method provides significant security
benefits. In the case of DM, the BER increases to 10−2 in directions where the traditional beamformer
provides values lower than 10−7.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the proposed DM system with a traditional beamformer for an SNR of 10 dB.

Figure 7: Comparison of the proposed DM system with a traditional beamformer for an SNR of 25 dB.
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CONCLUSION

This work presents a DM system design method to distort the received constellations in undesired
directions to provide physical layer security. This is accomplished by minimizing the Euclidean distance
between symbol pairs in each undesired direction. BER performance of the proposed approach
demonstrates significant DM security benefits over a traditional beamformer. For low SNR, the proposed
method’s BER performance is similar to a traditional beamformer in undesired directions, while
providing a more focused mainbeam. For higher SNR, the proposed method outperforms a traditional
beamformer in both undesired and desired directions. At an SNR of 25 dB, a traditional beamformer can
still provide a BER of 10−8 in several undesired directions, while the DM method ensures a BER higher
than 10−3.
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ABSTRACT

Generalized space shift keying (GSSK) is a transmission scheme where only antenna
indices are used to send information from the transmitter to a receiver. This paper inves-
tigates the best symbol set selection problem in GSSK multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) systems when the transmit antennas are correlated. Although multiple anten-
nas can increase data rate and signal quality without increasing the bandwidth, spa-
tial correlations among the antennas highly affect the performance of the system. The
idea here is to maximize the inter-symbol Euclidean distance to obtain the best symbol
set. Recently such an algorithm has been proposed for the visible light communication
(VLC) systems. This paper adopts this VLC algorithm for radio frequency (RF) com-
munication systems. The results show that the proposed symbol set design can provide
several dBs of gain in the symbol error rate (SER) performance over randomly selected
symbol sets in GSSK systems.

INTRODUCTION

In fading channels, MIMO systems can increase the data rate significantly over single-
input-single-output (SISO) systems while using the same bandwidth. Although there
are many advantages of MIMO systems, there are several challenges too. These include
increased signal processing and higher transmitter/receiver complexity due to multiple
radio frequency (RF) chains. Different techniques are developed to reduce multiple RF
chains. They include spatial modulation (SM), generalized spatial modulation (GSM)
and generalized space shift keying (GSSK) [1], [2]. In SM or GSM systems, the in-
formation is present in both the antenna indices and the modulated symbols that are
transmitted from the transmitter to the receiver. GSSK can reduce implementation com-
plexity because information is present only in the antenna indices, and therefore the
receiver workload reduces to identifying the active antenna indices only.

In GSSK systems, transmit bits are grouped together to choose the active antennas for
sending information. Consider a transmitter with Nt available antennas. If Na an-
tennas are activated out of Nt transmit antennas, then there are Mall = C(Nt, Na)
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possible combinations of transmit antennas, where C(n, k) = n!/(n − k)!k!. For M -
ary GSSK systems, we need M to be a power-of-two, and the highest possible M is
M = 2K , where K = blog2(Mall)c and b.c is the floor function. As an example,
consider Nt = 16 and Na = 3 giving C(16, 3) = 560 combinations of transmit anten-
nas. If the GSSK system is 16-ary, we have to choose the best 16 combinations from
N = C(560, 16) ≈ 3.60 × 1030 sets. If the antennas are correlated, selecting different
sets of M can significantly affect the performance of the GSSK system.

There are several papers that attempt to improve the performance of the GSSK systems.
Unequal rate encoding is proposed in [3] to utilize the excess symbols in GSSK systems.
Hamming code is used to select the active antennas in [4] where the number of active
antennas is variable. The authors in [2] suggest to choose largely varying combinations
of antennas to transmit information. This implies more number of transmit antennas
which will increase the value of N and also the transmitter’s overhead. When the value
of N increases then choosing the best M from N is even more computationally com-
plex. In [5], reconfigurable antennas are proposed where the actual physical positions
of the transmit antennas are changed.

We consider correlated transmit antennas. There are different types of correlation matrix
models that are used to study such systems. One is the uniform correlation matrix model
where all the antennas have the same correlation [6]. But this is the worst case estima-
tion of the correlation matrix because nearer antennas have higher correlations than the
farther antennas. Here we are considering the exponential correlation model which rep-
resents an increase in the spatial correlations between the antennas as the inter-antenna
distance decreases [7], [8]. Generally the correlation between two antennas can be more
than 0.5 when the antennas are less than half the wavelength apart [9].

In this paper, we study the design of GSSK symbols for RF systems using the algorithms
given in [10]. The authors in [10] develop clustering and distancing properties of the
symbols in VLC systems. While the channel used in VLC systems is deterministic, the
RF channels can vary randomly. Therefore, our study accommodates this randomness
by using the antenna correlation matrix in symbol distance calculation. The clustering
and distancing properties of the correlated active antennas are used to drastically reduce
the computational complexity in choosing the best M symbols.

SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a MIMO system with Nt transmit antennas and Nr receive antennas. The
transmit antennas can be arranged in a line or in a square of size

√
Nt ×

√
Nt. Only

Na antennas are activated out of Nt antennas during transmission. All the Nr receive
antennas are used. The transmit bits are first divided into groups of size log2M bits. The
GSSK mapper maps each bit group to a constellation vector x = [x1, x2, ....xNt]

T with
a power constraint of unity i.e., E[xHx] = 1, where E[·] denotes the expected value,
(·)H denotes conjugate transpose and (·)T denotes transpose. The vector x has non-zero
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components only at the places that correspond to the active antennas. The received sig-
nal is given by

y = Hx + n (1)

where y = [y1, y2, ....yNr]
T is the received signal vector, n is additive white Gaussian

noise (AWGN) vector with the elements of n being assumed to be independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d) with CN (0, σ2), and CN (m,σ2) denotes complex Gaus-
sian distribution with mean m and variance σ2. The channel matrix H is given by

H =


h11 h12 . . . h1Nt

h21 h22 . . . h2Nt

...
... . . . ...

hNr1 hNr2 . . . hNrNt

 (2)

where hij is the channel coefficient between the i-th receive antenna and the j-th trans-
mit antenna. According to [11], we can write the channel matrix H as H = HrCt, where
Hr is the Nr × Nt frequency-flat Rayleigh fading channel matrix with the elements of
Hr being i.i.d with CN (0, 1), Ct can be expressed as Ct = R1/2

t , and Rt is the trans-
mit correlation matrix. Rt is obtained from the correlation coefficients between various
transmit antenna pairs and can be expressed in terms of the correlation coefficient ρ be-
tween neighboring antenna elements. For example, if the transmit antennas are arranged
in a square with Nt = 4, then Rt is given by (3) below,

Rt =


1 ρ ρ ρ

√
2

ρ 1 ρ
√
2 ρ

ρ ρ
√
2 1 ρ

ρ
√
2 ρ ρ 1

 (3)

Figure 1: Correlation among the transmit antennas in a square.
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where (i,j)-th element of Rt is the correlation coefficient between the i-th and the j-th
transmit antennas.
We use maximum likelihood (ML) method to detect the active transmit antenna indices
as

x̂ = argmin
x

|| y−Hx ||2 (4)

where x̂ is the detected transmit signal vector.

BEST SYMBOL SET SEARCH

An exhaustive search for an optimal symbol set requires searching over C(Mall,M)
combinations. This is numerically too complex. For visible light communication (VLC)
systems, the authors in [10] propose to consider only those symbols that involve active
LEDs that are close neighbors. This drastically reduces the search space for the best
symbol set. The best symbol set search algorithm is shown in Fig. 2, and it has three
stages as described below.
Stage 1: The first stage considers only those symbols that involve active antennas within
a cluster radius of Rc from a specific antenna, called the cluster center. Each antenna
can be a cluster center. To implement this idea, consider each antenna as the cluster
center, and choose a group of Na antennas (including the cluster center) that are within
a distance of Rc from the cluster center. Care should be taken to remove the repeated
symbols. To see the complexity benefit, consider Nt = 16 transmit antennas arranged
in a square. If Na = 3 then Mall = C(16, 3) = 560 symbols are possible. However, if
we limit the symbols that contain active antennas within a physical distance of Rc = 1
from each antenna as the cluster center, there are only Mr = 52 symbols. If M = 8
then searching for a set of 8 best symbols out of 560 symbols is computationally way
more complex than searching for 8 best symbols out of 52 symbols. Thus the first stage
reduces the set of available symbols from Mall to Mr symbols.
Stage 2: SinceMr can still be too large, we need to reduce the set ofMr symbols to a set
ofMs symbols so thatMs <Mr. We calculate the inter-symbol Euclidean distance (ED)
between each pair of symbols in the set containing the Mr symbols. The ED between
two symbols xi and xj is calculated as Dij = uTRtu where u = xi − xj , i 6= j, i,j =
1,....Mr. Next, find the minimum valueD(min) = min

i 6=j
Dij , and identify the symbols that

have the largest number of neighbors at D(min) and remove them from the set. Repeat
this step until Ms symbols are left.
Stage 3: The last step is to get M symbols from the Ms symbols. For this, generate all
possible subsets ofM symbols from theMs symbols. This can be conveniently done us-
ing a tree structure as given in [10]. For each such subset, we compute the inter-symbol
distance Dij between each pair of symbols xi and xj in the subset and the corresponding
average number of neighbors. Select the subset that has the largest D(min). If multi-
ple subsets have the same largest D(min), select the subset that has the smallest average
number of neighbors at D(min). This is repeated for other low EDs [10]. If multiple
subsets are left, select any one of these subsets since the performance of any of these
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subsets at this stage is similar.

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Search for symbols
with active antennas
within a radius Rc

from each possible
cluster center.

Remove symbols
that have large

number of
neighbors at

low D.

Tree search to
select the best
M symbols.

Mr symbols Ms symbols M symbols

Figure 2: Three stages of the best symbol set search algorithm.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Our numerical results use Nt = 16 transmit antennas. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
is defined as Pt/σ

2, where Pt is the transmit signal power. For example, if E[xHx] = 1,
then Pt = 1. We use M = 8 in our results. In all the figures, the proposed symbol set
design results are compared with the random set results that are obtained by averaging
the SER values over 15 random symbol sets. Two different values of ρ, i.e., ρ = 0.8 and ρ
= 0.2, are considered to show the benefits of symbol design for high and low correlation
scenarios respectively.

Figures 3 and 4 show the SER performance for a MIMO system with the transmit anten-
nas arranged in a square and a line respectively. We use Nr = 4. Figure 3 uses Mr = 52
and Fig. 4 uses Mr = 14. For both cases we select Ms = 14. Figure 3 shows that the de-
sign set has gains of nearly 3.5 dB and 2.5 dB respectively for high and low correlation
cases. Considering the averaged value of || Hx ||22, the design symbol set has a power
advantage of 0.5 dB over the random sets when the correlation between the transmit
antennas is 0.8. Hence, for ρ = 0.8, the effective gain of the symbol design is about 3.5
dB - 0.5 dB = 3 dB. Similarly, we get about 2.5 dB - 0.2 dB = 2.3 dB of effective gain
from the proposed design over the random symbols when ρ = 0.2. Both the square and
the linearly arranged antennas are found to give similar SER performance gains.

In Fig. 5, we show the SER performance when the number of receive antennas is in-
creased to Nr = 10. Comparing Fig. 5 with Fig. 4, we observe that the performance of
both the random and the proposed design sets improve as Nr increases. However, the
gap between the random set and the proposed set nearly stays the same.
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Figure 3: SER performance for Nt=16, Nr=4 and Na=3 when the transmit antennas are arranged
in a square.
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Figure 4: SER performance for Nt=16, Nr=4, and Na=3 when the transmit antennas are ar-
ranged in a line.
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Figure 5: SER performance for Nt=16, Nr=10 and Na=3 when the transmit antennas are ar-
ranged in a line.
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Figure 6: SER performance for Nt=16, Nr=4, and Na=2 when the transmit antennas are ar-
ranged in a square.

Figure 6 shows the effect of changing Na. We use Na = 2. The values of the algorithm
parameters are Mr = 24 and Ms = 14. A comparison with Fig. 3 shows that decreasing
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the number of active antennas from 3 to 2 increases the overall SER performance of the
GSSK system but the gap between the random sets and the proposed design set nearly
remains the same.

Finally, Fig. 7 shows the performance of the GSSK system when there is error in the
channel estimation at the receiver. In this study, the channel H in (4) is replaced with
the estimated channel H − H′, where each element in H′ is i.i.d. with CN (0, σ2

h). We
use Mr = 52 and Ms = 14. The figure shows that the benefit from the proposed design
decreases when there is high error in the channel estimation at the receiver.
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Figure 7: Effect of channel estimation error in a GSSK system with Nt=16, Nr=4, Na=3, SNR
= 12 dB and the transmit antennas are arranged in a square.

CONCLUSION

We study GSSK symbol set design for correlated transmit antennas. The proposed de-
sign is based on the VLC symbol design given in [10]. It is observed that the proposed
symbol set design gives significant gain for highly correlated transmit antennas. Nearly
3 dB of effective gain is obtained from the proposed symbol set design over a random
symbol set when the antenna correlation coefficient is 0.8. The gain is about 2 dB when
the antenna correlation coefficient is 0.2.
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ABSTRACT 

Spectral efficiency (SE), energy efficiency (EE), and transmission reliability are basic 

parameters to measure the performance of a cellular network. In this paper, spectral 

efficiency and energy efficiency tradeoff is considered keeping in mind the transmission 

reliability, where all the three are function of signal to noise ratio (SNR). SNR, in turn is a 

function of constellation size (or the number of bits per symbol) and data rate. Then, we 

propose a new power model which is as function of this SNR. Based on the power model, 

SE-EE trade-off function is evaluated taking transmission reliability in to consideration. 

Results confirmed that increasing constellation size results an increase in SNR and leads to a 

significant increase in energy efficiency without changing the transmit power. To 

demonstrate the validity of our analysis, channel gain and constellation size are varied 

keeping transmit power constant. The results also indicate that securing transmission 

reliability, the EE-SE trade-off is optimized by increasing the constellation size. 

Keywords: Spectral efficiency; Energy efficiency; Transmission reliability; Tradeoff; 

cellular network. 

INTRODUCTION 

 In communication networks, energy efficiency (EE), spectral efficiency (SE) and 

transmission reliability are the main metrics that researchers are focusing on to optimize the 

network performance. SE is defined as the number of bits transmitted within a given 

bandwidth (in bits/sec/Hz), while EE is the number of bits to be transmitted per unit of 

energy consumption (in bits/Joule/Hz) [1, 2]. Transmission reliability of a communication 

link can be described in terms of bit error rate (BER) (that is 1 minus bit error rate) [3]. SE 

alone, as a metric, indicates how efficiently a limited frequency spectrum is used but fails to 

provide any insight on how efficiently the energy is consumed [3]. The more energy-efficient 

communication system, the less energy required to achieve the same task. On the other hand, 

the more bandwidth- (spectral-) efficient communication system, the more bits per second it 

can transfer through the same channel. 
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Maximizing the EE, or equivalently minimizing the consumed energy, while maximizing 

the SE are conflicting objectives. The concept of EE-SE trade-off has first been introduced 

for power limited system and accurately defined for the low-power (LP)/ low-SE regime in 

[1]. Shannon’s groundbreaking work on reliable communication over noisy channels showed 

that there is a fundamental trade-off between SE and EE. This capacity theorem illustrates 

that there exists a trade-off between bandwidth, W, transmit power, Pt, and the coding 

strategy implemented to achieve a transmission rate, R. [1] 

 Although optimization of EE and SE oriented designs can save the energy and bandwidth 

respectively, the transmission rate cannot be guaranteed. Indeed, it is of great necessity to 

balance EE and SE in future wireless systems since both of these two utilities are very 

important and deserve considerations of cellular network operators [4, 5].  

Most of the research works for the optimization of SE-EE tradeoff focuses on the 

optimization of SE, EE, or both [2, 3, 4, 6, 7]. In order to optimize both energy and spectral 

efficiency, a unified metric is developed in [2] which can optimize both EE and SE 

simultaneously. It uses both multi-object optimization (MOO) problem and single object 

optimization (SOO) problem to find a Pareto optimal point where both EE and SE can be 

improved simultaneously. A detailed  overview  and  direction  for  future  research  

initiatives  targeted  to  improve  the  EE  of  wireless systems are also provided in  [4]. For 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) based networks, a low 

complexity algorithm that balances the SE-EE tradeoff is proposed in [6] and validated in a 

single cell setting without considering interference from other cells. In the case of 

interference  limited  environments,  which  is  more  representative  of  real-life  densely  

deployed networks, a multi-channel power allocation of non-cooperative game is studied in 

[9] to maximize the EE while trading off a certain amount of SE. In [8], given the SE 

requirement and maximum power limit, a constrained optimization problem is formulated to 

maximize EE for downlink multiuser distributed antenna systems.  

However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no work that relates and analyzes energy 

efficiency, spectral efficiency and transmission reliability combined, considering the signal to 

noise ratio. Thus, in this paper, a new relationship for EE, SE and transmission reliability is 

derived and analyzed the effectiveness numerically and using Matlab simulation tool.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model is presented in Section II 

and Section III gives results and discussion. Finally, in Section IV, conclusion and 

recommendation is presented.  

SYSTEM MODEL 

Consider a downlink cellular network with one BS and n number of users distributed in a cell 

at different distances as shown in the Figure 1 below. The received signal by the user can be 

descriebed as: 

 y = √pt ∗ h ∗ G ∗ S + σ2                                                                (1) 

Where,  𝑝𝑡 is the transmit power from the base station, G is the path loss from the BS to the 

user, S is the transmit information as a packet or symbols, ℎ denotes the channel coefficient 

where all entries at different transmission time interval T are independent and identically 

distributed (i.i.d) complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and unit variance. The   σ
2
 

denotes the complex additive white Gaussian noise power.  σ2  = 𝑊𝑁𝑂, where 𝑁𝑂is noise 

power spectral density. 
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Fig. 1. Single base station, and multi-user downlink network model 

Assuming that the channel is static, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of a single mobile station 

from [4] is: 

𝛾(𝑊, 𝑝𝑡,, ℎ, 𝑏) =
𝑏𝑊

𝑅

ℎ𝑃𝑡

σ2 
                               (2) 

Where,  b is the number of information bits per symbol, W is  the  system  bandwidth, R is the 

symbol transmission rate, Pt is transmit power, h is the channel gain (where ℎ =
𝑘

𝑑𝛼, k is 

proportionality constant, d is the distance between the mobile and base station, and α is path 

loss coefficient)  which  is  independent  of  the  transmit  power. 

POWER MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION 

From [4], the BS power model is determined with three components of power consumption. 

The first is power control consumption (Ppc): is due to  the  effect  of  power  amplifier,  

feeder  loss,  and extra  loss  in  transmission  related  cooling. That is: 

𝑃𝑝𝑐 =
𝑝𝑡

𝜂
             (3) 

Where  η is  the  power  conversion  efficiency,  accounting  for  the  power amplifier  

efficiency, feeder  loss  and  extra  loss  in transmission. The second is Static  Power  

Consumption  (Psta) which includes a  power consumption  of  cooling  systems,  power  

supply (Pac),  and battery backup.  It  is  assumed  to  be  constant  and independent  of  Pt,  

system  bandwidth,  W  and  number  of transmit antennas. Finally, dynamic Power 

Consumption (PDyn) is due to the circuit power (Pc) and signal processing power (Psp). It is 

assumed to be dependent on number of transmit antennas, n and bandwidth but independent 

of the transmit power. 

𝑃𝐷𝑦𝑛 = 𝑛(𝑃𝑐 + 𝑃𝑠𝑝)        (4) 

Hence, from (2) and (3), the total power consumption in the base station is:  

𝑃𝑇 = 𝑃𝑝𝑐 + 𝑃𝐷𝑦𝑛 + 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎              (5) 

Since the number of transmit antennas is one (i.e. m=1) for single input single output (SISO) 

system, the total power consumption can be given as:  

𝑃𝑇 = (
𝑃𝑡

𝜂
+ 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎 + 𝑃𝑎𝑐) + 𝑊(𝑃𝑐 + 𝑃𝑠𝑝)                 (6) 

The mobile user (𝑀𝑆)  power consumption is omitted here because it is negligible with 

respect to the  𝐵𝑆  power consumption.  We  also  assumed  flat  fading  channel  for  a  signal  

period  but the channel varies for subsequent signal transmission periods. 

MS1 

MS2 

MS3 

MSn 

P1 

P3 
P2 

BS 

Pn 
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A. Transmission Reliability 

Transmission reliability function, 𝑓(𝛾)  for various modulation schemes is different 

because it is generally expressed as a function of bit error rate, BER [2, 5],  

𝑓(𝛾) = ((1 − 2 ∗ 𝐵𝐸𝑅)
2𝐿

𝑏⁄ )       (7) 

It represents the frame success rate, where a user transmits  𝐿 information bits in a frame at a 

rate of 𝑅 bits per second using P watts of power.  

For M-ary Phase shift keying (M-PSK) the BER is:  

𝑃𝑒 = 𝐵𝐸𝑅 = 𝑄(√2𝛾), where, 𝑄(𝑥) =
1

2
exp (−

𝑥2

2
). Thus, 

 𝑃𝑒 = 𝐵𝐸𝑅 ≈
1

2
𝑒𝛾,                (8) 

As a rusult the reliability function is: 

𝑓(𝛾) = (1 − 𝑒−𝛾)
2𝐿

𝑏⁄          (9) 

For, M-ary Quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM), the number of bits transmitted by 

each symbol is, 𝑏 = log2 𝑀 . For square 𝑀 − 𝑄𝐴𝑀  modulation that is 

𝑏 ∈ (2,4,6, … ), 𝑃𝑒  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓(𝛾) can be expressed as: 

 𝑃𝑒 = 𝐵𝐸𝑅 = 2 (1 −
1

√𝑀
𝑄√

3

𝑀−1
𝛾)      and      (10) 

𝑓(𝛾) = [1 − (1 −
1

√2𝑏
) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

3

2(2𝑏−1)
𝛾)]

2𝐿
𝑏⁄

−2−L                                                   (11) 

where 2−L 
≈ 0 when L is large. 

B. Spectral Efficiency   

If continuous rate adaptation is used, the spectral efficiency for a mobile station m can be 

[8]: 

𝑓𝑆𝐸(𝑤, 𝑝𝑡, ℎ, 𝑏) = log2(1 + 𝛽𝛾𝑚(𝑊, 𝑝𝑡, ℎ, 𝑏))     (12) 

Where, 𝛽 = −
1.5

𝑙𝑛5𝑃𝐵𝐸𝑅
     

 

Thus, the spectral efficiency for 𝑀 number of mobile stations is:  

 

 𝑓𝑆𝐸(𝑤, 𝑝𝑡, ℎ, 𝑏) = ∑ log2(1 + 𝛽𝛾(𝑤, 𝑝𝑡, ℎ, 𝑏) )𝑀
𝑚=1         

(13) 

C. Energy Efficiency   

The EE can be characterized with respect to the transmit power  and  system  bandwidth  for  

different  modulation schemes,  packet  size  and  the  channel  gain.  From [8], the energy 

efficiency function can be written as:  

 𝑓𝐸𝐸(𝑤, 𝑝𝑡, ℎ, 𝑏) = 𝑅
𝑓(𝛾(𝑤,𝑝𝑡,ℎ,𝑏))

𝑃𝑇
               (14) 

It can also be written as: 

   𝑓𝐸𝐸(𝑤, 𝑝𝑡, ℎ, 𝑏) =
𝑅

𝑊
𝑊

𝑓(𝛾(𝑤,𝑝𝑡,ℎ,𝑏))

𝑃𝑇
                             

(15) 
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Since spectral efficiency is expressed as the ratio of the data rate to the given system 

bandwidth, 𝑓𝑆𝐸 =
𝑅

𝑊
, (14) becomes: 

  

𝑓𝐸𝐸(𝑤, 𝑝𝑡, ℎ, 𝑏) =

𝑊𝑓𝑆𝐸(𝑤, 𝑝𝑡, ℎ, 𝑏)
𝑓(𝛾(𝑤,𝑝𝑡,ℎ,𝑏))

𝑃𝑇
                                                                            (16)          

Finally, from (6), (13), and after rearranging (16) with respect to the bandwidth, energy 

efficiency for all mobile stations in a given cell is obtained as: 

   𝑓𝐸𝐸(𝑤, 𝑝𝑡, ℎ, 𝑏) =
∑ 𝑓𝑆𝐸𝑚(𝑤,𝑝𝑡,ℎ,𝑏)𝑓(𝛾𝑚(𝑤,𝑝𝑡,ℎ,𝑏))

𝑀
𝑚=1

∑ [
1

𝑊
(

𝑃𝑡
𝜂

+𝑃𝑠𝑡+𝑃𝑐)]+(𝑃𝑎𝑐+𝑃𝑠𝑝)𝑀
𝑚=1

                   (17) 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section provides simulation results and analysis. MATLAB is the simulation tool 

used to analyze the results. The related system parameters used are indicated in Table 1 

(obtained from [4]). We assume a single BS with different users randomly distributed. 

TABLE I.  SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

Parameter Numerical Values 

Wmax 20MHz 

Pt,max 4watt/MHz 

Psta 36.6watt 

Pc 66.4 watt 

Psp 3.32watt/MHz 

Pac 1.82watt/MHz 

L 64 bits 

R 106bits/sec 

Modulation Schemes M-PSK, M-QAM 

Η 0.38 

NO 5X10-21 watt/MHz 

K 0.097 

Α 4 

D 1000m 

A. Varying constellation size keeping other parameters constant 
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Fig. 2. Spectral Efficiency Vs Transmit Power 

 

Fig. 3. Comparison of Energy Efficiency for Different Constellation Sizes 

Fig.2 evaluates the spectral efficiency with respect to the variable transmit power for 
different modulation orders.  Spectral efficiency increases as the transmit power increases.  

At a fixed lower transmit power, whenever the modulation order increases, proportionally the 
spectral efficiency increases and the SE gap between different modulation orders is relatively 
wider. But at higher transmit power; the SE gap is getting narrower.  
 In Fig. 3, initially, up to the optimum transmit power, the energy efficiency increases. But 
later it decreases. Unlike other works, when the transmit power get increased beyond the 
optimum power, because of the reliable data transmission, the energy efficiency is nearly the 
same for different modulation orders. This implies, taking a specific transmit power in a 
range near to the optimum power in which almost the EE is constant, without extra power 
expenditure, SE can be increased by engaging with higher modulation orders. Fig.4 illustrates 
the transmission reliability and spectral efficiency, where both dependent on the SNR. Fig.5 
demonstrates that when the transmission reliability increases (bounded by 0 and 1), the 
energy efficiency also increases. But whenever the transmission reliability is at the saturation 
point (i.e. when it  

 

Fig. 4. Comparison of Spectral Efficiency and Transmission Reliability (or Efficiency Function) 
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Fig. 5. Energy Efficiency and Transmission Reliability (or Efficiency Function) 

 

Fig. 6. Energy Efficiency and Spectral Efficiency with a variable bandwidth. 

 

approaches 1), the energy efficiency drops automatically even though the modulation order 

increases. It is because of more power requirement for higher modulation orders. Fig.6 

presents the EE-SE trade-off for different modulation orders.  

 

Fig. 7. Comparison of Spectral Efficiency with Transmit Power Varying Channel Gain 
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Fig. 8. Energy Efficiency Vs Transmit Power 

For lower transmit power range, smaller modulation orders are more efficient because the 

amount of energy per bit required is smaller. But as the modulation order increases the 

amount of energy required increases, hence the spectral efficiency increases too. In Fig.6, 64-

QAM has higher spectral efficiency than 16-QAM but it utilizes more energy than 16-QAM. 

Hence 64-QAM has lower energy efficiency. Initially when the transmit power increases, 

both EE and SE increases until they reach the optimal values because of the exponential 

increase of transmission reliability. But as the transmit power getting larger the trade-off 

between EE and SE starts. If the SE is set constant at some required value, the EE increases 

as the number of bits transmitted (modulation order) increases.    

B. The Effect of Varying Channel Gain 

Fig.7 shows spectral efficiency versus transmit power plot for different channel gains. It 

shows that as the transmit power increases, the SE increases for all channel gains. As the 

channel gain increases, keeping the transmit power and constellation size constant, the SE 

also increases. But at higher values of power consumption, even though the channel gain is  

 
Fig. 9. Comparison of Energy Efficiency with Transmission Reliability 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of Energy Efficiency with Spectral Efficiency Varying Channel Gain. 

increasing, the SE increment for different channel gains gets smaller. In Fig.8 the simulation 

results show that for the same transmit power, the EE can be increased with an increase in the 

channel gain at the beginning. Later, even though the channel gain increases, since the 

transmit power increases, the EE starts to decrease. As shown in Fig.9 the EE increases with 

an increase in transmission reliability. It also shows that for the same transmit power, the EE 

can be increased with an increase in the channel gain. Fig.10 compares the EE versus SE 

among the different channel gains. As the channel gain increases keeping the SE constant, the 

EE increases. Beyond the optimal values, the EE can no longer be increased, regardless of 

how much additional energy is provided and channel gain is used.  

CONCLUSION 

In this work, we have derived the energy efficiency and spectral efficiency relationship 

considering transmission reliability for downlink cellular network. The approach is properly 

choosing the transmit power to balance the transmission reliability function and the total 

power consumption, considering better channel gain and different modulation orders. We 

focused more on improving the EE-SE trade-off taking the transmission reliability into 

consideration. The transmission reliability is as a function of the SNR in order to have an 

exponential increase. As  a  result  the  EE  increases  with  out  a  change  of  transmit power.  

We compared the EE performance for different modulation orders and proposed that for a 

given constant optimum bandwidth, QPSK is more efficient than higher order MQAM for 

lower transmit powers. The result also indicates that securing transmission reliability, the EE-

SE trade-off is optimized by increasing the modulation order. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we propose an adaptive and multi-sector-based user clustering algorithm which 

increases energy efficiency in a cellular network. Adaptive sectoring with dynamically changing 

sector angles is illustrated with a number of randomly distributed mobile stations.  Transmitted power 

is equally shared by sectors before adaptive user clustering. The sector angles vary from 30 to 360 

degrees by merging neighboring sectors and a sector is switched off till the user density exceeds a 

threshold (Td). The Td value is computed from the total number of users that the cell can 

accommodate over the area of the cell. The sectors with less than Td density exhibits transmit power 

which approaches to zero or sleeping state and so that the cumulative power is saved. Simulation 

results show that an average of 45% to 50% energy can be saved in 10 iterations. 

Index Terms: Adaptive Sectoring; Base Station; Energy Efficiency; and User Clustering 

INTRODUCTION 

The growing interest in new and reliable services in mobile telecommunications has resulted in an 

increased number of base stations (BSs) worldwide. As the numbers of BSs increase, the power 

consumption will also be higher. With increasing awareness of the potential harmful effects to the 

environment caused by CO2 emissions and the depletion of non-renewable energy sources, it is more 

critical than ever to come together to develop more energy-efficient systems in all sectors, and of 

course, telecommunication systems is not an exception.  

Data traffic in cellular networks is expected to grow exponential in the future [1]. In these networks, 

one of the biggest challenges is the continuous growth in energy consumption, especially by the base 

stations which make up about 80% of the total energy consumption [2]. To satisfy such traffic demand 

while keeping energy consumption comparatively low calls for energy efficiency (EE) improvement. 



There have been lots of researches conducted on EE in mobile networks. EE is basically is about the 

reduction of energy consumption per traffic bit and it has gained paramount importance for both 

economic and environmental reasons [3].  

Traditional traffic engineering in cellular networks was focused on traffic measurement, 

characterization and control, aiming to carry the largest amount of traffic load while satisfying the 

required quality of service (QoS) using limited radio resources, e.g., wireless channels [4]. The new 

dimension of energy consumption adds energy as an important radio resource and sets the new 

objective of minimizing energy consumption per traffic bit, for energy efficiency maximization under 

given QoS constraints [5]. Typically, cellular network operators allocate their radio resources based 

on the worst case principle, which is to allocate available resources based on usage requirements at 

peak traffic load [6]. This leads to significant waste of resources, including energy consumption, 

during periods with low traffic load [7]. To save energy, a shutting down or switching-off under-

utilized BSs scheme was proposed at low traffic load conditions [8].  

The author in [9] presented a mathematical model to compute and minimize the BS power 

consumption. The work in [10] studied the optimization problem of adaptive cell sectoring to 

minimize the total transmission power (TTP), while at the same time satisfying the QoS (i.e. lower 

bound signal-to-interference ration (SIR) requirements) in Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple 

Access (DS-CDMA) systems. They proposed a cluster-based sectoring algorithm. 

All the above mentioned works have never considered, to the best of our knowledge, the adaptive 

energy efficient multi-sectoring mobile user clustering approach. Hence, in this paper, we propose an 

algorithm which is capable of clustering users in a sector and maintain energy efficiency. The total 

transmits power of the cell is divided to each sector. Energy efficiency is obtained by sleeping off the 

sectors with lesser user density than the threshold density, Td. On the other hand energy efficiency 

can also be achieved by merging the neighboring active sectors while each of them are denser than the 

threshold value, thus a single antenna deal with the newly merged sector rather than using more 

number of antennas for neighboring active sectors. Hence, the circuit energy consumption, which is 

proportional with the number of antennas, can be saved. The Td is computed as the ratio of the total 

number of users existing at the current scan time and total area of the cell. The energy can be saved 

due to the summation of the total power which is shared by slept sectors and the circuit power when 

the neighboring active sectors are merged. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model and Section III 

gives the power model and problem definition. In Section IV simulation results are presented based 

on numerical values considered. Finally, Section V concludes this paper. 

SYSTEM MODEL 

Consider a BS in a cell with twelve sectors with 30 degree reference angle each. When users start 

scanning, the BS immediately counts the number of users in each sector to computer the user density. 

The density dynamically changes per scan since the number of users per sector may changes for each 

scan. Therefore, Td = N/A, where A is the cell coverage area and N is the total number of users per a 

given cell. Based on this information a user clustering algorithm is proposed to cluster users and 

minimize transmit power as given below. : 

1. Initialize Pt, N, n, Td, A, An, Dn, Pn, n=1 

2. Find N 

3. Td=N/A 

4. Pn=Pt/n 

5. Count number of users, Nn in each sector 

6. Dn=Nn/An 

7. Compare Dn with Td 

8. If Dn < Td 

9. Then 

10. Pn0 

11. Increment n 

12. If n=maximum  



13. Then 

14. Find the total transmit power by summing up all sectors’ power 

15. T time delay 

16. Go to step 1 

17. Else 

18. Go to step 5 

Where Pt is total transmit power allocated for the cell, N is total number of users in the cell, n is 

number of active sectors to be used, A is total area of the cell, An is area of each sector, Dn is specific 

density of n sectors and Pn is transmit power to be assigned for a sector if active.  

After counting the number of users in each sector, the BS merges the neighboring active sectors 

together.  This method saves the wastage of energy which is dissipated to cluster sectors as well as the 

circuit power. 

 

POWER SAVING MODEL 

From [16], the BS power model is determined with three components of power consumption. The first 

is power control consumption (Ppc): is due to  the  effect  of  power  amplifier,  feeder  loss,  and 

extra  loss  in  transmission  related  cooling. That is: 

𝑃𝑝𝑐 =
𝑝𝑡

𝜂
           (1) 

Where  η is  the  power  conversion  efficiency,  accounting  for  the  power amplifier  efficiency, 

feeder  loss  and  extra  loss  in transmission. The second is Static  Power  Consumption  (Psta) which 

includes a  power consumption  of  cooling  systems,  power  supply (𝑃𝑎𝑐),  and battery backup.  It  is  

assumed  to  be  constant  and independent  of  Pt,  system  bandwidth,  W  and  number  of transmit 

antennas. Finally, dynamic Power Consumption (PDyn) is due to the circuit power (Pc) and signal 

processing power (Psp). It is assumed to be dependent on number of transmit antennas, n and 

bandwidth but independent of the transmit power. 

𝑃𝐷𝑦𝑛 = 𝑛(𝑃𝑐 + 𝑃𝑠𝑝)                                          (2) 

Hence, from (2) and (3), the total power consumption in the base station is:  

𝑃𝑇 = 𝑃𝑝𝑐 + 𝑃𝐷𝑦𝑛 + 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎                                    (3) 

The total power consumption can be given as:  

𝑃𝑇 = (
𝑃𝑡

𝜂
+ 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎 + 𝑃𝑎𝑐) + 𝑊𝑛(𝑃𝑐 + 𝑃𝑠𝑝)                

(4) 

The mobile user (𝑀𝑆) power consumption is omitted here because it is negligible with respect to the  

𝐵𝑆  power consumption.   

 The power saving model formulation based on the channel condition includes the following points: 

 Compute the path loss L, using Okumura Hatta model as: L=247.41+35.22*log(R) 

where R is radius of the cell coverage. 

 Compute Transmit power as  Pt=Pr*L where Pr is the minimum received power 

 Divide the power equally to each 30 degree sector antenna 

 Count the number of users Nn, in each sector 

 Compare Nn to Td and if Nn is less than Td then the sector sleeps (uses minimum 

power) otherwise sum up active sectors’ power 

 

 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Numerical values shown in Table-1 (obtained from [7]) are considered to evaluate the power saving 

with respect to the radius of the sector and its angle. 

TABLE 1: SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Parameters Symbol Value (if any) 

Maximum Distance R 5 km 

Frequency F 900 Mhz 

Base station Antenna 

Height 

the 200 meter 

Mobil station Antenna 

Height 

hre 30 meter 

Wave length λ 

 

Depends on 

frequency Antenna gain at the 

transmitter 

Gte - 

Antenna gain at the 

receiver 

GArea 1 

Environment gain GAREA 1 

Number of users N Adaptive 

Reference Angle Theta 30 degree 

Number of sectors N 12 

Received power pr 10mw 

 

As it is discussed in Section I, energy efficiency can be achieved by merging the neighboring active 

sectors while each of them are denser than the threshold value, so that a single antenna deal with the 

newly merged sector rather than using more number of antennas for neighboring active sectors. 

Hence, the circuit energy consumption, which is proportional with the number of antennas, can be 

saved. 

The 12 sectors of the given cell in this work each having 30 degree angle are counted starting from the 

first quadrant of the x-y plane in counter clockwise direction. As shown in Fig. 1 staring from 30 

degree anticlockwise direction, sectors 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, and 12 are active and each of these sectors’ 

antennas has distinct circuit power consumption. Each sector is equal and has 30 degree angle. The 

clustered sectors or sectors bordered with solid lines are those which have user density above 

threshold value, and the sectors which are not bounded by solid lines shows the slept antenna for 

which sector’s user density is less than the threshold. In this case, clustering of sectors independently 

needs some digital signal processing power in addition to circuit power. 

In Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) the neighboring active and inactive sectors are made to be clustered 

independently and adaptively to save both the signal processing power used for partitioning the 

sectors and the circuit power, which was proportional with the as the number of active sectors. From 

Fig. 2(a) sectors (1, 12), sectors (5, 6) merged together, and sector (10) with no neighboring sector are 

the active sectors getting power from the BS independently. Therefore, a total of only three antennas 

are used, of which two with large beam width and one with normal width. The antenna beam width 

depends on the angles of the merged sectors.   Had it been like Fig. 1, it would have used 5 antennas 

to cover the active areas in Fig. 2(a). In Fig. 2(b) only two antennas covered six 30 degree sectors and 

in this case more power is saved than even the above iteration result because of the saved circuit 

power.  

Fig. 3 depicts the power consumption in the case of Fig.2 (a) that shows the power needed for each 

active sector before merging the active and inactive sectors. Each 30 degree sector shares the total 

transmit power allocated to the cell. This means that each antenna in 30 degree sector transmits about 

3.58 mw which is 1/12
th
 of the total cell’s power. From the figure we can simply observe that sectors 

1, 5, 6, 10 and 12 are independently clustered with 30 degree antenna with transmit power 3.58 mw 

and 5 independent circuit powers.  



Fig. 4 demonstrates the power saved, 𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑒,  due to merging of sectors, as a result of circuit power 

reduction. It also compares the power allocated to the sectors after they are merged, 𝑃𝑡 , with the total 

power allocated for the total cell coverage,𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥, (i.e. the power allocated before the sectors are 

merged). As shown in the figure, a total of 17.9 mw transmit power has been used in two pair merged 

sectors and one independent sector. From this, 25.1 mw which is 58 % of the total power has been 

saved in one iteration or scan time. 

 
Fig.1. Unmerged Active Sector Clustering 

 

(a) the 12 sectors are merged adaptively to three active and three inactive sectors 

 

(b) the 12 sectors are merged adaptively to two active and two inactive sectors 

Fig.2. User Clustering with Adaptive Sector Antenna by merging sectors. 
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Fig.3. Power level at each active sector in Fig.2(a) before sector merging 

 
Fig.4. Comparison of the maximum power consumption and the power after sector are merged, 

and shows the saved power in case of Fig.2 (a) 

 

 
Fig.5. Power level at each active sector in Fig.2(b) before sector merging 
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 Fig.6. Comparison of the maximum power consumption and the power after sector are merged, 

and shows the saved power in case of Fig.2 (b) 

In the case of the second iteration which is stated under Fig. 6, it has been shown that 50% of the total 

transmit power has been saved. Combining more number of iterations together can save more power 

than the individual iterations. For instance combining the previous two iterations (i.e. shown in Fig 

2(a) and Fig 2(b)) together, it can boost the saved power to 60-80% of the total power where the cell 

assumed to be used with non-sectored or using Omni directional antenna. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have proposed an algorithm which makes a smart BS to change its transmit  power and clustering 

pattern adaptively with user density variation of the specific sectors. Based on the user density, the 

neigboring acive sectors merged together to save the circuit power. We focused more on improving 

the transmission efficiency by reducing the number of antennas as the neighboring sectors merged 

together. To achieve this, we have set the threshold value which is used as a reference to make the 

sectors active or inactive. Finally, we have analysed the result of two iterations and we got more than 

50% of the total power can be saved. However, there is a very small microsecond delay occured when 

the sectors sleep and become active at the next scan. For this, we recommend as a future work to 

design a smart BS considering the time delay between scans. 
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Diamond Platinum Gold

CALCULEX Quasonix Spectracom

ITC continues to be run by an all-volunteer
organizing committee without whom the
conference would never come to pass. The
Board of the International Foundation for
Telemetering wishes to thank all ITC
volunteers, and the companies who sponsor
them, for their generous contributions to
making this forum the premier event it has
been for the past 52 years.

Welcome to ITC 2016. We invite you to join us in sunny Glendale, Arizona, USA
where ITC will be held for the first time as we explore the “New Horizons”
in telemetry.

The second decade of the 21st Century may be characterized by the changing
landscape in all areas of telemetry.  In aeronautical telemetry, the increasing
sophistication of the systems we test increases the volume and importance of
telemetry data.  Spectral reallocations present new challenges and new
opportunities.  The rise of the Internet of Things (IoT) is introducing telemetry
to devices and networks at an increasing rate, and the relationship between
aeronautical telemetry, automated metering, and the Internet of Things remains
unclear.

ITC 2016 addresses these issues (and more) in a comprehensive program
featuring keynote speakers, short courses, a technical program, and an
impressive exhibits program.  The opening Keynote speaker, Mr. Maarten
Versteeg from SwRI, will speak on the New Horizons interplanetary space
probe, whose mission is to perform a flyby of the Pluto system and other
Kuiper belt objects, part of NASA’s New Frontiers program.  ITC will once
again have outstanding technical sessions to choose from.  Each session features
presentations of papers submitted and reviewed by technical experts from the
telemetering arena.  This year we will have a special session organized by
Derrick Hinton, Principal Deputy, Test Resource Management Center.  The
session will discuss the Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry (AMT)’s response to the
AWS-3 Auction and will be held at an exclusive time on the opening day of the
conference.

Our traditional icebreaker social event will be held Monday evening as well as
afternoon receptions in the exhibit halls.  Awards for best paper, conference
paper and student papers will be presented at Wednesday’s Awards Luncheon. 

I take this opportunity to thank the all-volunteer organizing committee for their
significant efforts to make this conference a success.  On their behalf, I welcome
you to ITC 2016, and look forward to seeing you there.

~ Michael Rice
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CONFERENCE
PLANNER

CONFERENCE PLANNER

Calendar subject to slight modifications.  Consult on-site program for latest information.

Free!

All
Welcome

ITC has been serving the Telemetry Profession for over 50
years.  No other venue provides the depth of coverage on
the telemetry industry than you’ll get from ITC.  With
Keynote speakers, technical sessions, 12 short courses to choose from, and 2 exhibit halls filled
with the latest technology, you won’t have a dull moment. 

Our traditional Welcome Reception will be held Monday evening as well as afternoon receptions
in the exhibit halls.  Awards for best paper, conference paper and student papers will be
presented at Wednesday’s Awards Luncheon. 

#ITCUSAROCKS#ITCUSAROCKS

EVENT GUIDE DATE TIME

Registration Sunday, November 6 4:00pm–6:30pm

Monday, November 7 7:00am–6:00pm

Tuesday, November 8 7:00am–5:45pm

Wednesday, November 9 7:30am–11:45am / 2:00pm–5:00pm

Thursday, November 10 8:00am–10:00am

Short Courses Monday, November 7 9:00am–5:00pm
(See pages 7–8 for complete short course information) 

Exhibition Hours Tuesday, November 8 10:00am–6:00pm

Wednesday, November 9 8:00am–11:45am / 2:00pm–6:00pm

Thursday, November 10 8:00am–12:00pm

Exhibitor Setup Sunday, November 6 8:00am–6:00pm
Monday, November 7 8:00am–6:00pm

Technical Sessions Tuesday, November 8 1:00pm–5:00pm

Wednesday, November 9 9:00am–11:00am / 2:00pm–4:00pm

Thursday, November 10 9:000am–11:00am

Special Events
Welcome Reception Monday, November 7 6:30pm–8:30pm

Opening Ceremony &
Keynote Speaker Tuesday, November 8 9:00am–10:00am

Special Session Tuesday, November 8 2:30pm–4:30pm

Exhibit Hall Reception Tuesday, November 8 4:30pm–6:00pm

Awards Luncheon Wednesday, November 9 12:00pm–2:00pm
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9:00 AM
to 

10:00 AM

Opening Ceremony & Keynote Speaker  >Location:  Solana A–D

New Horizons Mission to Pluto
Keynote Speaker: Maarten H.J.B. Versteeg – Staff Engineer, Southwest Research Institute (SwRI)

CLOSED

10:00 AM Exhibits Are Open from 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM

OPEN
10:00
AM
to

6:00 
PM

1:00 PM
to 

2:20 PM
Technical Sessions:

1.
Spectrum Access

2.
Signal Processing I

3.
Sensors &

Data Acquisition

4.
Special Dedicated Session*

2:30 PM
to 

4:30 PM

Special Dedicated Session* >Location:  Solana A–D

The AWS-3 Auction and The Spectrum Reallocation Fund:
Now What Do We Do?

Speaker: G. Derrick Hinton – Principal Deputy Director, Test Resource Management Center (TRMC), Office of the 
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology and Logistics [USD(AT&L)]

4:30 PM Exhibit Hall Reception  >Location:  Exhibit Halls  (4:30 PM – 6:00 PM)

CONFERENCE
AT A GLANCE

4

Special sessions consist of late-breaking technical presentations and will not have material in the Proceedings.
Times and locations subject to change.  Consult on-site program for latest information.
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Short Courses Halls

TIME

9:00 AM
to

5:00 PM

Advanced
Modulation &
Demodulation
Techniques

Basic
Signals &
Modulation

iNET
Telemetric
Networks

IRIG 106-15 Chapter
7 Packet Telemetry
Downlink Basis &
Implementation
Fundamentals

Principles &
Implementation of
the IRIG 106-15
Chapter 10 Digital
Recording Standard

Fundament-
als of

Microwaves
& RF

Spectrum
& 

Signal
Analysis

Basic
Systems
Engineer-

ing

Telemetry
for High-
Latency,

Error-Prone
Networks

Telemetry
Over IP

Basics of
Aircraft

Instrumen-
tation

Intro to Analyzing
Ethernet Data

SETUP

6:30 PM
to

8:30 PM

ITC/USA 2016 Welcome Reception:  
>Location:  Solana A–D

CLOSED
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8:00 AM Exhibits Are Open from 8:00 AM to 11:45 AM OPEN
8:00
AM
to

11:45 
AM

9:00 AM
to

11:00
AM

Technical Sessions:

5.
Special Session: 

ICTS

6.
Hardware

7.
Range Systems 

8.
Modulation &

Coding I

12:00
PM to

2:00 PM
Awards Luncheon  >Location:  Solana A–D CLOSED

2:00 PM Exhibits Are Open from 2:00 to 6:00 PM / Exhibitor Feedback Meeting 4:00 PM to 4:30 PM >Cira Ballroom A OPEN
2:00 
PM
to

6:00 
PM

2:00 PM
to 

4:00 PM
Technical Sessions:

9.
Special Session:

Range Commanders Council

10.
Signal Processing II

11.
Telemetering Applications

12.
Demonstration Systems

TH
UR

SD
AY
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OV

 1
0 8:00 AM Exhibits Are Open from 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM

OPEN
8:00 
AM
to

12:00
PM

9:00 AM 
to 

11:00
AM

Technical Sessions:

13.
iNET Special Session:

DoD and Commercial Use

14.
Software Tools

15.
Networks 

16.
Modulation &
Coding II

Exhibits Are Open Until 12:00 PM

Special

Session
Special

Session

Free!
All Welcome!

Free!
All Welcome!

Fun!
Food!

Entertainment!

Special

Session
Special

Session

Special

Session
Special

Session
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GUEST SPEAKER

OPENING CEREMONY & KEYNOTE SPEAKER
>Tuesday, November 8, 2016  9:00 AM – 10:00 AM | Solana A–D

NEW HORIZONS MISSION TO PLUTO

Maarten H.J.B. Versteeg of Southwest Research Institue (SwRI) will describe the
challenges of developing flight instruments capable of operating in the harsh
interplanetary space environment as well as the challenges of receiving data
from a space probe at the edge of the solar system. 

Mr. Versteeg has extensive systems
development experience, including
definition, design, development, and
integration. His work has emphasized
real-time programming and hardware
interfacing for various data acquisi-
tion and control systems mostly
related to instruments for deep space
missions. Over the past several years,
Mr. Versteeg has contributed to a

variety of projects and studies at the technical and project manage-
ment levels. Most recently, his experience has been focused on the
development and operations of ultraviolet (UV) instruments on
various space missions. The support covers the complete develop-
ment trajectory, from proposal through development into instru-
ment operations. Each of these instruments is controlled by small
microcontrollers that control and monitor the instrument opera-
tions and generate both science and engineering telemetry.

In May 1999, Mr. Versteeg joined Southwest Research Institute
(SwRI). He worked on the design and development of the Ground
Support Equipment (GSE) for the Alice Ultraviolet Spectrometer
(UVS) instrument and also completed the Rosetta-Alice flight soft-
ware. This instrument was launched in early 2004 on the ten-year
European Space Agency (ESA) Rosetta mission. Currently, Mr.
Versteeg is providing mission support.

Mr. Versteeg designed and developed the flight instrument and
ground support software for a similar instrument as part of the
New Horizons mission to Pluto, called PERSI-Alice. The instrument
is similar to Rosetta-Alice, but the spacecraft and mission require-
ments are different. The software was redeveloped as the instru-
ment interfaces, hardware, and commanding structure had
changed. Mr. Versteeg supported the integration and test activities
of the instrument at spacecraft level at John Hopkins University

Applied Physics Laboratory. New Horizons launched in January
2006. Mr. Versteeg continues supporting instrument mission oper-
ations and prepared for the July 2015 Pluto flyby. This consisted of
the definition of command loads for the 2015 Pluto flyby science
operations based on the science plans, verification of these com-
mand loads, verification of flat-sat test telemetry and engineering
verification of the telemetry received from the spacecraft.

In 2005, Mr. Versteeg began the design and development for the
flight and ground software for a third UVS instrument, Lyman-
Alpha Mapping Project (LAMP), which was delivered to Goddard
Space Flight Center in February 2008. The instrument launched on
the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter in 2009 and is currently in a
four-year extended mission, and support work continues.

In 2006, Mr. Versteeg started work on the software for a fourth
incarnation of a UVS, which was launched in August 2011 on the
Juno spacecraft. Currently, he is supporting instrument operations
and planning for cruise and Jupiter orbit operations within the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory-Lockheed Martin system. The spacecraft
performed an Earth flyby in the fall of 2013 and is planned to arrive
at Jupiter in 2016 for a one-year observation mission. Mr. Versteeg
supports the definition, generation and verification of command
loads for the UVS instrument and performs the engineering verifi-
cation of the received telemetry, in support of the current cruise
activities as well as the planning and development of operations
plans for the upcoming one-and-a-half years of orbit operations.

In 2013, Mr. Versteeg started work on the requirements for a fifth
UVS accepted for flight on the ESA Juice mission to the Jupiter sys-
tem. This project is currently in the instrument definition phase,
which is focused on requirements specification. In addition, Mr.
Versteeg supports the general instrument design and operational
concepts based on his extensive experience in the development
and operations of the currently flying four UV instruments.

ITC/USA’16 KEYNOTE SPEAKER

THE AWS-3 AUCTION ANDTHE SPECTRUM REALLOCATION FUND:
NOW WHAT DO WE DO?
This Special Session is being moderated by Derrick Hinton, Principal Deputy, Test Resource Management
Center.  The session will be held at an exclusive time on the opening day of the conference:  Tuesday,
November 8, 2:30–4:30 pm.

Maarten H.J.B. Versteeg
Staff Engineer, Southwest Research Institute (SwRI)

S P E C I A L  D E D I C AT E D  S E S S I O N
>Tuesday, November 8, 2016  2:30 PM – 4:30 PM | Solana A–D
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AWARDS LUNCHEON
>Wednesday, November 9, 2016 12:00pm – 2:00pm | Solana A–D

Please join your fellow telemetry enthusiasts for the awards luncheon.  It will
be a buffet spread, during which the following awards will be presented:

• Best Conference Paper

• Lawrence Rauch Award for Standards

• Myron Nichols Award for Telemetry Spectrum

• Undergraduate and Graduate Student Paper Awards

• Pioneer Award

Cost per ticket is $25.

Voting day for the 2016
United States Presidential
Election is November 08,
2016, so be sure to register
for an Absentee Ballot. 

Ballots must be postmarked
by November 8.
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Short Course Description Instructor

Advanced Modulation
& Demodulation

Techniques For Telemetry

Explores modulation techniques currently employed or proposed for telemetry.  Material covers the legacy PCM/FM wave-
form, SOQPSK, and Multi-h CPM.  Demodulation techniques for these waveforms are also addressed with particular
emphasis on synchronization techniques and performance. 

Terry Hill, 
Quasonix, LLC

Basic Signals
& Modulation

This course is directed towards beginning technical personnel or telemetry personnel with limited experience in 
communications and modulation systems.  The course will cover basic concepts necessary to understanding the data com-
munications process within the telemetry system.  This will include signal descriptions, the Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)
process, concepts of analog and digital modulation and demodulation, and signal bandwidth representations.  Emphasis will
be on graphical representations with minimal mathematical requirements.

Dr. Stephen
Horan, 

NASA Langley
Research Center

iNET Telemetric
Networks 

This course introduces participants to telemetric networks as applicable to the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry
(iNET) project.  Participants will gain an understanding of telemetric networking principles, applicable networking 
technologies, trade-offs in applying networks to telemetry, and end-to-end telemetric applications.  Specifically, the iNET
Telemetry Network System (TmNS) demonstration system will be presented illustrating the test article network, radio
access network, range operations network, mission control network, system management operations, and telemetric 
applications.  The presentation will include current performance and capabilities of developmentally flight tested 
capabilities.  This course is intended for anyone who needs an introduction to iNET technologies and system capabilities.
It will be useful for participants to have a basic knowledge of networking concepts.  This short course is particularly 
beneficial for persons responsible for or involved in flight test instrumentation and telemetry systems.

Thomas Grace,
NAVAIR

Patuxent River
& Ben Abbott,

SwRI

IRIG 106-15 Chapter 7
Packet Telemetry

Downlink Basis and
Implementation
Fundamentals

This course will focus on presenting information to establish a basic understanding of the 2015 release of the IRIG 106,
Chapter 7, Packet Telemetry Downlink Standard.  It will also focus on the implementation of airborne and ground system
hardware and methods to handle IRIG 106, Chapter 7, Packet Telemetry data.  The presentation will address the 
implementation of special features necessary to support legacy RF Transmission, data recording, RF Receiving, Ground
Reproduction, and Chapter 10 data processing methods. 

Johnny Pappas,
Zodiac Data
Systems, Inc.

Principles &
Implementation of 
the IRIG 106-15

Chapter 10 Digital
Recording Standard

This course will present an in-depth look at the IRIG 106 Chapter 10 Digital Recording Standard.  Each section within the
standard will be covered along with implementation, compliancy, interoperability, data processing and validation methods.
Lessons learned and insight into development and applications of Chapter 10 recorders, test equipment and software
throughout the test and operational communities will also be presented.  A review of emerging implementations and the
next release of the standard will also be conducted.

Al Berard,
Air Force Test

Center, Eglin AFB
& Mark Buckley,

Telspan Data

Spectrum and 
Signal Analysis

This course explores the range of measurements that can be made with a vector spectrum analyzer, from swept
measurements of the RF spectrum through spur searches and pulsed signal measurements and on to more advanced
measurements like phase noise, noise figure and demodulation of communications signals.  The material presented is
suitable for beginners, but can also serve as a useful survey for more experienced users.

Mike Flaherty,
Keysight

Technologies

Basic Systems 
Engineering

This course studies end-to-end telemetry systems with their signal and noise characteristics.  It concentrates on analysis
of data streams for efficient transfers over the communication link. Sampling, filtering, commutation, and RF link 
characteristics are studied. Line Coding (NRZ-L, BIΦ-L, etc.) with their spectral (Fourier) characteristics, bandwidth and
filtering requirements are analyzed.  Benefits of using Forward Error Correction (FEC) for data transmission is explained
(Block, Convolutional, and Turbo Coding concepts are discussed).  Modulation techniques such as AM, PCM/FM, BPSK and
QPSK are analyzed; their Eb/N0 and BER performance characteristics are compared.  Learn dB/dBm concepts better.
Course relies on the basic mathematical principals of the communication systems.

Halil Altan, 
Altan Tech
Consulting

Fundamentals
of Microwaves

and RF

The course begins with an overview of electromagnetic theory and the many common uses of RF-microwaves today.
Concepts such as the frequency spectrum, basic physics of electro-magnetic wave reflection and propagation, standing
waves, power density, phase and polarity are discussed.  The second section discusses RF-microwave components 
typically found in telemetry systems, touching on design and applications.  Consideration of antennas, transmissions lines,
couplers/splitters/combiners, hybrids, RF amplifiers, VCOs, isolators, attenuators, modulators, etc. is given.  Concepts such
as “intermodulation”, “dynamic range” and, “linearity” are introduced.  The final section of the course addresses the 
application of an end-to-end digital telemetry transceiving system.  A typical airborne to ground station radio link is 
presented with emphasis placed on “RF-centric issues” impacting radio link performance.

Mark
McWhorter,
Lumistar, Inc.

SHORT COURSES
>MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2016 | 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM

* Short courses continued on page 8

New!
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*Short course certificates provided upon request.

>MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2016 | 9:00AM–5:00PM
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Short Course Description Instructor

Basics of Aircraft
Instrumentation

This course will describe the data acquisition system design criteria used to meet the customer’s data requirements.  An
example accelerometer measurement is used to illustrate the design process from the sensor to the engineering unit
display.  The presentation will cover pre sample filtering, sampling, digital encoding, and the trade-offs to consider when
designing an airborne data acquisition system.  Recording of data sources and RF telemetry are presented along with
measurement uncertainty.  Standards and best practices are highlighted throughout.

Ken Miller,
NAVAIR

Introduction to
Analyzing 

Ethernet Data

With the proliferation of Ethernet as a data transport on multiple commercial and military aircraft and weapon systems it
is becoming even more important to get a basic understanding of how to analyze Ethernet data.  This course will start with
an introduction to the OSI model and lay out the basics that make up Ethernet traffic.  Then we'll look at the open source
Wireshark program and go through a crash course in using it to examine different types of Ethernet traffic.  Finally we'll
look at using the Python programming language along with several libraries to actually analyze and decode data embedded
in Ethernet traffic.

Paul Ferrill, 
Avionics Test 
and Analysis
Corporation

Telemetry for
High-Latency,
Error-Prone
Networks

Global telemetry networks present many challenges with high-latency and error-prone transport conditions.  This tutorial will
present detailed information on packet-based telemetry standards that are designed to operate reliably in such conditions,
with emphasis on RF systems, Forward Error Correction, delivery assurance, efficient packet structures in asymmetric links,
Internet Protocol considerations, security, interoperability and more.  With practical applications for ground, sea, air and space
telemetry systems, much of the emphasis will be on Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) standards,
and how those standards (and select elements) can be considered for more broad telemetry applications.  This course 
provides a protocol stack depiction of these concepts with reference to the common OSI stack.  Students should have a 
general technical competency and understanding of communications theory, protocols and systems.

Robert Ritter, 
IMI/RT Logic

Telemetry 
over IP

This course begins by introducing the capability of transporting PCM telemetry over an IP network (TMoIP), including discus-
sion of the benefits and limitations of this technology.  Essential network topics are covered including the OSI network model
and associated TMoIP network protocols.  The two key RCC IRIG standards for TMoIP are described: IRIG 218 and IRIG 106
Chapter 10 over UDP.  Interactive and scripted setup, configuration, status, and diagnostics approaches are presented.
Advanced topics include minimizing latency, handling poor-quality WAN networks, inter-vendor interoperability, one-to-many
and mesh networks, configurable quality-of-service, time/data correlation, future-proofing, and security.

Preston Hauck,
NetAcquire
Corporation

ITC/USA 2016 TECHNICAL SESSIONS

>Tuesday, November 8
Session 1. Spectrum Access

Session 2. Signal Processing I

Session 3. Sensors & Data
Acquisition

Session 4. Special Dedicated Session:
The AWS-3 Auction and The
Spectrum Reallocation Fund: Now
What Do We Do? * 
Derrick Hinton, Test Resource Management
Center

>Thursday, November 10
Session 13. iNET Special
Session: Dod and Commercial
Use* 

Session 14. Software Tools

Session 15. Networks 

Session 16. Modulation &
Coding II

Session 5. ICTS * 

Session 6. Antennas &
Hardware

Session 7. Range Systems 

Session 8. Modulation &
Coding I

Session 9 Range Commanders
Council * 

Session 10. Signal Processing II

Session 11. Telemetering
Applications

Session 12. Demonstration
Systems

* Special Session

>Wednesday, November 9

New!

New!
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>WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 2016
Conference Luncheon 12:00pm–2:00pm
Awards Presentation >Solana A–D
Come enjoy a buffet lunch while you applaud the recipients of following awards:
• Best Conference Paper
• Lawrence Rauch Award for Standards
• Myron Nichols Award for Telemetry Spectrum
• Undergraduate and Graduate Student Paper Awards
• Pioneer Award

Tickets: $25.00/person.

>TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 2016
Opening Ceremony & Keynote Speaker 9:00am–10:00am

New Horizons Mission to Pluto >Solana A–D
Maarten Versteeg from Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) will speak at the Opening Session on the New Horizons 
interplanetary space probe, whose mission is to perform a flyby of the Pluto system and other Kuiper belt objects, part of
NASA’s New Frontiers program.  A light continental breakfast will be served at 8:30am and the program will begin 
promptly at 9:00am. 

Special Session 2:30pm–4:30pm

The AWS-3 Auction and The Spectrum Reallocation Fund:  Now What Do We Do? >Solana A–D
This Special Session is being moderated by Derrick Hinton, Principal Deputy, Test Resource Management Center. 
The session will be held at an exclusive time on the opening day of the conference:  Tuesday, November 8, 2:30–5:00 pm.

Exhibit Hall Reception 4:30pm–6:00pm

Networking with Exhibitors and Attendees >Exhibit Halls
Join us at the Exhibit Hall Reception, immediately following the first day of sessions. Have a drink or two, network with other
attendees, and visit the sponsors & exhibitors who are waiting to show you what they have to offer.  This event is open to all
attendees.

>MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2016
Welcome Reception 6:30pm–8:30pm
Food, Fun, and Networking >Solana A–D
Kick off your conference experience by meeting and networking with about 600 of your fellow peers and colleagues
from across the industry.  The conference opening reception will bring together conference delegates from across
the country, as well as locally.  What a great way to connect with attendees, exhibitors, and speakers while you enjoy
a fantastic night of food and fun!  Everyone is welcome to this event — a great way to renew old acquaintances
and make new contacts.  

Free!
All Welcome!

Free!
All Welcome!

Seating for the luncheon is limited, so buy your ticket(s) early.  Online purchase is available through
November 4th — just go to www.telemetry.org.  Or you can buy your tickets on-site at the 

registration desk starting Sunday, November 6th at 4:00pm.

Free!
All Welcome!
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ABOUT ITC/USA 2016

Background

The International Telemetering Conference/USA (ITC/USA) is an annual forum and
technical exhibition sponsored by the International Foundation for Telemetering
(IFT), a non-profit corporation dedicated to serving the technical and professional
interests of the telemetering community, including the establishment and support
of scholastic telemetry programs at six universities.  The 3½-day conference
consists of technical presentations, tutorials, and short courses arranged in
concurrent sessions and complemented by a technical exhibition area that features
latest-technology product demos and displays from more than 100 industry
suppliers.

The unique relationship between the manufacturing community and users in both
government and industry has produced yearly conferences that have led to
continued advancements of the telemetering and instrumentation
systems/equipment we rely on today, as well as the continuing education of
telemetering professionals worldwide.

Who Should Attend?

If you are involved with any kind of aerospace, vehicular, biomedical, meteorological,
or industrial telemetry applications, then you belong at ITC/USA 2016.  This
premier forum brings together customers, suppliers, academics, and the engineering
community to discuss how technology is revolutionizing the field.

Why Attend?
> Unprecedented opportunity to network with the industry’s leading experts and

innovators
> Robust technical program covering the latest policies, trends, constraints, and

breakthroughs shaping the industry
> Expert commentary from keynote speakers
> Wide selection of short courses to keep you on top of technology

developments
> Attain Continuing Learning Points (CLPs) to further your professional

development

Why Exhibit?
> Extremely affordable way to reach the telemetry industry’s movers and shakers
> Captive audience of over 2,000 telemetry engineers, scientists, and management

personnel
> Outstanding opportunity to stay abreast of the competition and get new ideas

to expand your product base
> Highly targeted direct mail opportunities to conference attendees

An acclaimed international technical symposium for 52 years
running, ITC remains the world’s most comprehensive telemetry
event.  With everything from in-depth technical short courses
and technical briefs presented by real-world experts to world-
class speakers and cutting-edge exhibits, this show has
something for everyone in the industry.  Don’t miss out!

ABOUT
ITC/USA 2016
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ITC/USA 2016 EXHIBITOR LIST (AS OF JUNE 22 2016)

Air Academy Associates  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .603

AIT  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1116

AMERGINT Technologies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1114

Apogee Labs, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .714

Apollotek Ltd  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .306

ATAC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .923

BAE Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1017

Brandywine Communications  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .821

CALCULEX  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .101,114

Clear-Com  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .718

Compunetix Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1024

CPI Malibu Division  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .823

Creative Digital Systems Integration, Inc.  . . . . . .925

Curtiss-Wright Controls 
Avionics & Electronics (CWC-AE)  . . . . . . . . . . .721

Delta Digital Video/AMPEX/
Acroamatics/GDP Space Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . .700

DEWESoft LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .111

Dewetron  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .915

Dynetics  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .911

EMC Corporation  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .903

Emhiser Research, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .211

ESE  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .207

EWA Government Systems, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . .1019

Galleon Embedded Computing  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .816

Haigh-Farr  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1115

Instrumentation Technology Systems . . . . . . . . . .916

IPtec Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .914

JDA Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .406

JT3 LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .309

L-3  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .707,612 

Lumistar  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1021

Masterclock, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1018

Microwave Innovations, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .307

Microwave Specialty Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .308

NASA Armstrong  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .117

NAVAIR Ranges  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .601

NetAcquire Corporation  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1001

NEXEYA France  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .720

OnTime Networks  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .819

Orbit Communication Systems, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . .918

Photo-Sonics, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .311

Physical Science Laboratory – NMSU  . . . . . . . . .212

Pulse Research Lab  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .210

Quasonix . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1103

Raytheon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1121

Rotating Precision Mechanisms Inc. . . . . . . . . . .1022

RT Logic  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1117

Smartronix  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .215

Society of Flight Test Engineers  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .317

Southwest Research Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .815

Spectracom  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .715

Summation Research, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1016

Symvionics, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .701

Systems Engineering & 
Management Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .201

Teletronics Technology Corporation  . . . . . . . . .301

Telspan Data  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .214

Times Microwave Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .717

Ultra Electronics Herley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1118

Ulyssix Technologies  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1214

Universal Switching Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . .917

ViaSat, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1015

Wideband Systems, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1007

WTW Anlagenbau GmbH  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1020

Zodiac Data Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .803

Company Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Booth Company Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Booth

= Diamond Sponsor          = Platinum Sponsor          = Gold Sponsor
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CALCULEX: Diamond Sponsor

QUASONIX: Platinum Sponsor

Platinum Sponsor of ITC 2016

Quasonix now offers the complete
RF telemetry link solution.

Come see it all in booth 1103.

• L, S, and C band

• Space-Time Coding (STC)

• Telemetry over IP (TMoIP)

• Data Quality Metric / Encapsulation
(DQM / DQE)

• Adaptive Equalization

• HyperTrack™

• Con-scan or E-scan feeds

Transmitters, Receivers, Antennas... Oh My!
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Sponsorships are a great way to help you extend your
reach and maximize your exposure to our attendees
and ready-to-buy decision-makers, as well as:

Sign Up

Today!

>Draw attention to a new product or
service

>Generate more sales leads
> Increase booth traffic
>Make a lasting impression

>Sponsorship Opportunities Include
ITC Mobile App Banner Ad – Display your logo or
advertisement in a rotating banner and attract more
leads. Attendees can tap on your advertisement to
see other resources in the app or in the web. An
effective banner can drive traffic to your booth or
website, increase visibility, and boost sales.

Premier Listing in the Conference App – Highlight
your company listing to make your brand more
visible as well as upload photos and marketing

material. This is the easiest way to stand out in a
long list of exhibitors and receive more attention!

ITC Website Advertising – Your company's logo or
fixed image advertisement will run prominently on
the ITC Telemetry.org home page or the ITC 2016
page. 

Meeting Space – If you need meeting space, don’t
wait to reserve a meeting room because they will
sell out. Food and beverage orders for the meeting
rooms must be made thru the hotel. Please contact
Lena Moran at Lmoran@traxintl.com if you have
any questions. 

For the complete list of sponsorship
opportunities, please visit our website at
www.telemetry.org

SPECTRACOM: Gold Sponsor
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HOTEL INFORMATION
Event Location
ITC/USA 2016 will be hosted at Renaissance Glendale
Hotel & Spa in Glendale, Arizona  This Marriott hotel is
located adjacent to the Westgate Entertainment District.
With first-class spa facilities, entertainment options across the
street, and gracious accommodations, the Renaissance
Glendale Hotel & Spa is ideal for vacationers and convention
delegates alike.  All events, including short courses, technical
sessions, and exhibits, will occur in or in close proximity to
the Convention Center area of the hotel property.  The hotel
is located at 9495 W. Coyotes Blvd., Glendale, AZ 85305

Hotel Reservations
Care has been taken to reserve a block of rooms at special
rates for attendees at 4 new hotels, because the Renaissance
has sold out for this timeframe. Please specify that you will be
attending the ITC conference when booking your reservation. 

Residence Inn and SpringHill Suites
The Residence Inn and SpringHill Suites are located at 7350
N. Zanjero Boulevard and 7370 N. Zanjero Boulevard,
respectively.  These hotels are only 1 mile away from the host
hotel.  

Room block cut-off: October 16, 2016 

Rate: Prevailing Government Rate (Group code IFTA)

Reservations via Web: www.telemetry.org (click on Venue
tab to be directed to the hotel information page).  If you need
to reserve more than one room, establish master billing, or
have any questions, please contact the hotel directly at 623-
772-8900 for Residence Inn and 623-772-9200 for the
SpringHill Suites.

Holiday Inn and Staybridge Suites
The Holiday Inn and Staybridge Suites are located at 9310 W.
Cabela Drive, and is only 1 mile away from the host hotel.

Room block cut-off: October 21, 2016 

Rate: Prevailing Government Rate (Group code
International Telemetering Conference)

Reservations: Please contact the hotel directly at 
623-293-5614.

Renaissance 
is Sold Out.
However, space is 
still available at 
these 4 nearby hotels:

WiFi for Non-Hotel
Guests at the Renaissance
is $30++

Parking for Non-Hotel
Guests at the Renaissance
is $11 self / $15 valet

The Renaissance is located 20 miles from the
Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport. 

Transportation from/to the Airport
• Uber now services the Phoenix airport

• Super Shuttle: $24 one way. This shuttle stops at
multiple stops along the way.  800-258-3826

• Zetian Transport: NONSTOP $60 for up to 3 people 
per shuttle.  480-518-8033

• Taxi: Estimated fare is $75 one way

Holiday Inn and
Staybridge Suites

Residence Inn and
SpringHill Suites

Free WiFi

Free Hot Breakfast

Free Shuttle 
to the Renais

sance

Important 
Details

Renaissance Spa

>
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ITC’16 Exhibitors:  Please register your show personnel, guests, and sales representatives on the web!

Regular Provides access to all exhibit areas, technical sessions and
includes a DVD of the Technical Proceedings. $30

Short
Course Fee to attend one short course of your choice. $400

Active Duty
Military

For individuals on active military duty.  Provides access to all
exhibit areas, technical sessions and includes a DVD of the
Technical Proceedings.

$10

Full-Time
Student

For full-time students.  Provides access to all exhibit areas,
technical sessions and includes a DVD of the Technical
Proceedings.

$10

  Author/
Session
Chair 

For those individuals whose technical paper has been published in
ITC 2016 Technical Proceedings and/or individuals who will be
chairing a technical session.  Includes access to all exhibit
areas/technical sessions and a DVD of the Technical Proceedings.

No Charge

Exhibitor 
Booth Staff

2 free registrations per 10x10.  

Additional registrations: $30 each.*
No Charge* 

Awards
Luncheon Ticket allows admittance to Awards Luncheon. $25

ITC/USA 2016 
REGISTRATION POLICIES

Online Registration Deadline
Don’t wait… 
go to www.telemetry.org.
Online registration ends
November 4, 2016.
Substitutions
Substitutions are allowed.  
Please e-mail requests to: 
telemetry@comcast.net
Cancellations
Refunds will be accepted for 
cancellations received before
November 4, 2016.
Badging Info
Badges for anyone that registers
online will be available for pickup
at the ITC registration desk
beginning Sunday, November 6,
2016 at 4:00pm.

2 Easy Ways 
to Register!

Online: G o  t o  
w w w . t e l e m e t r y . o r g
a n d  c l i c k  o n  t h e
registration link.  This is
your quickest and easiest
option!

In Person: If you don’t
register by November 4,
2016, you’ll need to register
at the conference.  On-site
registration begins Sunday,
November 6th at 4:00 p.m.

CONFERENCE REGISTRATIONTYPES

>

www.telemetry.org

To Register, Go Online

NOTE:  Space for short courses is limited.  Acceptance is on a first-come, 
first-payment basis.  Early online registration is highly recommended.

1

2
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WHOWE ARE . . .
> A conference by and for the telemetering

community

> A conference with a continued record of success
since our start in 1965

The International Telemetering Conference/USA (ITC/USA) is an
annual forum and technical exhibition sponsored by the International
Foundation for Telemetering (IFT), a non-profit corporation
dedicated to serving the technical and professional interests of the
telemetering community.  The conference is held in the fall of each
year and consists of three and one-half days of technical
presentations, tutorials, and short courses arranged in several
concurrent sessions.  In addition, a technical exhibit staffed by both
manufacturers and users displays the latest advancements in
equipment and services. Exhibitors staff their booths with
professional sales engineers and other technical personnel to ensure
that an appropriate level of technical expertise is available to the
attendee.

Each year, the IFT-appointed General Chair and Technical Program
Chair develop the conference based on their perspectives and
experience.  They, in turn, assemble a staff to handle the various
functions of the conference program.  The entire staff is composed
of volunteers, sponsored by their parent organizations, who are
active in the industry or are involved in test and evaluation and
instrumentation systems.

The unique relationship, which began in 1965, between the
manufacturing community and the users in both government and
industry has produced yearly conferences that have led to the
continued advancements in telemetering and instrumentation
systems and equipment we rely on today, as well as the continuing
education of telemetering professionals worldwide.
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WHATWE DO . . .
> Provide a forum for the exchange of ideas 

and information

> Educate with short courses and tutorials

> Publish technical papers

We provide a forum for the exchange of information and education.
Our technical program consists of approximately 100 technical
paper presentations logically grouped into several concurrent
sessions.  All papers are screened prior to acceptance to maintain
high technical standards and relevance to the industry.  Sessions and
presentations are timed for the convenience of the attendee.

In addition to the paper presentations, we offer several short
courses on subjects of interest to the community.  Past courses, for
example, have included Telemetering Basics for engineers just
entering the field and non-technical members of the community, as
well as courses such as Telemetering System Design and Application
of Global Positioning System Capabilities for the advanced engineer.

Every conference includes several speakers who open the event and
address the luncheons.  Each speaker is a recognized expert in his
field and discusses a topic of interest to the community. Past
speakers have included various Department of Defense
undersecretaries, NASA administrators, university presidents,
technical directors, corporate CEOs, and astronauts.
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TECHNICAL EXHIBITION . . .
> 200+ booths staffed with sales and 

engineering specialists

> Over 125 exhibitors per conference

A technical exhibition is an integral part of each conference.  The
primary goal of our exhibits committee is to ensure an efficiently
organized and well-managed exhibit area. Committee members
enroll the exhibitors, assign spaces, appoint an exhibits management
company to set up the booths, receive and deliver the exhibitors’
equipment and displays, and attend to the needs of both the
exhibitors and the attendees. Each conference includes a meeting
between the exhibitors, ITC exhibits staff, and the responsible IFT
director to ensure that we are meeting the needs of all concerned.
Continued coordination with the telemetering community has
resulted in the number of exhibitors exceeding 125, and the number
of booths has increased to over 200 spaces.

For nominal charges, exhibitors can have their booth(s) carpeted and
furnished to their specifications.  Electrical power and telephone
services are also available.  In addition, each exhibitor receives a copy
of the Technical Proceedings on a DVD and a pass to attend the
technical sessions at no charge.  A complete list of attendees,
including all exhibitor personnel, is distributed to each exhibitor at
the close of the conference.

A separate publication is available, which outlines the responsibilities
of the exhibitors and the ITC.
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EDUCATION . . .
> Individual scholarships

> Monetary grants

> Establishment of programs

> Technical coordination

An integral part of the IFT philosophy is active participation in
education. Residual funds from each conference are channeled into
programs at several universities in the U.S.  We were a major force
in the establishment of a Master’s Program with an emphasis in
telemetering in the Electrical and Computer Engineering
Department at New Mexico State University.  Since that beginning,
we have added programs at the University of Arizona, Brigham Young
University, the University of Missouri-Rolla, the University of
California at Santa Barbara, and the University of Kansas.

The grants from IFT to the universities help fund numerous diverse
endeavors in the telemetering field.  These funds support
development of curricula and programs in telemetry, lab equipment
purchases, specific projects, professorships, graduate assistantships,
scholarships, and student travel to the ITC.  Each year, the conference
sponsors a student paper contest and awards prizes to the best
papers in both the undergraduate and graduate categories.

The IFT also sponsors the Telemetering Standards Coordinating
Committee (TSCC) and the International Consortium for Telemetry
Spectrum (ICTS).  The TSCC is comprised of members of both 

government and industry
and serves to review and 
recommend proposed stan-
dards affecting the teleme-
tering community.  The
ICTS is an international
committee that serves to
keep its members and the
appropriate members of
the international communi-
ty aware of potential
impacts on the telemetry
spectrum.
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Gone... but not forgotten.
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Judd Strock, a telemetry pioneer



BENEFITS TOYOU, THE EXHIBITOR . . .
> A professionally-managed environment to showcase your products

and services

– We have earned our reputation as a well-managed, highly technical conference.

> Promotion and advertisement of your participation in the
conference

– We direct mail to our mailing list and advertise in appropriate periodicals several
times a year.

> Domestic and international attendance

– Typically, non-U.S. attendees number in the mid-100s with over 25 countries
represented.

> Reach more potential customers per advertising dollar

– Our attendance exceeds 2,200 engineers, scientists, and management personnel.

> See your competition

– Learn what you have to do to keep ahead in product development.

> Get new ideas to expand your product base

– Listen to attendees describe their particular requirements and compare their needs
with available technology.

SOWHYWAIT? 
VISIT WWW.TELEMETRY.ORG

TO FIND OUT MORE ON

ATTENDING/EXHIBITING AT ITC!
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International Foundation
for Telemetering
5665 Oberlin Dr. Suite 200

San Diego, CA 92121
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